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Dean of Students No Parking

To Run RA Program Traffic Board Regulates Campus Cars
One issue that virtually all "regulate pedestrian and board — representatives of th

Cornell's resident advisers —
dormitory counselors for
freshmen women — will find the
scope and nature of their duties
changed next year, but they will
be paid for their work for the first
time.

According to Ann E. Shumate,
assistant dean of students, the
resident adviser (or RA) program
will be changed from a voluntary
program organized by Women's
Student Government Association
(WSGA) to a posit ion
administered in the Office of the
Dean of Students.

RAs will now have duties and
training similar to the dormitory
counselors in the men's
residence halls. In addition, RAs
will receive room and partial
board compensation

"It's part of an overall program
to coordinate the residence hall
programs and structures. Miss
Shumate said.

Although next year's RAs will
be trained by the dean's staff,
and will be reimbursed for their
services, their work load will
increase

University Joins
Mexican Venture

Cornell University has joined.
for a one-year trial period, the
Inter University Institute for
Basic Research in Social
Sciences in Yucatan. Mexico.
Alfred L. Baldwin, director of the
Center for Research in
Education, announced.

Membership in the Institute is
being sponsored jointly at
Cornell by the Latin American
Program. the International
Population Program, the College
of Human Ecology and the
Center for Research in
Education.

Cornell faculty and graduate
students in the social sciences
interested in conducting field
work through the facilities of the
Institute should contact Baldwin
for details

He said the Institute's field
station located in the city of
Mirda on the Yucatan Peninsula
is available to Cornell
researchers through February,
1971.

"We are anxious." he said, "to
see if there are enough faculty
and students at Cornell who
would use such a facility to
justify efforts to maintain our
access to it."

The Institute, was established
in December 1964 by social
scientists from Mexico and the

• United States, notably Fred L.
Strodtbeck head of the Laboratory
of Social Psychology of the
University of Chicago. Currently.
Norman McQuown, a professor
at the University of Chicago, is
director in the United States for
the project.

The facilities, which include a
library, living quarters, tape
recorders, lecture rooms and
offices, were developed with
funds from the Ford Foundation
and the American National
Science Foundation.

Miss Shumate said that, at
present, there is one RA for
approximately every 12
freshmen women. Next year, that
ratio will jump to one counselor
for each 30 freshmen in some
areas, and an even higher ratio in
dorm areas which are
predominantly upperclass.

RAs will be selected by a
student-staff committee, using
an interview system similar to
the one employed in selecting
dormitory or floor counselors for
the men's residence units. Miss
Shumate said.

members of the Cornell
community agree on is that there
is a shortage of parking spots on
campus.

While everyone complains, one
group is directly concerned with
finding solutions to both the
parking and traffic flow problems
of Cornell's sprawling campus —
the Board on Traffic Control.

Currently chaired by James W.
Spencer, professor of agricultural
engineering, the Traffic Control
Board was established by an
article of the University's by-
laws, giving it authority to

"regulate pedestrian and
vehicular traffic and parking."

The Traffic Board has been
grappling with the problem of
fitting the proverbial square peg
into a round hole — facilitating
the progress of the thousands of
motor vehicles and pedestrians
across campus, and finding them
parking spaces when they get
where they're going.

On the board are eight faculty
and staff members, and one
undergraduate and one graduate
student, all appointed by the
University president. Three ex-
officio members also sit on the

Dr. Christian Takes Med College Post
Several appointments have

been made in the various
divisions of the University over
the last week

Dr. Charles L. Christian has
been appointed physician-in-
chief of The Hospital for Special
Surgery and head of the Division

DR. CHARLES L. CHRISTIAN
Assumes Medical College Post

of Rheumatic Diseases of The
New York Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center, it was
announced today by Dr. Robert
L. Patterson, Jr., surgeon-in-
chief. The Hospital for Special
Surgery, and Dr. Alexander G.
Beam, chairman of the
department of medicine, The
New York Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center.

In addition. Dr. Christian will
also serve as Associate Director
of Research of the Philip D.
Wilson Research Foundation;
Director of The Hospital for
Special Surgery's Department of
Rheumatic Diseases; Professor
of Medicine at Cornell University
Medical College; and Attending
Physician at The New York
Hospital.

Dr. Christian succeeds Dr.
Richard H. Freyberg, who retired
on February 28 after 25 years of
service to The Hospital for
Special Surgery and The New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center.

Prior to joining the Cornell
Medical Community, Dr.
Christian was Professor of
Medicine at Columbia University
College of Physicians and
Surgeons! and Program Director
of the college's Arthritis Training
Grant. He is currently a member
of the United States Public
Health Service General Medicine

Study Section and was formerly
chairman of the U.S.P.H.S.
Arthritis Training Grant Com-
mittee.

A native of Wichita, Kansas, Dr.
Christian received his B.A.
degree at the University of
Wichita in 1949. He obtained his
M.D. degree at Western Reserve
University School of Medicine in
1953. and completed his
internship in medicine at the
Presbyterian Hospital, New York
City. His residency .work was
done at the Presbyterian Hospital
and at University Hospitals,
Cleveland. Ohio.

An eighth new faculty member
will join Cornell University's
government department next fall.
Eldon John Eisenach, a specialist
in political theory, has accepted
an assistant professorship at
Cornell, according to Arch T.
Dotson, chairman of the
government department

Eisenach will come to Cornell
from the Department of Political
Science at Pennsylvania State
University. Within his specialty
area, his major concentrations
are English liberalism and
American political thought.

He received his doctor of
philosophy and master of arts
degrees both in political science
from the University of California
at Berkeley. Eisenach received
his bachelor of arts degree from
Harvard University, where he
was graduated magna cum
laude

Robert W Spalding. professor
of animal science. College of
Agriculture, has been appointed
leader of a college-wide
agricultural manpower'program

In a n n o u n c i n g the
appointment. Charles E, Palm,
dean of the" college, said:
"Though technology is replacing
man with machines in many
agricultural tasks, agriculture is
still dependent on qualified
personnel to produce crops and
livestock as well as to assemble,
process, and distribute farm
products.

Spalding will coordinate
extension and research activities
already underway in agricultural
manpower and will help develop
new programs at the college.
Also, he will maintain contacts
with government agencies and
will work with Cooperative
Extension and the college's
research office in seeking funds

manpowerto support the
program activities.

Robert C Baker, professor of
food science, has been named
director of' the College of
Agriculture's Institute of Food
Science and Marketing at Cornell
University.

He will have administrative
responsibility for coordinating
joint programs in research,
teaching, and extension of the
food science department on the
Ithaca campus and the food
science and technology
department of the NY. State
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Geneva. -

board — representatives of the
controller, vice president for
business, and vice president for
planning.

The group is responsible for
formulat ing all parking
regulations and penalties for the
campus, while the Division of
Safety and Security enforces the
regulations.

Although the group deals with
many traffic issues, the most
pressing problem they face, as
anyone who has tried to find a
parking spot on campus at
midday will testify, is the parking
situation.

In spite of the fact that parking
fines have increased over the
years "to deter illegal parking,"
many cars continue to be illegally
parked. Spencer said

And, Safety Div is ion
surveillance, although increased
this year, seems to have a limited
affect on illegal parkers — from
October 1 until February 1,
patrolmen have issued some
11,700 parking tickets. A good
portion of these. Spencer said,
are issued to visitor or
"unregistered" vehicles.

Basically, the parking problem
comes down to this: There are
4,800 registrants with on
campus-parking privileges
(including U.S.O.E. L-T, and AB
stickers) and some 600 floating
Continued on Page 7

DiGiacomo to Head Up
County Fund Campaign

Anthony C. DiGiacomo. Class
of 1953, and Vice president of
the First National Bank and Trust
Company of Ithaca, has been
named general chairman for the
Tompkins County Cornell Fund
campaign aimed at seeking
support for the University from
some 3,000 alumni living in the
county.

The Cornell Fund, major effort
in the University's annual alumni
giving program, is seeking a total
of $3,000,000. A million-dollar
challenge grant established by
an anonymous donor will be
added to the fund if the
campaign reaches its goal.
Whether the goal is met or not
the challenge grant will match
every gift of $10 or more from
new donors and every increase
of $10 or more over the largest
gift given by a previous donor in
the past five years..

Dur ing the 1968 -69
campaign, the Cornell Fund
received $2,577,644 from
25,857 alumni and friends of
Cornell throughout the nation.
This total broke all previous
Cornell records.

DiGiacomo stressed the
University's urgent need for
unrestricted funds at this time,
and expressed pleasure at the
fact that the national campaign is
showing an excellent response to
the opportunity offered by the
million-dollar challenge grant.

DiGiacomo received his
bachelor's degree in economics
at Cornell in 1953, and is a

graduate of the Graduate School
of Banking at Rutgers, N.J: In
1965 he was Tompkins County
Chairman of the Cornell Fund
Centennial Drive. He is a
member of the Cornell University
Council and a past president of
the Cornell Club of Ithaca.

The Tompkins County Cornell
Fund drive began with a kick-off
meeting on the evening of March
3, and is scheduled to end March
30. Serving on DiGiacomo's
committee are Courtney
Crawford, Law '54, Stuart Cobb
'41, David Donner '60, David
Flinn '60, Ronald Walding '57,
David Palmer '62. Frank Proto
'65, Alfred Cook '37, and William
Bailey '53.
sp
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Board Recommends
Parking Changes

To meet increasing parking
and traffic demands on a campus
with a steadily shrinking supply
of road and parking space, the
Cornell Board on Traffic Control
yesterday issued a report
recommending sweeping
changes in the traffic situation,
beginning next fall, and
continuing over the coming
decade.

Gates restricting day-time
campus traffic flow, improved

SUPPLY AND DEMAND .— Too
many cars and not enough space is
an ever-worsening Cornell dilemma.
Traffic Board recommendations call
for sweeping changes •in parking
rules

peripheral lot bus service, and
parking permit fees are the major
innovations proposed for next
year.

The Traffic Board's plan for
1980 includes construction of
new peripheral parking areas, an
expanded bus system, a
restricted central campus core
with a loop road for cross
campus traffic, and the
possibility of some additional on
campus parking areas. ' »

Both the long-range- and
immediate recommendations
were formulated over the last 18
months, according to James W.
Spencer, professor of agricultural
engineering and chairman of the
group. The report noted that
unless some actions were taken
by 1980 there would be an
actual deficit of 2,200 parking
spaces.

Decreasing parking space,
increased peak hour congestion
and heavy parking violations, as
well as mounting danger to
pedestrians were factors behind
the Board's recommendations.
Spencer said.

As a first step in the ten-year
parking and traffic plan, the
Board recommended that day-
time traffic on East Avenue, parts
of Tower Road, Central Avenue
and Garden Avenue (see dia-
grams on Page 1 1) be restricted
to delivery and service vehicles,
mass transit vehicles and cars
with parking rights in the area.
Traffic would be controlled by
four manned gatehouses.

The Board also recommended:
—"No-stopping" rules on

University Avenue and Campus
Road during peak hours.

—Special 'visitors only' lots.
—Setting up a new parking

permit system, using fees "as a
means for reducing demand for
parking space." The Traffic Board
suggested that fees "should be
highest for U permits and scaled
downward to no fee for AB
permits.

—Expanding jitney service for
Department of Buildings and
Properties (B&P) personnel,
Langmuir Laboratory personnel
and others.

—Control of night-time'
parking either by extending the
hours of restricted circulation or
by issuing "at a fee, a separate
night-time permit, and extending
the hours of operation of the bus
service."

—That the old Country Club lot
off Jessup Road in front of the
North Campus dorms be
expanded this summer to
provide up to 400 more spaces.

In the second part of the
report, the Traffic Board
proposed adding 2,200 parking
spaces to the campus by T980

Also recommended was the
expansion of the present bus
service, "designed to serve the
entire community." 'By strictly
limiting central campus traffic,
the Board said, the bus system
would be able to operate more
efficiently, especially at peak
hours. The Board considered
making Cornell into a "walking
campus," but said "it appears
unwise not to make use of the
spaces we currently have."
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Corson Addresses Faculty:
Finances, Priorities, Blacks

University President Dale R.
Corson yesterday discussed
Cornell's "serious financial
problem," priorities he expects to
maintain and future policies
concerning black students,
particularly in the graduate field

Corson's wide-ranging talk
was made before some 280
faculty members at a meeting of
the University Faculty in 120
Ives Hall.

Corson outlined reasons for
the University's serious financial
situation and said Cornell was
not alone in having to resort to
deficit financing.

' ' T h e r e are severa l
uncontrollable expense factors
which are working to defeat us."
Corson said. "The first of these is
inflation which is growing
annually. Maintenance costs, for
example, are increasing around
ten per cent a year. The debt
service has doubled in six years,
both through increased

borrowings for new construction
and from the extreme interest
rates we now have to pay.

"Staff benefits, including social
security, health care. life
insurance, and so forth have
doubled in six years,
representing about a 12 percent
per year increase. Salaries at all
levels have risen rapidly."

Another uncontrol lable
expense, Corson said, is that
required to meet commitments
made in the past to pick up
ongoing programs initially
supported by grant funds of one
kind or another. As grants expire,
these commitments now add
something like a half-million
dollars per year to the operating
budget, he said.

To hold down expenses,
Corson said, the University will
restrict the number of new
positions provided for in next
year's budget. Typically, he said,
between 100 and 150 new

positions are added in the
endowed colleges each year, but
this rate cannot be sustained
now.
Continued on Page 4

McGraw Tower
During Eclipse

Metallic Hydrogen

Engineers Racing Russians
High pressure engineers at

Cornell University could be
engaged in an unpublicized race
with Russian scientists to create
metallic hydrogen — a
subs tance that cou ld
revolutionize rocketry and make
possible a perfect conductor of
electricity at room temperature

Using a 1000-ton press in a
laboratory in Thurston Hall, the
engineers already have created
pressures up to 700,000
atmospheres — approximately

one fifth the pressure at the
center of the earth and 700
times the pressure at the deepest
point in the ocean. One
atmosphere is 14.7 pounds per
square inch.

Despite these tremendous
pressures, the Cornell team,
headed by Arthur L. Ruoff.
professor of materials science
and engineering, is pushing to
reach pressures of at least
1,000.000 atmospheres.

Ruoff doesn't like to think of his

HIGH PRESSURE MEN — Arthur L. Ruoff (right), professor of materials
science and engineering, glances at some notes compiled by his research
associate C C. Chao, while Volke Arnold, high pressure technician, makes an
adjustment to a chamber which contains an ultrahigh pressure vessel.
Pressure in the vessel is generated by a 1,000-ton press. The insert shows a
gasket which illustrates the sample size

group as being in a race with the
Russians. However, in 1967 a
Russian acquaintance sent Ruoff
a news item from Pravda, the
Russian newspaper, stating that
a huge multi-story press was
being constructed in the Soviet
Union with the express purpose
of reaching pressures up to
2.000.000 atmospheres. The
Russian scientist suggested that
one application of the new press
might be the production of
metallic hydrogen.

"It's clea* the Russians are
very much interested in metallic
hydrogen and that they have
some pretty good hardware to
make it with," Ruoff said "It
would be nice if we could get
there first "

Cornell physicist Neil W.
Ashcroft, professor of atomic and
solid state physics, in 1968. at
the same time as the Russian
physicist Abnkosov, first
suggested that metallic hydrogen
might be a room temperature
superconductor.

Although the engineering
problems and costs involved in
its production are enormous, the
rewards that could come with
the creation of metallic hydrogen
are almost incalculable.

Since metallic hydrogen would
be a superconductor of electricity
at room temperatures, it might
be used for power lines. Present
day electric power lines are

Continued on Page 4

SUN ON SATURDAY — Yes, solar
doubters there was an eclipse.
Cornell Chronicle staff photographer
Russell C Hamilton made this
photograph at 1 32 p.m. last
Saturday during the solar eclipse
The photo was made looking at the
eclipse over McGraw Tower from a
position some 90 feet north of the
"Song of the Vowels" sculpture
Hamilton used a 35mm Leica M2
camera with Visoflex housing and a
280mm f4 8 Telyt lens with a 23A
red filter. Film was llford FP4
developed m Hyfinol 3:15 at 70
degrees Fahrenheit. Exposure was
1/250 second atf22.
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Bulletin
of the Faculty

(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the
Secretary of the University Faculty William T. Keeton,
304 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

University Faculty Meeting

March 11, 1970
Dean Robert D. Miller

announced the results of the
election for faculty trustee. The
three names to be reported to the
Trustees for their selection of a
faculty trustee are Professor
Urie Bronfenbrenner. Professor
Edmund T. Cranch and
Professor Clinton Rossiter.

President Dale R. Corson
addressed the Faculty on the
finances of the University and
the admission of black students.
His address appears on page 5 of
this issue of Cornell Chronicle.

Professor James W. Spencer,
highway engineering, chairman
of the Board on Traffic Control.
James Parkes, assistant
planning officer, and Professor
William L. Maxwell, operations
research, reported on long-term
plans for the control of traffic
circulation and parking on the
campus. In introducing the
report, Professor Spencer noted
that these plans were developed
to enable the Cornell community
to cope with problems caused by
the shrinking of parking places
due to building construction,
increased demand for parking
spaces, traffic congestion at
peak hours, and difficulties in
enforcing parking regulations.
Three alternative solutions were
described. One, concentrating on
parking garages, is probably
financially prohibitive. Another
involves a combination of
garages, open parking lots, and a
bus system. The most feasible
plan features a traffic loop
around the central part of the
campus. Traffic within part of
this area would be restricted by
means of control stations. Buses
would follow this loop on a
regular schedule between
outlying parking lots. Parking
lots within the central area
would be confined, with a system
of parking fees being instituted
to reduce demand.

Professor Jack W. Hudson,
zoology, ecology and

systematics. presented the
following petition on behalf of
employes working at Langmuir
Laboratory. It had 22 signatures.

"The undersigned professors
all have offices and research
laboratories off campus, and
perform teaching and committee
activities on campus. On the
average we visit the campus
twice each day. We currently
suffer a financial disadvantage
because all this travel is at our
personal expense. We submit
that it is obligatory that we
perform this travel by private
automobile, because of the

.excessive time which would be
spent in utilizing buses several
times each day. We submit that
we should not be subjected to
a d d i t i o n a l f i n a n c i a l
disadvantage in using private
cars for this purpose."

On the recommendation of the
Faculty Committee on Student
Affairs, Dean Miller introduced
the following motion:

"Resolved:
"That, within limits imposed

by convenience and order, space
be allocated by the Dean for
seating visitors at meetings of
the University Faculty, and

"That, it is the sense of this
faculty that free expression of
views might be inhibited if it
were believed that persons
taking positions in a faculty
meeting would be identified in
news reports prepared by
visitors to the meeting.
Accordingly, the Faculty enjoins
visitors to refrain from
reporting positions taken by
individuals and to refrain from
bringing or using either cameras
or sound recording equipment."

After a brief discussion which
emphasized, on the one hand, the
need to preserve an atmosphere
conducive to open debate and, on
the other hand, the opportunity
to educate the community about
matters before the Faculty, the
motion was lost by voice vote.

Faculty Committee on Nominations
Slate of Nominees

For the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure,
2 to be elected

Raphael M. Littauer,
Professor of Physics, Nuclear
Studies

Richard Polenberg, Associate
Professor of American History,
History

Gertrude D. Armbruster,
Associate Professor of Human
Nutrition and Food

John E. Lowe, Associate
Professor of Veterinary Surgery

For the Committee on
Academic Integrity, 1 to be
elected

James O. Morris, Professor,
Industrial and Labor Relations

Frank L. Spitzer, Professor of
Mathematics

For the Academic Integrity
Appeals Board, 1 to be elected

John M. Echols, Professor of
Linguistics, Assoc. Dir. S.E.
Asia Program, Asian Studies and
Assoc. Dir. Modern Indonesia
Project

J. Paul Leagans, Professor
and Chairman, Graduate
Program in Extension and Adult
Education

For the Committee on the
Economic Status of the Faculty,
1 to be elected

Wendell G. Earle, Professor of
Marketing, Agricultural
Economics

Richard R. West, Associate
Professor of Finance and
Associate Dean, Graduate
School of Business and Public
Administration

For the Committee on
Nominations, 3 to be elected

Malcolm S. Burton, Professor
Mate r i a l s Science and
Engineering and Acting
Associate Dean, College of
Engineering

Howard E. Evans, Professor
of Veterinary Anatomy and
Secretary of the Veterinary
College

George Gibian, Professor and
Chairman, Department of

Russian Literature
William W. Lambert,

Professor of Sociology,
Psychology. Anthropology

Harold R. Capener, Professor
and Head of Rural Sociology
Department

Kenneth W. Evett, Professor
of Art

For the University Hearing
Board, 1 to be elected

Albert Silverman, Professor of
Physics, Nuclear Studies

William C. Dilger, Associate
Professor of Ethology

For the Committee on Student
Affairs, 2 to be elected

Richard D. Black, Associate
Professor of Agricultural
Engineering

Francis W. Saul, Associate
Professor of Architecture

James H. Matlack, Assistant
Professor of English

Marshall W. Meyer, Assistant
Professor, Industrial and Labor
Relations

For the Student-Faculty
Adjudicatory Boards, 2 to be
elected

Harrison W. Ambrose, III,
Assistant Professor of Biology
Neurobiology and Behavior

Anne Mclntyre, Assistant
P r o f e s s o r of Human
Development and Family
Studies

Thor N. Rhodin, Professor of
Applied Physics

Lawrence K. Williams,
Associate Professor. Industrial
and Labor Relations

For the Board on Physical
Education and Athletics, 1 to be
elected

Glenn W. Hedlund, Professor
of Agricultural Economics

L. Pearce Williams, Professor
of History of Science and
Chairman, Department of
History

For the Board on Student
Health, 1 to be elected

Douglas R. Brown, Associate
Professor of Hospital and
Medical Care Adm.

Jean T. Snook, Associate
Professor of Human Nutrition
and Food

For the Committee on
University-ROTC Relationships,
2 to be elected - 3 year term

Arthur A. Muka, Professor of
Entomology

Robert J. Young, Professor of
Animal Nutrition and Head,
Department of Poultry Science

Charles D. Gates, Professor of
Sanitary Engineering and Head,
Department of Water Resources
Engineering

Raymond G. Thorpe,
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

For the Committee on
University-ROTC Relationships,
2 to be elected - 2 year term

Bart J. Conta, Professor of
Mechanical Engineering,
Thermal Engineering

Peter H. Craig, Associate
Professor of Veterinary
Pathology, Physical Biology

Frank Rosenblatt, Associate
Professor of Neurobiology and
Behavior and Director,
Cognitive Systems Research
Program

Arthur W. Rovine, Assistant
Professor of Government

For the Committee on
University-ROTC Relationships,
2 to be elected -1 year term

William P. Fisher, Assistant
Professor in Hotel
Administration

Byron Yaffe, Assistant
Professor, Industrial and Labor
Relations

Edward S. Flash, Jr.,
Associate Professor of Public
Administration, B&PA

Courtney Riordan, Assistant
Professor of City and Regional
Planning

Metallic
Hydrogen
Continued from Page 7
i ne f f i c i en t c o n d u c t o r s .
Superconducting power lines
can be made now, but they
might be too costly to be
practical since they would have
to be kept at extremely low
temperatures — lower than 20
degrees above absolute zero.

Magnets for industry or
research use are now generally
made of copper and generate
tremendous heat, which means
that energy is lost. Although
magnets can now be made of
superconducting materials, they
must be kept at very low
temperatures. Metallic hydrogen
might make possible magnets
that would have almost no
energy losses and that could be
operated without the need for
creating low temperatures.

Tremendous advances in
rocketry also could follow the
creation o*f metallic hydrogen.
Because rockets now use liquid
hydrogen as fuel, they must be
made like giant thermos bottles
to assure low temperatures. If
metallic hydrogen were used,
rockets could be made smaller
because low temperatures would
not be necessary and because
hydrogen in this form is one
tenth as dense as liquid
hydrogen.

Since it is necessary to start
their research using solid
hydrogen, the researchers must
be concerned with the low
temperatures involved in solid
hydrogen as well as the high
pressure needed to obtain
metallic hydrogen.

Using a sample of solid
hydrogen weighing only one ten
thousandths of an ounce,
tremendous pressure is applied
to tapered pistonsjn a pressure
vessel into which the solid
hydrogen is placed. The pistons
are tapered to take advantage of
what is called Pascal's Law. The
law states that modest pressures
applied to a large area are
intensified in a smaller area.

Theoretical physicists are not
sure exactly what pressure is
needed to cause the
t rans format ion Current
estimates are 800 ,000
atmospheres to 2,600,000
atmospheres. One of the
problems facing the Cornell
engineers is to obtain data which
will pin down this transformation
pressure more precisely. The
other problem is to generate the
higher pressure needed to create
metallic hydrogen.

When the engineers finally
create metallic hydrogen, they
know it will be a material stiff as
steel but only one eighth as
dense.

Working with Ruoff on the
project are Ashcroft; Geoffrey V.
Chester, director of the
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid
State Physics, and James A.
Krumhansl. professor of physics.
Funds for their research are
provided by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency and
the Atomic Energy Commission.

Corson-
Faculty
Continued from Page 1

Corson said efforts are being
made to improve the efficiency of
the University's business and
financial operations. At the same
time, he added, a study is being
made of the administrative
organization and operatioq of the
University with the hope of
improving both quality and
efficiency.

Corson also said the University
is moving with other Ivy League
colleges and universities to
examine athletic expenses to see
where they might be reduced.

Despite the tight financial
situation. Corson said, certain
programs and standards will be
maintained.

He said Cornell's goal in the
admission of minority students
will be to equal the percentage of
minority members of the general
population. This population
percentage, according to the
latest census figures, is about 1 2
per cent. The time scale to
achieve this. Corson said,
depends on funds the University
can acquire, including some from
new programs.

Last September, he said, four
per cent of Cornell's entering
freshman class represented
minor i ty groups. Next
September, he continued, the
number probably will be six per
cent.

Corson made his remarks on
minority groups while discussing
four priority areas he
recommended in January to the
University's Board of Trustees in
the face of the worsening
financial situation. The trustees
have endorsed Corsons
recommendat ions which
included expansion and
strengthening of the Cornell
Commit tee on Special
Educational Projects (COSEP).

Corson said high priorities will
be given to maintaining salary
standards and to remaining
competitive for manpower at all
levels of the academic and non-
academic staff.

Another area of high priority,
he said, is that of social and
environmental studies. Cornell
must find a proper role in helping
to solve the big social problems
of the day, he said.

A fourth priority, he said, is in
the area of the humanities.

"In our technological society."
he said, "we must find ways to
keep in clear focus the values
represented by the humanities
and the arts."

Before discussing future policy
concerning black students,
Cornson said reckless acts like
the recent tossing of a flare pot
at the Wan House are
"intolerable." The Wan House is
a resident house for about 12
black women. Corson said he
regretted the fact that there
appeared to be a lack of concern
by the white community about
the Wan House incident on Feb.
22

Corson outlined recent events
which included the presentation
by black graduate students of

Continued on Page 15



Chronicle Comment
Chronicle Comment is a forum of opinion for students, staff and
employes- Comment may be addressed to Arthur I/V. Brodeur. editor,
Cornell Chronicle. 110 Day Hall. Ithaca. N.Y. 14850.
To those concerned and the Editor:

Minding P's and Q's

Cornell community:
The University Review Board

feels the need to explain its
recent decision to reduce the
penalty of one appellant from
Disciplinary Probation to
Reprimand- The lower board's
rationale for the higher penalty
was based on the fact that the
appellant had previously been
given a Reprimand under a prior
judicial system. This system
permitted the appeals board (a
faculty group) not only to raise
the penalty given by the lower
board (composed of students)
but also and more importantly, to
review a case where the student
board had previously decided
that no action was necessary. It
was under just such a procedure
that the appellant in question
received his Reprimand. In our
opinion this procedure is so
significantly different from that of
the present system that we feel
that the previous penalty here
involved should not have been
construed as being relevant to
the decision on the severity of
the appellant's current
punishment.

We make it absolutely clear
that we are not passing on all
disciplinary actions taken under
prior judicial systems but solely
the Reprimand of the instant
appellant.

Kenneth M. Vittor '71
Chairman, URB

Straight
Scoop

The Department " oj
U n i v e r s i t y U n i o n s'
announces the following
events:

Salesman, film, today
and Sunday, 7 and 9 p.m.,
tomorrow and Saturday, 7,

*9 and 1 1 p.m. Willard
Straight Hall Memorial
Room. One dollar.

Folk Concert, tomorrow,
8 p.m. to midnight, Noyes
Coffeehouse, 50 cents.

Ides of March Car Rally,
Sunday. Registration at 1 1
a.m. Meet at parking lot
"B". First car off at 12:01
p.m. Sponsored by the
Sports Car Club.

Symphonic Band
Concert. St. Patrick's Day
(Tuesday), 4:30-5:30 p.m.,
Willard Straight Memorial
Room. Sponsored by the
Willard Straight Social and
Campus Relations
Committee.

Religious Art and
Graphic Works, art exhibit,
to view and buy. Opens
today until March 30. 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Art Room,
Willard Straight Hall.
Sponsored by Willard
Straight Fine Arts
Committee.

In the March 2 issue of the
Cornell Daily Sun there appeared
an article reportedly concerning
a "pledge hazing incident" at Chi
Psi which totally misrepresented
the circumstances and facts. The
prank was actually the
independent effort of five
brothers who "captured" a well-
liked member of the pledge class
and released him in an Ithaca
College dormitory. The pledge
was clad in his underclothes and
wrapped in a sheet which
covered his entire body; by his
own report he was not
embarrassed nor physically
harmed.

We wish to emphasize that this
spontaneous prank was not part
of any facet of our pledging
program. Furthermore, nothing
malicious or detrimental to the
welfare of the pledge was
intended by the brothers involved
and not one complaint was
voiced by any of the witnesses
(including the Ithaca College
housemother) or any of the
parties involved. In our opinion
the incident was similar to many
constantly occurring in dormitory
and apartment areas.

Otis W. Sprow. Jr.
President, Chi Psi Fraternity

Robert Wohlsen. Jr.
Vice-President. Chi Psi Fraternity

Faculty
Continued from Page 4 I
demands for increased
admissions of blacks to graduate
programs. He said he and W
Donald Cooke, dean of the
Graduate School, are carrying on
discussions with the blacks on
this matter.

A resolution which would have
admitted visitors, including the
news media, to Faculty meetings
was defeated by a voice vote
after about ten minutes of
debate. The resolution was
presented by Dean of the
University Faculty Robert D
Miller.

Miller announced that three
persons have been nominated
for the post of University Trustee
to represent the faculty They are
Urie Bronfenbrenner, professor
of human development and
family studies: Edmund T.
Cranch, associate dean of the
College of Engineering, and
Clinton Rossiter, the John L
Senior University Professor of
American Institutions. One of the
three will be elected later for the
post of trustee left vacant when
Robert A. Plane relinquished it to
become provost.

Miller also announced that
four persons have been elected
to the Faculty Council. They are
Barclay G. Jones, associate
professor of city and regional
p lann ing ; Jeremiah J.
Wanderstock. professor of hotel
administration: A. Richard
Seebass. associate professor of
aerospace engineering, and
Arthur L. Ruoff. professor of
materials science

Traffic Report
Continued from Page 11

specific 0 area (like present
O, LT, E etc. .)

U-and X-permit vehicles can
enter and park in the restricted
area. Others will be excluded.
Floating permits, the equivalent
of a U permit, should be issued
for a limited time and under tight
control,

5 Fees should be established
as a means for reducing demand
for parking space. They should
be highest for U permits and
scaled downward to no fee for
the AB permits. Fees for D arrd C
student permits should be one-
half to one-quarter of the fee for
a U permit.

6. Jitney service should be
established for Buildings and
Properties personnel operating
out of the Service building, for
Langmuir Laboratory personnel,
and for those absolutely
requiring vehicular transit (i.e.
those with medical reasons).

7. Revenues from parking
permit fees, parking fines and
visitor and metered parking
should be used to defray partially
the costs of the Cornell bus
system, maintenance of the lots,
or entered into an escrow fund
for capital improvements to
facilitate traffic circulation and
parking. An expanded bus
service would require that some
means be developed for
equitable sharing of the costs of
the bus system by all categories
of riders.

8. The old Country Club lot
should be expanded this summer
to provide additional parking
spaces.

9. There shouldbe some
control established for night-time
parking, perhaps by extending
the hours of restricted
circulation, issuing, at a fee, a
separate night-time permit, and
extending the hours of the
operation of the bus service.

Board on Traffic Control
1969-70

Noel Desch — Director.
Administration and Design,
Buildings and Properties

Eugene J. Dymek (Secretary)—
Director, Division of Safety and
Security

Glenn W. Hedlund—Professor.
Agricultural Economics

George A. Kiersch—Professor
and Chairman, Geological
Sciences

George B. Lyon—Associate
Professor, Civil Engineering

W i l l i a m L .
Maxwell—Professor. Operations
Research

D o m i n i c k A .
Mazzagetti—Student, Law
School

Albert C. Neimeth—Assistant
Dean, Law School

James D. Parkes—Assistant
Director, University Planning
Office

William H. Richards—Library
Assistant, University Libraries

H . T h o m a s
Sharpe — Undergraduate,
Industrial Engineering

James W. Spencer
(Chairman) — Professor,
Agricultural Engineering

Peter C. Stein—Professor,
Physics

Diedrich K. Willers—Director,
Personnel

Credit Meeting
The annual meeting of the

Cornell Federal Credit Union will
be held Tuesday. March 24.

The business meeting, for the
purpose of electing directors and
Credit Committee members,
receiving annual committee
reports and for discussion, will
be held at 7:15 p.m. in Room
204, Stocking Hall.

The business meeting will be
preceded from 6:30 to 7 p.m. by
a buffet supper, courtesy of the
Credit Union, in the Stocking-
Dairy Cafeteria.

Those planning to attend the
buffet supper are asked to phone
their reservations prior to March
19 to the Credit Union Office at
256-4382
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Brown
Testimony
Continued from Page 12

In the past the major threats to
the integrity of the university
have been external — from
church and state — and the
universities have developed
strong and elaborate protections
against these. More recently the
threats have been internal and
mare ominous. Increasing
numbers of students and young
faculty members are bringing
into the university society's own
doubts about itself and its ability
to solve its major problems. In
part, this reflects the rejection by
increasing numbers of students
of the ideal of truth and a society
based in part on that ideal. But it
also reflects, inconsistently, the
student's own understanding
of and dedication to that ideal;
their wish to use the university as
a political instrument to make
their society honestly face up to
the massive problems of race,
poverty. war and the
environment. The universities,
they think, have served
technology rather than the ideal
of truth and have so narrowed
their sphere of interest as to
permit the major problems to be
ignored or formulated in a
distorted way or denied alto-
gether.

In some measure, the students
are right about this. The
universities have been too
careless about how they
conceived and pursued their
mission. They have taken too
much for granted the narrowly
technological aims of society and
have been too little concerned
with the ends to which
technology ought to be put. But
to some extent they have failed
their students and so also society
in this way; the remedy is not to
politicize the university and thus
destroy it, but to restore its
integrity as the seat of
disinterested learning and
teaching. This can be done only
by the university itself, the faculty
and the administration

Nursing School
Open House Set

Students with an interest in
nursing are invited to an open
house at the Cornell University—
New York Hospital School of
Nursing on Saturday, April 4.

The day-long session will
provide an opportunity to learn
more about education and trends
in nursing, and career
opportunities with specific
information afcrout Cornell's
program, according to Florence
Tntt, assistant to the dean of the
nursing school.

Included in the day's activities
will be a tour of the hospital and
residence, followed by a question
and answer period. Faculty
members, students and other
applicants will also be present.

Further information may be
obtained at the Career, Summer
Plans and Placement Center,
Sage Hall.



Plane Announces Extensive
Campus Parking, Traffic Rule Changes

COSEP Head Named

A c t i n g o n t h e
recommendations of the Cornell
Board on Traffic Control, Provost
Robert A. Plane yesterday
announced extensive changes in
the University's parking and
traffic regulation system effective
September. 1970.

A sliding fee for parking
permits, restricted traffic in the
central campus area, controls on
evening campus parking,
increased peripheral lot bus
service and a revamped parking
violation schedule are among
next year's major changes.

In addition, the four dollar fee
charged to all students for
registering their cars regardless
of whether they were eligible for
parking privileges, 'has been
eliminated.

The c h a n g e s w e r e

implemented by Plane after
approval by the Executive
Committee of the University
Board of Trustees, which met
Tuesday in New York City The
new regulations came as a
response to an ever-increasing
number of vehicles driving
through and parking on the
campus, and a decreasing
amount of parking spots
available for them

To decrease the demand for on
campus parking spot.s,
distribution of faculty and staff
permits has been tightened, and
fees will be charged for most
parking permits.

Professors and administrators
and others who meet eligibility
standards will pay $108 next
year for the privilege of parking in
"U" areas. "E" and "LT" permits

will be $54 per year, "O"
privileges will cost $2 7 for the
year, while employes parking in
AB. RP. AC and some 0 areas
will not have to pay a fee.

Those eligible for U permits,
who like to walk or don't want to
pay $108, can choose the more
distant — but less costly — E.

' LT. O or other areas.
Students who are eligible for

parking permits and still want
them, will also have to pay: An
AK sticker (for commuting
students living more than one
and one-half miles from campus)
will cost $27; Vet school student
stickers will also cost $27; and

Continued on Page 8

Delndge L Hunter, former
ombudsman for the Rockford, III.
public school system, has been
named director of Cornell
University's Committee on
Special Educational Projects
(COSEP). Provost Robert A
Plane announced today

"We are extremely pleased,"
Plane said, "to have Mr Hunter
accept our offer. We believe he
has both the ideas and
experience to continue COSEP's
leadership in the country in
providing higher education for
socio-economically neglected
students."

Hunter is taking over
l e a d e r s h i p , e f f e c t i v e
immediately, of Cornells COSEP
program which, since its

Continued on Page 9
DELRIDGEL HUNTER

COSEP Director

Trustees Back GM,
Oppose Stockholders

The Executive Committee of
the Cornell University Board of
Trustees, at a regularly
scheduled meeting Tuesday in
New York City, directed the
University Treasurer, Lewis H.
Durland, to vote shares of
General Motors Corporation
common stock held by the
University in favor of
management recommendations
and against stockholder pro-
posals

The text of the Executive
Committee resolution reads:

"Resolved that: The Executive
Committee of the Cornell
University Board of Trustees
directs the Treasurer of the
University to vote shares of
common stock of General
Motors Corp.. held by the
University, in favor of the
management recommendations
and against the stock*, holder
proposals at the annual meeting
to be held on May 22, 1970. The

Executive Committee is guided in
this decision by a serious doubt
about the effectiveness of
proposals numbers four and five
in achieving the purposes for
which they are intended. At the
same time, the Committee
expresses the deep concern of
the University Community over
the problems of automobile
safety and pollution. The
Committee appeals to the
General Motors management to
devote major attention to these
problems and, in view of the
seriousness of these matters to
the public, the Committee urges
that a concern for automobile
safety and environmental quality
be integral parts of all corporate
policies and operations. The
Treasurer is directed to advise the
General Motors management of
the Committee's action, in the
foregoing language '

The GM proposals in question
Continued on Page 14
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Faculty Urges Corson
Military Training Negotiation

The Cornell University Faculty voted last night to urge President Dale R. Corson to negotiate with federal
and state officials possible new relationships whereby universities might provide appropriate academic
training for prospective military officers.

In doing so. the Faculty accepted an offer by Corson to conduct such negotiations in an effor
eliminate problems which, he said, have arisen from the structure of the present ROTC programs.

The Faculty took this action after narrowly defeating a motion offered by its own Faculty Committee on
University-ROTC Relationships. This motion included as one of its provisions a similar request for Corson
to negotiate changes in the ROTC programs.

Corson's proposal was contained in a statement issued to more than 750 faculty members who
attended the Wednesday meeting in Bailey Hall.

"If it is the sense of the University Faculty." Corson's statement said, "that this objective is desirable, I
am prepared to try. although I cannot guarantee the outcome, through negotiation with the appropriate
federal and state authorities, to develop a program which will achieve this objective, while at the same
time preserving the University's land-grant status.

C.U. Anti-War Group Lobbying in D.C.
While most of the anti-war'

demonstrators left Washington,
DC last Sunday, a concerned
group of Cornell professors and
students remained behind in the
nation's capital to voice a
continuing protest against the
war.

The Cornell group is setting up
offices in Washington to direct
Cornell efforts in lobbying
support for the Hatfield-
McGovern amendment to end
the war in Vietnam, and in
working on the upcoming
Congressional elections.

A meeting of those interested
in "working to get America out of
Indochina and into progressive
action at home" has been called
by the Faculty Anti-War Group for
8:45 p.m. tonight in Bailey Hall.
U.S. Rep Bob Eckhardt ID-
Texas) and Mark Talisman,
administrative assistant to Rep.
George Vanik of Ohio, head the
list of speakers for the meeting.

The meeting will center around
Continued on Page 15

"In such a program as I
visualize, Cornell students could
work towards a commission in
the armed forces during their
undergraduate years'

Corson said he believes that
universities have an important
role to play in the education of
prospective military officers and
that major changes in ROTC
programs are inevitable He
added that limitation of the
University's role to normal
academic instruction may be
possible, and that military
Continued on Page 14

SAFETY VALVE7 — Part of the Cornell contingent at last weekend's rally against the War in Vietnam. Some 100.000
people crowded Washington D C s Ellipse Park to protest.
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Parking Changes
Announced for '70-71
Continued from Page 1

dormitory residents who wish to
park in the Cascadilla. University
Halls area. Hughes Hall, Anna
Comstock and North Dormitory
lots will have to pay $54 per
year.

Dormitory residents who do
not wish to pay the fee may.
however, park at no cost in
certain other areas — west
dormitory residents (University
Halls. Baker complex, etc) can
park in the soon-to-be-expanded
Country Club lot. off Jessup
Road, and residents of other
dorms may park free in a lot that
will be built during the summer
near the Von Cramm house on
University Avenue.

A group of either employes or
students who would normally be
issued separate permits for their
vehicles, and who agree to a car-
pool arrangement, may be issued
new car-pool permits and one
display card. For staff, the permit
category which can be elected is
determined by the highest
eligibility category of the car-pool
members.

Students who wish to form a
car-pool must all meet the
"commuting student" definition.

The fee for a car-pool
arrangement is the same as the
one for a single permit in the
category elected Only one
vehicle in a family unit may be
registered under car-pool
provisions.

Traffic will be restricted on the
central campus next year,
according to Plane, to cut down
on the congestion that clogs
Cornell streets during the
daytime.

Cross campus traffic will use a
loop road — a route designed to
carry vehicles around the
periphery, rather than through
the heart, of the campus.
Campus Road, West Avenue,
University Avenue, Forest Home
Drive and Plantations Road will
make up the loop. Improvements
on sections of those roads will
begin this summer. Plane said.

The Traffic Control Board and
the University Planning Office
recommended the installation of
control and information booths
at four locations, so that only
cars with " U " and "S" permits,
mass transit, emergency, service
and delivery vehicles can drive
across campus

The booths will be set up at
East and University Avenues
(near Rand Hall). East Avenue
and Campus Road (across from
Statler Hall), Campus Road and
Garden Avenue (near Barton Hall
and Hoy Field), and Tower Road
near Wing Drive on the upper
campus One or two patrolmen
will be on duty at each booth to
regulate traffic and assist visitors,
according to James W Spencer,
professor of agricultural
engineering and chairman of the
Traffic Control Board

Within the limited-access
central area, there are some
1.100 spaces, of a total 2.340
paid spaces available. Outside

this controlled area additional full-
time parking checkers will be on
duty weekdays to cut down
parking violations.

A new system of fines and tow-
away provisions have also been
established to further provide
strict control of parking

One parking area will be
expanded, and a new one
constructed by the beginning of
the fall term to help alleviate
space shortages. The Country
Club lot, on Triphammer and
Jessup Roads, will be expanded
to accommodate 384 cars, and
space for an additional 130 cars
will be provided near the Von
Cramm house on University
Avenue. There will be no bus
service to these lots

The Planning Office has
estimated that income from
permits and parking meters will
amount to approximately
$200,000 for the next year The
operating costs of the first stage
of improvements. including
amortization is estimated at also
$200,000.

Plane said that all revenues
from permits and meters will be
set aside in a special fund for
further improvements of parking
and traffic circulation.

Evening parking on campus,
which has also become a
problem, will be more tightly
controlled The lots near Morrill,
Newman-Savage, Mann-Fernow
and Thurston-Kimball Halls will
be open only to holders of " U "
permits. Personnel will be
stationed at each lot.

In addition, a start will be

made during the summer on
road improvements as part of the
loop system. These will be part of
a ten-year plan developed by the
Traffic Board and Planning

Office, which has been approved

in principle by the Building and

Properties Committee of the
Board of Trustees, Spencer said

u
no fee

$108
X
X

PARKING PERMIT FEES

1970-1971

BosirFee Structure (per

E,H

no f t *
$54
$54

X

yeor)

Permit Categ<
O AB,

no fee
$27
$27

X

xy Elected
RP tome O's, AC

no fee
no fee
no fee
no fee

PARKING PERMIT AREAS

E

LT

AC

AB

RP

O

Rwerved Areas

I. Loading deck areas and service vehicle areas, as posted

I I . Visitor

A. Barton lot

I I I . Dormitory

A. West Dorms (WD areas)

8. Dickson, Donlon, North Dorms (ND area)

C. Hughes Hall (HH areas)

D. Cascadilla Hall (CH area)

E. Balch, Risley, Anna Comstock (AC area)

IV. Student Commuter

A. Kite Hill (K lot)

B. Country Club (CC lot)

C. Vet commuter (VET areas)

Unreserved Areas

Anabel Taylor, Myron Taylor, Hughes circle, Hollister,
and Grumman

Lynah, Teagle, and Schoelkopf Drive parking east of
Garden Avenue

Anna Comstock

A or 8 lot

Research Park

I. Wilson lab, Ag. i V e t . lots and areas east of Wing
Drive

II
III
IV

Eligibility Standards for Parking Permits

I . Sponsored parking (S permits)

A. (*) Employees who are required to have a vehicle as a condition of their employment
and who are reimbursed for such use of their vehicle.

I I . Unrestrictedparking (U permits)

A. Academic Deans and the Executive Officers of the University.

B. Faculty - Emeritus Professor, Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Senior
Research, and Senior Extension Associate.

C . (*) Exempt employees (executive, administrative, professional) as defined by the Fair
Labor Standards Act) and certain non-professorial academic employees (librarians,
lecturers, research associates, extension associates, etc.) who meet salary eligibility
requirements as established by the Board on Traffic Control.

D. Employees with 25 yean or more employment at the University.

I I I . Perimeter Parking (O, LT, E, and AC permits)

A. (*) Employees who intermittently need their car on University business, i .e. 3 to 10
times a week.

B. (*) Employees whose working hours and/or primary location of employment do not
permit their use of the bus system.

IV. Peripheral Parking (AB permits for the bus lots, or RP permits for Research Park)

Employees who do not qualify for parking under I, I I , or III

I . Sage lot (all 30 minute metered)

I I . Posted spaces at dairy sales and dairy bar, meat market, small animal clinic, Noyes lodge
and Schurman (all time zoned)

Special Areas

I . Gannett clinic area for student patients only.

I I . Federal Nutrition Lab for federal employees only.

I I I . Others as posted.

Student Commuter

VET Student

)ormitory Resident

Cascadilla
West dorms (Univer-

s i t y Hal ls , Baker
Tower, Boldt, e t c . )

Hughes Hall
Sage
Balch, Risley, Anna

Cornstock
North dorms, Dickson,

Donl on

*West dorms
*Other dormitory residents

Permit

AK

CC
VET

CH

WD
HH

AC

ND

CC
VC

Lot/Lots Pi

K lot
A lot

Country Club lot
VET area

Cascadilla lot

north & south l o t s
Hughes lot

no lot available

Anna Corastock lo t

Country Club and Vfrious
lots by Dickson

Country Club
Von Cramm

Fee/Vehicle

$27

no fee
$27

$54

$54
$54

$54

$54
no fee
no fee

essent ia l ly dead-storage and space not assured
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Colleges Promote Spencer, Tapper; Parking Rule Changes
Murphy Receives Agriculture Honor

One Cornell University
professor has been named vice
director of Cooperative
Extension, another has been
promoted to professor, and
another has received an award
for outstanding contribution to
agriculture in the Northeast.

James W. Spencer, professor
of highway engineering in the
Department of Agricultural
Economics at the New York
State College of Agriculture, has
been named to the new post of
vice-director of Cooperative
Extension, effective August 1.

Dr. Daniel N. Tapper has

JAMES W SPENCER
Vice Director of Extension

ROYSEP MURPHY
Wins Agriculture Award

Book Orders
Now, Please

The Campus Store has
issued a plea to faculty
members asking for class
book orders for both the
s u m m e r and f a l l
semesters. Store officials
said that orders are
coming in at a slower rate
than usual, which could
mean that many students
will be unable to purchase
texts for fall courses at the
begtnning of the semester.

In addition, neither the
Campus Store nor the
Triangle Book Shop on
College Avenue can buy
used books until they know
exactly which texts will be
used again in the fall

been promoted to professor of
physical biology in the New York
State Veterinary College.

Royse P. Murphy, professor of
plant breeding and biometry at
the College of Agriculture, has
received the 1970 Award from
the New York Farmers, Inc. in
New York City for outstanding
contribution to agriculture in the
Northeast.

Spencer, a highway engineer
at the College of Agriculture
since 1951. received both the
bachelor's and masters degrees
in civil engineering from Cornell
and the Ph.D. degree in
engineering-economic planning
from Stanford University.

Since 1951. he has been
involved with in-service training
programs for highway and public
works officials and recently, he
has developed educational
materials for use in courses
offered to highway officials
through several community and
agricultural and technical
colleges of the State University
of New York (SUNY).

At Cornell, he is a member of
the Core Curriculum Committee
of the College of Engineering,
chairman of the Board on Traffic
Control, and he was chairman of
a committee that prepared a
manual on grades and grading
This past year he was a member
of the Constituent Assembly.

Dr Tapper, a neurophysiology
specialist, has been an associate
professor in the Veterinary
Colleges Department of Physical
Biology since 1964. He earned a
bachelor of science degree in
1951 at Rutgers University and a
doctor of veterinary medicine
degree four years later at the
University of Pennsylvania. He
also earned a doctor of
philosophy degree in 1959 at
Cornell.

A specialist in plant breeding.
Murphy was recognized for his
work in developing half a dozen
new forage crop varieties that
have great ly benef i ted
agriculture in New York and
other states throughout the
Northeast.

On the staff of the College of
Agriculture's Department of
Plant Breeding and Biometry
since 1946. Murphy has been
the leader of a team of Cornell
plant scientists responsible for
major forage crop varieties now
grown widely in New York and
neighboring states.

This advance has been aided
by Murphy's success in
developing the close cooperation
among the College of
Agriculture, the New York Seed
Improvement Cooperative, and
the wholesale seed trade that

•ANTIWAR-
The Faculty Anti-War Group

will hold an open meeting a
week from today, Thursday. May
28, at 4 p.m. in Kaufmann
Auditorium. Goldwin Smith Hall.

New members are welcome.
There will be a report given on
Cornell's anti-war activities in
Washington

has provided seed of these new
varieties to Northeastern
farmers.

At Cornell. Murphy served as
head of the Department of Plant
Breeding and Biometry for 11
years, 1953-1964. and as dean
of the University Faculty from
1964 to 1967.

On two occasions. Murphy
served as a consultant for the
Rockefeller Foundation on forage
variety development in
developing countries, including
Chile where he spent one year.

A native of Norton. Kan.,
Murphy received his bachelor of
science degree from Kansas
State College in 1936 and the
master's degree in 1938 and
PhD in 1941 — both from the
University of Minnesota.

Before coming to Cornell in
1946, he was instructor and
later assistant professor at the
University of Minnesota from
1937 to 1941 and associate
professor at Montana State
College, 1942-1946.

The Board on Traffic Control
has relaxed policy on permits for
two-car families.

Materials distributed last
Friday to 1969-70 permit
holders provided that a parking-
permit fee would cover but one
vehicle owned by a family unit. A
second vehicle would have been
assigned an AB permit without
fee. The rationale for this policy
was the observation that too
often both vehicles of a family
unit have been on campus at the
same time

To make sure that there are no
misunderstandings of personal
responsibility for the display
card, applicants are asked to sign
and return the car-pool-
arrangement contract even
though it is not expressly
designed for this purpose.
Additional copies of this form are
available at G-2 Barton Hall (6-
4600) The cash-payment
provision for multi-owner car
pools would not apply to the "car-
pool" of vehicles owned by one
family; in this latter case the

University Controller Issues
Payroll Policy For Holidays

University Controller Arthur H.
Peterson has issued endowed
college policy on payroll
processing during the weeks of
Memorial Day and the Fourth of
July.

Concerning Memorial Day
vouchers. Peterson said. "In view
of the recent notice to celebrate
Friday, May 29 as a University
holiday, voucher paychecks
normally distributed on that date
will be issued on Thursday. May
28, 1970.

"To meet this schedule the
payroll vouchers must be in the
Payroll Office. 203 Day Hall by 1
p.m. on Friday, May 22, 1970.

For this payperiod. we request
that all departments pick-up their
checks at 203 Day Hall in order
to insure payment to our
employes prior to the long
weekend. These voucher'
paychecks will be ready for pick-
up on Thursday. May 28. 1970.
at 1 pm.

"Also for this payperiod, semi-
monthly checks for academic
and administrative personnel will
be mailed on Monday, June 1,
1970 at 8 a m.

As for the Fourth of July.
Peterson said. "In view of the
April 22. 1970 notice to close
the University on Friday. July 3.
voucher paychecks normally
distributed on that date will be
issued on Thursday. July 2.
1970.

"To meet this schedule the
payroll vouchers must be in the
Payroll Office. 203 Day Hall by 1
p.m. on Friday. June 26. 1970

"For this payperiod we request
that all departments pick-up their
checks at 203 Day Hall in order
to insure payment to our
employes prior to the long
weekend These voucher
paychecks will be ready for pick-
up on Thursday. July 2. 1970 at
1 pm."

Science Program Set
The Program on Science,

Technology and Society at
Cornell announces the start of an
interdiscipl inary research
program on graduate education
in the sciences. The research
effort is concerned with
manpower demands and the
quality of graduate education
with a concentration on policy
implications

Currently associated with the
program are: Robert L.
Aronson. professor of industrial
and labor relations; Raymond
Bowers, professor of physics,
atomic and solid state physics
and deputy director. Program on
Science, Technology and
Society; W. Donald Cooke.

Dean of the Graduate School;
Gerald Gordon, associate
professor of industrial and labor
relations and sociology; Thomas
M. Lodahl. professor of
b u s i n e s s and p u b l i c
administration Robert McGinnis.
professor of sociology and
director of Social Systems
Analysis; Robert S. Morison,
director of the Division of
Biological Sciences; and John
Niland. assistant professor of
industrial and labor relations.

Faculty and students

interested in participating in this

research program should contact
the Program Manager. Gerald
Gordon at 256-3048.

payroll-deduction clause in the
parking permit fee contract could
be used.

Also an effort to make good
use of the " 0 " space east of
Wing Drive, the Board on Traffic
Control will accept applications
for this area from any employes
willing to pay the $27 fee

Interested persons should
send along a "parking permit fee
contract" or a "car-pool
a r rangemen t c o n t r a c t "
(additional copies are available
at G-2 Barton Hall. X6-4600)
The contract'— or application for
contract — will be dated upon
receipt since time of application
may be ,one of several criteria
which could be used if demand
in this area should exceed the
supply. It is expected that car-
pool arrangements would have
highest priority Applications will
be returned, together with an AB
permit, if they cannot be
accepted.

Engineers
Propose
'Special City'

A pair of Cornell University
engineering students have
proposed the establishment of a
"special purpose city" where
ghetto families and persons
displaced by urban renewal
projects could be retrained for
new jobs and then move out
make room for others.

The special city, described by
the students as "a campus
c o m m u n i t y f o r t h e
underprivileged," is proposed for
construction on a site southwest
of Owego. just south of the
Susquehanna River in Tioga
County.

Plans for the model city were
presented to a group of some 50
civic and business leaders from
Ithaca. Elmira and Binghamton
recently by William A. Bruno
Greenwich. Conn., and John D
Rees of Portland. Ore. Both
fifth year engineering students i
Cornell.

Deskbook Available
Faculty and staff desiring

"1974 Freshman Deskbook
may purchase copies of
booklet from the Dean
Students Office, 135 Day Hall.

The "Deskbook" is
publication given to incoming
freshmen to acquaint them with
life at Cornell. One copy of the
deskbook will be allotted to each
department, college or
administrative office, free of
charge, according to Kenneth R.
Neilsen. assistant dean of
students. If faculty and staff want
personal copies, they can be
obtained after (August 16)
through the Dean of Students
Office at a cost of $1.50 each.

The Deskbook must be j
ordered now. however, to obtain
copies in mid-August.
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Continued from Page 10
the sophomore class of the
Cornell ROTC
Editor:

We. the undersigned Cornell
students, believe that the current

Faculty Opinion. . .

As for the first charge, at the
time the Safety Division
patrolman. Officer 18. came over
to me, I was just getting out of
my car It was located in the
loading area behind Willard

I

Navy pol icy regarding
disenrollment of NROTC
students is a satisfactory and fair
policy We understand this policy
to be that a student can be
disenrolled without commitment
any time before the start of his
third year, and once a student
starts his third year he is
committed to complete the
program Any attempt to evade
this commitment will result in up
to four years of active enlisted
service.

Randolph C. Bryan. Neil
Commins. Bruce Currivan,
Robert E. Dillon. George C.
Edmunds Jr.. James M
Frederickson. Robert Hobbs.
Richard F. Krochalis. Henry C
Llop. John W Lockaby. Charles
R McLean. John M McGrail,
Earle N. M. Pang. Kenneth W
Peters. Steven D Silbermann.
Donald C. Stanton, John R
Stewart Jr. Daniel F. Tandy,
Michael R. Tofalo. Ralph S
Watts. Druid Wheeler. Joseph C.
Yancy Jr.. L Michael Goldsmith
and Stephen F. Snyder.

The above signed students are
all Midshipmen Third Class
USNR. and are all members of
the sophomore class of the
Cornell NROTC Unit who will
start their third year in
September. 1970

Editor:
In a letter to the University

Board on Traffic Control. I have
charged Cornell University with
discrimination against students
and extortion in its policy
regarding traffic control and
parking regulations.

Citing examples of unequal
enforcement of the Regulations
Governing Motor Vehicles by
Safety Division officers I have
asked the Board to:

1. Refund the $4 registration
fee to students who received no
parking privileges.

2 Void all outstanding tickets
and refund all fines to students
for failure to register their cars
with the University

3 Immediate discontinuation
of discriminatory sections of the
Regulations Governing Motor
Vehicles.

4 Equal enforcement of
parking Regulations regarding all
students, faculty, employes and
the University itself.

Noting violations of both
criminal and federal laws by
Cornell. I have revealed bases for
either civil or criminal action
against the University if the
Board fails to act

The text of my letter to
Professor James W Spencer,
chairman of the University Board
on Traffic Control, reads:

Dear Professor Spencer,
On the afternoon of May 5,

1970. I received a ticket for: a)
parking in a no-parking zone, and
b) having an unregistered vehicle
in Tompkins County.

Straight Hall in order for me to
load summer research reports
from the Constituent Assembly
offices (Rooms 4-5) for transport
to the Office of Institutional
Studies in Day Hall The car.
however, was not unattended at
the time I was ticketed; I was
with the vehicle and about to
engage in the proper activity to
be engaged in at a loading area:
loading.

The second charge, however,
is more serious It is another
example of anti-student
discrimination by Cornell
University. When Officer 18
asked me why my car wasn't
registered with the University. I
told him that it is unjust for
Cornell to demand a $4 fee from
•students without giving them
parking privileges. It is, in legal
terms, extortion.

I call your attention to Section
155 .05. Paragraph 2 (e) of the
New York State Penal Code in
the matter of extortion.

"A person obtains property
"property" includes money, cf
Section 155.00 by extortion
when he compels or induces
another person to deliver such
property to himself or to a third
person by means of instilling in
him a fear that, if the property is
not so delivered, the actor or
another will

n Cause damage to property
iv. Accuse some person of a

crime or cause criminal charges
to be instituted against him.

viii. Use or abuse his posi;

as a public servant by performing
some act within or related to his
official duties, or by failing or
refusing to perform an official
duty, in such manner as to affect
some person adversely.

ix. Perform any other act
which would not in itself
materially benefit the actor but
which is calculated to harm
another person materially with
respect to his health, safety,
business, calling, career,
financial condition, reputation or
personal relationships."

In fact. Section II of the
Univers i ty 's Regulat ions
Concerning Motor Vehicles
Paragraph C, for example, raises
grave legal questions which I
believe the University would be
hard-pressed to defend. Cornell
requires any^student "who owns,
maintains, or for his own benefit
operates a motor vehicle in
Tompkins County while the
University is in session must
register that vehicle with the
Board of Traffic Control." The
University has neither moral right
nor legal power over any motor
vehicle not on University
property. It is entirely possible,
for instance, that a student can
own, maintain or operate a car in
Tompkins County without ever
bringing it on campus.

There is another legal
objection I must register. The

University, in regutetion and in
action, discriminates against
students. It is only students who
must pay a $4 fee and, for that
fee, receive no parking privileges
unless they live more than 1.5
miles from Day Hall

But there is an even more
serious question Later on the
same day, May 5. I had to pick
up six cases of paper for the
Constituent Assembly at General
Stores. I took a short walk
around part of the parking lot of
the Humphrey Service Building,
(an "O" lot, by the way) and
counted a dozen vehicles, mostly
private automobiles, without
valid parking permits None of
them were ticketed, despite the
fact they were illegally parked.

In the same context I wish to
mention three related incidents:

1 When I was being ticketed
behind Willard Straight Hall
(WSH) there was a truck illegally
parked in a No-Parking zone
(over a double yellow line, by the
way) which was also
unregistered. It was about ten
yards away, in clear sight, yet,
Officer 18 didn't ticket iv

2. Another student with an
unregistered car pulled up in the
WSH parking lot while I was
there Officer 18 approached the
car; spoke for a moment with the
driver and walked away. I then
asked Officer 18 why he hadn't
ticketed that unregistered car; he
replied he had already ticketed it
earlier in the day; the car.
however, technically was in a
different place at a different time
and was both in violation of
parking restrictions and still
unregistered If Officer 18 was
being fair in his application of the
law, he should have ticketed that
car

3. In front of Day Hall, on East
Ave. in a No-Parking zone and
next to a hydrant, a University-
owned truck (647-239) was left
unattended No emergency
flashers were on; the engine was
off. Directly across the street was
a Safety Division patrolman, in
front of the construction site He
did not ticket that truck for
violation of Regulations: Section
IV, article A (5) and Section VI.
article G (1) or for violation of the
New York State Vehicle and
Traffic Laws

These incidents are examples
of the unequal enforcement of
the law that occurs every day
here at Cornell.

These incidents, as well as the
discriminatory registration fee
and parking policies, violate the
Trustee Declaration of May 1.
1969 Article 3 reads, "That
bigotry and racial discrimination
have no place on . the Cornell
Campus." Bigotry obviously
includes bigotry against students
as a class of people. I also
remind you of the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution
which guarantees equal
protection under law; both the
Regulations Governing Motor
Vehicles and the means of
enforcing them are not in accord
with this principle.

Therefore, it is incumbent upon

Continued from Page 4
that, were I to adopt the
University Faculty options
(which I would never willingly
do for all the reasons already
explained), the burden upon me
and the inequities forced upon
some students would be
unacceptable. 70 per cent of the
grade in this course remains to
be earned through the final exam
(40 per cent) and the term paper
(30 per cent). Could I in good
conscience allow anyone to pass,
with either an S or a normal
letter grade and three full hours
of credit, on the basis of one
prelim worth only 30 per cent?
Could I at the same time expect
others to complete the
remaining 70 per cent of
requirements for the same three
hours credit (and perhaps still
risk a failure)? The answer I
give is no. Yet the pressure upon
me to do so would be very great
were I to accept the University
Faculty decision. There are
faculty members who know this
and have seen that a general
pattern of leniency and a
lowering of standards will likely
prevail. This maximizes the
exodus and the support for
political objectives to which they
are determined to make the
academic program of the
university subservient. Therein
lies the danger.

If the Vietnam war has come
between me and a single one of
you (and I know that it has), then
I am saddened. I believe I should
be judged exclusively as a
professor of industrial relations
history and on the basis of my
classroom performance. I
believe I have the obligation to
judge each of you only on the
same objective educational
grounds. I know you will respect
my right to dissent from the
University Faculty decision.
Indeed I would hope that I have
revealed principles of such
significance that some of you
will defend them on their merits
if the need should ever arise.

My most sincere and deeply
felt concern for the university in
these events is the expression of
a conscience, molded and
strengthened in all the years
since 1942 when I was myself a
college freshman. It now speaks

me to request:
1 A refund of the $4

registration fee paid by students
in 1969-70 who did not receive
parking permits.

2. Voiding of all outstanding
tickets against students for
failure to register their cars in
1969-70.

3. A refund of all fines.
collected, with interest, from
students for failure to register
their cars with the University.

4. Immediate discontinuation
of the discriminatory Section II
article C of the Regulations
Governing Motor Vehicles

5 Equal enforcement of the
Regulations of both Cornell and
of New York by the Safety
Division concerning all motor
vehicles on campus — those of
students, faculty, employes and
of the University itself.

Any other approach on your
part would not only be unjust but
would also make a mockery of
the concept of Community here
at Cornell

Eric Freedman '71

so loudly and so clearly that I
cannot fail to take my stand.

James O. Morris
Professor of Industrial

and Labor Relations

Editor's Note:
Professor Morris' problem

concerning grading in his course,
where only 30 per cent of the
work had been completed by
May 4, is covered by points three
and four of the Faculty Council's
May 7, 1970 interpretation of the
grading legislation (See last
week's Chronicle). Professor
Morris has the right to regard 30
per cent as insufficient equity
for a passing grade as of May 4.

Correction
Once again the editor of the

Bulletin of the Faculty has been
confused by the Professors
Fisher. The report of the Faculty
meeting published in last week's
Chronicle should have indicated
that Professor Gordon Fisher,
Engineering, objected to
consideration of Professor
Douglas Dowd's motion.
Professor Michael Fisher,
Chemistry and Mathematics,
introduced the resolution urging
President Corson to carry out
negotiations concerning ROTC.
The editor is tempted, in the
future, to use the expression "an
unidentif ied p r o f e s s o r "
whenever anyone named Fisher
speaks at a Faculty meeting.

Grad Weekend
Events Set

A schedule of parties, concerts
and movies has been planned for
graduating seniors who want to
end their undergraduate years on
a social note.

"Senior Weekend" (June 5-8)
events begin Friday. June 5. with
a faculty-senior cocktail party
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Memorial
Room of Willard Straight Hall.
The film "A Shot in the Dark" will
be shown at 7 and 9:15 p.m.
that evening in Ives 120, at the
cost of one dollar.

Saturday, a rock party at the
Warehouse, on Route 366. will
hear the "Jam Factory" and
"Comstock Ltd." The one dollar
charge includes free beer. That
party will last from 1:30 until 5
p.m. For those who want to
continue the festivities. "Your
Father's Moustache" will play at
a dinner and dance beginning at
9 p.m. at the North Forty on
Route 34.

On Sunday. June 7, the Senior
Class will host a chicken
barbecue from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Lower Alumni Field. The Glee
Club will make a brief
appearance. The Cornell Wind
Ensemble will perform at 4 p.m.
on Library Slope (Bailey Hall in
case of rain), and the Glee Club
will give a full concert at 8 p.m
in Bailey Hall that night. Seniors
are advised to supply their own
nostalgia.

Tickets for all events may be
purchased by mail from Jim
Baaden, at the Alumni House,
626 Thurston Ave.. at the Willard
Straight Hall ticket office, or at
the door.
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Commencement Exercises

Faculty Opinion. . .

June 8,
Members of the University

Faculty are invited to
participate in the Academic
P r o c e s s i o n and t h e
Commencement Exercises on
Monday, June 8. This year the
usual Commencement ceremony
will be immediately preceded by
the Investiture of the President.

In fair weather, the Procession
will form on the Arts Quadrangle
at 9:45 a.m., with faculty
( i n c l u d i n g E m e r i t u s )
assembling on the sidewalk to
the south of Goldwin Smith Hall,
and will march to Barton Hall
for the Exercises. As in previous
years, the faculty will be seated
on the platform.

If it is decided not to have an
outdoor Procession because of
rain or threat of rain, the faculty

1970
should assemble at the east end
of Barton Hall < near the NROTC
building I, where the Procession
will originate. Please note that
this is a change from previous
RAIN PLAN assembly locations
(previously under balcony at
west end). If weather is
uncertain, a decision on location
will be announced over local
radio stations at about 9 a.m.

Vice Presidents. Deans.
Trustees, and Investiture guests1

will assemble in Day Hall in
time to permit departure for
reviewing position by 9:45 a.m.
In RAIN PLAN, this group will
meet in Day Hall as above and
then go to Navy building area at
east end of Barton Hall to join in
the indoor Procession.

Academic Costumes
The University has a limited

supply of academic regalia for
faculty, available on a first
come, first served basis. A
costume may be borrowed
without charge at G-18 Barton
Hall, June 4 and 5, 8 a.m. - noon
and 1 -4 p.m.

Please return borrowed
costumes to the same room
immedia te ly af ter the
Commencement Exercises.

Deans, Trus tees , and

University officers may obtain
costumes in the Board Room,
Day Hall, on Commencement
morning.

Persons interested in
purchasing items of academic
regalia may place orders at
Campus Store.

For further information,
contact J . F . McManus,
Commencement Arrangements
(6-4326), or B.L. Rideout,
University Marshal (6-43441.

Faculty Council Statement on Jackson State
May 15, 1970

Once again, uniformed men
have fired their guns at young
people, bringing death to
students on campus, this time at
Jackson State College.

As citizens we find such
massive and deadly retaliation
to the alleged provocations
incomprehensible and
inexcusable.

As professors often accused of
failing to inspire our students to
behave in an orderly manner, we
condemn those who respond to
disorder with blind slaughter.

The killing must stop now
before the self-fulfilling
prophecy of President Nixon
takes yet another turn in its
vicious cvcle.

Faculty Council Statement on "Dope Is Good"
May 22, 1970

May 15, a few Cornell of students was involved, andOn May 15, a few Cornell
students, self-styled Yippies led
by former student David Burak,
passed out leaflets at the Ithaca
High School and DeWitt Junior
High School under the heading
"Dope is Good".

Although only a very small and
clearly unrepresentative group

although their action was
evidently not in violation of any
law, the Faculty Council regards
this behavior as so repugnant
and reprehensible that we
believe it must be condemned in
the strongest possible terms.

Faculty Council Statement on City-University
Communications

May 22, 1970
The Faculty Council,

recognizing the jurisdiction of
the Senate in matters affecting
the social and political life of the
community, recommends to the
Senate the establishment of a
standing Committee on
Community Relations. It has
been the experience of the
Faculty Council that there is
need for a regular channel of
communication between the
academic and non-academic
communities in order that
problems can be recognized and
dealt with before they develop to
crisis proportions. We suggest
the Committee be composed of
students, faculty, citizens from
the downtown community and

representatives of non-academic
employes. The Committee would
hold well-publicized open
meetings, alternately downtown
and on campus, at which persons
can voice their concerns and
complaints. The Committee
would also leave responsibility
for maintaining regular informal
communications among its
members regarding problems or
events affecting community
relations so that rumors can be
scotched in advance and crises
anticipated and dealt with as
early as possible through
involvement of the appropriate
University and community
officials or agencies.

Editor:
On Sunday May 24. the Cornell

University Senate passed a
resolution authored by Mr.
Gordon Chang and myselt
banning construction of a
parking lot on University Avenue
until the Planning Review
Committee (a regularly
constituted committee of the
Senate) has a chance to review
the transportation and parking
problem and report back to the
Senate.

Our original motion was much
stronger: it would have banned
all construction in relation to
traffic control until such a
review were possible, We felt
that the capricious behavior of
the University Planning Office
with regard to the University
Avenue parking lot proposal
fully justified this precautionary
measure.

Some argued against our
original motion on the grounds
that it would be '"irresponsible"
to stop construction about which
the Senate was not informed. In
view of the University Avenue
incident, we felt it would be
irresponsible to permit it.

Ample evidence was presented
to the Senate to show that the
Office of the Vice President for
Planning a t tempted to
implement an ill conceived plan
for parkiing without regard for
the wishes of the citizens of the
community most affected by
their plans and without even the
knowledge of the University
Commit tee speci f ica l ly
appointed to oversee their
operat ions. namely the
University Committee on
Campus Planning.

The chairman and members of
that Committee, the residents of
houses directly adjacent to the
lot and residents of the area
were unanimous in their
criticism of the way in which the
University acted. In short, the
incident is a textbook piece of
University planning at its worst,
and I would like to inquire what
can be done to restore the
Community's confidence in the
University's planning? I propose
the following:

l.i Since the Senate will
probably be unable to activate
its Planning Review Board until
the fall, the Provost should
immediately breathe new life
into the Campus Planning
Committee. < encourage the
review of all construction plans

Faculty-Senior Party
To Members of the Cornell
University Faculty:

On behalf of the Senior
Class and the Senior Class
Council, it is my pleasure
to invite you to help us kick
off our Senior Weekend
Celebration with a Faculty-
Senior Cocktail Party.
Please plan to participate
tomorrow. June 5, from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Willard
Straight Hall Memorial
Room. Free punch and a
cash bar will be provided
to help along a unique
opportunity to relax over a
cold drink and meet
former students on a
person to person basis.

Please respond to Mark
Wiener, Alumni House, 626
Thurston Avenue, Ithaca.
New York 14850, or just
come!

Mark E. Wiener '70,
Chairman,

Senior Class Council

for the summer and early fall,
and urge that Committee to hold
public hearings over the summer
on the impact of these plans on
the Cornell Community.

2.) The Provost and the
Executive Committee of the
Senate should seek ways of
joining the Campus Planning
Committee of the Senate in order
that the former not feel that it is
a "lame duck" body and that the
valuable experience of its
members not be wasted.

3. i To prevent recurrences of
the University Avenue incident
the Senate should adopt
legislation that binds the
University to a public
announcement of specific
construction plans well in
advance of their scheduled
execution. I will work to draft
such legislation and I solicit my
colleagues' help and advice in
this task.

These are some practical steps
that may be taken along the way
towards convincing the
University's professional
planners that the Community
will have its voice heard in the
allocation of its physical
resources, and that an arbitrary
authoritarianism is no substitute
for responsive and responsible
action.

Howard C. Howland
Assistant Professor of

Neurobiology and Behavior
Division of Biological Sciences

Editor's Note:
The following letter was sent

to Thomas W. Mackesey, vice
president for planning: Joseph
Carreiro. chairman of the
University " Committee on
Planning. James W. Spencer,
chairman of the University
Board on Traffic Control; and
James W. Yarnell, director of
the University Planning Office.
A copy was made available to
the Bulletin of the Faculty.
Gentlemen:

I believe I sliould fill you all in
on what transpired at the
meeting of the University Senate
yesterday (May 24 > in regard to
the parking and traffic
problems, since as a Senator I
was present and able to shed
some light on the facts involved.

My first realization that the
Senate would confront the issue
came when I saw the
announcement Thursday i May
211 of the opposition to the
University Avenue parking lot. I
immediately contacted Mr.
James Yarnell and confirmed
the fact that the site had not been
presented to the University
Committee on Planning nor to
the City of Ithaca in the
presentations in April, and that
in fact the earliest drawing
showing such a site are
apparently dated sometime in
May. Mr. Yarnell then read me
the text of a statement by Vice
President (Thomas W.i
Mackesey indicating the
University was stopping all plans
to construct a parking lot on that
site during the summer, this
being presumably the same
statement which appeared in the
Saturday morning edition of the
Ithaca Journal.

(See text of Mackesey
statement below, i

The Senate was confronted by
a number of statements and
proposals relative to the parking
and traffic issue at its meeting
Saturday and again Sunday. At
the meeting Sunday, a motion
was presented which would have
had the effect of stopping all new
construction in relation to

parking and traffic control.
Permission was granted for the
president i ? i of the von Cramm
cooperative to . speak. He
indicated that it may well have
been through his efforts and
those of two other fraternities or
associations adjoining the
proposed University Avenue
parking lot that finally the
University reversed its stand in
regard to summer construction
of the lot. By far the most
disturbing aspect of his
presentation was the indication
that political pressure was
applied to those objecting, such
that one of the fraternities is now
effectively silenced. In the von
Cramm instance, the fact
(apparently true) that the tax-
exempt status of the cooperative
is "open to question" seems to
have been interjected into the
discussion in what he interpreted
as an attempt at intimidation. If
in fact such tactics were
employed against the persons
objecting, I must admit that I
am disappointed in the
Administration.

The original motion was
coupled with v a r i o u s
misstatements of fact. It was
regularly stated that the
Planning Office had not
consulted with the appropriate
University committees in regard
to the parking and traffic plans,
had not consulted with the city
except to the Board of Public
Works, notably not consulting
the city in regard to the zoning
change purportedly necessary
(according to 5th Ward
Alderman Mrs. Ethel Nichols)
for the University Avenue site,
etc.

At this point I gained the floor
and noted that the Senate had in
its hands the letters from
Professor (Joseph) Carreiro and
Philip Bereano, and had heard
about a similar letter from
Professor (M.H.) Abrams. all
vigorously protesting the
bypassing of the University
Committee on Campus Planning
in regard to the University
Avenue lot. I added my own
shock and dismay at this
proceeding. I then attempted to
set the rest of the record
straight: that the Planning
Committee had indeed seen
various parking and traffic
proposals from the Planning
Office and the Board on Traffic
Control in presentations in
December, March and April, and
that these had varied
substantially from presentation
to presentation as the plans
developed. I further indicated
that an additional city group had
had a presentation, the City
Planning Board, of which I am a
member. I indicated that at none
of these presentations had there
been an indication of a proposed
University Avenue parking site,
whereas other very specific sites
Continued on Page 14

Faculty
Meeting

There will be a meeting
of the University Faculty,
Wednesday, June 10 at 4
p.m. in Ives 120. The
principal agenda item will
be discussion of the new
Univers i ty park ing
regulations. The Secretary
of the Faculty alerts the
Faculty to the change in
time for the meeting. It is
at 4 p.m., rather than the
usual 4:30 p.m.
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Student-Initiated Course Report Week Less Traumatic
Continued from Page 7
practice could not be continued.
The report concludes with the
hope that students will come to
understand that thoughtful
procedures "maintain values
which are as important for them
as for us."

3. (Harvard bis) Note from E.
R. May. Dean of Harvard College,
to E Kusnetz, 17th December.
1969. Harvard has not instituted
a program of student-initiated
courses; a faculty committee is
considering the possibility.

4 (Kahn) A E. Kahn. letter of
6 October 1969. to M.W. Meyer,
of the I&LR School, informally
expressing some thoughts and
reactions on reading the Harvard
report about the "radicalism"
course (No. 2, above). The
advisability of thinking out
policies before problems arise; of
using faculty direction, and not
simply sponsorship by an
individual faculty member, to
ensure ahead of time that
"quality control" which becomes
meaningless after the fact; of
having a clear policy on the
hiring of people who teach
courses for credit, and assign
grades (volunteers' qualifications
must be scrutinized as are those
of faculty and teaching
assistants) If. in student-run
course, instructing others is part
of the learning experience, then
students should not be paid as
though they we,re faculty
Desirability of instituting College
procedures for handling
students' proposals for courses.

5. (Kahn bis) A.E. Kahn.
Kahn Discusses Cuban

Revolution Course," Cornell
Chronicle. 30 October 1969, p.
4, 1 2. Account of the inclusion in

More on Parking-

the College curriculum of
Edward Boorstein's course on
the Cuban revolution. The course
and instructor were proposed by
SDS members; two department
chairmen testified as to Mr-
Boorstein's unique qualifications
(graduate training in economics,
three years' service as economic
advisor to the Castro
government) The Dean sought
to expedite matters by contacting
Mr Boorstein and keeping the
various parties in touch with
each other. References were
sought on the ability of Mr
Boorstein, a committed Marxist,
to conduct free, frank, and
responsible discussion; they
were unhesitant and positive.
The course was sponsored by
two departments and approved
by the EPC; Mr. Boorstein was
h i red w i t h a v a i l a b l e
departmental funds. The
question of political advocacy
within the University: "we should
not examine the political
motivations of student proposals
Whatever their motivations, our
motivations and tests should be
strictly academic." The Dean
was convinced that for students
to be taught by a convinced
Marxist of proven intellectual
merit, to challenge him and be
challenged by him, would be a
valuable educational experience.
Some Cuban students asked that
a second course on Cuba be
given, more congenial to them
than Boorstein's; the Dean
handled that request as he had
the or ig ina l proposal ,
emphasizing academic criteria
and the necessity of department
sponsorship: he introduced the
students to various department
chairmen, and left the decision to
the discretion of the individual

departments. We must both be
responsive to student
suggestions and "resist attempts
to convert the College curriculum
into a vehicle of essentially
political activity." We must both
preserve the Faculty 's
responsibility for the curriculum,
and seek to involve our students
in curncular planning.

6. (Michigan) Two letters
f r om T .M . N e w c o m b .
Department of Psychology.
University of Michigan, to S.
Tobias. Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Cornell (29 October, 10
November. 1969) Michigan's
Residential College is governed
by a body of eight students, four
faculty members, two fellows,
and two administrators, presided
over by the Dean. Many student-
initiated courses are taught; they
must be approved by that
Representative Assembly. This
year student-run courses for
credit have been instituted; they
are taught by students who are
self-selected, then approved by a
faculty committee. Those
courses "are running into some
predictable kinds of problems"
but seem successful enough that
they will probably be repeated
next year; no systematic
assessment has been attempted
yet. Cornell observers are very
kindly invited to come and look
round for themselves.

7 (Music) Two-page
evaluation of Music 202
(Popular Music of the Sixties)
written by the instructor, Richard
Monaco, visiting professor of
music at Cornell. The course was
conceived by students in the late

Continued on Page 9

Following is a clarification of
recent parking regulation
changes made by the University
Board on Traffic Control at
Cornell University.

Materials distributed Friday.
May 15, to 1969-70 vehicle
permit holders provided that a
parking permit fee would cover
only one vehicle owned by a
family. A second vehicle owned
by a family would have been
assigned an AB permit without
fee, since it was observed that
too often both vehicles of a
family have been on campus at
the same time

According to James W
Spencer, professor of highway
engineering and chairman of the
Board on Traffic Control: "By
popular demand, the Traffic
Board has relaxed the initial
policy to permit arrangements
designed for multi-owner car
pools to be used for the vehicles
in one family.

"This will add to the
enforcement problem," Spencer
continued, "for example.
scraping windows of ice or snow
next winter to be sure that the
many vehicles with a UP. OP. EP
or the like on the bumper also
have the display card inside the
vehicle '

To make sure that there are no

misunderstandings of personal
responsibility for the display
card, applicants are asked to sign
and return the car pool
arrangement contract even
though it is not expressly
designed for this purpose.
Additional copies of this form are
available at G-2 Barton Hall (6-
4600) The cash payment
provision for multi-owner car
pools would not apply to the "car
pool" of vehicles owned by one
family. In this latter case the
payroll deduction clause in the
permit fee contract could be
used.

The Board is also making an
effort to put the " 0 " space east
of Wing Drive to fuller use, and
will accept applications for this
area from any employes willing
to pay the $27 fee.

Interested parties should send
along a "parking permit fee
contract" or a "car pool
arrangement contract," Spencer
said. Additional copies are
available at G-2 Barton The
application will be dated upon
receipt, since time of application
may be one of several criteria
which could be used if demand
in this area should exceed
supply

It is expected, he added that
car pool arrangements would

have h ighes t p r i o r i t y
Applications will be returned,
with an AB permit, if they cannot
be accepted.

Host
Family
Coffee

A Coffee will be held
Thursday. June 1 1 from 9:30
a.m.-11:30 a.m. in the North
Room of the Statler Inn at
Cornell University to introduce
interested persons to the Host
Family Program.

This program, sponsored by
the Campus Club Committee for
International Hospitality,
provides area families with
opportunit ies to extend
friendship to International
students studying at Cornell.

This expanding program, now
starting its eleventh year, needs
new families from both the town
and academic communities
Ayone interested in learning
more about this program is
invited to attend Thursday's
Coffee or to contact the
chairman of the Host Family
Committee, Mrs E. C
Enckson (257-1545), for
additional information.

Continued from Page 7
third to one-halt of the student
body were not in Ithaca for parts
of study and exam weeks.

Many students apparently go
home (or somewhere away from
Ithaca) for the time, and return
for some study and exams.
"Everyone is in and out." Meyer
said.

A check of campus dormitories
and dining areas seems to bear
out Meyer's estimates. Dorm
windows are dark throughout
study week, and places like the
Ivy Room and Martha Van
Rensselaer cafeteria are
relatively less crowded, even at
noon. The omnipresent juke
boxes in Noyes Lodge and the
Ivy Room are silent frequently,
and dining revenues are lower
during study and exam weeks
than during the year.

Whatever the intended
purpose of the independent
study week, the actual result has
been a change i n student
attitudes toward what could be a
trying week.

Before the 1967-68 academic
year. exam t ime was
considerably more hectic
Classes ended on a Saturday and
exams began the next Monday If
you had tests early in exam
week, there was just not time for
sitting in the gorge, reminiscing
with friends in a Collegetown
bar, or seeing a movie.

"It was pretty miserable," said
one senior as he relaxed on the
Arts Quad during study week.
The Class of 1970 is the last on
campus to have experienced the
old schedule, and every class
since then has been able to take
the extra week for granted.

"Exams just aren't the trauma I
thought they'd be," said one
freshman coed. "I spent a lot of
time studying, but it wasn't as
bad as it could have been."

For some, of course, study

week is the time to do everything
that had been put off all
semester, or longer. One senior
spent the week working on a
research paper needed to finish a
course he had received an
incomplete in a year ago. His
case was in no way unique.

"I don't know. I used to get
really nervous and get to the
library every morning at eight
o'clock, study all day and go back
to the dorm at 1 1 p.m.," said a
junior.

"Now I get up later, play tennis
in the morning and study in the
afternoon and evening." she
said. "It makes much more sense
this way. and I learn just as
much."

Final exams are still as certain
as death and taxes at Cornell, in
spite of a relaxed student
approach to them Some 730
exams were scheduled this
spring, according to C. Edward
Maynard, assistant director of
records in the Office of the
Registrar This represents about
100 more exams than were
scheduled last spring, he said

Maynard did note that "a few
more exams than usual have
been cancelled" after the May
faculty action on the May 4
option

In any event, hundreds of
tables and chairs were crowded
into the Barton Hall basketball
court last week There and in
dozens of other rooms around
campus, students finished up the

•term

By Monday or Tuesday, the
last poster was taken down from
the cinder block walls of
University Halls, the last parent
had packed away their son or
daughter's luggage, stereo and
souveniors. and the Arts Quad
again became territory of
frolicking dogs.

DIFFERENT DRUMMER — These are the two faces of intersession and
examination week as students listen to the sounds of a different drummer, or
perhaps, a different transistor
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Bulletin
of the Faculty

(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the
Secretary of the University Faculty William T. Keeton,
304 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

University Faculty Meeting
June 10, 1970

Faculty Opinion

Resolution
The Cornell University

Faculty earnestly requests that
President Corson submit the
following resolution to the
Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees at their July
meeting.

Be it resolved, that the

on Parking
regulations of the Board on
Traffic Control relating to the
charging of parking fees be set
aside until a more equitable and
helpful scheme can be brought to
the Faculty of the University for
its approval.

Committee on Economic Status of the Faculty

The following memo
from David L. Call,
chairman of the Committee
on Economic Status of the
Faculty to University
Provost Robert A. Plane
discusses the proposals of
the Board on Traffic
ControL

We have discussed the Report
of the Board on Traffic Control
and conducted a hearing so that
faculty members would be
allowed an opportunity to
express their views. About 60
faculty members attended the
hearing and, in general,
expressed opposition to various
parts of the proposal. The
conclusions of this committee on
the matter are as follows:

1. The Board has done a
thorough job of analyzing this
problem and their plan is well
thought out and should lead to
less congestion and an easing of
the traffic and parking
problems. Since about everyone
in the community is in some way
affected by this plan, it is
obvious that it will be next to
impossible to gain unanimous
support for any plan.

2. We are opposed to a
parking fee for faculty members
who desire a U permit. To do
their work the faculty need
ready access to the campus, and
it is the Univers i ty 's
responsibility to provide this
reasonable access. In the past
this has been considered a very
valuable fringe benefit and many
faculty do not want to see it
disappear. We recognize that, to
institute the plan of the Traffic
Board, approximately $100,000
will have to be extracted from
some source. To collect this
money from after tax income of
faculty members is very
uneconomic. We feel that a
reasonable alternative is to take
the amount that is expected to be
received from the sale of U
permits from that money

allocated for pay raises for those
eligible for these permits. This
would do away with the
necessity to impose what in
essence is a tax on those needing
permits who must pay this "tax"
out of after tax income. While
this method will not reduce
demand, which is one of the
announced goals of the proposal,
with all the other demand
reducers included in the proposal
(i.e., gates, restriction of
floating permits and S permits,
etc.), we are not convinced
further demand reduction is
necessary. Our proposal would
at least allow a period to test the
need for further demand
reduction. If after a year too
many U permits exist, then other
alternatives could be considered.
Also, this will give the Senate an
opportunity to study the problem
further before a fee is levied.

3. If a decision is made to
charge a fee for U stickers, then
we feel all stickers should have
the same price. We do not favor
discrimination against those
whose offices happen to be near
the center of campus. Also, we
favor a graduated fee by rank,
not a flat fee. Ideally the fee, if
there must be one, should be
based on ability to pay. A system
of graduated fees by rank would
probably be the simplest to
administer. Non-academic
employes eligible for a U permit
could be classified by salary
relative to academic ranks.

4. We feel that regardless of
the plan finally instituted it is
imperative that the community
realize that the money extracted
from them either by a fee or
from salaries is being spent on
the traffic control program. We
need something like the Highway
Trust Fund. Unfortunately some
people are suspicious and are
afraid some of the funds will be
channeled to other uses. If a plan
is instituted, our committee
would be happy to review it
periodically and examine the
disposition of funds to provide
some sort of outside review.

Qualification for Emeritus Professor Title
At its April 9 meeting, the the rank of university professor.

theExecutive Committee of
Board of Trustees of Cornell
University passed the following
legislation on Professor Emer-
itus:

"Qualification for Emeritus
Professor Title: Voted to adopt a
statement of qualification for the
honorary title of Professor
Emeritus, replacing Trustee
legislation of June 11. 1951. as
follows:

Any member of the academic
staff who retires and who holds

professor or associate professor
and who has rendered
distinguished and meritorius
service to the University may be
appointed Professor Emeritus
by the Board of Trustees upon
nomination by the President
after recommendation by the
members of the particular
department, and the Dean of the
college or school faculty, to
which the retiring member
belonged. Except in unusual
circumstances, eligibility for

Editor :
In response to Prof. L. Pearce

Williams and his letter in the
June 4 Cornell Chronicle on the
recent change inaugurated by
the University Senate in the
University Calendar:

As I understand it, the old
calendar (which emphasized an
intersession between terms) and
the new calendar (which
sacrifices some intersession and
vacation periods for a
"citizenship recess" before
election) have the same number
of days of instruction. The
second term is completely
unchanged. School starts on the
same day in the fall and ends on
the same day in the early
summer in each calendar. The
effective Universities in the
world have widely varying
calendars. A dispassionate view
of the problem suggests that
instructional time in a
University is rather like
bologna; the content is much
more important than how it is
sliced. The slicing of the
calendar like the slicing of
bologna is a matter of taste—not
really a subject of rational
debate. If you don't pay too much
attention to matters of taste or
to ideological nonsense from
either the left or right you can
identify the only group that )?ays
a real penalty for the new
calendar. This group is the Sun
Valley-Bermuda axis whose
playtime in intersession is
drastically shortened.

Professor Williams works both
sides of the argument when he
claims simultaneously that the
release of the students is a
partisan political act, but that
they won't be much good
anyway. The claim that the
citizenship recess is a partisan
political act is not true. The
students were not instructed by
the Senate to work for one set of
candidates or even to engage in
political activity.

Whether significant numbers

appointment as Professor
Emeritus shall be limited to
those individuals with at least
ten years of service."'.

Committee on Elections
For the office of Faculty

Trustee, the number of votes
received by the several
candidates were:

The Professor of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics and
Associate Dean of the College of
Engineering, Edmund T.
Cranch, 455 votes;

The Professor of Veterinary
Anatomy and Secretary of the
Veterinary College, Howard E.
Evans, 414 votes;

The Professor of Industrial
and Labor Relations and
Professor of Economics. Walter
Galenson, 183 votes;

The Professor and Chairman
of the Department of City and
Regional Planning. Kermit C.
Parsons, 246 votes:

The John L. Senior Professor
of American Institutions and
member of the Departments of
Government and History,
Clinton Rossiter, 375 votes:

The Professor of Medical
Nutrition and Secretary of the
Graduate School of Nutrition,
Charlotte M. Young. 368 votes.

Editor's Note:
The University Board of

Trustees, in action taken at their
meeting in Ithaca last weekend,
elected Edmund T. Cranch to a
five-year term as Faculty
Trustee.

participate in the elections in the
fall will depend on what
Washington does between now
and then. Professor Williams
also knows well that marginal
campaigns are often won by
doorbell pushing and by phone
campaigns to get out the vote in
the proper districts. But suppose
the citizenship recess is a flop.
Can it be more of a flop than the
Christmas vacation in making
Christians? More or less the
citizenship recess stands in the
fall as does the spring recess in
the spring, so why overreact to
it?

The real issue is whether or
not the University Senate has the
complete power over the
calendar which was solemnly
delegated to it by the Cornell
Trustees, the Cornell Faculty
and Cornell Community. On this
issue the credibility of the
Senate as an organization lies.
On this issue the student
Senators will have to take the
complaints (if any) from their
constituencies.

Professor Williams had
ample opportunity to run for the
Senate this past spring. Failing
this he could have campaigned
for candidates which supported
him on the hot issue of the
academic calendar. The
University Senate was designed
to be similar to representative
governments elsewhere and thus
provides an in-house laboratory
to study the impact of such
governments on real people. The
calendar was a simple problem.
Just wait until the Senate starts
to hamme'r out policy on that
twenty-million-dollar-a-year
Division of Campus Life. That is
going to take all the collective
wisdom that the University
Community can provide in the
form of representatives. I
supported both the University
Senate and the citizenship recess
chiefly because I firmly believe
that people should be able,
within the law, to rearrange
representative governments to
suit themselves. This does not
take away the citizen's right to
bellyache about his various j
governments, but does enable us
to distinguish between those that
just want to bellyache from
those who honestly feel some
obligation to govern themselves
properly.

John H. Whitlock
Professor of Parasitology

Editor:
Several statements or

observations offered at the
faculty meeting on June 10th
deserved comment from the
Board on Traffic Control. I wish,
in retrospect, that I had offered
clarification immediately after
some statements were made but,
at the time, it seemed best to
avoid discussion of details.

I will comment here on but
three of the statements or
observations as I heard them:

1. The large number of
tickets issued by the Safety
Division suggest that better
enforcement, alone, could make
available space needed for
faculty and staff.

Of the 17,300 tickets written
from October, 1969 through
March, 1970, 41 per cent were
issued to vis i tors (or
"visitors"). The fact that
regulations do not contain sharp
teeth concerning visitors has
been one mot ive for
recommending the development
of control and information
booths to restrict entry of
visitors to the core of the

campus. The remaining large
number of violations by
students, staff and faculty
suggests that the existing
pattern of penalties is a less-than
adequate means of control. It
has been the experience of the
Board that a fine schedule alone
is not an effective deterrent for
violators.

2. U permits have been
issued in the past to persons who
should not have received them.

The Traffic Board has used for
the past several years, a set of
standards which included
eligibility for various categories
of permits based on frequency of
use of the vehicle on University
business. Information provided
by directors and department
chairmen on frequency of use
has been accepted as fact and
detective work has been
assumed not to be necessary.

3. The Traffic Board has
issued too many special permits.

A committee on special
requests has met frequently to
consider special needs of staff
and students which are not
covered by the general standards
of eligibility. Many requesters
have considered this committee
to be unduly harsh in its
judgments. For disability
problems, employes have been
asked to provide information
from their attending physician
on a form developed by the
Board. The form has sought to
explain the campus parking
situation to the physician and
obtain specific information on
physical limitations from him ..
but the Board's committee has
avoided trying itself to make
medical judgments. Specials
have been granted to students
and staff alike for special short-
term needs. A two-week special
on Kite Hill for a non-commuter
may be for a graduate student
expecting soon to be a father and
who needs rapid mobility for a
trip home and to the hospital.
The committee on special
requests has screened the
requests critically and, at the
same time, has done its best to
meet individual needs of all
persons in the Cornell
community.

J.W. Spencer
Chairman, Board

on Traffic Control

Cornell and
Emmy

A CBS Television Network
documentary featuring
Theo Jacobs, co-captain of
the 1969 Cornell football
team, has won an Emmy
award for cultural
documentary
programming.

Jacobs and his father
were one of four sets of
fa the rs and sons
discussing their conflicts
and bonds on the award-
winning CBS news special.
"Fathers and Sons."

The Emmy, a term
derived from "Immy," the
nickname for the television
camera tube, is the highest
award bestowed by the
Television Academy of Arts
and Sciences.
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Chronic le Comment Pres. Nominates Kisker
Chronicle Comment is a forum of opinion for students, staff and employes. Comment may be addressed to

A.J Mayer, managing editor. Chronicle. 122 Day Hall.

President Corson has are: Lance Haus. Grad. 273-

My attention has been drawn
to an article written by Rev.
Robert Beggs and captioned
"World Community" (Chronicle.
April 29. 1971). In this article
Rev. Beggs renewed his appeal
for the creation of a Center for
World Community, and intimated
that it is six years now since he
first advocated for the Center at
Cornell

While the Africana Center
came into existence after the
appeal for a World Community
Center had been launched, the
author feels that the Africana
Center is a partial response to
the educational needs of the
world community at Cornell
University. He maintains,
however, that if created, the two
centers will not be mutually
exclusive; instead, they could
work out a co-operative
existence and relationship that
would render their services
domplementary and
supplenentary.

After recounting a number of
highly commendable efforts he
has made in order to ensure the
implementation of his plan. Rev.
Beggs brought charges of
"anomie," "Apathy." and internal
friction against the International
Activities Group and members of

IAG Responds:
' Running After
The Shadow'
the International Living Center It
seems to me that Rev. Beggs
was running after the shadow
when he allowed his attention to
be diverted from the apathy of
the bureaucracy (Cornell
University) to that of powerless
composite organ of the
bureacracy—the IAG.

The IAG could probably get
prompt and satisfactory results
by exerting upon the
administration all the influence it
can muster. But this requires the
collective effort and support of
the student body at Cornell
Experience has shown that most
Cornell students are, to say the
least, passive participants in
projects such as the one
proposed by Rev. Beggs.

Assuming that the apathy of
Cornell students is due to lack of
communications between the
IAG (as a catalytic instrument for
stimulating action) and student
organizations (as receivers eager
to respond upon being
stimulated), would it not be

correct to assume also that the
former needs to be satisfied of
the feasibility of a program
before "selling" it? It is one thing
for an individual to get excited
about a project and quite another
for him to get other people to
view the matter from his own
position.

The IAG has shown
consideration and empathy by
authorizing expenditure for a
lecture about which Rev. Beggs
exerted so much pressure. The
fact that arrangements for that
lecture were foiled by those who
stood to benefit from it indicates
that the time for the idea of a
"Center for World Community"
has not come.

I suggest that rather than look
for scapegoats Rev Beggs
should establish rapport with the
IAG and other interested student
organizations in order to
formulate a strategy for
concerted aetion. Face-to-face
interactions with these groups
may serve, among other things,
to minimize or harmonize
disagreements in the proposed
Center for World Community

Njoku E. Awa.
Publicity Officer.

International Activities Group

nominated and submitted to the
University Senate for its
approval (as required by Senate
legislation) the name of Harry E.
Kisker. presently the Deputy
Judicial Administrator, to serve
as Judicial Administrator for a
one year term.

The Judicial Administrator
receives and investigates
complaints concerning possible
violations of the Student Code
and the Regulations for the
Maintenance of Public Order,
presents charges of such
violations to the accused persons
and to the judicial boards, and
may with the consent of the
accused reach a summary
decision on a case and impose a
penalty by his own administrative
action.

The Senate has established a
special committee to recom-
mend to it how it should act in
this matter.and the committee is
anxious to obtain community
opinion on the nominee before it.
To this end it has scheduled a
Public Hearing tonight (May 13)
at 7:30 p.m. in Loft II of Willard
Straight Hall. Anyone wishing to
present in fo rmat ion or
comments to the committee is
cordially invited to do so at that
time, or by letter to the Senate
Office, or personally to any of the"
members of the committee, who

' The Agriculture Proposals Are Inadequate'
The Agricultural Policy

Accountability Project is an
informal student group formed in
response to the Cohn Farm
issue. We perceived the problem
as follows: the College of
Agriculture confronted difficulties
with farm labour and public
relations on land which it owned.
Its response was to demolish
hous ing and exped i te
mechanization. As to the
displaced workers. Cornell
apparently felt no responsibility:
"Mr. Boiler, who died on March
6th. 1971, employed and paid
such farm labor as was
necessary to operate the farm.
Any interstate seasonal workers
were not employees of Cornell
University." (Cornell Chronicle.
May 6th 1971).

We have followed with interest
subsequent events in the Cornell
Senate and would like to
comment on the proposals made
to the Senate by the College of
Agriculture (Cornell Chronicle.
May 6th, 1971). In our view the
proposals are inadequate for the
following reasons:

1 They offer no substantive
guarantees of employment or
housing to migrant workers
accustomed to come to Cohn
Farm. The assurances proferred
are not adequate.

2. The proposals do not reflect
adequate consultation with the
migrant workers themselves.

3 The special programs
mentioned "assume the approval
of the Wayne County Extension
Associat ion." This wi l l
presumably give the local
association the power to kill or

The Ag College's
Senate Report
Is Taken to Task
emasculate any program not to
its taste

4. The special programs are to
have "a local advisory
committee." But the function,
powers and precise means of
appointment of that committee
are left vague. To whom will it
make, and from whom will it
receive reports? This sommittee
must not be left powerless.

5 The proposals for special

programs, when carefully
examined, turn out to contain no
substantial commitment to
action. Rather they are highly
conditional promises to attempt
the implementation of a set of
temporary expedients No
undertaking is made to continue
the programs for more than 12
months. No mechanisms or
criteria for evaluation are
specified.

We suggest that a close look at
the College's proposals reveals
the protective reaction of an
institution facing criticism, rather
than an active commitment to a
new and challenging opportunity
to serve the needs of the

disadvantaged.
We do not contend that the

College of Agriculture is
altogether idle in the field of
migratory labor, rural manpower
and rural poverty. However, its
efforts are inadequate and are
accorded very low priority We do
not perceive any change in
priorities in the long-run program
and new activities detailed by the
College among its proposals. We
do not perceive any proposed
changes in attitude or structure
which would make it impossible
for the College to repeat
elsewhere its mistakes at Cohn
Farm. We do not perceive any
Continued on Page 11

7706; Joe Miller, Law '68. 256-
0126; Jean Parrish. Romance
Studies. 256-4048; Art Spitzer
7 1 . 273-8206/273-9908; and
John Tewey. Housing & Dining,
256-5373 Since the committee
must report to the Senate by
Tuesday May 18th, any com-
munications must be in its hands
very shortly.

Electricity Note
Electric Service from the

U n i ve rs i t y e l ec t r i c
distribution system to
Wilson Laboratory will be
suspended for 2 days from
8 a.m. Saturday morning,
June 19, 1971 to 4 p.m.
Sunday afternoon June 20.

Praise For
Ag College
The Proposals Are
'Constructive and

Instructive'
(The following letter was sent

to James W. Spencer, vice
director of the Cooperative
Extension of the Colleges of
Agriculture and Human Ecology,
by Prof Byron Yaffe. It appears in
the Chronicle at Prof Yaffe's
request.)

I am writing to personally
express my sincere appreciation
for your cooperation and efforts
to respond to the concerns of the
Senate Subcommittee on
Migrant Labor in our recent
series of discussions. I believe
that the efforts of Dr Larson and
yourself particularly generated
renewed confidence among
most of us that discussion
between reasonable men of
good will with differing views,
priorities, and constraints, is the
most productive way to resolve
potential conflict in an academic
setting. I hope that what I feel
was a mutually beneficial
learning experience, as well as
an effective problem solving
effort, could become a model
(concededly in need of
improvement) for expanded and
more meaningful dialogue
between various interest groups
in the Cornell community
directed toward the solution of
problems resolvable at the
community level.

Although the full Committee
Report expressed the continuing
concerns of many of the
Committee's members, including
myself. I would like to express
my personal belief that our
discussions were fruitful in that
the dialogue was generally
constructive as well as
instructive. the results
meaningful, and the improved
understanding invaluable.

Again, thank you for your help.
Byron Yaffe.

Asst. Professor.
ILR
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Dorm Named
For Class of '18

University Halls 4. a West Campus dormitory at
Cornell, will be renamed Class of 1918 Hall in
recognition of the class's unrestricted 55th Reunion gift
to the University

Elbert P. Tuttle. president of the Class of 1918. will
present the building to University President Dale R
Corson for dedication to the class tomorrow during
Reunion Weekend Members of the class attending
Reunion will be invited to tour the building following the
11 am, ceremony in the main lounge

In making the gift of some $430,000. the Class of
1918 established an all-time record for Reunion gifts to
Cornell Excluding recent "challenge" grants, his amount
is the largest gift to the Cornell Fund ever given by a
class in a single campaign

Tuttle. an emeritus Trustee and a 1923 graduate of
the Cornell Law School, is a judge with the United States
Court of Appeals. Fifth Judicial Circuit

The dormitory being dedicated is one of six separate
units constructed west of the Baker Complex in 1954 It
houses approximately 225 students and is the fourth
unit to be renamed in honor of a class The others are
named for the Class of 191 7. of 1922 and of 1926

Thursday, June 7, 1973

By Vice Provost Risley

Position on AAUP Censure Explained
Following is a statement by Robert F Risley. vice

provost at Cornell University, concerning Cornell's
position on the recent censure of the University by the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP)

The censure of Cornell University by the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) at its annual
meeting in St Louis. Mo in late April has received
considerable attention, but the basic cause of the censure
is not well understood by the general public

The censure arose from a case involving a
nonreappomtment of an assistant professor on term
appointment

On February 1. 1970. Dr Endre M Tarjan was
appointed an assistant professor without tenure at the
Cornell Medical College for the period from February 1,
1970 through June. 1970 It was clear that his
appointment was funded by outside grant money. In July.
1970, he received notice of appointment from July 1.
1970 to June 30, 1971 A letter from the dean of the
Medical College stated that Dr Tarjan's appointment was
on a yearly basis

During the fall of 1970, problems developed
concerning federal funds which supported part of Dr

Tarjan's salary A memorandum was sent to Medical
College division chiefs dated December 8. 1970 noting
that some persons in the Department of Medicine might
not have funding for the next year This memorandum
asked that notification be made by December 15 to
persons who might not be continued beyond June 30
and that discussions be held with such persons by the
division chiefs before December 15 Dr Tarjan's name
was on the list of those whose salary was in question

The Medical College administration maintains that Dr
Norman Brachfeld, director of the Myocardial
Metabolism Laboratory, did discuss this matter with Dr
Tarjan as requested At the same time, Dr Branchfeld
also apparently expressed the hope that other support
could be found In January. 1971, one grant ended and
Dr Tarjan was transferred to the other grant which had
supported part of his salary on a full salary basis Dr
Brachfeld sought other sources of support but without
success. During the spring of 1 97 1, an ad hoc committee
of the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) reviewed the
project on which Dr Tarjan was working. As a result of
this PHS review, the committee recommended changes
Continued on Page 12

Associate Agriculture Dean

James Spencer Named to Post
James W Spencer has been

appointed associate dean of the
New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences at
Cornell, W. Keith Kennedy, dean
of the College, announced
Tuesday

Spencer's appointment is
effective July 1 He succeeds
Nyle C. Brady, who will become
the director of the International
Rice Research Institute in the
Philippines.

Spencer was appointed viGe
director of Cooperative Extension
on Aug 1, 1970. and has served
as acting director since October.
1972. He has been a member of

the Cornell faculty since 1951
Dean Kennedy also announced

the separation of the office of
associate dean and the office of
director of research of the
College Brady has been director
of research since 1965 and has
been head of both offices since
his appointment as associate
dean in 1970 A committee has
been appointed to search for a
new director of research.

Kennedy said that the new
associate dean will work closely
with him and with George C.
Kent, coordinator for planning
and development, in the areas of
personnel, budgets, planning.

Sage Notes
Speaker Duryea of the New York State Assembly has just

received funding from NSF for 1973-74 for a program of Public
Service Legislative Studies to be conducted by students and
their professors Formal proposals are invited and should
include: (1) the objective: (2) an outline of the plan. (3) the
expected significance to the country. New York State, and the
community: (4) a clear and explicit discussion of the potential
for legislative action: (5) a schedule of accomplishment: (6)
milestones; (7) a budget and expenditure rate versus the
calendar; and (8) names, addresses and phone numbers of the
participants. The research is expected to be connected to the
students thesis

A more detailed description of the application procedure is
available in the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School or
the Office of Academic Funding The list of topics that may be
considered is very wide ranging and essentially encompasses
anything that the legislature is interested in where research of
the type conducted by educational institutions might have an
impact

The program has neither a provision for tuition nor does it
pay the student adequately so that the student could pay tuition
from the stipend (about 500 hours at $3.60 an hour) yet it does
imply student status Consequently there is the real possibility
of difficulty finding funds for tuition should the work be done
during the academic year There are limited funds available for
computing or other research expenses (usual maximum is
$300) The faculty advisor is given an honorarium of $300

All proposals should follow the usual Cornell procedure of
submitting the proposal through the Department Chairman,
Dean and Office of Academic Funding

Theses submitted for degrees to be awarded in the next
degree period should bear the date of award as August, 1973
The last date for filing all the necessary forms and the approved
thesis with the Thesis Secretary is Friday. Aug 24, 1973

and space as well as related
administrative and fiscal matters

Spencer also will work closely
with all academic units and
interdepartmental program
leaders of the College in the area
of budgetary requests and
allocation of resources to carry
out the Colleges teaching,
research and extension pro-
grams

A native of Ithaca, Spencer
received both his bachelor's and
master's degrees in crvil
engineering from Cornell He
obtained his doctorate in
engineering-economic planning
from Stanford University

Before his appointment as vice,
director of Cooperative
Extension, Spencer was involved
in teaching, research and
extension programs in the
Department of Agricultural
Engineering He taught courses
in highway engineering, and his
research was primari ly
concerned with roadbed
materials and the planning and
programming of road improve-
ments

Until 1970. he coordinated
annual in-service training
programs for highway and public
works officials He developed,
educational materials for use in
courses offered to highway
officials through several
community and agricultural and
technical colleges of the State
University of New York

He has been a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Town
and County Officers' Training
School of the State of New York
He is a registered professional
engineer in New York.

During leaves from Cornell,
Spencer was a lecturer in
highway engineering and
associate research engineer at
the University of California
during 1957-1958 He served as
a member of a team of
consultants to the Ford
Foundation on engineering
education at Universidad del
Valle in Colombia during brief

Gorge Trail Being Repaired

GORGEOUS — Workmen are busy
in Cascadilla Glen, repairing the
damage done by last June's flood
"We hope to have the work done in
four to six weeks." said Richard M
Lewis, director of the Cornell
Plantations

periods in 1963 and 1966 In
1954. he was a field engineer for
Donald J Belcher and
Associates in the study of
engineering characteristics of
soils related to selection of the
site for Brasilia, the capital city of
Brazil
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Friday, Saturday Evenings

Faculty Give Free Concert
Cornell professors John Hsu

and William Austin will present
a free, public concert of works
for viola da gamba-harpsichord
and cello-piano at 8:15 p.m. Fri-
day and Saturday, March 7 and
8, in Barnes Hall Auditorium.

The works for viola da gamba
and harps ichord to be
performed include "Recercada
Segunda" by Diego Ortiz, Suite
No. 1 in A minor, Book III by
Marin Marais and Sonata No. 2
in B Major by J.S. Bach. After
the intermission, Hsu and
A u s t i n w i l l p e r f o r m
Rachmanioff's Sonata in G
Minor, Op. 19 for cello and
piano.

"The program should il-
lustrate not just the differences
between the viola da gamba
and cello and the harpsichord
and piano," said Hsu, "but also
the development of the music
written for these instruments."

The Ortiz piece, composed in
1553, is an example of the
earliest written music for the
viola da gamba — prior to that
time, viola da gamba music was
improvised. This piece, which

Sutherland
Concert

Soprano Joan Sutherland will
perform songs by Donizetti,
Rossini, Massenet and others
in her first Ithaca appearance at
8:15 p.m. Tuesday* March 18
as a part of the Bailey Hall con-
cert series. Free bus service
will be provided to Bailey Hall
from the B packing lot and
Dairy Bar, beginning at 7:30
p.m. Ticket information may be
obtained by calling the Lincoln
Hall ticket office, 256-5144.

has harpsichord accompani-
ment, is "an example of the art
of improvisation," Hsu added,
"even though the music is writ-
ten down."

Marais was a 17th century
French virtuoso performer "and
the most prolific composer of
solo music for the viola da gam-
ba," said Hsu, who is presently
working on the first modern edi-
tion of Marais' complete in-
strumental works. In conjunc-
tion with that project, Hsu is re-
cording a series of Marais works
for the Music Heritage
Society.

Hsu describes the Marais
suite to be performed this
weekend as a work "from the
golden age of the viola da gam-
ba." In it, the harpsichord again
provides accompaniment.

But the ro le of t he
harpsichord changes in the later
piece by Bach. "This is con-
trapuntal chamber music," he
said. "The harpsichord and the
viola have equal parts — the
harpsichord isn't just providing
the accompaniment anymore."

The Rachmaninoff piece,
written for the modern cello and
piano, is more harmonic than

contrapuntal, he said — an ex-
ample of chamber music as we
have come to know it.

William Austin, who will be
performing on the harpsichord
and piano in this weekend's
concert, is the Goldwin Smith
Professor of Musicology and
author of the book, "Music in
the 20th Century," which was
awarded the Dent and
Kinkledey Prizes. He has been a
member of the Cornell faculty
since 1947. Hsu and Austin
have performed together fre-
quently over the past 20 years.

All items for publication in
the Cornell Chronicle must
be submitted to the Chroni-
cle Office, 110 Day Hall, by
noon on the Monday pre-
ceding publication. Only
typewritten information will
be accepted. Please note the
seperate procedure and de-
adline for Calendar entries,
as explained at the end of
the Chronicle Calendar
the back page.

on

Quebec Gives Books
A few of the more than 300 books given to Cornell this week by the
Government of the Province of Quebec are being examined by
Hendrik Edelman, assistant director of University Libraries who
supervised in their selection. In addition, some 150 phonograph
records were given to the University during opening ceremonies
of Quebec Culture Week last Monday at Cornell. Details of the
week-long schedule of academic, cultural and social events of the
program sponsored by the Quebec government and various de-
partments, schools and colleges on campus appear on page 2 of

the Thursday, Feb. 27 issue of Cornell Chronicle.

Macneil Announces
Task Force Members

Free Concert Planned
Of Two-Piano Works
A concert of works for two
pianos will be presented by
Phyllis Rappeport and guest
artist Curtis Curtis-Smith at
8:15 p.m. Monday, March 10 at
Barnes Hall Auditorium.

Included on the program will
be two works by Debussy —
"Blancet Noir"(1915) and "Six
Epigraphs Antiques" (1914) —
and Stravinsky's "Rite of Spr-
ing," which was originally writ-
ten as a piano duet.

The concert is free and open
to the public.

Rappeport is a visiting as-
sociate professor of music at
Cornell this term, on leave
from Western Mich igan
University. Curtis-Smith is also
a member of the faculty at
Western Michigan, where he
teaches piano.

Curtis-Smith has performed
solo recitals at Carnegie Hall
and at the National Art Gallery
in Washington. His composi-
tions have won awards at
Tanglewood and in the recent
international competi t ion
sponsored by the Italian Socie-
ty for Contemporary Music. He
has been commissioned to

compose works for the St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra, the Louis
Falco Dance Company and for
harpsichordist Igor Kipnis.

Rappeport has appeared as a
solo performer with college
and university orchestras
throughout the eastern and
mid-western United States. A
Fulbright scholar, she has
performed as accompanist for
T o m K r a u s e o f t h e
Metropol i tan Opera, for
violinist Gordon Stapels and
for cellist Richard Kapuscinski.

Geoffrey V. Chester, pro-
fessor of physics, will head the
task force on academic
responsibility of the faculty —
teaching, research, advising —
in the presidential study of
priorities at Cornell. The an-
nouncement was made by Ian
R. Macneil, director of the
priorities study.

Serving with Chester will be
Michael Kammen, chairman of
the history depar tment ,
Edward H. Smith, chairman of
the entomology department,
and Joseph M. Ballantyne, as-
sociate professor of electrical
engineering.

Macneil also announced that
chairman Tom E. Davis, pro-
fessor of economics, on the
graduate education task force

'Streetcar Named Desire'
Opens at Straight Theater
The Cornel l U n i v e r s i t y
Theatre's production of "A
Streetcar Named Desire" by
Tennessee Williams opens at
8:15 tonight in the Willard
Straight Hall Theatre.

Performances will continue
through Sunday, March 9, and
from Thursday through Satur-
day, March 13-15.

"Streetcar" is under the

direction of Peter A. Stelzer,
with set design by Joan
Churchill, lighting by Rick
Churchill, and costumes by
Sarah Naqvi.

Ticket reservations may be
made by calling the University
Theatre box office, lower floor
of Willard Straight Hall, at
256-5165. Al I seats are reserved.

Call to Christian Leadership
Is Sage Convocation Topic

Richard P. McBrien wil l
speak "Of Bruised Reeds and
Phylacteries: A Call to Christian
Leadership" at the Sage
Chapel Convocation at 11 a.m.
Sunday, March 9.

McBrien, a priest of the
Archdiocese of Hart ford,
Conn., is professor of theology
and the newly appointed direc-
tor of the Institute for the Study
of Religious Education and
Service at Boston College.

Past president of the Catholic
Theo log ica l Soc ie ty of

America, McBrien obtained his
doctoral degree in theology
from the Gregorian University
in Rome. He has taught at
several colleges and un-
iversities, including the Rome
campus of Loyola University.

McBrien is the author of
eight books including "Has the
Church Surrendered?" His syn-
dicated weekly column on
theology won an award in 1974
from the Catholic Press As-
sociation as the best column in
its field.

Prints Made in Italy
At Johnson Art Museum

An exhibition of 60 prints
made in Italy during the past
few years by American and
European artists is on display
through March 30 at Cornell
Univers i ty 's Herbert F.
Johnson Museum of Art.

The prints in the show titled
"Grafic Oggi" (graphics today)
were made in Studio 2RC, the
Rome workshop of master
printers Valter and Eleanura
Rossi. According to critics their
work done in collaboration

it
in

with the artists has made
possible to achieve
printmaking new dimensions
of textural and chromatic ef-
fects.

A film showing the making of
prints at Stuido 2RC is present-
ed daily at 2 and 3 p.m. as part
of the exhibition.

The exhibition includes
works by Helen Frankenthaler,
Pierre Alechinsky, Eduardo
Chillida, Man Ray and Alex-
ander Calder.

will be joined by Raymond
Bowers, professor of physics
and director of the Program on
Science, Technology and
Society; Walter F. LaFeber,
professor of history, and
Lawrence K. Williams, pro-
fessor of industrial and labor
relations.

New members of the learn-
ing environment task force are
Ruth W. Darling, associate de-
an of students; Daniel G. Sisler,
professor of agricultural
economics; Nancy Arnosti, a
student in the College of Arts
and Sciences, and Norma Crot-
ty, a law student. They join
chairman June M. Fessenden-
Raden, associate director of
academic affairs for the
Division of Biological Sciences,
and William Cross, assistant
professor, Africana Studies
and Research Center, who
were appointed earlier, Mac-
neil said.

S e r v i n g on the a d -
ministrative data systems and
administrative computing task
force will be Jean Failing, dean
of the College of Human
Ecology; Donald F. Holcomb,
professor of physics; Norman
R. Lyons, assistant professor of
business and public ad-
ministration; Albert Silverman,
professor of physics; Parker A.
Moore, assistant dean of stu-
dents, and Peter C. Stein, pro-
fessor of physics. They join
chairman P.C.T. de Boer, pro-
fessor of engineering, who was
appointed last week.

Macneil announced that
Susan J. Most, a student in the
College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences; Hywel D. White, pro-
fessor of physics; Samuel
Rosenthal, a law student, and
James W. Spencer, associate
dean of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences,
will join Jon T. Anderson,
chairman, on the task force on
Life Safety, Safety Division,
traffic and parking and campus
bus service.

Joining chairman Scott B. El-
ledge, professor of English, on
the task force on athletics, will
Continued on Page 11
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Cornell Hockey Team
Goes to Tournament

It's off to Beantown again
this year for the Cornell hockey
team, wh ich heads for
showdown games Friday and
Saturday in the Eastern
Tournament at the Boston
Garden, and carries with it
hopes for a spot in the NCAA
championships the following
weekend in St. Louis.

Cornell won the right to go to
Boston by beat ing the
University of New Hampshire,

4-2, in a quarterfinal game at
Lynah Rink Tuesday.

Tickets for the Easterns will
continue on sale at Teagle Hall,
until noon today, when unsold
tickets will be sent back to
Boston. Tickets are $3, $4,
$4.50 and $5.

Cornell will play the late
game {about 9 p.m.) Friday
against top Eastern finisher
Harvard. Boston University and
Vermont play the 6:30 opener.

Football Assistants
Appointed by Seifert

The appointment of four of
six football assistants was an-
nounced by new head coach
George Seifert.

Two who served here under
former coach Jack Musick are
Terry Mallett, in charge of
linebackers and defensive ends
since 1971, and Nelson Bobb
who joined the staff last season
as an offensive line aide.
Mallett will still handle the
linebackers but Bobb wil l
coach the defensive line,
Seifert said.

The newcomers are George
Landis of Linwood,. N.J., who
will coach the defensive secon-
dary, and Bob Watson of Roll-
ing Hills Estates, Calif., who
will be the offensive line coach
in charge of offensive design
and total team technique con-
cepts.

Landis, 25, was a standout
defensive halfback at Penn
State from which he was
graduated in 1971, playing on
two Orange Bowl winners.

At Villanova he was the de-
fensive backfield coach the last
two years after serving as a
graduate assistant at Penn
State in 1971 and'72.

Watson, 46, will be here four
months each year and will
serve as a full-time assistant;
he will return to California for
the remaining months as West
Coast d i r e c t o r of t he
Fellowship of Chr is t ian
Athletes.

A1951 graduate of UCLA, he
was the starting wmgback for
Red Sanders and captain of the
'50 team.

From 1955-62 he was the No.
1 assistant to Tommy Prothro
at Oregon State and helped de-
velop the '57 team that played
in the Rose Bowl.

He was No. 1 assistant at
Utah in 1963-65, the Utes going
to the Liberty Bowl in '64. He
coached several seasons at the
University of Iowa before join-
ing the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes as a director, becom-
ing involved in numerous
athletic competitions and
camps.

"Having coached with him
and knowing him since 1964, I
recognize him to be one of the
truly great football minds in the
country," Seifert said.

Mallett, 37, is a 1959
graduate of Ohio University
and was associate coach at
Kent State for three years
before coming to Cornell.
Bobb, 27, is a 1970 graduate of
Kent State and was an assis-
tant high school coach in Ohio

I for three years prior to joining
the staff here.

Seifert expects to name his
two remaining assistants in the
next two weeks.

Leonard Leaps to Record

Cornell's senior co-captain
Jim Leonard is on his way to
setting a Cornell, Barton Hall
and indoor Heps record in
the triple jump last Satur-
day. At the end of this effort,
Leonard, who has won the
event four straight years,
jumped 51'8VA". He held the
record from the 1974 Heps of
51'V/z". Leonard placed
second in the long jump, on-
ly %" behind the winner.
Leonard's efforts earned
him the co-Outstanding
Performer Award with Mel
Embree of Harvard who set
a high jump record of T.
Dave Dupe (shot put) and
the Big Red two-mile relay
team also gained victories
as Jack Warner's team
placed second in the meet
behind Pennsylvania. Ten
teams competed in the an-

nual event.

Photo by Jerry Edelstein

.

CU, SUNY Protest Cuts
Continued from Page 10
search is central and basic to
the purpose of the university.
University research is not an
end in itself. Rather, it is the
source spring from which flow
excellence in teaching, the
ability to solve societal pro-
blems, and to preview the
future critically. For this reason
we urge that the cost-cutting
necessities before us be ap-
plied judiciously lest we
damage seriously the very
function which can both equip
young people with the capacity
to work at the frontiers of their
fields and help to provide solu-
tions to many of the problems
confronting the citizens of this
state, our nation, and the
world.

"We must keep before us the
realization that research is a
central purpose of the universi-
ty along with instruction and
public service. It would be a
tragedy of massive and endur-
ing impact if short-term

economies were allowed to
erode the quality of university
research programs at a time
when the steady flow of capa-
ble graduates and the new
knowledge to be derived from
such enterprise may well be

the most effective means of
solving the problems —
e c o n o m i c , s o c i a l ,
technological, scientific, en-
vironmental and humane —
which beset the state and the
nation."

Task Force Appointments
Continued from Page 5
be Doris Marie Provine, a
graduate student in govern-
ment; Norman Kretzmann,
chairman of the department of
philosophy; Margaret M.
Carey, administrative aide in
Mann Library, and Roger E.
McCarthy, controller for the
University Press, Macneil an-
nounced.

Macneil appointed Seymour
Zachar, a graduate student in
design, and E.S. Shepardson,
professor of agr icul tural
engineering, to the task force
on physical plant, chaired by
Alan W. Morrison, assistant

director of biological sciences,
and Barbara P. Stevens, ad-
ministrative aide in the School
of Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions, to the task force on sup-
port of academic mission,
chaired by Andrew S. Schultz,
professor of engineering.

Macneil said, "I welcome
suggestions about mem-
bership on task forces or their
functions, or any other in-
formation, from any member
of the Cornell community. In-
formation can be provided
either to me or to members of
the task forces."

Calendar
Continued from Page 12
tendance limited to Cornell Community.

8 p.m. *The Cornell Savoyards present Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Pinafore" and "Trial By Jury." Statler
Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. "University Theatre performance of "A Streetcar
Named Desire." Willard Straight Theatre. See March 13.

8:15 p.m. Music Dept. Concert: Concert of George Crumb's
Music. Barnes Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. Evensong Service, SageChapel. Sponsored by the
SageChapel Choir incommemoration of theiOOth anniversary
ofthechapel.

8:30 p.m. *Square Dance. Warren 400. Sponsored by the
Cornell Grange and FFA.

A Weekend of traditional folk music, dance, tales and crafts
will be presented by the Cornell Folk Song Club Friday and
Saturday, March 14 and 15, in the Straight Memorial Room.
Audience limited to capacity of room.

5 p.m. Shabbat Service. Young Israel House.
6 p.m. Shabbat Service. The Founders Room, Anabel

Taylor.
8:30 p.m. Shabbat Service. Hi Rise, Lounge No. 1.
9 p.m. "Power Hour." Noyes Center 308. Sponsored by

Campus Crusadefor Christ.

Exhibits
History of Science Collections. Recent Acquisitions -

changed monthly. Olin Library 215.
Goldwin Smith Gallery: Drawings and prints by Jerry Bass.

Open to March 7. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5.
Olin Library: "Samuel Johnson and James Boswell." Rare

Books and prints commemorating the 200th anniversary of
the publication of Johnson's "Journey To The Western
Islands of Scotland."

Sibley Dome Gallery: Urban Design for Mid-Manhattan.
Open to March 15. Multiple Image Presentation "Ithaca
Serenity." Mar. 17-22.

Announcements
Arthur H. Dean and Mary Marden Dean Book Collection

Contest. Open to all undergraduate students. First prize of
$200, five additional awards. Collections must be limited to
35-50 titles. For more information please come to Uris
Library Reference Desk. Entries due by 5 p.m. Tuesday, April
1.

Intramural Volleyball: Deadline for entries for men and co-
ed is Wednesday, March 12, 4 p.m. in the Intramural Office,
Grumman Squash Courts. For men, a minimum of nine
names will be accepted on a roster to enter. For co-ed, a

minimum often names will be accepted on a roster to enter
(equal number of men and women). Play for both starts Mon-
day, March 31.

Intramural Badminton: Deadline for entries for men,
women and co-ed is Thursday, March 13, 4 p.m. in the In-
tramural Office, Grumman Squash Courts. All three tourna-
ments will be straight eliminations (doubles only). Co-ed re-
quires equal number of men and women. For Women's In-
tramural Badminton, entries may sign up at Helen Newman
Office, same deadline.

Women's Intramural Ice Hockey: Deadline on entries is
Monday, March 10,4 p.m. in the Intramural Office, Grumman
Squash Courts or Helen Newman Office. Recommended
minimum of ten per entry.

'Admission Charged.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved seating

capacity of the hall in which they are presented.
All items for the Cornell Chronicle Calendar must be sub-

mitted to the Office of Central Reservations, 32 Willard
Straight Hall (either through the mail or by leaving them at
the Straight desk), or call Carol Adams, 6-3513 at least 10
days prior to publication of the Chronicle. The Calendar is pre-
pared for the Chronicle by the Office of Central Reservations.
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Macneil: Task Forces Complete
Continued from Page 1

Daniel G. Sisler — professor,
Agricultural Economics

Ada N. Weiskopf — student.
Human Ecology
2. Student Academic Services

Robert A. Scott, chairman —
associate dean. Arts and
Sciences

Arthur L. Bloom — associate
professor, Geological Sciences

Alice M. Colby — associate
professor, Romance Studies

Joseph D. Novak — pro-
fessor, Education

Judith C. Shaul — student.
Arts and Sciences
3. Financial Aid Policy and Ad-
ministration; Tuition Levels

William C. Gifford, co-
chairman — associate pro-
fessor, Law

Jerome E. Hass, co-chairman
— associate professor, Busi-
ness and Public Administration

Robert E. Gardner — direc-
tor. Engineering Basic Studies

Dana C. Goodrich, Jr. — pro-
fessor. Agricultural Economics

Lauryn H. Guttenplan — stu-
dent. Arts and Sciences

Ben Perez — student. Law
Wil l iam B. Provine —

associate professor. History
Lloyd C. Street — associate

professor, Community Service
Education
4. Minority Programs

Clarence H. Reed, chairman
— adjunct assistant professor,
Community Service Education

A. Wade Boykin — assistant
professor, Psychology

Brenda H. Bricker —
academic assistant. Human
Development and Family
Studies

Michael C. Latham — pro-
fessor. International Nutrition

Deborah A. Lathen — stu-
dent. Arts and Sciences

Jay Saunders Redding —
professor, English

Donald F. Sola — associate
professor, Modern Languages
and Linguistics
5. Academic Mission and Cen-
tralization/Decentralization

Richard D. O'Brien, chairman
—director. Biological Sciences

Earl H. Brown — associate
director of resident instruction.
Agriculture and Life Sciences

Norman Malcolm — pro-
fessor, Philosophy

John P. Windmuller — pro-
fessor. Industrial and Labor
Relations
6. Academic Responsibility of
the Faculty — Teaching,
Research, Advising

Geof f rey V. Chester,
chairman— professor. Physics

Joseph M. Ballantyne — as-
sociate professor. Electrical
Engineering

William E. Fry — assistant
professor, Plant Pathology

Michael G. Kammen — pro-
fessor, History

Edward H. Smith — pro-
fessor. Entomology
7. Faculty Compensation,
Termination, and Retirement

Olan D. Forker, chairman —
pro fessor . A g r i c u l t u r a l
Economics

Karen W. Brazell — associate
professor, Asian Studies

Bertha A. Lewis — associate
professor, Design and Environ-
mental Analysis

Fred W. McLafferty — pro-

fessor, Chemistry
Madison J. Wright — pro-

fessor. Agronomy
8. Centers and Interdisciplinary
Programs

Don M. Randel, chairman —
associate professor, Music

Terrence L. Fine — associate
professor. Electrical Engineer-
ing

Alain Seznec — professor,
Romance Studies
9. Graduate Education

Tom E. Davis, chairman —
professor. Economics

Raymond Bowers — direc-
tor. Science, Technology and
Society

Joan R. Egner — associate
professor. Education

Walter F. LaFeber — pro-
fessor, History

Lawrence K. Williams — pro-
fessor. Industrial and Labor
Relations
10. Research and Cost
Recovery

Harold B ie rman , Jr . ,
chairman — professor. Busi-
ness and Public Administration

Earl L. Muetterties — pro-
fessor, Chemistry

A. Richard Seebass — as-
sociate dean, Engineering
11. Library

Paul W. Gates, chairman —
professor emeritus, American
History

Paul Glist — student, Arts
and Sciences

George H. Hildebrand — pro-
fessor. Economics, Industrial
Relations

Ari van Tienhoven — pro-
fessor, Poultry Science
12. Support of Academic Mis-
sion (other than Library,
Physical Plant, General
Services)

Andrew S. Schultz, Jr.,
chairman — professor ,
Engineering

Barry B. Adams — associate
professor, English

Barbara P. Stevens — ad-
ministrative assistant. In-
dustrial and Labor Relations
13. Publications

Shayle R. Searle, chairman
— professor, Plant Breeding,
Biometry

Esther G. Dotson — assistant
professor. History of Art

Nancy S. Meltzer — assistant
to the associate dean. Human
Ecology

Robert J. Swieringa — as-
sociate professor, Business
and Public Administration
14. Central Administration:
Staffing and Organizing

H. J u s t i n D a v i d s o n ,
chairman — dean. Business
and Public Administration

Gordon C. Hammes — pro-
fessor, Chemistry

Maiden C. Nesheim — direc-
tor, Nutritional Sciences
15. Self-Goveming Structures:
Senate, FCR & Dean of Faculty,
Ombudsman, Judicial Ad-
ministrator, Judicial Advisor

Frank H. Golay, chairman —
professor. Economics

Edwin J. Andrews — as-
sociate professor, Veterinary
Pathology

Robert A. Beck — dean. Hotel
Administration

Ardella E. Blandford —-
personnel specialist. Personnel

Barbara J. Gluckstern — stu-
dent. Arts and Sciences

Peter A. Gold — student, In-
dustrial and Labor Relations

Robert McGinnis — pro-
fessor, Sociology
16. Admin is t ra t ive Data
Systems and Administrative
Computing

P.C.T. de Boer, chairman —
a s s o c i a t e p r o f e s s o r ,
Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering

Jean Failing —dean, Human
Ecology

Donald F. Holcomb — pro-
fessor. Physics

Norman R. Lyons — assis-
tant professor, Business and
Public Administration

Parker A. Moore — assistant
dean of students

Albert Silverman — pro-
fessor. Physics

Peter C. Stein — professor,
Physics
18. General Services

Donna M. Raynsford,
chairman — manager of ad-
m i n i s t r a t i v e s e r v i c e s .
Construction

Robert J. Young — pro-
fessor, Animal Nutrition
19. Physical Plant Use and
Maintenance Program

Alan W. Morrison, Jr.,
chairman — assistant director.
Biological Sciences

E. S. Shepardson — pro-
fessor, Agricultural Engineer-
ing

Seymour Zachar — student,
Design

20. Operating Efficiency: Incen-
tives and Restraints

Donald P. Hayes, chairman
— associate professor ,
Sociology

Michael A. Hacker — student.
Industrial and Labor Relations

Leonard K. Herman — stu-
dent, Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions

Henry S. Kramer — assistant
director, Personnel

Henry L. McPeak — assistant
director, Student Housing

Franklin K. Moore — pro-
fessor, Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering
21. University Health Services

Howard C. Kramer, chairman
— associate dean of students

Gordon J. Cummings — pro-
fessor. Rural Sociology

Michael S. Heil — student.
Business and Public Ad-
ministration

Edward A. Lutz — professor.
Agricultural Economics

Daphne A. Roe — associate
professor, Nutritional Scien-
ces/Health Services
22. Life Safety, Safety Division,
Traffic/Parking, Campus Bus

Jon T. Anderson, chairman
— former director, Physical
Education and Athletics
. Henry E. Doney — executive
officer. Nuclear Studies

Susan J. Most — student.
Arts and Sciences

Rukudzo Murapa — as-
sociate professor, Africana

Studies and Research Center
Samuel Rosenthal — head

resident. Office of the Dean of
Students

James W. Spencer — as-
sociate dean, Agriculture and
Life Sciences

Hywel D. White — professor.
Physics
24. Utilization of User Charges

John P. Brown, chairman —
associate professor, Law

Robert C. Lind — professor,
Business and Public Ad-
ministration
25. Developing Austerity in
Community Behavior

J. Mayone Stycos, chairman
— professor. Sociology

Jack A. Barwind — assistant
professor. Communication
Arts

E. Ann Shumate — assistant
dean of students

Jozetta H. Srb — editor, In-
dustrial and Labor Relations

Neal A. Zaslaw — associate
professor. Music

26. Athletics and Physical
Education

Scott B. Elledge, chairman —
professor, English

Margaret M. Carey — ad-
ministrative aide, Mann Library

Norman Kretzmann — pro-
fessor. Philosophy

Roger E. McCarthy — con-
troller. University Press

David W. Pritchard — stu-
dent, Engineering

Doris Marie Provine —
student, Government

Support of Academic Mission

Open Hearing Announced
The support of academic mis-

sion task force will hold an open
hearing on Wednesday, April 16
at 4:30 p.m. in Uris Hall G-94,
chairman AndrewS. Schultz Jr.,
hasannounced.

The charge to the task force
follows:

Subject areas of this task
force include all important sup-
port except those excluded,
particularly secretarial/clerical
service, shops and laboratories,
and computer services used
directly in research and
teach ing (bu t not ad-
ministrative computing, even
that closely related to the
academic mission). With the ex-
ception of computing, the task
force should also deal with such
support when rendered to
general administrators, since
pooling, for example, could
easily cut across any distinction
between academic and ad-
ministrative or support mis-
sions.

1. Is it feasible to ascertain
University-wide costs of this
nature with current cost ac-
counting and budget ing
methods? If yes, what are they?
If no, would it be desirable to de-
velop such cost accounting and
budgetary techniques? Why?

2. What is the nature and
amount of staff and services
needed to support directly the
basic functions of (a) teaching
and (b) research, e.g. teaching
research assistants, assistants,
secretarial and c ler ical ,
technical, and indirectly, e.g.

professional travel? (Some of
the latter may be considered by
Task Force No. 18, General
Services, but a user slant from
this task force would be a useful
input of information.)

A. Is it feasible to develop
criteria of general application
for amount of support to be sup-
plied for teaching and research,
taking into account variations in
various disciplines? If so,
respecting what kinds of sup-
port?

B. If it is feasible to develop
such criteria

(1) What are the most ef-
fective kinds of criteria, e.g. in-
dividual teacher/number of stu-
dents taught, number of
courses taught, number of
credit hours taught, combina-
tions of such factors?

(2) At what levels should
such support be set to achieve
economies of operations?
(Consider only levels below
present levels, unless increased
support can be shown to permit
decreases in costs elsewhere;
be specific about the latter.)

3. Apart from absolute levels
of support staff and services,
how can the support be or-
ganized to render service most
efficiently, e.g. pooling of
secretar ial , c ler ical and
technical staff, not only within
departments, but within col-
leges, and perhaps in some in-
stances, across college lines,
merging of laboratories? What
cost reductions could be
achieved by such changes? (Be

as specif ic as possible.)
4. Are present financial ar-

rangements respecting such
services as cost-conserving as
possible, e.g. is budgeting done
in such a way that users are
clearly faced with the costs and
with the necessity for making
choices between, for example,
more secretarial help and less
copying facilities? (This ques-
tion to be meaningful inevitably
gets into areas outside the
{particular focus of this task
force, and will require liaison
with rel ated task forces.)

5. Would it be possible to de-
velop cost standards for
services of this nature, alone, or
in conjunction with general
services, whereby faculty and
lothers were budgeted certain
amounts which they could al-
locate as they chose, e.g. the
person willing to get along
without travel would have more
funds available for clerical help
;or copying costs? If it is not
feasible to do this on an in-
dividual level, is it on a de-
partmental level? Can some
similar system be worked out
for administrators?

6. Assume that after all
economies resulting from
answers to the above questions
are achieved, a further 15 per
cent reduction in cost of such
services becomes necessary.
How should such 15 per cent re-
duction be achieved? What
should be the priorities within
such 15 per cent reduction?
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MINORITY EDUCATION AT CORNELL
A Report to the Faculty by the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies

Introduction
In response to the charge from the Faculty Council of Representatives, received

by the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies (CAPP) at the December 10,
1975 Faculty Council of Representatives meeting, we are pleased to present this
report on minority education at Cornell.

As requested, this report includes specific consideration of: recruitment practices
and admissions criteria for undergraduate and graduate students; the assignment of
responsibility for advising, counseling, tutorial and preparatory studies; the in-
terpretation and implementation of affirmative action principles in faculty and staff
hiring.

The CAPP has attempted to arrive at its conclusions by the objective considera-
tion of appropriate data, and with the University policies in mind. In some areas ap-
propriate data were not available; in these cases we have attempted to identify data
needs, but we have based our current conclusions on discussions with faculty and
administrators across the University.

As a consequence of our attempt to utilize as much of the available data as possi-
ble, we have not been able to use a consistent definition of "minority". We do not
believe, however, that this has any significant effect on the conclusions drawn or on
the recommendations offered.

The CAPP has been assisted in its work by many in the University community,
and we-are deeply appreciative of this assistance. Special acknowledgment must be
accorded the non-CAPP members of four subcommittees utilized in preparing the
report. They willingly shared in the task of the CAPP. and provided the range of
perspective and expertise essential for a study of this type. Time constraints
prevented review of the total report by the non-CAPP members of the subcommit-
tees; therefore, we have listed their names with the portion of the report that they
have prepared, and do not necessarily imply their agreement with the total report.
The report itself basically consists of the individual subcommittee reports; in the in-
terest of speed, we have not attempted to blend the styles of those individual
presentations.

The preparation of this report has been time-consuming, but rewarding — and in
some aspects surprising. We think the data are revealing, and not necessarily in ac-
cord with some general observations expressed about minority education at Cornell.
We have included in the report recommendations as we thought appropriate, and
will present the main policy issues in the form of resolutions.

1. RECRUITMENT AND ADMISSIONS OF MINORITY STUDENTS
Despite much discussion of the COSEP program, very little detailed information

about it has been available. One of the main objectives of this report is to provide
such information. We will discuss the following aspects of the COSEP program:
recruitment and admissions procedures; statistics of applications and admissions;
academic background and qualifications of the COSEP students; how Cornell
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COSEP students rank in the national pool of minority students; something about
their geographical distribution (Appendix II); and. finally, how COSEP students have
fared academically at Cornell.

We will also include similar information about non-COSEPstudents. both because
we consider the information interesting and valuable and because it offers a useful
comparison for judging the effectiveness of some aspects of the COSEP program.

The information we will present does not include minority students who have
chosen not to identify themselves with COSEP. No information is available for this
group. Their number is not known, but it is thought to be rather less than 10% of the
total population of minority students at Cornell.

There are approximately 1000 COSEP students with the following ethnic dis-
tribution: Blacks - 600; Spanish surname - 250; American Indian - 10; Asiatics -
150. This group includes approximately 200 students admitted to the statutory
colleges under the state supported Education Opportunity Program (EOP) and to the
endowed divisions under the Higher Education Opportunity Program (HEOP). Stu-
dents admitted through EOP and HEOP must be residents of New York State and
have SAT scores below about 550. differing somewhat from college to college.
a. Recruiting Procedure

Recruiting at Cornell is done by both the admissions office and by the individual
colleges. Staff from the various offices visit secondary schools, college fairs, and a
few junior colleges each year. As might be expected, Cornell's recruitment program
also relies heavily on various contacts at the local level, such as the alumni-
sponsored "Secondary School Committees".

Recruitment of minority students follows the same pattern except that a large
part of it is done by COSEP staff. For reasons that should be obvious, local support
groups are generally absent in minority communities; consequently, the COSEP
committees have sought the cooperation of alternate resources, such as the NAACP
or ASPIRA. In the last few years, several colleges, including Engineering. Arts. ILR.
have become directly involved in the recruitment of minority students using minority
personnel attached to the college and in cooperation with the COSEP office.

There is no sharp division between those who recruit minority students and those
who recruit others. To some extent, all recruiters recruit for all students. However,
visits to schools with large minority populations have been done mostly by minority
personnel.

Some idea of the scope of the effort is given by the following figures ('). Last
year, minority recruiters visited some 70 schools: 12 in New York City; 10 in up-
state New York; most of the balance in Atlantic states with a few in the South and
Midwest. Contact was made with 675 students—including a significant number of
non-minority students.

(')We are indebted to the COSEP office for this and some other information con-
tained in the report.

The only way we have of judging the effectiveness of this recruitment is from the
number and quality of the applicants, questions we will discuss in some detail later
in this report. On this basis, the recruiting seems reasonably successful. However,
one would guess that the usual techniques would be less effective among minority
students because much of the support on which this kind of recruiting relies, for ex-
ample, alumni contacts, are missing. This is one of the reasons why the COSEP staff
believes that personal contact with credible people is essential to persuade many
minority students that real opportunities exist at Cornell.

In view of the lack of good backup organization, we believe it important to con-
sider alternative ways of recruiting minority students. For example, lists of students
with various characteristics—race, SAT scores, class rank, etc., are available at
modest cost from Educational Testing Service. One can imagine several different
ways in which such lists could be useful in recruitment. Another suggestion has
been to advertise in a publication widely circulated among minorities—for example.
Ebony magazine—possibly in concert with other Ivy League schools. Still another
suggestion involves the use of junior and senior minority students in or near their
hometowns, as already done by ILR. We are not wedded to these particular sugges-
tions, but we do feel some consideration should be given to development of new
recruitment techniques.

b. Admissions Procedures
A detailed description of admissions procedures for the various colleges is at-

tached as Appendix I. We present here only a brief summary.
Each college is responsible for developing suitable and appropriate admissions

procedures and policies. Each college also has responsibility for deciding which stu-
dents to admit.

COSEP students are identified and discussed as a separate group. Usually.
COSEP folders are first read by a minority person who evaluates the candidate and
makes a recommendation. In the past, this has been done by COSEP staff, more
recently also by minority personnel in the colleges. This recommendation is then
available to the appropriate college admissions committee where the final decision
rests.

It is our impression that the initial evaluation is very influential, in the final deci-
sion. The recommendations are generally, but not always, followed.

In Table I, some statistical information about COSEP applications and admissions
is provided (2) The column headed "Committee Decisions" are those applicants who
have survived an initial screening and have been submitted for decision to the ad-
mission committees of the various colleges.

rear

1972
1971
1974
1971

Applications

1147
1081
H76
a 76

Comnittee
Decisions

945
Hll
680
741

Approved

393
376
361
397

Entering

220
KM
195
226

» of Class

8.4
7.7
7.3
8.3

'2) This information is obtained from a document issued by the admissions office
called COSEP Admission Statistics. Almost all of the information about admissions
which we present, was obtained from this publication and one titled Final Fall
Statistics.

(3) Similar information about several other universities is attached in Appendix
III.

One sees a substantial reduction in applicants in this period. We do not know the
reason for this decline. One explanation offered is that many schools have increased
their recruiting of minority students and the competition is greater.

In the face of declining applications, it has been necessary to offer admission to
an increasingly greater percentage of the applicants in order to prevent a decline in
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the number of students entering. This does not seem to have resulted in any signifi-
cant lowering of the academic qualifications of most of the entering students, as
judged by class rank or SAT scores (see Table III), probably because of increased
probability of admission being offered to students with higher SAT scores,
c. Academic Profiles: COSEP and Non-COSEP Students

Table II shows the distribution in class rank for COSEP and non-COSEP students.
For the COSEP students the data for the years 1973-75 have been added to im-
prove the statistical accuracy. The non-COSEP students are for the year 1974.

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS RANK

TVnths

Top

2

3

4

5

6

7-10

None

Non-COSEP

Number

1584

416

155

57

33

16

36

381

(1974)

69

I S

7

3

2

1

2

COSEP

Number
Ente r inq

285

e i

59

31

19

19

18

115

(1973-75)

t of Class

56

15

11

6

4

4

4

The row labeled "None" are students for whom the information doesn't exist. The
"% of Class" is calculated assuming the "none" category has the same distribution
as the others.

Table II shows that the distributions in class rank of COSEP and non-COSEP stu-
dents are quite similar. A larger fraction of the COSEP students (11%) come from
the lower half of the class rank than do non-COSEP students (4%). possibly because
of EOP/HEOP Admissions. However, in both cases the preponderance of the class
(greater than 70%) ranks in the upper 20%.

' Total exceeds 100 due to rounding

SAT Scores
Table III shows the median SAT scores for both COSEP and non-COSEP students

for the period 1972-75. as well as the national averages

Table III

MEDIAN SAT SCORES: ALL DIVISIONS

Year

1972

1973

1974

1975

COSEP

4 9 0

4 9 9

485

480

Verbal

non-COSEP

615

617

6 1 6

6 0 8

Nat iona l

453

4 4 5

444

4 34

COSEP

538

553

559

531

Math

non-COSEP

l . t . H

671

6 8 3

677

National

484

4 8 1

480

472

The COSEP population is removed from the total student population in com-
puting the median scores for non-COSEP students.

The table shows that the median verbal scores differ by 125 points for the
COSEP and non-COSEP students and the median math scores by 130 points. This
difference is somewhat affected by the HEOP and EOP students for whom we have
no separate data. However, we don't believe this effect alters the picture substan-
tially.

Almost half of the minority students admitted to Cornell are admitted to the
College of Arts and Sciences. Table IV shows the same figures for that College.

The average differences between COSEP and non-COSEP students in the College
of Arts and Sciences for the period shown is 147 points in Verbal and 138 points in
Math.

There appears to have been a proportionately larger decline in the Verbal SAT
scores in the last two years among the COSEP students admitted to the College of
Arts and Sciences. This decline is paralleled in the National figures.

The distribution of Verbal SAT scores among entering COSEP students is shown
in Figure 1(a) and for non-COSEP students in Figure Kb).

Year

1972

1973

1974

1975

MEDIAN

COSEP

520

526

4 8 5

4 , 0

SAT SCORES

verbal

ton-cos EP

6S6

654

654

6 4 1

Table
t COLLEGE OF

National

4 5 3

445

444

414

1

1

ARTS AND

COSEP

540

553

559

5 37

SCIENCES

Math

non-COSEP

6R0

f.l>2

f>RO

National

4B4

4R1

480

472

Detailed national information on SAT scores distribution for various ethnic groups
has not been released by Educational Testing Services (ETS). However, we have ob-
tained from ETS the data shown in Table V. This table shows the percent of students
with SAT scores greater than the Cornell median.

PKRCKNT or smnKNTs WITH SAT TBHT SCOKKS

CRKATKR THAN fORNKI.1. MKDIAN FmRKS

V.Tb.ll 'It t\

MJth 71 M

The figures under minority are a comparison between black students nationally
and Cornell COSEP students. We do not have the information for the various ethnic
groups.

Both the figures of Table V and the class rank distributions (Table II) indicate that
the non-COSEP students occupy a somewhat higher rank in the national pool than
do the COSEP students. However, the differences are rather small. In both cases,
the evidence is that the average student coming to Cornell is among the upper 10%
of the available pool of students, with respect to SAT scores and rank in class.
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3 0 0
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3000

2000

NUMBER OF
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1000

(b)
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The SAT score distributions shown in Fig. 1 do not provide information about the
probability that an applicant with a given SAT score will be offered admission since
it does not contain information about the SAT score distribution of those applying.
This probability is shown in Fig. 2 for both COSEP and non-COSEP students.

In general. COSEP applicants have a better chance of being offered admission,
particularly with SAT scores below 550.

There are several interesting features of the curves in Fig. 2. A persistent belief
among some part of the Cornell community is that it is easier for a COSEP applicant
with low SAT scores to gain admission to Cornell than one with higher SAT scores.
Fig. 2 shows this belief to be false; the higher the SAT score the higher the
probability of being offered admission. The almost constant probability in the 575 to
475 range may be due to the EOP and HEOP students who, as mentioned above,
must have scores below about 550.

Another rather widespread belief is that there is a cut-off for non-COSEP stu-
dents below which no one is offered admission. Fig. 2 also shows this to be false.
Fifteen percent of non-COSEP applicants with Verbal SAT scores below 400 have
been offered admission during the 1972-1975 period. The number of such appli-
cants is a very small fraction of the total number so that the number entering Cornell
is rather small. About 40% of the students entering Cornell in this period with Verbal
SAT scores below 400 are non-COSEP students. This 40% is almost entirely outside
the College of Arts and Sciences.

d. Academic Performance of COSEP Students: Graduation Rates
College of Arts and Sciences:

The fact that different admission criteria, particularly SAT scores, are used for
COSEP and non-COSEP students raises the question of the academic performance
of the students admitted under these criteria. In particular, can they survive at
Cornell? This can only be answered by studying attrition rates as a function of
various pieces of information available on admission. Until recently, only the most
fragmentary information on attrition rates has been available and the information
was not correlated with admission data. Recently, more comprehensive information

Fig. 2
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has become available, particularly for the College of Arts and Sciences. Dean Levin
has initiated and Dr. Susan Long of the Psychology Department is carrying out a
rather detailed study of attrition rates in the College. This study investigates the
probability that students who matriculate in the College will obtain a College of Arts
and Sciences degree. The study includes both COSEP and non-COSEP students.
This probability is investigated for various parameters—class rank. SAT scores,
parent education, type of work parent does, extracurricular activities in high school
and various others. The results for Verbal and Math SAT scores are shown in Table
VI, covering the period 1970-1975. The results for a more or less random sample of
1000 non-COSEP College of Arts and Sciences students are shown in Table VII.

Table VI

, Graduation Rate*: COSEP; College of Arts and Sciences (1970-74)

VERBAL SAT SCORES

Below 400

400 - 490

450 - 499

50O - '549

550 - 599

600 - 649

650 - 699

Above 700

Total

<;i aduati-'d

a

22

36

34

31

27

9

7

171

Left School

15

12

16

17

14

15

6

4

9 9

Transferred

8

4

4

(.

6

3

0

0

31

Percent Graduating*

35 + 10

6 5 + 8

69 1 6

6 6 + 7

6 9 + 7
I

6 4 + 7

60 + 13

64 + 15

QUANTITATIVE SAT SCORES

Graduated Left School Transferred

r,

24

26

38

37

29

5

10

174

10

14

15

21

21

17

3

5

99

7

]

5

6

8

2

1

1

31

Percent Graduating

33 • 12

63 i 8

6 4 + 8

6 4 + 7

6 3 + 7

63 t 8

63 • 18

67 t 12

Below 400

400 - 449

450 - 499

500 - 549

550 - 599

600 - 649

650 - 699

700 - 800

Total

* Calculated Excluding Transfers From The Sample

Table VII•

Graduation Rates: non-COSEP; College of Arts and Sciences (1970-74)

VERBAL SAT SCORES

Gl actuated

5

14

58

167

220

236

112

11

82 3

Loft School

3

6

15

27

41

36

IS

1

143

Trdnsferron

3

1

3

5

13

7

0

0

32

Percent

r
71
70

70

86

84

90

BR

91

t

Grjriu.il inq

i 19

! 1!

t 5

t 3

1 3

1 2

t 4

21

Below 500

500 - 549

550 - 599

600 - 649

650 - 699

700 - 749

750 - 799

BOO

Total

Below r.00

500 - 549

550 - 599

600 - f>49

f)r>0 - 699

700 - 749

750 - 799

)O0

Total

•Dat.i for a sample of Kino stiirl'-nts
'Valrulated ->x..luding transfers From tin* s.imple

CJJANTTTATTVE SAT SCORES

Graduated U' f t Si l ic i t l T rans fer red

4

14

37

115

18.?

272

162

17

8 2 3

0

in

11

14

4 ' j

25

3

141

0

••

4

5

in

H

0

32

Percent r.rilriual i nn

100

82 + 10

7 0 + 7

H4 J 1

86 1 2

Hi. ! i

o;; t \

H 2 t

The percentage of those finishing, shown in column 4 of Tables VI and VII. are
calculated excluding transfers to other Cornell units whose number is shown in
column 3. No information is available as to whether the transfers have finished or
not. The errors shown are the expected fluctuations due to the size of the sample.

Among the COSEP students who finished. 9 1 % finished within 8 semesters. 9%
in 9 semesters, and 1% in ten semesters. No follow-up was done on those who did
not finish.

Table VI shows that for COSEP students the probability of graduating is
astonishingly independent of SAT scores for students with scores greater than 400.

For SAT scores below 400. one sees a significant increase in the attrition rate.
We tried to sharpen up the data by looking at the performance of students for whom
both SAT scores were below 400 There were only 12 students in this group, three
of whom finished, nine of whom did not finish. These results are suggestive even
though the numbers are very small.
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Aside from the group of students with SAT scores below 400. the data show no

correlation between SAT and probability of graduating. This is also approximately
true for class rank and all the other parameters investigated in the study. There is.
perhaps, a weak correlation with parent income.

Detailed results of this study can be obtained from the College of Arts and
Sciences office. We believe the study to be very informative. We hope it will be done
in other colleges and that it will be continued.

As mentioned, we are surprised by the data and have no explanation. An op-
timistic suggestion is that the other factors taken into account in admission deci-
sions actually play an important role.

The results for the non-COSEP students (Table VII) do show some variation in
graduation rate with SAT scores, but not a very striking one. However, the gradua-
tion rate for COSEP students is approximately 20% less and the transfer rate
somewhat higher (10% vs 3%) than that for the non-COSEP students.

We are interested in whether the Cornell data are unique. We consulted with the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) on the subject. Data from ETS show that SAT
scores are useful for predicting grade point averages, at least in the early years. They
had no information of their usefulness in predicting probability of graduation.

This, of course, points up a limitation to our information. It would be informative
to have grade point averages as a function of various parameters. The attrition data
do not inform us either of the quality of the work or the quality of the experience of
the students. Such information will be necessary in order to understand some of the
ways in which the program can be improved.

How can the attrition rate be decreased? As far as we can see, this requires infor-
mation about the students who have left. Why did they leave? How many left for
academic reasons; personal reasons; to transfer to other schools? We have no such
information. We would like to suggest that all students who leave Cornell be asked
to agree to an "exit interview" in order to establish some data on this question.

Finally, we call attention to the fact that students with SAT scores below 400 do
substantially worse than the others. We think it would be unwise to suggest that no
student with either SAT score below 400 be admitted. Other information may make
a persuasive case for admitting such students. However, we do believe that the data
here suggests that students with these SAT scores. COSEP or non-COSEP. should
be examined very closely. Further, in those cases where admission is offered, the
student should be advised of the facts about the probability of graduation.

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences:
Information from the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences has been obtained

from Mr. L. Feddema, director of admissions in the college; Linda A. Jones,
COSEP/EOP counselor; and Pamela H. Curry. HEOP/EOP director.

The graduation data are shown in Table VIII for the classes entering in 1970. '71
and '72.

Table VIll

Graduation Rate: COSEP - College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 1970-72

N

Men

women

1970
o. Enter .

IB

9

No. Success

16

7

1971
No. En te r .

24

16

No. Success

15

9

1972
No. En te r .

13

15

No. Succes:

4

12

T r a n s f e r s ' 7 0 , ' 7 1 , ' 72

No.

Hen

Women

No. Entering No

10

Overall Stat is t ics for '70, '

Entering

103

Success

4 6 5

475

No. Successful

73

SAT Scores (Medians)

Verbal

. Succe

10

71. '72

ssful

* Successful

72 t 5*

Hath
Failure Success

431 '

477 '
1

505

4B5

Failure

565

420

Successful indicates either that student has graduated or is still in school.

The increase in failures among the males in the class entering in 1972 is con-
spicuous. It may be a fluctuation, but it warrants close future attention. Thus far the
pattern does not repeat for the class entering in 1973.

Detailed information for various SAT ranges is not available. However, median
SAT scores for the successes and failures are shown in Table VIll. No consistent
pattern emerges. In first approximation the conclusion is similar to that in the
College of Arts and Sciences study; there is no obvious connection between SAT
scores and success.

College of Engineering:

Table IX

GRADUATION RATE: COSEP - COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, 1965-71

Number enter i nq
CraduatiK) in Enqineerinq
Other Cornell Deqreo
Loft Cornell
Information not ava i lab le
Graduatinq in Enqineerinq*
Graduatinq with Other Degree

111
S4
11
48
1R
4 1 \

9%

'This i s calcula ted assuming that a l l the 18 unaccounted
for s tudents lof t Cornel l . If they are removed from the
sample, the percent who received a Cornell degree increases
from 50* to 57t .

By comparison, the graduation rate for non-COSEP Engineering students is approx-
imately 70%.

These bare statistics do not reveal the fact that in 1974 Cornell graduated more
black engineers than any other predominantly white institution in the country.

?. i t .)
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C o l l e g e of HUB

GRADUATION

Date
Entered

nan Ecoloqy:

RATE: COSEP -

Number of
Students

Table X

COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY,

Number
Graduated

1967-70

Percent
^Graduated

9/69

9/70 27«

51

19

37

70

72

•Two students who entered in 9/70 and transferred in good standing
have been removed from the sample.

This sample is too small to look at correlations with SAT scores.

These are the only colleges for which we have attrition data. They include about
90* of the COSEP students.

Summary
Recruitment: We believe Cornell has an effective minority student recruitment

program. Nevertheless, because of the importance of attracting an adequate number
of well-qualified applicants, we believe an increase in recruitment, perhaps along the
lines suggested earlier in this report is warranted. We support a modest increase in
staff and in other expenditures, for example, travel, in order to carry on a more ex-
tensive and varied recruitment program.

Admissions: The information we have does not suggest to us any definite way to
improve admission procedures or policies. The present systems in which respon-
sibility for admission rests, finally, with the faculties of the colleges, is a good one
and should be continued.

Our only suggestion with respect to admission criteria concerns the students with
SAT scores below 400. We believe these students should be admitted with great
caution and be informed of the attrition data for this group of students.

Attrition: There is no way to set attrition goals; the less the better. Nevertheless,
we do not find the attrition rates alarming nor do we regard them as indicating a
need for drastic revision of the program.

Given more information about why students leave Cornell, attrition rates can
probably be reduced. We recommend that some effort be made to obtain this infor-
mation. As an initial step, we suggest each student be interviewed before leaving.

We have attempted to answer the question of the relation between admission
criteria and the need for preparatory courses. The attrition rates do not help us very
much in this question. The attrition studies predate the Learning Skills Center and
show that, even with very little preparatory work, the ability to survive at Cornell is
about the same for all the students admitted, independently of their background.
What the attrition figures do not reveal is the price the student pays for survival and
how the quality of his education, performance, and experience at Cornell is affected.
The potential role of preparatory work is discussed in the second subcommittee
report.

Finally, we urge all the colleges to undertake the studies of the kind recently
started in the College of Arts and Sciences. Without the information provided by
such studies, we are dependent on rumor, myth, and conflicting intuitions for our
direction.

Concluding Remarks
The general picture presented here is rather optimistic. We believe the program is

working quite well. Cornell has made a substantial commitment to minority educa-
tion in the last ten years. The number of students has grown from perhaps 20 to
about 1000. About 30% of financial aid funds under Cornell control go to minority
students. The staff and the budget of the COSEP office have doubled in the last four
years. In the main, students admitted under the program have been able to cope
with the rigorous academic demands of Cornell. These facts indicate a vigorous,
healthy program and. we believe, justify an optimistic view.

Yet the events of the past semester or two have led to anything but optimism
about the program. Many minority students do not believe in Cornell's good faith
commitment to minority education. Suggested changes to the program are seen as
a subterfuge for destroying it and are met with suspicion, hostility, and threats. In
addition, many white members of the Cornell community, including some faculty,
believe that in the COSEP program Cornell has abandoned its academic standards
and is admitting large numbers of minority students who simply cant do the work at
Cornell.

These beliefs, and the hostilities they engender, are. in our opinion, a most serious
threat to the program. They create an atmosphere in which useful discussion is vir-
tually impossible, an atmosphere destructive to the education of all. black and white,
at Cornell. We believe an impartial reading of the facts will prove that very few of
these beliefs are based on factual evidence. Our main emphasis has been to gather
and report as many of the facts as we were able to obtain.

William Cross, Africans Studies & Research
Barbara Koslowski, Human Ecology

Robert D. Miller, Agronomy
'Sandra Siegel, English

'Albert Silver man. Physics
'Members of the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies

2 PREPARATORY STUDIES AND ACADEMIC ADVISING FOR MINORITY STU-
DENTS

Preparatory Studies
The University's commitment to minority education has resulted in an increase in

admission of students who cannot proceed directly into the introductory courses in
mathematics, the sciences and writing. This has created a demand for preparatory
courses, tutorial assistance, help sessions, pre-freshman summer courses, and
similar types of educational programs. The COSEP Office in its early years arranged
for such courses, often recruiting minority graduate students and upper-classmen to
teach. Since 1973, theLearningSkills Center has coordinated this program The suc-
cess of the program is illustrated by the changes in the distribution of grades of
minority students shown in Figures 3 and 4. This change in grade distribution is
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clear evidence of the effectiveness of the Learning Skills Center in assisting these
students to do better in the subject areas. The objective of our resolution is to sus-
tain and strengthen this component of minority education.

Cornell has a history of experience with preparatory studies. The College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences has twenty-four years experience with students ad-
mitted to the College both from small rural schools and others lacking adequate
preparation in mathematics to proceed directly into calculus taught by the
Mathematics Department. A required mathematics exam was initiated for all enter-
ing students to identify those needing help. In 1952 a preparatory course in
mathematics (Orientation 5), taught by a faculty member in the Department of
Education, was developed to meet the needs of inadequately prepared students. In
the Fall of 1975, about 100 students took this course of whom about 20 were
COSEP students.

Another supportive program, the Writing Workshop, was created by the English
Department in the College of Arts and Sciences to provide assistance for all stu-
dents.

It is difficult to forecast how much preparatory work should be done. However, it
is possible to suggest guidelines. At present the courses are given in support of
some specific introductory courses such as Chemistry 103. Chemistry 207. Physics
112 and Mathematics 192, so that the work is geared to the material in these
courses. This appears to be an appropriate criteria for consideration of additional
preparatory courses and will prevent the extension of preparatory courses to a more
elementary level.

The number of students who benefit from the Learning Skills Center are
significantly greater than those that register in the courses. This is due to the large
number of students who receive assistance on a walk-in basis either to attend the
weekly evening course session or the small group problem solving session in the in-
structor's office. The data in Figures 3 and 4 show, therefore, that the program is
more effective from an academic standpoint than from the traditional accounting
basis which records only students registered.

In terms of numbers of students which benefit the data show that about one-third
of the class of COSEP students enroll in science courses leading to degrees in
engineering, biology, pre-med, and other science majors.

Physics 112

1971 4C

30

N • 31

COSEP

971 40

30

t 20

10

o

n

N "

I 1

Al l

Math

38

Students

192

n
11

1974 40 N

30

i 20

10

0

4U 1974 40 N = 33

30

I 20

10

0

C 0 F A B C D F

50

197b 40 N = 49

30

1 20

10

0
A B C D r

197b 40 I " 3 ^

30

. 20

10

0 Lri.
A B C D F

ri.|. 3. Grade Distributions in Physics 112 and Mathematics 192: COSEP and All
Students (Ilita furnished by the Learning Skills Center and the
Reqtftrar''. Office)

It is clearly recognized that the educational programs at Cornell are the respon-
sibilities of the Colleges and their Departments. The faculty is concerned about the
existence of educational units, which are separate from College supervision. The
University administration has recommended that the activities of the Learning Skills
Center be transferred to respective colleges and departments However, it must be
recognized that this educational program is for a small group of students. In addi-
tion, although it is viewed by most faculty as important for the preparation of the
student, it is not seen as the responsibility of University faculty charged with the
teaching of courses at a University level.

In recognition of the desirability of transferring the programs to the respective
departments and the specific needs of the students requiring preparatory studies,
and in recognition that this need has to have continuous supervision of a person or
persons responsible solely for preparatory studies, we recommend that the following
general guidelines for the organization of preparatory studies be established.

a. That the instructors and their teaching programs be located in the respective
departments.

That the departments be responsible for the office space and classroom space for
the instructors to hold the necessary courses or meeting sessions with students. If
possible, this space should be in the building which houses the department.

That the department provide the communications necessary between the COSEP
instructor and the professor in charge of the course.

b. That support funds for such instructors and instruction programs be provided
by a central office such as the COSEP Office.

That both the COSEP Director and the department chairman of the department
responsible for the subject area in which preparatory work is needed, be responsible
for hiring the instructors for such courses.
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Ficj. 4. Grade Distr ibut ions in Chemistry 207: COSEP and Al l Students (Data
furnished by Chemistry Department)

That the review of the effectiveness of the program and the quality of instruction
is the joint responsibility of the COSEP Director and the dean or appropriate depart-
ment chairman.

c. Credit for preparatory courses is left to the decision of the department and each
individual college's Educational Policy Committee. However, departments are en-
couraged to identify preparatory courses (usually denoted as double "O") which are
available for transcript credit whenever possible. It should be recognized that
registration in such courses is not necessary and any student is free to attend such
courses or to consult with the instructor in problem solving sessions or in seeking in-
dividual help. However, preference would be given to COSEP students and the sub-
ject level which they need.

d. It is recommended that a central COSEP Office be maintained on a continuous
basis for continuous supervision of the needs of students for courses until such time
that entering students have been able to obtain the necessary preparation at the
high school level and the preparatory work is no longer needed.

e. Qualifications of the COSEP instructors for preparatory study — persons
selected as instructors should have in addition to their knowledge of the subject
matter itself be it math, science or English writing, a background in the principles of
education and a concern for students to stimulate, encourage and gain their con-
fidence to assist them to develop the necessary skills to advance in courses at the
University level. Administratively these instructors should be on a three-year ap-
pointment with options for renewal. Suitable reward systems should be created to
retain the most effective teachers.

Advising and Counseling of COSEP Students
The faculty of each college of the University has the responsibility of advising its

students. This function of the faculty within each college is usually coordinated
through an administrative unit associated with the Resident Instruction program of
each college. The objective in the program of academic advising of students is to
provide the best academic opportunity for all students. However, there are subsets
of students with special problems that need special attention, among which are the
minority students who are scattered through numerous colleges, yet may have
similar types of problems. These students must be provided with a well-coordinated
academic support service. This includes preparatory studies and academic counsel-
ing and advising.

Numerous faculty play an active role in the advising of minority students.
However, in order for the faculty to be totally effective, there must be a clear line of
communication to a designated individual in the college responsible for minority af-
fairs in that college. This staff member in turn must be in communication with the
COSEP Director of the University.

The responsibility for the coordination of all aspects of student advising and
counseling should be that of the COSEP Director. Thus, the minority student seeking
authoritative academic advice can enter the system at numerous levels and be
directed to the designated faculty adviser. In addition to the proper communications
from the COSEP Directors Office to the individual faculty member, the student can
also be directed to offices responsible for counseling on nonacademic affairs.

The Committee is in basic agreement with statement 2 on Counseling/Advising
of the Provosts statement on minority education (Chronicle. February 5. 1976).
However, the lack of a recommendation on where the responsibility rests in terms of
overall coordination of the various units creates too much of a gray area in terms of
supervisory responsibility for the whole area of minority study.

We recommend that the Director of the COSEP program (or similar position) be
responsible for the coordination of the staff and faculty of all colleges concerned
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with minority education to provide an efficient system for communications between
advisers, the COSEP Office, and students.

David Connor. Arts and Sciences
'Richard H. Lance. Engineering
Douglas J. Lathwell, Agronomy

James Merod. English
Fred R. Scholer. Chemistry

James E. Turner. Africana Studies
and Research Center

' Robert J. Young, Poultry Science
Visitor: Philip Y. Paden.

Learning Skills Center-Chemistry
'Members of the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies

3. GRADUATE EDUCATION FOR MINORITY STUDENTS
The relatively small numbers of minority graduate students at Cornell suggest

that Cornell's potential contribution toward increasing the supply of well-qualified
academics and professionals is not being fully realized. In part, this is due to the
three main characteristics of graduate education at Cornell: its decentralization, its
remarkable flexibility and its variability in character from field to field. At its best, this
flexibility allows greater attention to the needs and desires of minority students; at
its worst, it leaves them (together with non-minority students) floundering in a sea
of conflicting requirements, undefined criteria for success, and uncertain financial
status.

Nevertheless, we feel that significant improvements in minority graduate educa-
tion can be made within the limitations imposed by these features. It is unlikely that
a single set of recommendations can be developed which will be equally applicable
to all fields and professional schools. However, some general guidelines have
emerged which influence our subsequent recommendations.

The Graduate School asserts that Cornell's efforts in minority graduate education
have been better funded and more successful in attracting qualified applicants than
other universities of comparable academic standards. Total support of minority
graduate education at Cornell is currently around $600,000 per annum, for minority
fellowships, tuition and fees, recruitment, salaries and administrative expenses. In
1975-76. minority graduate students constituted 4.6% of the entering class (Table
XI; see also Table XV) and 4.2% of the total graduate enrollment (Table XII). It
should be noted that these minority students are by and large clustered in only 1 5 of
the 82 fields, and that almost half of them are following professional master's
degree programs. About 85 students are currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs;
however, the fraction of Ph.D. degrees awarded to minority students is still very low
(Table XIII: see also Table XIV). In 1974-5. 31 fields attracted no minority appli-
cants; 40 fields enrolled no minority students. Some of the fields with no minority
applicants usually attract students from undergraduate majors in which there is a
sizable minority enrollment. While Cornell's overall performance may compare
favorably with other universities, the record of individual fields and professional
schools can only be described as spotty at best. Therefore, we recommend:

a. That the Graduate School seek to expand further its base of financial support,
including continued efforts to attract foundation support; that it lay greater
emphasis on attracting applicants to Ph.D. programs; and that it encourage fields
which have not enrolled minority students in significant numbers to expand their
recruiting efforts (see below).

Our specific recommendations fall into three areas: recruitment and admissions
practices, support and enhancement of the quality of graduate study for enrolled
students, and the need for continuing evaluation.

Recruitment and Admissions Practices
In recent years, active recruitment of minority graduate and professional students

has been carried out mainly by the Graduate School, though the professional
schools and a few individual fields have also participated. Somewhat surprisingly,
applicants from colleges which had been visited by recruiters from the Graduate
School were less likely to be accepted than applicants from colleges not visited. The
Graduate School has recently revised its recruiting strategy to focus more on in-
dividual departments and faculty members at these colleges, rather than on place-
ment offices and the central administration. This shift seems likely to produce both
more numerous and better qualified applicants than previously. We feel strongly that
active, broad-based recruitment is essential if a substantial body of minority
graduate and professional students, meeting the standards of the fields and profes-
sional schools, is to be enrolled.

Two aspects of the admissions process need to be closely linked to recruitment:
the nature of the factors considered by admissions committee (such as un-
dergraduate GPA, GPA in major area only, letters of recommendation. Graduate
Record Exam or other standardised test scores, relevant work experience, and so
forth), and the extent to which fields or professional schools attach different
emphases to these factors. The traditional emphasis demands that successful appli-
cants be superior in all the factors considered. The limitation of this approach is that
it tends to preserve the status quo. If a field or professional school wishes to main-
tain this traditional emphasis, then it will only be able to attract minority applicants if
it devotes a considerable effort, in both time and funds, to recruiting in the most
superior undergraduate colleges. Such well-qualified minority applicants are highly
sought after by many universities. If on the other hand admissions decisions will be
at least partly based on non-traditional emphases, then other recruiting strategies
may also De effective. We have found examples of successful application of non-
traditional emphases (for example, attaching less emphasis to Graduate Record
Exam scores than normal), and of very unsuccessful application (for example, at-
taching less emphasis to undergraduate GPA than normal). In the former example,
the students with low Graduate Record Exam scores proved able to handle the re-
quired course work well, and to carry out high-quality research subsequently; in the
latter example, no allowance for the students' low undergraduate GPAs was made
in planning their initial course work, or in assessing their progress over the first few
semesters. High student failure rates resulted, which led to disillusionment on the
part of both faculty and students with the whole process of minority graduate
education. These examples are not meant to imply that Graduate Record Exam
scores can be safely ignored by all fields when considering minority applicants, or
that undergraduate GPAs should conversely be given great weight. Rather, they il-
lustrate that non-traditional emphases in admissions and recruitment may be effec-
tive, but that careful coupling of admissions standards and the nature of the
graduate training for each student is required.
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Since the admissions decisions will be made by the individual fields and profes-
sional schools, it is most desirable that recruitment be carried out. not merely by the
Graduate School itself, but also by the individual fields. In some successful exam-
ples, this recruitment has taken the form of visits by faculty members to un-
dergraduate colleges with substantial enrollments in the disciplines from which their
field draws its students. The faculty member can then form an opinion of the abilities
of the prospective students, and also of the quality of the program and teaching staff
at that college.

This places the field in a better position to assess the applicants' transcripts, let-
ters of recommendation, and background. Therefore, we recommend:

b. That funds be made available to the individual fields and professional schools
to support their recruiting activities; that the Graduate School encourage and coor-
dinate the interchange of information between the fields and professional schools,
on applicants and on the merits of the departments in the undergraduate colleges
visited; and that each field and professional school develop criteria for evaluating
the admission of students, and for assessing the progress of students after enroll-
ment.

A related problem has arisen in assessing the qualifications of minority appli-
cants, whether recruited or not: can the applicant's transcript and other material be
adequately evaluated by the Admissions Committee, and does it truly represent the
applicant's ability and potential for successful graduate study? This problem may be
overcome by interviewing promising applicants in Ithaca. Not merely does this per-
mit the Admissions Committee to form a sounder judgment of the applicant's ability,
but it often assists the applicant in making the decision to enroll here, rather than at
some other school. It is often argued that Cornell's rural environment hinders at-
tempts to attract urban-oriented minority students; the experience of some fields
suggests that this is not an insurmountable barrier, as it is often based on a lack of
information about the Cornell/Ithaca area. The interview process may also be greatly
aided if the applicants meet with minority students currently enrolled; they are often
in a better position to answer the applicants' queries than are the faculty
themselves. Therefore, we recommend:

c. That the administration make funds available to the individual fields and profes-
sional schools for the purpose of interviewing promising minority applicants in
Ithaca.
Support and Enhancement of the Quality of Graduate Study

Once students have enrolled, it is very important that special efforts be made to
optimize the circumstances under which they pursue their program of graduate
studies. This is a principle which obviously applies to all students, but difficulties in
applying it are greater for many minority students. Many students find their first year
a particularly difficult one, especially if (as in many fields) little structure and
guidance is provided for them in planning their studies, and little in the way of formal
mechanisms for involving them actively in the ongoing academic, research and
teaching activities of the field. This is often true of first year students holding
minority or other fellowships, which relieve them of formal teaching responsibilities.
Paradoxically, the award of a fellowship may hinder the student's academic develop-
ment, rather than enhance it. In such circumstances, it may be desirable to assign
minority fellowship holders to explicit duties as Teaching Assistants or Research As-
sistants, duties from which they would normally be excused. Whether or not
fellowship holders are assigned such duties in their first or second year, we recom-
mend:

d. That fields be required to assume responsibility for third- and fourth-year sup-
port of minority students who formerly held minority fellowships, provided that their
academic progress is satisfactory.

Another problem to be avoided is that of ambiguity and inconsistency of the stan-
dards by which satisfactory progress in the student's graduate program is assessed.
We recommend:

e. That students be provided with continuing, clear and systematic feedback as to
their academic progress. They should be encouraged from the outset to participate
actively with their advisers in evaluating their own progress towards advanced
degrees and their long-term career goals.

There should be a continuing assessment by all fields and professional schools of
the appropriateness and sensitivity of the counselling and academic programs of-
fered to minority students, in the light of their special interests, needs and talents. To
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aid this assessment, the views of the students should be actively solicited.
Finally, we recommend:
f. That fields make more serious efforts to assist students approaching comple-

tion of their graduate studies in planning ahead for their careers. These efforts
should clearly include active assistance in locating and securing professional posi-
tions.
The Need For Continuing Evaluation

As in the other aspects of minority education and hiring at Cornell, we have been
hindered by the difficulty in obtaining data concerning past practices, particularly at
the individual field level. If an effective graduate program is to be maintained, it is
essential that data at this, the real decision-making level, be accumulated. The role
of the Graduate School in the past has been limited more to moral persuasion than
to active influence on the admissions practices of the fields. Therefore, we recom-
mend:

g. That the Graduate School collect data, by field and by professional school, on
recruitment and admissions practices. Such data should contain (but need not be
limited to) the number of minority applicants; the number interviewed; the number
accepted; and the number enrolled (together with the corresponding data for non-
minority applicants). The Graduate School should also examine closely the success
rate of minority students, in the light of the admissions criteria used.

'Keith Moffat Biochemistry. Molecular and
Cell Biology

"Henry N. Ricciuti, Human Development and
Family Studies

Daniel N. Tapper, Physical Biology. Veterinary
'Members of the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies
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4. HIRING OF MINORITY FACULTY AND STAFF
It is the wish of this Committee to turn around a seemingly unsuccessful minority

hiring process that is based on quotas, pools, compliance, and review by a central
authority. It is our belief that this faculty will be able to develop durable, successful
affirmative action that is not dictated by coercive power and threats. The following
recommendations are not to be viewed as substitutes for compliance with rules and
Civil Rights laws, which, to date, have been principally in the hands of University ad-
ministrators, but the suggested changes may result in an improved report of
Cornell's minority hiring practices. These recommendations for minority faculty hir-
ing are consistent with our earlier recommendations, in that greater responsibilities
should be placed at the college and departmental levels.
Recommendations

a. Planning and review of minority faculty recruitment should occur within the hir-
ing unit, e.g.. a department. Searches and employment recommendations are to be
carried out in consultation with the appropriate dean and the Central Administration
Officer for Minority Affairs (see point b). When a faculty search does not produce
qualified minority persons, it is the responsibility of the hiring unit to analyze the
reasons and develop a plan for attacking the fundamental difficulties uncovered in
the analysis.

The faculty of the hiring unit must judge the wisdom of each appointment. The
close cooperation of the faculty and the dean is essential. The processes of analysis
and planning are important. For example, if a department concludes that inadequate
numbers of highly qualified candidates are being trained in their discipline, then they
have the responsibility to do what they can to increase the supply. The dean should
provide encouragement, incentive, and support to this end.

In the recommendation of this process, we recognize that the employment of
minority faculty and other professionals is only the tip of the iceberg; the training of
minority undergraduate students, graduate students, and postdoctorates is an es-
sential part of remedying the existing lack of minority faculty in most fields. A deci-
sion by the hiring unit may determine both the most successful course of action in
that discipline and the most effective utilization of available resources in that unit.
As in the example above, within any department, more minority people might be
trained at only one of the pyramidal levels.

b. The functions of a Central Administration Officer for Minority Affairs (also
recommended in the Trustee report) shall include, in concert with the hiring unit: as-
sistance in developing a responsible search plan; analysis of completed searches:
and development of plans to improve fundamental, underlying difficulties in their
search for qualified minority candidates. In addition, the Central Officer shall under-
take a systematic acquisition and analysis of data, such as may be available through
governmental agencies, foundations, university consortia, professional organiza-
tions, etc., to aid the hiring unit and colleges. Whereas 'pools' and 'quotas' can be
divisive when formed in an atmosphere of crisis and in reaction to threats of com-
pliance, we affirm that accurate, quantitative data on supply are essential for
thoughtful analyses and responsible searches.

The role of a Central Officer with respect to faculty hiring should be that of an
enabler rather than a compliance officer. Successful counseling with either
departmental chairpeople or search committees might lead to improved searches.
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analysis of underlying problems, and even pre-employment conversations with units
to which a minority faculty member is being added for the first time.

"Affirmative action programs have not produced a significant increase in the
overall proportion of women and minority faculty, nor could they have been ex-
pected to do so given the current state of the academic job market and the available
supply of potential women and minority faculty."' However, hard, quantitative data
on supply can be collected. Such data are needed for the hiring unit to examine their
own search and analysis. Comparative performance data with respect to com-
parable institutions may be helpful. The Central Officer could become a central
figure in data collection and analysis. In some cases, data may be collected by the
hiring unit.

c. As recommended in both the Trustees ad hoc committee report on the Status
of Minorities and the November 26, 1975, report from CAPP to President Corson,
we recommend again the development of programs that will increase direct profes-
sional contact between Cornell and faculty and staff at predominantly minority in-
stitutions. The adjunct professorship program developed within the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences to promote visits and exchanges between Cornell and
faculty of minority institutions is an example that may be applicable on a campus-
wide basis.

There is no substitute for one-to-one association between professionals. Such
relationships, which are built up over a period of time, can become a source of
minority graduate students, an information exchange on qualified faculty candidates
(one form of the 'old-boy' network), and a base for eventual two-way faculty ex-
changes.

d. We recommend an examination of both real and imagined Cornell policies
Which may interfere with the training and recruitment of potential minority faculty
and staff. These 'policies' may involve, but not be limited to, issues concerning
nepotism, hiring of Cornell 'products', and admission of Cornell undergraduates to
our graduate fields.

It would be healthy to uncover and examine any vestiges of rules no longer in ef-
fect.

"Roger M. Battistella, Medical Care Organization
'James L. Gaylor, Nutritional Sciences

Reeve Parker, English
James W. Spencer, Agricultural Engineering and

Assoc. Dean, Agriculture & Life Sciences
'Members of the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies

AAUP Bulletin (Winter, 1975). page 300.

SUMMARY
1. Recruitment of minority undergraduates is done by all colleges, more actively

'n recent years, and in cooperation with the COSEP Office which has played a very
important role. The recruitment process seems reasonably successful; however:

a. the level of minority applications during the last two years is down approx-
imately 20% from the previous two years:

b. limited data from other schools (Harvard, M.I.T.. Columbia) do not reflect
this magnitude of decrease:

c. approximately 55% of the minority students accepted by Cornell actually
enter. This figure is comparable to the other schools, though Harvard's percentage is
70%. The entrance rate of non-minority students is widely variable by colleges of
Cornell.

Therefore, there appears to be scope for an increase in recruiting effectiveness
(specific suggestions for this are offered in the body of this report) and an increase in
the proportion of students who accept Cornell's offer.

2. Admissions criteria are variable by college and are different for minority stu-
dents vis-a-vis non-minority students. These differences are reflected primarily in
different SAT profiles. However:

a. the data suggest that for both minority and non-minority undergraduates,
the average student entering Cornell is in the upper 10% of the available pool of stu-
dents;

b. while students with SAT scores below 400 experience major academic dif-
ficulties, above that score there appears to be no correlation between the SAT score
and the ability of a student to complete the requirements for a Cornell degree.

3. The graduation success rate among minority students, exclusive of those with
SAT scores below 400, is approximately 65% in the College of Arts and Sciences,
approximately 70% for Agriculture and Life Sciences, and Human Ecology; for the
Period 1970-74, Engineering is approximately 50%. However:

a. this rate, successful as it appears, is significantly lower than the rate for non-
rninority students. These data cover the period prior to the special supportive ser-
vices offered through the Learning Skills Center; whether these services will be
reflected in improved graduation rates remains to be seen, though there are indica-
tions there will be this effect.

b. the graduation rate is only a crude measure of the success in providing an
appropriate, quality education. There is a major need for more information about
academic performance.

4. Preparatory courses are not new at Cornell, nor confined to offerings for
minority students. Orientation Mathematics has been taught in the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences for 24 years.

5. Grade distribution data in Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics show that
striking improvements in minority student performance have resulted since the in-
troduction of the activities of the Learning Skills Center.

6. The number of students who have benefited from the activities of the Learning
Skills Center apparently is much greater than indicated by the number of students
formally registered in its courses. This appears to be due to the large number of stu-
dents who receive assistance on a walk-in basis.

7 There is a recognition among faculty and administration of the need for and
desirability of continuing preparatory activities; guidelines are proposed, in this
report, for the continuance of these activities.

8. These guidelines recommend that responsibilities be shared between the rele-
vant academic unit and a central administrative office (such as COSEP).

9. There seems to be substantial agreement that an effective set of supportive ac-
tivitfes requires continued input from such a central office. Complete delegation of
responsibilities and authorities in this area to the academic units would be unwise.

10. Academic advising is the basic responsibility of the individual colleges and
schools. For effective advising of minority students, there must be a designated in-
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dividual within each college or school who has the responsibility to maintain
awareness of needs and who can serve as a communication link between the in-
dividual faculty advisors and the central minority education office.

11. The graduate education philosophy at Cornell, with its emphasis on
decentralized responsibility and authority makes it extremely difficult to learn what
policies and practices are followed in the area of minority graduate recruitment and
admission criteria; however:

a. from an aggregate view, Cornell's success in recruitment and acceptance
seems reasonable;

b. there is wide variability among the fields and professional schools, with
some fields very actively engaged in recruiting and others doing very little;

c. there are indications that Cornell can be more effective than it now is. in
identifying and attracting minority applicants.

12. There is experience, in various fields and professional schools, with deviation
from traditional admissions criteria. Some cases have been successful, others have
not. This experience should be more widely shared among the fields.

13. The fields are the logical units for increased activity in the areas of recruit-
ment, experimentation with non-traditional admission criteria and monitoring of stu-
dent needs and performance.

14. There is general recognition that the basic responsibility for the hiring process
rests with the departmental hiring unit.

15. While these hiring units conform to the basic affirmative action requirements,
the composition of our faculty suggests that these procedures are inadequate to in-
crease minority representation.

16. Increased responsibility for improving search procedures should be assigned
to the departmental hiring units, but increased assistance in meeting this respon-
sibility should be provided to the departments.

17. Recommendations are offered to improve the "affirmative" rather than the
coercive approach to search and selection.

Appendix I
Admissions Procedures

Universities Admissions Office
The Central Admissions Office serves as an administrative rather than as a policy-

making unit of the University: each college is responsible for developing suitable and
appropriate admissions procedures and policies. Procedures and policies vary from
college to college.
College of Arts and Sciences

The admissions staff organize completed folders according to three geographical
areas; each folder is reviewed by a committee comprised of faculty members and/or
members of the Dean's staff. The Early Evaluation procedure is followed, later in the
year, by another review of applications; both "reviews" are procedurally similar.
Folders are first read by the chairman of the admissions committees (a member of
the Admissions staff), then by a second member of the staff, and lastly by a third
reader who is a member of the faculty or Dean's staff. At this time all applicants are
assigned a preliminary rating. A "likely" applicant is someone who is almost certain
to be admitted; an "unlikely" one who is almost certain to be refused; and a "possi-
ble" is one who needs further discussion. Whenever there is any disagreement
among the three readers (two members of the admissions staff and a third faculty
member), the folder automatically becomes "possible" and the folder is sent to the
Selection Committee. Before the folders reach the Selection Committee then,
"likelies" have been processed and accepted; "unlikelies" have been processed and
refused; all others are possibles and these go on to the Selection Committees com-
prised of members of the Admissions staff, faculty members, and members of the
Dean's staff. Applications that are not processed in the "Early Evaluation" review go
directly to one of the Selection Committees. Selection Committees are comprised of
a chairman from the administrative staff and faculty members and/or members of
the Dean's staff.

In the process of evaluating all applicants. COSEP students' folders are reviewed
by a member of the Admissions staff who serves, at the present time, as a minority
student admissions staff member in addition to serving as a reviewer of non-
minority applications.

As a matter of course, the Committee concerned with upper New York State and
the Metropolitan Area is responsible for identifying eligible HEOP/EOP applicants.
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

All applications are processed by a committee of the administrative staff of the
college. Their evaluations (likely, unlikely, and possible) are reviewed with a faculty
committee responsible for formal action. Prior to this stage. COSEP applications
have been reviewed by COSEP staff, who identify possible EOP students. Folders
are then reviewed by Ms. Linda Jones, a minority member of the administrative
committee of the college, who makes independent evaluations. These evaluations
are considered by the staff committee in its work with the faculty committee. Ap-
parently, this process has worked to the general satisfaction of all concerned.
School of Industrial and Labor Relations

The administrative staff of the college examine all applications, process and rate
them. They invite the COSEP office to compare notes. Generally they concur; when
they disagree, the ILR staff generally follow their own evaluations. From time to
time, the Staff Admissions Committee meets with a faculty committee to review
policy and guidelines to be followed by the committee.
College of Engineering

The college has a selection committee comprised of three members of the ad-
ministrative staff of the College's Admissions Office. The Director of Engineering
Admissions, the Assistant Director, and a third member who has a joint appoint
ment as Assistant Director of Admissions of the Engineering School and Director of
the Minority Program. The Director of the Minority Program is not a member of the
COSEP staff, but coordinates his activities with theirs, when appropriate. This com-
mittee is responsible for the selection of all freshmen and transfer students. They
process all applications. As a committee they tend to identify all minority applica-
tions and to look at them separately. Responsibility for choosing minority applica-
tions has fallen to the Director of Admissions and the third member, the Assistant
Director of Admissions, who is also the Director of Minority Admissions. The second
member of the committee has not been involved in evaluating minority applications.

The committee of three is responsible to the Committee on Academic Standards,
a standing committee of the Engineering faculty. For the past year and a half, the
committee of three has had "invited appointments" status on this committee. The
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Alumni Gifts to Cornell Fund Set Record
Records for the amount of

money given—more than $5.4
million—and the number of
donors—some 32,000—have
been set by the 1 977-78 Cornell
Fund, the annual alumni giving
program.

At the end of the campaign on
June 30. the Fund total was
$5,406,687, an increase of more
than $600,000 over the previous
high of $4.8 million in 1976-77.
Donors totaled 32,157, up more

than 1.700 from the 1976-77
high of 30.376. It was the sev-
enth consecutive year that
donors have topped 30,000.

Preliminary national figures in-
dicate that Cornell will rank
among the top four universities
in the United States in alumni
annual giving for 1977-78.

Results of last year's cam-
paign were announced by Cornell
Fund Chairman Charles W. Lake
Jr.. a 1941 Cornell graduate

from LaGrange. III., and Tower
Club Chairman Richard F. Tucker,
a 1948 graduate from Westport,
Conn.

"The leadership of the Cornell
Fund board, the hard and dedi-
cated work of more than 3.000
volunteer workers, and the loyal

support of our alumni made
these records possible," Lake
said.

Call Named Acting Ag Dean
David L. Call, director of New

York Cooperative Extension in
the College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences, has been ap-
pointed acting dean of the col-
lege, pending his final approval
as dean by the trustees of Cornell
and the State University of New
York in September.

Call succeeds W. Keith Ken-
nedy, who left the deanship
earlier this summer to become
University Provost His appoint-
ment was approved by the col-
lege faculty.

Call, born and reared on a farm
in Batavia, holds the B.S., M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees from Cornell.
He served as an assistant pro-
fessor of agricultural economics
at Michigan State University in
1960, and returned to Cornell in
1962 to become the HE Bab-
cock Professor of Food Econom-
ics in the Graduate School of
Nutrition.

As the Babcock professor. Call
taught courses in food econom-
ics. His research centered on the
analysis of government food and

nutrition programs; factors caus- consumption, and acceptance of
ing changes in nutrition and food food analogs and substitutes.

California Man Joins
Public Affairs Staff

Leo E. Geier. assistant vice
president of university relations
for the University of California's
systemwide administration, has
been named director of Univer-
sity Relations at Cornell Univer-
sity.

The announcement was made
by Richard M Hamin. vice presi-
dent for public affairs, to whom
Geier will report. Geier succeeds
Arthur W Brodeur who became
vice President for public affairs at
Northeastern UniversitY in Bos-
ton, Mass, earlier this Year.

Geier 52, has been at the
University of California since
1969

Ramin said "I am looking for-
ward to working with Leo Geier
who will bring to Cornells overall

South Africa Investment
Study Committee Named

An ad hoc committee of the
Board of Trustees has been
named to study and make rec-
ommendations concerning the
University's investments in cor-
porations doing business in
South Africa.

Board Chairman Jansen
Noyes Jr., in announcing the
committee, said the main issue
the committee should address is:
"Should Cornell continue its cur-
rent investment policies as they
relate to corporations doing busi-
ness in South Africa?" He said
the committee should explore
the social, fiduciary and financial
impacts of divestment of such
holdings.

Nelson Schaenen Jr., who is
chairman of the board's Invest-
ment Committee, will also be
chairman of the new ad hoc
group. Others on the committee

wi l l be Trustees Ardella
Blandford-Wilson. Donald F.
Holcomb, Joseph P. King, Austin
H. Kiplinger. Keith Said and
Harvey E. Sampson.

Noyes said that a secondary
issue to be considered by the
committee is whether trustees
should participate in decisions
relating to University invest-
ments in corporations doing
business in South Africa if the
trustee or any family member is a
director, officer, employee, mem-
ber, partner or trustee or has a
significant financial or other in-
terest which enables him or her
to "exercise control or signifi-
cantly influence policy of a cor-
poration doing business in South
Africa."

Noyes asked that the commit-
tee report back to the board "as
promptly as possible."

public affairs effort an unusually
broad background of experience
in public relations and fund-
raising at both public and private
inst i tu t ions. His broad per-
spective and proven leadership
wi l l undoubtedly contr ibute
greatly to the part public affairs
plays in insuring the continuance
of the special contributions Cor-
nell makes not only to America
but to the world."

Ramin said Geier's basic re-
sponsibilities will be "to recom-
mend policies and programs and
coordinate communication pro-
grams in order to secure the best
possible public understanding
and support for the University in
teaching, research and public
service. He also will evaluate
public attitudes and the effect of
University policies and activities
on University constituencies. He
will supervise the professional
and support staff of Publications,
the News Bureau. Radio-TV-
Film, Visual Services, and the
Information & Referral Center."

Before joining the staff of the
University of California, Geier
was executive director of de-
velopment and vice president for
public affairs at Franklin and
Marshall College in Lancaster,
Pa, from 1963 to 1969. From
1960 to 1963 he was associate
director of University Relations
at Stanford University and from
1955 to 1960 he was assistant
director of public relations at The
Johns Hopkins University in Bal-
timore. Md . and producer of the
university's network television
documentary.

He and his wife, Deborah
Champion Steele of Long-
meadow. Mass., have a son
Bradley, 20, and a daughter Jen-
nifer, 16.

He described the funds raised
as "critically important" because
they are unrestricted, and "are
needed to maintain Cornell as a
high quality independent univer-
sity." Most of the Cornell Fund is
app l i ed d i rec t ly to the
University's annual operating ex-
penses.

Another milestone was
reached during the recent cam-
paign when the Class of 1918
became the first Cornell class to
contribute a total of $3 million.
That amount is the total given by
the class since the Cornell Fund
began in 1941.

Classes reaching the $1 mil-
lion total for the first time are the
classes of 1923 and 1939. There
are now 19 classes that have
reached the $1 million total.

Gertrude M. Nolin of Skaneateles
was one of two class represent-
atives for the Class of 1923.

As in past years, nationwide
p'ersonal solicitations were
augmented by regional and class
phonathons.

One of the phonathons in-
volved students, faculty and Cor-
nell administrators. During two
weeks in February, more than
200 students at Cornell called
alumni throughout the country.
They raised some $63,000 from
more than 1,700 alumni.

Ithaca area alumni contributed
$122,571 to the Cornell Fund.
The local effort was chaired by
two men—Ezra Cornell '70 and
Framk Baldwin '23—and three
women—Arlene N. Sadd '32,
Frances E. Young '31 and Eliz-
abeth T. Cornish 41.

Spencer Special Assistant
To Rhodes for One Year

James W. Spencer, professor
of agricultural engineering and
associate dean of the State Col-
lege of Agriculture and Life Sci-
ences since 1973, has accepted
a request to become special
assistant to President Frank
Rhodes for one year. He will
devote full time to the new
position beginning during the
summer.

Rhodes said, "Jim Spencer's
professional background in both
engineering and agriculture, and
his previous experience as as-
sociate dean of the College of
Agriculture make him excep-
tionally well-qualified for the
analytical tasks which he will
assume during the coming year.
His experience in having already
worked closely with Provost
Kennedy and his wide familiarity
with many aspects of campus life
will be most important during the
difficult task of institutional re-
view in which he will be in-
volved," Rhodes said.

"Jim will be undertaking the
tremendous task of coordinating
the assembling of fiscal and re-
lated data for both the academic
and service units of the Univer-
sity, especially the endowsd
units," according to Provost W.
Keith Kennedy.

"In addition," Kennedy con-
tinued, "he will have the
challenging responsibility of
analyzing current levels of sup-
port in relation to program
priorities, workloads and staffing
patterns. The overall objective is
to help the University make ob-
jective, even-handed decisions
which will bring Cornell into
financial equilibrium."

The primary reason for the
creation of the one-year special
assistant to the president posi-

tion and the selection of Spencer
is because Cornell will go into
the 1978-79 fiscal year with an
anticipated deficit of $2.2 million
in the general funds operations
of the endowed colleges at
Ithaca and $3.5 million in its
medical units in New York City.

In May, the Cornell Board of
Trustees accepted the deficits as
an interim measure, pending for-
mulation and adoptiom. ex-
pected next January, of a plan to
achieve a balanced budget.

As associate dean. Spencer
has been actively involved in the
administration of the Agriculture
College's annual operating
budget of some $41 million, as
well as monitoring selection and
promotion of more than 450
faculty. The college has an en-
rollment of some 4,000 stu-
dents.

Spencer, who has been serv-
ing as acting dean of the Agricul-
ture College since Kennedy left
the post to become provost,
joined the Cornell faculty in
1951. Since 1961. he has been
a professor of highway engineer-
ing in the Department of Agricul-
tural Engineering.

From 1970 to 1973. Spencer
was vice director of cooperative
extension in the Agriculture Col-
lege and the New York State
College of Human Ecology at
Cornell.

Spencer holds bachelor's and
master's degrees in civil engi-
neering from Cornell and a Ph.D.
in engineering-economic plan-
ning from Stanford University.
He is registered as a professional
engineer and land surveyor in
New York.
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University Seeks
New Vice Provost

Allan Treman Memorial Concert
This annual concert will be held at 2:30 p.m. Saturday, June 9, in a bowl above the test garden at Cornell
Plantations. The concert, which will feature music by the Hangovers, is free and open to the public. Buses
will leave the west side ot Barton Hall for the concert area at 2 p.m. and return there after the concert.
The bus service is primarily for alumni, but will be available to others as space permits.

As part of its budget reduction
program, the University is closing
out four positions by assigning
additional responsibilities to cur-
rent members of the adminis-
tration and by adding a new vice
provost, according to Provost W.
Keith Kennedy.

The new vice provost, who will
have responsibility for academic
budgeting and planning, will be
selected by a seven-member
search committee from among
current faculty. The vice provost,
who will serve for a three-year
renewable term, should have had
administrative experience as a
dean, associate dean, depart-
ment chairperson or director of a
center, Kennedy said.

Nominations and applications
for the vice provost position
should be submitted to the
Provost's Office, 300 Day Hall,
or to a member of the search
committee no later than Monday,

Text of President Rhodes' Commencement Address
Continued from Page 1

and of sacrifice. To all of you who
are graduating, those of us here
in the stadium with you want you
to know of our congratulations
and our good wishes.

"But the hopes that are
fulfilled today began long before
those of you who are graduating
entered Cornell, and so I want to
pay tribute to all those parents,
and spouses, who by their love
and by their sacrifice have sup-
ported members of today's grad-
uating classes. Will you please
stand—parents, husbands, and
wives of today's graduates—so
that we may acknowledge and
thank you for the confidence, the
encouragement, the love and the
support that you have so gener-
ously given. Please stand, won't
you, so that we may recognize
you.

"I want also to pay tribute to a
number of other individuals who
will be ending their formal as-
sociations with Cornell today.
These include six Trustees who
retire at the end of their period of
service: Conable, Culbertson,
Meeks, Penney, Pollak, and Said.
These also include a number of
senior officers and deans: Chan-
cellor Corson, Vice President
Lawrence, Deans Davidson

, McKersie, Lambertsen, Lambert,
and University Librarian Gormly
Miller. The group also includes a
number of distinguished faculty
members who retire at the end of
the present academic year. To all
of them who have served the
University so faithfully, we ex-
tend our thanks and our good
wishes.

"But we are here especially to
celebrate the 3,750 of you who
graduate today. You come from
50 states and over 50 nations.

"One-hundred years ago. at
the commencement of 1879. A.
D. White wrote from Paris, '....no
young people ever went out into
the world at a better time.' Few
today would voice such op-
timism. You do, however, have
one significant advantage over
the Class of 1879. Their com-
mencement contained no fewer
than 10 separate speeches, not
to mention another 10 that were
read only by title.

"The impressions that each of
you have of these Cornell years
wilt differ. I enjoyed the im-
pressions that were recorded by
various students in this year's
deskbook.

"What is this Cornell that you
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have shared for 4 years?
— "Cornel l is 'beautiful

magenta sunsets';
—"Cornell is 'falling in love

with Larry';
—"Cornell is 'standing in

line...in winter-facing uphill...on
ice';

—"Cornell is 'the only school
where one can learn to milk a
cow and run the world at the
same time.'

"And so our impressions of
Cornell will differ. But you share
one thing in common. You grad-
uate together and that fixes you
as classmates of a particular
moment of time. What ends
today is 16 or 20 years of formal
education. What begins is the
creation of the next 50 years.

"But this is, of course, as you
will have recognized by now, the
point at which any Commence-
ment speaker launches out. You
probably know the little piece of
doggerel called, 'Oh, My Aching
Baccalaureate.'

"The month of June ap-
proaches.

And soon across the land
The graduation speakers

Will tell us where we stand.

"We stand at Armageddon,
In the vanguard of the

press;
We're standing at the

crossroads,
At the gateway of success.

"We stand upon the threshold
Of careers all brightly lit.

In the midst of all this stand-
ing.

We sit and sit and sit.

'"So just give me the diploma,"
you urge, 'let's get on with it; let
me get out of here.' But then
somehow a nagging doubt re-
asserts itself. Howard Lowry
once remarked that "All thought-
ful time has sung the refrain of
Omar Khayyam:

'The Stars are setting and the
Caravan

Starts for the Dawn of Nothing
—Oh, make haste'.' There are
many today for whom that is
already true. Senior week, for all
of its nostalgia, conveys a sense
of let-down, and there is an
emptiness that follows the com-
pletion of exams that have oc-
cupied all our energy and
thoughts for the last few weeks
and months. There are many to
whom Commencement will be
the dawn of nothing. In that
case, this is Monday morning
with a vengeance.

"But there is another view of
the journey that starts today. Far
from viewing it as the 'Dawn of
Nothing", this views it, as did
Constantine Cavafy, as a
marvelous journey. Do you re-
member the haunting words
from the poem 'Ithaka':

"Ithaka gave you the
marvelous journey.

Without her you wouldn't
have set out.

She hasn't anything else to
give."

"So what is today? Is it the
'Dawn of Nothing', or is it the
start of a 'marvelous journey"?
Which it proves to be depends on
you and you alone, for it is your
attitude which will make or mar
the journey. What resources
does Ithaca give to guard you
against emptiness and to redeem
the journey from nothingness?
First, Cornell offers you friend-
ships, for it allows you to carry
over the friendships that have
emerged from your four years
here. I have in mind friendships
with faculty and fellow students
which have enriched your lives,
broadened your horizons, and
challenged your assumptions.

"Faculty friendships, student
friendships, and then one more
kind of friendship, for there are
encounters of a third kind, with a
larger company, that you will
have formed ring these wonder-
ful years. This is a company of
writers and musicians, poets and
artists, philosophers and critics,
scientists and princes, explorers
and mystics, prophets and
statesmen, reformers and revolu-
tionaries. It is a company of men
amd women who represent suc-
cess and failure, virtue and
greed, enmity and cordiality. But
from it you will have formed a
series of friendships that should
continue to mature over the
years, so that Dostoevsky and
Shakespeare, Monet and Mozart,
Copernicus and Newton, Moses
and the Apostle Paul, Florence
Nightingale and Martin Luther
King will be your companions
upon the continuing journey.

"A second resource for the
journey is the commitment to
high professional competence
that you have developed during
the Cornell years. This requires
high standards in an age of
casual values. It involves a con-
cern for precision in a period of
carelessness. It asserts the priori-
ty of reason in an age where
reason is suspect by those who
claim that it represents an uncer-
tain guide to the future. Certain-
ly, reason alone is insufficient to

guarantee our future, but without
it we are lost.

"One consequence of this con-
cern for high professional com-
petence will be a commitment to
the here and now. to the task
that lies close at hand. That is
what Sir William Osier meant
when he said, 'Nothing will sus-
tain you more potently than the
power to recognize in your hum-
drum routine, the true poetry of
life, the poetry of the common
place.'

"Friendships, sound reasoning
and high professional standards,
discerningly applied to the tasks
that lie close at hand, these are
powerful antidotes to noth-
ingness. But they are not
enough, for there is something in
us that refuses to be satisfied
with mere activity, however
diligently pursues, however me-
thodically and honorably per-
formed. 'Man is a kind of
creature', Reinhold Niebuhr
wrote, 'who cannot be whole
except he be committed, be-
cause he cannot find himself
without finding a center beyond
himself. In short the emancipa-
tion of the self requires commit-
ment." I hope Ithaca has taught
you that, for this is what educa-
tion is all about. Samuel Johnson
once declared, 'the supreme end
of education is expert discern-
ment in all things.' The only true
satisfaction in life comes from
'squandering ourselves for a
purpose.'

"That is why Cornell, for all its
pride in its secular origins, has
also been a leader in seeking to
relate technical, scholarly, and
professional skills to a wider
context. Let me give you one
simple example. In Lansing
Lamont's new book, a report on
college life called "Campus
Shock," he reports that in the
aftermath of Watergate, there
was much talk about teaching
legal ethics in the law schools,
but only the Cornell Law School
made legal ethics mandatory and
went so far as to establish a
special Center for Law, Ethics,
and Religion. That seems to me
to symbolize the concern that
Cornellians have always felt for
the just and moral application of
professional skills. Only that larg-
er commitment will sustain us in
times of criticism, support us in
times of failure, and sobers in
times of success.

"But then we face the su-
preme question; To what am I to
commit myself? In what cause
am I to squander myself? And
there Cornell will give no answer.

June 18. Members of the com-
mittee are: George Calvert, Geof-
frey V. Chester, Thomas E. Ever-
hart. Eleanor Gibson, Allan Len-
tini, Betty Lewis and J. Gormly
Miller.

The positions being closed out
are those held by Samuel A.
Lawrence, vice president for fi-
nancial and planning services,
who will move to a position with
the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration this
summer; by Ian Stewart, ex-
ecutive staff associate for Institu-
tional Planning and Analysis,
who is returning to full-time
teaching and research, and by
James W. Spencer, who is com-
pleting a one-year assignment as
special assistant to the president.
A position in Institutional Plan-
ning and Analysis, formerly held
by Jack W. Lowe, now director of
finance in the College of Arts and
Sciences, also will not be refilled.

nor should it. It will, however,
have challenged you to face that
question. For the function of any
university is to provide its stu-
dents with a first-hand encounter
with greatness. It is this confron-
tation with greatness, the
greatest that has been said,
thought, created, and done,
which is the business of the
University. The very selection of
such things, of course, involves a
judgment, but the final judgment
must be yours. And the paradox
is that, as you go from here with
the same degrees, with the same
background, pursuing the same
profession, the journey may be
Burden or challenge, boredom or
joy, toil or fulfillment. What ac-
counts for the difference, is the
nature of your commitment.

"That search for meaningful
commitment binds us both to the
past and to the future. Across the
centuries, there have been those
who have chosen to sander
themselves for 'whatsoever
things are true, honest, just, pure,
lovely, and of good report." But,
this commitment involves the
larger use of reason, not its
abdication. Regine Pernoud, con-
temporary biographer of Peter
Abelard, who was, perhaps, the
greatest influence over the rise of
the medieval university, prefaces
his hook with a quotation from
Gaston Berger, 'There are only
two precious things on earth; the
first is love, the second a long
way behind it, is intelligence.'
That seems to me to put learning
into perspective and to harness it
to ends that are good. The Indian
poet Tagore has expressed it
well. He wrote,

"I slept and I dreamt that life
was all joy;

I awoke and saw that life was
but service:

I served and understood that
service was joy."

"Friendships, reason, and
commitment moderated by love,
that three-fold endowment, will
guard against the 'Dawn of Noth-
ing' and make this Monday morn-
ing the start of a 'marvelous
journey.'

"There is an old Gaelic bless-
ing that seems to me to sum-
marize the relationship between
you, who are the new alumni,
and the alma mater, whose pre-
cincts you leave today.

"May the sun shine gently on
your face.

May the wind be at your back.
May the road rise to meet you.
May the Lord hold you in the

hollow of his hand
Until we meet again."
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Dog Vaccine Is Developed
Vet School Pioneers in Work

Research at the James A. Baker
Institute for Animal Health on
canine parvovirus, a completely
new and very contagious disease
that is particularly dangerous to
puppies, has paved the way for
commercial development of a vac-
cine to prevent the disease.
Canine parvovirus surfaced in June
1978 and spread quickly throughout
most of the U.S. and many foreign
countries. It has been implicated in
the death of valuable research
animals at Argonne National Labo-
ratory and Harvard Medical Center

and has caused losses to dog
breeders and kennel operators.
Drs. Max Appel and Leland
Carmichael at the Baker Institute
(part of the University's New York
State College of Veterinary Medi-
cine) first isolated the virus in
September 1978 and found that it is
closely related to feline pan-
leukopenia (FPL) virus, which
causes "distemper" in cats.
The researchers have since shown
that both inactivated and live virus
vaccines against FPL will also pro-
tect dogs from canine parvovirus.

As a result of these pioneering
studies, several commercial com-
panies are now working to explore
the use of panleukopenia as a vac-
cine for dogs; for licensure a vac-
cine must be safe, pure and effec-
tive against canine parvovirus. The
process has been greatly simplified
because the techniques for produc-
ing large quantities of the vaccine
are already developed due to its use
in cats. A vaccine will probably be
approved soon for use in dogs.
"Once the vaccine is available, we
probably will still see a few cases

(of canine parvovirus infection) in
unvaccinated puppies, but most
animals will be vaccinated routinely
and large outbreaks should ease"
said Dr. Roy Pollock, researcher at
the Baker Institute.
The reason the disease inflicted
such early and serious losses in
dogs, he added, is that it is an
entirely new disease to which no
resistance had been built up in the
population.
Canine parvovirus is characterized
by the acute onset of diarrhea and
vomiting, fever and often a marked

decrease in the number of white
cells in the dog's blood — symptoms
that could characterize several oth-
er viral diseases and some poison-
ings. Parvoviral infection is dist-
inguished from similar diseases by
the rapidity with which it spreads
through exposed animals. Canine
parvovirus can also cause infection
of the heart and acute deaths in
four- to six-week old puppies. Entire
litters may succumb.

President Frank Rhodes greets students and parents at
President's Convocation.

New Vice Provost
Spencer in Fiscal Role
James W. Spencer has been elected
vice provost in charge of budgeting,
planning and analysis at Cornell
University for a three-year term
effective immediately.
The action was taken by the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Univer-
sity Board of Trustees during its
monthly meeting July 17 in New
York City, upon the recommenda-
tion of Provost W. Keith Kennedy.
Spencer, who is a professor of agri-
cultural engineering at Cornell, has
been serving as a special assistant
to President Frank Rhodes during
the past year, developing and im-
plementing the University's plan to
reach financial equilibrium by the
1982-83 fiscal year.
With the appointment of Spencer,

the University announced that it
will not be filling three recently
vacated posts in the budgeting and
planning areas. Samuel A. Law-
rence, vice president for financial
and planning services, has left the
University for a post as assistant
administrator of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration. Ian R. Stewart is returning
to full-time faculty responsibilities
in the Department of City and Re-
gional Planning in the College of
Architecture, Art and Planning af-
ter heading planning studies of the
University for the central adminis-
tration the past two years. Jack
Lowe, who was a senior staff as-
sociate for this project, is now
director of finance for the College of
Arts and Sciences.

Counsel to Step Down
33rd Year with Cornell
University counsel and secretary of
the corporation Neal R. Stamp has
asked to be relieved of those posts
by June of 1980.
"The opportunity to be legal counsel
to my alma mater, and to serve five
of her nine presidents together with
a most distinguished and ever re-
newed Board of Trustees, has been,
is, and always will be, a matter of
great personal fulfillment for me,"
said Stamp. "But rewarding as that
opportunity is, in recent years I
have come to sense a greater need
for professional renewal and ex-
pansion than I find possible within
the tight and demanding constraints
of my present position within the
University."
University President Frank Rhodes
said the search for a replacement
would begin immediately, with the

goal of filling the position as soon as
possible, but not later than June
1980. "I fully understand and sup-
port Neal's desire for a change of
pace from his long tenure as univer-
sity counsel during a very difficult
era for Cornell and for all of higher
education. Neal has set a
meticulously high professional stan-
dard in everything that he has un-
dertaken for Cornell, and it is a
matter of great satisfaction that we
may continue to rely on his counsel
and experience. Fjnding an ap-
propriate successor will not be
easy," he said.

Rhodes said he has asked Stamp to
continue serving the University on a
part-time basis as a senior legal
consultant to the president and to
the Board of Trustees. The arrange-
ment, he said, would be flexible and

would enable the University to have
continuing access to Stamp's ex-
pertise in the law of higher educa-
tion and his intimate knowledge of
Cornell while accommodating his
desire for professional and other
pursuits outside the University.
Among projects Stamp would under-
take when time permits are a de-
tailed legal analysis of Cornell's
complex relationships with New
York State, including SUNY,
Cornell's land grant mission, and
developing legal issues concerning
the University's governance.
In his 33rd year of service to Cor-
nell, Stamp has been secretary of
the corporation for 20 years and
university counsel for 17 years. He
is considered the dean among the
country's full-time university law-
yers.

Off-Campus Fees Set
New Rates Effective in 1980-81
Full-time undergraduate students
enrolled in off-campus programs
will be required to pay a portion of
regular students fees as well as part
tuition starting with the 1980-81
academic year.
They will be charged 50 percent of
administrative and student service
fees which this year amount to
$537.50. In addition they will be
charged from 35 to 75 percent of
tuition, depending upon the level of
supervision and involvement with
Cornell faculty. Currently they are
charged no fees but are charged
part tuition.
The new plan was approved by the
Executive Committee of the Univer-
sity Board of Trustees during its
monthly meeting July 17 in New
York City.
Provost W. Keith Kennedy recom-
mended the charges explaining: "A
number of costs in the adminis-
trative and student service charge,
such as support for the Office of
Admissions, Career Counseling, and
the Registrar's Office, are covered
by allocating the cost over the eight
semesters the student is enrolled at
Cornell, and all students should be
covering their share regardless of
whether or not they are studying on-
or off-campus. Other adminis-

trative costs, such as health ser-
vices, are not utilized when a stu-
dent is away from the campus, and
hence should not be charged. Charg-
ing 50 percent of the administrative
and student service fee appears to
be an equitable share for those who
are studying at an off-campus site
for a semester, or longer."
He also said,' 'The percentage of
tuition (less the administrative and
student service charge) has to be
determined for each individual pro-
gram, in that off-campus study can
be largely independent work with
periodic supervision by a faculty
member, or it can be a field pro-

gram with continuous participation
on the part of one or more faculty
members. The tuition charge should
reflect the amount of faculty time
devoted to the program."
As an example, a student (in a class
of 20) from Human Ecology who
spends one semester in New York
City, and who is supervised by a
full-time faculty member, would
pay $268.75 in fees and $427.88 for
tuition, for a total per term of
$696.63. The student who is doing
independent study would pay $268.75
in fees and $199.68 in tuition for a
total of $468.43. The regular tuition
and fees for a Human Ecology stu-
dent is $1,108 per term.
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Bulletin Of the Faculty
February 20,1980

110 Ives Hall
The Speaker, Professor Russell D.

Martin, called the meeting to order at
4:35 p.m. Over 170 members of the
Faculty and numerous guests were in
attendance.

Following approval of the minutes of
the meetings of September 19 and Octo-
ber 17,1979, the Speaker requested and
received unanimous consent to add to the
agenda, as the last item, a resolution on
smoking made available at the meeting.

The Speaker then called on President
Frank H.T. Rhodes who announced, with
regret, the death of the following mem-
bers of the Faculty:

Cyril L. Comar, Emeritus Professor,
Physical Biology, June 11,1979.

Robert Charles Ceetai, Emeritus Pro-
fessor, Plant Pathology, June 14,1979.

Helen H. Glfft, Emeritus Professor,
Human Nutrition and Food, June 19,
1979.

Charlotte M. Young, Emeritus Pro-
fessor, Medical Nutrition, July 2,1979.

E. Elizabeth Hester, Professor of
Nutrition, July 3,1979.

Eric Vail Howell, Professor Emeritus,
Engineering Mechanics and Materials,
August 5,1978.

Roland W. Leiby, Retired Professor,
Entomology, July 12,1977.

P. Philip Levine, Emeritus Professor,
Avian Diseases, September 27,1979.

J. Thomas Reid, Liberty Hyde Bailey
Professor of Animal Science, November
18,1979.

Harold R. Smart, Emeritus Professor
of Philosophy, November 22,1979.

James J. Gibson, Emeritus Professor
of Psychology, December 12,1979.

Alexis L. Romanoff, Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Chemical Embryology, Janu-
ary 24,1980.

Henry B. Wightman, Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Clinical Medicine, February 4,
1980.

The body then observed a
moment of silence in memory
of and tribute to its deceased colleagues.

The Dean of the Faculty, Kenneth
Greisen, announced that a referendum
on the amendment to OPUF to give
explicit authorization to the FCR Ex-
ecutive Committee and the Review and
Procedures Committee to establish ad
hoc committees had passed by a vote of
482 "yes" to 26 "no".

University Budget
For 1980-81

President Rhodes began: "Mr. Chair-
man, the Provost and I are glad to share
with you the planning for the budget as it
takes place. Mr. Kennedy and I pres-
ented this talk the other day at a meeting
on the campus and I said then that I felt
a little like Lord Parmiston when he was
asked by an inquirer to explain the
origins of the Schleswig-Holstein ques-
tion which had led to the Prussian-
Austrian war. He reflected for a moment
and said: 'There are only three people
who ever understood that question - one
is Prince Albert and he is dead; one is
the Danish Minister of State and he has
gone mad; and I myself am the third,
and I have forgotten.' And you may feel,
as we talk about the budget tonight, that
between us we represent the two latter
categories, but I ask you to defer your
decision as to which fits.

"We want to talk to you not about a
completed budget, but about a budget
still in preparation. In doing that I want
to talk a little about the general back-
ground to it, and the Provost will then
talk about the specific recommendations
in the budget. Let me say, however, that
there are two or three preliminary quali-
fications that we have to make in pres-
enting it to you. The first is that we are
still using very provisional figures and
that the final budget will not be approved
until the May meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Inflation continues at a rate
which leaves most of us defenseless.

Second, we are not sure of the level of
appropriations from the State. Let me
give you just one example of that. We
had supposed that Bundy Aid, that is aid
to independent institutions based on the
number of individuals graduating with
Baccalaureate, Masters and Doctoral
degrees, would come in at a level more
than 50% higher than what is now recom
mended. And so that leaves us short
about $450,000 in the time between the
preparation of these recommendations
and the present unless there is an in-
crease from the Governor's recommen-
dation. That's equivalent to about a one
percent tuition increase. And so we ma)
have to change these figures between
now and May when the Trustees act on
them. The second thing I have to say is
that we've reached the conclusion, be-
cause of the high rate of inflation, that
this is simply too early in the year to
come out with firm figures of this kind.
Accordingly next year and in subsequen
years, we will be coming to you later in
the year - probably after the March
meeting of the Board of Trustees, to
discuss overall strategy. And finally I
wish to pay tribute to various members
of the Faculty who've served on budget
advisory committees of one kind and
another and who've worked at great
length on the development of these fig-
ures. And both Keith and I want to pay
particular tribute to Dr. Jim Spencer for
the work that he has done.''

The room was then darkened and the
President continued, assisted by a slide
presentation: "I want to talk a little bit
initially about the context of the budget.
First, I remind you that this is in fact the
first budget of the eighties and I must,
therefore, say a little as we think about
the development of the budget about the
context in which Cornell and other uni-
versities will be operating in the eight-
ies. Let me talk first of all about the
categories here labeled 'regulation', 'fi-
nancial support' and 'public confidence'.
Without going into any details, it's clear
that Federal and State and local regu-
lations will continue to be a fact of life
during the eighties, but the extent of that
regulation is something that does require
emphasis. An article in the December 18
edition of Business Week said for exam-
ple that the University of California
system, in recognition of new Federal
auditing procedures of research corn-
tracts, had increased the number of
auditors it employs from 18 to 53, as I
remember the figure. That increase was
in one move and gives an indication of
the immense financial impact of legisla-
tion upon our operations. We don't have
anything like that number at Cornell, I
hasten to add, but it's an illustration of
the difficulties in which we operate. The
Medical College in New York City was
issued 2,519 fire code violations during
the past four years. And that too, gives
an indication not of the fact that this is
needless supervision, but of the difficulty
in simply keeping up. The second thing I
want to point out is the question of the
degree of public confidence which higher
education enjoys as we face the begin-
ning of the 1980's. A recent Harris
survey, conducted by ABC News and the
Harris Organization, shows that the level
of public confidence in higher education
is now over 30%. The only thing that was
higher, oddly enough, was public con-
fidence in television news, which came
out at 35%. And that tells us something
about surveys, I suppose. This is in
marked contrast to the situation we
faced in the beginning of the seventies
when public confidence was at an all
time low.

"Having said that, I want next to say
something about enrollment and finan-
cial support. In enrollment we face the
certainty of a major decline in the
college-age population. In the period of
110 years or so, from 1870 to the present,
enrollment in higher education increased
far more rapidly than did population
growth in general - at a 5% rate in fact as
opposed to a 1.6% rate for overall popu-
lation increase. But if you look at the
outlook for the coming years - the next 15

years as this slide from a recent copy of
The Chronicle of Higher Education
shows - New York State in particular is
going to face formidable problems. The
darker colors represent degrees of down-
turn and loss in the college-age popu-
lation and New York State has the
distinction of coming out near the top -
down 42% from present enrollment. If
you look at the distribution of students
over the last 25 years, you'll find a
remarkable change. In 1950, a much
smaller student population of two and a
quarter million was distributed roughly
evenly between public and private uni-
versities. If you look at the bigger
numbers today -11 million roughly -
you'll notice an abrupt change in that
ratio. Threequarters or more are now
enrolled in public universities and less
than a quarter in private universities.
There's also a correlation between size
and enrollment which has shown a re-
markable change in the last 25 years.
This is what I meant on the slide by
dinosaurs because if you look in 1955,
campuses having an enrollment of more
than 10,000 accounted for only a quarter
of the total student enrollment. The
same size campuses in 1977 - 22 years
later - accounted for 50% of the total
enrollment. So they have gained ground
relatively, but the smaller institutions,
especially those below 500, have lost
ground in the same period. The same is
true if you look at the pattern of closings,
openings, and mergers in the same peri-
od. The pattern of extinction is one that's
sobering for any member of an independ-
ent university. Of the 107 closings during
this period of eight years, 92 were
private institutions. And of the 111 open-
ings of new institutions, 80 were public
and only 31 private. That trend will
certainly continue and the budget that
we are presenting today in outline is
based upon those presumptions.

"The second thing I want to say
something about is sources of support -
the various categories from which we
derive revenue that is the basis of the
budget. This is a slide which covers a
period of 11 years, and you'll notice that
the two sources based on tuition have
between them remained more or less
constant though there has been a slight
increase from 46 to 51 and from 11.5 to
14.3. If you look at the last few years,
however, there's been a general stability
in those numbers for tuition. You'll
notice that that's also true of most of the
other categories. Public funds, for exam-
ple, have gone down a little but have
been generally steady. Indirect cost re-
coveries have been essentially stable in
percent of total income, although the
amount has gone up very markedly. But
the thing that has gone down dramati-
cally is the percentage of our total
income represented by private gifts.
That too is something that we're seeking
to improve.

"The other thing I said that we had to
regard as a serious factor and a context
to the eighties is the particular blend of
characteristics that characterize New
York State. I know that we're not a State
University but we still draw 48% of our
total student enrollment from residents
of the State of New York. This is a most
depressing sign. If you look at the period
between '63 and '77 and then look at the
following categories as a percentage of
the national total, you will note the
population has gone down from 9.3 to 8.3
percent of the national total in the State,
that personal income shows a severe
decline, from 11.5 to 8.9 and that em-
ployment has also gone down from 11 to
7.9. The two things that have gone up
markedly are taxes, per capita taxes per
thousand dollars of personal income
have gone up, as a percentage of the
national average, from 113 to 138
percent. And property taxes on the same
basis - from 109 to 138. And at the same
time, personal income has gone down
from 123 to 104. This means that the
regionalized recruiting programs, which
we have funded in this year's budget and
we will continue to fund at a higher level
in next year's budget, and improvement

in fund raising capacity are going to be
very important as we look at the overall
budget for the eighties.

"There are also a set of internal
constraints that face us as we prepare
the budget for the eighties. Some of these
concern factors over which we have
some measure of control. The question
of leadership and morale on the campus,
for example, is going to be severely
tested during the eighties, and we have
an early indication of that in the in-
tensive unionization effort which is now
being carried forward for some of our
non-academic employees. The integrity
of the campuses will surely be tested,
and if you saw the 60 Minutes program or
have read the latest Carnegie Report,
you'll know the prominence that that is
now assuming - admittedly in athletic
matters in some cases, but it will be-
come more of a problem. The three
internal factors, however, which this
budget seeks to recognize, are ones over
which we have less control. And the first
of these is financial - the rising pace of
inflation, the increasing cost of utilities
and the problematic decline in the real
value of faculty salaries. We are not
alone in experiencing financial problems
in keeping up with the cost of living. If
you look at faculty salaries nationwide,
until '74 they kept slightly above the
Consumer Price Index, but since then
the gap between the Consumer Price
Index and the general level of faculty
salaries has begun to open up and con-
tinues to widen. Cornell comes some-
where in the middle between that na-
tional level and the Consumer Price
Index, but that's little consolation as we
struggle with those rising prices. So
faculty salaries, in fact all salaries, are a
priority item in this year's budget.

"The other concern that we have is not
just the decline in the pool of college-age
students but the increasing problems of
inadequately prepared students, na-
tionwide. And though at Cornell we're
fortunate in being far above the national
averages, and in fact defying the na-
tional trend which is a downturn in SAT
scores, this national picture is a sobering
one. I'm toldihat in fact it's not legit-
imate for me to express the decline as a
percentage change because zero is 200
and not true zero, but whether that's
accurate or not, these declines in both
math and verbal scores are matters of
some seriousness.

"The other thing which is going to be
with us and on which we have to work
together during the eighties is the ques-
tion of faculty .tenure. Ten years ago,
50% of the faculty were tenured in four-
year institutions. By now 75% of the
faculty in those institutions are tenured.
And that's about the ratio we have at
Cornell. I don't regard that as a threat to
the future, but it does mean that we don't
have the degree of flexibility in bringing
in younger scholars or in developing new
fields. And that's especially true because
of the fact that we've now ceased to
expand the system of higher education.
The new additions to the faculty ranks,
which in the peak years averaged 20,000
additional positions every year, are now
likely to be zero or something below zero
for the rest of the century. That's going
to pose severe problems in almost every
discipline and professional school on the
campus.

"Well, in the light of that, we are
attaining the ten goals that we reviewed
with you a year or so ago, and I won't
talk about those in detail because I hope
they'll be familiar by now. And within
those broad goals, we have a number of
specific objectives for this year's budget
- there are four of them. The first three
concern means of maintaining the quali-
ty and integrity of the institution. The
first is improving our competitive posi-
tion in overall compensation for both
faculty and staff. The second is providing
limited funds for improvements in un-
dergraduate education and support ser-
vices and facilities and equipment. And
those of you who live in Rockefeller and
some other buildings, will know that we
have embarked on that. And we're also

seeking to maintain the real value of
invested funds, because unless we do
that we shall have to increase tuition or
reduce the level of increase in salaries.
And we want to do all that within a
balanced budget for this year and within
balanced budgets for the years that
follow. To do that, we've made a number
of assumptions in our planning for the •,
budget which are summarized on this
slide and the one that follows. I won't go
over these in detail except to comment
on just two of them. One is that we're
probably far too conservative - far too
low that is - in the general level of
inflation that we have assumed for '80
through '83. We put these figures togeth-
er in December and that was the best
advice that was available then. Since
then they look almost ridiculously op-
timistic. We are committed to increas-
ing tuition at a level slightly above
inflation and that's reflected there - one
and a half percent and one percent
reflected in successive years but the
base figures on which that is established
are probably wrong. The other thing I
want to point out is that we are com-
mitted to increasing financial aid in such
a way that it's linked to increases in
tuition and we're assuming stability in
sources from both State and Federal
funds. We've also made certain assump-
tions on the level of return on investment
in gifts and support of operations and
those are ambitious targets we've set,
and also in discontinuing what is really
running the institution in the red. At the
same time, putting aside a million five in
the coming year for improvements in
academic programs, in support services
and in facilities.

"That still leaves certain issues that
we have to address. One is the one that I
mentioned a moment ago, which is that
we still don't know whether these figures
are going to be ones that we can live with
by the time that May comes around.
Another is the wage and price guidelines
because the salary increase that we are
proposing may or may not be acceptable
under the present framework of the
guidelines. We're working with Dr.
Kahn's office in Washington on that
particular problem, and that's not the
greatest of the difficulties we face.
Thank you."

The President at this point turned the
meeting over to Provost W. Keith Ken-
nedy to continue the presentation.

The Provost began: "As the President
mentioned, we do have a balanced
budget for this year, '79-'8O, and the
budget that we will review today very
briefly for '80-'81 is also balanced. On the
income side, the tuition increases which
have been announced, although we em-
phasize that they're still tentative, are
11 Vz percent for most of the endowed and
the statutory units, with slightly lower
tuition rises in B&PA and in the Veter-
inary College and slightly higher tuition
increases in the Law School -12 V*
percent. How do these tuition increases
compare with the Consumer Price Index
and the per capita disposable income? If
you'll notice over the periods shown
here, from '74-75 through '79-'8O, they
have run somewhat similarly. Actually,
the tuition increase in both the endowed
and statutory units averaged slightly less
than the two increases as far as per
capita disposable income and Consumer
Price Index are concerned. So we're not
going at a more rapid pace, but we're not
falling very much behind -1 can assure
you of that. How do our tuition charges
compare to the median family income in
the United States? When we take tuition,
room and board and compare them over
a period of ten years, you will note that
we've run at approximately 40% of the
median family income in the United
States, with a slightly lower rate the last
couple of years. Another item is how do
we compare with our peer institutions?
In terms of tuition, we're next to the
lowest. Among the schools listed, when
we combine tuition plus room and board,
we are at the bottom. It was our intent
this year to move up the ladder, so to
speak, more nearly to the mid-point. It
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Alumni Elect Hunter, Derr Trustees

Barbara Way Hunter Kenneth T. Den-

Barbara Way Hunter, a New York
City public relations executive, and
Kenneth T. Derr, president of
Chevron USA, the petroleum sub-
sidiary of Standard Oil Co. of Cali-
fornia, have been elected to five-
year terms as alumni trustees on
the University Board of Trustees
effective July 1.

They were elected to the board by
vote of the Cornell alumni body
which numbers more than 146,000. A
total of 22,677 votes were cast this
year for four candidates.

Hunter, who earned a bachelor's
degree from Cornell's College of
Arts and Sciences in 1949, is ex-
ecutive vice president and one of the
principal owners of Dudley-
Anderson-Yutzy Public Relations,
Inc., the oldest continuously operat-
ing public relations counseling firm.

President of the Class of 1949,
Hunter is a member of the board of

both the Cornell Association of
Class Officers and the Cornell
Alumni Association. She is a mem-
ber of the administrative board of
the Cornell University Council and
co-chairs the council's Public Rela-
tions Committee.

Derr earned two degrees at Cor-
nell : a bachelor's in mechanical
engineering in 1959 and a master's
in business administration in 1960.
He is vice president of Standard Oil
of California, in addition to being
president of Chevron USA.

A member of the Cornell Univer-
sity Council and the Cornell Club of
Northern California, Derr serves on
the corporate gifts and San Francis-
co area Cornell Campaign commit-
tees. He served five years on the
advisory committee for the Gradu-
ate School of Business and Public
Administration.

Putting Broken
Birds Back
Together Again

Over the crumpled form on the
operating table hover five green-
gowned, masked figures. Surgical
instruments flash in the light. More
oxygen. The epoxy is setting now.

"Most of our patients are birds of
Prey. They're usually young birds,
learning that they're not supposed
to dive-bomb through trees. It's
nature's way of weeding out the
dummies."

The object of all the attention is a
sharp-shinned hawk, the victim of
an aerial miscalculation and an
Unyielding tree. The doctor is
Douglas M. MacCoy, assistant pro-
fessor of surgery at the New York
State College of Veterinary Medi-
cine, and a man with some new
ideas for putting broken birds back
together.

He has a collection of spare parts
called a bone bank and a roster of
^appreciative patients he hopes
lever to see again.

Dummy or not, the hawk with the
badly fractured wing will get anoth-
er chance in life, thanks to a special
teaching program at the college.
Because Cornell veterinary medi-
cine students need experience in
doctoring injured birds, no sparrow,
wren or crow is too humble for the
best care the Small Animal Clinic
can provide.

"Of course we would rather be
Working on golden eagles," explains
Dr. MacCoy as the hawk, now in his
office, begins to wake from the
anesthesia. But the rare birds are
exactly that, and most of the pa-
tients sent to the clinic by conserva-
tion officers, bird watchers or other
veterinarians are not endangered
species.

Although the clinic, which works
'n cooperation with the Cornell Lab-
oratory of Ornithology, continues to
charge fees to care for pet birds,
they will gladly fix up wild birds for
free. And they will take all the
Patients they can get, from anyone,
anywhere.

Most practicing veterinarians
have little opportunity to gain back-
ground in caring for wild or pet
birds, Dr. MacCoy notes, and bird

owners often depend on advice from
pet stores. In cooperation with Dr.
Leslie B. Zeman and others in the
college's Department of Avian and
Aquatic Animal Medicine, Dr. Mac-
Coy is educating a new generation
of students to the dietary needs,
diseases and medicine of the feath-
ered patients.

The hawk shakes off the effects of
the anesthesia and reacts to the
strange surroundings by biting the
doctor. A small hood, fashioned
from a piece of bandage, calms the
bird and Dr. MacCoy resumes the
soothing, stroking motions. Paper
wrapped around the hawk's tail will
protect its feathers from further
damage.

The surgical team has built a cast
of amber-colored epoxy resins,
pouring the material into a mold
around pins to position the broken
wing bones. A standard apparatus of
steel would have been much heavier
and would have caused the bird to
tilt to one side on its perch.

"Setting fractures in birds re-
quires the same techniques we use
for any small animal," the surgeon
says. "The difference is in the size
of the equipment and the brittleness
of their bones."

Until Dr. MacCoy began the bird
rehabilitation program at Cornell, it
was generally believed that the high
body temperature of birds — nor-
mally, about 105 degrees — made
sterile surgical procedures unneces-
sary. By instituting sterile pro-
cedures for all birds treated at the
clinic, Dr. MacCoy has decreased
the infection rate to less than 5
percent.

Those that don't make it still have
an opportunity to help their fellows.
Their skeletons are cleaned and the
parts are kept in a bone bank. The
next patient may need a re-
placement if the fractured bone is
too badly damaged to mend.

Apparently sleeping, the hawk is
carried to the clinic's isolation room
where cages hold a great horned
owl, a pheasant, pigeons, a kestrel
(falcon) and a red-tailed hawk. Air
at the temperature of the out-of-

Before and after, Dr. Douglas M. MacCoy of the State College of Veterinary Medicine compares one
of his feathered patients with its x-rays as part of the Small Animal Clinic's Wild Bird Project.

doors is brought into the isolation
room through a special ventilation
system, and timers regulate the
lighting according to the season.
The object of the program is to
rehabilitate the birds and return
them to nature; providing too cozy a
hospital stay would not be doing the
birds any favor.

To ease the patients' transition

back to the wild, Dr. MacCoy and
his students deliberately adopt an
aloof bedside manner. They want to
prevent the birds from "imprint-
ing" on humans — forgetting that
they must live in a world of birds
and becoming dependent on people
for food and shelter. The caged
birds are fed, not by hand, but
through a tube and the food appears

to come from "above."
When the birds are ready to be

returned to the wild, the process of
"hacking" begins. At first, the birds
are placed in a suitable environ-
ment with sufficient food. Day by
day, as the birds resume their hunt-
ing habits, the food is withdrawn.
When they stop returning they are
presumed to be hunting on their
own.

Two Share State Affairs
Spencer, Barlow Get Cook Duties

Two present members of the ad-
ministration will assume the basic
responsibilities of the vice president
for land grant affairs when Con-
stance E. Cook retires from that
position June 30.

J. Robert Barlow, special assis-
tant to the president, now respon-
sible for federal legislative rela-
tions, will take on state legislative
relations as well, and will serve as
staff assistant to the Board of
Trustees Committee on State Rela-
tionships.

James W. Spencer, vice provost,
now responsible for academic plan-
ning at Cornell and budget prepara-
tion in the endowed units, will as-
sume the additional responsibilities

of budget development for the statu-
tory colleges, of overseeing the stat-
utory finance and business office
and of assisting the provost in
liaison with the State University of
New York and the Division of the
Budget.

The new responsibilities for
Barlow and Spencer were approved
by the Cornell trustees at their
meeting here last month.

"We are seeking ways to reduce
administrative costs and wish to
defer the filling of the position of
vice president for land grant affairs
by assigning additional responsi-
bilities to Messrs. Barlow and
Spencer," President Frank Rhodes
explained. "If experience demon-

strates that their increased work-
load is excessive, then we will re-
quest the trustees to refill the vice

'presidential position."
Barlow, who joined the Cornell

administration in 1971, has concen-
trated on liaison between the uni-
versity and the federal government.
His responsibilities emphasize con-
tact with Congress and various fed-
eral agencies which fund or poten-
tially might fund programs at Cor-
nell.

Spencer, a faculty member in
agricultural engineering since 1951,
served as special assistant to
Rhodes in 1978-79, and was elected
vice provost in 1979.
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An Open Letter to the Community
From President Rhodes Regarding

Plans for a Referendum
On Non- Academic Governance

I am writing to inform you of
plans for a referendum on non-
academic governance at Cornell and
of events which will follow the
referendum.

It is essential to the overall wel-
fare of Cornell that there be a
system of governance in non-
academic matters to which all
members of the Cornell community
may have access and in which all
may participate. Free and open
discussion on matters of concern
must take place. The maintenance
of the judicial system and of rules of
conduct for members of the com-
munity is an important responsi-
bility of community governance, as
is policy formulation and oversight
in matters that directly-affect com-
munity members.

Cornell has had a form of com-
munity self-governance for the last
decade starting with the University
Senate in 1970 followed by the Cam-
pus Council in 1977. The Charter
establishing the Campus Council
called for a full review and eval-
uation of the Campus Council and its
committees during its third year. In
keeping with this mandate, last year
I asked Prof. Donald Holcomb to
chair a committee to undertake
such a review and evaluation. The
committee gave its report to me
last April and presented three possi-
bilities for non-academic gov-
ernance. It recommended a referen-
dum to allow the Cornell community
to express its preference from
among these possibilities. The
Holcomb Committee report, with
some modifications, forms the basis
for the Charter for the proposed
University Assembly. Furthermore,
I have accepted the suggestion of
the Holcomb Committee on the
form of the referendum and the
interpretation of the vote.

The referendum will be held at
the end of September. After the
referendum, I will make recom-
mendations on campus governance
to the Board of Trustees. I antici-
pate that the Board will act on these
recommendations before any elec-
tions would be conducted for the
governance system which prevails.

The referendum will present
three choices: (1) continuation of
the Campus Council, (2) the for-
mation of a University Assembly, or
(3) the formation of a University
Assembly with an associated stu-
dent assembly or an associated em-
ployee assembly or with both. The
equivalent of a faculty assembly
already exists in the form of the
Faculty Council of Representatives
(FCR). The Holcomb Committee
recommended that the University
Assembly be formed, but did not
recommend a choice between a Uni-

versity Assembly alone or a Univer-
sity Assembly with associated stu-
dent or employee assemblies or
both. Let me offer you my own
views about these.

Campus Council continuation. I
believe that continuation of the
Campus Council is a viable choice.
The Holcomb Committee found a
number of shortcomings with the
current system, but these could be
remedied through Charter amend-
ment.

University Assembly. This too
represents a viable choice. More
centralized control, a membership
larger than the Campus Council,
and better communication and in-
formation flow are attributes of this
system.

University Assembly with an as-
sociated student assembly or em-
ployee assembly or both. This is the
most ambitious proposal and the
one for which the Holcomb Commit-
tee provided fewest details. It is
important to emphasize that this
third option will work only if there
is a firm commitment by a large
part of the various constituencies to
participate in the new system of
governance. No community mem-
ber can responsibly vote for this
option unless he or she believes this
commitment will exist among a
substantial fraction of the members
of his or her constituency. Should I
decide to recommend this option
following the referendum, the first
step will be to convene a small ad
hoc working group to draft the
rudiments of a charter for the stu-
dent and/or employee assemblies,
which would specify their powers,
describe their relationship to the
University Assembly, and outline
procedures for election of their
members. I would hope that this
could be done within a month. When
I receive the recommendations of
this working group, I would then be
in a position to recommend an ap-
propriate new system of campus
governance to the Board of
Trustees. I would hope to be able to

do so late in the fall semester. • • •
•

The governance possibilities and
the form of the referendum are
based on the Holcomb Committee
report with some, generally minor,
changes. I would like to discuss
some of the changes and provide
additional comments.

Changes
A. Membership

The number of faculty represent-
atives on the proposed University
Assembly is seven; the Holcomb
Committee recommended that this
number be five. Seven is the number
currently serving on the Campus
Council and I do not believe the
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number of faculty should be de-
creased. The number of employees
and students on the University As-
sembly is greater than on the Cam-
pus Council. It should be noted that
if the University Assembly form of
governance is chosen, the principle
of faculty-student parity would be
abandoned. Such abandonment was
the intent of the Holcomb Commit-
tee.
B. Committee on University Budget
Policies

The Holcomb Committee recom-
mended merger of the Faculty
Budget Committee and the
Priorities Committee to form one
overall committee which would deal
with policy matters involved in the
formulation of the University
budget. The faculty wishes to retain
its committee. During this past
year, Vice Provost Spencer found it
helpful to discuss policy matters
involved in the formulation of the
budget with the Faculty Budget
Committee and with a small group
of students and employees from the
Priorities Committee. I would like
these discussions' to continue and so
I am formalizing a means for doing
so by including in the proposed
Charter the formation of a Commit-
tee on University Budget Policies.
With the formation of this commit-
tee, I believe that there is less need
for a Priorities Committee and have
chosen not to retain it if the Univer-
sity Assembly is formed.
C. Committee on Information and
Research

The formation of a Committee on
Information and Research as sug-
gested by the Holcomb Committee
has not been included in the Charter
for the University Assembly, if
formed, to decide on an effective
means for achieving that goal.

COMMENTS
D. Relationships

1. The relationship between the
committees and the University As-
sembly is outlined in the Charter, as
is my relationship with the Univer-
sity Assembly. Consideration and
final approval of policies recom-
mended by the University Assembly
or the student assembly, if formed,
must be made by me since the
Board of Trustees has lodged in me
the ultimate responsibility for the
administration of the University.
While there is concern about this
final review and approval, I would
point out that through the history of
the University Senate and the Cam-
pus Council, policy recommenda-
tions have almost always been ac-
cepted. There has been an occasion-
al request for reconsideration and a
rare veto. I believe such occur-
rences can be minimized through
fuller discussion. The proposed reg-
ular meetings between members of
the University Assembly and the
Executive Staff should contribute to

better communication and under-
standing.

2. There is the matter of the
relationship between the University
Assembly and the student and/or
employee assemblies, should one or
both be formed. A faculty body, the
FCR, already exists and would con-
tinue to operate as it now does. The
statement on the academic respon-
sibilities of the faculty adopted in
1969 continues to denote the general
areas of jurisdiction of the faculty.
In turn there is the possibility that a
student assembly and an employee
assembly might be formed. As is the
case with the FCR, each of these
bodies would be relatively independ-
ent of the University Assembly.
Their actions would not normally be
subject to review or approval by the
University Assembly. Action on
matters falling within its juris-
diction would be taken by each
constituent body. Results of these
actions would be forwarded directly
to the President. The student as-
sembly, if formed, would receive
recommendations from those Cam-
pus Life committees dealing prima-
rily with student concerns. On the
other hand, there would and should
be occasions when the constituent
body may wish to gain the endorse-
ment, concurrence or advice of the
University Assembly on a specific
issue, since the University As-
sembly will represent the entire
community. The reverse might also
occur.

Additional work will be required
to delineate the formal structure of
the student and employee as-
semblies before this option could be
recommended to the Board of
Trustees.

3.1 am concerned about the rela-
tionship of the community trustees
to the University Assembly and to
the specific bodies, if formed. The
Holcomb Committee chose not to
recommend that community
trustees sit as ex-officio members
of the University Assembly. There
was concern that the community
trustees might participate too ac-
tively in the deliberations of the
University Assembly. This is a pos-
sibility since, as trustees, they
should be knowledgeable about mat-
ters concerning Cornell. On the oth-
er hand, their knowledge should be
useful, and the trustees are elected
by members of the campus com-
munity. I believe there should be
some relationship. I will ask the
members of the University As-
sembly, if it is formed, to consider
what sort of relationship should
exist and to make recommendations
to that effect.
E. Transition (if needed)

If a University Assembly is
formed, then it would replace the
Campus Council on June 1,1981.
Part II of the associated documents
which were published along with the

Campus Council Charter would be
unaffected and the committees
noted therein would continue as
they have in the past.

If a University Assembly is
formed, with or without constituent
assemblies, an election early in the
spring semester would be held with
elected members seated in early
March '81 for the University As-
sembly, and constituent assemblies,
if formed. The time period from
March '81 to June '81 would be used
to set up by-laws, procedures and
other mechanisms necessary for
proper and effective functioning of
the prospective body (or bodies).
Elections for representatives to
these assemblies would be held in
February, and the elected repre-
sentatives would use much of the
spring semester to develop detailed
structure and procedures. The ap-
pendices in the Holcomb Report
should be useful as guidelines for
the establishment of additional
rules of procedure.

SUMMARY
In summary, the Cornell com-

munity now has an opportunity to
express its preference for the sys^
tern under which it wishes to be
governed in non-academic areas.
The structures for the student
and/or employee assemblies are
suggestions and have not been for-
mulated in detail. Each new body
should have the freedom and flex-
ibility to establish its identity and
procedures.

The system which emerges
should be a community system. It
should deal with issues of im-
portance to the community and keep
the community informed about its
activities.

I believe that a formal structure
of community governance is essen-
tial and that support of such a
structure and participation by
members of the community is an
obligation of that membership. I
therefore ask all members of the
community to vote in the coming
referendum.

Frank H.T. Rhodes

PREAMBLE
In a university community as

large and diverse as Cornell, there
is the need for interaction and dis-
cussion among different interest
groups to insure productive and
harmonious conduct, programs, pol-
icies and activities. The Third Year
Review Committee has completed
its study and reported its recom-
mendations for possible changes in
the present form of non-academic
governance.

One of the possibilities for gov-
ernance suggested by the Commit-
tee was the University Assembly.
The purpose of the University As-
sembly would be to provide a single
campus non-academic governance
body through which all constituen-
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now play at present. Some of these
opponents have chosen to become more
heavily committed to athletics than we
have and some of those long rivalries
will be discontinued. We've seen that
already in football between such teams
as Princeton and Rutgers this last sea-
son. Fourth, there is a belief that every
institution ought not merely to tolerate
but to welcome a healthy, balanced
competition, so that no one institution is
at the top of the league in any one sport
for too long. In general there ought to be
a balance between institutions concern-
ing competitiveness in the individual
sports. Fifth, we ought to encourage
wide participation in all athletic ac-
tivities. That means that though most of
our athletes will have been identified by
someone in their high school years, there
ought to be room on the teams for those
who are walk-on athletes, and a place
found to accommodate them. They ought
further to be representative of their
class, and I want to say a little more
about that in a moment, and not signifi-
cantly different in terms of academic
performance to the extent that exists in
some other institutions. And sixth, they
should be admitted only through the
normal admissions process and on the
basis of financial aid that is related to
needs. Seventh, they should be held
accountable to the standards to which
other students are accountable in terms
of their academic progress, and their
athletic program should not interfere
with progress towards their degree.

"Now there have been two recent
concerns in the Ivy League that are
worth a moment's reflection. The first
concern is the fact that in the years since
1954, when the league came into ex-
istence, there has been a widening of the
gap between the admissions quali-
fications of athletes and those of the rest
of the freshman class. I don't want to
exaggerate that widening gap because
the gap exists in all universities, but the
degree of widening has been sufficiently
serious to merit very careful study. That
study is going on at all member institu-
tions, including Cornell. In contrast to
that I have to add that once they're on
board the average performance of varsi-
ty athletes in terms of grade point
average is slightly better than that for
all students as a whole. At Cornell it's
2.85 as opposed to 2.8 and athletes do
better during the term of their com-
petitive sports than they do in the off-
season. They graduate with no less fre-
quency. So there are many good things
going for them, but the fact remains that
there is concern about the widening gap
between the mean SAT scores of the
athletic group and that of the class as a
whole.

"The second thing that's been a source
of difference in the Ivy League is one in
which I come out on the minority side,
and that concerns the whole question of
the extent to which the league should
restrict the student's right to practice
and participate, especially in certain
sports. Let me give you one example of
that. At a summer meeting of the Ivy
League presidents, a vote was taken in
which the Ivy League chose to prohibit
out of season practice for certain sports.
That means for example that sports such
as baseball and lacrosse, which are two
of Cornell's great interests and
strengths, are prohibited from organized
practice during the fall semester. That
seems to me to be an unwise and an
undesirable decision. It's not clear that
that decision is going to be changed in
short term, but I want simply to com-
ment on its implications. It seems to me
unwise, first of all, because it really
interferes with the student's decision on
how to spend his or her time. We don't
arbitrarily restrict the time that a stu-
dent can spend in student government or
as president of a house, or working on
the Sun, or any other activity. And I don't
understand by what right we now choose
to restrict the time they spend on athlet-
ics. But such a decision is not only
unwise, it seems to me also to be
undesirable. Undesirable, first because
Practice is allowed under team captains,
out not under coaches. The time spent
"Jay be just the same, but the usefulness
will, I suspect, be much less if that time

is spent practicing under captains than it
would have been under coaches. It seems
to me, second, undesirable because two
team physicians - one at Cornell and one
at another Ivy League institution - have
warned us that unsupervised practice is
dangerous in almost all contact sports,
and the incidence of injuries is likely to
increase under such conditions. And
third, this decision seems to me to be
undesirable because it almost guaran-
tees that we shall not have walk-on
athletes as members of these teams.
There is little prospect that someone not
having played lacrosse before can have
any real hope of joining a varsity team, a
j.v. team, if practice is limited to the
semester in which that season takes
place. That result would be at variance
with one from stated goals. I mention
that because it seems to me that if we
are to have athletics as a healthy part of
our community life at Cornell, we ought
to encourage in them the high standards
of athletic performance and personal
achievement that we expect in other
areas of university life. The 'no out of
season practice' rule will discourage this
excellence. We do have in fact a fair
degree of success in almost every aspect
of organized athletic activities. Cornell
is remarkable in that over 60% of the
members of our student body take part
in some organized activities. About 1500
men and women are involved on ourin-
tercollegiate teams. Over 4000 students
are enrolled in physical education
courses, even though the requirement
was cut in two some time ago. Cornell
teams, both men's and women's, have
been highly competitive at both the
regional and national level in certain
areas.

'' And so I believe we have much to be
proud of in our athletic programs. What
we have to do as the debate continues,
and it will continue about athletics, is to
balance a sense of excellence in athletics
with a sense of proportion and of
academic priorities. That means I be-
lieve that we have to have an under-
standing on the part of the Faculty, the
Students, the Trustees, the Adminis-
tration, and the Alumni about the place
of athletics in university life. Second it
means we have to take seriously the
admission problems that face us. We
don't at Cornell have a unified under-
graduate admissions office, and that
gives us some problems in comparison
with our sistef institutions. But we do
need to take seriously this widening gap
on admission scores between athletes
and non-athletes. Third, we have to
encourage friends of Cornell interested
in athletics, to continue to support them
at an increasingly generous level. And
there is encouraging evidence that that
will continue to take place. And fourth,
we have to ensure that our facilities
continue to be adequate. We're going to
be competing in the eighties and nineties
for the best students to come to Cornell,
and part of the attractiveness of the
University, in addition to its academic
programs, will be the range of cultural,
social and athletic activities that we
have to offer. Those have to be com-
plemented by an athletic staff which is
outstanding, which shares the sort of
distinction we look for on the part of the
faculty. And under the leadership of Dick
Schultz and Martha Arnett, I believe we
have such a group.

"I've talked at some length about this
topic because, although athletics has not
surfaced at Cornell in a waj that it has at
many other institutions, that does not
mean that we should be without a policy
or that we should be without concern.
Mr. Speaker, I would be very happy to
reply to questions."

The Speaker thanked President
Rhodes and asked if there were any
questions. There being none, the Chair
next called upon Professor John Nation,
Chairman of the Committee on the Pro-
fessional and Economic Status of the
Faculty, for a report on Faculty Salaries
and Compensation.
2. REPORT ON FACULTY SALARIES
AND COMPENSATION

Professor John Nation, Electrical En-
gineering, began: "I intend to keep my
remarks this afternoon very brief be-
cause I think the substance of all I have

to say is already set forth in the docu-
ment that's been distributed. In making
a comparison of salaries and compensa-
tion at Cornell with other institutions,
one has a particularly difficult problem
unique to Cornell because of the division
between the statutory and the endowed
units. The statutory units are repre-
sented by the University in salary mat-
ters to Albany. That is, the University
represents the statutory units in de-
termining salaries in negotiations with
the State Administration, whereas it
determines the salaries within the en-
dowed units. The statutory units are also
covered by the Forker Committee which
advises the Provost on matters per-
taining to the statutory units. In making
the comparisons that I have done in the
document that's been distributed to you,
we've taken the step of including both
the statutory units and the endowed units
- although the principal concern of the
Committee at this stage is of course
within the endowed units where the
University has direct control over the
affairs. However, the information is
provided for both sets of units. The
bottom line of the report is that there has
been a steady erosion in faculty salaries
compared to those in peer institutions.
And this has continued over at least four
years in which we have information
available to us, and there is serious and
good evidence that it's continued for at
least six years. The statutory units are at
the present time in a particularly bad
situation because of the deferred-in-
creases.

"What are these conclusions based on?
First we've looked at absolute salaries
and secondly the rate at which these
salaries are increasing. There are a
number of other criteria that can be used
and have indeed been used by the Univer-
sity Administration, such as the greater
voluntary resignations, as an indicator of
whether the salaries at Cornell are com-
petitive or not. One might want to look at
an index of costs of living in various
parts of the country. This also has been
carried out by the Administration. For
our purposes, however, we've adopted
the simple expedient of using the
absolute ranking within the Ivy League
for comparison for both statutory and
endowed units and I've included also
some of the land grant institutions which
are recognized as comparative for the
statutory units. The other comparative
for statutory units which I did not in-
clude is the SUNY units.

"The salaries and compensation are
tabulated in both these categories in
descending order of salary in the 79-80
academic year, which is the latest in-
formation available to us at the time this
report was prepared, so that you can
look and see quite clearly where Cornell
endowed or statutory units rank com-
pared to the other schools within the Ivy
League. The third column in Tables 1 and
2 lists the percentage change in salary
between the first year - the base year
that we chose - and the 79-80 academic
year. We have essentially maintained
our absolute ranking - that is, the assis-
tant and associate professors continue to
rank about half-way through the Ivy
League, whereas the full professors rank
something like six out of eight within the
Ivy League. On the other hand, if you
compare the rate of salary increase with
the average increase throughout the rest
of the Ivy League, there is very little
doubt that we've been losing ground. If
you look at Table 3, that summarizes the
amount of ground lost over that four year
period. This, to make it a little clearer
what it actually is, is the percentage
point difference - point spread - between
the salary increases at Cornell and the
average of the institutions excluding
Cornell. I don't suggest that these num-
bers are solid numbers. What I do
suggest is that the very large number of
negative figures is significant. We ap-
pear to be losing ground to the average
salaries in the Ivy League, to all AAUP
category 1 private institutions, and in-
deed to the land grant institutions. I
should point out first of all that the
percentage changes that are noted there
are for the average change in salary for
a given rank. The percentage change of
salary for those staying in rank is higher

than that: typically, one to two per-
centage points higher each year. So if
you're thinking of inflation, you should
add in one or two percent per year to the
figures that I have given there.

"Where do we stand at the moment?
Well, we have reported and discussed
these figures with the Provost's Office,
with Jim Spencer in particular, and
indeed with the Budget Committee of the
Faculty Council of Representatives. I
feel that we've had profitable exchanges
with both these groups and I believe that
the administration accepts that salaries
have lost ground to peer institutions in
the last several years. The Budget Com-
mittee is currently working with the
Provost's Office to try to establish a
balance between tuition increases in the
next year and salary increases. There is
a fairly close and delicate balance I
gather between these two items. On a
slightly brighter note just to conclude
this, there is some preliminary evidence
in the 1980-81 academic year salaries, as
reported by the MIT survey that was
made available to me last week, that we
have indeed made some progress
towards at least arresting this decline in
the last year. It's a little premature to
make the statement that it has been
arrested. There is some evidence that
the trend has been reversed at least in a
comparison with a limited number of
other institutions. I'll attempt to answer
any questions."

The Chair opened the floor for ques-
tions.

Professor Jay Orear, Physics, said he
had a question, and if Professor Nation
could not answer it, perhaps the Presi-
dent could. "My memory is a little hazy.
As I recall last year's budget, it was not
decided until very late in the year, after
all the different budget items came out,
just what would be the specific salary
level for the Faculty - how much in-
crease there would be. It's not really
budgeted in advance, but it seems to me
it was left till the end, as if it was in a
sense the lowest priority item. Let me
reduce my question to some over sim-
plifications. The impression I have is
once the tuition increase is decided upon
and once the different figures come in
for what other costs are to the Univer-
sity, what's left over is relegated to
faculty salaries. If that is the correct
situation, it seems to me it's just
backwards. It should first be decided as
the top priority what should be the new
faculty salaries, and even if you wish,
what the tuition, and then as the dif-
ferent budget items come in, all right,
then you end up either in the red or in the
black. You want to average out to break
even. The danger of leaving salaries as
the lowest priority, is that somewhere in
the middle of the year, some unforeseen
expenses could occur - like there could
be a major earthquake splitting the
University in half or something, and
destroying a lot of buildings, and then
there would be a lot of extra expenses.
And if you leave salaries to the very end,
there'll be no money left over for the
salaries and individual faculty members
would be the ones that have to pay for the
earthquake funding which is unfair."

Professor Nation thought that question
was addressed to the President rather
than to himself.

President Rhodes responded: "I take
it that I'm replying just because as a
geologist I'm expected to have some
experience. I think the point that Pro-
fessor Orear raises is an important one,
and I want si'mply to assure him that in
fact it works in the way that he would
regard as desirable. It is not the case
that we dream up a tuition increase that
we can get away with so to speak and
then much later in the year we find out
what the increased cost of energy is
going to be, and if we have anything left
over it goes into salaries. It works in
exactly the opposite direction. We de-
termine what is what we think should be
a competitive and possible salary in-
crease, we add on the energy costs, the
increases for library and so on, and we
end up with a tuition figure. Last year we
went earlier to the Trustees with a
recommended increase than we did this
year. We went in January in fact with a
balanced budget for 1100.6 million and

tuition at $5860. Because of unforeseen
increases and because we wanted to
maintain the salary increase that we had
committed ourselves to, we increased
tuition, you'll remember, in May, with a
degree of unpopularity to $6000 a year
and got a balanced budget of 102 million.
We did that precisely because we had to
accommodate the salary level that we
set as our target. What hurt us badly a
year ago is that we learned - we all
learned - that inflation can increase so
rapidly that we were too early, by
determining in December as we did,
what should be both our salary program
and tuition increase. And we've now
deferred it until the March meeting of
the Board of Trustees, in order to be able
to respond to late changes. But we do it
in exactly the way that you think de-
sirable, and not the other way around.
That doesn't mean that we can guaran-
tee that it's going to work out at what
we'd all want. But we certainly don't do
it in the reverse direction."

Professor Charles S. Levy, English,
wished to state the position of the Ex-
ecutive Committee, Cornell Chapter,
AAUP: the Committee urges, particu-
larly in view of the dismal performance
by the University to which the figures in
today's report testify, that a mid-year
correction — one commensurate with
those figures — now be made in faculty
compensation. Some home-truths will
help show how urgently we need to make
an unambiguous start at reversing the
trend that on the national scale profound-
ly concerns the entire Association, a
trend towards economic disaster which
threatens the middle- and long-term
survival of the profession.

The Association, which to substantiate
this concern has assembled, among
many other data, the figures Professor
Nation analyzes, stresses the point that
the professoriate stands in a different
relationship to universities and colleges
from that existing between our sister
professions and their associated institu-
tions. Much more, for example, than do
the courts for the lawyers or the hospi-
tals for the physicians, the universities
and colleges serve as the locus of our

'profession and the guarantor of its sur-
vival ; for many of the disciplines we
represent, in fact, the universities and
colleges virtually alone perform this
function. Yet these institutions all too
frequently now tend to stand apart from
the professoriate and insist that they
simply cannot draw up the kind of budget
that will provide for its survival. If this
apostasy of the institutions from the
profession persists, neither the pro-
fession nor of course the institutions
themselves will survive the century in
any form we should prefer to con-
template, but will change in ways per-
haps suggested by what we have long
seen taking place in the profession at the
secondary level.

We have recently been reminded again
that, whatever may be the other re-
sources of the University, only on the
strength of its human resources, of the
men and women who do its work, can it
succeed in its principal mission, the
advancement and preservation of learn-
ing. How adequately does the University
budget now provide for maintaining and
enhancing these human resources? Brief
reference to a couple of check-points
along our career- and salary-scale will
sketch the answer:

1) A number of our departments this
year offered entering assistant pro-
fessors an annual salary of about $17,000,
itself a substantial increase from past
entry-level salaries. The best college
seniors in the same disciplines, however,
are now being offered virtually the same
salary to enter business firms im-
mediately upon graduation, according to
the latest available College Placement
Council survey, and among other new
holders of the B.A. nationally, those in
the top decile are being offered over
$15,000/yr. to enter government service.
Under such circumstances, which can
grow only less favorable to the pro-
fession with time unless far more re-
alistic policies are instituted as to
academic salaries, we cannot seriously

Continued on Page 14
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Festival of Black Gospel Here This Weekend
The university's Fifth Annual

Festival of Black Gospel will be
held Feb. 6-8. The festival, spon-
sored by Cornell United Religious
Work, is being held in conjunction
with National Brotherhood Week
and National Black History Month.

The festival will begin with a
banquet at 5.30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 6,
at the Women's Community Build-
ing, 100 W. Seneca St., and will
conclude with a contemporary

Black church service at 11 a.m.
Sunday, in Cornell's Sage Chapel.

Samuel Proctor, pastor, Abyssi-
nian Baptist Church in New York
City, and professor of education at
Rutgers University, will be the
speaker. His topic will be' 'The
Search for Real Security."

The Thomas Family Musicians
along with local and visiting choirs
will provide music for the various
events.
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hope to recruit into graduate study and
thus into the profession our share of
college seniors at the level of intellectual
promise and achievement we require.
Elementary prudence on the part of the
seniors we wish to recruit will make
them extremely cautious about incurring
another five or six years of debt, perhaps
up to or even beyond the {25,000 the
government now guarantees per student,
when the eventual repayment of that
debt, together quite possibly with the
costs of an already growing family, must
all be charged against a salary which —
under present trends — will not suffice
for many a holder of a fresh B. A. We
shall one day look around for our suc-
cessors and simply find they are not
there.

2) A representative Cornell full-pro-
fessorial salary today of $30,000, when
corrected to its real 1967 value by apply-
ing the Consumer Price Index (reset
then at 100 and now in excess of 250),
amounts,to less than $12,000, and less
than the salary at that time of a new
associate professor. At present it is
difficult enough, for example, to send
one's children to college on what a dozen
years ago may have been an adequate
salary for a second-level assistant pro-
fessor, yet was even then hardly munifi-
cent, given our recent emergence from
the first academic depression of the late
'forties and the 'fifties. But if present
trends are not reversed, and full-pro-
fessorial salaries decline still deeper
into what once constituted the proba-
tionary range, more and more members
whose families are now young will find
that to meet their growing obligations
they must divert ever-increasing
amounts of time from the scholarly work
which would normally carry their first
priority and must turn instead to that
work, whatever its priority, which will
best eke out an insufficient salary. As for
the effects on professorial pensions of
the same process of erosion, President
Emeritus Corson contributed a detailed
study of "Inflation and the Retired Pro-
fessor" to the March, 1979, issue of the
Bulletin of the AAUP, Academe, the
implications of which are especially
troubling, if not alarming, for many of us
who will nave substantially smaller fig-
ures to use than those in the examples he
gives.

These are some of the practical conse-
quences for the profession of institu-
tional apostasy, in which — according to
the figures in today's report — Cornell
has unhappily exercised the wrong sort
of leadership, that of being on the down-
side of a downward trend. The proper
such role of a leading university is of
course to lead upward, not down; it is
this new leadership that the Executive
Committee now urges upon the Univer-
sity. Like the Committee on the Pro-
fessional and Economic Status of the
Faculty, this committee regrettably
must direct its attention here primarily
to the endowed division, given the or-
ganizational peculiarities of the Univer-
sity. It would point out, however, that to
reduce the severe economic stress, due
partly to deferred budgeting, that exists
in the statutory division, substantial
leverage can be found precisely in the
combination of higher SUNY salaries
and a new, more timely Cornell salaries
policy for the endowed division: if when
negotiating with Albany the University is
in a position to argue that statutory
salaries are in fact in a hole — that they
are uniquely depressed according to both

applicable standards, public and private
— and if the University gives those
negotiations its very best shot, it should
be able to make real headway with state
officials who so well understand the
effect of inflation upon personal income
that they have recently acted to increase
considerably their own salaries and
expense-allowances.

If as a first step in exercising new
leadership towards adequate faculty
compensation, the University were to
make the roughly 5% mid-year correc-
tion that might (as a conservative fig-
ure) restore our relative position among
those faculties we consider our peers, we
should receive some of the near-term
help we need in an economy which
displays, among others, the following
features: .

1) According to the study prepared
here last May by the Office of Institu-
tional Planning and Analysis, "Costs of
Living at Peer Institutions," to which
Professor Nation referred, Cornell
stands disturbingly high in the list of
cost-of-living indices, effectively out-
done nationwide only by institutions in
the Boston and New York metropolitan
areas. Nor can we take great comfort in
the some 15 to 18 points by which the
indices for those areas exceed Ithaca's,
for (like many areas which stand as far
as 15 points below us on the CLI scale)
those areas clearly offer, to other mem-
bers of a professorial family who must
supplement the family income, more
favorable opportunities than does Ithaca
for appropriate work with appropriate
pay.

2) Food costs are expected to increase
between 12% and 15% nationally in 1981,
a good deal more than half that increase
to come before Julv.

3) NYSEG has applied for an early
increase of up to 30% in its rates. The
Committee hastens to acknowledge that
the University too must pay these spiral-
ing energy costs; it looks to the Univer-
sity, however, and has thus far looked in
vain, for the corresponding acknowl-
edgment that the University Faculty
must also be given the means to meet
such horrendous inflation as this.

From any reading of the news, one can
of course multiply these instances (the
high cost of money, for example, war-
rants mention), but these few never-
theless clearly show what we face.

The Speaker said he didn't wish to
interrupt Professor Levy, but stated that
there is a mandatory 6 p.m. adjournment
time and other business still remains to
be conducted. Professor Levy said that
he would finish as quickly as possible,
and was sorry it took so much time and
detailed material to establish the urgent
need for a new policy with the care the
Executive Committee considered ap-
propriate to the issue. The Committee
has also made careful inquiry to learn
why the University last May set its
income figures for 1980/81 — principally
its tuition charges — at a level that we
hear prevented it from making any real
progress on faculty salaries. What ap-
parently happened is this:

From November or December to May,
it will be recalled, whenever any refer-
ence was made to these income figures
here on campus, they were system-
atically qualified as being provisional.
The material sent our prospective
freshmen during that period, however,
was not reworded from previous years so
as to make this qualification clear. Be-

" Because it helps to tell the story
of the Black experience in America,
Black music in general and Black
sacred music in particular are sig-
nificant contributions to American
history," said Eleanor Rice, chair-
person of the festival committee
and university registrar.

' 'The festival is not only to pro-
vide entertainment but to foster a
greater understanding of Black sa-
cred music as a cultural experience

cause of this — one surely hopes —
inadvertent administrative lapse, it was
ultimately judged impossible to increase
this semester's tuition at all above the
supposedly only provisional figure, or to
increase next semester's more than $70
above it, despite sharply accelerating
inflation, and despite the implicit ac-
knowledgment in the Cornell Chronicle
for 15 May, p. 1, that total student
expenses at Cornell for 1980/81 would
still trail those at a group of peer
institutions by no less than $300, this
differential then ranging on up to and
even beyond $500 through the rest of that
group, among which Cornell obviously
remains deep in the cellar. The cost to
the University of this single adminis-
trative lapse can thus be calculated at
about a million dollars net, as sizeable in
general order of magnitude as we under-
stand was the total cost of the many
problems with computer services which
it is hoped are now all behind us, with
that total cost reportedly having been
written off. Neither ought the cost of the
lapse here described be borne for longer
than this past semester by the University
Faculty. Instead, the mid-year adjust-
ment should now be made which the
AAUP Executive Committee has here
urged upon the University as an im-
mediate start on a more realistic and
thus professionally responsible Cornell
policy with regard to faculty compensa-
tion.

Professor Frederick M. Ahl, Classics,
asked what the Committee included in
their investigation of other compensa-
tion, i.e. the University of Texas now
pays the full contribution to the faculty
member's social security in addition to
the mandatory one.

Professor Nation responded that that
figure is taken from AAUP. It does
factor in to some extent consideration of
CCTS. It does include the contribution to
fringe benefits made by the University
and as reported to the AAUP.

Vice President for Research, W.
Donald Cooke, said he doesn't think that
is quite true. "There are some ground
rules in the AAUP request for informa-
tion that exclude some particular com-
pensation or benefits that are not al-
lowed to be reported. I understand that
our tuition program is not allowed to be
reported and there are other categories.
So I think it's a mix of things."

Professor Ahl wished to add to the
remarks by Professor Levy that the
University make a very special effort to
investigate what can be done for the
mutual benefit of both faculty and ad-
ministration in finding ways of im-
plementing what the University of Texas
did, adding the social security benefit to
fringe benefits.

Professor Nation said last year the
University did pick up the cost of health
insurance. This was part of the
Committee's investigation last year into
picking up more fringe benefits, and to
the extent that this can be done in an
equitable fashion, this process will con-
tinue. Whether social security can be
picked up is not obvious.

Professor Emeritus Arthur J. Pratt,
Vegetable Crops, said as an Emeritus
Professor the salary policy would not
affect him one way or another, and didn't
wish to add or subtract from either side.
"I was thinking as I look through these
figures, if I was offered a professorship
based on these figures at Harvard and
Columbia and Cornell, I'd go first to
Cornell and look over the situation and
see what was involved and then I would
go to Harvard and check that over - the
living conditions, the cost of rent and all,
and then I would go to Columbia and look
over the living conditions, the possible
transportation conditions, and then I

and to provide greater appreciation
for the differences in ethnic prefer-
ences," Rice said.

Tickets for the Feb. 6 banquet are
available at Anabel Taylor Hall, the
COSEP Office and the Office of the
Dean of Students, both in Barnes
Hall, and at Noyes Center. Tickets
are $5 each.

A choir workshop will be held
from 1 to 5 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 7, in
the chapel, Anabel Taylor Hall. Pat

would hurry right back to Cornell and
hope nobody had sneaked in and got my
job."

President Rhodes said he wasn't sure
he should reply at all after that splendid
affirmation. "I will be very brief be-
cause I know it's late and if I am briefer
than is proper, then I hope you'll feel
free later on to come and talk about
these questions. I want to thank Pro-
fessor Nation and his committee, first of
all, not only for what I think is an
accurate and very helpful report but also
for the help they continue to give us on
this question of faculty priorities. It was
with their advice and consultation that
we took up the cost of health insurance
and I take Professor Ahl's point very
seriously. We should look increasingly at
picking up those non-taxable fringe bene-
fits because that's a benefit. I want also
to thank Professor Levy. He spoke with
obviously great care and great feeling
and very careful preparation. I ap-
preciate all the effort that that repre-
sents. I also want to say that I agreed
with both Professor Nation and Pro-
fessor Levy that we are the victim of a
two-fold slippage. One was a national
decline in the purchasinq power of facul-
ty salaries and the other was a differen-
tial decline in our particular position at
Cornell in comparison with other Ivy
League members. That decline is real
and it's painful. I do want to add,
however, a brief word to what was said
by Professor Nation and that is that
although the figures are still tentative
and preliminary, the MIT survey sug-
gests that we have turned the corner,
that we have indeed started to pick up
the losses that we've been making. It's
still tentative. There are a couple of
universities that haven't yet reported but
I believe that's started. The budget
preparation is far more complex than I
could possibly describe today and I'm
sure that embedded within it there are
administrative lapses of various kinds
but the one that Professor Levy de-
scribed at some length is not a lapse in a
real sense but a question of keeping faith
with students. There are two sides that
reasonable people can take on this issue.
Let me just comment on what the
implications would be of what I under-
stand Professor Levy to recommend
which is a 5% mid-year correction. The
cost of doing that and I calculated this
very quickly, would be a million and a
quarter dollars for the present academic
year. We have a balanced budget this
year and that balanced budget is very
important to us in fund raising. I say that
not just as a generality but as somebody
who devotes more time than I care to to
this business of encouraging people to
give to us. And the first question with
major donors of foundations and corpo-
rations concerns the balancing of the
budget. If we throw the balance of the
budget out, we have guaranteed that we
shall fail with the outstanding success
that we've had in the last few years with
fund raising. Now why does that matter?
The major single reason that we haven't
kept pace with Harvard and Yale and
Princeton is that at Harvard, endow-
ment per student is 83K, Yale endow-
ment per student is 59K, Princeton en-
dowment per student is 78K, and
Rochester endowment per student is
47K, whereas Cornell endowment per
student is 24K. And that is the difference
in the terms of the margin between
tuition and salaries and our competitive
position. You may say, well take it all off
tuition. A one percent increase in tuition
after we've taken out the financial aid
that we need to give when we increase
tuition produced 480K based on the pres-
ent tuition levels. A one percent increase
in salaries and fringe benefits - salaries

Savage, director of the Curtis
Chamber Singers, will conduct the
workshop.

At 8 p.m. Saturday in Bailey Hall
there will be a concert of spiritual
music performed by the Curtis
Chamber Singers and combined
choirs. Rice described the concert
as "A spiritual experience
projecting the nature of music as
performed in the contemporary
Black church."

vs. tuition - for all teaching members not
just professors, but for other teaching
members costs us 575K. The only solu-
tion we have is to improve our endow-
ment and to make whatever internal
economies we can. We cannot simply
add on indefinitely to tuition. We are
level with Harvard now - $6000 a year in
tuition. So I respect the need, I under-
stand the hardship. I'm aware that we've
got to continue to make progress. Let me
just say two things. One, I believe the
early figures suggest we have started to
haul ourselves back up that level. Sec-
ond, we must maintain a balanced
budget as the only method of moving into
a competitive endowment position which
is the basis of salaries. There's no such
thing as University money. The money
that we're talking about is money which
is the basis for salaries. What we do
pledge is to use our own best efforts in
cooperation with Professor Nation's
committee, in cooperation with the Fac-
ulty Committee on the Budget, in cooper-
ation with the FCR, to make this the
number one priority. That we promise
you. We shall consult you as the budget
develops and moves forward, and the
reminders that you have given us today
will not go unheeded. Thank you."

The Speaker said that at this point it
was necessary to move on to the final
item on the agenda and that the body
would go into executive session. He
asked that only FCR members remain in
the room. He did request permission for
the Recorder and Dean Emeritus Byron
W. Saunders to be permitted to remain.
It was so moved and seconded.

The Chair called on Professor Emer-
itus Byron W. Saunders, member of the
Committee on Nominations and Elec-
tions, for a motion.
3. EXTENSION OF THE TERM OF
THE DEAN OF THE FACULTY

Professor Emeritus Byron W. Saun-
ders, Operations Research and In-
dustrial Engineering, said that the
Bylaws of the University Faculty in the
selection of a Dean call for a certain
procedure to be followed. "In the event
that a Dean is currently on board and has
not fulfilled a full five years in his term,
by vote of the FCR he can be continued
for up to two additional years. Inasmuch
as Professor Greisen has served for only
three years, he is still eligible for two
additional years. He has indicated that
he wishes to continue - his health condi-
tion being the one dominant factor in this
final decision. It is, therefore, up to the
FCR to decide whether or not they wish
to have him continue. The Committee on
Nominations could think of no reason
whatsoever why he should not be invited
to continue. It certainly will set no
precedents. Since World War II we have
had several deans, one of whom served
for seven years, two for four and a half,
and three for three years. So there is no
consistent pattern. I was the last dean
prior to Professor Greisen, and just
exactly four years ago today the Faculty
invited me to stay for an additional year.
I would like to offer the same opportuni-
ty to Professor Greisen, and on behalf of
the Committee on Nominations, who
proposed this resolution, I would move:

RESOLVED, That the term of Ken-
neth Greisen, who has served so capably
and conscientiously as Dean of the Fac-
ulty, shall be extended to include the
1981-82 academic year.

The Chair indicated that this motion
came from a Committee and therefore
did not need a second. There being no
discussion, the vote was taken and the
resolution carried unanimously.

There being no further business, the
meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p.m.

Joseph B. Buglian
Secretary of the Faculty



BROWN BAG LUNCHEON
SCHEDULE

DATE:

LOCATION:

GUEST:

DATE:

LOCATION:

GUEST:

DATE:

LOCATION:

GUEST:

DATE:

LOCATION:

GUEST:

DATE:

LOCATION:

GUEST:

February Zoth

Martha Van Auditorium

Leo Geier, Director
University Relations

March 11th

Martha Van Auditorium

Dick Shultz, Director
Athletic Facilities

March 25th

Martha Van Auditorium

April 8th

202 Uris Hall

April 22nd

202 Uris Hall

William Herbster,
Sr. Vice President

DATE: May 13th

LOCATION: 202 Uris Hall

GUEST: James Spencer,
Vice Provost

DATE: May 27th

LOCATION: 202 Uris Hall

GUEST:

Answers to Benefit Quiz:

1. - b
2. - d
3. - c
4. - a
5. - d

A SECRETARY'S PRAYER.

Help me to be a good subordinate, to
have the memory of an elephant or one
at least three years long...
Help me by some miracle to be able to
do six things at one time, answer four
telephones at the same time while typ-
ing a letter that 'must go out today.'
And when that letter does not get
signed until tomorrow, give me strength
to keep my mouth shut instead of
raising cain as I'm tempted to do...
Dear Lord, never let me lose patience

even when the boss has me searching the
files for hours for something that is
later discovered on his desk...
Help me to have the intelligence of a
college professor, though my education
was limited to four years of high
school...
Help me to understand and carry out
all instructions without any explana-
tions whatsoever...
Let me always know just where the boss
is, what he is doing, and when he will
be back, even though he did leave with-
out telling me...
And Lord, when the year ends, please
let me have the foresight not to
destroy records that will be asked for
in the next few days, even though I
have been told to destroy them.

AMEN
(author unknown)

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE: ENGINE: 1973 350 V8 Chevorlet
motor - $70.00. For rebuilding. Call
Karen at 6-7673 or 589-6749.

FOR SALE: CARBURETOR: 2 barrel carb
for standard transmission from 350
Chevy engine. Excellent shape. $25.00.
Call Karen at 6-7673 or 589-6749.

SUMMER HOUSE EXCHANGE: SIX BEDROOM HOME
IN NORTHWEST PUERTO RICO TEN MINUTES FROM
SOME OF THE FINEST SKINDIVING REEFS IN
THE CARIBBEAN! Available June-August, in
exchange for summer housing in Ithaca.
Write Michael M. Davis, Head, Radio Ast-
ronomy Group, Arecibo Observatory, Box
995, Arecibo, Puerto Rico 00612, or call
(809) 878-2612^(office) or 890-4245

FOR SALE: COAL STOVE - $75 or best
offer. Great for cottage or workshop -
Call Joan 277-0853 after 7:00 p.m.

FOR SALE: VOLVO AM RADIO - $15,
Joan 277-0853 after 7:00 p.m.

call

FOR SALE: Girl's 10-Speed BIKE, (J. C.
Penny's brand) Good condition, used one
year. $85. Call Bernie Cook -564-9375.

WANTED: Boy's ice skates (figure) in
size 6 1/2 or 7. - Call Bernie Cook at
564-9375.

FOR SALE: Homelite 150 Chainsaw, 16"
bar, new chain, sprocket nose, 5-6 years
old, $100, Bernie Cook - 564-9375.

FOR RENT: 3-Bedroom House with wood or
oil heat. Washer & Dryer included in
full basement 2 Full baths with eat-in
kitchen & large livingroom. $350 +
•utilities. Located 12 miles from
Ithaca with carpooling avaiable. Avail-
able now! - Contact Bernie Cook 564-9375.

RIDESHARING

SPENCER, NY TO ITHACA - MICHIGAN HOLLOW
ROAD. Contact Bonnie Soper - Comp. Serv.
G-02 Uris Hall. 6-4981. CAN ONLY RIDE -
Hours: 7:30 - 4:00 p.m.

WAVERLY, PA OR SPENCER VAN ETTEN TO
ITHACA, (Via Route 34) CONTACT LINDA
at 6-4284. This is an ongoing Car -
pool, with a U-permit. Hours: 8:00 -
4:30, M-F. This carpool is very de-
pendable and is over 7 years old!

SPENCER, NY TO ITHACA - RIDER NEEDED,
Contact Karen 6-7673. HOURS: 6:00 am
- 4:00 p.m. M-Thurs. , Lv Cornell -
at 3:00 on Fridays. Travel via route
96/34.

MCLEAN TO ITHACA - PREFER TO RIDE -
Hours: M - Th. 8:00-5:00, F 8:00 -
4:00, Call Gail, 6-2066 or 838-3690
evenings.

'ACE" DOLL" yev" "DOft
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110 Ivet Hall
The Speaker, Russell D. Martin, called the

meeting to order at 4:35 p.m., indicating atten-
dance was somewhat shy of a quorum, but that
the body would proceed with reports and at least
discussion of the main item of business. The
acceptance of the minutes of the December 10,
1980 meeting would have to be delayed until a
quorum is attained or until the next FCR meet-
ing.

The Chair called on Kenneth Greisen, Dean of
the Faculty, for some remarks.

1. REMARKS OF THE DEAN
"First I'd like to thank many of you for your

good wishes during my temporary absence and
thank all of you for (he action you took at the
previous meeting in inviting me to have an
extension of my term as Dean for one more year.
Assuming that the Provost and the President are
also willing, I'd like to accept that invitation.
This means that the end of this year will not be
my final year as Dean but the end of the
following academic year will be.

"I'd also like to inform you that you have an ad
hoc committee that's been working for you very
hard this term - the Committee on the Promo-
tions and Appeals in connection with the promo-
tion process. This committee is chaired by
Professor Peter Stein of Physics and includes a
half dozen or so very distinguished faculty
members. As I said, they have been working very
hard to try to develop an improved appeals
process for use in cases where the initial recom-
mendation is a negative one for a faculty
member's promotion. It has been very difficult
to attempt to incorporate the wishes of all parts
of the community. The committee is very anx-
ious to bring it before the FCR so that there's
time for considerable debate on it before at-
tempting to vote on it, and also wishes to
complete it this year and have it in place next
fall. There is a hope that we will - by the end of
this weekend - have a document to present to the
FCR that is granted sufficient approval by the
Counsel's office, the administration and deans,
the committee and others. If we're able to have
the document ready then we anticioate calling a
special meeting of the FCR two weeks from
today - February 25. In the event that we can't
get sufficient agreement among the primary
people who will be responsible for its implemen-
tation afterwards, then we'll have to go back to
the drawing board and work harder for a little
longer, and a proposal will probably be brought
to the regular March meeting of this group. I'm
telling you about this now so that you will not be
too surprised if you receive a call to a meeting
scheduled for two weeks from today."

There being no questions for the Dean, the
Chair called on Provost W. Keith Kennedy for
remarks concerning the calendar.
2. PROVOSTS REMARKS CONCERNING

THE CALENDAR
The Provost began: "We will be making a

change in the spring calendar. Currently the
calendar calls for the last day of examinations to
be on Thursday, May 28. We are moving the
exam schedule up so that the last day will be
Wednesday, May 27. There are two reasons for
this. The first is to permit the colleges a bit more
time to try to complete the work necessary to
have the diplomas available. Some of the larger
colleges say they still can't do it, but it at least
gives them one additional day in order to
complete the paperwork and have the diplomas
ready. The second reason, which is perhaps less
important to the faculty but is extremely impor-
tant to the seniors - is to provide one more day
Ear what used to be called 'Senior Week'. They
still protest, but I remind them from Wednesday
evening through Thursday, Friday and Saturday
before their parents arrive, should give them
enough time to unwind. The Campus Council is
discussing tomorrow, that the study period be
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, the 17th, 18th and
19th with exams to start on the 20th and with
Sunday being the day for resolving conflicts and
the final exam day being Wednesday, the 27th.
Another possibility, which neither the Dean nor I
believe is feasible, is to have one additional study
day and start exams on Thursday, running them
through Sunday and using the evenings for
resolving conflicts. I cannot see students having
to take an exam one evening and then be ready
for an exam at 8 o'clock the next morning. So the
likely calendar, subject to bearing the advice of
the Campus Council tomorrow, will be exams
starting on Wednesday, the 20th, and continuing
through Wednesday, the 27th, with Sunday being
used for any conflicts.*

'Subsequent to this FCR meeting, upon recom-
mendation of the Campus Council and agreement
of the Dean of the Faculty, the Provost adopted a
slightly different examination schedule: namely,
exams will begin on May 21 and continue through

May 27 with no day set aside for conflict
resolution. The study period will thus be con-
tinuous from noon on Saturday, May 16, through
Wednesday, May 20.

"One other issue about the calendar. I'm not
sure that this calendar has received any more
criticism than previous calendars, but I'm in a
position where I'm the lightning rod for all of
them. I've had an unlimited number of com-
plaints about the long intersession and so I'm
now raising the possibility of shortening the
intersession by one or two weeks. Actually two
weeks is not feasible for 81-82 because too many
commitments have been made in forms of
concerts, athletic events and so forth. A one
week shortening which would put us back to the
same length intersession that we've had in the
past is probably feasible. Let me quickly tell you
that I've already had a very strong letter of
protest from one student and an equally strong
letter from a faculty member about any thought
of shortening the intersession in 1981-82. So ends
the calendar - for a day or two.

"I also want to inform you that there is going
to be an announcement in the Chronicle tomor-
row and in the Sun and in the Ithaca Journal
tomorrow evening on the budget recommenda-
tions for 1981-82. The opening sentence says that
it will be presented to the Executive Committee
of the Board of Trustees at their March 19
meeting. The meeting is March 26. So Jim
Spencer, whom I rely on as being an absolutely
first rate proof reader missed it, I missed it and
everyone else missed it. It's all the news writer's
fault. That was the originally scheduled date for
the Executive Committee meeting, but because
of conflicts, it was moved some months ago to
March 26. We are recommending that tuition in
the endowed units be increased from $6000 to
$7000 for next year for the undergraduate col-
leges, and that there be similar percentage
increases in the statutory colleges. On the
expense side, the compensation pool - and let me
emphasize the compensation pool - will be
approximately 11% for faculty and staff. In
addition there will be some funds set aside for
some range adjustments and some other adjust-
ments. The overall increase in tuition, room and
board will be about 14% over 1980-81. Let me
emphasize again that these are recommenda-
tions that go to the Trustees but we are announc-
ing them now which is about the customary lead
time in order that the students, parents and
others will have an opportunity at least to react
to them. Needless to say I know what the
reaction will be - that the tuition's too high and
the compensation pool is too low. I agree with
both. But with the cost pressures, I do not see any
immediate solution to both of these unsatisfac-
tory conditions. If time permits, I'm prepared to
answer questions."

Professor Wesley W. Gunkel, Agricultural
Engineering, asked if there was a conflict with a
Graduate Record Exam on the 24th. The Provost
replied that that was in the fall.
. Professor Kurt Gottfried, Physics, asked why

tuition is going up 16% while compensation only
11%.

The Provost replied: "It's a case once again
that the increase of income on investments, from
gifts and from overhead charges, based upon our
best estimates, are running more nearly around
the 10% level. Now, remember on investments,
we do try to use a balanced portfolio which is
fairly heavy in stocks and the return per year is
not as great but we're increasing the principal or
the endowment, which based upon comparisons
with a heavy involvement in bonds, is a better
arrangement. Unfortunately you receive a lower
take per year but you're building it as inflation
grows, or at least we hope we are. Anyway,
that's the difference. If we could have everything
at the same rate, at the 14% rate, then we
wouldn't have to have a higher tuition rate."

Professor William D. Pardee, Plant Breeding
and Biometry, wished to make a comment as the
Chairman of the FCR Budget Committee.
"We've been meeting for five months and looking
at these numbers, I would concur with Keith that
these are the best numbers that we could see any
way to develop. The realities are a rise in costs.
Another factor that Keith didn't mention which is
very significant here is the financial aid package.
As we raise tuition, you increase almost
geometrically the amount of financial aid that is
necessary."

Provost Kennedy added: "There are four
major cost pressures. One is the cost of utilities.
We have made changes that have signf icantly
decreased the rate of increase that we would
otherwise experience, but, nevertheless, it is still
a high cost area. Another area is financial aid
that Bill just mentioned. A third area is the
computer services. We did not put the money into
the computer that we should have in the seven-
ties and we're now paying a high penalty. A real

trouble spot in this budget is only an 11%
increase this year for acquisitions for library
materials. That's too low. Last year we had a
15% increase - it was the highest in terms of
acquisitions of any major university that I
checked with - and we were very proud of it. We
started the budget process again with a 15%
increase for acquisitions. We just did not have
the money. We were out of line by 1.6 million
dollars. Now you can raise the question of
whether the increase of $1000 for undergraduate
tuition is too low. It is our judgment overall that
this is a healthy increase. We've been ap-
proaching the budget process by looking at the
cost side and then we try to put the income into
position with tuition being the adjustable term. I
fear that we've gone as far as we can go that
way. We're going to have to start looking much
more closely at our income and then making
tough decisions to adjust to it. In this period of
inflation, we just cannot do it the way we would
like to - determine the expense side and then
adjust income to it. The income isn't there."

Professor P.C.T. deBoer, Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering, said those who have
children attending Cornell know that tuition
really is tuition and fees. Are the fees increasing
in proportion to tuition?

Provost Kennedy replied that they were in-
creasing by approximately the same percentage.

There being no further questions for the
Provost, the Speaker stated it was obvious a
quorum would not be attained. He introduced the
main item of business in order to get it on the
floor for discussion, and called upon Professor
Carl Ginet, Philosophy, and former Chairman of
the Committee on Academic Programs and
Policies.

3. PRESENTATION OF REPORT AND RES-
OLUTION ON ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

Professor Ginet began: "Although I'm no
longer a member of the Committee on Academic
Programs and Policies, I'm presenting their
report on the academic integrity system because
I was chairman of that committee last year when
the bulk of the work on the report was done. With
respect to action by the FCR.the report can be
divided into two parts: what does not seem to
require any action by this body, and what does
seem to require action by this body. In the first
category, in section I. of the report, the docu-
ment headed Academic Programs and Policies
Report on the Academic Integrity System, the
Committee urges the colleges and the faculty to
do better than they have been doing in making
students aware of what academic integrity
means, in preventing academic dishonesty and in
detecting and prosecuting violations. It also
suggests a few specific steps that faculty mem-
bers and colleges might consider taking, but in
this exhortatory part of the report there's no
change in regulations, no action, no new policies
that the committee is asking the FCR to legis-
late. Another part of the report that belongs in
the first category is section III.A. where the
committee recommends that the Dean of the
Faculty arrange for there to be prepared a
manual of advice on the conduct of hearings for
the academic integrity hearing boards of the
colleges. The Dean says he gladly accepts that
suggestion, so there seems no need for action by
this body.

"In the other category are most of section III.
and all of section II. of the report, wherein the
Committee recommends several changes in the
University's Code of Academic Integrity. Those
changes have been conveniently displayed in a
separate document that you have in which the
recommended additions have been inserted with
underlining and the recommended deletions have
been bracketed. Accordingly, I hereby move that
the FCR adopt the following resolution:

RESOLVED, that the Cornell University Code
of Academic Integrity, adopted by the Faculty
Council of Representatives on May 24,1976, be
amended by deleting the words enclosed in

brackets and adding the words shown underlined
in the copy of the Code reproduced below.

The Speaker said the resolution was now on the
floor and open for discussion.

Professor Pardee wished to comment about
section I.B.2 on page 2 of the recommended
change under Course Assignments. The previous
wording stated "Students are permitted to con-
sult with others and receive advice and as-
sistance. .." The new wording would change that
to "A student may consult with others and
receive advice and assistance on a course assign-
ment only if given permission to do so by the
instructor of the course..." Professor Pardee
says he has trouble with that because as a
student, he studied with his roommates on
occasion and other students do tend to study
together from time to time. It would be almost
impossible to enforce, and secondly, Professor
Pardee thinks it desirable for students to do
some studying together. He would prefer the
original wording.

Dean Greisen said that there is the word
"assignment" there. There is no indication of a
prohibition of students working with others on
the course - studying in general - but on the
completion of an assignment presumably to be
turned in, this change would make it clear that
assignments should be done individually, unless
permitted otherwise.

David Drinkwater, Dean of Students, wished to
address the point raised, not simply as a Dean
but also as an instructor. "It seems to me that
one of the problems with a document of this kind
is that while it is meant to apply to assignments,
it could easily be construed by students as
applying generally to any kind of academic
endeavor. And as such I think it has a chilling
effect on the way that students approach the
work they have to do. Let me give a concrete
example to illustrate where I think problems
might arise. Here 'assignment' is presumed to
apply to a specific written assignment, but in
fact quite often students might consult with one
another in preparation for a quiz. The consulta-
tion could easily result in an apparent coin-
cidence or identity of results in the quiz. The quiz
itself is the assignment but the preparation is
what yields a particular result in the quiz. This is
not a hypothetical example, it's one with which
I'm familiar. It's occurred in several instances I
am aware of. I think if the intent is to try and

. define the importance of individual responsibility
for work on an assignment, without chilling
student cooperation, which I consider to be
extremely important and as was suggested just
now by the former speaker, then it is important
somehow in the Code to recognize that you are -
drawing a distinction between the general work
that students may do together and the assign-
ments that they may not. I think otherwise it's
quite likely that students confronted with this
document would have a fear as to whether
cooperation or collaboration or preparation in
common was what was being attacked or wheth-
er it was indeed the assignment itself."

Professor Ginet said the Committee's concern
in making this change was that as it's worded it
did not prohibit a person giving another person
oral help in telling what the answers are to
problems or giving him steps towards the an-
swers, which he thought faculty would want to
prohibit. "It might be useful, if, as I hope,
students consult this document a lot more than
they have done in the past, to have some sentence
in there which permits studying together in
mastery of the material. What was there was too
permissive. It prohibited only explicit copying of
another student's work. Maybe some sort of
permissive sentence should be inserted there to
show that we recognize the distinction between
them."

Professor Joseph B. Bugliari, Agricultural
Economics and B&PA, asked if it would not be as
simple to have some agreed-upon definition of

Freedom of Teaching and Learning
The Faculty Council of Repre-

sentatives Committee on Freedom
of Teaching and Learning, accord-
ing to an announcement by commit-
tee chairman, Fred Somkin, as-
sociate professor of history, has
adopted the following statement as
a notice to the Cornell community:

' 'The Committee on Freedom of
Teaching and Learning of the Facul-
ty Council of Representatives is
prepared to hear complaints charg-
ing violations of this principle from
any member of the University, to
investigate such complaints, and to

refer those that appear to warrant
further action to appropriate uni-
versity authorities. Complainants
may communicate with the commit-
tee through the office of the Dean of
the Faculty in Day Hall."

Somkin pointed out that this
statement was not developed in re-
sponse to any present emergency,
but was arrived at during a period of
calm, and simply represents the
committee's present view of the
role they can play in fulfillment of
their responsibility.
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the word "assignment". "It seems to me that
somehow you could come up with a definition of
the word 'assignment' and insert it in parenthesis
after the word, and that would solve David
Drinkwater's problem."

Professor John F. Burton, ILR, said he thought
the term "course assignment" is ambiguous and
causing all the problems. "It appears that the
drafters meant something like a written exercise
that was to be turned in. I think we could solve a
lot of our problems by using a different term here
and making much more explicit what it is we
don't want them to consult one another about."

Dean Greisen said that since no legislation
could be enacted at this meeting, members of the
FCR might be able to compose amendments to
the wording that would go at least part way in the
direction of providing the sense of what everyone
seems to agree upon - that is that some kinds of
working together by students are positive and
beneficial and should be encouraged rather than
forbidden, but on the other hand, the old ex-
pression did not provide a prohibition of some
kinds of collaboration which would be regarded
as cheating. "I anticipate it will always be
difficult to phrase a brief paragraph so as to be
as complete and precise as we'd like to be. The
proposed amendment does, however, have a
virtue that I'd like to call to your attention. It
puts the best solution for this squarely where it
belongs, namely in the faculty member's hands.
From my own experience, I used to urge students
to collaborate on various kinds of outside work. I
clearly gave them, in my courses, permission to
do that, and advice and encouragement to do so
in those areas where it seemed to me to be
legitimate and not a matter of plagiarism or
copying from each other. This phrasing, which is
sufficiently blanket in character to cover all
kinds of copying, does give to the instructor in
the course the possibility of clarifying to his
students that some kinds of work are not only
allowed but, perhaps, encouraged among them."

Professor Robert Barker, Director of
Biological Sciences, said the crucial difference is
projects in the course for which a grade will be
assigned. If that phrase were added it would take
care of what Dean Drinkwater is concerned
about.

Professor Edgar L. Gasteiger, Physiology,
said he was going to suggest changing the
wording to "assistance on special written course
assignments".

Associate Professor Richard J. McNeil, Natu-
ral Resources, said he has held more than 20
primary hearings himself under this Code in the
last four years, and feels in total this represents
a very useful step. "I think the final sentence in
this amendment (representing another's work as
one's own is plagiarism and a violation of this
Code) is extremely valuable in drawing attention
to that. I would recommend that the first
sentence - the controversial one - simply be
omitted. That avoids a lot of problems; it leaves
a lot of latitude and freedom for the professor
and in fact does put the responsibility in the
hands of the faculty where I believe it belongs. I
feel very strongly as Dean Drinlwater does that
the present proposal does offer that chilling
effect and I feel it's extremely important that we
try to get cooperative efforts whenever it's
possible, and whenever it is appropriate to the
educational effort."

Professor Barker asked if the body were ready
to move on to another point, and the Speaker
agreed. Professor Barker said he just went
through his first primary hearing at Cornell and
was advised to follow a different procedure than
is specified here. He was advised to undertake an
informal hearing as a preliminary hearing. "I'm
saying this only because I think it's important to
get what is the expected proceduie - that there be
something before a primary hearing and that
that be included in here. Otherwise a faculty
member seeking advice from a college may be
undertaking something that is contradictory to
the University Code."

Professor Bugliari said he was the one who
gave Professor Barker the advice. "If a student
is suspected of having a problem involving an
academic violation, it seems to me that the first
thing the faculty member should do is to talk to
the student about what happened. That, I suppose
is a pre-preliminary hearing."

Dean Greisen said he wished to speak about
what happens when individual colleges and
schools want to follow procedures a little bit
different from the University Code. "It is
touched on in the report of the Committee. It
says that the Code' lays down procedures to be
followed by the college hearing boards and by
faculty members in primary hearings. These
may be elaborated, but may not be changed or
ignored, by the Colleges to suit themselves.'
Namely, once the University Faculty has
adopted a code such as this, the colleges and
schools are supposed to abide by it, but that does
not prohibit their elaborating it somewhat. It's
something like the appointment procedures that
the University has. There are certain minimal

standards that should be followed, and these
should not be skipped or ignored by colleges and
schools or anybody else to suit themselves, but
individual departments, colleges and schools,
etc., may elaborate on them somewhat, may fill
in some areas where things are not fully speci-
fied, may add certain procedures, and so on.
Individual schools and colleges have written up
their own procedures for conduct of academic
integrity matters. They're supposed to conform
to and not disagree with, the procedure enacted
by the University Faculty. There is an exception.
Three of the units that have honor systems were
permitted by the action of this Faculty to
continue to operate under their honor system in
place of this Code. All the rest of the units are
supposed to have procedures which are not in
violation of the Code, although they may add to it
if they wish."

Professor John J. Clark, Hotel School, said the
Hotel School falls into the category of having its
individual code, and sees one of the problems in
the future as the distinction between an elabora-
tion and an alteration, and suggests that individ-
ual schools file copies of their codes with the
Dean of Faculty, as the Veterinary and Law
School are required to do now. Also someone will
have to decide if the individual school codes do in
fact meet the spirit of the legislation.

Dean Greisen said that the requirement that
Professor Clark recommended is already in
place. Individual schools and colleges are sup-
posed to file their procedures with the Dean of
the University Faculty. "I have in my records
some correspondence where Byron Saunders, the
former Dean, sort of pestered some schools and
colleges to come up with written procedures, and
I believe we have them on file now. We have also
some records of correspondence in which he
discussed whether some particular procedures in
a school or college were or were not consistent
with the University Faculty legislation, and the
aim there was to arrive at an agreement on
procedures that were consistent with the Univer-
sity Code."

Professor Clark asked then if that should be
part of the resolution currently being proposed
by Professor Ginet, in order that it be clear such
action should be continued in the future.

Dean Greisen said a number of friendly sug-
gestions seem to be coming out of this meeting,
and he did not know whether Professor Ginet's
intent would be to incorporate them into a
revised version or not.

Professor Ginet responded by saying that he
felt it would be a good idea to come back with a
somewhat revised version. "One thing struck
me, though, on the first page of our committee
report, we used the phrase 'new system' a couple
of times and that may have misled somebody. I
hope not. What's referred to is the existing
system which was new in 1976 - we're not
referring to the proposals that we're now mak-
ing."

Assistant Professor Donald H. Beermann,
Animal Science, asked if there shouldn't be some
rationale given to the degree of violations of
academic integrity rather than adopting a set of
rules that mandate a strict procedure be followed
in all cases. "I agree with Dr. Bugliari that
certainly cheating on one of several quizzes
within a course for which a small portion of the
grade of the course would be allotted would be
quite a different situation than cheating on one of
the major exams. If it were appropriate and
acceptable to a faculty member to assign a grade
of zero for that quiz to be counted in averaging all
the sources of points to be contributed to his final
grade, should not a faculty member have the
privilege to deal with the incident as judged by
his knowledge of the situation versus being
mandated to follow a strict procedure? I think an
informal discussion would seem appropriate in
many cases relative to the degree of the violation
involved."

Professor Bugliari responded: "When I was
talking about an informal procedure, I meant at
least having the first contact between student
and faculty member, be other than when he first
gets the notice of a hearing. I was talking about
calling him or her in and having some sort of
discussion and see how you can resolve the
situation. On the other hand, I guess I would have
more trouble with differentiating between any
kind of system that tries to make gradations
between a quiz or a paper versus an exam. I think
that would be very difficult to work out in any
kind of way that the students would perceive as
fair. The problem with the old university-wide
system was that it took forever, in a battle royal,
to go through the procedures. The idea of this
'new' procedure was to simplify the process. It's
done that. I do not know how many cases have
come up in other colleges, but within the College
of Agriculture, there have been a good number
resolved on an informal basis, a reasonable
number that have gone to a primary hearing, and
relatively few that have in fact ever come down
to a full-blown hearing for the College's Hearing,
Board."

Professor Ginet said it seems the clear intent
of the existing code that no penalty be given for
violation of academic integrity without a prima-
ry hearing. And one of the proposed changes is
that no penalty be given in a primary hearing
without it being reported to the Secretary of the
Academic Integrity Hearing Board of the
student's college, so that it will be known if there
are later detected offenses by the same student.

Professor Bugliari asked Professor Ginet if he
was suggesting that "if I have a problem with a
student and he or she comes in and says, 'I did it',
and I say 'O.K. you did it, and I'm going to give
you a zero on the paper' and the student says, 'I'll
take it', that I have to go to a primary hearing
after that's happened?1'

Professor Ginet replied that existing legisla-
tion in effect calls for that.

Professor Bugliari said: "What we're assum-
ing is that the two parties, the student and the
faculty member can't consent. I agree with you
that any time the student says the penalty is too
great, you have got to go through the procedures.
But you are ruling out any kind of settlement
being arranged between the faculty member and
the student."

Professor Ginet didn't feel that was true. A
primary hearing is not a hearing by the Hearing
Board.

Professor McNeil said he thinks agreement
can be reached between a faculty member and
student, but the fact of it being reported simply
means more supervision over the role of the
faculty member. "I've had no difficulty with
these procedures except that the primary hear-
ing is supposed to be within two weeks. Almost
all the violations I've been concerned with, have
occurred near the end of the term. And some-
times you have difficulty with that two week
interval."

Associate Professor John E.H. Sherry, Hotel
Administration, spoke as a member of Professor
Ginet's Committee at the time the report was
drafted. "The attempt was to provide some
method to avoid the possible criticism that a
student was brow-beaten into accepting a settle-
ment he wouldn't have had there been a primary
hearing where there was an independent individ-
ual who was there, heard what was said, and
some record of it transmitted to another body so
that if the student or the faculty member wishes
to review this matter, it could be done."

Professor Gottfried said that in the instances
where he's been involved in making settlements
he is usually overly lenient, and feels very
uncomfortable that there is no central record in
case a student is just playing roulette with what
he can get away with. A central record system
would be very valuable.

Professor Burton said he was not quite sure
what happens in appeals when you have the
faculty member from one college and the student
from another. On page 4 it is indicated that' 'In
case of appeal to the Hearing Board, the student
or faculty member shall notify the chairperson of
the Hearing Board of the faculty member's
college." And then on page 5, item 4.i., there is a
procedure for representation on that appeals
board by appointing someone from another col-
lege. "I'm assuming from reading those two
procedures together that what we have in mind is
an appeal within the faculty member's college
but with representation from another college.
Then on page 6, item 9., it says 'In the case of a
student who is alleged to have violated this code
in a course subject to a school honor code but
where the student involved is not subject to the
honor code because of registration from another
college, all actions beyond the primary hearing
revert to the Hearing Board of the student's
college.'"

Professor Ginet said that phrase "subject to a
school honor code" refers to the two schools that
have their own separate codes - namely the
College of Veterinary Medicine and the Law
School.

Professor Burton asked if this meant that if he
had an appeal of a Law student that was taking a
course in the ILR School, his appeal would go to
the Law School, whereas if the student were
from the Arts College it goes to the ILR School
Appeals Board.

Professor Ginet said that in the case of a
student from the Arts College taking a Law
School course - all actions beyond ths primary
hearing would go to the student's college's
hearing board - not to the Law School.

Professor Burton said at a minimum it would
be useful in redrafting to clarify this. Also he was
not sure why there ought to be a difference in the
appeals procedure because the Law School and
Veterinary College have their own appeals pro-
cedure. "When a student enrolls in a college, he
ought to be subject to the honor code, or
whatever, in that college."

Professor Burton said he also wished to com-
ment on II.C.6. on behalf of Assistant Professor
Michael E. Gold from the ILR School, who was
not able to be present at the meeting. "There is a

phrase in there concerning 'an appeal must be
brought by the end of the fourth week after the
decision, unless relevant new evidence comes to
light after this deadline.' Professor Gold argues
that normally new evidence would be used to
reopen the hearing at the lower level, rather than
delaying the date for an appeal, and that maybe
this ought to be taken into consideration in the
redrafting process. Furthermore, this is a fairly
restrictive basis for delaying time, and Professor
Gold argues that there may be other circum-
stances where delay would be appropriate. For
example, when a student or a faculty member,
becomes sick and the deadline can't be met, of
something else is involved. He suggests the
language that 'an exception to this deadline may
be granted on the showing of good cause,' a more
general phraseology. And likewise in section
II.C.3.d., rather than limiting the deadline except
in the case of new evidence, that the last line
simply be 'on a showing of good cause.'"

Dean Drinkwater said he had one question
about section II.C.10. "Section 10 deals with the
record of actions and clearly the intent is to
insure that a record is kept but that it is in no way .
abused. I'm in full agreement with that. One of
the problems that I've encountered previously is
that sometimes there is a student who has a
record of academic dishonesty, and yet the
problem is not an academic problem. It is a
problem that comes from what psychologists call
'pathological behavior'. It's a problem because •
sometimes you will find that knowledge of such
academic misbehavior is important for someone
who is trying to counsel the student in that it
might in some way bear upon the student's
continuing ability to handle the entire University
situation - apart from academics. The difficulty,
I think, is that here there is an attempt to
segregate behavior that relates to academics
from behavior that relates to other forms of
activity, and clearly in both cases there are
moral issues involved. The question I'm raising
then is whether or not the third sentence -' A
student's record of convictions...shall be dis-
closed only to Deans of Colleges...' - is intended
to absolutely prohibit any release of that kind of
information to a person such as myself or
another who might be involved in counselling,
who might need to know that this behavior had
occurred in order to fully serve a student who
might be in a very precarious psychological
state. Is that the intent? Would it be improper for-
a dean, for example, to release that information
in such a case? Was this the intent of the
Committee?"

Professor Ginet replied that this matter came
in for a lot of discussion during interviews with
hearing board people. "Clearly, you're right.
There are lots of decision making bodies in the
University that would find this information rele-
vant to their decisions or to their action with
respect to a student. An example might be a
decision, whether to admit the student to a
college when the student is trying to transfer
from one college to another. But in the end we
decided that the protection of the student was
paramount in avoiding the danger of the dis-
closure of damaging information to people that
really shouldn't have it. It might do the student
more harm than the student deserves. Agencies
or boards or people like yourself who might find
this information useful and relevant will just
have to try to get it from the dean's office.''

Dean Greisen said this situation is analogous
to the fact that a counselor could often do a
better job if the medical history of a student
were known, and particularly the mental health
history. On the other hand, a person has a right t<
privacy of his records. Occasionally it may be in
the best interests of a person to have that privac;
violated. But who should judge? In our society
that judgement is, as far as possible, up to the
patient. Most cheating is not for academic
reasons - but rather a behavioral problem.
Hearing boards do have the power of requiring
that a record of action be put on a student's
transcript - and that's a much more damaging
sort of thing. And the hearing boards also have
the possibility of hearing appeals to have it
removed.

Dean Drinkwater said he wished to clarify tha
he does recognize the importance of the protec-
tion of privacy of the individual and by no meattJ3
questions that that should be protected. It is only
in cases where the situation may be critical that
a need may arise for communication in the best
interests of the student.

An unidentified individual raised a point in
relation to II.C.5.h. - "Require a definite period
of counseling with a member of the University
staff or an outside counseling agent." He regis-
tered concern about the term "definite period",
and suggested possibly taking out the word
"definite" or change "require" to "recommend
a period of counseling".

There being no further questions or comments
the Speaker adjourned the meeting at 6:00 p.m.

Respectfully submittec
Joseph B. Bugliari, Secretar
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Assembly Members.

what issues he or she feels most important,

Lottie L. Johnson - Non-Exempt/ Statu-
tory/One-Year Term

Lottie L. Johnson is a laboratory tech-
nician in Nutritional Sciences. She has
been with Cornell for seventeen years,
•ind presently works in Martha Van Ren-
sselaer Hall.

l- CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"My job is preparing diets for Meta-
bolic studies and working in the DNS
Animal Facility. I feel that as a mem-
ber of the non-exempt Employee Assembly,
I could represent for my fellow emp-
loyees; and present to you some of the
feelings that workers in my position
ive about the policies of Cornell."

2. ISSUES:

1. Valuing work experience over
"credentials".

2. Cornel1 Wage scale compared to
other insticut ions.

3. Ifnproviiv «•*»*» u.irk atmoii(>hore.

Barbara Sma11ey - Non-Exempt/Endowed /
Two-Year Term

B.irbara Smnilev is .in administrative
aide (secretarial) In the Development
Office. She has been with Cornell for
two years nnd presently works at 726
1'niversJtv Avenue.

CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"] attended the Uni

t hens, ami gradua
degree in Educat

rnship in rrrrc-.-H
fieorfil/i Mem
n t a , C.A, I worked
c t o r f D,r a c i t y
In Miami, Fla,
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nvvc for tfiret* v

I moved tO Itha
nyed in t l ie 11,K

an adm i n i s t r.i t i v
tions for Cornell
ce. I am a free-
been published 1

verslty of Georgia
ted in 1975 with a
ion. Following an
tonal therapy at
alth Institute in
as an net ivity

ocre.it ion depart -
T later moved to
Walt Disney World

ars. In March of
a nnd was first
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Deve lopment
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ocally and nation-

Stephen Knapp, OCS
Stephen Knapp - At-Large (Employee Assem-

bly)

2. ISSUES:

1. Pav Increases

2. Chi Id Care Center
3. Retirement Plan

Stephen Knapp is a senior computer opera-
tor. He has been with Cornell for four
years and presently works in Day Hall.

1. CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"mnjored in Biology at Ithaca College
from 1972 to 1976. Since moving to
Ithaca, I have been very interested in
Biblical research and teaching."

2 . ISSUES:

1. Ret irement bone f i t s
2 . Premiums fo r work done on h o l i d a y s

ami we rkonus
1. Klitp lov t ' r Day " r l r u l i M l in*! l v l t It-M.

Lottie L. Johnson,
Nutritional Sciences

ftnminic Versgae - Exempt/Endowed/ Two- .

Tear Term

Dominic Versace is an Assistant Manager
In the Department of Radiation Safety.
He has worked at Cornell for 16 years.

1. CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"Have served on: Const it went Assembly
Senate, Transportation Committee, Cam-
pus Life Committee, Cornell University
as an Employer, Campus Council, Invest-
ments Proxy Advisory Committee."

2. ISSUES:

1. Communicat ions
2. Campus Unity
3. Inequitable Application of

Benefits

"The Spring
Election:

Who Cares?"
Why should I bother to vote in the

election for Employee Assembly? Does
It really matter? If you think em-
ployees ought to know what's happening
at Board of Trustee meetings* the answer
Is yes. Employee trustees report dir-
ectly to you about these meetings and
can speak to the Board. Employees
shoultj have a vigorous, articulate
spokesperson.
What about Employee Assembly? Will It

be "ineffectual"? How does it compare
with CUE? Actually, CUE has racked up
some solid accomplishments in the past
several years. No, it hasn't done nil
it might have, but it did play • big
part in numerous recent policy revisions,
putting together the new grievance pro-
cedure , advocatIng mandatory supervision
training, changes to the Personnel Man-
ual, and in producing You and Cornell.

The Employee Assembly offers a fresh
start, plus a broader mission than CUEfs
The Assembly not only will help make
"personnel" policy. It can deal with
any University policy affecting the emp-
loyment environment. That means educa-
t ion/training benefits, dining, health
and transportation services (ride-shar-
ing for Instance), recreation, credit
union — you name it. It could help get
an employee "club" under way.

Both Employee Trustees and Employee
Asnenb 1 v members can ht? lp you direct lv .
They will understand your problems.
Assemb ly seats art- divided so someone
with work experience and concerns simi-
lar to yours will be running. There are
three non-exempt seats, two exempt scats
and one'minority seat in both the Statu-
tory and Endowed units, plus an at-
large seat for Geneva Experiment Station.
These representatives will do the most
good only if they hear from the consti*
uencies they represent. Know who your
representative is on the Assembly; vote
for the trustee candiddte you like most.
Above all VOTE! By now, ballots rnd
information on the candidates should have
reached you through campus mail. If not
contact the Campus Council Office at 6-

3715 or come by 165 Day Hall. And dont
put voting materials in your "next week"
pile. Ballots have to be returned by
March 27th at the latest. Ballots re-
ceived after that will NOT be counted.
Vote today.

Brown Bag

Dominic Versage,
Radiation Safety

Joan Lockwood,
Transportation

Joan Lockwood - Non-Exeapl/tnuuweui
Year Terra

Joan Lockwood is in administrative a
In the Office of Transportation SlM'V
116 Maple Avenue anJ has worked at C
nell for 3 1/2 years.

1. CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"7 years in Ithaca area; US (l
t lonal Relations) Kisenlmwer {,•
1973; 2 young chi ldren; wnrki-J .11
Cun; at Cornell has worked in Kur
ciology, Student Finance, Pali-nlsc i o g y , ,
Licensing, and Transportation (Traffic),"

2. ISSUES:

1. Salaries and wage* fur mwi
employees.
2. Benefits for all employees.
3. Human Relations

Barbara Smalley,
Development

Kathleen C. McCarty - Non-Exempt/ En-
dowc-d/Two-Ye.-ir Term

Kathleen MrCarty is a librarian. She
has been with f'ornp 1 1 for one and a
half vears and presently works in Olin
Library.

1. CANDIDATE PROFILE:

"Born Scran ton , Pennsylvania. Gra-
duated from Loyola Col 1ege, Bait imore,
M.irv 1 and. Lived in Ithaca for 15 years.
Past PTA President. Acting Librarian
in an e1omentnry school In the Tthaca
City School District for 5 years.
Library Assistant in Catalog Department
of Olin Library for ! 1/2 years."

2. ISSUES

1. Working Conditions — specifI-
ia 1 ly , Knvlrnnmental Control.

2. Employee Benefits
3. Sa1ary Discrepancies among Univ-

rrsftv units.

Luncheon
Sessions

Campus Council
Report

The "hot" Issue on campus these days
In tuit(on. Along with the increases
has come renewed interest in the Univ-
ersity 's operating budget; how It was
arrived .it, what f>1 .inning went into it
and what the priorities .ire far the
next flncil year nnd for the future.
Many meet Inpa between administrators
and students hsv« tu • n held since the
81-82 tuition was .immuiired. A good
port inn of the last two Campus Council
meetings was dedicated to tuition arid
its re lated concerns.

If C.impus Council has its w.iv, there
will be -imple opportunity for the en-
tire Cornell Community to become in-
volved . Comic I 1 has requested of Pres-
ident Rhodes to schedule a week long
convoc.it Inn wherein a series of meet-
ings would be pl.-inned on various topics
and at d i verse campus loc.it ions. It Is
hoped that the goals and priorities of
the University nnd how they relate to
University income, including t ui tlon ,
get a thorough airing.

A point emphasized by Provost Kennedy
was that„ in ef feet, the salaries of
the faculty nnd staff have over the
years subs id ized tui t Ion . In .in ef fort
tn keep tnit ion f rom Increas In): a long
with the cost of 1 iving, salaries were
al lowed to fall be low compet it ive levels
,to a point where the* are now sub-
standard. Th Is s I tit.it Ion was recognized
over one vr.ir aRO when Pre*trine! Rhodes
announced nn one of the ROftlfl of the 80's
that salaries would be node ctwnpetltive.
This RO.I1 contributed to part of l.int
years tuit ion Increase nnd is one that
is contrlbut in>* to part of tli i s vears.

Tuition is an extremely complex issue
nnd must be studied closely before one
can form «n informed opinion.

Although the TOoking issue is not in
the 1imelipht, the ad-hoc committee on
smoking is operating. Chairperson Eleanor
Rice reports that it is the sense of the
rommit tee that it is time to focus on
the concerns of the non-smoker. In ad-
dition to t he current Corne11 policies
the committee Is reviewing, with the
assistance of the University Council's
all nppl i cable At Ate and local laws.
The Inventneat Proxy Advisory Commtt-
f"r will soon hCf.ln considering this

Kathleen McCarty,
Olin Library

The Brown Bag Luncheon (BBL) series
sponsored by your trustees and others
continues to attract from 40 to 50
people. A main purpose of the meetings
is to provided employees Information
about Cornell University and especially
about the University as an employer.
Regularly scheduled meeting dates are
the 2nd & 4th Wednesday of each month
from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. Future meetings
are scheduled In Room 202, Uris Hall.
Speakers will be:

April 8th: "Employee Social Club" Dis-
cuss I on

April 22nd: William Herbster, Sr. Vice
President

May 13th: James Spencer, Vice Pro-
vost
May 27th: OPEN

On March 11th, Dick Schultz, Director
of Physical Education and Athletics was
the guest speaker. Under his leadership
the department has operated, in the
black, as a self supporting enterprise.
He Inherited an operation with deficit
budgeting that was subsidized in "part
from academic funds. At the same time
substantial improvements have been made
in facilities and programs. Plans are
well underway for even more improved
facilities and programs.

What we liked most about Dick Schultz's
message was the Importance he places on
'the high morale and close cooperation
of all employees in the department." WT*
KNOW THAT DOESN'T JUST HAPPEN WITHOUT
THE RIGHT KIND OF LEADERSHIP!

His resignation is a great loss to
Cornel 1 University. The employee elec-
ted trustees speak for employeea in
wishing Dick Schultz well. We salute
you!

vp.irn proxies . An open he/ir I n$; is
mUcflulrrl for UVdnrmiav, March 7 5 , a t
7 : W in Km. 124 of t^i ldvln Smi th M a l l .
Anyone Int e r s t e«i in t he Iftiiurfl f o r t i l l s
v c i r s p r o x i e s I* tirr«-H t o c o n t o r t thin
wrUrr .it fr-ftft*/,

Dominic A. Versace

Employee Trustee
Report

At tend ing Campus Cnuticl 1 meet ings
those days is a f rust rat ITIR experience.
Studentn are very vocal in their oppo-
si t ion to the proposed tu It ion hike.
Obviously we cannot fault their concern
rnthe matter and yet we find it necess-
ary to apk them to be understanding.
The fact R are:

1. In terms of 1971 dollars the pro-
posed tuition is no higher than it was
then.
?. For (.he [i.ist too m.inv yc.irs deficit
bu<l>'i'l In}* has eroded more than $100
Billion (1981 value) from the endow-
ment . ThIs lost money won Id otherwise
have been Income producing to help meet
annual ope rat ing expenses.
), I n f I at ion cont inues. to hurt Cornell
even more severely than it does indivi-
duals. We purchased fuel oil for 18c/
gal. Ln 1971. Last week we paid $1.24/
gal. (689% Increase).

ft. Without Increasing tuition it will
br Impossible to meet the commitment to
impnove salaries of faculty and staff.
5. Unless salaries are held to be some-
where hear competitive levels the univ-
ersity can no longer be .in institution
of excellence but will shrink to medio-
cr.iry or less.



CALENDER OF EVENTS

DESIGNED TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS

ALL MEETINGS OPENED TO ALL EMPLOYEES

COMMUNICATE!!

April 23 - CAMPUS COUNCIL
DISCUSSION OF SMOKING
POLICY
RM 253 MALOTT HALL

4:45 p.m.
- CAMPUS COUNCIL

Rm 253 MALOTT HALL
4:45 p.m.

ISSUE

May 7

April 28 - EMPLOYEE ASSEMBLY MEETING
RM 8 ROBERTS HALL
12:15 - 1:45 p.m.

***************************************

BROWN BAG LUNCHEON SCHEDULE

May 6 - Guest Speaker: William Herbster
Sr. Vice President
Rm 202, URIS HALL
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

May 13 - Guest Speaker: James Spencer
Vice Provost
Rm 202, URIS HALL
12:00 r- 1:00 p.m.

May 27 -Guest Speaker: Gary Posner
Director Personnel Services
Rm 202, URIS HALL
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

***************************************

manager, who is responsible to the store
director, and operates his or her de-
partment, with a staff, on good sound
business principles.
The store carries approximately 4200-
4500 Titles in texts each semester and
over 30,000 general titles in stock as
part of its regular inventory. Special
book orders can also be placed for book
titles not carried as a part of regular
stock.
In fiscal year 1979-1980 over 2,200,000

units of merchandise were handled and
sold with a sales figure of over
$5,000,000.
The store also offers several services
such as typewriter, pen & camera repair,
key making, report & thesis binding,
document laminating, cassette tape dup-
licating, desk & door name plates, rac-
ket stringing, imprinted stationery,
film processing, bus tokens, check cash-
ing, full store bank service and FTD
flower service.
In addition to sales to students, fac-

ulty and staff, the store sells many
items of merchandise to Cornell Univer-
sity Departments. As a retailer, the
store is in a position to buy many kinds
of merchandise more advantageously than
the University itself.
As part of the store does not pay bus-
iness or property taxes, it can there-
fore only advertise in campus originated

media, such as The Daily Sun, or WVBR
radio. It maintains an aggressive
merchandising campaign the year round
holding storewide sales such as the May
sidewalk sale, The Cornell employees
pre-Christmas sale and others. There
are also many in-department special dis-
count sales throughout the year.
It is the philosophy of the store to

sell quality merchandise at the lowest
possible retail and to be competative
with local prices.

Submitted by Harry Chaskey
The Cornell Campus Store founded in
1895 is an enterprise department of
Cornell University. As such.it in most
respects as a private retail buisness.
doing its own purchasing, accounting,
etc., and receives no subsidy from the
University. It is self supporting pay-
ing all expenses, including the indept-
edness on the store building, out of
sales income.
The store is made up of nine retail de-
partments : Textbooks, Trade ( General )
Books, Supplies, Art & Engineering, Cal-
culators & Photography, Gifts & Records,
Clothing, The Shelf (eatables) and
Plants. Each department has a buyer
OHE BIG FRMIty

Answers to Benefits Quiz:

1.
2.
3.
4.

d
d
c
e

"Knowledge is Power'
Francis Bacon

CORNELL

CLASSIFIED ADS

SERVICES: Professional Piano Tuning-
Contact David VanWinkle-Evenings- 539 -
7632.

FOR SALE: Portable Diswasher - Excel-
lent condition - $125-Contact Gloria at
607 - 594 - 3697.

FOR SALE: PARKER PEN SET w/walnut base
(Cypress tree laser engraved design) &
stainless steel ball pen. Was $36 new;
asking $10. Owner allergic to pen. -
Call Joan at 6-4628.

FOR SALE: GE Washer, $100, GE Large
capacity electric dryer(used only for
two winters), $225. Donna Fronk-6-7655.

FOR SALE: 1975 Terry Travel Trailer -
23 foot - used only 3 times - excellent
condition - sleeps 6 - self-contained with
bathtub. ALSO: 1979 Ford LTD- less than.
10,000 miles-equipped with tow package
direct from factory-also hitch installed
Contact 273-1577-weekends & evenings, -
272-5893 days.

FOR SALE: 1980 Western Auto Mini Bike
used one summer $275.00. Call Bill after
5 at 898-3905.

FOR SALE: Six-drawer executive desk
and high back chair, $65. Also child' s
table, chairs, desk. 257-5422.

FOR SALE: Ethan Allen Antiqued Pine
Dining Room Furniture - Consists of
1 - 5 drawer buffet, 1 hutch cabinet,
1 four drawer buffet, 6 highback catkin
side chairs, 2 captains chairs, 1 end
extension trestle table w/ 2 filler
leaves - opens to 100". Call 272-5633.

WANTED TO BUY: 4 PERSON TENT - REASON-
.ABLE. CALL TIM AT 272-0853, evenings.

RIDESHARING

RIDER NEEDED from Waverly to Ithaca or
Spencer - Van Etten to Ithaca. Route
34. Arriving 8:00 a.m., leaving 4:30 -
Dependable, established (12 yrs. old)
carpool with U permit. Call Linda at
6-4284.

VANPOOL RIDERS WANTED. Horseheads to
Cornell via Alpine Junction. Arrive 8
leave 4:30. Call Jim at 6-3126.
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Council Extends Appointment of Ombudsman
No Quorum; Student ID Card Report Given

Due to the lack of a quorum at its
meeting last week, the Campus
Council was unable to take any
official action on, but did discuss,
several items.

There was unanimous concur-
rence of those council members
present on the one-year extension of
Herbert Everett as University Om-
budsman and the appointment of
Dale S. Okonow as judicial advjser
for a two-year term. Okonow is a
1978 graduate of Cornell and is
scheduled to receive his MBA in
May 1982 and his J.D. in May 1983.

Vice Provost Larry Palmer dis-

cussed the use of Social Security
numbers and told council members
that although those numbers would
be used for course registration in
the fall, the numbers will not appear
on the face of student identification
cards.

Students who do not have Social
Security numbers or those who do
not want to give their numbers will
be assigned a nine-digit number,
Palmer said. However, he said,
certain students, such as those on
federal financial aid or who have
TAP awards, must report their So-
cial Security numbers.

The university, according to
Palmer, will be using the Social
Security number or the nine-digit
number for course enrollment be-
cause of the need for a' 'system
driven by a number more reliable
than" student I.D. numbers.

Each student in the system will
be assigned two numbers—a six-
digit number plus a nine-digit
number. To assure against abuse of
student information, access to the
Social Security number will be lim-
ited. The six-digit number will ap-
pear on the student's I.D. Card.

Donald Eddy, chairman of the

Campus Store Board, discussed with
the council a resolution submitted
by council member Alan Hoffman
which called for the Campus Store
to use its budget surplus for student
scholarships.

Eddy said that the Campus Store
Board has unanimously voted not to
accept the proposal because, al-
though the Campus Store is an en-
terprise unit, its surplus goes
toward things such as a new com-
puter system, new cash registers,
building a warehouse and general
physical improvements of the store
itself.

Eddy proposed an alternative res-
olution suggesting that customers
with a Cornell identification card be
given a five percent discount which
could be used by the individual or
could be contributed to a' 'tuition
fund."

The council also discussed a pro-
posal by the Student Life and Ac-
tivities Committee which estab-
lishes an International Student Pro-
gramming Board to replace the
current International Activities
Group.

Trustees Deal with Facilities Matters
Summary of Actions Taken at May Meeting

The following summary journal of the
meeting of the Executive Committee
May 5 in New York City does not include
confidential items which came before
the meeting or items about which sepa-
rate articles are printed in this issue of
the Chronicle.

Actions and reports of the Executive
Committee included the following:

1. A report by Cornell President Frank
Rhodes.

2. A report by the secretary of elec-
tions held on the campus in March for
student and employee trustee positions
as follows: Students — Walter
Hlawitschka and Gregory King. Employ-
ee — Ronald Parks. Faculty — Howard
Evans.

3. The committee voted to recommend
to the board that the University Bylaws
be amended to change the definition of
the academic year to begin two working
days before registration in the fall and
ending on the last day of final examina-
tions in the spring term.

4. A report on the progress in the
development of possible alternatives to
existing tuition payments was presented
by Senior Vice President William G.
Herbster.

5. A report of the Buildings and Prop-
erties Committee was presented by
Trustee Committee Chairman Earl
Flansburgh.

6. Vice President for Research W.
Donald Cooke reported on a proposal
submitted to the New York State Depart-
ment of Social Services for the eighth
year of support for a training program
for local, state and regional department
of Social Services staff with a budget for
the year beginning Oct. 1,1981 of
$1,054,725.

7. Minutes of the meeting of the
Executive Committee held March 26,
1981, were approved.

8. Provost W. Keith Kennedy and Vice
Provost James W. Spencer reported on
strategies and planning for the future of
the university.

9. A discussion of Cornell's Public
Safety procedures was led by Vice Presi-
dent for Campus Affairs William D.
Gurowitz.

10. The administration was authorized
to establish a pooled life income fund as
a method for making deferred gifts to
the university which is basically an
equity fund with investment objectives
significantly different from the objec-
tives of the existing pooled life income
fund established in 1970.

11. The administration was authorized
to repair the east and west brick facings
of Lasdon House at the Medical College
within a project budget of $211,500 to be
financed through an advance from cur-
rent funds to be repaid within five years
from revenues derived from general
housing operations.

12. Meeting dates of the Executive
Committee for 1981-82 were approved.

Renovation Slated
For Sibley Hall

The Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees has authorized a
renovation project in the Sibley Hall
Gallery and additions to a field
lighting project at Upper Alumni
Field.

Meeting in New York City last
week, the trustees approved spend-
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ing $86,000 for the gallery in the
College of Architecture, Art and
Planning, and an additional $90,000
to expand the field lighting project.

The Sibley Gallery, which is con-
sidered the focal point of the College
of Architecture, Art and Planning,
will be separated from academic
areas within the building to permit
unrestricted exhibit space. Included
in the renovation project will be
installation of new ceiling and dis-
play lighting, increased wall display
space, an area for storage, new
floor covering and mechanical ven-
tilation in compliance with code
standards.

Increasing the budget of the field
lighting project to $315,000 will pro-
vide permanent power to the tennis
courts bubble and expansion of
power service to Lynah Rink where
a summer skating program will be
initiated. Included in the project
will be an improvement in the light-
ing level of Upper Alumni Field and
installation of light poles which are
a gift from Vernon Downs.

Academic Computing
Additions Planned

The university will take a major
step in increasing academic com-
puting capacity for students with
the purchase of 25 new micro-
computers and 100 computer termi-
nals

Meeting last Tuesday in New
York City, the Executive Commit-
tee of the Board of Trustees author-
ized spending $720,000 for, computer
equipment and data communcation
services.

The computing allocation is
earmarked for expanding public ter-
minal facilities on campus and re-
ducing communications costs, ac-
cording to Kenneth M. King, vice
provost for computing.

Purchase of 100 new interactive
terminals and associated data com-
munications equipment at a cost of
$320,000, and 25 new Terak micro-
computers costing $200,000, will
more than double student instruc-
tional facilities, he explained.

King expects the majority of the
facilities to be ready for the fall
semester and calls the effort' 'our
most significant step to date toward
approaching the goal of 85 percent
computer literacy by 1985."

The balance of the $720,000 will be
used for a campus wiring plant to
make it economical and convenient
for terminals and computers at var-
ious campus locations to com-
municate with each other, King
pointed out. "Installing our own
cables is cheaper than leasing tele-
phone lines," he said, "and will save
money on the new installations as
well as money currently being spent
on leased lines."

The cables are expected to result
in an initial annual saving of approx-
imately $45,000 and enhance the
performance of computer users.

Jobs
The following job openings are new this
week. For information on vacant posi-

' tions listed in previous issues of the
Chronicle, contact Personnel Staffing
Services, 130 Day Hall. Cornell is an
affirmative action employer. \

Administrative/Professional
Investment Officer, U000( Investment

Office)
Radio Announcer, U000( WHCU Radio)
Data Base Administrator, CP6(Com-

puterServices(APS))
Administrative Supervisor, CP3( His-

tory of Art)
Research Support Specialist, CP3(Div.

of Nutritional Sci.)
Residence Administrator II, CP3(Res-

idence Life)
Research Support Specialist I, CP3

(Poultry & Avian Sci.)
Clerical

Administrative Aide, GR20(Computer
Services (APS))

Secretory, GR20(Education)
Administrative Aide, GR20( Arts &

Sciences Dean's Office)
Accounts Assistant, GR19I Veterinary

Library)
Personnel Assistant, GR20( University

Personnel Services)
Financial Aid Assistant I, GR18(Fi-

nancial Aid Office)
Secretary, GR18(Cornell's Adult Uni-

versity)
Secretary, GR18(Engineering Public

Affairs)
Secretary, GR18(Clinical

Sci/Adm./Vet College)
Secretary, GR17(Law School)
CRT Operator, GR17(DCS. Mastitis

Control)
Office Assistant, GR16(Statler Inn)
Secretary, GR16( Preventive Medi-

cine)
Secretary, GR16( University Develop-

ment)
Library Aide, GR15( University Li-

braries, Physical Sci.)
Secretary, GR16(Human Develop-

ment & Family Studies)
Secretary, GR16( Agricultural Engi-

neering)
Service and Maintenance

Custodian, GR16(Varied)
Print Machine Operator, GR23

(Graphic Arts Services)
Maintenance Mechanic, GR18( Poultry

& Avian Sci, Duck Research
LabKEastport, L.I., N.Y.)

Duplicating Machine Operator, GR17
(Graphic Arts Services)

Nurses Aide, SO17(University Health
Services)

Technical
Electronics Technician, GR22( Univ.

Lib., Admin. Op.)
Laboratory Coordinator, GR21 (Sec-

tion of Plant Biology)
Technician, GR20( Microbiology

(Ag.))
Technician, GR20(DCS-Mastitis Con-

trol)
Technician, GR18(Lab. of Or-

nithology)
Technician, GE18(Electrical Engi-

neering)

Technician, GR18(Biochem.,
Molecular & Cell Biology)

Part-time
Bus Driver, GR20( Campus Bus Ser-

vice)
Administrative Assistant, GR2K Pres-

ident Emeritus)
Secretary, GR18(CRSR)
Office Assistant, GR17(Cooperative

Extension Admin.)
Secretary, GR16(Media Services)
Program Aide I, GR15( Human De-

velopment & Family Studies)
Greenhouse Worker, SO18(L.H. Bailey

Hortorium)
Temporary

Temp. Word Processing Operator, T-2
(Ag. Engr.)

Temp. Secretary, T-2(HDFS, Syr-
acuse, NY)

Academic
Head, Access/Circulation Services,

Olin Lib.(Univ. Lib.)
Engineering Librarian (Univ. Lib.)
Extension Assoc. CP3 (Prog. Asst.,

Nutrition)(Coop. Ext., NYC)

The Job Opportunities list is mailed to
all Cornell departments. In addition, it
will be posted in the following places:
Day Hall Information Desk, second floor
lobby; at the Circulation and Reference
Desks of all university libraries; in the
Map and Newspaper Section, Olin Li-
brary; all college and technical librar-
ies; Roberts Hall Post Office substation
and in the Upper Activities Corridor,
Willard Straight Hall.
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Lewis Enhanced Community
Continued from Page 1

more than 300 donors, an indication
of the many lives Lewis has so
profoundly come in contact with at
Cornell and the entire Ithaca com-
munity.

The gift will make possible a trip
to New Zealand, a dream Lewis and
his wife have had for years. The
couple intend to remain in the
Ithaca area with Lewis continuing
in his community-wide counseling
activities.

They expect to take their trip
later this year.

Lewis came to Cornell in 1964 as
associate director of CURW. He
was named director in 1965. Before
coming to Cornell he served 13

years as founder-director of the
Christian Faith and Life Communi-
ty in Austin, Texas. A native Texan,
he was ordained in 1940 as a min-
ister in the Presbyterian Church. He
received a bachelor's degree in
zoology and chemistry from the
University of Texas in 1937, then
attended the Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary.

In 1960 Lewis participated in the
World Council of Churches Con-
sultation on Evangelism at Bossey,
near Geneva, Switzerland. In 1951
he spent three months investigating
Lay-Training Centers in Britain and
on the continent of Europe. In 1956
he was a leader of the Study Chalet
for students from Southeast Asia
under the auspices of the World

Student Christian Federation.
Lewis has been a member and

president of the Alcoholism Council
of Tompkins County and is co-found-
er of Suicide Prevention and Crisis
Service of Tompkins County. At
present he is a member of the
Tompkins County Religious Work-
ers' Association and the National
Association for the Coordination of
University Religious Affairs.

At the dinner in his honor earlier
this spring, Gurdon Brewster,
Episcopal chaplain, CURW, one of
many to laud Lewis, said:

"These 16 years have been vital in
the life of Cornell and Ithaca, essen-
tial in the continuing development
of religious and ethical programs at
Anabel Taylor Hall. and have estab-

lished Jack as one of the great and
noble people in the history of our
community."

Eleanor Rice, university regis-
trar said, "He dares to be
friendly...and one way with every-
body, regardless of race, sex, or
creed."

One of Lewis' responses to all
that has been done and said about
him was to identify himself with
others: "When you love —you're
vulnerable. This campus, this com-
munity, this country, this world
needs people who are willing to be
vulnerable so God give us all the
strength and the courage and the
grace to love."

W. Jack Lewis

Walcott Named Ornithology Director
Fourth Since Lab's Founding

Charles Walcott, professor of neu-
robiology and behavior at the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook, science educator and a noted
researcher in the physiological
bases of animal behavior, has been
appointed executive director of the
university's Laboratory of Or-
nithology.

Walcott, who also will serve as
professor of neurobiology and be-
havior in the Cornell Division of
Biological Sciences, becomes the
fourth director of the laboratory
since its founding in 1957. The ap-
pointment was confirmed Saturday,
May 30, by the Cornell Board of
Trustees and is effective im-
mediately.

"Dr. Walcott will bring to Cornell
a unique combination of talents,"
said Joseph J. Hickey, emeritus
professor of wildlife ecology at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
and chairman of the laboratory's
search committee. "He has been
active in bringing scientific re-
search to the public in working on
natural history television shows for
WGBH at Boston and in producing a
television series on basic biology.
His bird navigation work is im-
aginative and close to the great
research conducted by the late Wil-

liam T. Keeton at Cornell. He will
be a leader of great resourcefulness
and potential value to the labora-
tory."

A member of the Stony Brook
faculty since 1967, Walcott is best
known for his research into the
sensory bases of navigational ability
of homing pigeons. With support
from the National Institutes of
Health and the National Science
Foundation, he has been attempting
to determine how homing pigeons
use the Earth's magnetic field to
find their way home. The pigeon
navigation research will continue at
Cornell, where the subject was stud-
ied, until his untimely death in 1980
by Dr. William T. Keeton, the Liber-
ty Hyde Bailey Professor of
Biology.

Noting that the laboratory serves
as a focus for both the amateur and
professional ornithology community
of Ithaca and of the United States,
the Cornell Division of Biological
Sciences Chairman Robert Barker
cited Walcott's' 'professional ex-
pertise and standing, his great natu-
ral talent for communication and
his commitment to working with the
amateur community.'' The new
director's strong interest in bird
orientation and behavior, Barker
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said, "ensures close working rela-
tionships with many faculty mem-
bers at Cornell and ensures that the
work on pigeon orientation, begun
by Bill Keeton, will be continued."

James W. Spencer, chairman of
the laboratory's administrative
board and vice provost at Cornell,
called Walcott' 'an effective teach-
er, a strong researcher and a suc-
cessful administrator." His talents
in interpreting science to the gener-
al public, Spencer said, "will enrich
the public education programs of
the laboratory, and his abilities in
teaching and research will build a
stronger tie between the Laboratory
of Ornithology and the academic
programs of the university."

Walcott, who received the
bachelor's degree in biology from
Harvard University in 1956 and the
Ph.D. in zoology from Cornell in
1959, also has studied the behavior
of spiders and has worked with
students studying wolves, dolphins
and right whales. He has taught at
Cornell, Harvard and Tufts, and
served for seven years as chairman
of the Department of Cellular and

Comparative Biology at Stony
Brook.

His involvement in science educa
tion over the past 25 years has
included work as a photographer,
producer, director and consultant
for natural history television pro-
grams such as "Discovery," "Ex-
ploring Nature," and "NOVA."
Most recently, Walcott served as
director for scientific content in the
Children's Television Workshop
series, "3,2,1 Contact." He was di-
rector of the Elementary School
Science Study, a project involving
educators from Harvard, MIT and
Cornell and aimed at improving the
teaching of science in the elemen-
tary schools.

Walcott was born in Boston and
will be 47 in July. He is married,
with two children.

The Laboratory of Ornithology,
the only facility of its type in the
nation, is a mostly financially-inde-
pendent department of Cornell Uni-
versity. Co-founders of the labora-
tory were the late Professor Arthur
A. Allen, who pioneered the
teaching of avian biology and de-

veloped a broad research program
on living birds, and the late Pro-
fessor Peter Paul Kellogg, an ex-
pert in the field of electronics and
acoustics who devised methods and
equipment to record the sounds of
birds in their natural environment.
Dr. Allen served as the laboratory's
first director. Dr. Kellogg estab-
lished the laboratory's Library of
Natural Sounds.

Laboratory facilities are located
in the Sapsucker Woods Sanctuary,
a 180-acre preserve of woodland,
ponds and wetlands near the Cornell
campus. More than 35,000 visitors,
including students, researchers, ar-
tists, families and clubs, tour the
laboratory each year. Among the
laboratory's programs are the Per-
egrine Fund, a long-term effort to
propagate peregrine falcons in cap-
tivity for release to the wild; the
Library of Natural Sounds, the
world's largest collection of re-
corded avian sounds; and the Data
Records Program, which compiles
and analyzes statistical data from
hundreds of observers in the U.S.
and Canada•

Jobs
"The following job openings are new this
week. For information on vacant posi-
tions listed in previous issues of the
Chronicle, contact Personnel Staffing
Services, 130 Day Hall. Cornell is an
affirmative action employer.

Administrative/Professional
Energy Monitoring & Control Systems

Engineer, CP6 (Utilities)
Business Manager I, CP5 (Design &

Project Management)
Kesearcb Support Specialist, CP5

(Nat. Submicron Facility)
Research Support Specialist, CP5

(Nat. Submicron Facility)
Research Support Specialist, CP5

(Nat. Submicron Facility)
Research Support Specialist, CP3

(CRSR)
Research Support Specialist, CP3

(Div. of Nutritional Sciences)
Dining Supervisor, CP3 (Cornell Din-

ing)

Clerical

Research Aide, GR21 (Animal Sci-
ence)

Administrative Aide, GR20 (Ad-
missions)

Secretary, GR20 (Cornell Dining)
Secretary, GR20 (Lab of Nuclear Stud-

ies)

Secretary, GR20 (Law School)
Secretary, GR18 (Div. of Nutritional

Sciences)
Secretary, GR18 (Consumer Econom-

ics & Housing)
Secretary, GR17 (Human Ecology

Counseling)
Secretary, GR16 (Education)
Office Assistant, GR16 (Under-

graduate Admissions)
Office Assistant, GR14 (Animal Sci-
ence)

Service and Maintenance
Animal Technician, GR18 (Vet. Micro-

biology, James A. Baker Inst.)
Food Service Worker, SO17 (Dining

Services)
Custodian, SO18 (Buildings & Grounds

Care)
Technical

Technician, GR22 (Pomology &
Viticulture, Geneva, NY)

Technician, GR20 (Veterinary
Pathology)

Technician, GR20 (Div. of Nutritional
Sciences)

Technician, GR20 (Animal Science)
Technician, GR20 (Chemistry)
Technical Assistant HI, GR15 (Food

Science & Technology)
Part-Time

Research Aide, GR20 (Psychology)
Lab Attendant, SO16 (Biochemistry,

Molecular & Cell Biology)
Custodian, SO16 (Residence Life) (2)
Office Assistant, T-2 (Lab of Or-

nithology)

Associate or Full Professor (Ex-
tension, NYSSILR)

Lecturer in Mathematics, part-time
(Education, NYS Ag. & Life Sciences)

Extension Associate II, CA4 (Agricul-
tural Economics)

The Job Opportunities list is mailed to
all Cornell departments. In addition, it
will be posted in the following places:
Day Hall Information Desk, second floor
lobby; at the Circulation and Reference
Desks of all university libraries; in the
Map and Newspaper Section, Olin Li-
brary; all college and technical librar-
ies; Roberts Hall Post Office substation
and in the Upper Activities Corridor,
Willard Straight Hall.
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Bulletin of the Faculty
October 14,1981

110 Ives Hall
The incumbent Speaker, Russell D.

Martin, called the meeting to order at
4:35 p.m., 59 members and a number of
visitors were in attendance. He called on
Professor Donald F. Holcomb, Physics,
for an announcement.

1. ANNOUNCEMENT RE COMMIT-
TEE TO STUDY COMPOSITION AND
PROCEDURES OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

Professor Holcomb said that last
spring the Board of Trustees authorized
its chairman to appoint a committee to
study the composition and procedures of
the Board of Trustees. That committee
is chaired by Austin Kiplinger with the
other members being retired Trustees,
and including Professor Holcomb as a
retired Faculty Trustee. This committee
will be meeting on campus on October 28
and 29. On October 28 at 2:30-4:00 p.m.
hearings will be held to receive com-
ments from the faculty. Employees and
students will also have an opportunity at
other specific times to speak to the
committee about the operation of the
Board of Trustees and its membership.

Professor Holcomb gave some back-
ground for the committee's existence
and began by reading the charge: "It
will be the committee's mandate to
review and evaluate and make recom-
mendations for improving the effective-
ness of the Board of Trustees in all
respects. It is anticipated that the
committee's studies will include but not
be limited to the following: Board mem-
bership - to review all aspects of the size,
composition, method of selection for the
Board's membership including their ded-
ication to the interests of the University
as a whole, diversity as to experience
and expertise, diversity as to age, sex,
race and cultural background, geograph-
ical diversity and the status of the
Emeritus or honorary members, and to
review the Board's organizational struc-
ture and rules of procedure as reflected
in the University Bylaws and applicable
general law."

Professor Holcomb said the present
composition of the Board of Trustees is
62 members, not because of a decision
that its composition should be a certain
number, but given the accretion in re-
sponse to various political and campus
needs at various times through history.
Faculty members should be interested
because there are five Faculty members
on the Board of Trustees and whether
they fulfill an important function or not
is something which Faculty can make
some judgment about. He urged Faculty
who have any opinions or points of view
to put forward before that committee on
October 28, to get in touch with him and
he would arrange that they be heard.

The Speaker said the one item of
business that did not get on the agenda
that was distributed and hence would
require unanimous consent of the body to
add it to the agenda is the election of a
Speaker, which is an annual event at the
first meeting as an agenda item. It was
so ordered, and the Chair turned the
meeting over to Dean of the Faculty,
Kenneth Greisen.

2. ELECTION OF A SPEAKER
Dean Greisen said that the Speaker

serves for one year and can be re-
elected, and that the floor was open for
nominations. Professor John P. Wind-
muller, I&LR, nominated Russell Martin
for another term as Speaker, adding that
he has served this body well. There being
no further nominations, Dean Greisen
declared Russell Martin elected as
Speaker unanimously.

The Speaker thanked the body, adding
that the competition has not increased
since a year ago.

Speaker Martin called on Provost W.
Keith Kennedy for a report concerning
the budget and indicated that any other
questions which the body would like to
ask,the Provost would also be glad to
answer.

3. REMARKS CONCERNING THE
1982-83 BUDGET

Provost Kennedy began: "It is a pleas-
ure to meet with you occasionally, al-
though talking about the budget is not the
most exciting thine that happens on the

campus. Before I start, I want to recog-
nize the very able and continuing hard
work and leadership that Jim Spencer
provides as Vice Provost. He has prima-
ry responsibility for the development of
the budget, along with the individuals in
the Budget Office, and much of what I
will be reporting represents his work
along with the FCR Budget Committee,
and we hope within the near future the
active participation of the Assembly
Committee on Budget Policies. We also
should acknowledge the credit due to all
of the deans, especially several of the
endowed deans as we worked on develop-
ing a budget for 1982-83.

"Let me back up a moment and start
with 1981-82 because budget information
in these days is a continuing process
constantly undergoing revision and you
can't just abruptly start at the beginning
of one year on the assumption that
everything is past. The 1981-82 budget as
presented to the Trustees in May of this
year had a number of deficiencies includ-
ing a less than the desired allocation of
funds for salary improvement for faculty
and staff and, of course, a higher tuition
than many of the students felt reason-
able. In addition to these deficiencies, it
only had an 11% increase for acquisitions
for the library at a time when inflation
rates for library materials is closer to 20
or 22 percent. It also had very little funds
for much needed building renovations,
replacement for worn out or outmoded
equipment, and a less than adequate
contingency of $700,000. To you and me
that's a lot of money, but when it
represents less than one percent of the
budget and when we have cast as a
shadow upon us a potential demand of at
least $800,000 of additional financial aid
for students for this year, that $700,000
contingency could conceivably have been
a negative one before we even started
the year. Nevertheless, even though we
were very fearful that we would find it
difficult to operate within the expected
levels of income, we presented the
budget to the Trustees with sort of a firm
conviction and a rather loud voice that it
was balanced.

"Fortunately, several happenings dur-
ing the past four months have improved
the outlook for 1981-82. The return on the
short-term investments has been higher
than we anticipated - interest rates have
stayed up and this has had a positive
influence as far as our income is con-
cerned for the short-term. Increases in
the New York State Tuition Assistance
Program were provided which helped to
offset for 81-82 the loss in federal student
aid. Our expenditures for utilities during
1980-81 were also somewhat less than
anticipated, especially for electricity
and heat. This is a result of a number of
factors. First is the cooperation and
dedication many faculty and students
and other employees have shown in
trying to conserve energy in a variety of
ways. We also have made energy con-
servation improvements. Our people
claimed those would yield such and such
a savings, but perhaps because we've
heard before the check is in the mail, we
were a little hesitant about projecting
too many savings. We did have another
very unexpected occurrence in the oil
glut, which again we all recognize as
being temporary, in that we were able to
fill our tanks with slightly more than 50
cent per gallon oil when we were
projecting expenditures of close to a
$1.00 a gallon. We also have about 75
more students on campus than we had
predicted. While that brings in additional
income in the form of tuition, it also
increases expenses for financial aid,
additional class sections and additional
student services.

"On the negative side during the past
few months, we have'discovered', I
guess that's a better way of saying we've
been made painfully aware, that the cost
of providing health benefits is increasing
at a very rapid rate. We had made
projections based upon past increases,
but we had to allocate approximately
$400,000 of additional funds from last
year's budget and we're faced with a
$700,000 increase for the current year
over expected costs. This increase in
health insurance has made a deep inroad

in our margin of safety. The prudent
action would probably have been to hold
tight and not make any more commit-
ments. We felt, however, that since our
library system had been suffering a
great deal already and faced further
deterioration in terms of not being able
to keep up with acquisitions, it was
prudent to allocate $200,000 additional to
the library budget thereby moving it
frem an 11% increase to approximately a
22% increase. I must admit that a very
small amount, perhaps $10-15,000 of the
$200,000 might be utilized to increase the
library hours, although we hope to ac-
complish most or all of those increased
hours from other funds.

"If I might summarize then, the Uni-
versity did end with a balanced budget
for 80-81, but we continue to have many
unmet needs during the current year.
These include inadequate provision for
renovating classrooms and outmoded
laboratories, for replacing equipment
and the list goes on and on. We also
recognize that we still do not have the
salary program for faculty and staff that
you deserve and that we would like to
have.

"This brings us to the development of
the 82-83 budget. As Dean Greisen
pointed out in the call to the meeting, it
is in a very preliminary state at this

"We still do not have
the salary program for
faculty and staff... we
would like to have...."

W. K. Kennedy

point in time, but we are attempting to
discuss with members of the community
in greater detail than we have in the past
some of the assumptions we will use in
establishing it. The primary assumption
is projecting inflation and that I'm sure
is a no win situation. We have estimated
inflation to be 10%, 9% and 8% - for the
next three years. I should emphasize that
we are now working on a three-year
budget plan to a much greater extent
than we have in the past. So we start
with that inflation figure and from that
we make our other assumptions. For
example, for the maintenance of facil-
ities and repairs we are projecting two
points above the inflation rate -12%, 11%
and 10%. Energy costs, we are assuming
to be a 12% increase on a flat basis, on
the premise that while energy costs
probably will continue to move up, we
will be receiving a benefit from the
investment we have made to convert to
coal, to install storm windows, to do
more insulation, and other energy con-
servation practices. Library costs, we
kept at a flat annual increase of 157c.
Again, we recognize at the present time,
that this is not adequate, but at least it is
reasonable in relation to other institu-
tions. Moreover, looking at all of the
demands, we feel that it is a realistic
allocation - ever aware that we need to
have an aggressive fund-raising program
lor the library and also be ready to take
advantage of any opportunities we have
such as this year to make additional
allocations to the libraries.

"We have set our target compensation
for faculty and staff at two points above
inflation or 12%, 11% and 10% for the
next three years. It's our assessment
that we're about 6% behind the 75th
percentile of salaries for our peer in-
stitutions. Now this varies enormously
from field to field, but looking across the
University, that is a rough estimate,
based upon comparative salary studies.
Assuming for a moment, and I recognize
that it's a dangerous assumption, that
other universities might adjust their
compensation levels more nearly to the
rate of inflation, then two percent above
inflation would give us a chance to gain.
I could argue quite persuasively, with
myself at least, that since university
salaries have in general lagged behind
inflation throughout the United States,
that other institutions also will be trying
to do better than inflation if they possibly
can, and therefore there may not be any

gain in relation to our peer institutions.
At least if we can make a gain on
inflation that would be somewhat better
than we have done in the past.

"Finally we have set undergraduate
financial aid, and I'm going to come back
to that later because it's extremely
important and also an expensive item, at
an increase seven percentage points
above inflation - or 17%, 16% and 15% for
the next three years, and graduate aid at
12%, 11% and 10%.

' 'When we look on the income side we
are assuming that annual giving and
other income related to giving will con-
tinue to increase at the rate of inflation,
10%, 9% and 8% and that the return on
the long-term investments will increase
5% per year. Let me emphasize that is
not the rate of return we expect on the
long-term investments but rather that
our income from our endowment without
adding to the endowment will increase
by 5% per year. Our increase in return
on the short-term investment is
projected as zero for each of the years. If
interest rates come down, our return on
our short-term investment could in fact
decrease. Again these are not the rates
but how much more money we expect
from short-term investment next year
than this year.

"For Bundy money, State support to
private institutions of higher education,
which has become increasingly impor-
tant for the endowed colleges, we expect
zero increase the first year because
there was an adjustment a couple of
years ago. We are, however, projecting a
12% increase in 1983-84, which is about
the amount of past increases at periodic
intervals.

"I've left for last tuition and tuition-
related income because of its great
importance as far as the total income is
concerned. Ideally we would like to keep
the increase in tuition at a rate no
greater than inflation, which would be
the 10%, 9% and 8%. This does not
appear to be possible because using the
assumptions I've outlined on different
costs and different incomes, we would
have a deficiency of approximately three
million dollars in 82-83, nearly five mil-
lion in 83-84 and slightly more than eight
million in 84-85. Even though we're
predicting a downward trend in inflation,
costs are such that to hold tuition
equivalent to inflation will not be pos-
sible. One of the reasons, of course, is
that the return on investments has not
been keeping up with inflation and proba-
bly will not. We've also been hard-
pressed to maintain annual giving equal
to the rate of inflation.

"During the past several months,
we've reviewed each of our assumptions
for inflation, investment income, utility
costs, and others, and we've decided, for
the moment, that we will stay with 10, 9,
8% for inflation, but that we can see
increasing the income fron investments
by a modest amount for 82-83 and that we
can reduce utility costs below the
projected 12% increase, especially for
82-83. By making these adjustments we
would still have an unbalanced budget
but it is at least a little more manage-
able. We are looking at still other ways
of bringing the budget into a balance.
One way is to reduce the compensation
pool from the projected two points above
inflation to one point above inflation with
the hope and expectation that schools
and the colleges would be able to make
internal adjustments and reallocations
to yield an additional one percent, so that
overall there would still be the 12%
increase available for compensation.

"Another way is to explore alternative
health insurance programs that would
give us protection against major ex-
penses but still provide a more favorable
premium rate or, perhaps, alter the
benefits so that the individual might
carry a little higher deduction before
expenses are covered, but still preserve
a fine program in regard to handling
major health expenditures.

"I've already mentioned that we feel
that we can still further reduce the
projected allocation for utilities in 82-83
and the years beyond when the full
effects of our conversion to coal take

hold and the hydro-electric power station
is in place.

" Another factor or item that we've
been wanting to dispose of but feel that
we cannot is the two percent mandatory
savings for academic units and the three
percent savings for non-academic units.
Theoretically such savings are not pain-
ful but having been a dean I can assure
you that they are. In theory, at least,
when you predict the expenditures
you're going to have to encounter, with
much of them tied to personal service,
you realize that during the course of the
year there will be resignations, unex-
pected retirements, leaves without
salary and other forms of savings you
could not predict ahead of time, there-
fore a savings accrual. At the same time,
there isn't a unit that couldn't use the
savings to buy a piece of equipment or to
employ another lecturer or some other
worthwhile thing. Of course, when the
budget was formed it was not planned on
and so yielding up a two percent saving
should not be at the expense of any
planned program. However, it still de-
nies flexibility. Moreover, as the budget
becomes tighter and tighter, people
budget closer and closer and sometimes
these expected savings do not, in fact,
materialize.

"The final adjustment that seems to
be mandatory is to plan on increasing
tuition by several percentage points
above the rate of inflation. There is no
way we can bring the budget in balance
without tuition increases several per-
centage points above the projected infla-
tion.

"In making these adjustments, I'd like
you to note that several things held firm.
The 15%) increase per year for the
library, the 17,16,15 percent increases
for student aid, and maintenance of
buildings at 12,11 and 10 percent all
remain as originally proposed. It was our
feeling that all of these had to be funded
or were currently underfunded and any*"^"
reduction would be extremely difficult
and would be damaging to the program.

"Making the modifications I've men-
tioned in income and expenditure
projections bring us within shouting dis-
tance, at least, of a balanced budget.
Unfortunately, a very sizeable problem
we still must face is the demand which
will occur on financial aid funds for the
University. Federal funds will be cut to a
degree that is greater than even the
rather sizeable percentage increase we
are planning. In fact the estimated gap
for 1982-83 in our financial aid budget
will be about two million dollars. There
has been a great deal of talk about losing
diversity at the University as a result of
not having an adequate financial aid
program. Let me emphasize that we
intend to continue to be aid-blind in
arriving at admissions decisions. Putting
it another way, we intend to base our
admissions on the qualifications of the
individual in terms of academic, special
characteristics, and diversity in terms of
geographical location, race, other socio-
economic classes and so forth without
regard for the ability to pay. We intend
to have within our admissions pool, the
same level of diversity that we have had
in the past. But what then are we going
to do about what appears to be a two
million dollar short-fall of financial aid
funds in 82-83? We haven't solved that
problem. Ideally what we need is about
$20 million of additional endowment.
Raising such a sum will not be an easy
task but a potential donor has expressed
an interest in a major gift for student
aid. So perhaps, with more optimism
than is deserved, we are not extremely
depressed about the two million dollar
gap in financial aid. Come next April I
might feel differently, but right now, I
feel that we can make it. Moreover, even
assuming that a major gift is not forth-
coming, there are still ways of meeting
much of the needs of the students
through developing financial aid pack-
ages to meet the particular character-
istics of the individual student in terms
of ability to pay and to handle loans and
other services. Our financial aid pack-
ages have always been flexible so this is
not new. Unfortunately, they may have
to.be, more Q^xjbje, |han in the pasjt. ,
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There are ways of achieving this, and I
want to emphasize that we will continue
to admit students without regard for aid
and that we will attempt to continue the
present practices in developing our fi-
nancial aid packages. If this proves to be
impossible, we will adjust the aid pack-
ages in a modest way and with very
much at the forefront the goal of main-
taining the diversity in our student body
that we now have.

"In summary, the financial needs of
the University continue to exceed avail-
able income. The deans and the directors
of support units are submitting detailed
program plans for the next three to five
years. We will be looking for ways of
increasing inter-college cooperation with
a goal of maintaining or improving pro-

ms at a lower cost. We are also
asking the deans and the budget commit-
tees to review plans of the support units
with the objective of finding ways of
reducing expenditures in these units.
There is no question that support costs
have increased at a higher rate than
costs in the academic units as far as
general purpose funds are concerned.
Part, in fact a very significant part, of
the explanation for this is related to your
tremendous success in obtaining outside
grants and contracts which while in-
creasing your budgets, have at the same
time placed additional demands upon the
various business and support units of the
University. Nevertheless, we do not like
to see the support costs going up without
having them critically reviewed by the
academic units to be sure that we are
indeed as lean and as tight in these areas
as we should be.

"We also recognize that the academic
units are not being provided an adequate
amount of general purpose funds. For-
tunately many of the units are able to
supplement University allocations with
funds from outside sources in the form of
(rants, contracts, and gifts, and we
certainly are most grateful for the con-
tributions of the faculty, of the depart-
ment chairpersons, of the deans and
many others in securing these outside
funds. We only wish that all were equally
successful or more successful in bring-
ing in the additional resources we need.
82 and beyond will be difficult years with
the federal cutbacks in research and aid
to higher education. Private industry is
becoming increasingly aware of the fi-
nancial crunch Cornell and other private
universities are facing. We undoubtedly
will receive help from private industry,
but the ground rules will be different. We
are optimistic that appropriate ground
rules can be established for greater
industry-university cooperation. Also,
we have a group of loyal and dedicated
alumni who will continue their practice
of annual and major giving. We have an
excellent student body with a large
number of able students seeking ad-
mission. And finally, certainly our
greatest strength is the outstanding and
dedicated faculty who make Cornell a
Stimulating and highly productive uni-
versity in terms of research, scholar-
ship, teaching and public services. With
these important resources, the neces-
sary dollars will be forthcoming, per-
haps not easily, but they will be forth-
coming. I try to say that with conviction.
I'm available for questions."

Professor George A. Hay, Law and
Economics, asked what percentage of
the financial aid is purely scholarship as
opposed to loan and whether considera-
tion is being given to trying to retrieve
scholarships by making students pay
them back sometime after they gradu-
ate?

The Provost replied: "Assuming a
total cost in the endowed units of $11,000,
for the average students needing aid we
expect a parental contribution including
.summer work of $4,000. Of the remaining
$7,000 we expect $3,000 of self-help,
$1,350 of work study money with one-half
of the wages coming from the employing
department and $1,650 in the form of a
loan from various sources outside the
University. The final $4,000 shortfall is
made up from contributions of PELL
funds, TAP funds and University funds
depending on whether or not the student
is a New York State resident. This would

be all scholarship in the form of federal,
State or Cornell University funds. As to
what thought we have given to making
this in the form of loans rather than
direct scholarship, we are thinking about
various possibilities. At the present time
we're putting a $1,650 per year loan
burden on the student. Maybe that's not
too much but next year with the best of
situations, the self help will go up by
probably at least 10% - the inflation rate.
This means a $50 or so increase in work
study and that the loan component will
goupto$l,900-$2,000, instead of $1,650.
Nationwide, experience has been that
when the repayment burden exceeds 20%
of the individual's discretionary income,
there's a rapid increase in defaults.
We've had a very good repayment rate at
Cornell, but we do keep that general
guideline in mind as we're talking about
loan burden. There's also the feeling, and
we're trying presently to assemble some
information because it is merely per-
ception rather than being based on any
good data, that if we have to crowd more
loan upon the individual to the point
where the individual was committed to
carry a loan burden approaching 20% of
discretionary income for ten years, each
time they wrote a check they would
become more and more hostile towards
the University. Would they, therefore, be
as receptive to annual giving as if we are
able to keep the loan burden at a more
modest level through a greater scholar-
ship program?"

Professor Holcomb was curious about
the rationale for increasing graduate aid
at a substantially lower rate than under-
graduate aid, in fact, at a rate that might
well end up lower than the tuition rise.
Also, are there any overall assumptions
about levels of faculty and non-academic
staff?

Provost Kennedy replied: "First, as to
financial aid for graduate students, we
recognize that there's a very serious
need and that the projected amounts are
probably not adequate. I want to reem-
phasize neither are the projected
amounts for undergraduates, and we feel
we have a few more opportunities to
provide general support for graduate
students outside of the direct scholarship
program. This may be erroneous. We
certainly would like to do better for the
graduate students and indeed may find
we will have to. Turning to levels of
faculty and staff, we have been nearly
constant, actually a slight reduction in
faculty numbers University-wide. Some
units have come down a modest amount,
others have gone up. In several cases
where reduction in faculty members has
occurred, there has been an increase in
the number of lecturers - part-time or
full time. Very frankly, our count of
faculty and staff at any given time
leaves much to be desired. Peggy Ulrich-
Nims, Director of Institutional Planning
and Analysis, is working on this problem
at the present time and has come for-
ward with what appears to be, for the
first time, rather accurate and reliable
information. In the past when we would
tell a college you've gone up five faculty
members or you've increased your lec-
turers by 10 or whatever, there was a
knee-jerk reaction that our information
was wrong. This time Peggy is going to
each academic and support unit and
saying here are the data we have - are
they right or not, if not tell us what's
wrong. Then we'll double check to see
whether or not we agree. We have
clearly grown in the number of people in
support services. When you bring in $100
million of research grants compared to
$50 million only a short time ago, even
correcting for inflation, there are more
people. There is a larger payroll in the
academic units and it thus takes more
individuals in payroll and in the
controller's office. The question is
whether we permitted growth in support
units at a faster rate than we should. I
don't know. I still consider myself on the
academic side, so the first thing to do is
to challenge that growth, and we intend
to do that, but we also must be objective
when we review it."

Professor Charles S. Levy, English,
asked: "Am I correct in the impression
that the salary program just outlined

represents a drawing back from the 6%
gap stopping program of which you
spoke in May?" He also had another
question relating to the statement by the
Academic Affairs Committee of the
Board of Trustees made in March from
which he read the following: "Together
with those institutions (that is sister
institutions of the University) we hope
that the University (Cornell) will move
toward bringing faculty salaries to a
level that restores them to the relative
position at which they were fifteen years
ago." And from the rationale given: "We
would deplore a return to the pre-World
War II situation when a significant per-
centage of academicians necessarily had
independent means. A means test for
recruitment to the professoriate short-
changes the Academy and those who
study in it." Professor Levy asked the
Chair if there is a mechanism for includ-
ing a full transcript of such a statement
by an official body of the Board of
Trustees in the minutes of this meeting
for the circulation that that would pro-
vide?

The Chair deferred that question to the
Dean of the Faculty.

Dean Greisen said there is no prece-
dent for this. He noted that involved was
a one page statement and it thus seemed
in view of its brevity, it might be
permitted to be entered into the record
and be printed with the minutes. The
Dean hoped he wasn't setting a bad
precedent. If someone wanted to enter a
lengthy document in the future to be
included with the minutes, we may have
to take up the procedural question in the
body and vote on it. (The statement is
included as Appendix A.)

Provost Kennedy replied: "Certainly
we appreciate, encourage, and support
the real and deep concern of the Trustees
about faculty salaries. We're not at odds
with that. To come back to your first
point, are we pulling away from the 6';
or 2'; per year program mentioned in
May? The answer is no. It is true that we
estimated inflation to be 137c a year ago,
but inflation rates were then somewhat
higher than now. And I did emphasize
today that we are hopeful that our peer
institutions which currently have a more
favorable salary level than we do will
adjust their salary increases more in
keeping with the rate of inflation so that
we will still have a 2% gain. I've already
admitted that I'm not so naive as to
assume that this will happen. We, there-
fore, may have to reconsider whether or
not we can live with the 12%, 11%, 10%
goals that we have for compensation
over the next three years if our primary

tion is not a tenable position in 1982."
Professor Levy said: "In the minutes

of the December FCR meeting I made a
statement on behalf of the Executive
Committee of the AAUP which con-
stituted a strong endorsement of a policy
of increasing tuition. That remains the
position of the Executive Committee of
the AAUP."

Professor John A. Nation, Electrical
Engineering, noted that the Provost had
suggested a figure of $1,650 for student
self-help. Professor Nation asked the
Provost to discuss the impact of the
reduction of federal and state loans in
the light of projecting an increase in the
requirement on students for obtaining
loans.

Provost Kennedy replied: "The in-
crease to $3,000 self-help represented a
33<; increase this year. It was $2,250 and
went to $3,000. It is, except for M.I.T.,
the highest of the major private univer-
sities - Columbia joins us at $3,000. To
close that two million dollar gap we
would have to jump from $3,000 to $3,850,
$3,900 or even $4,000 of self-help. That is
an enormous jump. As I indicated we are
projecting an increase on the order of
10% to 14% as representing a possibility.
That increase would be divided between
work study money and loans. It would
not necessarily be all loans. You proba-
bly are aware that the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program has been under attack
and that our people had to work essen-
tially around the clock during the month
of September so as to have all loans
processed by the deadline of October 1.
At present the guidelines are so generous
that I am not sure any cutback will be
felt by the most needy. There surely will
bea tightening. Loans are a problem."

Professor Nation then asked the Prov-
ost if he saw any problem in the future
with obtaining student loans of that
magnitude.

Provost Kennedy said there is already
a problem, but feels the problem will be
increased only modestly.

Adjunct Associate Professor Peter M.
Cohen, Architecture, asked if ways were
being considered to reduce the stated
two million dollar budget gap on finan-
cial aid without sacrificing the ad-
mirable objectives regardingtyversity ?
Professor Cohen said he was thinking of
a few years ago when the system ac-
cepted financial aid students first, and
sometimes had lesser students accepted
than some who were capable of paying
the full tuition.

Provost Kennedy replied: "One of the
alternatives we still have for not con-
sidering ability to pay is to say to some

"I just can't categorically say we will not have
admit-deny, although / ' / / come as close to saying it
as I can. We are committed to maintaining the
racial and economic diversity of the student body..".

W. K. Kennedy

aim is to improve our competitive posi-
tion. And it is. The second part of our
plan is to emphasize to deans, depart-
ment chairpersons, and through them to
the faculty, that the University does not
have the resources to do it all by itself.
The easiest thing to do is to go ahead and
hire people and let the University worry
about the salaries. We feel that there has
to be some effort on the part of the deans
to make this adjustment and in fact that
is exactly what is occurring in several of
our schools and colleges and has been
occurring for some time. We are saying
that those who draw upon general
purpose funds will have to carry a little
heavier load in finding salary funds. Now
let me quickly emphasize that I know
how tight their budgets are, and there-
fore, that it's not going to be easy for
them to find the 1% increase. It all
comes down to that gap of a significant
number of dollars and how to find them.
I didn't see, as I mentioned last spring,
too many helpful letters or other com-
ments made about increasing tuition at
still higher rates. I did have one or two
letters suggesting that, but we feel that
.increasing tuition by more than a modest
number of percentage points above infla-

students you're admitted to Cornell, but
if you need financial aid, we're sorry we
don't have any. That's termed the
admit/deny category. That is one of the
options that we have talked about, but we
are not giving serious consideration to it
and I personally believe we can avoid it.
I just can't categorically say we will not
have admit/deny, although I'll come as
close to saying it as I can. We are
committed to maintaining the racial and
economic diversity of our student body
and any plan will have as one of the
goals, maintaining that diversity."

Associate Professor Robert G. Bland,
Operations Research and Industrial En-
gineering, said the remark was made
that the decrease in the increase in the
compensation pool to 12% from the
previously announced 13% was a re-
flection of a lower estimate of inflation.
Should that inflation estimate continue
to decrease substantially, can we antici-
pate further adjustments of this kind?

Provost Kennedy said that that was a
very valid question, and then elaborated:
"Theoretically, if our other costs came
down we'd be in a position to do more on
compensation. So I'd like to think that we
could have as our goal to do better than

the inflation rate. I want to re-emphasize
that these are assumptions we are work-
ing with at the present time to see the
dimensions of the problem. Those
dimensions are considerable. We're
struggling with how to come up with a
balanced budget and to best meet all of
the needs. To provide adequate financial
aid and adequate compensation for facul-
ty and staff are the two most important
goals. But there is also the maintenance
of the library, and a whole host of other
needs that have very high priorities. So
it's trying to make the necessary adjust-
ments with available resources to best
meet these various needs. Our primary
objective is to be competitive with peer
institutions, and if they do not adjust
their salaries downward in relation to
inflation, then we obviously can't make a
gain if we adjust ours. I wouldn't rely too
heavily on the 10%, 97c and 87c as being
the inflation rates for the future. If
Volker weakens, and so far he hasn't,
and eases interest rates, a sudden spurt
in inflation may occur. But I'm not an
economist."

Professor Benjamin Nichols, Elec-
trical Engineering, said'he didn't know
what the Provost meant when he said the
health insurance costs went up by
$700,000. more than was expected or
allowed for.

Provost Kennedy replied that in the
year ending in 78, the cost for health
insurance premiums was $643,000, in 80,
it was $1,041,000, this last year, it was
$1,934.000 and in 82 it is expected to be
$3,080,000. The good news comes in 83
when it is only projected to go up to
$3,696,000. The enormous increase in
health insurance costs is staggering.

Professor Nichols asked if these in-
creases had something to do with the
particular record at Cornell.

The Provost replied that it did not.
Rather it was due to a general rise in the
costs of hospital and other medical fees.
The Committee on the Professional and
Economic Status of the Faculty will be
looking at the possibility of finding a new
carrier giving the same coverage at a
lower cost.

Associate Professor Alan K.
McAdams, B&PA, asked if the Provost
would comment on the implications of
the current collective bargaining for
current and future estimated budget
deficits.

The Provost replied he could not.
Negotiations are underway, and it is
very encouraging that an appropriate
agreement will be reached. There will be
a news release and other information at
the appropriate time.

Assistant Professor Isabel V. Hull,
History, asked how much money Cornell
is going to allocate in the next budget to
proceed with the case against the Cornell
11. The Provost replied he could not.
Legal fees have been expensive, but it is
not anticipated they will be as heavy in
the coming year as they have been in the
past.

Professor Hull asked the Provost if he
could reveal what the figures were in the
past.

Provost Kennedy said these fees have
not been included as a separate budget
item and he didn't have the requested
information.

Professor Hull asked if it represented
a large amount of legal expenses?

Provost Kennedy said that since he
doesn't have the figures, he couldn't
comment, but asked that Professor Hull
give him a day or two and then call, and
he would be glad to give her some
information.

There being no further questions for
the Provost and no further business, the
meeting was adjourned at 5:42 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Joseph B. Bugliari, Secretary

Appendix A
COMMENTS ON THE CORNELL

ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY ON
FACULTY AND STAFF SALARY
INCREASES

The Academic Affairs Committee of
the Board of Trustees wishes to endorse
the policy for faculty and staff salary
increases contained in the proposed
1981-82 budget and to commend the

Continued on Page 12
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Brief Reports
Vitamin D Advances
To Be Lecture Topic

"Vitamin D; New Advances in
Metabolism and Mechanism of Ac-
tion" will be the topic for Hector
F. DeLuca, the Harry Steenbock
Research Professor of
Biochemistry at the University of
Wisconsin and the second speaker in
the 1981-82 James Law Dist-
inguished Lecturer Series. The lec-
ture is scheduled for 4:30p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 19, in the James
Law Auditorium of the State College
of Veterinary Medicine.

DeLuca is a leader in the field of
^tamin D metabolism and function
in both health and disease. As the
author of over 500 publications on
Vitamin A, Vitamin D, parathyroid
hormone and calcitonin, he has con-
tributed to the understanding of how
Vitamin D and parathyroid
hormone control calcium and phos-
phorous levels in the blood; how
Vitamin D is metabolized in the
body; and how Vitamin D controls
membrane permeability to calcium.

Currently chairman of the De-
partment of Biochemistry, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison, DeLuca
has been a visiting scientist at
Strangeways Research Labora-
tories in England and Distinguished
Lecturer in Medical Sciences at
the Mayo Clinic. The lecture is open
to the interested public at no
charge.

Cornell on CBS
To Be in January

Cornell alumni, students and
President Frank Rhodes will be
seen locally on a CBS-TV show in
early January, not this week as
reported elsewhere earlier this
week.

Phyllis Bosworth' 56, producer of

the CBS show "Up to the Minute,"
confirmed that the five segments
which feature Cornell are due to be
aired by WTVH-TV (channel 5) in
Syracuse at 9 a.m. Jan. 5-8 and 11.

The show, with Harry Reasoner
as host, will include interviews with
Cornell alumni and students on how
attitudes and perceptions have
changed between 1956 and now,
trends toward conservatism on
campus, changes in the lives of
women at Cornell over 25 years and
a discussion with Rhodes on the role
of higher education in America.

Mann Library Has
More Weekend Hours

Mann Library on the Cornell Uni-
versity campus has extended its
Saturday hours as of last week. The
library is now open from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. instead of from 1 to 5 p.m.

Also, reserve books are due when
the library opens at 11 a.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays.

Additional extended library hours
will be announced for study and
exam periods at the end of term.
They will be posted after Thanksgiv-
ing.

Wintersession
Courses Open

Cornell students who want to re-
duce their spring term load may do
so by registering for a course during
Wintersession.

Students interested in taking inde-
pendent study courses must locate a
faculty member willing to supervise
their study and obtain a' 'Blue
Form" used for recording such
courses from the Division of Sum-
mer Session, Extramural Courses
and Related Programs, Bl2Ives
Hall.

Wintersession runs from Dec. 28

Faculty Bulletin
Continued from Page 10

Administration for developing it. We feel
that it is most important to set the level
of increases, as has been done, high
enough to continue to close the gap
between faculty salary levels in the
endowed colleges at Cornell and those
Ivy institutions with higher faculty
salaries. We also note and support the
administration's goal of movement in
narrowing the gaps between salaries in
the statutory and endowed colleges at
Cornell and between salaries in Cornell
statutory colleges and salaries at the
SUNY campuses with which we compare
ourselves. Finally, we support the goal
of striving to maintain equitable and
comparable salaries for staff as well as
faculty.

We encourage the Administration to
pursue an additional long-range goal
concerning faculty salaries which goes
beyond closing the gap that separates
Cornell from some of its sister institu-
tions. Together with those institutions
we hope that the University will move
toward bringing faculty salaries to a
level that restores them to the relative
position at which they were fifteen years
ago. While academic salaries have never
been comparable to those in the other
professions, their position (in term of
purchasing power) relative to salaries in
other professions has eroded gradually in
the past decade and a half. This relative
erosion exists even when allowance is
made for the effect of inflation on
professional salaries in general. We rec-
ognize that this goal cannot be achieved

in the short term, it is a long-run target.
Our major reason for espousing this

goal is the fear that the decline in the
purchasing power of faculty salaries will
accelerate the tendency for the best
young minds to enter other professions
than college-level teaching and research
or to go into business and industry. We
are concerned about losing bright young
non-minority scholars from that group of
students who are first-generation college
attendees. The higher salaries of other
professions, business, and industry are
particularly attractive to this group of
potential faculty. We would deplore a
return to the pre-World War II situation
when a significant percentage of
academicians necessarily had independ-
ent means. A means test for recruitment
to the professoriate shortchanges the
Academy and those who study in it.

For the same reason, the trend to
enter other professions is also found
among minority undergraduates in very
large degree and thus, by cutting the
number of minority graduate students in
the pipeline, it reduces the probability of
even maintaining the present percentage
of minority faculty, let alone increasing
it.

For these philosophical reasons, we
urge the long-run goal of restoring the
purchasing power of faculty salaries.

We are aware of the financial implica-
tions of achieving the long range goals
we endorse. Therefore, we encourage
the Administration to articulate a plan
for developing the necessary new fund-
ing and reallocation of funds to support
these long term goals.

through Jan. 20,1982. Courses can
be taken anytime during that peri-
od. Registration will be 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m. Monday, Nov. 16, through Fri-
day, Dec. H,inB12IvesHall.

For further information, call
2564987.

Program to Feature
CU-Related Exhibits

"New York City Galleries," on
view at the Art Gallery, Malott
Hall; "SamWiener: An
Archeological Spoof of the Treas-
ures of Soho,'' on view at the John-
son Museum, and "Archie Am-
mons: Inklings," on view at the Art
Gallery, Sheraton Conference Cen-
ter, will be featured on local Cable
Channel 13's Focus on Art program
this month and next.

New York City Galleries and
Wiener's Treasures of Soho will be
seen at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 16,
and Thursday, Nov. 19. The Am-
mons exhibit will be seen at 7:30
p.m. Monday, Nov. 30, and Thurs-
day, Dec. 3.

Ammons is the Goldwin Smith
Professor of Poetry.

DAAD Fellowship
Deadline is Tomorrow

Applications for one DADD Fel-
lowship to West Germany for the
1982-83 academic year are due
tomorrow. The fellowship, which is
open to all graduate students from
all academic units, includes a full
stipend and travel expenses.

Applications should include a de-
scription of the proposed study or
research project, student's quali-
fications, a Cornell transcript and
letter of recommendation from two
professors in the student's field of
study, plus a local address and
phone number.

Applications should be addressed
to Selection Committee, c/o
Herbert Deinert, Department of
German Literature, 188 Goldwin
Smith Hall, telephone 256-3680.

Architecture Students
Have New Publication

Students in the Department of
Architecture have produced the
first issue of an annual journal

aimed at the world's architectural
community.

Titled The Cornell Journal of
Architecture, the 140-page glossy 9-
by-12-inch publication is being dis-
tributed world-wide by Rizzoli-In-
ternational Publications, Inc. of
New York City. The price is $17.50.

According to editor Michael D.
Markovitz, class of 1982, the journal
assembled by students with faculty
advice' 'will continually engage in
critical assessment of the present
state of architectural education.
The journal is visually oriented,
making its point through the
projects displayed."

Director of design Kenneth A.
Gruskin, class of 1982, said "the
quality of the presentation and con-
tent should make it a document with
reference value."

In addition to numerous drawings
of student projects, the first edition
contains a number of articles by
members of the faculty in the Col-
lege of Architecture, Art and Plan-
ning at Cornell, many of whom not
only enjoy academic renown but
also have international reputations
as practicing architects.

Articles in the current issue in-
clude "The Present Urban Predica-
ment," by Colin Rowe; "Architec-
ture and the Post Modern City" by
Michael Dennis, "FiveLessons
from Schinkel's Work" by O.M.
Ungers and'' Formal Gardens" by
Lee Hodgden.

Cornellian's Book
On Maya Culture

"The World of the Ancient
Maya," a book by John S. Hen-
derson, associate professor of an-
thropology, will be published this
month by Cornell University Press.

Anthropologist Jeremiah F. Eps-
tein of the University of Texas
called the book ' 'unquestionably the
best I have seen on the Maya."

In his book, Henderson explores
the entire Maya cultural tradition
from the earliest traces of settle-
ment in the Americas through the
period of the Spanish conquest in the
16th century.

Utilizing archaeological,
linguistic and ethnographic in-
formation and recent advances in
deciphering hieroglyphics, Hen-

— SAGE CHAPEL-

'The World Is
Too Much With Us'

Nina Miller, executive direc-
tor of Suicide Prevention and
Crisis Service of Tompkins Coun-
ty, and George Miller, clinical
psychologist, will give a dialogic
address at the 11 a.m. Sunday,
Nov. 15, Sage Chapel Inter-
religious Service. Their sermon
topic will be "The World Is Too
Much With Us."

Nina Miller, in addition to
directing SPCS, is chairwoman
of the Advisory Committee of
Hospicare of Tompkins County.
She is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania and was a
recipient of a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship for Graduate Study.

George Miller was an as-
sociate professor of clinical psy-
chology at Cornell and a lecturer
in the New York State College of
Human Ecology before entering
private practice in 1974. He is a
graduate of Brooklyn College,
received his master's degree in
social work from Pennsylvania
and a Doctor of Education in
Clinical Psychology from Tem-
ple University. He also attended
the Philadelphia Psychoanalytic
Studies Institute for three years.

Music for the service will be
provided by the Sage Chapel
Choir under the direction of
Donald R.M. Paterson, Sage
Chapel choirmaster and univer-
sity organist. Graduate student
Stephen May is assistant conduc-
tor and accompanist.

derson traces the rise and develop-
ment of the Maya societies.

The book is illustrated with many
photographs and line drawings by
the author.

Henderson's work in an-
thropological archaeology has
earned him world-wide recognition
in the field.

He has conducted research and
excavations in Mexico, Honduras,
Peru, Cyprus and the United States.
Henderson received his A.B. degree
from Cornell and his master's and
Ph.D. degrees from Yale Univer-
sity.

The Week in Sports

Columbia Last Home Football Game
The Big Red varsity football team

will close out the home portion of its
1981 season on Saturday when it
plays host to Columbia on
Schoellkopf Field at 1:30 p.m. The
men's soccer team also completes
its home schedule against Columbia
when it entertains the Ivy League-
leading Lions at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
a crucial contest on the Schoellkopf
turf. In addition, the Big Red men's
hockey team gets its first taste of
action Saturday night in the annual
Red-White scrimmage at Lynah
Rink at 7:30 p.m.

The Cornell football team will be
looking to continue a four-game
winning streak against Columbia,
including a 24-0 blanking of the
Lions in New York City last year.
The Big Red comes off an im-
pressive performance in a 23-17 loss
to league-leading Yale on Saturday.
Yale, now 8-0 overall (one of just

four unbeaten teams in Division 1-A
football) and 5-0 in the league,
pulled the victory out by scoring 16
points in the final quarter — includ-
ing the winning touchdown with only
53 seconds to play in the game. It
was the closest game of the season
for the Elis against an Ivy foe, as
Yale had outscored its opponents
124-30 in its previous four league
games.

The Cornell offense has been led
all season long by sophomore
tailback Derrick Harmon, the
team's leading rusher with 603
yards on 119 carries. Harmon had
126 yards rushing on 25 carries
against Yale. Columbia, like Cor-
nell, is 1-4 in the league. The Lions
are 1-7 overall, having defeated
Pennsylvania, 20-9, earlier this sea-
son. Columbia's last contest was a
21-7 loss to Dartmouth on Saturday.

The Big Red soccer team's game

with Columbia Friday should decide
a probable bid to the NCAA
playoffs. Only two teams from the
New York state region receive auto-
matic bids to the NCAA tour-
nament, with possibly a third team
in the region receiving an at-large
bid. Columbia is 5-0 in the Ivy
League and 9-0-4 overall, and is the
No. 2 ranked team in the state.
Cornell, meanwhile, is 8-4-1 overall
and 2-3 in league action, but is 6-0-1
versus New York state teams. The
winner of Friday's game will proba-
bly be one of the two schools in the
state to receive an NCAA bid.

The Red-White scrimmage will be
a dress rehearsal for the Big Red
hockey team's season opener on
Nov. 21 with Concordia University
of Montreal, Que. at Lynah Rink.
Coach Dick Bertrand will split up
his squad for the evening.
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Assembly Hears Early Budget Presentation
Spencer, August Brief Governance Group

At its meeting last week the
University Assembly heard an un-
scheduled informational presenta-
tion by Glenn R. August, ILR/BPA,,
chairman of the University As-
sembly Budget Policies Committee,
and Vice Provost James W.
Spencer.

August told assembly members
that the 8-member committee had
been meeting regularly and that
several of the early meetings were
informational to familiarize the
committee with the university plan-
ning and budget processes.

August also said that the role of
the committee is to advise the ad-
ministration concerning the for-
mulation of budget policies and to
keep the campus community in-
formed of its progress.

In his presentation Vice Provost
Spencer talked about some condi-
tions for financial equilibrium,
some key variables and some princi-
pal income and expense assump-
tions which will affect budget poli-
cies for the endowed Ithaca 1982-83
general purpose budget.

Spencer said that out of a total
university budget of over $300 mil-
lion, the endowed Ithaca general
purpose budget for this year totaled
approximately $114 million and
pointed out that "although it's only
part of the total budget it's an
important one because it's what
steers things such as salary im-

provement and tuition rates in the
endowed sector."

In addressing conditions for fi-
nancial equilibrium, Spencer said
that one cannot simply look to bal-
ance the budget for one year without
at the same time thinking about
other conditions such as similar
future growth in income and ex-
pense, continued purchasing power
of invested funds and responsible
maintenance of facilities. He also
said that beyond financial con-
siderations is maintaining the quali-
ty of faculty, staff and students at
Cornell.

Key variables which affect the
budget, according to Spencer are
increases in tuition and other stu-
dent costs, financial aid and com-
pensation improvement for faculty
and staff.

"If we had our'druthers' the
increase in tuition and other student
costs wouldn't move up any faster
than the per-capita disposable in-
come," Spencer said. "As far as
financial aid is concerned, our pref-
erence would be that the self-help
expected of a student would in-
crease in proportion with the in-
crease in student costs and our
compensation improvement for fac-
ulty and staff would be com-
petitive," he continued

Spencer then talked about princi-
pal income and expense assump-
tions that would be affecting

Local Alumni Group Will Meet
With President for First Time

Frank Rhodes will become the
first Cornell president ever to meet
with the university's Tompkins
County alumni at a presidential
dinner when he addresses some 325
Cornellians Monday, Dec. 7, at the
Statler Ballroom.

Though Rhodes and all his recent
predecessors have spoken at alumni
dinners across the country for many
years, this will be the first time a
Cornell president has done it local-
ly, according to organizers of the
dinner.

More than 4,000 alumni living in
the county have been invited to the
reception at6:30 p.m. and the din-
ner at 7:30 p. m., according to

Arlene Sadd '32 chairperson for the
dinner.

Richard A. Church '64, the New
York State Grange member of the
university Board of Trustees and
director of admissions in the New
York State College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences at Cornell, will be
the master of ceremonies.

In addition to the talk by Rhodes,
a performance by The Hangovers, a
12-voice ensemble from the Cornell
Glee Club, is scheduled.

Dinner reservations, which will
be accepted until Dec. 1, should be
sent to Arlene Sadd, 37 Spring Run
Road, Freeville, N.Y. 13068.
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budgets over the next three years
(1982-83,1983-84,1984-85) and em-
phasized that they were assump-
tions.

On the income side, it is assumed
that unrestricted giving will in-
crease by 10 percent, 9 percent and 8
percent, respectively over the next
three years. Long-term investment
income is assumed to increase 7
percent each year but, short-term
investment income is expected to
remain steady because the present
interest rates are fairly high and
aren't expected to go up more
within the next three years, accord-
ing to Spencer.

Bundy Aid, which is money Cor-
nell receives from the state of New
York for each degree awarded in the
private (endowed) sector is ex-
pected to increase 15 percent in
.1983-84. Bundy aid is not adjusted
anually and it is assumed that the
next increase will occur in 1983-84.

Indirect cost recovery from
grants and contracts is expected to
increase 12 percent each year over

the next three years.
On the expense side, general oper-

ating expenses are expected to in-
crease 10,9 and 8 percent, respec-
tively, over the next three years;
energy is expected to increase at 12
percent per year; maintenance, 12,
11 and 10 percent, respectively and
library acquisitions, 15 percent per
year.

Also on the expense side are
program and facilities improve-
ments for which, according to
Spencer, it Is assumed there should
be at least a $1 million pool each
year. Spencer said that in looking at
the $1 million for the 1982-83
academic year, $750,000 had been
tentatively allocated for one-time
improvements and $250,000 for con-
tinuing conmitments, with antici-
pated increases of 9 and 8 percent,
respectively in 1983-84 and 1984-85.

"Although there would be a new
$1 million allocated each year, the
monies would be inflated to the
dollars of the year. We worry that $1
million isn't enough, given some of

the things that federal regulations
and deferred maintenance can af-
fect, but it's a place to start as we
begin to better understand what
some of the unavoidable expenses
are," Spencer said.

A three-year projection, accord-
ing to Spencer, if the
"druthers"concerning tuition, fi-
nancial aid and compensation im-
provement are met and the income
and expense assumptions are cor-
rect, shows an increasing deficit
each year.

"This means we have to take a
very hard look at our 'druthers' and
our income and expense assump-
tions," Spencer said.

In closing, he said that in working
toward balancing the budget in
1982-83, some "best guesses" of
likely ranges of key variables are:
an increase of 12-15 percent in en-
dowed tuition; a compensation pool
for endowed faculty and staff of
10-12 percent and a minimum in-
crease of 17 percent in financial aid
from university general purpose
funds.

Student Assembly Meets This Afternoon
There will be a meeting of the

Student Assembly at 5 p.m. today in
101 Uris Hall.

Included on the agenda is a pres-
entation from Ann York, director of
admissions; reports from the Din-
ing and Staffing Committees of the
assembly as well as a discussion
about future interaction with the

Trustee Study Committee of the
Board of Trustees.

There will also be a report from
assembly member Sue Bisom on the
outcome of. a meeting with the
registrar concerning registration.

At the Nov. 5 meeting of the
Student Assembly, new program
funds in the amount of $3,100 were

approved for the newly-created Es-
cort Service, as well as $1,000 to be
paid to the Interreligious Interna-
tional Ministry for the Center for
World Community.

Meetings of the Student Assembly
are open to all members of the
Cornell community.

Employee Assembly Accepting Applications
Applications are being accepted

for a vacancy on the Enployee As-
sembly. Any employee, exempt or
non-exempt, statutory or endowed,
is eligible to apply.

Applications are available in the
Office of the Assemblies, 165 Day
Hall, 256-3715. The term of office
will run through the remainder of
this academic year. Application

deadline is Wednesday, Dec. 2.
The Employee Asoembly is re-

sponsible for exploring op-
portunities to enhance the role,
function and contribution of employ-
ees to the well-being of the univer-
sity, and also examine other univer-
sity policies which affect employees
such as dining, health, transporta-
tion services, educational and/or

training opportunities, recreation
and communications among em-
ployees. The Employee Assembly
also provides advice and makes
recommendations on present and
proposed personnel policies.

The group meets at 12:15 p.m. on
the first and third Tuesday of each
month.

Jobs
The following job openings are new this
week. For information on vacant posi-
tions listed in previous issues of the
Chronicle, contact Personnel Staffing
Services, 130 Day Hall. Cornell is an
affirmative action employer.

Professional
Sr. Architect Planner II, CP7(Plan-

ning Office) (2)
Research Support Specialist, CP5( Ag-

ricultural Economics)
Systems Analyst, CP5( Agricultural

Economics)
Research Support Specialist II, CP4

(Animal Science)
Project Coordinator, CP4(Maint. &

Service Operations)
Research Support Spec. II, CP4

(Poultry & Avian Science)
Sanitation Service Supervisor, CP1

(Statler Inn)
Clerical

Administrative Aide, GR23(National
Submicron Facility)

Secretary, GR20(Human Service Stud-
ies)

Accounts Clerk, GR20(Public Affairs
Regional Offices)

Secretary, GR19(Entomology)
Library Aide, GR18(University

Lib./Wason Collection)
Secretary, GR17(Office of the As-

semblies)

Library Aide, GR16(University
Library/Serials)

Typist, GR15(Agronomy)

General Service
Photo Technician, GR20( Photographic

Services)
University Service Officer, GR20-21

(Public Safety)(2)
Illustrator, GR18(Geological Sci-

ences)
Trade Assistant, UlOOlMaintenance &

Service Operations)
Head Custodian, SO17 (Buildings &

Grounds Care)
Line Server, SOMfComell Dining)
Custodian, SO16( Buildings & Grounds

Care)
Technical Assistant, GR17(Plant

Breeding &Biom) (2)

Technical
Accelerator Operator, GR24-26(Lab.

of Nuclear Studies)
2nd Shift Supervising Operator, GR24

(Computer Services)
Technician, GR22(Agronony)
Technician, GR21(Food Science)
Technician, GR20( Veterinary Micro-

biology)
Technician, GR19(Diagnostic Lab.)

Part-time and/or Temporary
Admin. Manager I, CP4(Cntr. for In-

ternational Studies)

Administrative Aide, GR2K Engineer-
ing Dean's Office)

Administrative Aide, GR20(Public
Affairs/C.U. Council)

Greenhouse Worker, GR14(Plant
Pathology)(Lake Placid,NY)

Wait person, T-K Cornell Dining(4)
Waiter/Waitress, T-l(Statler Inn)
Office Assistant, T-2; Graduate

School)(3)
Programmer T-5( Administrative Op-

erations)
Academic

Assistant Prof. (Veg. Crops)
Lecturer(Human Service Studies)(40

percent time)
Lecturer! Human Service

Studies)(2)(50-75 percent time)
Lecturer* Human Service

Studies) (2) (half-time)
Res. Assoc. II, CA4(Education)

The Job Opportunities list is mailed to
all Cornell departments. In addition, it is
posted in the following places: Day Hall
Information Desk, second floor lobby; at
the Circulation and Reference Desks of
all university libraries; in the Map and
Newspaper Section, Olin Library; all
college and technical libraries; Roberts
Hall Post Office substation and in the
Upper Activities corridor, Willard
Straight Hall.
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February 4, 1982

Judicial Administrator
Case Reports, November 1981

NO. or
PERSONS

VIOLATION

Theft of food from Dining

Illegal entry into Dining

Theft of food from Dining

Theft of items from Dining

Theft of food from Dining

Theft of food from Dining

Misbehavior in Dining

Attempted theft of food from

Dining
Possession of a stolen book and WR; $75/25 hrs. of c.s.
attempted re-sale of same

Purchase of a controlled substance WR; $50 fine($25 suspended)
$25/8 hrs. of c.s.

Failed to leave room in Res. Hall WR; $25/8 hrs. of c.s.
during a fire alarm

SUMMARY DECISION

WRITTEN REPRIMAND and
$10 fine OR 3 hours of community
service

WR; $10/3 hrs. of c.s.

WR; $20/7 hrs. of c.s.

Oral Warning

WR; $30/10 hrs. of c.s.

WR; $20 suspended fine
WK
Oral Warning

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pulled a false f i re alarm
Endangerment to others

Attempted theft of liquor from the
Thirsty Bear and non-compliance

Harassment of another person

Made a bomb threat

Alteration of a "U" parking permit

Alteration and misuse of a "U"
parking permit

Use of a fake "U" parking permit

Misuse of a "U" parking permit

Misuse of a "U" parking permit

Alteration of an "0" parking
permit
Theft and misuse of a "U" parking
permit

Theft of wallet trom Campus Store

Use of 'false I.D. at Thirsty Bear

Discharge of a fire extinguisher
Alleged involvement in an attempt
to break into a Res. Hall room

WR; $125/42 hrs. of c . s .
TO; $125 fine($50 suspended)
$75/25 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $75 fine($15 suspended)
$60/20 hrs . of c . s .
Oral Warning

WR; $125 fine($50 suspended)
$75/25 hrs. of c .s .

WR; $50/17 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $100 fine($50 suspended)
$50/17 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $50/17 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $50/17 hrs. of c .s .

WR; $50 suspended fine

WR; $50 suspended fine

WR; $100/33 hrs. of c .s .

WR; $75/25 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $35/12 hrs. of c . s .

WR; $60/20 hrs . of c . s .

Oral Warning

Damage t o a lock whi le be ing i n - WR; $50/17 h r s . of c . s .
volved in an attempted break-in
of a Res. Hall room

Case Reports, December 1981

Non-compliance with a traffic
booth officer

Misbehavior in a Dining Hall

Failure to comply with the Noyes
Pub manager
Alteration of a "V" parking perm:

Alteration and misuse of a Univ.
parking permit

Alteration of a Johnson Museum
permit

Photocopied a "U" parking permit

Misuse of a parking permit

Forgery and possession of a
stolen "S" parking permit
Damage to University property

Failure to comply with a Res.
Hall advisor

SUMMARY DECISION

WRITTEN REPRIMAND and
$25 fine OR 8 hours of community
service

Oral Warning

WR; 525/8 hrs. or c.s.

t WR

WR; $50 suspended fine

WR; $30/10 hrs. of c.s.

WR; $H0/13 hrs. of c.s.
WR; $50/17 hrs. of c.s.
WR; $100 fine($50 suspended)
$50/17 hrs. of c.s.
WR; $125 fine($50 suspended)

' $75/25 hrs. of c.s.
$100 restitution
Oral Warning
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Summary of Trustee Actions
At Last Weekend's Meetings

This summary journal of last
weekend's trustee meetings in New
York City does not include confiden-
tial items which came before the
meeting or items on which separate
articles are carried in this issue of
Chronicle.

1. Minutes of the meeting of the
Board of Trustees held Oct. 30-31,
1981, were approved. Minutes of the
Executive Committee held Dec. 8,
1981, were approved, and Executive
Committee minutes of July 14,1981
were ratified and confirmed.

2. President Frank Rhodes re-
ported on matters of current com-
pus interest.

3. The president was authorized to
confer degrees at the end of ap-
propriate periods in January, May
and August upon candidates who
will have fulfilled all necessary re-
quirements, all in accordance with
recommendations of their respec-
tive faculties.

The following reports were re-
ceived.

4. Reports of the Buildings and
Properties Committee by Trustee
Committee Chairman Earl Ft.
Flansburgh.

5. A report by the Secretary of the
Corporation Walter J. Relihan Jr.
that the State Senate has confirmed
the Governor's appointment of Sol
M. Linowitz to a third five-year

term as University Trustee.
6. A report by Relihan of the re-

election of Bernard W. Potter as
president of the New York State
Agricultural Society for 1982, conti-
nuing Potter's ex-officio member-
ship on the Board of Trustees.

7. The appointments of Kenneth
T. Derr as chairman and Albert E.
Arent as vice chairman of the Audit
Committee replacing C.K. Poe
Fratt whose term as trustee will
expire June 30,1982.

8. A report of the Investment
Committee by Trustee Committee
Chairman Nelson Schaenen Jr.

9. The annual report of the Audit
Committee was presented by Chair-
man Fratt.

10. A report of the ad hoc commit-
tee to study the structure and func-
tioning of the Board of Trustees was
presented by Committee Chairman
Austin H. Kiplinger.

11. Vice Provost James W.
Spencer reported on progress and
development of budget policies for
1982-83 to be presented to the board
in March.

12. Dean of Admissions and Fi-
nancial Aid James J. Scannell re-
ported on the outlook for federal
funding for financial aid and dis-
cussed alternative policies being
considered for financial aid to Cor-
nell students in 1982-83.

13. Academic Affairs Committee
Chairman Marjorie L. Hart re-
ported on activities of the commit-
tee including a statement of ad-
mission objectives.

14. A report on the New York
State College of Veterinary Medi-
cine was presented by Dean Edward
C. Melby, including a report of
changes in enrollment patterns, fac-
ulty staffing, facilities and ac-
creditation. He was assisted by Dr.
Gerald P. Murphy, Director of
Roswell Park Memorial Institute in
Buffalo, and immediate past chair-
man of the college's advisory coun-
cil.

15. A report on the Medical Col-
lege — its current status, outlook
and planning for the future — was
presented by Provost for Medical
Affairs Thomas H. Meikle Jr.

16. A report of the Cornell Fund
and the Tower Club was presented
by Chairman Patricia C. Stewart.

17. A report of gifts received
through December 1981, was pres-
ented by Vice President for Public
Affairs Richard M. Ramin.

18. Memorial resolutions were
adopted to honor the late Trustee
Emeritus H. Victor Grohmann,
former Faculty Trustee Norman
Penney and former Alumna Trustee
Alice Blinn.

Geology Building Budget Okayed
A budget of $12.5 million to build

and equip the university's new Geo-
logical Sciences facility has been
approved by the Board of Trustees.

Meeting last weekend in New
York City, the Executive Commit-
tee of the Board of Trustees author-
ized budget increases for construc-
tion of the geology facility and for
renovations to Goldwin Smith and
Rockefeller Halls.

Original plans called for a Geo-
logical Sciences facility to be built
as an addition to Kimball Hall at a
cost of $6 million. Now planned is a
separate, four-story structure be-
tween Cascadrlla Creek and
Hollister Hall that will consolidate
all of geological sciences into one
building. A groundbreaking in the
fall of 1982 is expected for the
building, which will include 44,000

square feet of usable space for
laboratories, classrooms and of-
fices.

The budget for the renovations in
Goldwin Smith and Rockefeller
Halls will increase from $3,678,250
to $3,778,250. The additional funding
will enable planning and design
work to continue for the balance of
the renovation program.

Floriculture Construction Approved
The Board of Trustees has ap-

proved construction of a new facil-
ity for the Department of
Floriculture and Ornamental Horti-
culture, has chosen a site for a
proposed food processing labora-
tory, and has authorized installation
of a telecommunications system for
the College of Veterinary Medicine.

At a weekend meeting in New
York City, the University Trustees

approved construction of a building
at the floriculture test garden be-
tween Cornell Plantations and For-
est Home Drive.

The southwest corner of the Tow-
er Road and Judd Falls Road in-
tersection was designated as the
site for a food processing and de-
velopment laboratory which is pro-
posed for the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences by the State of

New York. The state is expected to
spend $650,000 planning the high-
technology laboratory.

Also authorized was installation
of a new telecommunications sys-
tem to serve the internal and ex-
ternal needs of the College of Veter-
inary Medicine. The system, which
employs digital switching technolo-
gy, is estimated to cost $400,000.

Jobs
The following job openings are new this
week. For information on vacant posi-
tions listed in previous issues of the
Chronicle, contact Personnel Staffing
Services, 130 Day Hall. Cornell is an
affirmative action employer.

Administrative/Professional
Assistant Football Coach, CP5(Phys.

Ed. & Athletics)
Research Support Specialist II, CP4

(Ag. Engr.)
Research Support Specialist I, CP3

(Div. Nutr. Sci.)
Clerical

Administrative Aide, GR21(Cntr. for
Intn'l Studies)

Secretary, GR19(Vet. Microbiology)
Secretary, GR18(Seed& Veg. Sci.,

Geneva, NY)
Accounts Assistant, GR17

(Controller's OfficeMAccounting)

General Service
Greenhouse Worker, GR18(Seed &

Veg. Sci., Geneva, NY)
Custodian, SO16(Varied)

Technical
Technician, GR22(Pharmacology)
Computer Operator, GR22(Animal

Science)
Technician, GR20(Clinical Sciences)
Technician, GR20(Plant Pathology,

Geneva, NY)
Technician, GR19(Vet.

Microbiology) (Baker Institute)
Technician, GR18( Equine Drug Tes-

ting Prog., Vernon Downs Raceway)

Part-time and/or Temporary
Secretary, GR18(Coop. Ext , NYC)
Secretary, GR16(Seed & Veg. Sci.,

Geneva, NY)

Temporary Lab. Tech., T3(Agricultur-
al Engineering)

Academic
Assist. Prof, of Soil Sci (Agronomy)
Assist. Prof. (Agricultural Engineer-

ing)
Assist. Reference Librarian(Uris Un-

dergrad. Library)
Assist. Prof, (or possible Jr. Assoc.

Prof)(Physics/LASSP)

The Job Opportunities list is mailed to
all Cornell departments. In addition, it is
posted in the following places: Day Hall
Information Desk, second floor lobby; at
the Circulation and Reference Desks ef
all university libraries; in the Map and
Newspaper Section, Olin Library; all

,college and technical libraries; Roberts
Hall Post Office substation and in the
Upper Activities corridor, Willard
Straight Hall.
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COUNSEL
AVAILABLE

Employee Assistance Program

From the Employee Assembly

Last Fall Cornell's Personnel
Services approached the Employee
Assembly to seek input on a new
Program. The "Employee
Assistance Program" (EAP) is
being offered to help Cornell
Employees with the wide range of
problems that confront us in our
personal and work l ives. The
fol lowing are examples of
concerns which could be addressed
by the EAP:

"I don't understand what's
going wrong....My co-workers
don't cooperate... I feel stuck
in my job'....My child is running
wild....I don't have any friends.
I can't make ends meet...Maybe I
should take a course or go back
to school...I think I'd do better
in a different kind of work...I
can't seem to get motivated..My
wife says she' l l leave me if I
don't stop drinking...My boss
gives a l l the good jobs to
somebody else...I don't think I'm
really suited for supervising."

These concerns and more can be
eased by frank discussion with a
s k i l l e d , i m p a r t i a l person.
Merely saying th ings aloud
sometimes makes i t possible for
one to see a solution. Bouncing
ideas back and forth can release
creative thinking.

Through the new Employee
Assistance Program, Cornell
employees will soon have this
kind of service available. The
Family and Children's Service
(FiCS) has been contracted by
Cornell to furnish counselors who
will see Cornell employees either
at the F&CS offices or at some
l o c a t i o n p r e f e r r ed by the
employee. An on campus site will
also be established in order to
make access to the EAP as
convenient as possible. The
cost w i l l be borne by the
University. All services will be
s t r i c t l y c o n f i d e n t i a l . If
r e f e r r e l s are made to other
se rv i ce agenc ie s , Cornel l ' s
health insurance plans wi l l
usually help pay those costs.

What i s an Employee
Assistance Program? What does it
do? Who is i t for? How does an
employee use it? When and why is
it useful?

An Employee Ass i s tance
Program can help identify problem
s o l u t i o n s . I t i s a way of
clarifying what is troubling you
and a resource for f inding
methods for d e a l i n g wi th
concerns.

The program at Cornell is
available to all regular full and
regular par t - t ime employees,
academic and staff. Individuals
may go directly to one of the
counselors or they may be advised
about the program by friends, co-
workers or supervisors. When an
employee sees a counselor, they
will talk about the diff iculty
and discuss ways of handling i t ,
h o p e f u l l y i d e n t i f y i n g a
p e r s o n a l l y s a t i s f y i n g and
acceptable course of action.

If the problem does not seem
to have a simple solution, the
counselor will assist in finding
other resources which may help.

In short, an EAP is useful
whenever something is bothering
you and you can't settle on a way
to handle i t . I t is useful
because an outside, objective
look at the difficulty can help
you sort i t out 'and arrive at
some conclusions. Specific
information will be reaching you
soon by mail.

The Employee Assembly worked
with the Personnel Dept. in
rewording the language to assure
confidentiality for employees who
enter the program. The redrafted
EAP has been endorsed by the
Employee Assembly. The Employee
Assembly commends the Dept. of
Personnel Services for developing
such a unique program.

If you would l ike further
information on the EAP please
call Employee Assistance Program
at 273-7494.

TUITION PROGRAM
REVIEWED

Staff Writer

The Cornell-Children's Tui-
tion Scholarship (CCTS) program
has not been modified for several
years. The Employee Assembly (EA)
learned recently that various
committees have been studying the
program and making recommenda-
tions for changes.

A faculty committee on the
"professional and economics
status of the Faculty" (COPESF)
made a se r i e s of recommended
changes. A Dean's committee was
formed and made i t s recommenda-
tions. The COPESF group offered
a response to the Dean's com-
mittee proposal. In the meantime
the Employee Assembly formed a
committee chaired by Linda West.
The EA committee met a few times
with Vice Provost Spencer, Peggy
Ulrich. Nims and Gary Posner to
determine statist ical factors.

The EA committee agreed on
a position to take on the several
issues pertaining to the program.
That position was adopted by the
Employee Assembly and has been
presented to Vice Provost Spencer
as the Employee Assembly pro-
posal.

The enclosed chart best
explains the positions taken by
the various committees.

Any suggestions or r e -
commended changes should be
addressed to the Employee
Assembly Office, 165 Day Hall,
256-3715.

Amt. of CU
Tuition Paid
Amt. of tui-
tion paid
elspwher^

Minimum

Maximum

Semesters/
Family

Semesters/
Child

Max. Age
Child

CU Programs

Other
Programs

Waiting
Period

Present Program

Full tuition
minus Fee s

Tuition to max.
listed below

none

$1,000

no limit

14

no limit

UG, G, Prof.

UG

Fac & Ex - 0 yrs
N Ex - 10 yrs

Deans Committee
Proposal-Ammended*

1/2 Tuition

1/2 Tuition

Actual tuition or
SUNY, whichever is
less

1/2 CU Endowed

no limit

no limit

no limit

Undergrad

Undergrad only

Tenured Fac"0 yrs.
All others* 5 yrs

COPESF Response
to Dean's Committee

Prooesal

Still recommend 3/4
Tuition

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Undergrad, Grad,
Professional

Accepted

Accepted

Employee Assembly
CCTS Committee

1/2 tuition

Agree with T)eans

Agree with Beans

Agree with Deans

36

12

Agree with Deans

Undererad, Crad,
nrofessional

Agree with Deans

5 years for All
Employees
including faculty

RETIREMENT
What You Don't Know

Can Hurt You

Staff Writer

The second session of the.
"Retirement! The Time of Youri
Life" series will be offered by
Employee Benefits in early Max
T h i s s e s s i o n , " L e g a •
Considerations: What You Don't
Know Can Hurt You", will provide
basic information on retirement
planning, making out a w i l l '
choosing an attorney, general tax
considerations, etc.

The d a t e s , t i m e s
locations of the seminar will be

announced to a l l employees in a

"CONTACT", to be distributed in

the near future. Due to the
overwhelming response to th*
previous seminar on tax-deferred
annuities, interested employees
will be urged to pre-register as

soon as the exact dates and times
are announced. Employee's guests
will also be invited to attend.

Manage Continued from page

If this seems like an insig*
nificant goal let us consider the
consequences if i t never i s

achieved. For too long American
Management has taken people tot
granted. Progress in the techno'
logical area has been fantastic
while progress in improving human
relations has been dismal. The
idea of having "involved
workers is the key to produc-
tivity, but i t is more than that.

When an employee senses that
he or she is appreciated for his
or her contribution to the total
mission of an institution a tran"
sforraation takes place. The eW
ployee becomes involved. The
employee who is LtfiCflaaiifi^
feels good about coming to wor*
to produce, to share in reaching
the objectives of the job, to
give of him or herself.

Feeling good about one's work
and one's self is more important
than can ever be measured. We

spend close to 30% of our life at
work. This could be more ti«»e

than we spend with family. I t i s

vital that the work/employee be a

good marriage.

As with any marriage, the
basic element iB trust by al1

part ies . The alternative is de-
monstrated by the conditions in
England where distrust between
Union, management and government
has paralyzed the economy and
lowered the standard of living.'

Trust will come to the
place when employees and super";
visors at all levels allow inti-
macy to creep back into the
organization. The work plac?
r equ i r e s the same kin? of
intimacy, trust and understanding
that make up a pleasant family
experience.

We at Cornell are family. W«
are a family made up of students'
faculty and staff. If you feel
good about your contribution to
the Cornell family, an important
goal has been achieved.
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The people in the photograph on the bottom of Page 1 were watching the annual engineers' egg-drop
contest. An official (above) signifies that another egg has made the journey down from the fourth
floor of Upson Hall successfully. At right is one of the winners, Robert Connelly, associate professor
of mathematics, whose tetrahedron with an egg in the center successfully negotiated the drop.

Annual Egg Drop Draws 400
[t Some 400 spectators "oohed" and
"aahed" as eggs plummeted one
after the other from four floors up
to the surface of the flagstone patio
at Upson Hall Friday afternoon. It
was the fourth annual Egg Drop
Contest sponsored by the Cornell
Chapter of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.

A surprising number of the eggs
didn't break as 55 entrants dropped
their fragile cargo in varied and
unique ways. Students and faculty

from nearly every school on campus
competed. Even a number of local
youngsters were entered.

When it was all over, Golden Egg
Trophies were presented to the win-
ners in four categories:

—Impact, Lawrence R. Doolittle,
M.S. grad, egg was encased in a
styrofoam ball guided by a paper
nose cone and fins.

—Drag, Randall Bartlett, MAE,
grad, dropped egg inside a tube with
rotor propeller attached.

—Best Engineered, Robert Yuan,
MAE '82, egg was placed in two
plastic tubes using air pressure to
ease impact of drop.

—Most Creative, Vincent Prantil,
MAE, grad, used a foot square piece
of cardboard with four toilet paper
rolls as landing legs.

—A special award was made for
creativity and engineering to,
Michael Davidowsky, MAE, '82, en-
cased egg in a double flattened
pyramid.

Building Projects Approved
Extension of utilities to the Col-

jegetown area, repairs to a Central
Heating Plant boiler, a budget in-
crease for the purchase of a
fraternity property, and improve-
ments to the North Campus heating
system have been approved by the
Board of Trustees.

Meeting Tuesday in New York
City, the Executive Committee of
the Cornell Board of Trustees au-
thorized the following projects:

— Extension of steam, electric
and communications services to the
Collegetown area at a cost of
$500,000. The utilities will serve the
renovated Sheldon Court and
Cascadilla Hall as well as the pro-
Posed Center for the Performing
Arts. The facilities will be extended
from the vicinity of the Hollister
Hall parking lot across the

Shelter Construction
Is Lecture Subject

Kathleen Vadnais, editor of Earth
Shelter Living, a magazine pre-
viously known as Earth Shelter
Digest & Energy Report, will give a
Public lecture at Cornell University
°n underground and earth shelter
construction at 3:35 p.m. Thursday,
April 29, in 157 E. Sibley Hall. The
lecture is sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Architecture.

Cascadilla Creek tootbridge to the
Collegetown area.

— Repairs to Boiler No. 8 at the
Central Heating Plant at a cost of
$560,000. Replacement and reloca-
tion of forced draft fan turbines will
reduce maintenance costs, increase
boiler reliability and efficiency and
greatly improve the working en-
vironment inside the plant.

— A budget increase for the Sep-
tember 1980 purchase and renova-
tions of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
property, at McGraw Place-
Hillcrest, to a total cost of $600,000.
Expenditures on the fraternity
house, which will accommodate ap-

proximately 50 students, will be
repaid through Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fundraising efforts and from the
Department of Residence Life rev-
enues.

— Improvements to the heating
system at the North Campus
Dormitory complex at a cost of
$200,000. Underground hot water
piping between the North Campus
Union and dormitories will be re-
placed, a system will be installed to
monitor water temperatures and
pressures and space temperatures,
heat exchangers will be cleaned and
a new condensate return pump will
be installed.

Summary of Trustee Actions
This summary journal includes

actions and reports of the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees
of Cornell University meeting in
New York City Tuesday, April 27:

1. A report of President Frank
Rhodes.

2. A report by the President on the
establishment of four new funds in
the statutory colleges to be used for
scholarships, awards, library ac-
quisitions and endowment.

3. A report by Senior Vice Presi-
dent William G. Herbster on the
status of the current fiscal opera-
tions for all units of the university
for the period ending March 31.

4. Reports of the Buildings and
Properties Committee by Earl
Flansburgh, committee chairman.

5. Approval of the extension of the
terms of vice provosts Larry I.
Palmer and James W. Spencer.

6. A report by the President on the
establishment of several new funds
in the endowed colleges at Ithaca
and at the Medical College in New
York City for scholarships, library
acquisitions, research and endow-
ment.

7. Approval of the minutes of the
Executive Committee meeting held
March 25,1982.

Assembly Approves Two
Renewed Appointments

The University Assembly last
week endorsed President Rhodes'
recommendation to reappoint
Miriam B. Hutchins as judicial ad-
ministrator for an additional two-
year term and Herbert Everett as
university ombudsman for an addi-
tional one-year term. Both appoint-
ments become effective July 1.

Hutchins has been the judicial
administrator since 1980. She came
to Cornell after having been a law
clerk for Tompkins County Judge
Betty D. Friedlander since 1977. She
was also a part-time instructor at
the State University of New York at
Cortland where she taught courses
in Race and Politics, African Poli-
tics and Society and Minorities and
the Law.

In his letter to the University
Assembly Rhodes wrote, "I have
heard high praise for her integrity
and her concern for reaching just
decisions on the many cases that
come to her attention."

Everett, a professor of plant
breeding in the College of Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences, was ap-
pointed university ombudsman in
1979.

He has been a member of the
Cornell faculty since 1952 and
served as director of resident in-
struction for the college from 1966
to 1977.

Rhodes wrote, "Professor
Everett's performance during his
three years as University Om-
budsman has been outstanding. His
integrity is impeccable and he is
widely known for his absolute
fairness in all matters."

In accordance with the legislation

governing the selection of the judi-
cial administrator and university
ombudsman, the appointments are
made by the president, subject to
ratification by the University As-
sembly.

In other action taken at the meet-
ing, changes in the Campus Code of
Conduct were approved. The
changes represent a consolidation of
four existing pieces of legislation
pertaining to the judicial system.

The one significant change in the
code is the establishment of com-
munity service as the "norm,' for
satisfying penalties, rather than
monetary fines.

In defense of the change, the
Codes and Judicial Co&mittee
wrote, "Community service is pres-
ently an alternative way of working
off fines used often by students
whose financial means are tight.
Wealthier students often avoid any
real penalty by merely reaching for
their checkbooks. For them no pain
is felt nor do they 'enjoy' any
rehabilitative value for having done
community service."

The revisions will be sent to Pres-
ident Rhodes for his approval.

Completed Health
Requirements Due

Fall registration of all continuing
students with incomplete health re-
quirements will be blocked by a
medical hold until all health re-
quirements have been satisfactorily
completed.

Students may pick up forms at the
Requirements Office, Gannett
Health Center, 2564364.

AT.
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Children's Tuition Scholarship
Changes Will Be Considered

Several groups on campus including the
Dean's Council, the Committee on the
Professional and Economic Status of Fac-
ulty, and the Employee Assembly have
been reviewing the Cornell Children's Tui-
tion Scholarship program (CCTS) and rec-
ommending changes to reduce the disparity
between scholarship levels among employ-
ees' children attending Cornell and those
who attend other institutions, and to reduce
the disparity in service requirements
among groups of employees.

Discussion with these groups has been
coordinated by Vice Provost James W.
Spencer and has generated an initial set of
recommendations. Spencer has indicated
that the following recommendations will be
Presented to the Board of Trustees at its
March meeting:

Increase in scholarship level for employ-
ees' children who attend other institutions.

The maximum scholarship payment for
students attending other colleges would be
30 percent of full tuition (including covered
fees) to a maximum payment equal to 30
percent of Cornell endowed tuition. A min-

imum scholarship payment of full tuition or
$1,000, whichever is less, would continue.

Initiation of a uniform service require-
ment.

Except for full and associate professors,
all employees would have a seven year
service requirement before they become
eligible to participate. Current academic
and exempt employees would maintain
their present eligibility. All current non-
exempt employees who have completed
seven years of service would become
eligible as soon as the program changes are
implemented.

Change in the level of scholarships for
employees' children who attend Cornell
University.

The level of scholarships for future em-
ployees who have children attending either
the endowed or statutory colleges at Cor-
nell would be 50 percent of full tuition
(tuition plus fees). The CCTS award for
children of current employees would con-
tinue to cover tuition less fees at Cornell.

PAYMENT OF CCTS BENEFITS

BENEFIT AT
CORNELL

BENEFIT AT
OTHER INSTITUTIONS

Under Current Program

t
Tuition Vtimia lee

Kull tuition
to a maximum ol $1,000
pel ve.ir

1 Inde

Employees

Same vis 1 urrent
not to fall below
50% ol full tuition

Maximum: 30% ol
equal to 30%
tuition

Minimum: full tuitt.

New Pro^rn •

New
Employes

50% ul lull •

i l l tuition to a iwu
>l Cornell endowed lul l

i i or SI,000 per year.

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
(Ve.n

ACADEMk

FULL > *SSCX . PROF.

QTHEK \r>\niA1IC STAI 1

NON-ACAimMIl

1 \FP

NON-EXEMPT 5TAF1

i nder Current Progi

-0 -

-10-

1 >iider New I'roftrjm

«MW
1 mployees

-0-

-0-

-0-

-7-

New
Empto]

-O-.

-7-

-7-

These changes in the Children's Tuition Scholarship Program, if approved, would
take effect July 1,1983. Nancy Hicks, assistant director of personnel services, said
these recommendations provide a more equitable distribution of CCTS benefits
among employees who receive them, while providing cost containment measures
which will yield funds in support of other benefit programs serving a greater
number of employees.

Energy: Hints to Save Cornell (and You) Money
If a 200-watt light fixture is turned off an

Additional hour each day, it will save the
University $2.25 in a year.

But if every light fixture on campus were
jjjrned off one more hour each day and
'here is plenty of opportunity to do so,
according to William F. Albern, manager
of energy management for the university,
there would be a saving of some $55,000 in
energy costs in a year.

Albern cited the example to reillustrate
^eold truism "every little bit helps."

Albern said that while the university has
Cut energy usage dramatically over the
Past decade, largely through technological
J^eans, a key factor in these cuts continues
,° be the conservation habits of each
'"dividual on campus.

But unlike mechanical devices and
campus-wide heating strategies, which
once set in motion continue to operate
relatively mindlessly, individuals must be
ever alert and self-motivated to take ad-
vantage of energy conservation op-
portunities as they present themselves, he
said.

Albern listed a number of things each
person might be able to do at home as well
as on compus if and when the opportunity
presents itself to conserve energy. These
energy savings trips are:

—Turn off lights even if gone for only 10
minutes;

—Use daylight as much as possible;
—Use lower wattage where strong light

is not needed;

'Resistance in WW II—And After'
Subject of Lecture/Film Series

. "The Resistance in World War II—And
fii e r ' w '11 ^e the subject of a lecture and
'Urn series at Cornell University. The
LVents are scheduled for Feb. 21-26 and
''arch 2 and 5 and are sponsored by the
anri"e11 C i n e m a - t n e History Department

nu the Western Societies Program. Unless
Uierwise noted, there will be a $2 charge
^admission to the films.
»he schedule of events is;

4W p .y' F e b 21- Kaufmann
b fl'torium, "Traditions of Resistance in
t>°'ish Political Culture," by Bobert
p'°baum, a Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in
^ornell's History Department and author of
jv ?rtheoming book about Feliks
g.'^zynski, a Polish communist leader. At
th p m - t n a t dav i" Uris Auditorium,
a'

e.re will be a showing of the film "Ashes
^Diamonds" (Poland 1958), directed by
Andrezej Wajda.
Han ;30 p m - T u e s d a v- FeD- 2 2 < 2 0 2 U r i s

ail, "The Myth of Resistance in French
'"ema," by Flizabeth Strebel, a faculty

VoT f r o m t n e s t a t e University of New
^ r* at Binghamton and author of "French
"c'al Cinema in the 1930's."
Atiri-. p m- Wednesday, Feb. 23, Uris
•.£ai.torium, a showing of the film
Hos'Snn" (Italy 1946), directed by Roberto

Bellini. There will be a discussion peri-

od after the film by Frank Tomasulo from
Ithaca College.

—8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 24, Kaufmann
Auditorium, Philip Hallie, author of "Lest
Innocent Blood Be Shed" and professor of
philosophy at Wesleyan University, will
lecture on "Germans, Jews and Non-vi-
olent Resistance in France." Hallie's lec-
ture is sponsored by the University Lecture
Committee.

—7:30 and 10 p.m. Friday, Feb. 25,
Anabel Taylor Hall, a showing of
"Casablanca (USA 1943), directed by
Michael Curtiz. $1.50 charge.

—2 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 26, Uris
Auditorium, a screening of "The Sorrow
and the Pity" (France 1972), directed by
Marcel Ophuls. Assistant Professor of His-
tory John Weiss will hold a discussion
session after the film.

—4:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 2, Kauf-
mann Auditorium, David Stafford, from the
University of Victoria (BC) and author of
"Britain and the European Resistance;"
will give a lecture on the same subject as
his book.

—9:30 p.m. Saturday, March 5, Uris
Auditorium, a screening of "We all Loved
Each Other So Much," (Italy 1977),
directed by Ettore Scola.

—When a strong light is needed use one
large bulb rather than two;

—Use 3-way bulbs where possible;
—Use dimmer controls where possible;
—Use flourescent lighting where pos-

sible.
Under the category of heating he offered

these tips:
—Close windows, it costs $1 per hour to

heat air from a window open one foot when
the outside temperature is 40 F;

—Open draperies to capture the sun's
heat in winter, close them to block sun's
rays in summer;

—Lower or shutoff heat in unused areas;
—Use plastic (tape-on) storm windows

where possible to save energy and cut off
uncomfortable drafts;

—Keep thermostat no higher than 68
degrees and put it down to 60 at night and
when gone; lowering the thermostat 1F
results in a 4 percent savings in energy, a 19
percent savings when lowered 5 F, and a 36
percent savings when lowered 10 F.

Albern offered a number of tips concern-
ing the use of refrigerators and freezers, of
which there are literally thousands on
campus:

—Keep condenser coils clean;
—Check for air leaks around gaskets and

hinges;

-Decide exactly what you want before
you open the door and get in and out as
quickly as possible to prevent spilling cold
air as much as possible;

—Check manufacturer's recommended
settings, too cold a setting can damage
food or other contents;

—Do not let ice build up more than V4
inch on manual defrosts;

—Load refrigerator to allow air to
circulate around contents but pack freezer
tightly and fill spaces with ice cubes and even
heavy-plastic bags filled with water.

—When leaving for an extended period,
week or more, empty refrigerator if pos-
sible, unplug and prop door open.

—Martin B. Stiles

Correction
The photograph that ran on Page 7 of

last week's Chronicle had an incorrect
piece of information in the caption. The
18-month-old child being examined by
Neurobiology Professor Howard C.
Howland was a subject of tests being run
in the Biological Sciences Building, and
not, as the caption said, a patient at the
Gannett Health Center.

Comment

'Prepayment Plan' Really Isn't One
Editor:

In the past couple of weeks considerable
attention has been given in the press to the
change taking place this summer in
Cornell's tuition payment policy. The Cor-
nell students and the press have consistent-
ly titled this change as a "prepayment
plan" in spite of our continued efforts to
correct this description.

Tuition has always been due close to the
date of registration. In the past, payment
could be delayed but led to the imposition of
a finance charge, currently at a 15 percent
annual rate. The change, announced ori-
ginally in November, stated tuition would
have to be paid by registration and we
would no longer permit this to be delayed.
This is no more a "prepayment plan" than
buying a ticket for admission to a movie,
concert, or museum can be considered
preparing.

As we have stated continually, there is
nothing radical about the impending
change. We have stated continually that we
don't know of any other college that doesn t
mandate payment by registration. So far no
one has come forward to challenge this
declaration.

We will be offering a prepayment plan
this coming fall. Under this plan, a student
can prepay tuition for two, three, or four
years at the rate in effect at the time of
first payment. Because this would require a
rather large lump sum to be paid, we
expect only a limited number to participate
in this plan.

In short, please refrain from using the
term "prepayment plan" when referring to
the change in the tuition payment policy.

Robert G. Reese
Associate Bursar
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Barker Nominated to Be New VP for Research

ROBERT BARKER

Robert Barker, director of the Division
of Biological Sciences and professor of
biochemistry, will be nominated as vice
president for research and advanced stud-
ies, Cornell President Frank Rhodes has
announced. The appointment will be re-
viewed and acted upon by the Board of
Trustees at its meeting later this month.

Barker would take the place of W.
Donald Cooke, who will retire in June after
more than 13 years as vice president for
research. The appointment is effective July
1,1983.

Commenting on the appointment, Presi-
dent Rhodes said, "I am particularly
pleased that Dr. Barker has agreed to
accept nomination as vice president for
research. Since coming to Cornell, he has
provided superb leadership for the Division
of Biological Sciences. The biological sci-
ences embrace both the endowed and the
statutory colleges, and the understanding
that Dr. Barker has of both components of

the University will be of particular benefit
in his new role.

"In the last few months, Dr. Barker has

also been responsible for coordinating the
University's efforts in biotechnology, and
he has proved outstandingly successful in
developing industrial support and in coordi-
nating the efforts of members of the Uni-
versity community," Rhodes said.

"Dr. Barker will benefit from the solid
foundation that Don Cooke has established
in the office of the vice presidency over the
last 13 years. We are fortunate that Don
Cooke's advice will still be available in the
years ahead," Rhodes said. "I want to
thank members of the search committee
who played such an active and helpful role
in reviewing candidates for the position of
vice president for research. Dr. Barker's
nomination has the unanimous support of
the search committee.

"I look forward with great pleasure to
working closely with Dr. Barker in develop-
ing and enhancing our research and gradu-
ate education programs and in supporting
the new initiatives which will be needed in
the coming years to strengthen those
areas," President Rhodes said.

As one of six vice presidents at Cornell,

Barker would have overall responsibility
for research programs which, in fiscal year
1982, totalled $144.3 million. In addition to
having responsibility for the office of spon-
sored research, Barker would also be re-
sponsible for graduate education and for
corporate liaison in the area of research.
This new arrangement, which was recom-
mended by a committee chaired by Pro-
fessor of Physics Peter Stein, would give
added responsibility to the office of vice
president for research. The dean of the
Graduate School would report to the vice
president for research and advanced stud-
ies, rather than to the provost.

Barker came to Cornell as director of the
Division of Biological Sciences in 1979 after
holding faculty posts at the university ot
Iowa and Michigan State University, where
he was chairman of the Department of
Biochemistry. He has ah active research
program concerned with the molecular
structure of cell surfaces and is the author
or co-author of more tham 70 publications
including a book on organic aspects of
biochemistry.

New Plan Proposed for Collecting Parking Fines
At last week's meeting of the Employee

Assembly, William Wendt, director of
transportation services, discussed pro-
posed changes in the collection process for
on-campus parking fines for faculty and
staff.

The change would involve an increase
from the present 10 working days to 15 from
the time a ticket is issued to pay the fine or
start an appeal; the addition of a $5 late
charge after the initial 15 working days are
up if the fine is not paid; a shortening from
the present 90 to 45 days of the appeals
process and, as a final resort, involuntary
payroll deduction.

The changes are being recommended by
the University Assembly's Committee on
Transportation, and will go before the
University Assembly at 4:45 p.m. today in
200ILR Conference Center. The meeting is
open to all members of the community.

The Employee Assembly met again yes-
terday to discuss the proposal further. The
outcome of both meetings will be reported
in the Chronicle next week.

The changes are being proposed, accord-
ing to Wendt, because the present collec-
tion process is inequitable and not effec-
tive. Current legislative authority permits
collection of student parking fines through
the Bursar's Office, but does not provide an
effective means of preventing the ac-
cumulation of large numbers of past due
fines by faculty and staff.

"The new system is designed to en-
courage prompt payment of fines or ap-
peals and to make the appeals process
more efficient," Wendt said, "We are not
promoting involuntary payroll deduction
but see it only as a last resort. We do at the
present time, have voluntary payroll deduc-
tion if people want to use that method to

pay their fines."
According to Wendt, there are currently

482 faculty and staff members who owe a
total of $28,155 in past due fines. Of that
amount, $17,740 was from the 1981-82 fiscal
year. There is one individual on campus
who owes more than $1,000.

In the last fiscal year, there were 875
cars towed from the campus. Of that
number 575 of those were cars owned by
people who have five or more unpaid
parking tickets. There are 530 people who
now have from one to five unpaid parking
tickets, Wendt said.

"Many of the people who are abusing the
system are those who are here for a short
period of time, one or two years, who know
they can get away with it and can leave
without having to pay their fines," Wendt
said. "The 'good citizens' are, in effect,
paying for those who are abusing the

system.
"The whole process might not cure those

who are abusing the system," Wendt said,
"but it will eliminate squeezing people out
of the system because they wouldn't be ab»e

to accumulate large amounts of tickets,
would be able to register their cars with tne

university and wouldn't be subject to tow-
ing."

If the proposal receives endorsement by
various groups on campus, it will then go W
the Board of Trustees. If the board en-
dorses it, it must then go to the New York j
State Legislature for a Charter Change.

"This system of fines collection will not
be unique to Cornell," Wendt said, "It is tl>e

same system that is used on all SUNY
campuses and other university campuses
which police and regulate their streets,
roadways and parking facilities.

Layoffs in Statutory Units Reach Total of 39
University Vice Provost James W.

Spencer issued the following information
Wednesday concerning the statutory col-
lege layoffs at the university:

"The number of employees laid off is
now 39, which is made up of 36 non-
academic and three academic employees.
All the academic are non-professorial, two
in the New York State College of Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences and one in the New
York State College of Human Ecology.

"Among the non-academic layoffs, the
breakdown is as follows:
Agriculture and Life Sciences 14
College of Human Ecology 4
School of Industrial & Labor Relations 0
College of Veterinary Medicine 8
General Services 10
Total 36

"Industrial & Labor Relations had been
scheduled for three layoffs, but those were
made unnecessary by transfers of employ-
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ees to other positions within the school.
"In addition to the layoffs at the College

of Human Ecology, several academic posi-
tions have been reduced to lessthan full-
tine.

"The remaining building guards in the
Department of Public Safety have been laid
off. The action is partly the result of the
current funding situation and partly that of
the final stage of implementing the Build-

ing User Program first adopted in 1979. i
Under this plan, primary responsibility f0,
building security has been shifting to bui'0'
ing users.

"The number of building guards has y
reduced from its peak of 50 to the curren1

through attrition and some prior layoffs-
Implementing the final stage of the Buu"'

Continued on Page 6

Jobs
The following job openings are new this

week. For information on vacant positions
listed in previous issues of the Chronicle,
contact Personnel Staffing Services, 130 Day
Hall. Cornell is an affirmative action employer.

NOTICE
TO ALL APPLICANTS

Job Opportunities will publish vacancy an-
nouncements on a limited basis until further
notice.

Staffing Services will continue to accept em-
ployment applications and employee transfer
requests. However, these items will be processed
only after individuals with official University
Layoff Status are given preferential consider-
tion.

Administrative/Professional
Area Coordinator for Residence Staff, Train-

ing and Program Development (Residence Life)
(Tentative Position)

Junior Architectural Designer/Technician
(Facilities Engineering)

Applications Programmer I (Vet. Med. Co"1'
puting Facility) (2 positions) e

Farm Manager II (Pomology and ViticuHur

(Geneva)
General Services

University Service Officer, GR20/21
Safety)

Academic
Assistant Professor of Costume Design

(Theatre Arts) . i

The Job Opportunities list is mailed to all
Cornell departments. In addition, it is p°*te?,esk.
the following places: Day Hall Information V
second floor lobby; at the Circulation and "Vjgp
ehce Desks of all university libraries; in the j* .e
and Newspaper Section, Olin Library; all co'l'e
and technical libraries; Roberts Hall Post O>|
substation and in the Upper Activities corrW0"
Willard Straight Hall.
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tions to the Law Admissions Office. Myron
Taylor Hall.

Graduate students who are successful in the
1983 Graduate Summer Fellowship Competition
and the 1983 Graduate Summer School Tuition
Award Competition should be notified by the
second week of May. Lists of recipients will also
be sent to the graduate faculty representatives
then.

May 1: Awards from the College Grants
Committee/College of Human Ecology — Appli-
cants must be in one of the following fields:
Consumer Economics and Housing, Design and
Environmental Analysis, Human Development
and Family Studies or Human Service Studies.
Graduate students are supported for thesis re-
search or for research performed as a graduate
field requirement. Awards will be limited to a
maximum of $800 for students in master's degree
programs, and $1,200 for doctoral program stu-
dents.

May 1: Sigma Xi/Scientific Research Society
Grants-in-Aid of Research — Awards are made
in support of scientific research in any field.
Awards are normally made in amounts up to a
maximum of $1,000. All funds must be expended
directly in support of the proposed investigation
and may not be used for the payment of any
indirect costs to the recipient's institution.
Grants normally are not made for expenses of
publication, salary or tuition, travel to meetings
or usual and routine institutional obligations.

Opportunities for study abroad are available in
the following countries:

Indonesia Fulbright Grants — The Institute of
International Education (HE) announces the
availability of approximately 3 grants for the
1983-84 academic year (12 months). These grants
are intended for recent recipients of bachelors
degrees, or students enrolled in master's pro-
grams, in the fields of creative & performing
arts. Indonesian & regional languages (ad-
vanced) and literature.

North Africa/South Asia Fulbright Grants —
New programs have been announced with 8
countries in the North African/South Asian
areas. Graduating seniors and graduate students
up to the Ph.D. level will be accepted as
candidates for grants, subject to individual coun-
try preferences. Campus deadline is April 15.

Singapore. Malaysia, Thailand-1983-84
Fulbright Study Abroad Program — The USIA
announces the availability of up to 10 grants in all
fields of study. Applicants must have a
bachelor's degree by the beginning date of the
grant, and not hold a Ph.D. at the time of
application For information and applications on
the above opportunities, please contact Linda
Kao in the Graduate Dean's Office.

CIVITAS
SUMMER VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT BY PRO-

GRAM WHICH HELPS LONG-TERM HOSPI-
TAL PATIENTS: By pairing them with volun-
teers who provide emotional support, social
interaction and friendship. Interviewing will take
place through April 15th, either from 12-1:30 pm,
or in the evening. Ten-hour training porgrams
scheduled to begin Thurs. eve., May 5th, and
continue Tues. and Thurs. eves, for a total of 4
meetings. After training, ongoing supervision
and support from hospital staff members will be
provided. In return, you are asked to make a
serious commitment to regular visitations for at
least half the summer and to continue in the fall.

TUTORS WILLING TO GO TO ITHACA HIGH
SCHOOL TO HELP: Are needed immediately in:
1) BIOLOGY, for student who is having trouble
r-ompleting labs, 11:30-12:55 any day, M-F,or
after school, 2:30-3:15, any day, M-F: 2) SOCIAL
STUDIES, for student who needs help learning
about WWI and WWII and who needs help twice a
week between 11:25-2:30, the earlier the better,
any days, M-F: 3) GEOMETRY, for student who
is free from 12:55-1:40, any day, M-F.

COMMUNITY PROGRAM WORKING WITH
JAIL INMATES: 1 Announces training program
for volunteers to help prisoners in the Tompkins
County Jail on a one-to-one basis. Volunteers
establish supportive relationships with prisoners,
help them deal with problems of incarceration
and then continue contact upon release. Training
starts April 12 (7-10 pm), April 16 (10-3 pml,
April 17 (12-5 pm), April 19 (7-19pm), April 21
(7-1(1 pm) and April 26 (7-10 pm). Training will
enable you to work through the summer (if you
plan to be in Ithaca) or as soon as the fall term
starts in Sept. Come to CIVITAS for an appoint-
ment with the program soon. We have some
written information for you to read.

DFAN OF STUDENTS' OFFICE NOW RE-
CRUITING OFF-CAMPUS COUNSELORS: Stu-
dent volunteers sought to work with new and
transfer students in August to assist them in
their housing search. Must be available for
several two-hour assignments between Aug. 15-30

to provide information to incoming students
regarding off-campus housing and/or living in
Ithaca and to serve as a peer advisor and
resource person. Two compulsory training ses-
sions. April 25 and 28, and an August session, to
become familiar with off-campus student ser-
vices and methods of helping new students deal
with their housing search. Applications available
in the CIVITAS office. Deadline April 22.

DOWNTOWN YOUTH CENTER NEEDS
GOPHER: To help put up posters around the
Cornell and/or Ithaca College campus and/or
downtown every other week for an hour to two.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL STU-
DENT STUDYING BOOKKEEPING: This stu-
dent can meet you on campus after 3 pm. Mon.
and Wed. Other times are possible also.

VISITING PROFESSOR FROM ISRAEL:
Seeks someone who would help him with English
conversation. He would be glad to help you with
Hebrew in exchange. Place and time at mutual
convenience.

FIFTH GRADER, AGED 10, HOPES TO
FIND MENTOR: To teach him a skill: model
building, electronics, bicycle repair, small en-
gine repair, or computer programming. He could
come to Cornell after school (about 3 pm) one
day a week.

TO OFFER YOUR HELP, COME TO CIV-
ITAS. 119B Anabel Taylor Hall, or call 256-7513.
Open Mon.. Wed., Fri.. 9-3, and Tues.. Thurs..
10-2. Funded in part by the Student Finance
Commission and open to the entire Cornell
community.

University non-academic employees who
were laid off in recent statutory college
cutbacks have had their employment status
continued for an additional 30 days after the
effective date of their layoff, according to
Vice Provost James W. Spencer.

He emphasized that the extension does
not retract the university's previous layoff
notices, but that Cornell is providing addi-
tional time to those employees for several
reasons.

Of the 36 non-academic statutory em-
ployees who received layoff notices more
than a month ago. as of last week 11 had
already been relocated to other university
jobs, nine had voluntarily taKen themselves
out of the job market to return to school or
retire, and 16 were still seeking other
positions. Spencer said.

He indicated that during this next 30 days
it is likely that additional job vacancies will
occur as a result of the state's new program
which creates incentives for voluntary ear-
ly retirement. This extended employment
status will provide an opportunity for em-
ployees to seek relocation to jobs made
vacant because of such early retirements
without having a break in service, he said.

Snpnrw also said turnover is higher at

the end of the academic year than at other
periods and that this additional 30 days
would provide time for employees to be laid
off to seek relocation to those jobs as well
without losing pay.

"Whether or not the State University
provides restoration of any funds previous-
ly cut. " he said, "the initial layoff decisions
were made with clear recognition that
layoffs were inevitable in the statutory
units because other-than-state funds have
not increased sufficiently to cover salary
improvements."

The statutory units get more than half of
their funding from sources other than the
state. Spencer said. Those other sources
have not increased enough to take care of
increased operating costs, including this
year's 8 3/4 percent salary improvement
pool scheduled for non-academic employ-
ees in statutory units.

"Whatever restoration we may get will
help make this one-time, 30-day extension
possible," Spencer said, "but it will not
change the fact that cuts would have had to
be made. Any restoration will help prevent
or delay further layoffs and other budget
cutbacks."

Acoustic Wave Research Gels Navy Funds
The U.S. Office of Naval Research has

awarded a 3-year contract, with the first-
year funding at $335,000, to Cornell for
research on inverse problems of acoustic
waves.

The contract is one of the largest
awarded to Cornell by government agen-
cies for theoretical research, exclusive of
funding for equipment and subcontractors.
It is anticipated that ONR funding will total
about $1.07 million over the three-year
period.

Research will be directed by Professor of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Yih-
Hsing Pao of the College of Engineering
and Professor of Mathematics Larry E.

Payne of the College of Arts and Sciences.
In January 1982, ONR invited proposals

for research on inverse problems as part of
their Special Research Objectives Pro-
gram. Forty-six universities submitted re-
search proposals, and Cornell was one of
the three universities which received fund-
ing support, starting this year.

Research supported in this contract in-
volves the propagation of acoustic waves in
fluids and solids. Such waves are similar to
seismic waves in the Earth or ultrasonic
waves in non-destructive testing materials.
The latter are used to detect flaws and
cracks in solids which can lead to failure of
the solid. Inverse wave problems allow one

Barton
Blotter

Agriculture Circle Will Celebrate
Diamond Jubilee with Luncheon

There were 13 incidents of criminal mischief
and 19 thefts involving losses of $2,354 in cash and
valuables on campus during the period April 4
through 10, according to the morning reports of
the Department of Public Safety.

The thefts included five incidents of cash,
totaling $533, being taken from open dormitory
rooms and offices. The largest loss was $200
taken from a room in Sibley Hall.

Other thefts included a duffel bag with con-
tents estimated at $425 taken from Noyes Lodge:
a $600 movie projector from a locker room in
Barton Hall, and four purses and one wallet
containing cash and valuables totaling $269.

Five students were referred to the Judicial
Administrator, one on charges of stealing a fire
extinquisher. two for failing to comply by run-
ning from a safety officer after setting off fire
crackers, and two for pulling a phone from the
wall in North Campus 5.

One person was charged with driving while
intoxicated after being stopped on Pleasant
Grove Road.

The incidents of criminal mischief included
four cases in which an explosive substance was
incorporated in signs painted on the pavements
in front of the Campus Store, Goldwin Smith
Hall. Mann Library and Day Hall Tuesday, April
5. or early, Wednesday. April 6. The charge was
small and no injuries were reported.

Other incidents included $75 worth of damage
to plants in the Diseased Plant Greenhouse, $20
worth of damage to two doors in 103 McGraw
Place, $15 to a door casing in Barton Hall, and
the tires of five cars flattened by removing the
valve stems. They were parked in the lot at 109
McGraw Place.

Members and friends of Cornell
University's Agriculture Circle will cele-
brate the organization's Diamond Jubilee
at a luncheon Friday, April 29.

Prior to the 12:30 p.m. luncheon, to be
held at Robert Purcell Union on Cornell's
North Campus, Edward H. Smith, pro-
fessor of entomology, will speak about the
people of the New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences over the past
60 years.

Started in 1923 by Mary J. Mann, whose
husband Albert R. Mann was then dean of
the College of Agriculture, the social group
served women of the colleges staff, includ-
ing faculty and wives. One of the first
menbers was Martha Van Rensselaer, a
founder and first dean of the College of
Home Economics.

Although the primary purpose of Agricul-
ture Circle was social, its members began
to take on Red Cross and other community

Health Insurance
Continued from Page 1

the material by May 25 may cause an
interruption in coverage.

University Personnel Services will spon-
sor informational meetings about the plan
change and new claims procedures. At
those meetings, representatives from Aet-
na and Employee Benefits will be present
to personally answer questions.

The change to Aetna has been discussed
with the Employee Assembly, the Dean's
Council, the Committee on the Profession^'
and Economic Status of the Faculty and tne

Personnel Support Group.
All affected endowed faculty and staff

members will soon be receiving a Conta<*
from University Personnel Services whic"
explains the change more fully.

to locate the source of such flaws or to
determine properties inside the material
from wave measurements made on the
surface.

The purposes of this research project art
to gain a better understanding of the
fundamentals of inverse problems of waves
surh as wave radiation and transmission,
data collection and signal processing as
well as to develop mathematical theory and
computational methods for solving these
problems. The research relates directly to
the technology for non-destructive testing
of materials, underwater sounding, ocean
floor exploration, and prospecting of oils
and minerals bv seismic methods.

projects during World War II. In 1949, men
were allowed to take part in one Ag Circle
meeting a year, and the group's annual fall
reception honoring emeritus and retired
faculty and newcomers became an impor-
tant function for staff of the College.

Just last year, Agriculture Circle was
recognized by the Cornell Campus Club as
one of its interest groups.

"Our Diamond Jubilee celebration cul-
minates 60 years of Agriculture Circle's
association with Cornell University, the
community, and the women of the Col-
lege," says Virginia L, Ainslie who is -
chairing the luncheon committee.

Reservations for the luncheon can be
made by contacting Edith Edgerton at 110
Brandywine Place, Ithaca, NY. 14850, or at
(607) 257-2641. Cost of the luncheon is $6.75
per person, and the deadline for reserva-
tions is April 22.
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New Members Elected to Board of Trustees
The University Board of Trustees has

elected four members-at-large to five-year
terms and three representatives from the
field of labor in Ne.w York state for one-
year terms, all effective July 1.

The board also received reports on the
election of two alumni trustees, an employ-
ee trustee, the trustee elected by the New
York State Grange and an ex officio
trustee, and confirmed the election of three
student trustees and one faculty trustee.

Elected for the first time as members-at-
large were James Lowell Gibbs Jr. and
Albert J. Kaneb. Re-elected members-at-

large were Robert A. Cowie and Richard F.
Tucker.

Gibbs and Kaneb fill the vacancies
created by the expiration of the terms of
Samuel R. Pierce Jr. and Charles T. Stew-
art. Pierce, Stewart and Albert E. Arent
were elected trustees emeritus by the
board. Arent concluded a five-year term as
alumni trustee.

Gibbs, who graduated from Cornell in
1952, is professor of anthropology at Stan-
ford University. He was a University Sena-
teelected trustee from 1973 to 1977 and an
alumni-elected trustee for the last five
years.

Budget, Which Is Up 10%,
Is 'Balanced hut Tight' One

A budget of $189.3 million "is in balance
but extremely tight" in the 1983-84 opera-
tions plan for the University's endowed
colleges and central support services.

University President Frank Rhodes
made that statement in the plan that was
presented to and approved by the Board of
Trustees at its meeting here May 28. The
board also approved operations and capital
expenditure plans for the statutory colleges
here and the Medical College at New York
City.

Next year's operating plan of $189.3
million is an increase of 10 percent over
projected 1982-83 expenditures of $172.2
million.

Endowed budgeted operations do not
include either sponsored grants and con-
tracts or auxiliary enterprises and service
departments which are projected at an
additional $102 million.

Rhodes told the trustees that general
purpose budgets projected for 1984-85 and
1985-86' 'are not in balance and must
receive early attention." Longer range
planning must lead to "selective savings"
in the future, rather than the across-the-
board savings expectations for 1983-84, he
said.

Financial aid for undergraduates will be
reviewed carefully in the years ahead,
Rhodes said. The quality and diversity of
the student body must be enhanced, he said,
but aid policies must be "within our finan-
cial means."

"Considerable uncertainty" surrounded
the statutory college budget, he said.
Though Rhodes said he was "grateful" and

"relieved" about certain aspects of the
state budget, "We will be working with
SUNY in an effort to increase the funding
for maintenance and to protect the quality
of teaching, research and extension pro-
grams...."

Budgeted operations in Cornell's statu-
tory colleges in 1983-84 will total $126.1
million.

The Medical College's budget for 1983-84
'is in delicate balance," according to

Rhodes. Changes in federal policies and
programs could affect that balance, he
noted.

The Medical College projects a balanced
budget of $85.4 million. Major elements are
tuition of $12,650 for medical students,
tuition of $8,900 for graduate students, and
a salary and wage merit pool of between 6.5
and 7.5 percent.

Tuition in Cornell's endowed under-
graduate colleges and in the Graduate
School at Ithaca will be $8,900 next year.
Other 1983-84 endowed tuition figures are:
Graduate School of Business and Public
Administration, $9,500; Law School, $9,270.

Cornell's 1983-84 budget for the endowed
sectors also includes an 8.5 percent pool for
increases in faculty compensation, with an
additional 1.5 percent available at mid-
year, and an 8 percent pool for support
staff.

The 1983-84 statutory tuitions are: resi-
dent undergraduate, $3,740; non-resident
undergraduate, $6,050; resident in the New
York State College of Veterinary Medicine,
$6,350; non-resident in the Vet College,
$7,590.

Kaneb, a 1960 Cornell graduate, is former
president of Northeastern Petroleum Corp.
and now president of the New Barnstable
Corp. of Boston. He is chairman-elect of the
Cornell University Council.

Cowie is a 1956 Cornell graduate who was
first elected to the board in 1973. He is vice
president for public affairs of Dana Corp. in
Toledo. Tucker, a 1950 Cornell graduate,
also was first elected to the board in 1973.
He is president of Mobil Diversified Busi-
nesses in New York City.

The board re-elected all three of its
current members from labor: Raymond R.
Corbett, E. Howard Molisani and Jacob
Sheinkman.

Corbett has been president of the New
York State AFL-CIO since 1962, business
manager of Iron Workers Local 40 since
1949 and a member of the Cornell board
since 1963.

Molisani is secretary-treasurer of the
New York State AFL-CIO. He has been
manager and secretary of International
Ladies Garment Workers Union Local 48
since 1955, and a member of the Cornell
board since 1970.

Sheinkman, a 1949 Cornell graduate, is
secretary-treasurer of the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers Union. He
has been a member of the Cornell board
since 1970.

Dale Rogers Marshall, a 1959 Cornell
graduate, and Curtis S. Reis, a 1956 Cornell
graduate, were elected to five-year terms
on the board by vote of the alumni body. A

total of 24,629 votes were cast this year for i
five candidates. |

Marshall is professor of political science
and associate dean in the College of Letters
and Sciences at the University of Califor-
nia, Davis. Reis is senior vice president and
district manager of The Crocker National
Bank in Los Angeles.

The election of Dominic Versage, radi-
ation safety officer, as employee trustee
for a two-year term was reported to the
board. He succeeds Ronald B. Parks.

Richard A. Church, coordinator of under-
graduate admissions in the New York State
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
was re-elected for a one-year term by the
Executive Committee of the New York
State Grange.

It was also reported that Joseph Gerace. j
commissioner of agriculture and markets
in New York state, has succeeded J. Roger
Barber as an ex officio member of the
board.

The board confirmed the election of
Ruby Saake, Joseph Scantlebury and
Christopher Plowe to succeed student
trustees Walter Hlawitschka, Stephen
Nesterak and Stephen N. Lockhart. Saake
and Scantlebury are both Cornell seniors;
Plowe is a 1982 Cornell graduate who is now
a student at the Medical College.

The board also confirmed the election of
Mary Beth Norton, professor of American
history, for a five-year term succeeding
Karen Brazell.

Some New Leaders Elected
A new chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee, as well as hew leadership for
several other standing committees, has
been elected by the University Board of
Trustees at its meeting here May 28.

Nelson Schaenen Jr., a member of the
board since 1971 and chairman of the
investment committee since 1973, has been
elected to a one-year term as chairman of
the executive committee. He succeeds
Charles T. Stewart, who was elected a
trustee emeritus after 20 years on the board
and 16 years as executive committee chair-
man.

Robert A. Cowie, a board member since
1973 and chairman of the development
committee since 1981, was elected vice
chairman of the executive committee.

Austin H. Kiplinger, a trustee since 1960,

Board Approves
To Drop Public,

The University Board of Trustees has
approved a recommendation by the faculty
of the School of Business and Public Admin-
istration, supported by a review panel and
by the school's advisory council, to discon-
tinue areas of concentration in health ad-
ministration and public administration in
the school's program.

The faculty's initial action was taken
after a meeting on March 1, based on a
report by a task force of business and
education leaders who recommended that
the school devote its limited resources to
strengthening the program in business ad-
ministration.

After the faculty meeting, President
Frank Rhodes scheduled an open meeting
on April 14, to hear supporting and opposing
statements regarding the faculty's recom-
mendations.

A review panel made up of Provost W.
Keith Kennedy, Vice Provosts Alison
Casarett and James Spencer, Faculty Dean
Kenneth Greisen and Professors George
Scheele and Thomas Sokol supported the
faculty recommendations.

The Advisory Council of the school also
undertook an independent review of the
faculty's recommendations and unanimous-
ly supported them.

In a letter to faculty, staff and students
at the B&PA School, President Rhodes

has been elected vice chairman of the
board. He had been vice chairman of the
executive committee since 1968.

Stephen H. Weiss, a member of the board
since 1973, was named vice chairman desig-
nate of the board.

Other new chairmen of standing commit-
tees are Robert G. Engel, investment
committee, succeeding Schaenen, and John
S. Dyson, land grant and statutory college
affairs, succeeding Ezra Cornell. Samuel
C. Johnson is chairman of the new board
membership committee.

Re-elected committee chairs are Ken-
neth T. Derr, audit committee; Earl R.
Flansburgh, buildings and properties; Cow-
ie, development; Marjorie L. Hart,
academic affairs and Ezra Cornell, trustee-
community communications.

B&PA Move
Health Areas
noted that he would recommend the discon-
tinuance of the health and public adminis-
tration concentrations to the board this
weekend.

"These two areas of concentration will
be available to students entering in the fall
of 1983," he wrote, "and will be continued
until those students complete their respec-
tive degrees in May 1985."

Rhodes noted in his letter that during
discussions of the faculty recommenda-
tions, the review panel was "persuaded of
the importance of utilizing limited re-
sources for strengthening the areas of
concentration of most central importance
for the MBA degree."

He said that while the panel agreed that
business-government relations must be a
part of the MBA program, it concurred
with the faculty vote that "this need can be
met with fewer resources than those re-
quired to support an area of concentration
in Public Administration."

He wrote with regard to Health Adminis-
tration that "although each member is
aware of the importance to the nation of
programs of high quality in health adminis-
tration, and hence arguments can be
mustered for maintaining the program,"
the panel was persuaded that limited funds
available should be used to strengthen the
central areas of MBA studies."
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Cornell Wins OSHA Case on Asbestos Ruling
Administrative Law Judge Over turns Citation in Library Case

Administrative Law Judge Paul A.
Tenney has overturned a citation by the
Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA), which had charged
Cornell with violations of federal health
and safety standards during a 1982
asbestos removal project in Uris Li-
brary.

Commenting on the OSHA ruling, Di-
rector of Employee Relations Cecil L.
Murphy said, "The decision of Judge
Tenney finds the university without fault
in the Uris asbestos removal project and
completely refutes the allegations of the
United Auto Workers. Earlier the union
had described the university's actions in
this matter as 'attempts to deny the
union and affected employees (their)
rights...and an attempt to trivialize and
undermine employee safeguards.' Judge

Tenney found no truth to such allega-
tions. Instead the judge concluded that
the university met its obligations to
safeguard the health and well-being of
its employees completely and responsi-
bly. Further, the judge found that the
university gave reasonable notice to the
union but that the union did not act upon
it."

The OSHA citation, which was
prompted by a complaint from United
Auto Workers Local 2300, charged the
university with violating federal Oc-
cupational Safety and Health Act by
allegedly failing to conduct initial
monitoring to determine whether every
employee's exposure to airborne
asbestos fibers was below prescribed
limits, and by allegedly failing to allow
employees or their representatives to

observe the monitoring.
The OSHA citation was issued Oct. 15,

1982. Since then Cornell has contested
the citation through the regional OSHA
office and through the Occupational
Safety and Health Review Commission.

In the ruling issued Friday, Aug. 29,
Judge Tenney said, in part, "In conduct-
ing the initial monitoring, Cornell was
not in violation of 29 C.F.R. 1910.1001 (f)
(1). In affording an opportunity to Local
Union 2300 to observe the monitoring,
Cornell did not violate 29 C.F.R.
1910.1001 (f) (4). Cornell acted responsi-
bly in using environmental monitoring
exclusively in measuring the exposure
of its employees and the effectiveness of
its containment of airborne asbestos
within the Dean Room. The opportunity
afforded Local Union 2300 to observe the

monitoring of asbestos removal in the
Uris Library was reasonable under the
circumstances '

Removal of asbestos ceiling materials
from the Dean Room of Uris Library
was accomplished June 1 through 4,
1982, by a firm specializing in hazardous
building materials, Canrel Construction
Co., Inc. of Rochester, as part of a
larger renovation program at the
university's undergraduate library.

To ensure that asbestos fibers were
not escaping the Dean Room during the
removal project, air was monitored at
other locations in Uris Library by the
Cornell Office of Environmental Health.
Cornell employees were not permitted
to enter the Dean Room during the
removal process, and the work was
completed without incident.

People
Faweett Finance Director

A new Director of Finance and Business
Operations for the statutory colleges has
been appointed effective Sept. 15.

Nathan Fawcett, assistant chief budget
examiner for the education unit of the New
York State Division of Budget, succeeds
Stewart M. Comber who served 15 years as
director and who will continue to serve
Cornell as a consultant.

Fawcett has been with the State Division
of Budget since 1977. For the last three
years he has been responsible for the
preparation and administration of the
Governor's Executive Budgets for the State
University system.

Fron 1970 to 1977 Fawcett held several
positions with the State Department of
Labor, including personnel administrator
and principal agency labor relations repre-
sentative.

He is a graduate of Oberlin College.
Cornell Vice Provost James W. Spencer

said the university is "very fortunate" to
have Fawcett on the staff, and said his
"experience in the State Division of
Budget, his familiarity with the State Uni-
versity of New York and his knowledge of
various state agencies will be extremely
helpful to Cornell and the statutory col-
leges."

Research Leaders Named
Two scientists here have been named

associate directors for research in the State
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.
Brian F. Chabot and Robert J. Young also
will serve as associate directors of the
University Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, according to Theodore L. Hullar,
director of research.

Chabot, chairman of the section of
ecology and systematics in the Division of
Biological Sciences for three years, will
serve part-time through December and
then full-time as of Jan. 1,1984. He will
work closely with faculty and department
chairs in many of the plant sciences depart-
ments, giving special attention also to

multidisciplmary programs.
Young, recently named professor emer-

itus, served as chairman of the department
of animal science for almost seven years
and the department of poultry and avian
sciences for more than 11 years. He will
serve part-time, giving special attention to
research regarding production agriculture
and to the college's research facilities and
services.

William J. Waters, a former editor of the
Ithaca Journal, has been named the reci-
pient of the Cornell/Ben Mintz Media
Award for 1983. Given for the sixth time,
the award is in honor of Ben Mintz, sports

Editor, Randall E. Shew. Staff writers, H. Roger Segelken, Robert W. Smith, Barbara Jordan-
Smith, Martin B. Stiles. Photographers, Sol Goldberg, Charles Harrington. Circulation
Manager, Joanne Hanavan.
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information director at Cornell for 28 years
until his retirement in May 1977. The award
is presented each year to' 'a person who has
given Cornell exceptional coverage, and
who has contributed a great deal to college
athletics in general." Waters, a 1927 Cor-
nell graduate, served on the Ithaca Journal
staff for 44 years until his retirement in

1969. He began working at the Journal in
January, 1926, and then became a full-time
reporter at the" newspaper right after grad-
uation. He was, successively, sports editor,
news editor, managing editor and editor.
Waters was named editor of the Journal in
1954 and held that position until his retire-
ment.

Barton Blotter
Four students were referred to the Judicial

Administrator on charges involving separate
incidents, including theft of a fire extinguisher,
street sign, text book from campus store and
possession of a highway light flasher, according
to the morning reports of the Department of
Public Safety.

During the period between Aug. 29 and Sept. 5,
31 thefts involving losses totaling $4,495 in cash
and valuables were reported on campus. These
included two bicycles valued at more than $200
each, three fire extinguishers totaling $82, and 18

books costing a total of $217, taken in four
separate incidents at the Campus Store.

Five wallets and shoulder bags with cash and
contents totaling some $700 were reported stolen,
two from the Grumman Squash Courts. A $550
turntable was reported taken from room 109
McGraw Place and a $165 laser was reported
missing from a room in the Space Sciences
Building.

Two persons were charged with driving while
intoxicated.

Jobs
The following job openings are new this week.

For information on vacant positions listed in
previous issues of the Chronicle, contact Per-
sonnel Staffing Services, 130 Day Hall. Cornell is
an affirmative action employer.

Administrative/Professional
Director of Regional Offices/Coordinator of

College Public Affairs (Public Affairs Regional
Offices)

Director of Student Affairs and Financial Aid
(Graduate School of Management)

Administrative Supervisor (Committee on
Special Education Programs)

Extension Support Aide (Integrated Pest Man-
agement )

Project Coordinator II (CALS—Adminis-
trative Operations)

Clerical
Administrative Aide, GR20 (Academic Per-

sonnel Office)
Accounts Assistant, GR20 (Unions and Ac-

tivities )
Office Assistant, GR19 (Visual

Services/University Relations)
Secretary, GR18 (Alumni Affairs)
Secretary, GR18 (Alumni Affairs)
Secretary, GR18 (Electrical Engineering)
Secretary, GR18 (Design and Environmental

Analysis)
Stockkeeper, GR18 (Office Equipment Center)
Secretary/Receptionist, GR17 (Human

Ecology Admissions)
Secretary, GR17 (Residence Life)

Secretary, UK17 (Cooperative Extension Ad-
ministration)

Secretary, GR17 (Engineering Admissions &
Undergraduate Affairs)

Office Assistant, GR16 (University Health
Services)

Office Assistant, GR16 (Engineering Ad-
missions & Undergraduate Affairs)

General Service
Bus Driver, SO20 (Campus Transit, Inc.—

Endowed)
Material Handler, SOW (Maintenance and

Service Operations—Endowed)
Material Handler, SO18 (Unions & Activities-

Endowed)
Custodian, SO16 (Buildings and Grounds Care

—Endowed) (3positions)
Sales Assistant, GR15 (Campus Store)
Cashier, GR15 (Statler Inn)

Technical
Technician, GR24 (Avian & Aquatic Animal

Medicine)
Technician, GR22 (Entomology—Geneva, NY)
Computer Operator, GR20 (Computer Ser-

vices)
Pharmacy Technician, GR18 (Clinical Sci-

ences)
Part-time

Student Development Specialist II (Learning
Skills Center/Reading Study Skills)

Secretary, GR18 (Vice Provost)
Academic

Extension Associate—Residential Mechanical
& Electrical Systems (Design and Environmen-
tal Analysis)
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Employee Calendar
Events of Particular Interest to Cornell Employees

FOCUS
On the Employee Assembly

Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 1 and 2. Cornell
Recreation Club — Deep sea fishing for blues
and flounder.

Sunday. Oct. 1. 1983 Fall-In Festival. 10:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Cornell Plantations
Arboretum.

Tuesday. Oct. 4. Student Assembly Meeting.
5:30 p.m. 202 Uris Hall.

Tuesday, Oct. 4. Brown Bag Lunch sponsored
by Employee Elected Trustees: Lee Snyder
Director of University Personnel Services, noon.
Martha Van Rensselaer Hall Faculty Lounge.

Wednesday, Oct. S. Employee Assembly
Meeting. 12:15 p.m.. B-8 Roberts Hall.

Tuesday. Oct 11, Student Assembly Meet-
ing. 5:30 p.m.. 202 Uris Hall.

Wednesday, Oct 12. Breakfast with Adminis-
trators: David Call, Dean of Ag & Life Sciences.
7:15 a.m.. Willard Straight Hall.

Thursday, Oct. 13, Cornell Careers — Defin-
ing your Career Goals, 12:15 p.m.. 202 Uris
Hall.

University Assembly Meeting Presentation of
planning documents for the Department of
Transportation Services, Cornell United Re-
ligious Work. Campus Store, and University
Health Services. 4:45 p.m.. 212 Ives Hall.

Saturday, Oct IS. Cornell Recreation Club —
Trip to Wickham and Wagner Wineries, 10 a.m..
" B " Lot.

Monday, Oct. 17, Sexual Harrassment Issues
- Brown Bag Lunch sponsored by University
Personnel Servcies and Office of Equal Op-
portunities, 1 2 : 1 5 p m , 202 Uris Nail

Wednesday, Oct 19, Employee Assembly
Meeting. 12:15 p.m.. B-8 Roberts Hall.

Tuesday, Oct 18. Brown Bag Lunch spon-
sored by Employee Elected Trustees, noon.
Martha Van Rensselaer Hall Faculty Lounge.

Friday, Oct. 21. Cornell Recreation Club —

One-Day shopping trip to Reading. Pa.. 6.00
a.m.. " B " Lot.

November
Wednesday. Nov. 2, Employee Assembly

Meeting. 12:15 p.m., B-8 Roberts Hall.
Saturday. Nov. 5, Cornell Recreation Club —

New York City Extravaganza, 6:00 a.m., " B "
Lot.

Tuesday, Nov. 8, Retirement: The Time of
Your Life, 2:30 p.m.

Brown Bag Lunch sponsored by Employee
Elected Trustees, noon, Martha Van Rensselaer
Hall Faculty Lounge.

Student Assembly Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. 202
Uris Hall.

Wednesday, Nov. 9. Retirement: The Time of
Your Life. 2:30 p.m.

Breakfast with Administrators: Bill Wendt.
Director of the Department of Transportation
Services, 7:15 a.m., Willard Straight Hall.

By Donna Updike
Sam Gruenbaum. manager of employee ben-

efits, was invited to the Assembly meeting on
Sept. 21 to give Assembly members more
feedback from the Advanced Benefits Planning
Task Force. The task force is studying different
benefits in the hope of having Cornell move
toward a more flexible benefit system which
would fit more individualized needs. Different
benefits the group has been considering include
offering more alternatives to employees for such
items as health care, life insurance, retirement,
etc. He also talked at some length about a
concept which is not entirely new but which
sounds like an exciting plan worth pursuing. It is
called a Flexible Spending Account. For further
detailed explanation of these concepts being
proposed by the Benefits Task Force see article
on Page 1 of Networking.

At this meeting. Assembly members were
asked to vote on two resolutions. The first vote
was taken on a resolution reaffirming the
backing of the 1978 Board of Trustees

Employee Transfer Program
Continued from Page 2

uled for Thursdays. Job vacancies are also listed
on CUINFO. the computerized Cornell informa-
tion system.

Staffing specialists, with the support of
personnel assistants, refer qualified applicants
to all university departments seeking to fill non-
academic positions. If you need information
which is not covered in the weekly listing, you
can request it by calling 6-5226 and specifying
the position in which you are interested. The
staff may be able to provide special insight for
you.

The experience of Staffing Services' staff

Poetry Contest:
Brown Bag Lunches The Official Rules

members shows that among the more dis-
satisfied transfer applicants are those who seem
to have applied indiscriminately for vacancies.
Some employees may apply for any job which
pays somewhat more than they are making,
regardless of their qualifications or experience.
When seeking career advancement, it is impor-
tant to apply for appropriate positions — those
for which you are competitively qualified and
which will help you move toward your career
goals. Help in establishing career goals can be
obtained through the Work Life Development
program offered by Training and Development.

The university encourages internal mobility
and promotion from within and is committed to
ensuring an environment which fosters career
development and professional growth.

This material provided by University Per-
sonnel Services

statement on discrimination. The resolution was
as follows: "The Employee Assembly abhors
discrimination in any form and actively supports
equality of educational and employment op-
portunity for all Cornell University employees
regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin, age
or handicap." The resolution in its entirety can
be found in the Assemblies office. A roll call
vote was called and the voting was 9 in favor, 1
not in favor and 0 abstentions.

The second resolution was stated as follows:
"The Employee Assembly encourages the uni-
versity to permit all parties involved in the
upcoming union election full and equal access
to employees who will be voting in that election,
insofar as it is consistent with the National
Labor Relations Act." Again, a roll call vote was
called as 6 members voted in favor, 3 not in
favor and 1 abstention.

Flexible Benefits
Continued from Page 1

review the next steps to be taken and the most
efficient manner for implementing program
changes

The Advanced Benefits Planning Task Force
was composed of representatives from the
various campus constitutencies - the Faculty
Council of Representatives' Committee on the
Professional and Economic Status of the Facul-
ty, the Employee Assembly, the Employee
Trustees, the Statutory Colleges' Finance and
Business Office, the Provost's Advisory Commit-
tee on the Status of Women, the Personnel
Support Group, the Office of Computer Services,
the Controller's Office, the Office of Institutional
Planning and Analysis, the University Personnel
Services.

More complete descriptions of the task force'
recommendations and a review of the very
favorable employee response to Cornell benefits
found in the Employee Attitude Survey will be
discussed in subsequent issues of "NETWORK-
ING."

Lee Snyder. director of University Per-
sonnel Services, will speak on Tuesday, Oct.
4. at a Cornell employee Brown Bag Lunch-
eon sponsored by the Employee Trustees.
The talk will be held at noon in the Martha
Van Rensselaer Faculty Lounge (new part of
the Martha Van Building) and Snyder will
follow up on his "first impressions" with
some thoughts on the questions: "Have his
first impressions changed?" "What changes
have been made?" and "What is planned for
the future?"

The Brown Bag Lunches are held at noon
in order to make them accessible to as many
employees as possible. A variety of subjects
is covered and is geared to be of interest to
you the employee at Cornell.

The Brown Bags are scheduled for the first
and third Tuesdays of each month, in the
Faculty Lounge of Martha Van Rensselaer
Hall.

If there is a topic you would like to have
addressed, or would like to hear from some
individual at the university, please contact
one of your Employee Trustees — Marilyn
Cook (6-6590) or Dominic Versage
(6-4862). They would welcome your sugges-
tions and input.

Advisory Board
Mary Jamison
Donna Updike
George Peter
Ron Parks
Linda English
Margaret Seacord
Stacey Coil

Nancy Hutter
John Bender
Mary Ellen Jones
Anna Moratz
Dominic Versage
Jane Kellogg

UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL LIAISONS
Jean Novacco Sam Gruenbaum

(1) Each entry is limited to a maximum of 3
poems, not to exceed 3 to 5 pages in total. Five
copies are required for each poem entered - /
copy with your name on it - 4 copies without. All
poems should be typed. All entries should be
sent to Linda English. NAIC. Inc. Res. Park. 61
Brown Road.

(2) The deadline for submission has been
extended to Monday. January 16, 1984. Judg-
ing will take place in February and the winners
will be announced in early March.

(3) Poems will not be categorized. Award
categories and procedures will be decided by
the judges.

(4) It is planned to publish a booket with all
the contest entries. Copyright release for this
purpose is given to the Conmittee by the
submission of your poem(s).

Keep reading Networking for further informa-
tion and updates. If you have any questions or
comments, please call Linda English. Cindy
Foley or George Peter.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: Home Comfort cook stove, ex-

cellent condition. $550 or best offer, 564-9375
FOR SALE: Grain-fed beef, $1.25 per Ib.

hanging weight. Order now for November
butcher, limited quantity available. Bernie Cook,
256-5257 or 564-9375.

HOUSEMATE WANTED: For T-burg house.
Quiet, comfortable, inexpensive opportunity for
a nonsmoking, mature, responsible person. Pet
lovers preferred. Supplemental wood/coal heat,
room furnished if desired, kitchen and living
room privileges included, garden space avail-
able. Carpooling possible. Call Pat at 256-4041
or 387-5230 evenings.

FOR SALE: Haynes flute, beautiful instru-
ment, just overhauled, with B-foot: call
257-0541 evenings.

BREAKFAST — LUNCH WITH ADMINISTRATORS

David Call, Dean, Agriculture & Life Sciences
October 12, 1983, Breakfast, 7:15-8:00

Willard Straight Hall

Bill Wendt, Director, Dept. of Transportation Services
November 9, 1983, Breakfast, 7:15-8:00

Willard Straight Hall

President Rhodes, Cornell University
December 1, 1983, Lunch, 1:00-2:30

Robert Purcell Union

Jim Spencer, Vice Provost, Cornell University
January 19, 1984, Breakfast, 7:15-8:30

Willard Straight Hall

David Drinkwater, Dean of Students, Cornell University
February 15, 1984, Lunch, 1:00-2:30

Robert Purcell Union

I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN HAVING BREAKFAST/LUNCH WITH:

NAME

CAMPUS ADDRESS

PHONE

RETURN COUPON TO OFFICE OF THE ASSEMBLIES, 165 DAY HALL
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Around Cornell
The Travel Office

By SUSAN WELLCOME Manager
Cornell University Travel Office, 163 Day

Hall, has been serving the business travel needs
of Cornell faculty and staff since 1956. It has a
staff of five employees with over 43 years of
combined experience in the travel industry.

The office is fully automated, with each travel
consultant working with an American Airlines
Sabre computer terminal. Thus the staff has
instantaneous access to all domestic and in-
ternational commercial flight information, in-
cluding seat availability, flight numbers, de-
parture and arrival times, on and off-line rout-

Bird Art
Continued from Front Page

naturalist, will speak at the opening night
festivities on Nov. 7 at 7:45 p.m. On Nov. 14.
another guest speaker, Kenneth Basile. director
of the Ward Foundation Wildlife Exhibition in
Salisbury. Maryland, will speak on the history of
decoy carvings.

On Nov. 12, the first of the workshop series
will be a Photography Workshop and will be
held from 10 a.m to 4 p.m. at the Laboratory,
Bill Albern. chairman. Nov. 19 the workshop will
be on Decoy Carving and other 3-D Art, John
Sherbon, chairman. The last in the series will be
Drawing, Painting and other 2-D Art to be held
Dec. 10. Karen L. Allaben-Confer. chairman.
(She is also overall chairman of the exhibit)

Why not plan to attend some or all of these
exciting events, and return as many times as
you like during November and December to
examine, enjoy and maybe even purchase the
art work on display. Make it a family affair!!

ings, and current fares. With just the push of a
button, reservations can be confirmed to meet
the traveler's needs.

With the coming of deregulation, initiated by
Cornell's Professor Alfred E. Kahn, there has
been a dramatic increase in the variety of fares
available as well as an equally dramatic de-
crease in the cost of air travel. Travel consul-
tants do everything possible to select the lowest
available fare for the itinerary which satisfies the
traveler's requirements

Travel Office staff members also arrange
special charter flights for groups large and small.
They made arrangements for the Cornell football
team's trip to Cincinnati in early October. They
also periodically publish a consolidated air travel
schedule between Ithaca and 15 of the major
cities in the United States.

In addition to commercial air travel, the office
provides Cornell travelers with hotel corporate
discounts at Sheraton and Holiday Inns as well
as car rental discounts with Hertz, Avis. Na-
tional and Budget.

One of the most popular and attractive
services involves use of the Cornell Club of New
York, located in midtown Manhattan. Cornell
faculty and all regular -full-time staff may become
club members, paying neither an entrance fee
nor dues, provided they obtain a "W26" (per-
sonal account) number in advance. The club's
lodging rates are substantially lower than New
York City hotel rates, and its friendly at-
mosphere assures its users a comfortable stay
when visiting or working in New York City.

The Travel Office staff is anxious to assist in
planning university business-related trips. They
have a wealth of resource material for easy
reference. Their office is located in 163 Day
Hall, and they can be contacted by phone at
6-4284.

BREAKFAST—LUNCH WITH ADMINISTRATORS

Bill Wendt, Director. Department of Transportation Services
November 9. 1983, Breakfast. 7:15-8:00

Willard Straight Hall

William Herbster, Senior Vice President
November 15. 1983. Breakfast. 7:15-8:00

Willard Straight Hall

Frank

Jim Spencer, Vice Provost
January 19. 1984, Breakfast. 7:15-8:00

Willard Straight Hall

David Drinkwater, Dean of Students
February 15. 1984. Lunch. 1 0 0 - 2 0 0

Robert Purcell Union

"BREAKFAST WITH

name

campus address

phone

Return to: Off ice of the Assemblies, 165 Day Hall.

Employee Survey Series
Continued from Front Page

if there are significant changes in your responsi-
bilities, you may want to speak with your
supervisor regarding a review of your position.

Departments requesting to be reviewed can
contact University Personnel Services. Com-
pensation Section.
External Salary Rates

The importance of pay and the need to
maintain salaries that compete with the outside
labor market require that considerable attention
be given to external job pricing. This process
relies on surveys which gather information on
what other employers pay to insure that our
rates of pay compare favorably with those of
institutions and companies in the markets in
which we compete for employees.

Since salary surveys play an important role in
this process, we participate in about 15 of them
e?~h year. Some surveys are general and cover
a great number of jobs. Others are specific to
the various employment markets and may
include other Ivy League colleges and univer-
sities. Some are specific to a particular kind of
work, such as data processing, student services
or accounting.
Internal Equity

Another important aspect of the salary pro-
gram seeks to insure internal equity. The
involvement of the Compensation Section of
University Personnel Services with all reviews of
positions and salaries helps establish consistent
pay ranges, throughout the entire University, for
similar jobs.

When job offers are made for both new
employees and transferring employees, the
Compensation Section works closely with both
Staffing Services and hiring departments to
insure equitable salaries. In addition, for salary
adjustments which reward additional effort and
outstanding achievement or provide overall
equity, are monitored on an ongoing basis.
Performance Appraisal

The goal of any pay program is to help assure
that the process of compensating employees is
as effective and rewarding as possible. The vast
majority (over 78 percent) of all respondents to
the Employee Attitude Survey preferred a salary
improvement program with merit and across-
the-board components. Annual performance
appraisals provide an equitable and job-related
basis for salary improvement recommendations
based on merit.
Annaul Salary Improvement Program

How does Cornell's salary improvement pro-
gram compare with other employers and univer-
sities?

In a year characterized by a lower inflation
rate, higher unemployment and generally lower
pay increases across the country, Cornell's 8
percent 1983 salary improvement program for
endowed units compared favorably with other
Tompkins County employers (7.5 percent aver-
age increases), with other universities (Ivy
League - 6.4 percent average), with higher
education, nationally (7.1 percent) and with
other national statistics. Overall. U.S. com-

Questions
and

Answers
Q. Will we be issued a new booklet

describing our health insurance (un-
der Aetna)? Where can we look up
our benefits? (Anonymous)

A. The Cornell Health Care Plan Booklet for
endowed employees is currently being printed
and will be distributed within the next few
weeks. A total of five booklets describing
employee benefits in plain language have been
revised and are being prepared for distribution
within the next two months.

Questions regarding the coverage under the
Cornell Hearth Care Plan can be answered by
Employee Benefits at 256-3936, or by contact-
ing the Aetna claims office toll free at
257-2111. In addition, a technically worded
certificate of insurance is available at Personnel.

panies averaged only a 6.8 percent in salary
improvements, with many universities and com-
panies giving no salary increases in 1983.

Compared with regional employers. Cornell
salaries are generally above the average. Addi-
tionally, when compared nationally, many Cor-
nell positions pay much better than the average
rate for similar positions.

All of these elements determine your salary at
Cornell The Compensation Section of University
Personnel Services is involved in an ongoing
review of the pay program to improve on its
design and administration and to ensure that
the University fulfills its objective to motivate,
retain and attract employees. If you want to
comment directly to University Personnel Ser-
vices, you are always welcome to address your
comments to Lee Snyder, Director, University
Personnel Services, at 130 Day Hall.

HOW DOES CORNELLS SALARY IMPROVE-
MENT PROGRAM COMPARE IN 1983?

Average Salary Increase Program
Cornell University (1) 8.0%
Tompkins County Employers 7.5%
Ivy League Colleges and Universities 6.4%
High Education and Research

Organizations (2) 7.1%
National (all industries) 6.8%

(1) Non-academic, unrepresented, endowed
employees only (2) Source: American Com-
pensation Association, Oct. 1983. Salary
Budget Survey

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: Home Comfort Cook stove,

excellent condition, $550 or best offer.
564-9375.

FOR SALE: Grain-fed beef, $1.25 per Ib.
hanging weight. Order now for November
butcher, limited quantity available. Bernie Cook,
564-9375 or 256-5257

FOR SALE: BSR stereo system, player,
speakers, amplifier with AM/FM. Excellent con-
dition. $135. Child's Schwinn bicycle. 16". with
training wheels. Beautiful bike in excellent
condition. $65. Please call 257-0833 after 6
p.m. weekdays/anytime weekends.

FOR SALE: 1978 Plymouth Volare Wagon,
V8, Automatic, Power steering and brakes, AM
Radio, Luggage Rack, Air, 52,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition. $2800, call 564-9354 after
5:00.

FOR SALE: Downhill skis. Head Freestyle,
180cm (wide). Spademan Safety Bindings.
Heierline Boots size 10V4. Barrecrafter Poles
(easy-out grips), whole package $150. Call
257-0541 evenings, ask for Anna.

RIDERS WANTED: From Ithaca to Schenec-
tady most Friday afternoons. Contact Jerry
Passer - Boyce Thompson Inst. 257-2030.

NEEDED: Volunteers to join committees to
help on CRC Holiday Dinner Dance, decorations,
door prizes, fund raising, publicity, etc. What-
ever your area of expertise isl Contact Becky
Cofer at 256-7565

PLEASE SEND ALL CLASSIFIED ADS TO
LINDA ENGLISH, c/o NAIC. Inc. Res. Park. 61
Brown Rd. (via Campus Mail)

Advisory Board
Mary Jamison Nancy Hutter
Donna Updike
George Peter
Ron Parks
Linda English
Margaret Seacord
Stacey Coil

John Bender
Mary Ellen Jones
Anna Moratz
Dominic Versage
Jane Kellogg

UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL LIAISONS
Jean Novacco Sam Gruenbaum
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Coming attractions: First day of final exams is next Friday, and for the next week after that this will be a recurring scene in Barton Hall.

Assembly Hears Preliminary Tuition, Pay Estimates
At a special meeting of the University

Assembly last Thursday afternoon, Vice
Provost James W. Spencer announced up-
per or lower limits for 1984-85 in the areas
of endowed tuition, financial aid/self-help,
and endowed faculty and staff compensa-
tion as follows:

• A maximum tuition increase of 8
Percent for the endowed units at Ithaca;

• A maximum increase in the average
self-help package for students on financial
aid equal to the percent of increase in
tuition;

• A minimum pool of $4.5 million for
compensation improvement for faculty and
staff paid on endowed general-purpose
funds. Such a pool is equivalent to 5Vi

percent of the present funding for salaries
and fringe benefits. The compensation im-
provement pool would be applied in a
manner that recognizes differences in com-
petitive position and performance, Spencer
said.

To operate within these upper and lower
limits, according to Spencer, it islikely
that a 2 percent expenditure reduction
within units receiving general purpose
funds would be necessary. However,
Spencer said that the 2 percent would not be
a net reduction because provisions will be
made for price increases and compensation
improvement.

Also. William D. Gurowitz, vice presient
for campus affairs, told the group that

1984-85 dining costs could increase 4 to 5
percent, and that housing increases are
estimated at 9 to 10 percent due to the
continued upgrading and improvements in
existing housing facilities.

Spencer explained thet several groups,
including the Faculty Budget Committee,
the University Assembly Committee on
Budget Policies and a Planning and Budget
Priorities Group, have been involved in
preliminary discussions and that several
other groups would be more involved in the
weeks to come.

Roxi Bahar, business manager of the
Campus Store and co-chair of the Univer-
sity Assembly Budget Policy Committee,
described to the group her committee's

involvement in the process and announced
that the committee would be sponsoring
open hearings or public forums so that
other members of the Cornell community
would have the opportunity to participate in
the process.

In December and January, the pre-
liminary proposals will be discussed with
the Trustee Academic Affairs Committee,
the Trustee Executive Committee and the
full Board of Trustees. Open hearings and
meetings are slated for February. In
March, budget policies for 1984-85 will be
recommended to the board and an operat-
ing budget will be recommended in May.

Nuclear Studies Receives Substantial Increase in NSF Funding
' The Laboratory of Nuclear Studies has

received $11,214,338 from the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) to support opera-
tion of the Cornell Electron Storage Ring
(CESR) during the period Nov. 1,1983,
through Oct. 31,1984, University President
Frank Rhodes has reported to the Board of
Trustees.

Meeting Tuesday in New York City, the
Board of Trustees also authorized a funding
request to the NSF for $1,010,000 to con-
struct an addition to the Wilson Syn-
chrotron Laboratory.
. This is the fourth year of funding pro-

dded under the present NSF contract,
which now totals $36,363,370. The signifi-
cant increase to $11.2 million over last
'ear's funding level of $9.1 million, Rhodes
old the trustees, is an indication of the high
egard NSF has for the achievements of
acuity members and support staff of

The half-mile-long electron-positron
storage ring at the Wilson Synchrotron
Laboratory is a national facility, used by
high-energy physicists to study the forces
that bind matter together and govern its
motion. Besides funding the operation of
CESR and providing support for external
users and collaborators, the NSF award
covers research in accelerator technology,
including development of superconducting
radio frequency accelerating cavities.

The construction grant sought by the
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies and the
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS) would cover design and construc-
tion of a 10,000-square-foot three-story addi-
tion to the synchrotron laboratory. Total
cost of the addition is estimated at $1.3
million, with $300,000 to be provided by the
university.

The addition would include office and
laboratory space to relieve severe over-

Revised Publication Schedule
Normally, under publication schedules of previous years, this would be the last

issue of Chronicle for this term.
However, with the revision of the publication schedule that has followed the

inclusion of the complete Job Opportunities list each week in Chronicle, publication
on a weekly basis will continue throughout the year. There will be only two breaks
in publication—one for Thanksgiving and one during Christmas week.

crowding of research personnel in both the
CESR and CHESS programs. Preliminary
plans call for construction of the addition to
the southwest corner of the Wilson Labora-
tory.

The CHESS facility uses a "waste prod-
uct" of storage ring operation, the high-
intensity x-rays known as synchrotron
light, for the study of the molecular struc-
ture of matter.

One component of the multidisciplinary
CHESS program is the recently established
Macromolecular Diffraction Biotechnology
Resource (MacCHESS), where a three-
year $1.5 million grant from the National
Institutes of Health will support x-ray
diffraction studies of proteins and other
macromolecules by scientists from univer-
sities, research institutes and industries
across the United States. Development of
new x-ray diffraction techniques and de-
vices is also a part of the CHESS program.

Cornell Chronicle
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Employee Calendar
Events of Particular Interest to Cornell Employees

Thursday, December 8. Cornell Careers—
Writing Effective Resumes. 12:15 p.m., 202
Uns Hall:

University Assembly Meeting. 4:45 p.m., 212
Ives Hall (tentative).

Saturday, December 10. Second Annual
Holiday Dinner Dance, 6:00 p.m., TC3 Cafeteria.

Saturday, December 17. CRC Children's Holi-
day Party, 2:00 p.m.. Helen Newman Lounge.

Tuesday, December 20. Brown Bag Lunch
sponsored by Employee Elected Trustees, noon,
Martha Van Rensselaer Hall, Faculty Lounge:

Student Assembly Meeting, 5:30 p.m., 202
Uns Hall.

Wednesday, December 21,. Employee As-
sembly Meeting, 12:15 p.m., B-8 Boberts Hall.

Friday, December 23, through Friday, Decem-
ber 30. Winter holidays.

Wednesday, January 4. Employee Assembly
Meeting, 12:15 p.m., B-8 Roberts Hall (ten-
tative).

Wednesday, January 4. through Friday, Janu-
ary 13. Cornell Recreation Club — Hawaii Trip

Friday, January 13, through Sunday, January
15. Cornell Recreation Club—Tennis Tour-
nament in the Cornell Bubble.

Wednesday, January 18. Employee Assembly
Meeting, 12:15 p.m., B-8 Roberts Hall (ten-

tative).
Thursday, January 19. Monthly Employee

Breakfast/Lunch with Administrators. Jim
Spencer, Vice Provost, 7:15 a.m., Memorial
Room, Willard Straight Hall.

Wednesday, February 1 through Monday,
February 20. Employee Assembly Trustee Elec-
tion, petitioning (tentative).

Wednesday, February 1. Employee Assembly
Meeting, 12:15 p.m., B-8 Roberts Hall

Thursday, February 2. Monthly Employee
Breakfast/Lunch with Administrators, President
Rhodes, 1:00 p.m., Robert Purcell Union.

Employees Have Breakfast Meeting
With Senior Vice President Herbster

The second Breakfast with Administrators for
November was held on Tuesday. Nov. 15th in
the Elmhirst Room of Willard Straight. Sr. Vice
President Bill Herbster was guest speaker and
explained to the wide range of employees in
attendance that his duties and responsibilities
include the overseeing of overall operations of
the University.

Some of the major concerns and interests
discussed included parking and transportation,
improvement of recreational facilities on cam-
pus for employees, possibility of flexible benefits
package, improving of communications be-
tween administrators, faculty and staff, why
departments are charged with overhead costs,
and day care.

Vice President Herbster urged all employees
to contact the Employee Assembly on any other
matters of concern.

If you would like to attend a breakfast or
luncheon with an administrator, please contact
either Mary DellaValle. Chairperson of the
Employee Assembly, or Marisue Bishop in the
Office of the Assemblies.

Cornell Recreation Club
Dec. 10: Second annual Holiday Dinner

Dance, TC-3 Cafeteria.
Jan. 4-13: HAWAII TRIP. 80 Cornell staff

members and their families have signed up for
this trip so far (maximum capacity 100). Call the
CRC Office promptly if you're interested in
joining them. The cost is $775 per person for
CRC members. $800 per person for non-
members and covers all expenses except food
and entertainment. The group will fly American
Airlines to Hawaii and stay at the Holiday Inn
Makai.

Personnel Notes
Cornell Careers

Today, Thursday, Dec. 8, Tom Devlin will
speak about "Writing Effective Resumes" at the
last Cornell Careers after kicking off this year's
series at which he advised attendees about
planning their job search strategy. As Director of
the Career Center for the past five years, Devlin
has been involved in career counseling for over
ten years.

Cornell Careers will resume in March, the
second Thursday of the Month, at 12:1 5 - 1:15,

in 202 Uris Hall, with more advice planning,
career changes and conducting a job search at
Cornell. The spring '84 announcement will be
published in the Cornell Chronicle, and posters
will be distributed across campus departments.

No Lump Sum
Employees are again reminded that the

Employee Benefits section cannot accept lump
sum contributions to the Tax-Deferred Annuity
Plan. IRS regulations require that all contribu-
tions must be made through payroll reduction
over the course of the year.

Assembly Objectives
Continued from Second Page

classifications and job descriptions seeking
input on any revisions; help to implement, with
the Division of Extramural Courses, the offering
of evening courses; and investigate the selec-
tion process with attention to external search
procedures and internal promotion op-
portunities.

With the Assembly well into its 1983-84
season, a tentative proposal for the University to
contribute to the cost of adopting a child was
formulated by the Personnel Policy Committee,
which was presented to the Assembly for
discussion and input. The Committee is now
working with Personnel on the feasibility of
establishing a workable Adoption Policy.

Other issues discussed with Personnel in-
clude the Inclement Weather Policy and dif-
ficulties occurring from the differences between
statutory and endowed units. Clarification of the

Inclement Weather Policy and having it utilized
more appropriately was achieved. Through dis-
cussions with Personnel it was reported that
there should be no differences of benefits
between statutory and endowed units by July
1983. The Committee suggested ways for the
Personnel Department to assist employees with
transfers between the two units, which included
a brochure highlighting procedures and prob-
lems in transferring.

The Committee also has a charge to monitor
the Advanced Benefits Task Force. This Task
Force is not a committee of the Employee
Assembly but appointed by the Personnel
Office. There is one Employee Assembly mem-
ber, appointed by Personnel to serve on this
Task Force. This Task Force, comprised of
representatives from the various constituencies
has been responsible for implementing changes
in employee benefits.

Questions & Answers
Q: Has there been any change in

the volume of job applications or
employee transfer requests which
could be attributed to the publication
of Job Opps in the Chronicle? Has
there been any other effect?

— an employee

A While the publishing of the Job Op-
portunities list was in direct response to em-
ployee requests for more individual access, it
has had no observable impact on the number of
transfer requests or applications.

However, according to the News Bureau, the
Chronicle's circulation has increased by nearly
1,000 since the Job Opportunities list has been
included. Approximately 16.000 Chronicles are
distributed each week on the Ithaca and Geneva
campuses, as compared to the former weekly
distribution of some 700 separately published
Job Opportunities lists.

Employment activity fluctuates seasonally; in
the last few weeks, there has been a decrease in
both transfer requests, applications and number
of posted vacancies. There seems to be no
variation in this activity from the trends we have
seen in the past. We have had fewer requests
for detailed information related^o vacancies,
however, which may indicate more effective
communication through the Chronicle. Also,
individuals have expressed satisfaction about
the availability of Job Opps in the Chronicle.

Alice Miller,
Assistant Director of Personnel,

for Compensation and Staffing.

Q. If the child of a Cornell employee
covered under the family plan of Aet-
na takes a leave of absence from
study at the University or defers ad-
mission to a school or college, is the
child still covered during that period?

Anonymous
A. No. Children age 19 to 25 may continue

to be covered by the Cornell Health Care Plan
only if they are unmarried and either registered
as a full-time student or on approved medical
leave of absence from the institution regularly
attended. Proof is required when submitting
claims.

Nan Nicholas
Benefits Specialist

Q. Is employment by the University
of a child's step parent sufficient to
qualify for CCTS, or must the employ-
ee be a natural or adoptive parent.

Anonymous
A. A Cornell employee with step children is

eligible to receive benefits for those children
under the Cornell Children's Tuition Scholar-
ship Plan. In addition, other eligible children
for CCTS include natural born children,
adopted children, or foster children provided
the foster child has been supported by and is
livig in the house of an entitled employee for
at least five years prior to applying for CCTS.

Dell Feierstein
Benefits Specialist

Employee Assembly Forms
Parking/Traffic Group

An ad-hoc committee has been formed by the
Employee Assembly to investigate transporta-
tion and/or parking concerns of employees. This
committee will report back to the Employee
Assembly and the Committee on Transporta-
tion Services (COTS), summarizing employee
concerns and interests and will make recom-
mendations. Committee members are: George
Chevalier, Ch.. Carol Cook. Don Enichen, Dot
Messenger, Secy. One vacancy on the Commit-
tee still exists, and interested employees should
contact the Employee Assembly Office at 165
Day Hall.

If an employee or faculty have concerns, or
suggestions regarding transportation or parking
needs, please submit them in writing to the Ad-
Hoc Transportation Committee, do Office of the
Assemblies. 165 Day Hall.

Q. Both my husband and I are en-
dowed employees at Cornell. Our chil-
dren are all over the age of 21 and are
not students. Would it be to our ad-
vantage to each enroll for coverage.
Is there any difference in the plans?

Anonymous
A. If both you and your husband are em-

ployed on a regular full or part-time basis in
an endowed division, at present, it would be to
your advantage to each enroll for single health
care coverage since there is no cost for single
coverage for the employee. There is no dif-
ference in the level of coverage between the
family and single plans.

Nan Nicholas
Benefits Specialist

Q. Does our health care plan pay
for voluntary sterilization?

Anonymous
A. Yes. Charges for voluntary sterilization

will be reimbursed by Aetna at the rate of 100
percent of the reasonable and customary
charges for the services rendered. This was
one of the changes made in the plan at the
time of the change to Aetna.

Pat Cooke
Benefits Assistant

Classified Ads
WANTED TO RENT: 3 Bedroom House or

apartment in Dryden school district. Reasonable
rent and utilities. Family with 2 children. Contact
Sandy at 256-3180 or 844-9480.

FOR SALE: Home Comfort Wood Cook
Stove, warming oven, water reservoir, excellent
condition, $550 negotiable. Bernie Cook.
564-9375.

WANTED: Maple Syrup Evaporator to assist
in expanding small business. Bernie Cook
564-9375.

FOR SALE: 1979 2 dr. Subaru, std. trans,
good condition, new tires, 47,000 miles.
$1,500. Telephone: 257-6136.

WANTED: Full Size Refrigerator, good condi-
tion, for Employee Breakroom. Contact General
Stores - 256-5121.

FOR SALE: 1975 Honda CVCC 5 speed, new
tires, good battery, front fenders replaced by
Honda Corp. $300. Call Elaine 256-4921 or
564-3619 evenings.

RIDESHARING ADS:
RIDE WANTED: Would like to join carpool (or

start one if anyone's interested) From: Elmira
(southside); Building; Ives Hall; Hours; M-F,
8:00-4:30; Please call Jackie at 6-4987 if
interested

RIDERS WANTED: For weekend trips. Call
Carol 272-9409

RIDE WANTED: From Richford or Harford
Mills to Cornell. Hours: 7:30 am - 4 p.m.,
flexible. Interested in riding only. Call Rita at Vet
Research Tower. 6-5454, x2524.

Please submit all classified ads and rideshar-
ing ads to Linda English, NAIC, 61 Brown
Bd./Res. Park via campus mail. The deadline for
the Dec. 22nd issue of Networking is Dec. 13.

Advisory Board
Mary Jamison Nancy Hutter
Donna Updike
George Peter
Ron Parks
Linda English
Margaret Seacord
Stacey Coil

John Bender
Mary Ellen Jones
Anna Moratz
Dominic Versage
Jane Kellogg

UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL LIAISONS
Jean Novacco Sam Gruenbaum
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Personnel
Continued from Page 5

employee personnel files totaling approximately
50,000 active files

Nancy Hicks, the assistant director of Univer-
sity Personnel Services for Employee Benefits,
and Operations and Records, and Vivian Collins,
operations supervisor, continually investigate
new and more efficient methods of maintaining
employee filing systems and processing Per-
sonnel Action Forms They also work to promote
more computer involvement in the auditing,
tracking and updating of individual employee
benefits accounts and personal data as well as
supervise the daily activities of the office.

The main objectives of the Operations and
Records staff are to maintain highly accurate
employee data, to expedite the payroll appoint-
ment process in any way possible, and to effect
benefits costs savings by the continual auditing
of enrollment, payment and benefit accounting
procedures.

Although these systems utilize sophisticated
electronic technologies to maintain up-to-date
information, it takes people like secretary Jan
Wright, and word processing operator Theresa
Rapacki. to assist this staff and the Employee
Benefits staff in communicating with you.

Operations and Records plays a big part in
the service you receive from University Per-
sonnel Services — from individualized benefits
statements to personal correspondence.

The Song of the Brass Bell
By Marie Celeste Ruberti

By MARIE-CELESTE RUBERTI
ONCE UPON A TIME, a long, long time ago.

Pere de la Croix, a young man of God. sailed
from France to come to a New World to work
among the Indians and teach them many things.
Life was not easy in those early times, but
eventually he came to settle in the land of the
Iroquois on the shores of the lake of the Gew-u-
gewh-o-no (Cayugas). There he built a small
chapel and lived with the People of the Mucky
Land and learned many things

As time passed, the forest gave way to
farmland and barges hauled salt and other
goods along the shore of the lake where canoes
had once glided silently by. The church also
grew, boasting a steeple with many bells and a
small cottage for Pere de la Croix. who was now
growing old

He had thought he would be joyful in his old
age, but he was not. Where once had been a
small chapel filled with trappers and Indians
who all had been summoned by the sound of
one small bell, there now was a church which
stood empty, its many bells silent. The Indians
had been moved to a reservation and the
trappers had pushed westward seeking adven-
ture. All but a few of the farmers and traders

New Staffing Manager Joins UPS
Contributed by University Personnel Services
Judy Morgan has joined University Personnel

Services as Manager of Staffing Services.
Judy brings ten years of progressive man-

agement experience and training to our opera-
tion—most recently as Manager of Employment
and Records at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Hos-
pital where she supervised a staff of 15. serving
over 5.000 employees. Since receiving her B.S.
from the University of Wisconsin, Judy has been
active in many professional associations, includ-
ing the Employment Management Association
and American Association of Hospital Personnel
Administrators.

Judy replaces Bertie Thompson who left to
serve as director of personnel services at
Onondaga Community College.

NEW BOOKLETS describing four employee benefits plans have recently been
distributed to all plan participants by University Personnel Services. The
booklets feature plain language explanations of Cornell benefits, as well as
technical language required for insured plans under federal and state regu-
lations. If you participate in the Long Term Disability Plan, the Cornell Health
Care Plan for Endowed Employees, the Group Life Insurance Plan or the
Voluntary Accidental Death and Dismemberment Plan and have not received a
new booklet for each of these plans in which you participate, please call
Employee Benefits at 256-3936.

across the lake. In such times, no creature
moves for the world has given itself up to
prayerful silence.

Only in the belfry of the church was there a
breeze. Among all the grand bells hung the
small brass bell which Pere de la Croix had
brought from France. No one had heard its song
for many years because the larger bells had
hidden its sound. Now it, and it alone, first
softly, then more loudly, began to ring No hand
pulled its cord. Below, in the straw of the
Manger, the fallen tallow which had lain
shouldering, lept into flame.

In the still of the frozen night, a smoky
shadow drifted across a brilliant moon while the
bell continued ringing, swayed by warm air and
smoke which curled its way up the belfry stairs.
The priest, sleeping, lay in the burning church,
oblivious to the now wild ringing of the bell
except for the dreams which played through his
mind.

Farmers, waked from their beds to a sound
which they had not heard for years, rushed to
their doors to see where the sound had come
from. In the clear cold, they saw the bright licks
of fire in the church, put on their coats and
hurried to the aid of their long-forgotten friend.

When the morning light had dawned, Pere de
la Croix greeted it with tears, not of sadness, but
of joy — for there, gathered around the smoking
embers of his church, were his friends. As they
knelt in the snow and prayed, a breeze stirred
across the lake, giving voice to the single bell
whose weight had not brought it crashing down

"from the belfry during the fire — a small brass
bell, which had been carried lovingly from
France so many years before...

During this gentle holiday, may you hear the
song of your bell.

had become too busy to kneel silently in prayer
with the old man.

On one fiercely cold and snowy Christmas
Eve. Pere de la Croix knelt alone in the chapel in
front of a crib which held a sleeping Babe. He
prayed once again to see the simple beauty of
other Christmasses when the small brass bell
which he had carried from France would once
again call his friends together to pray with him.
He lit a candle in front of the Manger and talked
to himself as much as he talked to God. The cold
in the church made the old man sleepy and soon
his arms and head rested on the altar rail in
deep sleep. He did not notice the hot tallow
from the candle dripping onto the straw below.

As he slept, the snow stopped falling, giving
way to a moonlit night frozen in crystalline
brilliance. The slightest snap of a twig breaking
under the weight of the snow could be heard

Employee Breakfasts and Lunches
With Administrators SPRING 1984

If you are an employee of Cornell and are interested in attending a
breakfast or lunch, please fill in the coupon below or call 256-3715,
Office of the Assemblies. These breakfasts and lunches are spon-
sored by the Employee Assembly.

All breakfasts will be held in the Elmhirst Room of Willard Straight v
Hall from 7:15 to 8:30 a.m. Lunches will be held in the private dining

1 y room of Robert Purcell Union from 12:15-2:00 p.m.

January 19 Thursday BFK Jim Spencer, Vice Provost

February 2 Thursday LUNCH President Rhodes

February 22 Wednesday LUNCH
David Drinkwater, Dean of Students

March 13 Tuesday BFK Joan Egner, Associate Provost
April 19 Thursday BFK

Lee Snyder, Director,Personnel Services

May 10 Thursday BFK
Keith Kennedy, Provost; Larry Palmer, Vice Provost

WHICH MEAL?

CAMPUS PHONE.

NAME
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After Hours
Employee Survey Series

The Supervisor's Role at Cornell

J. Gonzalez-Ramos'
Department of Plant Breeding

Contributed by University Personnel Services
Theresults of the Employee Attitude Survey

showed that Cornell employees are fairly
positive about their supervisors. Here s what the
survey revealed about respondents' attitudes
towards supervisors at Cornell:

• staff members said that for problems and
information, they would prefer to go directly to
their supervisor; and.

• staff are fairly pleased with their
supervisors openness.

However:
• they are less pleased with their supervisors'

supportiveness;
'generally employees are not convinced their

work is adequately appreciated by their super-
visors; and,

• a significant number of staff members
would like more input into decisions which
affect their job.

What is a supervisor's role at Cornell?
Supervisors usually wear two hats on their job
— one as a technical expert in their area, and a
second, as a manager of people

The supervisor's human relations role begins
before an employee is hired - with accurate
information about performance expectations
given to applicants. Once they are hired, new
employees should be sufficiently equipped with
the tools, information and training for success
on the job New staff members should also be
thoroughly oriented concerning exactly what
their jobs entail, performance standards, work-
ing hours and department and university poli-
cies.

Supervisors should know what is involved in
their employees' jobs and the education and
training necessary for each job This information
should be communicated clearly to each em-
ployee, and everyone in the unit should have an
accurate and up-to-date job description.

It is also crucial for supervisors to be
knowledgeable about employment laws and
Cornell personnel policies, However, that is not
enough Employees also want to be able to go
to their supervisors concerning their benefits
and other information concerning their working
life at Cornell If you are a supervisor and are
unsure of regulations or policies, you should
know where to turn for information, or where to

Networking Deadlines
NETWORKING DEADLINE- 1984
January 3 for January 12 issue.
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CORNELL PAYDAYS • Non exempt oExempt

direct employees for guidance For example, do
you know:

• Whether it is permissible to work through
lunch? Call the Office of Employee Relations,
6-7206

• Where the closest dining unit is that is open
to employees in your unit? Call Cornell Dining
6-5392

• How employees can find out about making
contributions to TlAA/CREF? Call Employee
Benefits, 6-3936.

[A "Directory of Campus Services" listing
phone numbers is provided on page 71 of the
employee handbook. You and Cornell; "Per-
sonnel Directory ' cards listing the phone num-
bers of University Personnel Services are dis-
tributed with Personnel Manuals; and Network-
ing periodically lists useful phone numbers
under the heading "Where to Call For What.")

Communicating Within Work Groups
Perhaps the clearest message from the

Employee Attitude Survey concerning super-
visors is the importance of communication
within work groups. Employees want to be
aware of changes in their working environment
before they occur They want and need to know
before work stations are changed or new
equipment is installed

Supervisors should continue to communicate
department policies and goals, and consistently
enforce department and university policies
Department progress toward achieving goals
should be shared with staff members

Staff meetings can be helpful in fostering
communication. They give supervisors the op-
portunity to provide staff members with news of
upcoming events and to discuss on-going
concerns Also, staff members have the chance
to present ideas to their supervisor and to make
suggestions for resolving departmental prob-
lems Communication is a two way process -
speaking and listening It is the listening part
that everyone easily forgets

Evaluation is an essential component of the

Employee
Calendar

Friday, December 23. Winter Holiday
Monday, December 26. Winter Holiday
Tuesday, December 27 Winter Holiday
Wednesday, December 28. Winter Holiday
Thursday, December 29. Winter Holiday
Thursday, December 29 through Friday, De-

cember 30. Cornell Hockey Boosters—Bus trip
to Lake Placid For information call Helen
Cooley (539-7717).

Friday, December 30. Winter Holiday
Wednesday, January 4. Employee Assembly

Meet ing, 12 :15 p.m.. B-8 Roberts Hall (ten-
tative)

Wednesday, January 4 through Friday, Janu-
ary 13. Cornell Recreation Club — Hawaii Trip

Wednesday, January 11. B l o o d Pressure

Screening Clinic, Savage Hall, Room 130. 8:30
am - 12:00 noon

Thursday, January 12 Blood Pressure
Screening Clinic, Van Rensselaer Hall, Room
142. 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Friday, January 13 through Sunday, January
15. Cornell Recreation Club—Tennis Tour-
nament in the Cornell Bubble

Wednesday, January 18. Employee Assembly
Meeting. 12 15 p.m. B 8 Roberts Hall (ten-
tative)

Thursday, January 19 Monthly Employee
Breakfast/Lunch with Administrators. Jim
Spencer, Vice Provost, 7 15 a.m.. Memorial
Room. Willard Straight Hall;

Blood Pressure Screening Clinic. Olin Hall
Lounge. 9:00-1 1:00 a.m.

supervisor's job which involves communication
Contrary to popular belief, evaluation is not W
once-a-year event Performance appraisal ac-
tually takes place every day. but few supervisors
provide feedback on a continual basis The
survey clearly indicated that almost two-thirds;
of those who answered it did not work for
supervisors who review their performance regu-
larly Whether workplace feedback is positive or
negative, employees at Cornell want to knotf
how they are doing.

Another part of a supervisors job is to
establish work rules and procedures which will
help insure the achievement of the department's
goals Communicating and administering these
rules and procedures on a daily basis, and in a
consistent manner, is just as important as;

setting them Fair and consistent application of|
rules not only informs employees when theyj
have committed errors, but also helps relieve
the rest of the work group from unnecessary
pressure and added workload Following pro-
cedures and enforcing rules regularly should
also prevent the need for discipline after t
problem has developed

If you are a supervisor at Cornell, you have
many tools at your disposal to help you be more;
effective. There are a variety of seminars "and:
workshops offered by the.Training and Develop-
ment section of University Personnel Services
designed specifically for managers and super-
visors, including: "Results-Oriented Super-
vision." "Decision Analysis " and Making Meet-
ings Work " Consider also personnel and man-
agement development courses offered on cam-i
pus through the School of industrial and Labor!
Relations and the Graduate School of Man-j
agement.

The Office of Employee Relations is also
available as a resource for supervisors to use in
improving their own skills or in dealing with
particularly troublesome situations

The role supervisors play is important to the
satisfaction and development of the people i
their workgroup This Networking article is one)
response to employee concerns expressed in
the survey — to help supervisors be aware ot
just how important this role is, and what can be
done to be more effective Improving human!
relations skills benefits not only the individual'
but also the productivity and well being of the
entire unit

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: 1 pair Riding Boots. Size

10-10' i . Excellent condition $40 00 Call
Ermina Gentile at 6-4341

FOR SALE 1980 Honda CB 125S Motor-
cycle; Mint Condition; 700 miles Christmas
Red;" $750.00 Call Ted 6-2035 (day)
539-7920 (evenings)

FOR SALE 1975 Honda CVCC 5 speed, New
Tires. Good Battery. Front fenders replaced by
Honda Corp $300 Call Elaine 6-4291 or
564-3619 evenings

FOR SALE 1979 2 dr Subaru, std trans
good condition, 48,000 miles, $2,500 Please
call 257 2640 after 1/2/84

RIDE SHARING ADS
RIDE WANTED: Leaving campus 4:30 to 7

miles out Taughnanock Blvd Call 387-9429
after 5 00 p m

Advisory Board
Mary Jamison
Donna Updike
George Peter
Ron Parks
Linda English
Margaret Seacord
Stacey Coil

Nancy Hutter
John Bender
Mary Ellen Jones
Anna Moratz
Dominic Versa ge
Jane Kellogg

UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL LIAISONS
Jean Novacco Sam Gruenbaum
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Employee Calendar
Events of Particular Interest to Cornell Employees

Thursday, January 12. Blood Pressure
Screening Clinic. Van Rensselaer Hall, Room
142. 8:30 am - 12:00 noon

Friday, January 13 through Sunday, January
15. Cornell Recreation Club—Tennis Tour-
nament in the Cornell Bubble

Monday, January 16 Networking deadline
(for January 26 issue)

Wednesday, January 18 Employee Assembly
Meeting. 12:15 p.m.. B-8 Roberts Hall (ten-
tative)

Thursday, January 19. Monthly Employee
Breakfast/Lunch with Administrators. Jim
Spencer, Vice Provost. 7:15 a.m.. Memorial
Room. Willard Straight Hall,

Blood Pressure Screening Clinic. Olin Hall
Lounge. 9:00-1 1:00 a.m.

Monday. January 23 through Monday, Febru-
ary 20. Employee Assembly Trustee Election,
petitioning

Tuesday, January 24. Student Assembly
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., 202 Uris Hall

Thursday, January 26. University Assembly
Meeting, 4 :45 p.m., 212 Ives Hall

Friday. January 27 through Saturday, January
28. Cornell Hockey Boosters—Bus trip to Yale
and Brown (deadline January 14). For more
information call Helen Cooley (539-7717)

Monday, January 30. Networking deadline
(for Feb 9 issue )

Tuesday, January 31. Blood Pressure Screen-
ing Clinic, Ornithology Laboratory 1:00 - 3:00
pm

Wednesday, February 1. Employee Assembly
Meeting. 12:15 p.m., B-8 Roberts Hall;

Blood Pressure Screening Clinic, Riley-Robb
Hall. Room 205. 8:30 am - 12:30 pm

Thursday, February 2. Monthly Employee
Breakfast/Lunch with Administrators, President
Rhodes, 1:00 p.m.. Robert Purcell Union

Friday, February 3. Cornell Hockey Boosters
— Bus trip to RPI (deadline January 21) For
information call Helen Cooley (539-7717)

Wednesday, February 8. Blood Pressure
Screening Clinic. Statler Hall Main Lounge,
8 30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Thursday. February 9 University Assembly
Meeting, 4:45 p.m.. 212 Ives Hall

Monday, February 13 Networking deadline
(for Feb 23 issue)

Tuesday, February 14 Student Assembly
Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. 202 Uris Hall (tentative)

Wednesday, February 15 Employee As-
sembly Meeting, 12:15 p.m.. B-8 Roberts Hall:

Blood Pressure Screening Clinic, Residence
Life-West Campus, U-Hall #1 . 9:00 - 11:00
a m ; Residence Life-Balch Hall, 2nd floor
lounge. 1 00 - 4:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 16 through Thursday,
March 1. Student Assembly/Trustee Election,
advertising for petitioning.

Monday, February 20 through Thursday.
March 1. Student Assembly/Trustee Election,
petitioning

— Photo by Deborah D. Bridwell, Biological Sciences, Stimson Hall

Contributed by University Personnel Services
Have you ever been interested in a secretarial

position only to discover that one of the
requirements was technical typing?

At Cornell, positions involving technical typ-
ing normally range in grade from GR18 to
GR20 Certain administrative aide positions also
require a familiarity with technical typing techni-
ques.

Technical typing is a desirable asset. Most
departments recruiting for this type of position
look for candidates with technical typing skills or
an interest in obtaining these skills, which
include: familiarity with scientific symbols, fast
and accurate typing, ability to follow directions,
editing skills, and good grammar.

If you possess these and other good secretar-
ial skills, consider the technical typing op-
portunities listed periodically in the Job Op-
portunities list published weekly in the Cornell
Chronicle.

Networking Deadlines

Jan 16 (for Jan 26 issue)
Jan. 30 (for Feb 9 issue)
Feb 13 (for Feb. 23 issue)
Feb 27 (for March 8 issue)
March 12 (for March 22 issue)
March 26 (for April 5 issue)
April 9 (for April 19 issue)
April 23 (for May 3 issue)
May 7 (for May 17 issue)
May 21 (for May 31 issue)
June 4 (for June 14 issue)
June 18 (for June 28 issue)

Articles may be submitted to Mary Jamison,
Rm 110 Olin Library; Donna Updike Rm
3M11, Martha Van Rensselaer Hall. Linda
English, NAlC. Research Park. 61 Brown
Road Articles must be typewritten and double
spaced when submitted or be subject to refusal
Thank you!!!

— Photo by Christian Boissonnas, Olin Library

Do Americans Buy More
Health Care than Needed?

Contributed by University Personnel Services
One major cause of skyrocketing health care

costs is excessive and sometimes unnecessary
medical care Unnecessary medical care occurs
primarily because the coverage of most Ameri-
cans by health insurance has allowed all of us to
seek care without any concern for the costs
involved.

In order to help solve the problem, we need to
be aware of exactly where the problems are
The following statistics demonstrate some re-
cent areas of concern

• Unnecessary surgery cost close to four
billion dollars and resulted in an estimated
10,000 deaths in this country during 1977
(House of Representatives Subcommittee)

• Twenty percent of all recommended surgery
is not reaffirmed when a second opinion is
received (Cornell University Medical College)

• Americans consume 24,000 tons of aspirin
each year — 480 aspirins for each man,
woman, and child in the country (International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans)

• Studies have indicated that 80 percent of all
diseases that Americans have can no longer be
helped by medicine and surgery, while 10
percent of diseases are caused by side effects of
medication and accidents of surgery

Only 10 percent of all diseases can be
arrested, reversed, or cured by medicine and
surgery This is known as the 80-10-10
phenomenon (New England Journal of Medi-
cine)

• It is estimated that as much as 70 percent
of all patient-physician contacts are for common
colds, upset stomachs, and other conditions that
could often be treated without professional care
(Management Review. August 1983)

• The price of every automobile produced by
Chrysler Corporation includes $600 to cover the
cost of employee health care coverage for its
workers (Chrysler Corporation)

Keeping Costs Down
Having insurance coverage that will pay for

most medical care tends to encourage people to
seek medical attention for any ailment, no
matter how minor We can all help keep health
care costs (and consequently, insurance costs)
down by:

• Avoiding unnecessary treatment
• Getting a second opinion

• Questioning physicians to determine the
necessity of recommended treatment

• Checking medical bills to make sure that
you are charged only for services you actually
received

Everyone wins when medical services are not
overused Appropriate use decreases the possi-
bility of being unnecessarily or incorrectly
treated and decreases expenses, resulting in
lower costs both for employees and the univer-
sity The Cornell Health Care plan is provided to
employees to protect you from the costs which
an illness or accident may bring We all.
however, need to ensure that we use both
health services and insurance wisely and only
when necessary

More information regarding how you can help
contain health care costs will be forthcoming in
future articles of Networking.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: Home Comfort Wood cook stove,

warming oven, water reservoir, excellent condi-
tion S55O/BO Call Bernie Cook 256-5257;
564-9375

WANTED Maple syrup evaporator to expand
small family business Call Bernie Cook
564-9375

FOR SALE Mobile home: 12 x 65 New
Moon, 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths, refrigerator and
stove, roofed porch Must see Call 347-4732
after 5:30 pm

ELECTRONIC REPAIR: Low overhead, moon-
light service on TVs, radios, Hi- Fi s etc Will pick
up and deliver Michael Ames 753-8915 eve-
nings.

Advisory Board
Mary Jamison
Donna Updike
George Peter
Ron Parks
Linda English
Margaret Seacord
Stacey Coil

Nancy Hutter
John Bender
Mary Ellen Jones
Anna Moratz
Dominic Versage
Jane Kellogg

UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL LIAISON
Jean Novacco

Tech Typing Skills
Are Often Sought
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Faculty Bulletin
November 9,1983

110 Ives Hall
Nothing can be done at once hastily and

prudently.
Publius Syrus, Maxim 5557

The Speaker, Russell D. Martin, called the
meeting to order at 4:33 p.m. Absent a quorum,
approval of the September minutes was delayed.

1. ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE DEAN
Dean of the Faculty, Joseph B. Bugliari, made

the following announcements:
The members of the Ad Hoc Committee to

Review the Appeals Procedures are: Ken Strike,
Education, Chair; Barry Adams, English; Gail
Fine, Philosophy; Terry Fine, Engineering;
Fran Herman, Hotel; Dan Tapper, Veterinary
Medicine; Larry Walker, Agricultural Engineer-
ing. Mary Beth Norton, Chair of the FCR
Executive Committee and the Dean of the
Faculty will serve as ex officio Committee
members. The Dean urged the Faculty to convey
"any comments or ideas" they may have about
the procedures to his office or to individual
members of the Committee.

The Faculty is expected to honor the rules
concerning exam schedule changes. "If there is a
problem," Dean Bugliari noted, "you should
contact our office; otherwise, I'll expect you to
observe the rules we have."

The Dean then turned to the agenda for the
meeting. "Assuming today's meeting is suc-
cessful," he said, "we will plan to have another
series of presentations by various people in
December. At that time, you will hear about the
telephone service... which may be instituted;
about what is going on in computers; and finally,
what in the world we are doing with respect to
buildings and properties, including Academic I."

Then the Dean offered another "Sneak Pre-
view", unveiling "a series of programs on
computers during the first two weeks in
January...There will be three levels of programs
— those for people like myself who know nothing
about computers, an intermediate program,
and...an advanced one." Dean Bugliari then
concluded his remarks by promising ".. .to have
more about these computer programs at our next
meeting."

Speaker Martin thereupon announced, with
appreciation, that Professor P.C.T. deBoer, Me-
chanical and Aerospace Engineering, had agreed
to serve as Parliamentarian for the body in the
coming year. A warm round of applause fol-
lowed.

At this juncture, the Speaker described the
meeting agenda. "There will be four Committee
reports. We are attempting to limit each one to a
total of twenty minutes, including questions and
answers, so that we may finish by 6 o'clock."
(Note: The Committees, in order of presenta-
tion: Budget, Admissions and Financial Aids,
Library, and Research Policies.)

Then the Speaker introduced Professor Alan
McAdams, Graduate School of Management,
Chair of the Budget Committee.

2. BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
Professor McAdams: "I want to tell you who

we are, what we do, and the criteria we use for
evaluating the fiscal health of the University.

"Who are we? We are an FCR Committee,
elected by the Faculty. Two of our members are
from the FCR. Current members are: Peter
Auer, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering;
Robert Bechhofer, Operations Research and
Industrial Engineering; Dale Oesterle, Law;
Peter Kahn, Mathematics; John Nation, Elec-
trical Engineering; Eugene Erickson, Rural
Sociology; and myself from the School of Man-
agement. That's a broad spectrum of people. In
addition we work with Joe Bugliari, Jim Spencer,
the Vice-Provost, who shepherds us through the
year, and John Lambert, who shepherds him
Spencer through the year. We meet with Provost
Keith Kennedy when we have important ques-
tions to raise. Over this year, we have met with
various University officials: Messrs. Herbster,
Ostrom, Doney, Brown, King and Craft; various
people from the Admissions and Financial Aid
office, and the Endowment Office, among others.
We maintain liaison with the Committee on the
Professional and Economic Status of the Facul-
ty, and with the Library Board. We have a
representative on the University Assembly's
Budget Committee and on the Provost's Budget
Priorities Committee.

"Okay, what do we do? The members of our
Committee asked me to begin to address that
question in another form: 'Do we do anything?',
'Do we achieve anything?', and I must say that
sometimes it is very hard to see that we have
done much, especially in return for the amount of
time we put in. But I would say, at the margin,
yes we do make a contribution. For example, we
have focused on a more efficient use of financial

aid funds - thanks to an economic analysis done
by my predecessor, Ron Ehrenberg. We've
looked at endowment policies and made recom-
mendations on changes in the handling of some
general purpose gifts, which previously were
always taken into endowment, no matter what
their size. We have been an effective liaison, I
believe, with the Committee on the Professional
and Econonic Status of the Faculty, and together
we've had an effect on faculty compensation. I
think we can point to a couple of percentage
points in your paychecks last year that our joint
efforts have contributed to, and we believe that
those percentage points came as a reasonable
trade-off with other priorities.

"We help in identifying guidelines in the
budget process by looking at both the income and
expense projections for the coming year and for
the two successive years. The major trade-offs
that we deal with are among tuition, 'self-help'
for recipients of financial aid, compensation
improvements for faculty and staff, graduate
assistance stipends, and so forth. We also know
what's happening on the investment front — in
gifts, overhead expenditures, etc. We look at this
series of elements as they interact in what is
known as the 'general purpose (GP)' budget, the
melting pot where all these various elements
come together, where they have a common
denominator of dollars, where we make trade-
offs and try to come to a balanced budget. The
objective is to present a recommendation to the
trustees in May of a budget which is balanced.
Are there any questions at this point?"

Professor Walter Lynn, Director, Science,
Technology and Society Program: "Yes. Who
are the 'we' in this? Is this 'we', the Adminis-
tration, or 'we', the Budget Committee?"

McAdams: "The Administration is doing it,
making the decisions. We, the Budget Commit-
tee, are consulting with them. We meet with
them frequently. Recently, it's been every week.
We are a sounding board and devil's advocate,
especially when it comes to tough trade-offs:

•» a a

In response to a question from Professor
Raphael Littauer, Physics, about whether ser-
vice departments in the University account for
an expense or provide income, Professor
McAdams replied: "First, the service depart-
ments are self supporting. These activities are
not a part of the general purpose budget. They do
incur expenses, but they also generate revenues
from their customers. Both the revenues and
expenses are classed as 'designated' funds. What
this means is that the service units (e.g., the
Dairy Store) provide their services to other parts
of the University or to the public for a fee and
their expenses and their other costs are covered
in that way. Most service departments generate

"We help in identifying guidelines in the
budget process by looking at both
the income and expense projections
for the coming year and for the two
successive years."

'Are we going to raise tuition by X percent? If we
do that, it will give us so much money for finance
and/or to raise faculty salaries by Y percent.'
Things of that sort.

' 'Are there other questions on this part of the
presentation? All right. Let's go on.

"As you know, there are three major adminis-
trative units in the University. The statutory
colleges come under the State budget; the
Medical School comes under its own budget, and,
finally, there's the largest element, the endowed
campus at Ithaca, which represents 52% of the
grand total budget of over half a billion dollars.
Within the endowed sector of the University we
focus on the general purpose budget. This budget
does not include the three schools that are
'responsibility centers' — Hotel, Management
and Law — that operate on their own budgets
with what are called 'designated funds'.

"Compounding the complexity are the 're-
stricted' funds that come from outside — monies
coming in which are restricted as to use and
which also fall outside the general purpose
budget. We have 'enterprise' and 'service depart-
ments' — these include such activities as the
campus store, the shops and other services
around the campus — that represent very signifi-
cant revenues and expenditures, but fall outside
the general purpose budget. The same is true of
sponsored 'grants and contracts' for research.

"Three colleges and essentially all the central
administration and the central services do fall
within the general purpose budget. The Colleges
are: Arts and Sciences; Architecture, Art and
Planning; and Engineering.

"To reiterate, while we must be aware of a
mass of detail for the University as a whole and
its implications, the Budget Committee focuses
mainly on endowed Ithaca, and, in particular, on
the 'general purpose' portion of the endowed
Ithaca budget — this represents about 25% of the
total revenues and expenditures of the Univer-
sity. Nonetheless, policy decisions made in re-
spect to this budget generally apply to all sectors
of the endowed campus. Are there any ques-
tions?"

a small surplus or break even. If they cannot
operate on a fee basis, their costs are included in
'overhead' and are thus indirectly billed out to
those units which make use of them."

Professor Donald F. Sola, Modern Languages
and Linguistics: "I wonder if you could identify
the category of discretionary funds and the
percentage of these funds that we might be free
to use — funds not allocated fer some specific
purpose?

Professor McAdams: "The portion which is
technically unrestricted is the $143,700,000 in the
general purpose budget... and in one sense it's
discretionary. On the other hand, there are
ongoing activities throughout the University.
About 70 to 80 percent of the total expenditures of
the University are for people, people already on
the payroll. All departments have tenured peo-
ple. People who work in the central adminis-
tration expect to be paid each payday, etc. So,
there are a lot of formal and informal commit-
ments for these funds. As long as we have the
people, then there's not much discretion in
making these expenditures.

"New money for new programs, etc. — the
item called 'Program Improvement' in the
budget documents — make up $500,000 - $1,000,000
each year, or less than 1% of the GP total. These
are the only funds in the budget that are
discretionary. These are the only funds in the
budget that are discretionary in the sense that I
perceive you to mean.

"To continue, the Budget Committee has
identified some problem areas. We have identi-
fied the future role of computers on campus and
their budget implications for the University as
one such area. And we have recognized the
importance of the interaction between tele-
communications and computers as another. The
same is true of the library, telecommunications
and computing. All of these areas are being
evaluated separately now, but they are likely to
merge into a single joint area. They will require
increased attention, coordination, and planning
in the immediate future.

"Finally, let me share the criteria we use for

evaluating whether the University is operating at
an economic break-even. We don't just look at
the annual operating budget. As we said in our
report at the end of last year, we really look at
four things. The first is the operating budget
itself, and, as you know, that has been kept in
balance over these last several years. But equal-
ly important for break-even — perhaps more
important — is that the educational quality of the
institution must be maintained. Less clear might
be the fact that we also need to maintain the
purchasing power for the endowment. Fourth
and finally, we need to maintain the functionality
of the physical plant; you can always make your
current activities look good by postponing the
maintenance of your physical plant and thus
postponing large expenditures into the future. If
any of these criteria are violated — and the latter
two appear to be — then the University would be
operating at a true 'economic' deficit."

Professor Richard Booth, City and Regional
Planning: "I understand the statutory schools go
through a state budget process, but are you
saying that the faculty is not involved at all in
reviewing, number one, the University budget
requests to the State, and, number two, what is
done with the money that comes from the
State?"

Professor McAdams: "Essentially, yes. One
reason is because no one in the University really
has much direct say about that, anyway. That's
done in Albany. Then, the University is able to
modify the proposed outcomes through the good
offices of the Provost and the Vice Provosts. But
essentially, the State determines those matters.
Cornell then does get the State to make some
trade-offs at the margin."

Professor Benjamin Nichols' Electrical Engi-
neering: "Does expense recovery include — I
think you mentioned housing, dorms, and so on —
are they included in this?"

Professor McAdams: "Let me see."
John Lambert, Budget Director: "If I may —

911

Professor McAdams: "That's our savior, Mr.
Lambert, the Budget Director."

John Lambert: "The short answer is 'no'.
Housing and Dining is an enterprise operation.
Students pay directly for those services. The
payments cover the costs and that activity falls
outside the general purpose budget.

"Let me explain the expense recovery item a
little bit more. Expense recovery includes four
major types of things. First, since the central
administration provides services to the statutory
colleges as well as to the endowed, they bill the
statutory colleges for those services. Then
through a mechanism we call 'tuition retainage',
the bill is paid — the University just retains an
appropriate number of dollars out of the tuition
paid by the statutory students.

"Similarly, there are services supplied to the
Hotel, Management, and Law Schools by the
central administration. Those services are billed
and the payment also goes into 'expense re-
covery'. Then the University effectively bills
research contractors for the facilities and other
overhead items the University provides for its
researchers. Those payments go into expense
recovery. Finally, personnel, payroll, accounting
and similar services are provided to some of the
enterprise operations. These enterprises are
billed and payments accrue as part of the
expense recovery category."

McAdams: "Thank you, John.
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"Now, if you have had an opportunity to look at
the report of the Budget Committee for 1982-83,
you'll see that we have identified a series of
potential problem areas.

"One very important trend is the increasing
portion of total revenues in the endowed general
purpose budget represented by tuition. Budgets
are growing over time at a rate faster than
general inflation, and tuition is growing even
faster than that. That can lead to problems. As
student aid is also growing at an increasing rate,
we find that the University is beginning to
recycle a significant portion of the funds that
come in from tuition increases back into student
aid. Something will have to be done in this area
soon.

"The data we have shows that 'academic
compensation' dropped by three points as a
percentage of the GP budget in the last several
years. Over this period, the size of the faculty has
remained roughly constant. We note that staff
compensation has been increasing. Another fac-
tor that we noted on the revenue side is what's
been happening with investment income. Invest-
ment income available for the general purpose
budget previously accounted for about 13% of the
total. Now, it's down to 10%. What that says is
that we are able to rely less and less on the
earnings from financial reserves. We are relying
more and more on the payments by current
customers' of the University today for the

services provided by the University. We also note
that the University has been committing its
capital more and more to the physical plant
rather than committing additional capital to the
endowment. That, then, is consistent with having
current customers pay for the current resources
being made available in the form of new plant
and equipment.

"Any other questions? I was expecting probing
questions about our $20 million 'surplus' for this
year - what happened to it? - and things of that
type. Is anyone interested in that? "

Professor Bernard F. Stanton, Agricultural
Economics: "Can we trace through the accounts
and see if there is a surplus or a deficit?"

McAdams: "Yes. But we have to do that in the
context of all four items: the operating budget,
academic excellence, the physical plant and the
purchasing power of the endowment. The operat-
ing budget has been balanced for the last several
years. As to academic excellence, the President
recently reported to the FCR on the overall
academic status of the University. He cited
areas of strength, areas of improvement and
areas of decline. As to the physical plant, its
functionality probably is not being fully main-
tained. Next, at current levels of funding, the
purchasing power of the endowment improved
greatly this past year, but it remains lower than
it was several years ago. In 1983 dollars, the
endowment is approximately valued at one-half
billion dollars. The physical plant, valued at
original cost, is 'worth' another half billion
dollars. Together these assets are valued at over
one billion dollars, a substantial increase over
last year. Now, if you look at the 'net from
operations' for the year for the total University
budget as opposed to the smaller general purpose
budget, it looks like Cornell had about a $21
million surplus from all the operations of the
various sectors of the University - endowed,
statutory, and medical. But, if you look more
carefully, you see that ten and a half million
dollars — approximately half of the grand total

40% increase over the then current dollar value
of the endowment in one year. Now, that sounds
good, but we also looked at the endowment in
'real' terms by deflating it with the Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI). Approximately '
ten years ago, the purchasing power of the
endowment was about $260 million. Last year it
was $152 million in constant dollars. This year
it's back up to $202 million of purchasing power.
On this measure, we've had about a 13% re-
covery in the endowment's purchasing power in a
single year, and the endowment is now only $60
million below what it's purchasing power was a
little over a decade ago. We're now about even
with 1972. The $60 million is what the University
used to cover the deficits in the operating
budgets in the early 1970's."

Speaker Martin: "I think we better move
along. If we have time at the end of the meeting,
perhaps then we can come back to Professor
McAdams for more questions."

The Speaker then announced that a quorum
was present, and he asked for, and received,
approval of the minutes of the September meet-
ing. Next, Speaker Martin introduced a report
from the Admissions and Financial Aids Com-
mittee, Professor Helen Wardeberg, Chairman,
and James Scannell, Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid.

3. REPORT OF ADMISSIONS AND FINAN-
CIAL AIDS COMMITTEE
• Wardeberg: "The Committee on Admissions
and Financial Aids had existed for a number of
years back in the seventies, but in 1978 it was
dissolved under the rule that terminates commit-
tees which had not met or reported for a year.
However, it did seem that the concerns of
admissions and financial aid were vital, and it
was important to have a University faculty
involvement in determining those policies.
Hence, this Committee was reestablished last
spring by FCR action, and at the election in May,
7 faculty members were elected: Ben Nichols,
Electrical Engineering; Vernon Briggs, In-
dustrial and Labor Relations; John DeWire,
Physics; Jacques Bereaud, Romance Lan-
guages; Stephen Zinder, Microbiology; and Yih-
Hsing Pao, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
who is on sabbatic this fall, and who is being
replaced for the moment by Anne Graves, from
the Af ricana Studies and Research Center. Dean
Scannell, from Admissions and Financial Aid and
Dean Bugliari serve as ex officio members, and
we have two students who are appointed by the
Student Assembly: Tom Allon^who represents
the endowed units and Lynne LeBarron, who
represents the statutory units.

"Legislation that defined the role and the
charge of this Committee had been adopted by
the FCE in 1971. When the Committee was
reconstituted, the role and charge still seemed
appropriate.

"The FCR reaffirmed the established roles of
the faculties of the individual colleges and
schools of the University in admitting students
and awarding financial aid. The FCR also recog-
nized that certain aspects of admissions and
financial aid are of concern to more than one
college, school or program and may have basic
effects upon the educational policies and the total
educational character of the University. Hence,
the faculty has a basic concern and responsibility
for policies affecting both admissions and finan-
cial aid.

"Our Committee has three charges. We are to

"One very important trend is the...
total revenues in the endowed general
purpose budget represented by tuition."

— was one lump-sum grant, which was then
transferred to 'plant funds' to pay in part for the
geology building.

"The next surplus item is $7.2 million from the
Medical School' but these are 'designated' funds
that represent a surplus from the faculty's
medical practice at the Medical School. So, now
we've accounted for almost 18 million of this
apparent $21 million surplus. Then there were a
series of transfers to capital accounts for con-
struction and renovation that are under way — in
the amount of a million here, another million
here, and a million there — most of which is in
the statutory colleges. When you get all done, the
money available to the general purpose budget as
spendable surplus for the year was only the
^16,000 mentioned earlier.

"Let's look next at the endowment. In our
report for 1982-83 we made the general statement
tnat the fiscal situation of the University ap-
Peared to be gettinq better, especially for two
reasons: (1) the stock market recovered. (2)
"iflation went down. An important result was a

recommend to the FCR policies and procedures
for the admission of students, we are to recom-
mend policies and procedures concerning the
allocation of general funds for financial as-
sistance to students, and we are to report, at
least on a yearly basis, on our recommendations
concerning admissions and financial aid.

"Our Committee met in the summer; it is now
meeting at least once each month during the
year. Dean Scannell has provided us with a
volume of materials — much good background
information about recruitment, financial aid,
long-range planning, the number of applicants,
the matriculants, the operation of the office, the
publications. All of us are finding we have much
to learn and a lot to think about. Admissions and
financial aid strategy and procedures for the
class that will be entering in 1984-85 is in place
now, so that while our Committee can review
those things, any recommendations that we now
make can at best be applied in the year 1985-86.
That is, recommendations for policy changes to
be made for the next academic year really have

to be in place by November of the current year.
At this point, the budgets are set, the publica-
tions are in order, people are recruiting for next
year's class.

"We consider ourselves a faculty committee.
We are not a management or an operations
group; while we may give Mr. Scannell advice,
he need not implement it. Essentially, any
substantive pelicy recommendations will be
made to this body. We see ourselves as a
sounding board for policy issues. Some of the
things that we have looked at so far — and we are
only looking, and haven't identified any recom-
mendatiens yet — are such things as the attrac-
tiveness rating system which is currently in
operation; the tuition/student aid ratio that
showed up on the budget projections; the ques-
tion of access of promising students from vary-
ing income families; faculty involvement in
recruitment; the relation of admissions policy
and financial aid practice to the retention of
students and to the ultimate graduation of those
students who are admitted. We represent the
feculty. If you have concerns, we would be most
pleased to have you contact any of us. You can
leave communications in Dean Bugliari's office,
you can send them to me, you can leave them
with Dean Scannell. You can call any of us, write
us notes. We need to know what are at least
perceived as problems, concerns, issues relating
to admissions and financial aid.

"Dean Scannell will now present some general
information, the results of the admission pro-
cedures over time, and will raise some of the
other issues of concern to the Committee.''

Dean Scannell: "I'd like to begin by introduc-
ing Milford Greene, Associate Dean of Ad-
missions and Financial Aid. Dr. Greene is in his
first full academic year at Cornell having joined
us last January from Morehouse Medical Col-
lege. One of his primary responsibilities is the
recruitment, retention, and financial aid policies
for minority students.

Scannell continued: " Let us look first at the
numbers of students graduating by region from
public high schools nationally. This does not
include private high school graduates. If we look
specifically at the states of New Jersey, Connect-
icut, New York, Massachusetts and Pennsylva-
nia, where more than two-thirds of our appli-
cants come from, we see there's no real change.
All the news is bad in the northeastern states,
having to do with a gradually declining popu-
lation. We're in the middle of the precipitous
decline. Focusing even more directly on New
York State — using figures and projections from
1979 to 1989 — we see a decline in public high
school graduates from 210,000 to fewer than
150,000. The only possible influence on this would,-
be in-or-out migration. The news there for the
northeast is also bad. It's a net outmigration in
the northeast. However, the rest of the country
will not necessarily experience the same thing. It
will, in fact, mean a net recovery in Colorado,
and, if we look at Texas, we'd see a net increase
by the end of this decade.

"Finally, coming home, what has been our
experience at Cornell? We've seen an increase in
freshmen applications between 1970 and 1983 — a
very dramatic increase — in the endowed ap-
plications. Statutory applications appear cons-
tant with a little bit of an increase last year. We
had over 18,000 freshman applications, and re-
member, we are now in the decline, right in the
middle of the mid-«ighties. That means we are
getting a bigger piece of the pie as it exists,
particularly in the northeast. Our gains have
been nationwide, but they are particularly strong
in the northeast part of the country. So that is a
very quick picture having to do with demo-
graphics.

"Now I'm going to talk about quality." (Pro-
file for the Class of 1987 attached as Appendix A.)

"If you look at the percent of New York State
high school seniors who scored above 550 on the
standardized verbal portion of the SATs from
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1974 to 1982 we see - and New York State gives us
about half our applicants - we see a decline from
20.6% in 1974 to slightly less than 15% in 1982.
That is students who take the SAT who score
above 550. We restrict ourselves to that popu-
lation because of our quality standards. So, we're
not looking at the population as a whole, we're
looking at a very specific subpopulation, and that
subpopulation is decreasing as the population as
a whole is decreasing. In absolute numbers we've
gone from 26,000 test takers in the State of New,
York scoring above 550 in 1972 to just over 22,000
in 1982. (Question) Yes, Sir."

Associate Professor Henry H. Hagedorn, En-
tomology: "What happened between'74 and
75?"

Scannell: "I don't have a qood answer to that
question. The decline nationally on SATs was
much more dramatic in the late sixties and early
seventies. The national decline, although, con-
tinued until 1981. There was a national decline
every year until '81, then there was a levelling off
- actually an upswing. The slope was much move
even. Beyond that, there is considerable specula-
tion as to why the SATs have declined - in terms

•. of what they measure - things like television,
merit scholarships, etc. That would be an
afternoon's seminar, at least.

"This does not capture the point that you're
interested in because the space on the vertical is
not dramatic enough to show that there was a
decline and actually we're showing a flat line and
actually there was still a decline through these
years in the late seventies, though not as dramat-
ic as up here. Okay, this is national. The point of
this is to show what has been going on in a very
brush stroke sense at Cornell. That is to say that
we have maintained over a period of some
national decline a relatively constant quality as
measured by standardized tests from 1973 to
1983. That is to say, a verbal score of around 600,
slightly below; a math score of around the 650
mark.

"Let me turn now to a comparison of projected
need versus financial aid among only under-
graduates. Student need, which is what we're
going to be measuring ourselves against, is
defined as cost of education minus total family
contribution. Family contribution is emprised of
parental contribution, student summer savings
and student assets and benefits.

"Starting with student need, we see a growth.
If we look only at undergraduates, student need
has risen from 20 million to over 40 million in
1983-84, and it is projected to be above 40 million
in 1984-85. If we look at resources, starting with
federal and state aid at about 7 million in 1977-78
increasing through 1981 and then levelling off,
and now a flat constant since 1982-83, as a result
of re-ordering of priorities nationally, we find
this clearly isn't keeping pace with student need.

' 'Cornell and outside aid started at about 9
million in 1977-78, dropped in 1979, mainly as a
result of the federal contribution increasing. This
is not just a Cornell phenomenon, but a national
phenomenon, and since then Cornell contribu-
tions and outside aid have been increasing rather
steadily up to about 12 million.

"When you combine the two resources, you see
that through the late seventies and the first year
of 1980, these lines were roughly parallel - the
need and the resource line. Since that time the
need line has continued to escalate, the resource
line has flattened out, and as a result, our
undergraduate students have become more and
more dependent in a multiplier kind of a way on
filling this gap with borrowing. If you were a
student at Cornell, had a need to borrow, and
graduated in 1980, you probably left with about
$4,000 indebtedness. By 1986, those students who
are presently sophomores, will probably gradu-
ate with about $12,000 indebtedness. A tripling of
indebtedness, and this is the area that is of
concern to us. Something has to give. I'd like to
clarify and further explain the statement that
Professor Wardeberg made — the admissions
policies and strategies are clearly in place at
least a year in advance because you are always
recruiting the class that will enroll a year hence.
There is opportunity to develop and fine tune
some financial aid strategies this fall for next
year."

Speaker Martin: "All right. Thank you. We'll
have to hurry up and give the other two commit-
tees an opportunity.'' He called on Professor
Barry Adams, English, Chairman of the Library
Board, and University Librarian, Louis Martin.

4. REPORT FROM THE LIBRARY BOARD
Professor Adams: "The Librarian and I

agreed that I should lead off and focus on the
Board rather than the Library, not because it is
more important - we agree it is not - but because
it is less well known. I'll try to keep myself to
10-15 minutes by cheating on the transitions, and
then turn things over to Mr. Martin to say
something about one special problem - not a new
one, but an important one and one that I think is
particularly relevant to the FCR and the faculty
at large.

"We are officially the University Faculty

Library Board. I like to think of the first element
of that title as a modifier with multiple squint: it
applies not simply to 'Board', but to 'Faculty'
and 'Library' as well. It applies to 'Faculty'
insofar as our membership is restricted to no one
college or unit within the University, and to
'Library' insofar as our special object of concern
is not any one unit in the system or any cluster of
units - Olin or Olin/Uris or the endowed libraries
- but the entire system.

"We have informal ties with the various
college and department library faculty commit-
tees that now exist. At the moment, there are 11
of these that I know about. Routinely, we send
copies of the agendas and minutes of our Board
meetings to the chairpersons of these commit-
tees and invite them to attend our meetings as
non-voting participants, but other than that,
there is no official or formal connection. We have
a slightly more formal relationship with a rela-
tively new group called the Library Advisory
Council. This is made up of approximately 20
friends and alumni of the University who have
special interests in matters relating to the
library.

"We are a board rather than a committee.
Those who profess to know about these things tell
me that this signifies appointment rather than
election. We are, in fact, appointed by the
president on the recommendation of the Dean of
the Faculty for four-year terms. Nevertheless,
even though we are called a board and are
appointed rather than elected, we have very
clear ties to the FCR. In fact, in 1974 the FCR
formally acknowledged our existence and de-
scribed our duties and responsibilities, as well as
other things. Although we are a board, we are not
a governing board. Nor are we a board of
trustees or an executive board. We are an
advisory board, pure and simple.

"The key activities enumerated in the FCR
charge that I have referred to are reviewing,
advising, and assisting - all of these activities
under the general rubric of representing the
faculty's interests in library policies and opera-
tions.

"There are two more items from the FCR
legislation that may be of interest. The legisla-
tion specifies that there be 12 faculty members, 2
students, and 3 ex officio members. Those ex
officio members are the Provost, the Vice
President for Research, and the University
Librarian. The FCR legislation also specifies
that there be regular meetings, which shall be
scheduled once each month during the academic
year.' We have in fact been meeting somewhat
more frequently than once a month, so I suppose
those extra meetings must count as irregular.

not our most important one. But when the Board
is consulted and its views are listened to, as they
were, for example, recently in the matter of
imposing a borrower's fee in the endowed librar-
ies, we should be prepared to be used in this
fashion.

Number 6) The Board is space crazy. There is
some truth to this, too. The crowded conditions in
many parts of the library system are all too
apparent, and it seems, on paper at least, that
the Board should be able to serve a useful
function in helping to set priorities for alleviating
these conditions. But thus far we have by and
large been unable to begin what I would call
constructive worrying on this question. It may be
that the library system and the University both
are just too diversified and too decentralized for
the board to be useful in this area.

Number 7) The Board is a benighted Luddite
with its collective head in the medieval sand. To
which I respond, not so. The Board did oppose
joining the Research Libraries Group four years
ago but our objections to RLG were not based on
antipathy to modern technology or to the idea of
cooperative networks of libraries, both of which
seem to us all quite essential, but rather to

"Our special object of concern is not
any one unit in the system or any
cluster of units...but the entire system.

"What I would like to do now is pass in review
a few notions about the Board that seem to have
some currency in the Cornell community. These
include perceptions of what the current Board is
or has become in recent years, as well as
conceptions, or perhaps preconceptions, of what
a body like ours ought to be (or not to be). These
statements have been heavily edited for pungen-
cy.

Number 1) The Board is window dressing, also
known as show-andtell. That is, it is, or ought to
be, comparatively passive, remote, symbolic. I
understand that such groups exist at other
universities, but this attitude has not found favor
at Cornell, at least where the library is con-
cerned. The Board (at least in my experience,
which goes back now 5 years) prefers to think of
itself as much more actively engaged in Univer-
sity library problems and policies.

Number 2) The Board wants to run the show -
and not just the show-and-tell, either. My re-
sponse to that is' 'not so'. The less passive form
of involvement that I have referred to has the
potential danger of leading to unhelpful meddling
in operational affairs, and this is something to be
avoided. But in my experience, this has not been
a very grave danger.

Number 3) The Board is a sounding board.
Yes, of course. This is a useful function that we
are happy to perform and have performed. We
resonate for the benefit of the Administration on
occasion, though more ordinarily for the Librar-
ian.

Number 4) The Board is a watchdog and a
gadfly. I am somewhat reluctant to endorse that
without qualification, and if I may, I think I will
steal Professor McAdams' phrase - 'devil's
advocate'.

Number 5) The Board is a protective shield: It
exists to take some of the heat and the flack
directed at the Librarian for unpopular decisions.
I have to quarrel with that provided it is
understood that this is not our sole function, and

timing and strategy. We had doubts about the
RLG itself and about the University's manner of
funding this new and very expensive commit-
ment. Some of these concerns have been met, at
least in part, but enough of them remain to
justify the Board's continuing interest, which has
been expressed repeatedly in the last couple of
years, particularly last year when we in-
terviewed the former interim president of the
RLG to try to get an insider's view of where this
organization was going and where Cornell would
fit within its developing plans.

Number 8) The Board is an advocate of the
library. Naturally. This almost goes without
saying. It falls, I take it, under the heading of our
charge from the FCR to assist the librarian. In
that respect, we are not impartial, are not
disinterested, and we are certainly not indif-
ferent.

Number 9) The Board should be Solomon: it
should decide on allocating resources among the
various library units or the various academic
disciplines. This would be, in my judgment, a
major departure from our presest mode of
operation, and it lies well beyond even the most
liberal interpretation of our charge. Even if one
could think of playing Solomon in the recom-
mendatory mode (whatever that would be), even
that would be moving into unfamiliar territory.
Nevertheless, having hinted at what I think of as
serious problems in going that route, I would like
to say that I don't think it is a conception to be
dismissed out of hand; it is something I would
like to bring up before the Board at some later
time this year.

"My last item is designed to lead into Lou
Martin's statement: the Board should help to
promote more rational coordination of academic
programs and library resources. Yes, of course,
at least in principle. This is an aspect of our
function of representing the library, not to the
administration now, but to the faculty. It is
something that we have been doing but only in a

casual, unsystematic way."
Louis Martin, University Librarian: "Thanks,

Barry. I think I've got about 21/2 minutes, Mr.
Speaker, so I'll try to be concise - an almost
impossible task for me, but we'll give it a whack.

"The Cornell library system is a rather unique
system. All the forces are centrifugal, but it
somehow manages to operate as a system, both
on the endowed and statutory sides.

"A comment or two about history. Back in the
late forties and early fifties, a very strong group
of librarians was bent upon building a University
library system that would be 'world class', the
phrase of the former Director of Libraries,
Stephen McCarthy, and the great bookman who
helped build the present collections, Felix Re-
ichmann. We now face the task of maintaining
that worldclass status, at a time when the
University administration has said that we can't
do business as usual: that major university
research libraries are going to have to come up
with a plan of operation that somehow speaks to
the question of limited financial resources; and
that the growth of the fifties and sixties was a
phenomenon not to be repeated. The President
has asked the University Librarian to give him a
game plan within a couple of months that will tell
us how to maintain our scholarly resources, our
contribution to research, not only here at Cor-
nell, but elsewhere. That is no small task.

"The problem that Chairman Adams refers to
is that the library is largely a reactive mecha-
nism throughout the University system. We
generally don't sit at the council tables at which
program decisions are made. At Cornell, as you
well know — probably better than I — program
decisions are not made at the level of the
provost, often not even at the level of the dean,
but rather they are made at the department
level, or the center level. The library costs
related to those program decisions are then
passed on - not to the decision makers - but at
least on the endowed side, to a central funding
authority. This makes great demands on the
unrestricted general purpose budget that Pro-
fessor McAdams was talking about. That is an
intolerable situation in a iibrary system as
diverse and as decentralized as Cornell's en-
dowed libraries are. I speak of the endowed
libraries because on the statutory side the
ecologists must pay the piper for the program
decisions because they pay the bill for their
libraries the reference is under. What I will be
attempting to do with the help of the Board — we
still don't quite know how to do it, as Chairman
Adams pointed out — is to try to work the library
into the planning mechanisms at the various
faculty levels, whether they be the department,
the center, or the school, to let people know that
these program decisions have serious conse-
quences for the library, and unless some thought
is given at the time of program initiation, the
library is not going to be able to maintain the
support of these programs as it has in the past.

"There has been a good deal of concern about
what is perceived as the diminishing excellence
of the Cornell libraries over the last ten to twelve
years. I would take issue with that perception. I
really think the library services throughout the
system are probably better than they were ten
years ago. There's no doubt that some of the
collections have suffered, especially over the last
five or six years. What is clear from my chair is
that unless we have some effective planning
mechanism — not ironclad, it can't be in a
university as diverse as this — but a mechanism
that recognizes that faculty decisions' whether
they be about peace studies, Japanese studies,
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the Biotechnology Institute or what have you,
library costs are going to be there, and the
University has to have some means of coming to
grips with understanding that before the library
is put into the position of having to say 'no' We
will be making every effort through my office,
through Chairman Adams' office, to meet with
faculty through the coming eighteen months to
two years to get your thoughts on how the library
can meet that need, on how we can look forward
rather than backward, and on how we can
maintain what is an unusually fine library sys-
tem — certainly one of the best in this country.
The difficulty will be to maintain it in its service
to scholarship."

Speaker Martin: "We are on schedule. Thank
You." He then called on Associate Professor
George Scheele, Chemical Engineering, Chair-
man of the Research Policies Committee, and
Robert Barker, Vice President for Research and
Advanced Studies.

5. REPORT FROM RESEARCH POLICIES
COMMITTEE

George Scheele: "What I'd like to do in the few
remaining minutes is to discuss briefly some of
the matters that the Research Policies Commit-
tee is currently considering. I think that will give
you a bit of the flavor for the activities that we
undertake. Many of these matters are in rather
preliminary stages, and so the information I give
out may not be extensive. Vice President Barker
is here and may wish to expand a bit on the
remarks that I'm going to make, and we'll both
be happy to try to respond to any questions that
you might have. If any of these matters is of
particular interest or concern to you. we'd be
happy - delighted - to hear from you and to have
your input.

"I should tell you who the members of our
Committee are: Joanne Fortune, Veterinary
Physiology; Jack Blakely, Materials Science and
Engineering; George Hay, Law and Economics;
myself; Wes Gunkel, Agricultural Engineering;
Peter Giemasch, Astronomy; and Betty Lewis,
Human Ecology. We also have as ex officio
members, the Vice President for Research, Bob
Barker, and the Dean of the Faculty. One thing
that is important to mention is that we've been
very fortunate in the relationships that our
Committee has had with the Vice Presidents for
Research - last year, Don Cooke, this year, Bob
Barker. They have done an excellent job of
keeping us informed about what is going on in the
administration. We certainly listen to them, but
we have found that they also listen to us and
consider our advice seriously.

"I'll talk about four matters that are now
before us. The first, which many of you may be
familiar with, is the proposed Theory and Engi-
neering Simulation Science Center. This is an
activity that ultimately may involve as many as
500 researchers and graduate students on the
campus, so its impact on Cornell is likely to be
large. We have briefly reviewed two preliminary
proposals that have been brought to our Commit-
tee. The Center envisions not only bringing a
large number of researchers together, but also
developing a network for computing and develop-
ing large scale computing facilities that have a
power that's 100 to 1000 times greater than that of
existing super computers. A recent letter to
faculty in Engineering and Science from Phil
Holmes and Ken Wilson informed many of our
colleagues about the nature of this proposed
facility. It envisions support from the Govern-

ment; it also envisions — much like the
Biotechnology Center — industrial involvement
in the programs. There's a steering committee of
about 20 people currently involved in developing
the proposal and making preliminary contacts.
Both our Committee and the Committee on
Academic Programs and Policies, which ul-
timately must review and recommend to the
FCR action on proposed centers, have requested
a meeting with Bob Barker and members of the
steering committee to discuss the Center in more
detail before a formal proposal is developed.
Faculty members on both committees have
indicated concern about the impact that this
operation may have. In the first draft that we
saw, a figure of 90 to 100 million dollars was
mentioned to support the activities.

"A second area in which we're involved is the
question of research overhead or indirect cost
recovery, which is, of course, of particular
interest to research investigators. Last spring,
largely in response to the dramatic increase in
the overhead rate, some faculty asked our
Committee to look into this question. It's a
complex one. It's not clear that it's very well
understood by anyone - faculty or administration
- but there are peeple who know how to do the
calculations given the formulas. It's an over-
whelming task for our Committee, and so we are
relying on others for help. Much of that as-
sistance will come from the Research Council
established by Vice President Barker to advise
him. Our Committee is represented on that
Research Council. Their first task has been to
start looking at the costs associated with re-

Committee is concerned specifically with re-
search policies, we certainly also are aware of
and think about the impact these can have on
other parts of the University operation.

"Another matter that we're concerned with is
conflict of interest guidelines. This has occupied
the Committee's attention for the past two years.
Discussions last year with Vice President Cooke
focused primarily on University/industry rela-
tionships. One question considered was, should
the University enter into commercial develop-
ment of research that has been carried on by
faculty, as has been done at some universities?
Another was, is it appropriate for faculty mem-
bers to serve on corporate boards of directors? In
March of last year, Don Cooke presented a draft
entitled, 'Guidelines for Assessing Conflicts of
Interest and Commitment in Arrangements with
Corporations.' Drawing on that statement and
similar statements at other universities, includ-
ing Yale and Harvard, the University Counsel's
office this summer drew up expanded conflict of
interest guidelines, which included broader con-
siderationa than just university/industry rela-
tionships. The guidelines considered financial
conflicts and also conflicts of commitment,
where one was too heavily involved in other
matters to serve the University properly. At-
tempts were made in that document to de-
termine acceptable, questionable, and unaccep-
table conflicts of interest. The Vice President
has been reviewing the guidelines and hopes to
have a document for consideration by our Com-
mittee in the near f utume.

"An even broader issue is the last one I'll

"The Center envisions not only bringing
a large number of researchers together
...developing a network for computing."

search. Then, after gathering that information,
they hope to develop a rational model for
recovering these costs and to compare that
model with what's presently being done. One of
the things that really isn't known is, are the costs
of research being recovered adequately? Are the
costs recovered subsidizing other parts of the
University or not? And so, depending upon the
results of that study, one could imagine some
major changes ahead for the University. This is a
matter that affects not only the principal in-
vestigators, who, of course, want to keep the
overhead costs down, but also the adminis-
tration, which some people feel, want to keep
them high to generate income. I think there's a
proper balance there, but it's a very difficult
question to look at. I should also mention that
there are other people on campus interested in
looking at this problem. The Science, Technology
and Society Program has indicated some interest
in this area, and the University Assembly also
has some interest in aspects of the problem.

"The first two topics I have discussed affect
not only the research community but also other
parts of the University, at least indirectly. In
talking with Bob Barker this morning, he told me
that he's trying to improve the interface between
the humanists and his office and has been
meeting with the Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences to discuss ways of accomplishing this.
He may want to say more about that. While our

mention, and that's the question of integrity in
research and scholarship. This is a problem
that's receiving attention in a lot of places at the
moment. The General Committee is looking into
aspects related to graduate students, the Univer-
sity Computing Board is considering aspects
related to computer programs, and we are
emphasizing the responsibility of the faculty
members. Again, there is an interim policy on
integrity in University research drafted by the
University Counsel's offfice this past summer.
That policy has been considered briefly by our
Committee, which feels that there is an overem-
phasis on procedures and a lack of emphasis on
identifying and trying to minimize the causes and
occurrences of academic fraud. This is a subject
that is going to be receiving serious attention
during the coming year.

"These are the major issues I wanted to
discuss with you. Some of them may be of
interest to you, and we'd be delighted to have
your input."

Professor Lynn: "George, I'm just curious. At
who's initiative did the Counsel's office under-
take to write either a conflict of interest
statement or - what was the other one integri-
ty?"

Professor Scheele: "I really dpn't know the
answer to that one. All I know is that I've seen
drafts of both. It was not at the instigation of our
Committee."

Dean Bugliari: "It wasn't at the instigation of
my office, either. I think he had someone who
was an intern this summer who was here and
interested in that topic, and, therefore, did it. I
don't believe that it was done in any other way."

Professor Scheele: "But it has stimulated
some thinking, and there certainly is concern on
the part of the administration that we should
have a policy in place in case it's needed. In other
words, rather than reacting to an event that's
already occurred, it would be nice if we had
thought about it in adva nee.''

Robert Barker: "I spent a few hours, Walter,
on the weekend editing it, and my first move with
it after it's retyped is to give it to the Research
Policies Committee because I really think that
there's enough of a start there for that Commit-
tee to take hold of it and perhaps come back here
with recommendations. I don't know where it
came from.

"1 would like to say just a couple of things. One
is that the proposal about the Theory Center -
I've been involved with that since I came into my
new job in July, and my intent is to try to get in
front of the faculty a clear statement of what is
being proposed. By saying that, I don't think that
it was unclear, but it is a very large thing, both
conceptually and in terms of its implications, and
until we can get a clearer statement there, it
would not have been productive for anyone to
really put in front of the faculty. George, I think,
correctly identifies that we're reaching a point
where the thinking of the various people who
began that is to a point where the ideas can be
laid forward rather clearly, and it's absolutely
certain that it will come to this body as part of
the process, and I hope that it might be passed in
front of this group as early as the beginning of
January the sooner the better. I don't want, if
we're going to do something significant about it,
I would prefer it in December rather than
January, but that may be a little over ambitious
in terms of time.

"One further thing, I have been discussing
with Dean Seznec how to try to structure and
make an effective relationship between my
office and the humanities. There clearly is a lack
of contact there, and I want to try to find out if
we can do something to significantly improve
that. Those of you who are in those fields might
not yourselves be involved in discussions during
the next several weeks, but some of your
representatives will be, particularly those who
represent the graduate students in that area."

Speaker Martin: "We have time for one more
question. Yes."

Professor Antonie Blackler, Genetics and De-
velopment: "I want to ask a question of Pro-
fessor Scheele. Could you tell me how many
times in the last year this Research Policies
Committee has met? What kind of frequency?"

Professor Scheele: "Last year I would guess
we met about four times. I'm not positive of that,
and in fact, a major accomplishment of the
Committee was probably planning the dinner for
Vice President Cooke's stepping down. I just
mention that in passing with no comment. But
this promises to be a good year for us. Certainly,
if nothing else, the Theory and Simulation Center
is going to be a paramount of activity."

Speaker Martin: "All right. Our thanks to all
the participants. We are adjourned."

Meeting adjourned: 5:59 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Fran Herman, Secretary

The Week in Sports

From Gymnastics to Basketball, a Busy Saturday Is in Store
A busy Saturday of action is in store for

Cornell sports fans, as five events will take
Place on campus that day. It begins with a
Women's gymnastics meet at noon and
wraps up with a men's basketball game
that evening. Overall, there are 10 contests
at home during the weekend.

On Friday, the women's ice hockey and
Polo teams both have events at 7:30 p.m.;
the hockey team entertains Potsdam State
at Lynah Rink, while the polo team faces
Virginia at the Oxley Arena. The other
contests at home that evening have the
'flen's basketball team playing Dartmouth
a t 8 p.m. in Barton Hall and the women's
dimming team entertaining Brown at 7
P-m. in Teagle.

On Saturday, the women's gymnastics
team has a meet with Massachusetts at
J^on in Teagle Hall, while the wrestling
!̂ am competes against Brown and Ithaca
^ollege also in Teagle at 3 p.m.; the men's
s*imming team will take on Brown in a 1
p-m. start at the Teagle Pool. That evening,

the men's basketball team tangles with
Harvard at 8 p.m. and the men's polo team
plays Virginia at 8:15.

The men's hockey team and the women's
basketball squad will both be on the road
this weekend. The hockey team is at RPI on
Friday and Vermont on Saturday, while the
women's basketball team travels to
Dartmouth and Harvard on Friday and
Sunday, respectively. The men's and
women's fencing teams are in New York to
square off against Columbia on Saturday,
while the men's gymnastics team is at
Syracuse. On Sunday, the men's and
women's track teams have a dual meet
with Syracuse and the women's hockey
team goes to Yale.

The Big Red men's basketball team will
take a seven-game winning streak at home
into the two games this weekend, following
last Saturday's 49-48 win against Columbia
in Barton Hall. The win raised the team's
record to 8-7 overall and 2-2 in the Ivy
League.

The women's gymnastics team is in the
midst of a stretch in which it has five meets
in a 13-day period, and Saturday's meet
with Massachusetts is the team's only
action at home during this interval. Massa-
chusetts was one of the top six schools in
the East a year ago and has all of its top
performers back from last season.

The Big Red wrestling team will be
looking to improve its Ivy League record to
3-0 as it takes on Brown and Ithaca College.
This past weekend, the wrestlers began
league competition by defeating Princeton
on Friday (22-19) and Pennsylvania Satur-
day (36-6). The Red also knocked off Frank-
lin & Marshall during the weekend, 24-15, to
up its overall record to 5-1.

The men's and women's swimming
teams both have a tough task at hand on
Saturdav when they go up against Brown.
It's a big meet for the men, which is
enjoying its finest season in quite some
time. The male swimmers are now 6-1
overall and 4-1 in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate Swimming League after they
defeated Yale last Saturday, 69-43.

The women swimmers fell to 3-5 overall
with a 72-68 loss to Yale Saturday, but the
Big Red continues to show great improve-
ment over last season. In 1982-83, Cornell
lost to the Elis, 91-48. Two school records
were set on Saturday, as Ursula Kurman
swam a 1:57.09 in the 200 free and Debbie
Sloan recorded a 2:29.35 clocking in the 200
breasts troke.

The women's hockey team will be look-
ing to break a three-game losing streak
when it takes on Potsdam State on Friday.
The Big Red lost two Ivy League contests
at home this past weekend, falling to Yale
on Friday (3-2) and Brown Saturday (7-1).

The men's polo team will take a nine-
game winning streak into Saturday's match
with Virginia, as the squad defeated Skid-
more this past weekend, 9-6. Juan Carlos
Bueno and Jonothon Mork each had three
goals for the team, now 9-10 on the season.
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Barker Testifies on Low- Level Radioactive Waste
Tells State Committee a Disposal Means Is 'Essential'
"It is essential that we provide a means

for institutions such as Cornell to dispose
properly of low-level radioactive waste,"
Vice President for Research and Advanced
Studies Robert Barker told a hearing of the
Governor's Advisory Committee on Low-
level Radioactive Waste Disposal, Feb. 16
in Syracuse. Also testifying at the hearing
was William E. Kiker, director of the
Cornell Office of Environmental Health
and a member of the advisory committee.

The federal Low-Level Waste Policy Act
of 1980 assigns to each state the responsi-
bility for disposing of all low-level radio-
active waste (such as materials from nu-
clear medicine diagnosis and biomedical
research) that is generated within the
state. States are permitted to join together
to form regional compacts and, as of Jan. 1,

1986, these compacts are permitted to
refuse to accept waste from outside states.
At present, New York waste, including
that from Cornell, is shipped to Hanford,
Wash., or Barnwell, S.C., for burial.

Vice President Barker told the hearing:
"The discovery of radioactivity in nature

and the production of man-made radio-
isotopes has led over the past fifty years to
many applications that are vital to our
individual and collective health and wel-
fare. Radioactive substances are used in
many important diagnostic procedures for
humans and animals. Their use allows the
early detection of diseases, including some
cancers, and they are absolutely essential
to basic biological research; research that
has led to our ability to detect and treat
many previously intractable disorders. De-

Architect Is Selected
To Redesign Academic I

The New York City architectural firm of
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates has been
selected to redesign Academic I, a pro-
posed structure for the State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences.

The firm was selected—with the support
of the Cornell administration and trustees
—by the State Unrversity Construction
Fund, which will provide financing for the
project.

James W. Spencer, vice provost, an-
nounced word has been received from the
State University Construction Fund that a
design contract has been signed. Spencer
said that Cornell is "extremely pleased
with the selection and is looking forward to
working with the architect and the State
University Construction Fund in the design
for this project."

It is expected that the new design will be
developed and approved by Spring 1985,
with the project being put out for bids
immediately.

Robert M. Matyas, vice president for
facilities and business operations, said the
new architectural firm has designed and
supervised construction of more than 100
widely varied projects since its estab-
lishment in 1968. These include 18 institu-
tional structures at such sites as Princeton
University, Yeshiva University, the Uni-
versity of Nebraska and the Guggenheim
Museum.

At its May meeting last year the univer-
sity Board of Trustees rejected an 11-story
design proposal for the building known as
Academic I. It was to be located at the west
end of the "Ag Quad."

Proxy Forum Planned
Continued from Page 1

specialist in economic development, partic-
ularly in third world countries.

The Proxy Review Committee is holding
the forum as part of its charge to educate
and conduct an open dialog with the Cornell
community on subjects concerning ' 'corpo-
rate social responsibility." The topic of
South Africa was the only subject sug-
gested for the forum by members and
groups in the Cornell community in re-
sponse to a request by the proxy committee
last fall.

The committee was established in Janu-
ary 1983 by the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees with the following
charge:

"The Committee will be responsible for
voting on behalf of the University proxies
relating to specific corporate social respon-
sibility issues, including those involving
companies operating in South Africa.

"The proxy issues delegated to the Com-
mittee will be approved by the Investment
Committee and will not include decisions
regarding investment management. The
Review Committee also will be responsible
for assuring liaison with the campus com-
munity regarding matters relating to cor-
porate social responsibility and for examin-
Wg and advising the Investment Committee
regarding such matters."
. The trustees' specific policy concerning
investments and South Africa was passed in
January of 1980 and reads:

"Before making an investment in any
company, the Investment Office should
determine the following: Does the com-
pany have operations in South Africa? If so,
•s it a signatory to the Sullivan or a
comparable set of principles? If the com-

pany is not a signatory, the Investment
Office should try to determine the
company's reasoning and give considera-
tion to the company's stance and its reason-
ing as part of the final investment decision.
If an investment is made in such a com-
pany, the secretary of the Investment
Proxy Advisory Committee should be ad-
vised at the time of the making of the
investment and the Investment Committee
should be informed at its next meeting
following the decision."

The university also supports what are
known as the Sullivan Principles developed
by the Rev. Leon Sullivan to guide
American-owned companies operating in
South Africa.

They are:
—"Nonsegregation of the Races in All

Eating, Comfort, Locker Rooms and Work
Facilities

—"Equal and Fair Employment Prac-
tices for All Employees

—"Equal Pay for All Employees Doing
Equal or Comparable Work for the Same
Period of Time

—"Initiation and Development of Train-
ing Programs that Will Prepare Blacks,
Coloreds, and Asians in Substantial Num-
bers for Supervisory, Administrative,
Clerical and Technical Jobs

—"Increasing the Number of Blacks,
Coloreds, and Asians in Management and
Supervisory Positions

—"Improving the Quality of Employees'
Lives Outside the Work Environment in
Such Areas as Housing, Transportation,
Schooling, Recreation, and Health Facil-
ities."

tection requires the extremely high levels
of sensitivity that radioactivity based as-
says provide. A single example will suffice,
the radio-immune assay technique de-
veloped by Dr. Rosalyn Yallow, and for
which she received the Nobel Prize, now
provides the basis for detection of many
different disorders.

"It is important to recognize that much
of the radioactivity used in research and
clinical applications is similar to that
which occurs naturally, or utilizes isotopes
with sufficiently short half-lives that they
cease to produce radiation in a relatively
short period of time. For example, the
principal isotopes used at Cornell Univer-
sity are carbon-14 and tritium, an isotope of
hydrogen. While these have long decay
times, the radiation they emit is stopped by
glass and other container walls and does
not travel far, even in air. The total amount
of radioactivity used in the form of these
isotopes (at Cornell) is significantly less
than that released into the atmosphere by
wood-burning in the Ithaca community. It
may be as little as one-tenth the amount.
While the chemical form of radioactivity is
different from that released by combus-
tion, it is similar to that contained in plants
and animals we eat.

"I am absolutely not implying that we
should not treat radioactive wastes derived
from our research with great caution; we
do so currently, and I intend that we shall
continue so in the future. Nevertheless, it is
important to recognize that many of these
wastes do not represent an unmanageable
threat. Rather, they represent a concentra-
tion of materials similar to those which

surround us in nature and which are even
part of our own constitution.

"Biological research at Cornell and other
research universities is important for
many reasons. It feeds economic develop-
ment and has improved agricultural and
medical practices. The research at Cornell
supports a substantial segment of the
Ithaca economy. About $20 million per year
is spent on research that directly or in-
directly utilizes radioactive materials.
Thescfunds come principally from the
federal government and represent a return
on taxes paid by New York State. Almost
1,000 people are employed in the research
supported by these funds. Three hundred
laboratories on the Ithaca and Geneva
campuses are licensed to carry out re-
search using radioisotopes. We have.a
superb system of monitoring all activity
and of ensuring compliance with all regu-
lations, including waste disposal. It is
essential that New York State provide a
system for disposal that will allow its
research institutions, university, industry,
and governmental agencies to continue
research that is vital to the state's short
and long term position in high-technology,
agriculture, and medicine.

"I support engineered storage and com-
bustion as methods of dealing with specific
kinds of wastes. Land-fill storage is at best
risky. For certain kinds of waste we may be
much better off to keep it where we can
recover it and reprocess it if necessary.
For certain low-level, low-energy wastes,
combustion and compaction with long-term
storage of residues may be the best meth-
ods."

Central America Forum
Scheduled on Saturday

The political unrest in Central America
and the policies of the U.S. government
there will be the subject of a public
discussion scheduled from 1 to 5 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 25, in the Ithaca High School
Auditorium.

Titled "Citizen's Forum on Central
America," the event is sponsored jointly by
the Office of the Mayor of Ithaca (John
Gutenberger) and the Latin American Stud-
ies Program at Cornell.

Speakers will include four academic spe-
cialists, all authors of books on various
aspects of the issue, and a representative of
the U.S. Department of State.

In a joint announcement, Gutenberger
and Thomas Holloway, director of the Latin
American Studies Program at Cornell,
said:

"The situation in Central America and
the policies of the U.S. government in that
region vitally and increasingly affect all
Americans, yet many people feel insuffi-
ciently informed about these issues to
evaluate the pros and cons of current, or
proposed alternative policies. We hope that
this Forum will serve to better inform our
community, and at the same time provide
an opportunity for the people of this region
to express their concerns, hopes, and in-

terests with regard to Central America."
Three background reports will be given

from 1 to 2:45 p.m.:
—Thomas W. Walker—Nicaragua—au-

thor of "Nicaragua; the Land of Sandino,"
editor of "Nicaragua in Revolution," pro-
fessor of political science, Ohio University;

—Tommie Sue Montgomery—El
Salvador—author of "Revolution in El
Salvador: Origins and Evolution," pro-
fessor of politics, Ithaca College;

—Walter LaFeber—The U.S. Role—au-
thor of "Inevitable Revolutions: The Unit-
ed States in Central America," professor of
U.S. diplomatic history, Cornell Univer-
sity.

From 3 to 4 p.m. there will be a dis-
cussion of "United States Policy, Present
and Future," by:

—Larry Tracy, Office of Public
Diplomacy, U.S. Department of State;

—Eldon Ken worthy, author of "Why the
United States is in Central America," and
"Central America: Beyond the credibility
Trap," professor of government, Cornell
University.

A panel discussion will follow from 4 to 5
p.m., with the participation of the speakers
and the audience, moderated by Barbara
Mink, news director, WHCU Radio.

Residential Learning
Continued from Page 1

and cultural programs which will be of-
fered within the unit. Other features of the
new unit under discussion by the committee
would include library, classroom and din-
ing facilities.

"The new residential learning unit will
provide the first opportunity in Cornell's
history to build a dormitory specifically
designed to support the existing academic

programs of the university," Rhodes said.
No location has yet been chosen for the

new dormitory, he said.

3
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Novak, Noblitt Lead Community Education Group
Succeed Roald Hoffmann, Chairman Since Beginning of Committee

Joseph J. Novak, professor of science
education and of biological science, and
James S. Noblitt, professor of linguistics,
have been named co-chairmen of the
university's Committee on Education and
the Community.

Larry I. Palmer, vice provost, an-
nounced the new appointments. Novak and
Noblitt succeed Roald Hoffmann, who is
now on leave from the university.

Hoffmann, a Nobel laureate and the John
A. Newman Professor of Physical Science
at Cornell, had headed the 12-member
committee since its establishment last
summer.

Recognized as a leading authority on
learning, Novak has been a member of tne
Cornell faculty for 17 years. He is the
author or coauthor of several books in his

field including: "Education Psychology: A
Cognitive View," "Theory of Education"
and an upcoming book, "Learning How to
Learn," being written in collaboration with
D. Bob Gowin, professor of philosophy of
education at Cornell.

Noblitt, author of the widely used in-
troductory French language text,
"Nouveau Point de Vue," has been on the
Cornell faculty since 1968. He heads the
summer training program for teaching
assistants in foreign languages, and chairs
a committee in the College of Arts and
Sciences that has just completed a 60-page
report to the dean on the training of
teaching assistants. Noblitt is also the
author of several articles on language
pedagogy.

The committee's charge is to "begin

Exchanging views last week at the first Cornell Mortar Board National Senior
Honor Society Convocation for Outstanding High School Seniors were, from left.
Jerome Nosanchuk, parent; Vice Provost Larry 1. Palmer, one of the
convocation speakers; Dr. Louis Munchmeyer, parent; and Joshua Nosanchuk,
Ithaca High School senior.

Nematologists to Gather Here
About 100 leading nematologists and

plant pathologists from throughout the
United States will gather here to discuss
research developments in nematology May
17-18 at the Ithaca Sheraton Inn and Con-
ference Center.

The "Nematology Symposium" is
planned to honor nematologist William F.
Mai for his contributions to the science of
nematoloqy and for his many years of
service to Cornell.

Mai is an internationally recognized au-
thority on nematodes, microscopic para-
sites destructive to a wide range of eco-
nomically important agricultural and horti-
cultural crops throughout the world. He
retired in 1983 after 37 years, but remains

active in research.
Subjects to be discussed include evolu-

tion and distribution of plant parasitic
nematodes, research activities on the
golden nematode, ultrastructure and man-
agement of the root-lesion nematode called
"Partylenchus penetrans," and nematodes
destructive to fruit trees, including apple,
peach and pear.

The symposium is sponsored by the
department of plant pathology in the State
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at
Cornell, and is open to the public.

For more information contact program
chairman Bill B. Brodie, Department of
Plant Pathology.

2 Here Publish Sexuality Book
Is sex only natural between a man and a

woman? Is the primary purpose of in-
tercourse procreation, or does it serve
many, equally important, purposes? Should
sex occur only within marriage? Do all
people have the right to be parents, even if
they use artificial rather than natural
means?

These are hotly debated, sensitive issues,
and contributors to the new book — "Hu-
man Sexuality: Contemporary Con-
troversies" — take firm and opposing
viewpoints on each question.

The book is edited by two faculty mem-

bers in the State College of Human
Ecology. Harold Feldman, professor emer-
itus in the department of human develop-
ment and family studies, and Andrea Par-
rot, a lecturer in the department of human
service studies. They delve into issues
concerning relationships, individual
choices, social policies and politics and
legislation as they relate to human sexuali-
ty-

"Human Sexuality: Contemporary Con-
troversies," is published by Sage Publica-
tions.

working with county educators on ventures
to improve the quality of education in local
public schools."

Last fall, the committee invited about
1,200 high school students from the Finger
Lakes area to an Education Day on the
Cornell campus. The two-hour program
included discussions by Cornell faculty on
such topics as motivation in sports and
academics, television in society, and what
makes a good school. In addition there were

performances of dance, music and singing
as well as poetry readings.

The committee also sponsors a series of
lectures by Cornell faculty at area schools.

Katherine Doob has been named ex-
ecutive staff coordinator for the commit-
tee, according to Palmer. Groups or indi-
viduals wishing more information about the
activities of the committee should contact
her at 167 Olin Wing of Baker Laboratory
telephone 256-8602.

Statutory Tuition Rates
For '84-85 Announced

Tuition rates for students in the statutory
colleges are expected to increase in 1984-85
anywhere from 9.6 to 12.1 percent, depend-
ing on the category of the student, accord-'
ing to Vice Provost James W. Spencer. (See
attached table)

The proposed new rates will be presented
to Cornell trustees in May.

Tuitions for the statutory colleges are
established by Cornell in consultation with
the State University of New York. This
consultation on 1984-85 tuitions has recently
been completed, Spencer said.

One part of statutory tuition—a payment
to the SUNY income fund—has since 1979
been increased by one-third of the dollar
amount of the SUNY tuition increase. The
tuition for New York residents at SUNY-
operated campuses will not be increased in
1984-85, the Legislature has decided, but
nonresidents will pay an additional $550,
Spencer said.

The State University has supported con-
tinuation of the one-third agreement. It has
been agreed that the statutory colleges will
provide to the SUNY income fund an
additional amount equivalent to $184 (one-
third of $550) times the number of nonresi-

dents in those categories for which
payments to the SUNY income fund are
currently being made, he said. The primary
category exempt from payments to the
SUNY income fund is graduate students
holding assistantships, for whom tuition is
waived.

For New York resident undergraduates
and residents in the professional program
of the College of Veterinary Medicine, the
currently recommended tuitions are the
same as the alternative recommended to
the Cornell trustees in March if there were
to be no increase in SUNY tuition.

The recommended tuitions for nonresi-
dent undergraduates and nonresidents in
the Veterinary professional program are
$184 higher than they would have been
without the SUNY tuition increase for
nonresidents. For statutory students en-
rolled in the Graduate School, tuitions have
been and will continue to be the same for
residents and nonresidents. To maintain
this policy, it is necessary to increase the
graduate tuitions by $102 beyond the alter-
native recommended in March if there
were to be no increase in SUNY tuition,
Spencer said.

Resident Undergraduate
Non-resident Undergraduate

Recommended
Statutory Tuitions

1984-85
1983-84
$3,740
6,050

Graduate - other than Vet Medicine
Vet Medicine

Professional - resident
Professional - non-resident
Graduate

6,350
7,590
6,350

1984-85
$4,060
6,784
4,782

6,900
8.184
7,002

(+8.6'/, )
(+12.1% i
(+H.0';, i

(+8.7', i
(+7.8'/ , )

(+10.3',r)

Student Accident and Sickness
Coverage to Go Up $28 a Year

The cost of the Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance Plan (ASIP), under-
written by Mutual of Omaha, will increase
by $28 for the 1984-85 school year, according
to Leonard Nissenson, administrator in the
Department of University Health Services.
The increase comes after three years in
which the premium rates did not increase.

Premium rates for 1984-85 will be:
—Student coverage, $158;
—Coverage for spouses: with University

Health Services prepaid plan, $348; without
prepaid plan, $461.

—Coverage for one or more dependent
children, $174.

The cost of the University Health Ser-
vices plan for spouses, which provides
general medical care at the Gannett Health
Center, is $25 per month.

The major medical coverage of the bene-
fits will increase from a maximum of
$25,000 to a maximum of $50,000 per illness.

All students are automatically enrolled
in the ASIP, and, as in the past, will be

required to submit a waiver if they do not
wish to be covered by this plan. Students
and their parents should give serious con-
sideration to the consequences of waiving
the coverage, according to Nissenson.
Those who do waive the coverage should
have adequate coverage through an alter-
native source.

All ASIP claims are processed through
the Student Insurance Office at the Gannett
Health Center, 256-6363. Students with ques-
tions should contact that office.
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of the fact that the increases the past few years
have appeared to be generous when viewed
outside of the longer history that 1 have just
summarized?'The answer is, of course, that
other institutions have also been trying to make
up for ground lost against inflation. As an
example of this, look at the increment that went
into effect in 1982-83 which averaged 10.7% for
the endowed faculty, well ahead of inflation.
However, the AAUP reports that at the Category
1 private institutions, 54.7% of all faculty got
increases of at least 10%, and 46.1% of the
institutions provided average increments greater
than 10%. So, we made up a little ground against
inflation, but we didn't make up the ground we
expected against peers. We estimate — and this

Speaker Martin: "Are there any questions for
Professor Bland?"

Dean Bugliari: "Bill Gurowitz left, but he left
me with a note, which I should read into the
record. He said that the administration has heard
the faculty concerns with respect to parking, and
is lookinq at what to do. that they will not
implement the full increases and the question is,
should we increase and at what level.' Also, they

will not reduce the University's subsidy substan-
tially. They are at this moment reconsidering
and will get together with the faculty committees
to discuss their ideas before any increase is
implemented."

Speaker Martin: "We do now have a quorum,
s.0 we will back up to the matter of the presenta-
tion and approval of the slate of candidates "

"...the cost of living in Ithaca should
be much less than it is in some
of the places with which we compete..."

of course depends on information we get from the
administration, on the present perception on
what's going on with the expected salary incre-
ments at other institutions — we estimate that
the effect of the proposal for this year that would
increase the base by the end of next year by 8%
will leave us short of the goal of the 80th
percentile by something between $1,000 and
$1,600 per faculty member. Whether it's $1,000 or
$1,600 depends on whose point of view you take.
The Vice Provost. Jim Spencer, does not have the
same view as Alan McAdams on the Budget
Committee and I on how to treat a rather
remarkable situation that is going on at the
University of California, where fringe benefits
are being shifted to salary. Even after the shift
their fringe benefits will continue to be much
larger than Cornell's, according to the AAUP.
This has the result that UCLA, previously below
us in the ranking, will move ahead of us, and
ahead of the institutions that we perceived to be
at the 80th percentile.

"If Jim Spencer were here, which, un-
fortunately, he isn't, he would certainly remark
when given the opportunity on the fact that the
cost of living in Ithaca should be less than it is in
some of the places with which we compete, and
that's why Cornell shouldn't be expected to pay
that high a salary.

"In the most recent information that we have,
the 1982 cost of living from the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics, this is not really
borne out. There are a few places that have
substantially higher costs of living than Buffalo,
which we presume to be close to Ithaca in cost of
living. But not all that many and not that much,
and there are quite a few more that are lower by
an equal amount. Furthermore, I think it should
be apparent from the list of institutions around
upstate New York that are paying better than
Cornell, that there is something more going on
than the cost of living. Furthermore, I would
point out that in the recruitment of faculty from
other places we don't often have great success
with the line, 'If you come here, your cost of
living will be lowered.' We have not had a lot of
success, for example, recruiting people from the
San Francisco area. They often infer that the
cost of housing may be lower because fewer
people are interested in living here. Also, at
Cornell, if expenses are lower for us, they also
should be lower for the University, and there-
fore, should make room in the budget for things
like faculty salaries.

"So, the bottom line at the moment is that over
the last few years there has been some progress,
but the progress has not been as rapid as we had
hoped; it has not been rapid enough to close the
gap between Cornell and the targeted level
among the peers. What we would like to see is a
renewed commitment from the administration to
close that gap, and vigorous pursuit of that goal.
I don't think that it really can be said any better
than the Board of Trustees Academic Affairs
Committee said it in the report quoted earlier.

"After talking about the need for recovering
some of the loss of real income and the need of
closing the gap, it went on to say, 'We encourage
the administration to articulate a plan to develop
the necessary new funding and reallocation of
funds to support this goal.' I certainly endorse
that.

"The last category in my initial list of what I
wanted to discuss with you was concerns, and
among the two concerns listed was faculty
salaries. I hope you appreciate now why it is a
great concern for us."

3. APPROVAL OF SLATE OF CANDIDATES
Dean Bugliari asked if there were any a.ddi-

tions to the slate of candidates. Professor Thor
Rhodin was nominated and seconded for the
Professional and Economic Status of the Faculty
Committee.

The slate of candidates was approved as
follows:

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY FAC-
ULTY - 3-year term: Frederick T. Bent. As-
sociate Professor, Graduate School of Man-
agement. Francine A. Herman, Associate Pro-
fessor, School of Hotel Administration.

FACULTY TRUSTEE -1 vacancy, 4-year
term: Jennie T. Farley, Associate Professor,
Industrial and Labor Relations; Olan D. Forker,
Professor and Chairman, Agricultural Econom-
ics; Lee C. Lee, Associate Professor. Human
Development and Family Studies; Alan K.
McAdams, Associate Professor, Graduate School
of Management; Henry N. Ricciuti, Professor
and Chairman, Human Development and Family
Studies; Yervant Terzian, Professor and Chair-
man, Astronomy.

AT-LARGE MEMBER, FCR - 4 vacancies. 3-
Year term: Robert D. Boynton, Associate Pro-
fessor. Agricultural Economics; Stephen J. Ceci,
Associate Professor, Human Development and
Family Studies; Robert M. Cotts, Professor,
Physics; Edward M. Gunn, Associate Professor.
Asian Studies; Peter Harriott, Fred H. Rhodes
Professor of Chemical Engineering; Andrew
Ramage, Associate Professor and Chairman,
History of Art.

REVIEW AND PROCEDURES COMMITTEE
- 3 vacancies, 3-year term: Sander L. Gilman,
Professor of German Literature and Humane
Studies and Professor of Psychiatry (History);
James W. Mayer, Francis Norwood Bard Pro-
fessor of Materials Science and Engineering;
Edward R. Ostrander, Associate Professor, De-
sign and Environmental Analysis; Richard M.
Talman, Professor, Physics.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS COMMIT-
TEEE - 3 vacancies, 3-year term: Barry B.
Adams, Professor, English; Edward S. Flash,
Jr., Associate Professor, Graduate School of
Management; Eleanor H. Jorden, Mary Donlon
Alger Professor of Linguistics; Mary A. Mor-
rison, Professor, Nutritional Sciences; Francis
W. Saul, Associate Professor, Architecture.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE UNIVERSITY FAC-
UL1IY -1 vacancy, 3-year term: Mary Purchase,
Professor, Design and Environmental Analysis;
Leo M. Renaghan, Associate Professor, Hotel
Administration; Ruth Schwarte, Professor,
Nutritional Sciences.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND POLICIES
COMMITTEE -1 vacancy, 3-year term: David F.
Delchamps, Assistant Professor, Electrical En-
gineering; Donald C. Graham, Associate Pro-
fessor, Food Science; Donald B. Zilversmit,
Professor, Nutritional Sciences.

FREEDOM OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
COMM1TTEEE - 2 vacancies, 3-year term: Roy
Alvarez, Assistant Professor, Hotel Adminis-
tration; Urie Bronfenbrenner, Jacob Gould
Schurman Professor, Human Development and
Family Studies and Psychology; John L. Ford,
Associate Professor, Human Service Studies;
David I. Grossvogel, Goldwin Smith Professor of
Comparative Literature and Romance Studies.

MINORITY EDUCATION COMMITTEEE -1
vacancy, 3-year term: Chih Chang Chu, Assistant
Professor, Design and Environmental Analysis;
Sally McConnell-Ginet, Associate Professor,
Modern Languages and Linguistics.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE -1
vacancy. 3-year term: William E. Drake. Pro-
fessor, Education; Daphne Roe. Professor.
Nutritional Sciences.

PROFESSIONAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS
OF THE FACULTY COMMITTEE - 2 vacancies.
3-year term: Ronald G. Ehrenberg. Professor of
Economies, Arts and Sciences, and Labor Eco-
nomics. 1LR; Jay Orear. Professor. Physics;
Thor N. Rhodin. Professor. Applied and Engi-
neering Physics; Richard E. Schuler, Associate
Professor, Economics, Arts and Sciences and
Civil and Environmental Engineering, College ol
Engineering

RESEARCH POLICIES COMMITTEE -1
vacancy. 3-year term: Donald T. Farley. Pro-
fessor. Electrical Engineering, George T. Milk-
ovich. Professor, Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions; John F. Wootton, Professor, Veterinary
Physiology.

RESEARCH POLICIES COMMITTEE -1 non-
tenured vaeanc« 3-year term: Gregory S. Ezra.
Assistant Prole or. Chemistry; Thomas A.
Gavin. Assistant 'rofessor. Natural Resources:
Kevin Karplus. A. distant Professor, Computer
Science.

UN1VERSITY-ROTC RELATIONSHIPS COM-
MITTEE - 2 vacancies, 3-year term: Stephen M.
Parrish, Professor, English; David Pimentel,
Professor, Entomology; Gary D. Sloan. Assis-
tant Professor. Design and Environmental
Analysis.

COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
ATHLETICS - 1 vacancy, 3-year term: Franklin
K. Moore. Joseph C. Ford Professor of Mechani-
cal Engineering; Charles E. Short, Professor,
Clinical Sciences; Robert Stern, Associate Pro-
fessor. Industrial and Labor Relations.

UNIVERSITY ASSEMBLY - 4 vacancies. 2-
year term beginning June 1. 1984: Thomas J.
Kelly, Assistant Professor, Hotel Adminis-
tration: David A. Levitsky. Associate Professor.
Nutritional Sciences; Andy L. Ruina. Assistant
Professor. Theoretical and Applied Mechanics;
Peter Schwartz. Assistant Professor, Design and
Environmental Analysis; John E.H. Sherry, As-
sociate Professor, Hotel Administration.

The Speaker asked if there was further busi-
ness.

Dean Bugliari: "Perhaps the Provost would
like to say something?'

Provost Kennedy: "Well, the obvious thing is.

have, if we're going to remain competitive in
attracting quality students, the task before us ot
improving the general campus life facilities -
dormitories, athletic facilities, and other areas

"In brief, the demands on the University are
enormous and we felt, looking at inflation and the
concerns of many families, that we wanted to
hold tuition increase no greater than 8% on the
endowed units. Actually, it's going to be slightly
higher than that in the statutory colleges. That
simply does'not yield enough money to do
everything we would like to do, and it is a
question Obviously, if we said salary was the
most important thing by a very significant
margin over everything else, we could provide
larger salaries, but there would be a reduction in
the library, there would be less advance in
computer facilities, we would not be making
commitments to upgrade certain laboratories or
to add new facilities, which we are doing. 1 think
in the long run we'd even be a poorer institution
than we are if we don't meet the desires of
everyone on salary increases. This is not easy to
say before the faculty, but that is the way we see
it. and we've weighed all of this. The demands
for financial aid. to use one example, are
enormous; they are going to be increased 18'/1
this year, and we will still not be competitive
with a number of peer institutions in terms ot the
smallness of the self-help requirement. Our self-
help requirement is going to be significantly
larger. And is it in the best interest of the
University to take less qualified students or do
we want to try to maintain the richness that we
have?

".Just one final jab because 1 can't resist it.
Bob Someday I'm going to put on the board the
graph of the salary increases from 1960 to 1984,
and it will be quite a different picture. During the
decade of the sixties, faculty gained in purchas-
ing power very significantly. There's no ques-
tion: purchasing power has declined, we know
that. Faculty across the United States will, as
you've shown, gain in 83-84. and I'm sure will
gain again in 84-85 in terms of purchasing power;
but we haven't gained on our peers simply
because all institutions have also seen this as
being a need, and in retrospect when we made
these statements two or three years ago, we
should have been wise enough to anticipate that
other universities would also be increasing their
salaries at 2 or 3 percent above inflation rate.

"Someday I'm going to put on the board the
graph of salary increases from 1960-1984
and it will be quite a different picture."

why haven't we met the increase in the salary
commitment that we indicated several years
ago.' The answer is very simple. We simply don't
have the money. We have been pushing tuition up
at a very substantial rate. We have done re-
markably well in comparison with other univer-
sities in generating increased gifts and other
funds, but the actual size of the endowment of
Cornell University unfortunately is relatively
small, especially if you put it on per student or
per faculty basis compared to those at some of
the private universities. In addition to increasing
salaries, which certainly is a high-priority area
for us, there's also interest on the part of faculty,
and rightfully so, of increased support for the
libraries, renovation of laboratories, new facil-
ities, better computer facilities, and we also

Perhaps we were naive at the time; we certainly
weren't deliberate in thinking that if we could go
2 or 3 percent above the inflation rate that we
would make a gain on peer institutions, but this
we have not done. We haven't lost ground; we
have actually made a small gain overall, but it's
not where we want to be, and I'm not going to
defend it We all regret that we haven't done
better, but as I have already stated, there are
many other demands besides just salaries, and 1
think that they are in terms of maintaining the
environment at this institution that the faculty by
and large wants. Congratulations to the new
Provost-elect. See what you're inheriting?"

There being no further business, the meeting
was adjourned at 5:51 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Francine A. Herman, Secretary

Reunion Runs of Five and Two Miles
To Go Through Campus, Plantations

Reunion will be celebrated next weekend
with many events, including this year a
Reunion Run on Saturday morning, June 9,
of either five miles or two miles depending
on the endurance of the runner.

The runs will both begin from the bus
stop on East Avenue near the entrance to
Clark Hall.

The two-mile event will be a flat route
through center campus to Campus Road,
around Barton Hall on Garden Avenue, onto
Tower Road to the turnaround point at the
traffic booth near Stocking Hall, and return
to the finish line on East Avenue via the
same route.

The five-mile event will be scenic, out

Tower Road, through Parking Lot B onto
Caldwell Road to Plantation Road, through
the F. R. Newman Arboretum, returning to
the finish line on East Avenue via Planta-
tion Road and Forest Home Drive border-
ing Beebe Lake.

Members of the Ithaca and campus com-
munities may join alumni for the run for a
$5 entry fee. Because of the lateness of
information, local registrants should call
257-1511 today, in order to receive a T shirt
for the race.
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The Big Red Bear greets some of its fans Saturday at the Cornell-Colgate game,
Which was won by Colgate, 35-7.

Cornell Studies Alternatives
For Rural School Districts
sev d i s t r i c t s in N e w Y o r k s t a t e f a c e
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 easing pressure to reorganize into larg-
SP=, >fS' according to education re-
^arche t C l>f g

chers at Cornell.
th r.|°rder to get a better understanding of
o e f i t s a n d drawbacks of alternativeean

g g
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strategies, the State has
$135,000 to a Cornell research

w°rking in cooperation with the Rural
ls Program here.

i " P'de tt W i" Poking at alternatives to the
Pfon • reorganization is an all-or-nothing
tarn t ion> s a v s D a v i d H Monk, assis-
^ P r ftarn

savs
of education in the State

Plant Scientists Plan
Meetings in State

of agronomists, plant breeders,
i h ?n t Patn°logists from the university

far " l t lhe road in mid-October to bring
UP to HUpply d e a l e r s across New York State
Uiem e o n the latest research develop-
rner).

 a"<J farming techniques recom-
Th f o r ̂ e c o m m g y e a r

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
and director of the research team.

First, researchers will examine the his-
tory of school organization in New York
state and try to understand why some
communities have been willing to con-
solidate their school systems while others
have refused.

"Then we will examine new ways to
achieve cost-effective, comprehensive cur-
ricula in rural areas," Monk says.

In the final phase of the 18-month project
just getting under way, the group will
identify distinct types of rural-small dis-
tricts, and propose specific reorganization
and sharing strategies for each type.

"There is a common, erroneous belief
that rural-small schools are sufficiently
similar to warrant a single blanket policy,"
Monk explains. "Our goal is to develop
various plans more suited to the various
types of districts."

Also involved in the research are Joe P.
Bail and Emil J. Haller, both professors in
the education department at Cornell. The
Rural Schools Program is a voluntary
organization of some 300 small and rural
school districts in New York State. The
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
also is contributing funds to the study,
according to William H. Deming, director
of the Rural Schools Program.

Women Head Half of All Poor Families

Feminization of Poverty
Persists Despite Gains

By SUSAN S. LANG
Despite dramatic improvements for

women in the labor force, the number of
women suffering from the effects of pover-
ty — particularly those who head house-
holds — continues to climb. Consequently,
more children also are falling into the
abyss of poverty.

"Living in a female-headed family is
increasingly associated with living in pov-
erty," says Phyllis Moen of Cornell Univer-
sity. "In fact, one-half of all poor families
a re h eaded by women."

In New York state, for example, the
number of households headed by females
living in poverty increased 42 percent from
1969 to 1979. Nationwide, 61 percent of the
persistently poor homes — those that
stayed below the poverty level throughout
the same period — were headed by women.

Moen, an associate professor of human
development and family studies in the State
College of Human Ecology, recently com-
pleted a national study of 1,315 women who
were heads of households during 1976-77.

She found that while a woman having a
job offered the "possibility" of economic
independence, it did not ensure against
povery. One-quarter of the women in
Moen's sample who worked still earned less
than poverty level incomes.

Even working full-time didn't guarantee
that one would get out of poverty; 7 percent
of the women who worked full time still fell
below the poverty level. Furthermore, 19
percent of full-time employed black wom-
en were poor — four times more than
similarly employed white women.

Moen's sample is a subset of the one used
in the Michigan Panel Study of Income
Dynamics, a long-term survey of 5,000
families conducted by the Survey Research
Center at the University of Michigan. The
study covers the years 1968 to the present.

Moen also found that poverty among
elderly women was particularly pervasive;
nearly one-quarter of the women in the
survey who were past retirement age and
not employed were living in poverty.

"As increasing number of older women
are left to live out their lives alone, many
will find themselves confronting the spec-
tre of poverty with all that it connotes in
terms of the quality of their remaining
years," Moen says.

Poverty not only was more prominent
among the elderly, but also among minor-
ities : Black households were twice as likely

as white households to have annual incomes
below the poverty level.

"Interestingly, we also found that wom-
en with some college education but no
degree were more likely to be poor than
those with a high school diploma and some
vocational training," Moen points out.

Furthernore, the Cornell family soci-
ologist found that widowed and separated
women were twice as likely to be poor than
divorced and single women. Of the women
who had preschool children, about 50
percent were poor; the probability of pov-
erty increased with the number of children.

Moen's composite of female heads of
households whose earnings were below the
poverty level were more than likely to:
have lower levels of education; suffer a
health condition that limits their ability to
work; have several dependent children; •
and not be white. They were most likely to
be in a service occupation and have less
attachment to the labor force than women
whose earnings were above the poverty
level.

What is particularly significant about the
findings that so many women live in pover-
ty is that it means so many of America's
children also live in similar conditions.

"The ill effects of the poverty of women
spill over into the lives of their children,"
Moen says.

She said that the bulk of the
nation's employment and public policies
are outdated because they are geared to an
outdated family stereotype of two-parent,
male-breadwinner families. Only 16
percent of all adults now reside in such
homes.

"We need to abandon the long-held em-
ployer assumption that the serious and
promotable employee is one whose first
obligation is to the job and that the stan-
dard work week is the only true measure of
a work commitment," Moen says. "These
are obsolete characteristics of a primarily
male work force."

To ensure that our nation's children grow
up in homes where their basic needs are
provided without the stress of economic
deprivation, Moen emphasizes that em-
ployment opportunities for women must be
adequate to support families.

"The costs of not providing such em-
ployment opportunities are borne not only
by the women themselves, but by their
children and, ultimately, by society at
large," Moen concludes.

Public Works Officials Gather Here Oct. 9-12
Thp t o r ^e c o m m g ye a r-

frOm traveling agricultural scientists
Ljfe s

t n e State College of Agriculture and
regj

 Clences will stage a series of five
thro,. I m e e t ings in a row, from Oct. 15
Sen "

g" 19, in five locations — Waterloo-
ann R .Falls, Canton, Ghent, Sherburne

^ a a t a i

'nf

^ t o p i c s i n c l u d e i t e m s of interest to
o l v e d i n the production of fieid

bin-tlle b a c k b o n e ol the Empire State's
li n agricultural industry — along

"g in the 1985 edition of "Cornell
f o r F i e l d Crops," an annual

p u b ' i c a t i o n containing the latest
^ t ' o n on crop production techniques.
m o r e d by Cornell Cooperative Ex-

f e y " a n d . t h e Agriculture College, the
'ncludi W '" ^°.cus o n wide-ranging topics
Wier ua m a x ' m u m - y i e l d program for

i o -eat; b'°l°gy a n d management of
tensi a ' n d ' s e a s e s - week control for corn,

[ertj];'Ve management of alfalfa, and
bird-*I? ^commendations for alfalfa,

M°°t trefoil, and clovers.

Public works officials from cities, towns,
and villages throughout New York state
will gather here next month to learn about
the latest technical developments and legal
information affecting their work.

To be held in the Sheraton Inn here, Oct.
9-12, the 25th annual "Public Works School"
is expected to bring together as many as 150
participants from more than 100 com-
munities across the state, according to
program coordinator Lynne H. Irwin. Irwin
is an associate professor and highway
research engineer at Cornell.

Sponsored jointly by the New York Con-
ference of Mayors and Municipal Officials
and the State College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences at Cornell, the program
features a series of talks on topics ranging
from how to recognize when a street is a
candidate for "recycling" to the use of
microcomputers for operations of public
works departments.

Also high on the agenda are traffic
engineering and safety, legal aspects of

public works operations, detection of water
leaks, roadside vegetation control, preven-
tion of injuries, labor relations and per-
suasive communication techniques.

Charles E. Carlson, deputy com-
missioner for department operations in the
State Department of Transportation, will
deliver the keynote address at 9:10 a.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 11. His presentation is
titled "The Next Five Years."

Laboratory demonstrations of testing
procedures for blacktop mixtures and dem-
onstrations of the methods used for eval-

uating the right type of gravel for construc-
tion of road bases are scheduled for
Wednesday afternoon in Irwin's laboratory
in Cornell's department of agricultural
engineering.

James W. Spencer, Cornell vice provost,
will address the group at the annual ban-
quet scheduled for 7:15 p.m. Thursday Oct.

For more information about the program
and registration, contact Nancy Given, 121
Riley Robb Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853, or at (607) 256-3087.
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Leadership Leads How to Prepare Yourself
To Give a Talk (Part I)

ow To Prepare To Give A Talk (Part I)
R D

 e to l l°wing is borrowed from Professor
rr,Un

 M a r 'm from a course he offers in Com-
f,ar t^

t l0 r i Arts His material will be offered in
(n ,. l s t n e f | rst installment. You may want

SQS/Q ft, •
s * * and a/l of the ser'es on Leadershipmake a handy referencefont r

)
 ls a continuation on the subject of oral

unications—how to prepare to give a talk
Something To Say

6f f

c O r r )

. i e a r

tten, 6 f f e c t l v e speaker gets and holds the
re or'0" ° ' t h e a u d l e n c e - expresses ideas that

9an'*ed and understandable, and leaves a
o f W nat has been said. He then

s th

sa
 e simple rule: Have something to say

has n ' ^ e n s toP With practice, anyone who
' r r n a l vocal organs and is willing to follow

u i e of the three S's can become an

effective speaker. In this training letter we shall
be concerned with the first of the three S's; the
others will be discussed later.

Know The Subject
Obviously, you won't accept a speaking

engagement unless you have a reasonable
command of the subject or have time to
research it thoroughly. Or will you? Too often
we hesitate to refuse for fear of what people will
think. Actually, you are doing yourself and your
audience a favor by frankly admitting that you
don't have the time to do an adequate job. They
will respect you for it

What about the program chairman who
invites you to speak for fifteen minutes on a
subject so broad that it would be impossible to
cover it in a series of one-hour lectures? Insist
that you be given a specific topic that you can
cover in the time you have allotted. If you don't,

you are wasting everyone's time, including your
own.

Know The Occasion
Careful study of the occasion can help you

make successful predictions about your au-
dience You should a/ways be clear about:

1 The purpose of the gathering. Why was this
meeting called? What information is needed? Is
there a problem to solve or an appeal to be
made? In short, why were you invited?

2. The nature of the gathering. Is this a
meeting of the general public, is it limited to
members of an organization, or does it include a
combination of both?

If you don't have definite answers to these
basic questions you, your audience or both may
be in for an uncomfortable and unproductive
session If you do have the answers, you are

ready to consider some specific questions
concerning:

a. The complete program. How many speak-
ers have been invited? Who are they? Is a
business meeting scheduled? Will it be held
before or after your presentation? Will re-
freshments be served? When? Will there be
questions from the audience?

b The place. Often, effective communication
can be hindered by physical facilities. Consider
the potential "listener-losing" factors such as
room size, seating arrangement, temperature
control, ventilation, lighting, and distracting
noises.

c The equipment available for "reaching"
your listeners. Will a stand or table be provided
for notes and materials? Will you be using a
tape recorder, movie or slide projector, or

Continued on fourth page

A Time For
REFLECTION

BV EDITORIAL BOARD
a good idea to review, penod-

revievv|
 n|ssion or goals of an organization. In

'he Qr 9 the purpose of Networking, we turn to
amai statement of intent and some

^°ndence from the early days of its
I IOn- Back then (four years ago) we

The
K n f0r

•>« C

to improve communications has
rt a n y v e a r s a concern of many people.

a s b e e n felt the need to emphasize to
U

>« Corti
 e n felt the need to emphasize to

'°Vee Ur>ity the important role of the em-
" often the communities of many
-'Ig

onal institutions have been defined as
O|(

 0mPosed of faculty and students At
"' that (

D e o p l e know that an element is missing
lot> fUn

 e lr"tion There is awareness that everyfunc

-!°n l s a necessary part of the total
the c

 newsletter is dedicated to promot-
o n C e p t t n a t each individual is valued as

The
r tam p a r t o f the Cornell Community."

S V DUf
 nevvsletter is intended to be for the

tlon | t P
0%e of distributing news and informa-

CaUse Or
 n o t intended to serve any political

"Ps k a c t a s a forum for special interest
rrnat ra*her to share experiences and

"D between employees and between
'6nts ••

Past issues have featured human interest
stories, the Dedicated Service Award, Around
Cornell, CRC News, FOCUS on the Employee
Assembly, a comic strip, safety, health, Trustee
Reports, photo and poetry contests, Employee
Calendar, Classified and Ridesharing Ads,
poetry, Leadership Leads and more The Office
of Personnel Services have contributed articles
on benefits, announcement of changes, EAP and
a variety of news articles including seminar and
course offerings.

The present Editorial Board reaffirms the
original statement of intent We look to the
readers for suggestions to help fulfill the mis-
sion.

There may be other features that could better
serve to fulfill the mission of Networking.
Restated, the goals are: to improve communica-
tions in multidirectional ways, to promote self
esteem of employees and to help one sense that
she or he is an important part of the mission of
Cornell

If you believe that these are worthwhile
objectives and that Networking is a viable
medium for achieving them, we solicit sugges-
tions and contributory material from you With
your help we could do better

Dedicated Service Award
Many individuals at Cornell University contribute to.the success

of their department and the University through the use of talents
that may not be recognized in their official job description.

Do you know someone who takes particular pride in their work,
who exhibits a willingness and cheerfulness in the dispatch of their
duties, who provides service beyond the call of duty, and who makes
life at Cornell a rewarding experience for those with whom they
come in contact? Networking is looking for special people you feel
should be recognized for their special contribution. The Dedicated
Service Award is open to any Cornell employee, regardless of rank.

Nominate someone today by f i l l ing in this form and pj
note that you should accompany your ballot with a paragraph
explaining why you wish to nominate this person and a l i s t
°f signatures from other department members supporting your
candidate. If your candidate is selected, we will be in
touch with you to supply additional information.

For the Dedicated Service Award
I NOMINATE

__^ Phone:

°rklng Address/Phone #:

° n submitting nomination:
'"•/Address: Phone:

Mail to: Carol Thurnheer, 216 Plant Science Bldg.

With graduate student Wei-Shih Yang at the controls, the falling weight deflectometer tests
pavement conditions beneath the surface for the Cornell Local Roads Program.

Around Cornell:

Cornell Local Roads Program
Helps Highway Officials

By NANCY GIVEN
For most rural towns and many small villages

in New York State the expenditure for highways
is by far the largest single item in the budget,
yet many town and village highway officials
have very little formal training in the field of
highway engineering before they take office.

The Cornell Local Roads Program was
founded in 1951 under the leadership of Jim
Spencer (now Vice Provost). A part of the
Agricultural Engineering Department, the
Programs early activities focused on providing
technical assistance to town highway officials
through the Cooperative Extension Service.

In 1973, Associate Professor Lynne Irwin
took over the Program's leadership. Its activities
have escalated in frequency and numbers of
participants Training efforts have grown to
include town, county, city, and village personnel.
One-day workshops and small, intense training
courses of longer duration, such as the 1983
Short Course on Bituminous Materials, have
met with a very positive response. On a larger
scale, the 39th Annual School for Highway
Superintendents on the Cornell campus in June
attracted over 500 registrants to its stimulating

three-day program. Over 150 individuals are
expected to attend the upcoming 25th Public
Works School which is held in Ithaca this
October

Extensive contact with local roads officials
throughout New York State was begun in 1982
with the creation of a quarterly newsletter
entitled "Nuggets and Nibbles." From an ori-
ginal subscription list of 1,500. the number of
copies mailed each quarter has grown steadily
to 2,200. New requests arrive weekly from local
roads officials throughout the United States.

Recently the Cornell Local Roads Program
was selected to serve as a Technology Transfer
Center Financial support comes through a grant
from the New York State Department of Trans-
portation and will be used to intensify the
Program's educational efforts. In addition to the
Program's existing activities, plans are under-
way to develop a series of traveling workshops
that will take technical information to the
highway officials and the development of a
publication resource center, where interested
individuals can obtain printed materials relating
to their jobs.



Summer Session
This edition of Cornell Chronicle
contains an eight-page pullout
section detailing Summer Session
programs.
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Winter's grip can be felt on the Arts Quadrangle, with McGraw Hall in the background, as students return for registration.

Governor's Budget Includes Biotech
Funds, Increases for Statutory Units

AIK e x e c u t i v e budget released Tuesday
by the office of Governor Mario

contains $18 million for the con-

struction of a new biotechnology building
here.

This is the remainder of the state's $20

Governmental Affairs Office
Reorganized, Lists Functions

Th
ne university has reorganized its gov-
lent relations functions over the past

icp Q roonths under the leadership of
•president David L. Call.
>Ve comPlex business of keeping track of

tJ"nrnent activities, particularly at the
" d federal levels, is now coordinated

the Governmental Affairs Office,
'id'rf mernorandum to deans, directors
the f

 ePartment heads last week, Call listed
..junctions of the office as follows:

latjv
n'ormation Sharing: We monitor legis-

hav
 e and policy developments that would

it|{0
 a t l impact on the University and

f̂sw11 aPPropriate offices within the Uni-
\[ V- We have computer access to both
to0|/and Federal databases which allow us
'^isi n i n s t a n t updates on identified
?tkv>. t i v e hills and other actions. We

Jrage faculty and others to share with
f information they pick up in their
;'s and through their contacts.
oliCy Development: We coordinate

W> Oster the development of a "Cornell
Nio°nse' t° various legislative thrusts or
''tyr/ '"'Natives. This response can range
Pr̂  a Phone call to legislative staff to a
' Sn a^'on °f testimony or the drafting of

"^ifjc bill.
$i|»r*gislative Advocacy: We are respon-
\ , f°r the lobbying activities on behalf of
In |)I:.^'versity in Albany and Washington.
t̂\v cases we work closely with a
As<,?rk of key legislators and their staffs.

" iation Representation: Cornell Uni-
is a member of several educational

'ations with operations in Albany and

Us

Washington. These associations provide a
valuable service to the University and we
work closely with them in the three areas
mentioned."

Key people in the office are Stephen
Philip Johnson, who is responsible for state
relations and is normally the first point of
contact for faculty and staff; J. Robert
Barlow, who represents Cornell's interests
in Washington, and Cecelia "Rusty"
Roland, who heads the Albany office.

Call emphasized that the principal role
for the office is to facilitate and coordinate.

He said the office tries to follow all
matters that could affect the operations of
the university. These involve state and
federal funding, particularly the SUNY
budget in Albany and funding levels for
research agencies in Washington; student
financial aid; tax policy, which is an
important factor affecting the flow of funds
through contributions, industry grants and
foundation support; regulatory matters
that affect the university, such as animal
care, life safety and personnel policies,
among others, and program support.

In the last category, Call said the univer-
sity is being called on increasingly by
legislators for expert opinions, help in
formulating issues and even in drafting
legislation.

He said the Governmental Affairs Office
tries to help faculty members share their
technical expertise with legislators and
staff, using seminars, briefings, testimony
and visits at various times.

million commitment to the building. The
other $2 million was appropriated earlier
through the State Urban Development
Corp.

James Spencer, vice provost at Cornell,
said that the executive budget contains
increases for the statutory colleges to
cover fixed costs, does not call for any cuts
in jobs and does not contain any increases
for new programs. It does, however, pro-
vide an additional $300,000 to supplement
funds available for the maintenance of
facilities of the statutory colleges.

Earlier, the State University of New
York had supported Cornell's requests for
several increases in program funding,
Spencer said, but these were not included in
the governor's budget proposal, which still
needs the approval of the State Legislature.

All together, Cornell's requests for the
statutory colleges which SUNY supported
called for increases of $5,745 million, or 7
percent more than the 1984-85 appropriation
of $82.62 million. The executive budget
contains increases of $3,927 million, or 4.8
percent.

Spencer said he was informed that the
budget also includes additional funds for
planning the Food Science Laboratory,
which will replace antiquated, existing
facilities The new building will be located
adjacen' to Stocking Hall on the eastern
side of the campus.

"The total effect of this budget proposal
is not all we would have liked, but at the
same time it doesn't present us with the
prospect of having to make substantial
cuts, as we have had to do sometimes in the
past," Spencer said. "We will continue to
work toward obtaining the program money
that was in the SUNY-approved recommen-
dations, but omitted from the executive
budget."

Registration
Here Today
And Friday

New and returning students will be
checking in for their spring term courses
today and Friday, most of them in Barton
Hall.

All colleges and schools, except the Law
School and the College of Veterinary Medi-
cine, will register at Barton on the follow-
ing schedule:

Thursday, Jan. 24, 8 a.m. -11:30a.m.:
College of Arts & Sciences, School of

Industrial & Labor Relations, College of
Architecture, Art & Planning, and the
Graduate School.

Thursday, Jan. 24, 1p.m. -4:30 p.m.:
College of Arts & Sciences, School of

Hotel Administration. Graduate School of
Management, and the Graduate School.

****
Friday, Jan. 25, 8a.m. - 11:30 a.m. and 1

p.m. -4 p.m.;
College of Agriculture & Life Sciences,

College of Engineering, and the College of
Human Ecology. Those in the Division of
Unclassified Students will register from 8
a.m. - 11:30 a.m. only.

****
Students in the College of Veterinary

Medicine will register 8:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 29, in Schurman Hall.

The Law School will register students 9
a.m.-noon and 1 p.m.-4 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 30, in Myron Taylor Hall.

If inclement weather in the Ithaca area
causes the university to cancel registration
on Thursday, Jan. 24, students scheduled to
register that day will register on Saturday,
Jan. 26, and the students scheduled for
Friday, Jan. 25 will remain as scheduled. If

Continued on Page 2

Orientation
Under Way

A mid-year orientation program for new
Cornell freshmen, transfer and graduate
students began on Monday and will con-
tinue through Sunday, Jan. 27. New stu-
dents have been participating in programs
which range from a "Loveboat Party" and
midnight movies to a president's reception
and placement examinations.

Today's activities include at 1:30 p.m. a
lecture in 202 Uris Hall by L. Pearce
Williams, professor of history of science,
titled "How to Succeed at Cornell Without
Really Trying," and a 6 p.m. dinner with
Dean of Students David Drinkwater. (Reg-
ister by calling the Office of the Dean of
Students, 256-4131.)

Other activities for today include a
transfer workshop at 11 a.m. in the North
Room, Willard Straight Hall. "Old"
transfer students will discuss their ex-
periences in adjusting to life at Cornell.
The workshop will be repeated at 11 a.m.
tomorrow.

At 2:30 p.m. today, those interested in
watching matter be created and destroyed
can meet in front of Day Hall for a tour of
the Wilson Synchrotron Laboratory — a
facility on the cutting edge of technology.

"Nothing but Treble" and "The Hang-
overs" will regale those students who are

Continued on Page 2
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Bulletin of the Faculty
April 10, 1985

110 Ives Hall
The meeting was called to order at 4:33 p.m. by the Speaker, Russell

B. Martin. The approval of the minutes was delayed as a quorum was
not present. Speaker Martin then called on Dean Joseph B. Bugliari
for remarks.

1. REMARKS BY THE DEAN:
Dean Bugliari: "I just have a couple of brief announcements to

make. The first is that we will have another computer program for the
members of the faculty during the first two weeks in June. One will
start on the week of June 3; the second will start on the week of June
10. Agelia Velleman, who has been arranging these programs for us,
promises that they will be as meaty as the programs offered in Jan-
uary. We hope to get the information out to you with the call to the
May meeting. Everyone, of course, will be invited.

"Assuming we get through all the business we have today and have
nothing else come up, the plan for us in May will be a combined meet-
ing with the University Faculty on Wednesday, May 15. At that meet-
ing we will honor those people who are retiring. To add a little to it be-
yond the mere statements about the retirees, Gould Colman will have
a slide presentation on Cornell history, which I think will be very in-
teresting; and we will have entertainment provided by our good friend
Tom Sokol and the Hangovers, who will sing some Cornell songs at
the end of the meeting. I think it will be a nice occasion, and 1 hope
you and many more of our colleagues will try to come to honor those
people who will be retiring at that time.

"The last item is something that you may have heard or read about,
and that is that there is afoot somewhere a proposal to change the cal-
endar one more time. 1 would indicate to you that there can be no
change, at least one that is proposed, without a vote of this body, so
you do not have to worry that it is going to occur imminently. The Ex-
ecutive Committee of the FCR under Ron Ehrenberg is the Committee
that is handling this for the faculty. I have been designated by the Pro-
vost to collect the responses to the proposal from deans and other peo-
ple, and so far would tell you that the responses are going about like
this: there are some people who think it is an innovative stroke of geni-
us; many who think it is the product of a malevolent and deranged
mind; some who have taken the opportunity to get their order in to go
back to the old calendar where we had exams after Christmas; and yet
another group who realize that is where we may go and have already
indicated their opposition to that proposal. I would suggest to you
that there is no immediate impending action. The proposal has been
put out there to see who will fire at it, and, of course, everybody in-
cluding the Cornell Daily Sun and everybody else has been firing at it.
If you have any comments you would like to add, I'll collect those and
give them to the Provost in addition. Thank you."

Speaker Martin thanked the Dean and asked if there were any ques-
tions. There being none, he called on Professor Peter Minotti, Chair-
man of the Committee on University-ROTC Relationships.

2. ROTC PRESENTATION:
Associate Professor Peter L. Minotti, Vegetable Crops: "My job

today is to introduce our speaker, but I want to steal a minute or two
of his time to tell you something about our Committee. The Universi-
ty-ROTC Relationships Committee - URRC for short - is a func-
tioning standing committee of this body and reports to you annually.
The Committee was established in 1969 and was given a rather broad
charge. Let me quote just one thing from the Charter: 'An instrument
for which the University demonstrates its active and direct concern
with officer education programs and their evaluation.' Of course,
that's a mouthful, and while I'm not looking for more work, I do
want you to know that this Committee exists and meets several times
every year. So if you have a special interest or concern about ROTC,
please come and talk to us; if you let me know in advance, we'll give
you some time on the agenda.

"The Committee consists of six elected faculty members who serve
three-year terms, so they turn over two new ones every year, in addi-
tion to that, there are two administrators - in this case Vice Provost
Spencer, who was appointed by the President, and David Drinkwater,
Dean of Students. In addition to that, there are three student mem-
bers, one from each of the services and then we like to have four at-
large, and I need your help here. In a few days you'll see something in
the Sun about it. If you know of students in your classes who might be
good candidates to serve on a committee like this, I wish you would
bug them a little bit and have them do this. I think they will find it is a
very good experience; we like to have a full committee, and we do
meet fairly often. So, help me out on that if you would. Finally, the
Committee consists of the three commanders of the military units, and
these, as you know, hold positions as professor of naval science, pro-
fessor of aerospace studies and professor of military science. These
gentlemen all have advanced degrees; some of them have morethan
one, and I'd like to introduce them to you because they have a lot of
information and can help you out if you are interested in the program.
Firt of all, Col. John Kubiak from the Air Force. John's here; he
brought a cadet with him."

Col. John Kubiak, Professor, Aerospace Studies: "This is Cadet
Scott Walker, one of our students."

Professor Minotti: 'I went to a Rotary meeting the other day, and
there was John telling about flying airplanes in and out of typhoons
and hurricanes and interfacing with the weather system, so there are
always some interesting things.

"The Navy Commander is Captain Gene Ward. Now, he couldn't
be with us. He is taking care of the Alliance right now, but 1 do want
to introduuce Lt. Robert Gross, who incidentally, is a Cornell grad-
uate who has been in the Navy and now is back at his alma mater, so
we're very fortunate to have Bob here interacting with our students.
Bob, do you have the latest word about he Alliance?"

Lt. Gross: "First, 1 would like to introduce Midshipman Scott
Thompson. The last word on the Alliance is that it's off the bottom.
This morning I found out exactly why it sank. I'm sure you will read
about it."

Professor Minotti: "The last member of our Committee, of course,
the speaker today, Lt. Col. Boyle. Now, I wanted you to meet these
gentlemen because although these ROTC programs have alot in com-

mon, each is unique. There are differences, and each of them would
like to tell you why his program is better than the other two, and they
would love to hear from you if you want more information.

"Dave Boyle is originally from Massachusetts, I know that. I know
he received degrees in California and North Carolina, and I think he is
ready now to raise the ROTC awareness quotient of this group."

Lt. Col. David J. Boyle, Professor of Military Science: "I am the
Professor of Military Science and Army Detachment Commander.
What 1 hope to do this afternoon, on behalf of the Univrsity and
ROTC, is to make the faculty more aware of ROTC programs and
goals. It is more of an information sharing briefing, if you will. After
1 speak for ten or twelve minutes, 1 will entertain questions from the
floor. The result that I would like to achieve is that you take the infor-
mation you hear today back to your departments and colleges and dis-
seminate that information to other faculty/staff members and stu-
dents as you see fit.

"A little bit about the history of ROTC. As you know, this is a land
grant institution and, therefore, in 1868 when the doors opened, the
Agricultural school and Military Science were here. We have*enjoyed
a long, proud relationship with Cornell. We have served this institu-
tion and our nation for 116 years on-campus. We're only one of three
Ivy League schools, the others being the University of Pennsylvania
and Princeton, that host an Army ROTC Detachment. As for our
ROTC and University ties, we have already heard Professor Minotti's
comments relative to the URRC. The URRC also has the right of
oversight for staff nominations. As each three-year assignment ends,
the various services forward a nomination of an officer to replace the
individual that is to be reassigned. For example, I will be leaving this
June for reassignment to the Pentagon. My replacement's nomination
came forward early this spring. He is coming from Korea and is a Cor-
nell grad -1 believe it was 1966 - and we are looking forward to Col.
Buchwald's arrival. The URRC also takes a very close look at the

ROTC curriculum and any other problem of such magnitude that
needs to be resolved by the Committee as a whole.

"A little bit about the composition of the services that make up this
body. We have a five hundred plus cadet corps, and that is a large con-
tingent. Basically, the Navy has a little over 200 people, the Air Force
roughly 175 and we have 145, and it has been growing steadily every
year since I've been on board. We expect the programs to grow a great
deal more.

"Women in the Army program make up 33% of our cadet popula-
tion, a similar number in the Air Force, and the number decreases a
little bit for the Navy. The minority percentage is 5°7o in our program,
and that percentage pretty much holds true for the other services. As
for the curriculum, I think it is important for you all to take back to
your schools and college that we in ROTC try to strike a fair balance
between the student's academic load on campus and what he or she
has to undergo as part of our requirements.

"The one issue that we insure every cadet or midshipman clearly un-
derstands is that he or she is not majoring in ROTC - that is not why
they are at Cornell. Now there are some cases where people would
much rather do everything they possibly can in ROTC and let their
academics slide. It is important for every person to understand clearly
that we cannot confer a commission unless a student receives a de-
gree, so, first things first. As to the number of hours a cadet may
spend participating in the ROTC program, of course each program is
unique, but if you look at a freshman, he/she will spend anywhere
from three to six hours a week participating in the program.

"That's one hour of class, 2 hours of lab, and then the remaining
three hours may be in some activity associated with the program. It is
pretty much the same for sophomores. The juniors, at least in the
Army, have a much more detailed program, and they could spend up-
wards of ten hours a week. During their time with ROTC all three de-

tachments focus on responsibility, decision-making, leadership and
leadership roles. We also teach organizational and managerial skills
and then place the cadets in leadership positions. We evaluate the ca-
det throughout all four years, so they're under constant observation-

"It is important to know that in each of the detachments that cou"
seling is a vital part of our overall program. We expend numerous
hours with every cadet in a counseling mode. It's important for us U>
understand everything about the cadet because, sortly after they gf*
uate and a commission conferred upon them, they will be in charge •
least in the Army - of up to 40 people and millions of dollars worth o
equipment. We have to find out during their time with us if that indi-
vidual is stable enough to accept increased responsibilities of that
magnitude.

"Their maturity rate is tremendous. It is a pleasure to watch thes
young men and women mature as quickly as they do in the time be-
tween their freshman and sophomore years. Again, we counsel th""
not only on academics or ROTC performance, but about their con-
cerns or any personal problems they may be experiencing. In each o
the detachments we have a chain of command established and, hope
fully, the lighter problems can be resolved through that chain of coin
mand.

"In the Army we take it a step further. We have a sponsorship PrCr

gram whereby every senior is responsible for two or three under-
classmen, and he/she is expected to be in constant communication
with his/her sponsorees at a minimum, once a week - asking them n

they are doing, if he or she has any problems or if they need tutoring
assistance. This has proven to be a viable program. We've had P°slil

[0

feedback from the cadets indicating they were glad to have someone^
turn to. It is an instant family, and it transcends the broad spectrum
upperclassmen. It is particularly important to the freshman as they
make that difficult transition from high school to the university enV1

ronment, and it has paid dividends for us.
"We're not just concerned with teaching people military skills-

We're also very much concerned with rounding out the individual-
insure they participate in extracurricular activities. We're very acti
in intramurals. We have a national military honor society called B*
Scabard and Blade. Our chapter was first established in 1906 at Co
nell. We are the third company in the first regiment established in '
nation: The Scabard and Blade is a service-oriented organization-
They perform community work both here in the University and in
ca. Blood drives are sponsored by the tri-service brigade both in tne

fall and the spring.
"Cornell recently held its phonathon to solicit endowments frof .

Cornell graduates. An Army contingent participated and I aw P ^ ( j .
to report they performed exceedingly well and won the group comP*
tion. They garnered, I think, $42,000 + for the school in a very sho
period of time. That was $7,000 more than the previous record- Ca-̂
dets also sponsor charity events to raise money for agencies in 1th*
such as GIAC and Hospicare. ,

"The reason I provide you with this information is to let you kn°
that we teach not just military skills, but teach the cadet to also be
sponsible to the community in which he or she lives. We see each o
these activities as a training tool. We provide the cadets an idea. ine

cadet takes that idea and develops courses of action, they weigh t"
options, make decisions and execute. We then submit after-action r
ports to identify deficiencies in planning and this report then takes
the form of an instant evaluation.

"An important part of my comments today is the scholarship P
gram. We have four, three and two-year scholarships. Now, a fou

year award is principally for the high school senior. That individua^.
will apply for a four-year scholarship while he or she is in their sen
year of high school. I won't dwell on the four-year scholarship l°°
much because it really doesn't pertain to this audience. I will P r0^'
you a profile of the individual who does win a four-year scholars" V
That person is generally in the top five percent of his or her high
school class, is active in perhaps several athletic teams, maybe even

g!fl.
captain or co-captain of one, very active in school organizations,
munity organizations and the like. The average SAT score of the ^
year scholarship winner is 1260. So, that is the type of person we
in our programs on four-year scholarships. Now, the three and t»e

two-year scholarships are for freshman and sophomores respecuv

We have already gone through our two-year scholarship interview
process and are presently looking at freshmen.

"What does the scholarship do for the student? Basically. >• P8Jf
 g.

for all tuition, a reasonable amount for books, depending on the •
jor that you are taking, all labs and services. All contracted studen ^
receive $100 a month for up to $1000 a year while participating i n .
programs. With the projected increase in tuition next year, the sen
arship winner will receive a $40,000-$60,000 education while ' n a t r l

g r 4

ulating at Cornell. In return, the individual is obligated for four ye

of active duty.
"As far as the Army is concerned, I can no longer guarantee tn

any scholarship student will see active duty. Cadets then, have to P ^
form well in ROTC to compete for active duty positions. Those no
lected for acive duty will go into the reserves. To sum up the tyPe ,
quality student we have in our programs here at Cornell, 1 am P r 0

to announce that last week I was notified that our Army detachm^ ̂
was recognized by the Chief of Staff of the Army as one of the top
detachments in the ROTC program. (£

"There are 315 host detachments and they are located in every s l

in the Union plus Guam, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands and German^
We are in the top 15, and yes, that is nice for the Army, but more i
portant, it is clearly indicative of the type of cadet of midshipman
we have in all three service programs. That's the kind of people *
want, that's the quality individual, that's the kind you want. ^

"We feel that ROTC programs at Cornell add to the diversty <"
institution. We also believe that our programs offer an alternative ,
choice for the student. What I would ask is that when you go back
disseminate this information, perhaps you may run into that 1uajigf.
individual in your school or college who can no longer remain at *~ ^.
nell for financial reasons, or, that student who wants to look to tn
ture with an alternative career option in hand. Should these situa"
arise, I would ask that you inform them of ROTC and invite the stu
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ll^ come and chal with us. The only cost to that student is time -
* a !llne he or she will take to come over and inquire about our pro-

n t o see if what we have to offer suits their needs.
t |9i ' v e gone a little over my 12 minutes. At this time I'd like to enter-
o p a n y questions you may have.''
if (J5

 r°fessor William H. Kaven, Hotel Administration: "Are the stu-
[knts free to apply from any of the colleges in the University? To all

r<* services?"
l °'- Boyle answered yes to both questions and Col. Kubiak saidye a n s e e d y q

'he Air Force is mainly interested in engineers.
f

he
c graj

r°fessor Robert M. Cotts, Physics: "You said that some of the
j "Uates do not go to acive duty. What is the commitment in going

°'he reserves if there is a four-year commitment to active duty?"
»!, o l i Boyle: "All military obligation is eight years. Now, for those
j . 80 on active duty and do their four years, when they finish their
na'

Ve obligation they go into an inactive pool. In other words, their
»' dif l s P'aced on an inactive reserve roster. For those people who go

itle
eci'y to the reserves, there is an eight-year commitment. That

h . n s they will receive their degree, go anywhere they want to in the
pja"

ed States and affiliate themselves with a reserve unit close to their
I ' i,Sll

c'01 residence. They will attend reserve meetings once a month,
art . o n e weekend a month, and two weeks in the summer. These
'tdPa'd d r ' " s which supplements their annual income nicely. Thus, an
!he'Vldua' can pursue a private career and keep their association with

^•'itary if they so desire."
•*o | r o s s : "There is a slight difference here. In the Navy, all of our
*H(( W h o l i a v e scholarships and graduate get a regular commission
tiav *

re commissioned for four years of active duty. Those that don't
II, ' a scholarship and apply for what we call a college program, and
9n<( S V e r y f e w ' maybe one or two per class, get a reserve commission

p st'H go ahead and serve four years of active duty."
d0n[

ofessor John E. H. Sherry, Hotel Administration: "Col. Boyle, I
idt,' ^now if you still have a teaching liaison with individual faculty
i0

 e V9rious schools. I had the pleasure of working with the Navy
'rid ̂  ) ' e a r s a8° on a program to place military j ustice in a democracy,
y0|j

 enjoyed that very much, and I would certainly recommend that
t^ c°ntinue that or investigate it as appropriate. Is that done at all?

£™u still invite faculty to teach students on occasion?"
\f^.- Boyle: "Yes, we have a course that deals with armed conflict in
kya?

y- This satisfies our military history requirement. It is sponsored
COr 'nree services. The lectures are provided by professors from

T"e". West Point and Cortland."
Harr

c sPeaker thanked Col. Boyle, then called on Professor Peter
\^ '°'t, member of the Committee on Admissions and Financial

PRESENTATION ON CORNELL TRADITION:
?rea

 ofessor Peter Harriott, Chemical Engineering: "As you know, a
-» of our students count on part-time work while at Cornell

8 °n summer jobs to help meet their financial expenses. In the com-
jp ' a r s with the incresing costs and nearly level or declining federal
\- f. they may be called on to provide an even greater share of

.,Qlnancial expenses.
'icre

 n e Program that was started a few years ago to provide students
^ e p S e d employment opportunities and other financial support was
\p Orne'l Tradition, and I'd like to call on Caroline Nisbet who is
litt|c

 r°gram Director of the Student Employment Office to tell us a
<\" l0re about the program."

't>k.°''ne A. Nisbet, program Director, Student Employment: "It's
'''lio -Ure t o be with you today. I'd like to clarify that the Cornell Tra-
P-rripj l s one of eight programs that is administered by the Student
'itlljlP.yiient Office, and perhaps it would be good to start with just a
Of hr. r y about The Cornell Tradition in case you all aren't aware

w " started.

sCc °'e.' Caroline Nisbet presented an excellent slide show to
«s ^Pany her discussion. Her text includes all the materials she used

,,Suals F H >
tta,j 'he spring of 1982, a group of alumni approached the Adminis-
Tl, °n and were interested in doing something with financial aid.
1)1 W e r c n > t exactly sure what they wanted to do, but they were deter-
^m t o give a large gift to the University. We explored loan pro-
O s and during that exploration these people decided that loans
\ n°t the way to go. They were much more intereted in reducing
O 'han adding to the loan burden of our students. At that point in
\ l they came to my office and they said, 'Can you think of any-
\ Pcople can do if they want to work?' I said, 'Sure. How much
%J* do you want to spend?' They said they didn't know and to
\w

of a program. So, we sat down with the staff and we worked a
<<J: of months and came up with a proposal.

e still didn't have any idea how much money we were talking

about, so we did the usual and said, 'Well, if you give us this much,
we'll do this much. If you give us a little more, we will do a little

. more.' We didn't hear anything. Finally, I think it was the middle of
September, and I got a call and was told, 'we have seven million dol-
lars for five years.' After I picked myself up off the floor, I said,
'Well, that's great; that's wonderful. When do we start?' They said
that the President would announce it in October at the Trustee Coun-
cil Meeting and that they wanted to start the program in the summer.
And then after 1 picked myself up off the floor a second time, I said,
'Well, okay, we'll do it.'

"One of the things that is important in this program is the work
ethic, and the alumni who made the original seven million dollar gift
are all people who have worked their way through Cornell. Now, they
recognize that it is no longer possible to do that with the high costs of
attending the institution, but what they did want to do was recognize
that kind of effort that our students put in helping to pay for their ed-
ucational costs. What we have with The Cornell Tradition are four
programs. Three fellowship programs to reward students who work
by providing money to replace loans. The other program is the Sum-
mer Job Network, and that is probably the program that has received
the most national publicity and the one you may have heard about the
most. The Summer Job Network is open to all students regardless of
their financial aid status.

"Let's just talk a little bit about each one of the programs. The
Freshman/Transfer Fellowship - this is the fellowship program for
matriculating students. During the admissions process, these people
are identified from their applications by those who read the applica-
tion folders, staff or faculty in the colleges or it can be someone on the .
staff in the central undergraduate admissions office. The Fellowship
Review Committee then looks at the application; we look at what kind
of work experience these students have had, recognizing that not all
freshmen have had a paid work experience. We look at a couple of
things - the traditional paid work experience that they've had in high
school or in their prior college experience, some kind of significant
volunteer involvement that perhaps relates to their career plans at
Cornell, and we also look at the level of support that a student may
have given either to a family business or to their own family in a case
perhaps of a single parent family where the eldest child has had to stay
home and care for younger children - that's a type of financial support
to the family. We look at that, we look at general initiative and moti-
vation factors, community involvement and, of course, their academic
record. These students receive up to $2,500 per year to replace their
loans at Cornell.

"Well, what happens if you are nominated for the program and get
to Cornell and realize, 'This is costing me a lot of money. I'm having
to borrow a lot of money every year.'? Well, then you can apply for
the Academic Year Fellowship program, where applications are avail-
able on an annual basis. Again, it's need based, with a maximum
award of $2,500 to replace loan. Fellows are selected on many of the
same qualifications as in the Freshman/Transfer program with the sole
exception being that this must be paid work experience during the aca-
demic year. There is a fellowship review committee that is comprised
of students, faculty and staff, and they set the work qualification for
the program each year. At present it's a minimum of 330 hours. That
sounds like a lot, so one of the jobs of our office is to try and show
students how they can do 330 hours and still have a quality academic
experience, be involved in activities outside work and the classroom at
Cornell.

"If a student works only during the time classes are in session, this

amounts to about twelve hours per week; if, however, they are crea-
tive and take advantage of the services of our office and choose to
work full time during winter session or full time during spring break
or fall break or some of the other small vacation periods, they can re-
duce their average work per week to between five and seven hours.
Five to seven hours really shouldn't strap too many people, as long as
they are doing well in class.

"There is another program, the Summer Fellowship program, that
is small and is available only to students who are in one of the other
Cornell Tradition programs. The purpose of that particular fellowship
is to replace the summer savings expectations for students who are ei-
ther commuting to a summer job and therefore have high extra costs.
As you well know, if you are in New York City and you have to com-
mute any distance, it can be pretty hefty cost per month, so we help
them with that or some students may need to take a job outside their
hometown to get the best quality career-related work experience, and
therefore they may have some additional travel or living costs. There
are also those freshmen who don't get out of high school in New York
until about the third week in June and are expected to be here when
campus orientation starts the third week in August, so no matter how
hard they try, they aren't going to make their summer savings. For
those students we also offer the Summer Fellowship program.

"Now, I'm going to talk a little bit about the Summer Job Network.
The Summer Job Network is the largest of The Cornell Tradition Pro-
grams, the one you hear the most about. It is a unique program, one
that has been imitated by many and duplicated by none thus far. In
the Summer Job Network, the purpose is to develop off-campus job
opportunities - and that means non-Cornell, we only deal with one
Cornell unit and that happens to be the Medical College in New York
City, and we do that for obvious reasons because you can get the job
experience there that you can't get anywhere else.

"When we develop off-campus, career-related jobs, we look for a
high-quality job, good work experience, and we also look for jobs that
pay well, and that's the key. Any student with a little motivation can
go out and get a great volunteer assignment for the summer, but what
we're looking for is a high-quality job that is going to enable that stu-
dent to save money to come back and pay for educational costs.

"This program was highlighted on the CBS evening news in April
1984 and if any of you have worked with the media, that four minutes
is worth about a quarter of a million dollars if we had tried to film it
and sell it in terms of TV advertising. 1 have several copies of that vi-
deo tape available if anyone is interested in seeing it. It's a real good
capsule, and we use it a lot when we're on the road to talk with alumni
or talk to prospective students.

"How does this part of the program work? As I said, it's available
to any student, regardless of their financial aid status, so it doesn't
need to be someone who is on financial aid at the University. We have
found that our applicant pool is about 50/50 - fifty percent are on
need based financial aid, fifty percent aren't. The students must ap-
ply. During the application process, they note field and location choic-
es. We have an on-line computer system, and we load them all into the
system. The jobs are developed by a nationwide network of Cornell
alumni who tap their friends, look to their own businesses and cor-
porations, and send us leads. We have been very successful. The first
year we were able to place 418 students. I think that was pretty good
for roughly eight months worth of work. Last summer we placed 565
students and this summer we anticipate placing 600-650 students in the
program. We are placing them in jobs that are both in the profit and
in the non-profit sectors. It is not hard to develop jobs in the non-
profit sector.

"It is very hard to develop jobs in the profit sector, and that's a
place where we are really putting some effort. What do we offer an
employer? Why should they hire a Cornell student? What's the big
deal? We don't openpost the positions. We refer to employers a small
pool of qualified, pre-screened Cornell students. The employer gets a
resume and a writing sample from about 5 students who are qualified
for the particular job opening they have. In some cases, we also
offer the employer a subsidy of the gross wages. If the position is new,
if it's in a field that we've had a lot of difficulty placing students in,
and particularly if we want to get a wage up a little bit - maybe they've
got a job, but they can only pay $.3.35, but we know that job is worth
$5 or $6 an hour, we will subsidize the position.

"Funds are limited, so, of course, we prefer and we push unsubsi-
dized jobs, but even if it is an unsubsidized job, pre-screening is pretty
important to a summer employer. Large corporations like IBM and
some others have had well developed summer programs. They have
staff to deal with large application pools of college students who are
looking for summer work. We deal primarily with the smaller busi-
nesses, the places that would hire one or two students to do a partic-
ular project for a three-month period, and that's where we can really
make an impact.

"How do we know it works? First of all, most people are pretty
happy about it. How do we know that? Because we have a person who
is working on research for this program. We are very fortunate to
have a Research Assocaite who has devoted several months of his time
to developing survey instruments for program validation, instruments
for each one of our programs. Each year we survey all of our client
groups, our students, our employers, our alumni to find out how we
can do a better job - what do they think of the program, how has the
communication been between them and the of fice,how is everything
working. In addition, we are looking at the long-term behavior of stu-
dents who are participating in The Cornell Tradition programs to try
and ascertain whether over the long range, and I'm talking five, ten,
fifteen, twenty years out, these students will behave differently toward
Cornell. Will they give more money? And what will they give it for?
Will they participate more in alumni activities and what kinds of activ-
ities? Are they going to graduate school sooner because they had less
debt? These are the kinds of things we are looking at.

"So, this is all wonderful and you say, well now, that's terrific, but
what can I do? One of the things you can do is this: most of you prob-

Continued on Page 10
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Continued from Page 9

ably have students who work for you or in your departments. Identify
those students who are working 10-12 hours per week and make sure
they know about the program and encourage them to apply for the
fellowships. I have left a large number of brochures which you can
feel free to take and hand out to kids in your department who may not
have been to one of our 35 information sessions held in the fall term.
So, that's one of the things you can do.

"The next thing you can do is, particularly if you're doing some
kind of academic work that involves you in -1 would say non-profit,
but I really prefer profit - sector, and you see some leads, you see some
places where Cornell students could be doing a job, let us know, give
us a contact. That is all you have to do. Give us a name of a person to
call. We have the good fortune to have someone m our office who is a
1984 grad who has the sort of interesting title of Job Developer and
she was in the program when it first started. She is pretty well sold on
it, and what she does as her full-time job is take the contacts that ev-
erybody gives us and go call on thsoe potential employers. One of the
things we also do to ascertain that we are getting quality jobs is that we
visit our employers during the summer and have similar kinds of con-
tacts; for instance, as what is done with the Coop Engineering Pro-
gram. We call, we look at the work site, we talk to the supervisors to
see what kind of work a student is doing, and in one or two cases,
we've banned the employer from further participation in the pro-
gram."

Since there were no questions for Ms. Nisbet, the Speaker an-
nounced that there was a quorum for the next item on the agenda,
which was to be the approval of three sets of minutes, all 1984 - Sept.
12, October 10 and December 12.

There were no corrections or additions to the minutes, and Speaker
Martin pronounced them approved as distributed. He then called on
Dean Bugliari for a presentation of the slate of candidates.

4. APPROVAL OF SLATE OF CANDIDATES:
Dean Bugliari: "As you know, we're ready to start the spring elec-

tions for next year's FCR and the committees of the FCR, and along
with the call to the meeting, you should have received a copy of the
slate that Peter Auer and the Nominations Committee put together.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to introduce that slate as the proper slate for
the election. 1 would make one correction on the slate and that is As-
sistant Professor Shelley White-Means, who was a candidate for the
Admissions and Financial Aids Committee, has withdrawn her name,
so that name will be striken from the slate."

Speaker Martin asked for further nominations. There being none,
the slate was approved as follows:

AT-LARGE MEMBER, FCR - 3 vacancies, 3-year term; 1 vacancy,
2-year term: Raymond T. Fox, Professor, Floriculture and Ornamen-
tal Horticulture; Andrew M. Novakovic, Assistant Professor, Agri-
cultural Economics; Robert S. Parker, Assistant Professor, Nutritio-
nal Sciences; Leo M. Renaghan, Associate Professor, Hotel
Administration; Beate I. E. Ziegert, Assistant Professor, Design and
Environmental Analysis.

REVIEW AND PROCEDURES COMMITTEE - 3 vacancies, 3-
year term: Robert J. Babcock, Associate Professor, Human Service
Studies; George L. Casler, Professor, Agricultural Economics; John
S. Harding, Professor, Human Development and Family Studies;
Charles C. McCormick, Assistant Professor, Poultry and Avian Sci-
ences; Peter Schwartz, Assistant Professor, Design and Environmen-
tal Analysis.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS COMMITTEE - 3 vacancies,
3-year term: Patricia J. Carden, Professor, Russian Literature; Jen-
nifer L. Gerner, Associate Professor, Consumer Economics and
Housing; Tove H. Hammer, Associate Professor, Organizational Be-
havior; Bernard F. Stanton, Professor, Agricultural Economics.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY COMMIT-
TEE - 1 vacancy, 3-year term: Hollis N. Erb, Assistant Professor, Pre-
ventive Medicine; Robert C. Fay, Professor, Chemistry.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY COMMIT-
TEE - 1 vacancy, 3-year term: William L. Castleman, Assistant Pro-
fessor, Veterinary Pathology; Kenneth A. R. Kennedy, Professor,
Ecology and Systematics.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY COMMIT-
TEE - 1 non-tenured vacancy, 3-year term: Jennifer C. Greene, Assis-
tant Professor, Human Service Studies; H. Dean Sutphin, Assistant
Professor, Education.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND POLICIES COMMITTEE - 1
non-tenured vacancy, 3-year term: Timothy J. Fahey, Assistant Pro-
fessor, Natural Resources; Ira M. Wasserman, Assistant Professor,
Astronomy.

ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AIDS COMMITTEE - 2 vacan-
cies, 3-year term: W. Lambert Brittain, Professor, Human Devel-
opment and Family Studies; William B. Duke, Professor, Agronomy;
James J. Eyster, Professor, Hotel Administration; Sidney Saltzman,
Professor, City and Regional Planning.

ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AIDS COMMITTEE - 1 non-
tenured vacancy, 3-year term: Edward W. McLaughlin, Assistant
Professor, Agricultural Economics; Timothy C. Murray, Assistant
Professor, English.

BUDGET COMMITTEE - 1 vacancy, 2-year term: Olan D. Forker,
Professor, Agricultural Economics; Walter R. Lynn, Professor, Civil
and Environmental Engineering and Director, Program on Science,
Technology and Society.

BUDGET COMMITTEE - 1 non-tenured vacancy, 3-year term: Su-
san Hester, Assistant Professor, Design and Environmental Analysis;
David M. Stipanuk, Assistant Professor, Hotel Administration.

FREEDOM OF TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE - 1
vacancy, 3-year term: Lee C. Lee, Assocaite Professor, Human Devel-
opment and Family Studies; Richard E. Ripple, Professor, Educatio-
nal Psychology.

MINORITY EDUCATION COMMITTEE- I vacancy, 3-year
term: Vernon M. Briggs, Jr., Professor, I&LR; Zellman Warhaft, As-
sociate Professor, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.

MINORITY EDUCATION COMMITTEE - 1 non-tenured vacan-
cy, 3-year term: Roy Alvarez, Assistant Professor, Hotel Administra-
tion; Satya P. Mohanty, Assistant Professor, English.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE - 1 vacancy, 3-year
term: Dennis H. Ferguson, Assistant Professor, Hotel Administra-
tion; Pascal A. Oltenacu, Associate Professor, Animal Science.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE - 1 non-tenured vacan-
cy, 3-year term: Paul H. Steen, Assistant Professor, Chemical Engi-
neering; Gordon L. Teskey, Assistant Professor, English.

PROFESSIONAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE FAC-
ULTY COMMITTEE - 1 vacancy, 3-year term: A. Neal GeHer, Asso-
ciate Professor, Hotel Administration; Charles S. Levy, Professor,
English; Thor N. Rhodin, Professor, Applied and Engineering Physi-
cs.

RESEARCH POLICIES COMMITTEE - 1 vacancy, 3-year term:
John E. Coleman, Professor, Classics; Michael A. Collier, Assistant
Professor, Clinical Sciences; Gerhard H. Jirka, Associate Professor,
Civil and Environmental Engineering.

UNIVERSITY-ROTC RELATIONSHIPS COMMITTEE - 2 va-
cancies, 3-year term: Richard G. Moore, Associate Professor, Hotel
Administration; Rut Schwartz, Professor, Nutritional Sciences; Ray-
mond G. Thorpe, Professor, Chemical Engineering and Director, Di-
vision of Unclassified Students.

COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS - 1
vacancy, 3-year term: Harold A. Scheraga, Todd Professor of Chem-
istry; Robert N. Stern, Associate Professor, Organizational Behavior.

UNIVERSITY ASSEMBLY - 3 vacancies, 2-tear term beginning
June 1, 1985: Stephen R. Cole, Associate Professor, Theatre Arts; Ja-
son Millman, Professor, Education; Roger A. Morse, Professor, En-
tomology; Teoman B. Pekoz, Professor, Civil and Environmental En-
gineering.

5. RESOLUTION ON CONTINUATION OF STUDENT MEM-
BERS ON COMMITTEES:

The Speaker called on Dean Bugliari, as Chairman of the Review
and Procedures Committee, who introduced the following resolution
on continuation of student members on committees:

WHEREAS, the FCR adopted a resolution on December 9, 1981
enlarging the Committees on Academic Programs and Policies,
Admissions and Financial Aids, Freedom of Teaching and Learning
and Physical Education by addition of two student members, and

WHEREAS, continuation of student members was contingent upon
review in its third year of operation, namely 1984-85, by the Review
and Procedures Committee, and

WHEREAS, the Review and Procedures Committee conducted
such a review by polling the committees involved for their input,
therfore,

BE ITRESOL VED, that the membership of the above-mentioned
FCR Committees continue to have two student members (of which at
least one shall be an undergraduate, except in the case of the
Admissions and Financial Aids Committee which specifies one shall
be from the endowed and one from the statutory colleges), with voting
privileges, selected annually by the Staffing Committee of the Student
Assembly. Reselection of a student for a second year shall be
permitted.

Dean Bugliari: "When students were added to the faculty commit-
tees noted in the resolution, it was provided that the FCR would have
to approve continued membership during the 1984-85 academic year.
The Review and Procedures Committee sent a letter to the chairperson
of each faculty committee involved and the uniform response favored
continued student membership. I would, therfore, urge that we adopt
the resolution."

The Speaker called for questions and there being none called for a

vote. The resolution passed without dissent. He then called on Profes-
sor Thomas Sokol, Chairman of the Committee on Academic Pro-
grams nd Policies.

6. RESOLUTION RE: AMENDMENT OF CODE OF
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY:

Professor Thomas A. Sokol, Music: "The Committee on Academic
Programs and Policies was introduced to the subject of the Code of
Academic Integrity in October of 1983 when Dean Bugliari called
some apparent deficiencies to our attention. We began to consider the
matter more intensively this past academic year and under the Dean's
guidance and with the help of a Law School student, Eileen Black-
wood, we were presented with a proposed revision of the Code of Aca-
demic Integrity. We made our suggestions and received correspon-
dence from twelve members of the academic community. We met
again and tried to incorporate their thoughts and reactions into the re-
vision and in February, the ten members of the Committee, including
two student members, voted unanimously to approve the revision
which you have in your hand. On behalf of the Committee, I present
to you this resolution based on the revised Code of Academic Integri-
ty."

WHEREAS, the Code of Academic Integrity adopted by the
Faculty Council of Representatives on May 24, 1976 and subsequen
amended on March 11, 1981 and May 12, 1982, was found to have
minor problems and needed clarification of some provisions, an.

WHEREAS, the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies i
reviewed the necessary changes, evaluated additional comments from
members of the community and incorporated those where
appropriate,

BE ITRESOL VED, that the FCR adopt the Code of Acadf/nic
Integrity as proposed.

Speaker Martin: "You are moving adoption of the resolution?"
Professor Sokol: "Yes."
Speaker Martin called for discussion.
Profesor Mary Beth Norton, History: "I 'd like to hear some dis-

cussion of the addition of this new paragraph for the penalties on aca-
demic misconduct - I.C.3.a. and b . "

Professor Sokol: "With your permission, I'll refer to our (a^wyer.
Dean Bugliari."

Dean Bugliari: "Let me say this paragraph was meant to cover i*o
situations. The first situation we were confronted with was a number
of situations in which something occurred during an examination- F0',
example, two students could be talking. In another case, a student ha"
a book that was open in an exam, but it was not an open-book exam,
and yet the instructor felt that to charge a student with an academe in-
tegrity violation as opposed to misconduct during an examination or
classroom type of situation was inappropriate, because the student
would then have a mark on their record for academic integrity. The
purpose, therefore, was to say that this would be something of a lesser

kind of an offense included within the framework of the Code, but
without the stigma of academic integrity attached to it; that carried
some penalty; to indicate that the faculty had the right to control the
classrooms and the examination sites and to deal wth minor infrac-
tions in some way. Those are the two reasons why this was included.
We at least had a couple of cases where the faculty people felt that
they had to do something, and the only thing they felt they could do
was to treat it as a violation of academic integrity, but they didn't fee
that was appropriate either, if as an example the two students who
were talking were discussing what they were going to do after the
exam."

Professor Norton: "Why the option of referring such people to the
Judicial Administrator for violations of the Campus Code." ,

Dean Bugliari: "I think the feeling was that the faculty itself w o U

rather control this than have it taken to the campus judicial system-1

I'm not even sure it is a violation of the campus judicial system to '
during an exam. I'm not sure that there's anything in the Campus
Code of Conduct that would handle it. Personally I don't believe i n a

most faculty members would feel that if two students were talking
during an exam and they didn't want to charge them with cheating'
that they should have to take them to the Judicial Administrator W
deal with the matter under the Campus Code of Conduct. Now, 1 "
admit, there could be some conduct in a classroom that could also
amount to something that would involve the Campus Code of Con-
duct, but that is not the kind of thing we're typically trying to hand|e-
We had a number of cases reported to us where something occurred ^
and the faculty member felt action should be taken short of charging
student with an academic integrity violation. That's the purpose **
had in mind, and we did put in a review process to make sure that t
procedure wasn't absused. I, further, have always assumed that th's

was an inherent power that a member of the faculty had anyway • '
do something of this type when something occurred in the classroom
or in the examination setting.''

Professor John DeWire, Physics: "I am also the University ,
Ombudsman, and it is in that role that I want to say a few words at>
the same section. We've had considerable discussion about it in ou r

office and as Dean Bugliari knows, we've also done what we could '
try to do something about this section, but we've failed, so 1 am ma
ing one last attempt to see if 1 can get some support. The thing 'ha'
bothers us about this is the issue of disruptive behavior, and we can
quite undersand how one can determine the grade for a coure wher
the student has been disruptive, but we think that's a case that sho"
be dealt with under the Campus Code of Conduct. Let me take an e"
treme case. Suppose you have a person that is doing brilliantly in a

course, but in the middle of an examination, for some reason or a"'
other gets up and shouts in a loud voice, 'Divest' or something- ' "°
think it would be appropriate to give the person a lower grade for.
doing something like that. That is clearly not a case of his academ"-
behavior for which he or she is supposed to be given the grade. ^ e

the Ombudsman's of fice hate to see things get mixed up; that's *'n

we get lots of problems. We are not trying to shun our duties, b u t *
feel that the inclusion of such a paragraph is going to bring a lot o'
very muddied situations to the attention of the hearing board wh«r

they really won't be in a comfortable position to deal with, and >'
should be more properly handled by the Code of Conduct. So, if
were a member of this body, I would move an amendment to stf'*

, talk
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~ section 3 called Academic Misconduct."
v rofessor Sokol: "I won't attempt to give the legalistic reaction,
? ' do know that in our deliberations we were concerned with those
I er students in that classroom when this disruption would take
**. and the manifestation of that action does have a direct affect on
, r academic work. It is quite difficult for us to evaluate how the
r^ss of those who were not doing the disrupting are affected. I think
i^1 you're suggesting is that this is a 'conduct' kind of event that can
«'be handled by the Ombudsman's office or a behaviorist rather
i?* by the faculty member in charge of the classroom; we are con-
jj'ed that there are consequences of that action which in fact are aca-

md are within the domain of the faculty member, and I'm not
i e how we would handle that if we, for example, accepted your

J^'se, that this is a behavioral problem rather than an academic
i,,5' Dean Bugliari probably has a more direct response but I needed
i, d̂ that because, as you know, we've received an extensive letter

ur office, and we've carefully pondered each of the presenta-
3 that was made, and that was just one of the reactions that was
jj'd in response to your letter. Are there other more direct re-

^ a n Bugliari: "I think you have said it very well, Tom. I sure don't
iything to add to that beyond what I said before, namely that

|v, a s something that the faculty already had as a prerogative in
L ln8 with actons that take place in the classroom or examination

•' hope we understand that the faculty member might treat the
who stands up and hollers, 'Divest' in the middle of an exam

icrent way from the student in a small course who continually
LJruPts time after time after time in the middle of a presentation. It

>> me that the latter may be something the faculty member has
with academically. As for students who talk during exams and

L say afterward, 'but we didn't pass information,' the faculty
V ^ r m a y believe them, but they have still disturbed other stu-
*Hrti a n c*' don't know how the Campus Code of Conduct would

: p e that. I hope we can do it judiciously."
.«°'essor Norton made a motion to amend the Code of Academic

'ty by striking section 3 on pages 2 and 3. The motion was sec-
p*> and the amendment was placed on the floor for discussion,

•essor Norton: "Speaking of the faculty member who has re-
u."y used this Code of Academic Integrity on a number of occa-

• ! ln dealing with students who have submitted plagiarized materi-
. /"y courses, I have been a participant in several hearings with the
lt| °"ege Academic Integrity Hearing Board. I feel very, very

VJJJ y> as all my students know, because I make a major point about
^ei!""" 'n te8rity in my classes. I think that the kind of misconduct in

i we're talking about here does not come under the Aca-
egrity Code, but I think if it is to be dealt with outside of

°rt of informal mechanism of a professor in a classroom, I
11 should be dealt with under the terms of the Campus Code of

> c t rather than through academic integrity.
f^ th*"* f e e ' t h a t ' ' ' s u t t e r ' y inappropriate for a faculty member to

\l • P°wer formally written down to assess a grade penalty for
*t,n'

5 d e f ined vaguely as a disruptive behavior in a classroom. I
V L. c a n see a situation in which a professor simply doesn't like to
\ j l s o r her interpretation of material questioned, and a student

'sts on questioning that material can get on the wrong side of
> i W i ? O r a n c l ** penalized in grade terms for that kind of activity
•*"** 1 u1'n'c ' s Ju s t utterly inappropriate to be dealt with in a grade

^Cft e t o s e e ' ' w r ' t ten down anywhere in legislation adopted by
ig 0

 t nat a student can be penalized in terms of a grade for some-
^ h e r than what I would regard as heinous violations of the
*a Dl ^C a <* e m ' c Integrity like cheating on an exam or like submit-

'•\f [j^iarized paper. Therefore, I really ask that the body please
l ^ * 1 section."
I rev

 U8liari: " I 'd like to make two additional points. Notice there
^ernT* p r o cess , so if someone did what Mary Beth suggested, the

^ ' t h ' ' rS t W o u ' d have to be immediately notified, and this isn't
"n8 you can do at the end of the semester. If you are going to

S(Ud a S t u d e n t for that kind of misconduct, the provision says that
e n t must be promptly notified. That's what you are going to

% , the student can appeal through the Academic Integrity
4rb* B ° a r d o n the grounds that the decision to impose the penalty

" r a r y and capricious or that the penalty itself is excessive. We
' jf>r|

 n8ed the wording there so that it now reads 'excessive or inap
"i bf (je t o the circumstances involved.' So, it is not something that

,°ne arbitrarily or capriciously. But I think if you strike it out,
r e 8oing to have faculty people who don't think they can cori-
classroom. Believe me there are people out there who really

%i •. n ed about what kind of control faculty have over the class-

";\x '? t e Professor Henry H. Hagedorn, Entomology: "It seems to
tf' rath SUg8estion that this be under the Campus Code of Con-

ij!0 'hat the Code of Academic Integrity ought to be discussed
Iiean tf f u"y-1 believe that that would be more appropriate."

c
Bu8liari: "We don't control the Campus Code of Conduct.

. <'deIt)
0ntrolled by the University Assembly, not by the Faculty.

*̂ Misconduct is not a volation of the Code of Academic Integ-
2** thc

 S Merely put in here to give guidance to the faculty as to
J*>it, | j c°uld or could not do if they were confronted with this situ-
^es t o

y ° u strike it, then I'm going to assume that to anyone who
• vi^^hinrt>e a n d s a y s : 'This student did this in my class. Can I do

*ty0
 8 t ° them? . ' The answer will have to be 'no', because that's

k%f̂  aculty are telling me if you do that."
% s j s ° r W. Donald Cooke, Chemistry: "I disagree with the

!) .Pretation. Of course you can do things. You can call the
^so f !y' s ion . you can call the Judicial Administrator. There are all

A«i, R
 n8s a faculty member can do ."

^"^ly J^'iari: "Let's assume there's a student who talks in class re-
I ' ^HH 8 ' n t n e Campus Code of Conduct covers this situa-

' Mi CM 'he students who talk during an exam - there is nothing
hl'•)» C l h a t covers that, either. We are merely reducing to writing

'«ss^Ua''ty n a s *>een Practice by faculty for many years."
^*° r Hagedorn: "1 think the response then should be to ap-

proach the Assembly rather than to be forced into this document
which is out of place."

Professor DeWire: "I was going to say what Professor Cooke said.
I wanted to take issue with the Dean; a professor is not helpless, and
Don has already said that. I think that the fact that there is nothing
stated about this in the Campus Code of Conduct means that there
should be a statement there, not in this document. I hate to see us mix-
ing up these aspects of student behavior. I think they should be kept in
a very clean line."

Professor Terrence L. Fine, Electrical Engineering: "I 'd like to
speak against the amendment because I think what's happening is that
you're reducing us to nuclear war in the sense that we need to go to the
Campus Code of Conduct or we try the student for a violation of aca-
demic integrity when the issue itself might be on a much smaller scale.
Right now it seems to me there is a fairly large area we may quibble
over, as in some of the examples used today; we may quibble over de-
structive behavior, but then I can also quibble over Professor Nor-
ton's example. I think that in fact there are instances indicated here
where you would like a moderate response, where something short of
a full academic integrity hearing would suffice. I think the Dean is
right. In the past faculty probably have acted somewhat as this de-
scribes it. I think that this institutionalizes it. The advantage is that we
now have a clear process of appeal. We should have a very mild re-
sponse available short of a full hearing. I think there's a lot to be said
for that."

Assistant Professor Timothy C. Murray, English: " I , too, would
like to speak on behalf of the amendment. I am very concerned about
the wording of this paragraph. It says, 'A faculty member may impose
a grade penalty for any misconduct in the classroom or examination
room. Examples of academic misconduct include, but are not limited
too.. . ;" It seems to me that the inclusion of this paragraph opens up
an amazing can of worms that I could penalize a student for absolute-
ly any kind of misconduct whatsoever with a grade penalty. I mean
we've all had cases in classrooms especially just before vacations and
just after vacations where people are lax or get carried away or they're
obnoxious, and 1 think it would be entirely inappropriate for us to re-
commend that those students should be given any kind of penalty
much less a grade penalty for spontaneous indiscretions."

Professor Norton: "I want to speak to a couple of the arguments
that have been made in opposition to my position. 1 always regret to
disagree with my friend, Professor Fine, but I find I must. I would like
to ask a couple of questions. Firt of all, if academic misconduct as de-
fined in this document on the top of page 3 is not a violation of aca-
demic integrity, what is it doing in the Code of Academic Integrity?
Two, if it is not a violation of academic integrity why is there an ap-
peal to the Academic Integrity Hearing Board? I think it belongs in
the Campus Code of Conduct, and I certainly disagree with Professor
Fine that the notion that somehow a grade penalty imposed by a faculty
member is a moderate penalty. I regard a grade penalty as very serious
and do not impose it on students lightly. I do so only in two circum-
stances: one is if the material is late with absoluely no excuse what-
soever; and two, if in fact the material has been plagiarized, in which
case I flunk the student in the course. Now, I don't think that that is a
moderate penalty. I don't like to see faculty members having the abili-
ty to impose grade penalties on students for matters that have absolu-
tely nothing to do with the academic performance of that student in
the course, and that's what this provision says."

Professor James W. Gillett, Natural Resources: "1 had Ray
Brewster as an organic professor and on a spring afternoon, often the
students would fall asleep. One student snored in class three times and
his grades were the same as the rest of us in the top part of that class.
He got a B. It was considered just by both the students and the faculty
that Brewster imposed that penalty for him snoring in class three
times. Now, I'm not sure where it fits into all of this. What role does
the professor have in maintaining the class in terms of standards? A
hot spring day is a tough time to keep awake."

Speaker Martin: "Students back there please note."
Associate Professor Andrew Ramage, History of Art: " I 'm in favor

of keeping it in, in general. Some of the arguments that have been
brought forward indicate extreme cases, but I think that this provision
is mostly for the minor middle ground where one does not wish to go
the whole process of hearings, re-hearings, appeals, etc. Part of the at-
traction of this is that the threat is powerful, and the action is immedi-
ate rather than three weeks away from when anybody was talking or
taking their clothes off or something like that. Now, I can cite an
event that happened to me, a mixed example, which is interesting I
think in this case. I was worried about what I needed to do, and if this
provision had been here I would have known how to handle it. I would
have felt justified and done this in terms of reducing the grade by a
half a point or a point, where a student gave me a paper and he includ-
ed with it an illustration that he'd torn out of a book from the Cornell
library. So, we have here a mixed situation where the student had sto-
len a page from the library. It hasn't left the campus, and he'd given it
to me for a paper, and he's reduced the opportunity of other students.
So, what should I do? In fact, I referred it to the librarian, but I would
have liked to have reduced his grade by a plus or a minus. I would like,
however, to add my understanding that this could get out of hand,
and I think that having an appeals provision settles that business."

Professor Sokol: "One thing that come to my mind that I must at
least mention. I don't think we really wanted to deal with the matter
of conduct outside the classroom and thus we have used the term 'aca-
demic misconduct'. By that I interpret it to mean that the action takes
place within the confines of the classroom during a class or examina-
tion situation. Therefore, the definition I think makes it distinct from
misconduct as a social wrong. And I would assume that the faculty
would be reluctant to pass on even to the Ombudsman's office matters
which do concern what goes on in the classroom. While I can under-
stand some of the things you're saying, I don't quickly see the alterna-
tive. I would be reluctant really to call the Ombudsman in on a matter
that took place within my classroom."

Dean Bugliari: " I 'd like to respond to two issues that Mary Beth
raised. First the reason that we put it in the Code here is that that's the
document we were dealing with. And the reason that we provided for
the appeal to the Hearing Board is that we did feel that in fact it could
be abused, and to prevent the abuse, we put in a mechanism to provide
a review process, ln the process of going through and talking to every-
body who has ever served on any and every hearing board on the cam-
pus we could find, the feeling was that this was a problem and that we
had to deal with it. So we put this provision in to cover what some
people have said was a crack, a situation that fell somewhere inbet-
ween. That was the purpose of its inclusion. But we did feel that if we
included it we had to have an appeal mechanism and had to make it a
prompt decision and not something that somebody did six months lat-
er or three months later."

Professor Wesley W. Gunkel, Agricultural Engineering: "I think at
this point we're probably shedding more heat than light on the sub-
ject, and I call the qustion."

Professor Martin: "The question has been moved and seconded
which will mean that we close our debate on the amendment."

The question was passed and the body voted on the amendment
(part C, number 3 a. and b.) The amendment was declared defeated
and a standing vote was requested.

Speaker Martin proclaimed the defeat of the amendment by a vote
of 18 to 17. He then announced that the original resolution was on the
floor for further discussion.
' Professor Murray: "I would like to speak against the current reso-
lution because I don't feel that Section 3C, a. and b. should be
adopted, so I would argue against the resolution and at least for the
time being stay with the present system."

There was no further discussion on the resolution, and it was voted
on and passed.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:37
p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Frucine A. Herman, Secretary
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Education Benefits Revised for Staff and Dependents
A number of revisions to the education

benefits available to faculty and staff and
their dependents have been adopted by the
University's Board of Trustees, effective
July 1, 1985.

According to Senior Vice President Wil-
liam G. Herbster, the revisions are based
largely on new federal tax regulations, in-
cluding one that makes tuition benefits for
graduate education taxable starting with the
1985-86 academic year.

The revisions primarily affect the Cornell
Children's Tuition Scholarship Plan for the
dependents of the university's faculty and
staff.

However, substantially different CCTS
plans have been approved for the faculty and
staff on the University's Ithaca campus, in-
cluding facilities at Arecibo and Geneva, and
the faculty and staff at the Medical College
in New York City.

The differences in the plans, Herbster
said, are based on a thorough review of pro-
posed benefit packages with faculty and staff
representatives at the Medical College and
also at the Ithaca campus, with its associated
facilities. The two groups shaped education-
al benefits packages to meet their particular
needs, Herbster said.

The board approved the revised benefits

WILLIAM STREETT

Streett Dean
Of Engineering

William B. Streett, professor of chemical
engineering and acting dean of the College of
Engineering, has been named the Joseph Sil-
bert Dean of Engineering, effective June 1.
His appointment was approved Saturday by
the University Board of Trustees.

The eighth dean in the history of the Col-'
Continued on Page 7

— some with grandfather clauses — at its
meeting on campus last weekend.

Also, as a result of the new tax laws on
graduate education, Cornell employees (fac-
ulty and staff) will receive up to $5,000 in
tax-free benefits for their own graduate stu-
dy at the university, starting July 1.

This change will affect the extramural stu-
dy, employee degree, and tuition aid pro-
grams for employees. Other changes in the
three programs are still in the planning stage
to meet the requirements of the Internal Rev-
enue Service.

Key changes to the CCTS Plan for the
Ithaca campus and the Geneva and Arecibo
facilities include:

— Faculty and staff hired on or after July
1, 1985, must hold full-time appointments
for at least eight months of each year for
four years to be eligible for the CCTS Plan.

— The new plan will provide dependents
of these persons with up to 10 semesters of
undergraduate education for a bachelor's de-
gree, or whichever comes first. There will be
no benefit for graduate study for the depen-
dents of these new employees, as is available
under the current plan, because of the new
tax regulations.

— The new plan will provide 50 percent of
tuition and administrative fees at all Cornell
units for the dependents of faculty and staff
employed through the Ithaca campus, Gene-
va, and Arecibo. The benefit at institutions

other than Cornell will remain the same as
under the current plan — 30 percent of tu-
ition and required fees at that institution up
to a maximum equal to 30 percent of Cornell
endowed tuition and administrative fees.
The minimum is full tuition at the institution
or $1,000, whichever is less.

— Under the plan, faculty and staff hired
before July 1, 1985, are eligible for CCTS af-
ter two years of regular and part-time em-
ployment. This includes persons who were
employed under the requirement for seven
years of employment before becoming eligi-
ble for CCTS.

— Also eligible are the dependents of em-
ployees who have retired with 10 or more
years of service at age 55 or older.

Various aspects of the Ithaca-based CCTS
plan are subject to grandfather clauses:

— The dependents of employees hired be-
fore July 1, 1983, are eligible for full tuition
less administrative fees or 50 percent of tu-
ition and administrative fees at Cornell
units, whichever is greater.

— The graduate study benefit of up to six
semesters will continue for the dependents of
faculty and staff hired before July 1, 1985,
but will be subject to federal tax on the total
amount. This is in contrast to the $5,000 tax-
free benefit allowed for an employee's own
graduate study, and is in compliance with
new tax regulations.

The key changes in the'CCTS plan for the

Trustees Re-Elect Austin Kiplinger
Chair and Name Others to Offices

Austin H. Kiplinger, editor-in-chief of
Changing Times magazine and the weekly
Kiplinger Washington Letter, has been re-
elected chair of the Board of Trustees for a
three-year term beginning July 1.

Re-elected vice chair for a one year term
was Stephen H. Weiss, managing partner of
the New York City investment firm of Weiss,
Peck & Greer.

Kiplinger, a member of the board since
1960, and Weiss, a member since 1973, were
among five people elected to trustee-at-large
positions during the Board's June 1 meeting
on campus.

Other newly elected at-large trustees are
Robert W. Bitz, president of Plainville Tur-
key Farms Inc. of Syracuse; Kenneth T.
Derr, director and vice president of Chevron
Corp. in San Francisco; and Robert W. Mill-
er, chairman of Search International Ltd., a
Hong Kong finance and real estate firm.

Derr, who is completing a five-year term
as an alumni-elected trustee, was elected by
the full board to a four-year term as a trust-
ee-at-large, as were Kiplinger, Weiss, and
Miller. Bitz and Miller will be serving on the
board for the first time.
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Bitz, who was recommended by a commit-
tee convened by the president of the Empire
State Council of Agricultural Organizations,
succeeds Richard A. Church.

All five trustees-at-large earned their bach-
elor's degrees at Cornell: Kiplinger, 1939;
Weiss, 1957; Bitz, 1952; Derr, 1959; and
Miller, 1955.

As a result of recent charter revisions, the
membership of the Cornell University Board
of Trustees is decreasing yearly from a total
of 62 in 1984 to a total membership of 42 to
be reached in 1988, as various current terms
expire. Currently, there are 53 members; as
of July 1, there will be 48.

In 1988, the board's membership will be
comprised of 21 elected trustees-at-large,
with at least two trustees from each of the
fields of agriculture, labor and business in
New York state; eight alumni-elected trust-
ees; two faculty-elected trustees; two stu-
dent-elected; one employee-elected; three
members appointed by the Governor of New
York; four ex officio members; and one life-
time membership to be filled by the eldest
lineal descendant of Ezra Cornell, the uni-
versity's principal founder.

The ex officio members are the president
of the university, the governor of the State of
New York, the president pro tern of the New
York State Senate, and the speaker of the
New York State Assembly.

Spencer Named
To Post Again

James W. Spencer has been re-elected vice
provost at Cornell University for a two-year
term starting July 1.

The reappointment to the post he has held
since 1979 was approved by the University's
Board of Trustees Saturday.

Spencer, a professor of agricultural engi-
neering, has been a member of the Cornell
faculty since 1951. He has served as associate
dean of the State College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences (1973-78) and as special assis-
tant to President Rhodes (1978-79).

Medical College are:
— As of July 1, 1985, all faculty and s*

will be eligible for the CCTS benefit aft*
two years of full-time service. Currently'
there is no service requirement for exetnP
academic and non-academic staff and I"
years service required for non-exempt el°
ployees.

— A fixed dollar amount will be estab^
lished annually for up to eight semesters I
undergraduate study toward a bachelors

gree. For the 1985-86 academic year, the ,
maximum amount will be $7,000 at Cor"
and $1,200 at other institutions. These j
amounts will be adjusted annually u n t ' ' L
1988-89 academic year, when the d ° l l a r ^
efit for attending a Cornell unit will be t&
same as the maximum amount for atW"
any other institution.

— There will be no benefit for gradua".
study for persons entering the plan on °r

ter July 1, 1985.
— Eligible students who have been ac"

cepted and who are enrolled in a gradua'
degree program at Cornell for the 1985-»
academic year will continue to receive V/r
cial support, but that will be subject to "
tion. The benefit will be provided throU^fl>
the completion of the degree currently b*'<
pursued, or the end of the 1988-89 acadf ĵj
year, whichever occurs first. This bene>>
be decreased in 1986-87 and in 1987-88«»
tio with the decrease in the Cornell unde1

graduate benefit.

ROBERT PHEMISTER

Phemister Dean
Of Vet College

Robert D. Phemister has been nam ^
Dean of the New York State College o ̂
erinary Medicine, effective Oct. I4-
five-year term. ^f,

Phemister, a 1960 graduate of tiiCL^'
nary college at Cornell, is currently " .$
professor of pathology at Colorado =' ^
University's College of Veterinary ^ . J
and Biomedical Sciences in Fort C° ,^i
suceeds Edward C. Melby, Jr., who r "̂.
last fall to take a position in private i 1 1 ^

The selection of Phemister was apP ^f
by the Cornell Board of Trustees at lf

)st1#
ing here June I. The appointment is a ^
ject to approval by the trustees of ' h e

University of New York. -A
Cornell President Frank Rhodes s» ,.

am delighted that we have been able {jfi-
tract Dr. Phemister to Cornell. His d jj
guished reputation in veterinary P A&J
and his extensive administrative exPe ^p
make him the ideal person to lead the

in the future." ry
After earning his doctor of veteri"

Continued on Page 12
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Plastic cocoons permitted construction throughout
the winter on the new townhouses on Jessup Road
so they would be ready for students in .the fall. For a
comprehensive look at construction on campus,
see the four-page pullout section that begins on
Page 7.

Chemical Society Speakers
To Include 24 from Cornell

The environmental risks posed by geneti-
Hy engineered organisms, the loss of vita-

mins from milk shipped in plastic bottles,
^d pesticides in Long Island groundwater
^e among the topics to be discussed by Cor-
nell researchers at the national meeting of
'he American Chemical Society April 13-18
ln New York City.

Some 10,000 participants are expected for
'he week-long meeting, the 191st for the
j .̂OOO-member professional organization,
•headquarters for the meeting is the Omni

k Central Hotel, 870 7th Ave.

John Mariani Jr. (right) will receive
tr»e 1986 Entrepreneur of the Year
award here Friday, April 11, as part
°f the annual Entrepreneur of the
•ear Program sponsored by Cor-
nell and the Johnson Graduate
School of Management. Mariani, a
•954 Cornell graduate, is chairman
^id chief executive officer of Villa
panfi U.S.A., the major vintner and
'eading wine importer that intro-
duced Riunite to the American
Market in 1967. Corporate raider T.
°pone Pickens (left) will speak to-
night on "Management's Respon-
sibility to Investors" as part of en-
trepreneur program and the
Residents' Program being held by
jjte School of Industrial and Labor
Relations.

Cornell scientists will discuss their re-
search in the areas of materials science,
chemical engineering, nutritional science,
chemistry, engineering physics, natural re-
sources, medicine, and food science.

Roald Hoffmann, Nobel laureate in chem-
istry (1981) and the John A. Newman Pro-
fessor of Physical Science at Cornell, will
discuss the supposed rift between scientists
and humanists in an address titled "One Cul-
ture." Speaking at 1:40 p.m. Tuesday, April
15, in a session on chemical education, Hof-
fmann is expected to find an "underlying
unity of science and the arts" in ceramics,
painting, poetry, and chemistry.

Other Cornell researchers presenting pa-
pers include:

— Jack M. Blakely, professor of materials
science and engineering, "Effect of S Mono-
layers on Surface Oxidation of Ni-Fe;"

— Joe M. Regenstein, associate professor
of food science, "The Importance of Muscle
Structure to Food Functionality" and "Meat
Structure and Emulsification;"

— W. Frank Shipe, professor of food sci-
ence, "Dispersibility and Stability of Vita-
min A Supplements in Milk;"

— Chang Y. Lee, professor of food sci-
ence and technology at the New York State
Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva,
"Post-harvest and Processing Changes in Vi-
tamin A Precursors;"

— Fred W. McLafferty, professor of
chemistry, "Self-training Interpretive Sys-
tems for Unknown Spectra;"

— Michael E. Miller, graduate student in
chemistry, "Reactive Organometallic Spe-
cies in a Homogeneous Gas Phase Photoca-
talytic System;"

— William T. Miller, professor emeritus
of chemistry, "Early American Fluorine
Chemistry;"

— Terry D. Spittler, senior research asso-
ciate in food science and technology, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station at Geneva, "Mi-
gration of Fonos from Muck Soil into
Surface and Groundwater;"

— Jeffrey R. Bloomquist, postdoctoral as-
Continued on Page 15

Both Good and Bad News
In State's Spending Plan

New York State's spending plan for 1986-
87, now awaiting Gov. Mario M. Cuomo's
signature, includes good and bad news for
Cornell, university officials say.

The upside includes a significant increase
in tuition assistance funding, funds to en-
hance support of a variety of instructional,
research, and extension programs in the
state-supported units, and a $10 million
grant and loan package to help Cornell con-
struct a building for its national supercom-
puting center. (See related story on the su-
percomputer.)

On the downside, funding for renovations
and salaries in the state-supported units and
for accessory instruction costs is lower than
the amount sought by Cornell.

As a result, renovations to Martha Van
Rensselaer Hall and a rehabilitation of the
electrical system in the state-supported units
will be delayed at least a year, and Cornell
may not be able to fill about 35 positions
that will become vacant during the coming
year.

"The state budget is a mixed bag," said
John F. Burness, vice president for universi-
ty relations. "Lawmakers have recognized
the importance of supporting high-technolo-
gy research for the state's economic health,
but they gave less attention to many pressing
needs that are crucial to Cornell's land-grant
mission of teaching, research, and extension
important to all of the citiens of New York
State."

One potential bright spot, though, is a
$16.2*million discretionary fund in the bud-
get that SUNY can distribute to meet needs
throughout its system. The money is largely
from savings from reduced utility costs.

Cornell is likely to receive some funding
from the discretionary pool, helping to re-
store some of the budget's cuts in salaries,
accessory instruction, and other items.

The state's capital buiget for the State
University of New York does not include the
$2.5 million needed for Phase III renova-
tions at Martha Van Rensselaer Hall or the
$2.6 million need to rehabilitate the electrical
system throughout the state-supported units.

Lawmakers ultimately lumped together
the Cornell projects and other SUNY pro-
jects, with a total price tag of $30 million,
and provided a pool of only $5 million to
support them.

"It is unlikely that SUNY will use part of
the $5 million pool to fund either Cornell

project," said Stephen Philip Johnson, di-
rector of government affairs at Cornell.

"These Cornell projects were among more
than 30 capital requests at campuses around
the state that were eliminated by legislative
leaders during the final days of budget nego-
tiations," Johnson said. "The leaders decid-
ed they couldn't choose among the many
capital rehabilitation items that individual
legislators were urging on them and they just
said 'no' to all of them."

The Phase III work at Martha Van would
have improved the building's east wing. Re-
search, especially in the textiles and apparel
program, and teaching facilities in the de-
partments of design and environmental anal-
ysis and consumer economics and housing
will be affected, according to Jerome M.
Ziegler, dean of the College of Human Ecol-
ogy.

. "I think it's terrible. I'm very upset by it,"
Ziegler said. "Our current facilities are badly
out-of-date."

There have been six blackouts and about
20 brownouts during the past two years in
state-supported facilities, pointing to the
need for an improved electrical system,
according to Vice Provost James W. Spenc-
er.

The capital budget does include support
for equipment for the new Comstock Hall, a
new food science laboratory, and other
items. On salaries, the budget trims $354,000
from the gross salary support sought by Cor-
nell and substracts another $339,000 to ac-
count for positions that will become vacant
during the year. Cornell had been seeking a
$433,000 increase in the proposed salary
funding, making the final figure $1.1 million
below Cornell's request.

"It is standard budget practice for the
state to allocate one amount for salaries and
then subtract a portion of that amount, be-
cause some positions can be expected to be-
come vacant and remain empty or be filled
by employees at lower salaries," said Nathan
Fawcett, director of finance for Cornell's
state-supported units.

If the difference is not made up through
other funds, Cornell may have to hold open
about 35 positions that will become vacant
during the year.
Firings or layoffs would not be necessary be-
cause more than 35 people will retire or leave

Continued on Page 15

Visitors to Ag Day Monday in the Memorial Room of Wiilard Straight included
youngsters from the Ithaca Daycare Center, who were particularly taken by hogs in a
pen.
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Record Number Enjoy Employee Day

Wow! What a Party!
A record number of employees and

families, 2,340 in all, were served a chick-
en barbeque dinner with cider and apples
as a plus. Many excellent exhibits were
on display. The Big Red Band; the
Cheerleaders; Kori West, champion ba-
ton twirler, and the Hangovers all per-
formed in Barton Hall to a receptive audi-
ence. The Cornell Ambassadors
promoted good will as they visited with
the dinner crowd.

Two bus loads of Medical College per-
sonnel from New York City shared in the
festivities. Even the weather cooperated
by holding off the rain during game time.

But best of all. the 1986 Big Red has a
winning football team this season. They
gave the fans a sampling of how it's going
to be done.

There were close to 100 employees
who volunteered to help make the 12th
Annual Employee Day the best ever.

The purpose of Employee Day is to
bring Cornell employees and local re-
tirees together in recognition of the im-
portance of each individual to the Univer-
sity. Employee Day strengthens the unity

of the University community in which all
members perform vital roles, and enables
us to share in a social event while sup-
porting the Big Red football team.

A partial list of others who helped are
(WP know that many others were missed
who helped set up displays):

The Employee Day
bers are:

Raylene Gardner
Steve Haner
Jim Kuehl
Peg Landau
Pete Mariano
Caroline Meddaugh
Dan Murphy
Ann Pendleton
Ted Pless
Esther Roe

Committee mem-
Ernie Thurston
Dominic Versage
Bill Crissey
Joan Heffernan
Donna Vose
Donna Updike
Diane Crossett
Mary Grainger
Diane Blake
George Peter

Lee Synder
Bette Bagnardl
Rox Arsenault
William Genter
Pat Sellen & daughter
Cindy Fitzgerald
Tom Devlin
Dick Pendleton
Joy Wagner
Natalie Updike
Catherine Fitzgerald
Luella Sullivan
Robert Doherty
Susan Murphy
John Burness
Bonnie Mather
Verna Little
Bill Herbster
Jim Spencer
Patty Lalonde
Peter Tufford
Ann Solomon
Hal Craft
Laurie Roberts
William Staffeld
Robert Carlisle, Jr.
William Streett
Lenny Nissenson
Alga Vose
Deb Graves
Kim Graves
Heather Roe
Susan Garey

Lois Seymour
Anita Harris
Ann Argetsinger
Penny Evans
Marjorie Sharpsteen
Margaret Seacord
John Seacord
Kurt Kabelac
Alan Diefenbach
Olga Diefenbach
David Drinkwater
Mary Jo Maydew
Gerry Thomas
Robert Barker
Gloria Peter
Fran Doney
Henry Doney
Dave Stotz
Bill Gurowitz
Randy Hausner
Jack Ostrom
Dwight Widger
Mick Ellis
Mike Eutz
Nancy Hicks
Robert Phemister
Barry Adams
Mary Beth Berkley
David Yeh
Marilyn Paluba
Bethany Roe
Wayne Hartz
Christen Gardner

1986 United Way Campaign
Kicks Off October 6th

Snyder and Drinkwater 'Prepared' to Lead Campaign
by Ken Dedominii is
Two Cornellinns are leaders among

many hundreds >. 'nited Way volun-
teers in this year's v-ampaign to raise $1,-
140,000 cou.i ywide.

David Drinkwater, dean of students, is
chairman v/ the countywide campaign
while Lee M. Snyder, Jr., director of Uni-
versity Personnel Services, leads the
campus-based drive to-raise about one-
third of the $ 1,140,000 needed to support
dozens of local human service agencies in
1987.

How does one prepare for such diverse
fund raising roles?

The answer is simple: BE PREPARED.
Who is always prepared? Need one

guess? Of course, the Boy Scouts!
Dave Drinkwater, by virtue of educa-

tion and experience, is more than pre-
pared to lead the drive. Undoubtedly,
during his tenure as a Board member of
the local Boy Scout Council. Dave learned
all about the challenges in nurturing va-
lues and building character among young
people in a very practical way. He also
was a boy scout in England and there
earned the equivalent rank of an Eagle
Scout.

As dean of students for Cornell Univer-
sity, Dave works tirelessly to promote
campus services that help Cornell stu-
dents achieve a balanced academic and
social experience. And let's not forget

athletics! Few know that Dave was Cap-
tain of Boats as well as Captain of Rugby
Football at University College, Oxford.

Those who attended last year's El-
egant Party - the annual benefit for the
Tompkins County Suicide Prevention
and Crisis Service - will recall the erudite
and witty master of ceremonies: David
Drinkwater.

It's clear that Dave is prepared to lead.
Now what of Lee Snyder?
Dave is depending on Lee and hun-

dreds of campus volunteers to raise over
$300,000 in gifts. The theme of this
year's campaign is "Give it all we've
got." The logistics of such an endeavor
are seldom seen by most people. It's
somewhat like commencement exer-
cises... that impressive annual event that
packs more than 30,000 people into
Schoellkopf Stadium. Hundreds of people
led by commited volunteers make both
campaign and commencement look easy.

As lead volunteer on campus, Lee has
a special secret behind his well-prepared
organization. You see, for a bit over a year

beginning in 1966, Lee Snyder exempli-
fied scouting and the famous motto: he
was a professional scout executive. He re-
cruited and trained adults to lead the
many boy scout troops and activites in
his district and, in general, gave profes-
sional guidance to every aspect of his lo-
cal district program.

So now you know why both Dave
Drinkwater and Lee Snyder are "pre-
pared" to lead the 1986 United Way cam-
paign.

But that's not the end of the story....
As scout leaders, both men shared one

other less obvious experience - both bene-
fitted from an important source of com-
munity support to the Boy Scout organi-
zation. Namely, funding from their local
United Wa-,

Thanks to Da< e and Lee and all of this
year's volunteers, the United Way will
keep working for all of us.

So wher y o U i campus volunteers asks
lor a gift this year, "be prepared" to help

David Drinkwater

Networking
Schedule Change

The Networking issue scheduled for
October 16th will be published one week
later on October 23rd due to the publica-
tion of a special issue of Chronicle on the
16th. Networking will be published again
the following week, as scheduled, on Oc-
tober 30th. Deadlines remain the same.

Just For Your Information
1986 United Way Campaign
Did yor k««tv . ^ t the United Way will touch the lives of over
40,(XX eople n Tompkins County this year?

Listed I.ere are new or expanded high priority programs:
1. Day Care Council

Teen Pregnancy Parenting Program
2. Mental Health Association

Aurora Street Friends Program
3. Hospicare

Bereavement Program
4. Southside Community Center

Viola Scott Day Care Program
5. Brooktondale and Enfie'<•

After School and Child Care Programs

"Give It All You've Got."
Lee Snyder
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New potato Continued from page 8

Despite its high-yield capacity, Elba has
two drawbacks. The first is that it develops
brown spots in the flesh if grown in warmer
areas such as southern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Long Island. Such spots are
caused by a physiological disorder called
internal necrosis, which is "purely a cos-
m e t ' c problem, but it turns off consumers,"
Plaisted said

Because of this condition, Elba is not
rec°mmended for Long Island and New
Jersey, southern Pennsylvania and areas
further south. But it should do well any-
where else in the Northeast.

Elba is the third in a series of new
Solden-nematode-resistant varieties deve-
'°Ped under an accelerated breeding pro-
S at Cornell. The work has led to two

varieties. Rosa and Hampton, with
on the drawing board.

Eleven acres of certified seed have been
produced this year, perhaps enough for
growers as well as for home gardeners to
become acquainted with the Elba variety.

— Yong H. Kim

United Way campaign
approaches its goal

Tompkins County's United Way cam-
paign has passed the two-thirds mark,
according to~general campaign chairman
David Drinkwater, Cornell's dean of stu-
dents. About $750,000 of the $1.14 million
goal has been raised, Drinkwater reported
at a campaign meeting Nov. 14.

At Cornell, the campus campaign has
raised $203,557 as of Nov. 11. That is
about 52 percent of the university's
$390,000 goal. One-half of the pledge cards
distributed on campus have been returned.

"I urge campaign workers at all levels to
wrap up the campaign by our Thanksgiving
target date," Drinkwater said.

In addition to the education division,
campaigns in the business and industry and
special accounts areas are continuing, he
added.

Africa Continued from page I

fication and population growth is overtax-
ing the capacity of governments to provide
such basic services as health and education.

"Many countries have declining levels of
per capita food production, increasing
unemployment and growing income
disparities."

Help has poured into Africa since televi-
sion brought its drought and famine to
w°rld attention. But problems continue to
mount.

"Despite major development efforts, the
Sap in the standard of living between most
areas of the continent and the rest of the
world is widening," an institute planning
Paper says.

Early priorities include a search for six
new faculty members expert in Africa, send-
ing students and teachers to Africa for field
Work, awarding scholarships for Africans to
do graduate studies at Cornell, adding
books on Africa to the library, and
exchanging staff with teaching, research and
Policy institutions in Africa.

African officials, scientists and scholars
will be invited to Cornell to help the univer-
Slty community better understand the sub-
Saharan region and its institutions.

When fully organized, the Institute for
African Development will involve about 50
faculty members and 200 graduate students,
visiting fellows and research associates.

s°»ne work has started. Cornell experts
j * r e studying nutrition in Kenya, Botswana,
Lesotho and Malawi; regional planning in

e n v a a n d Tanzania; and animal science in

Ethiopia.
A 1985 survey listed more than 50 Cor-

nell faculty members who were involved in
teaching or research on development in
Africa. The new institute will draw this
work together.

More than 750 Africans have studied at
Cornell in the past 10 years, according to
the Foreign Students Office. The institute
hopes to attract more African students,
including mid-career professional workers.

Initially, representatives of some seven
Cornell groups that deal with Third World
problems will work with the African
Institute.

They are: Center for International Stu-
dies, Africana Studies and Research Center,
International Agriculture Program, Interna-
tional Nutrition Program, International
Population Program, Program on Interna-
tional Studies in Planning and Rural
Development Committee.

Africa's food shortages, increasing unem-
ployment, national debts and declining
trade "are pushing many African nations
toward disaster," a Cornell study says.

Diseases virtually eliminated elsewhere in
the world still plague Africa, where many
people are chronically fatigued because of
overwork, malnutrition and forced
migration.

To finance its African initiative, Cornell
will seek assistance from foundations, cor-
porations, government agencies and alumni.

- Albert E. Kaff

A quiet walk on the Quad.

Free speech Continued from page I
demonstrations, including attendant sym-
bolic means of expression.

"In reviewing such matters, the commis-
sion will be cognizant of federal and state
laws and bear in mind the ultimate and
nondelegable responsibility of the Board of
Trustees to preserve the peace and good
order of the campus in the interests of all
members of the immediate campus com-
munity, as well as alumni, friends and
visitors."

Members of the commission are Barcelo;
Joseph Bugliari, dean of faculty; Henry
Granison, a law student; Mary Katzenstein,
a professor of government; Walter LaFeber,
a professor of history; Paul Mclsaac, a pro-
fessor of engineering; Roger Morse, chair-
man of the University Assembly; George
Peter, an employee-elected trustee; Hillary
Rossman, an undergraduate student; and
James W. Spencer, vice provost.

Spencer replaces University Counsel Wal-
ter Relihan Jr. who has asked not to serve
on the commission given potential concern
that as legal advisor to the president he
would be a party to pending judicial pro-
ceedings involving campus demonstrations.
Rhodes appointed LaFeber after discussion
with commission members and at the sug-
gestion of several senior faculty.

— Martin B. Stiles

Seed research
highlighted

Seed producers, dealers, processors and
other members of the seed industry in the
Northeast will hear Cornell scientists discuss
new research developments and major
trends affecting the industry at the 48th
Cornell Seed Conference in the Ithaca Hol-
iday Inn Nov. 20-21.

The meeting will feature a series of talks
highlighting Cornell research activities rang-
ing from agricultural biotechnology to
chemical and biological methods of protect-
ing seeds from disease and insects.

Most of the speakers will be scientists
with the College of Agriculture and 1 itc
Sciences and the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Geneva.

Topics include new seed-coating technol-
ogies, biological seed treatment, biotechnol-
ogy in plant breeding, breeding for
resistance to new alfalfa diseases, and Cor-
nell breeding programs involving potato,
corn, wheat, oats, barley and hay crops.

Also on the agenda are the financial sta-
tus of farmers in New York State, long-
term trends and projections for field crops,
patents for new varieties, breeding lines and
plant genes, integrated crop management,
and diseases affecting corn, cucumbers and
squash.

Carl F. Gortzig, chairman of the
Department of Floriculture and Ornamental
Horticulture, will be the banquet speaker at
8:15 p.m. on Nov. 20. He will speak on
trends affecting New York's flower, turf and
landscape industries.

— Yong H. Kim

Central America from page 3

"What he needs to do is to achieve
reforms but he is undermined by his inabil-
ity to end the war," Sharpe said.

"To keep his country afloat, he needs
U.S. military aid, but the aid comes with
strings do not negotiate with the guerril-
las. He is hooked on a kind of dangerous
drug prescribed by Washington."

Speaking of U.S. activities in Central
America, Eldon Kenworthy, a government
professor at Cornell, said all major eco-
nomic powers have exercised spheres of
influence in their parts of the world.

"We shouldn't think we're the only bas-
tards," he said.

Thomas Holloway, director of Cornell's
Latin American Studies Program, arranged
the symposium and served as moderator.

— Albert h. Kaff

Job Opportunities Continued

'echniques including physiological anatomy,"
"istology, ethology, electronics and computer
Pr°gramming. Hand work; skilled in use of
aboratory equipment and tools. Send cover
e'ter and resume to Judi Pulkinen by No-

vember 28.
Minimum Bi-Weekly Salary: $482.33

Part-Time

,d
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT, G R P <T46D

poultry and Avain Sciences
Collect and prepare tissue samples and pro-

cess antisera; set up and run serological as-
. ' "*?: a n d « " viability counts. Handle live ex-

perimental animals (chickens, rabbits or
mice), may assist in cell culture work. Until 9-
30-87.

Requirements: Associate's degree in Biolo-
gy or related fields, Bachelor's degree pre-
ferred in Biology or immunology. Some lab
ejtPerience. Knowledge of chemistry, immu-
nology or hemalology desirable. Experience
ln microscopy, electrophoresis, and histology
Preferrable.

Minimum Bi-Weekry Equivalent: $409.53

. BUS DRIVER, SO20 (G462) CU Transit,
•Oc. - Endowed

Drive bus on campus, TomTran routes,
^ d charter trips. Check vehicle for proper
Operating condition; provide information and
"'rections. Monday • Friday; 20 hours.

Requirements: H.S. diploma or equivalent.
N V S Class II driver's license required. Pre-
^"iployment physical required. 3-6 months
^Urrent bus driving experience. Apply in per-
i? n at the East Hill Plaza Employment Of-

I " « , Monday - Friday, 9:00 a.m. - noon.
Minimum hourly rate: $6.34

DRAFTER, (G466) CLEARS
Asi i j k i l i

, ( )
in project work involving drafting,

gn and implementation of natural re-
tactor maps, and development of land

. A

use and resource information. Operate a Di-
azo blueprint machine, prepare materials for
shipment, other duties as assigned. 20 hours
per week; 6 month appointment.

Requirements: Basic working knowledge of
drafting tools, working knowledge of map
preparation preferred. Background in art,
graphics, cartography, landscape architec-
ture, natural resources, land use, or soils. Ap-
ply in person at the East Hill Plaza Employ-
ment Office, Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. -
noon.

RECEPTIONIST-SECRETARY, GR17
(C467) Extension Administration

Schedule appointments, conferences, meet-
ings on and off campus; make travel arrange-
ments; type; greet visitors; answer phones.
Regular, part-time, flexible - 25 hrs.

Requirements: H.S. diploma or equivalent.
Heavy typing. Ability to work independently,
operate IBM selectric typewriter, telephone,
dictaphone, copies and other office machin-
ery. Some computer work.

Minimum Bi-Weekly Equivalent: $409.53

Temporary

TEMPORARY OPPORTUNITIES: Indi-
viduals qualified for temporary work and in-
terested in clerical/secretarial: if you have ex-
perience or skills, and are interested in
learning more about these opportunities,
please call Lauren Worsell at 255-5226.

ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT (C461) Veteri-
nary Medical Teaching Hospital

Record daily charges for hospitalized cases
in assigned clinic, prepare final vouchers at
discharge, provide Saturday coverage as
needed.

Requirements: H.S. diploma or equivalent
plus some college with accounting or book-
keeping. Minimum 2 years accounting or
bookkeeping experience necessary. Billing ex-

perience in a medical setting desirable. Call
Laurie Worsell at 255-7044.

TECHNICIAN (T442) Entomology
Visit dairy farms at points within NYS and

possibly NE and aid farmers in completing a
survey questionnaire related to pest status
and pesticide use. Full-time, temporary for 6
months.

Requirements: B.S. degree; NYS driver's
license. Experience related to agricultural sci-
ence. Send cover letter and resume to Judi
Pulkinen.

COMPUTER CONSULTANT (T432) Di-
vision of Nutritional Sciences-Repost

Serve as primary computer expert for inter-
national grant. Develop a microcomputer
hardware and software package for data en-
try and analysis of a large data set. Fulltime,
4 month position.

Requirements: Bachelor's degree required.
Knowledgeable in micro computer hardware
systems, including d-base III or r-base 5000
data management systems. Ability to pur-
chase and set-up equipment, make adaptions
to hardware and software, train users and
write technical documentation. Travel to
Bangledash is possible. Send cover letter and
resume to Judi Pulkinen.

OFFICE ASSISTANT (C449) Ornithology
Post, copy, mail, and file vouchers, orders

and other paperwork processed through Cor-
nell system (statutory and endowed). Assist in
preparing deposits and reconciliations of
some accounts. Other duties as assigned.

Requirements: H.S. diploma or equivalent.
Knowledge of accounting-bookkeeping help-
ful. Cornell experience useful. Ability to
learn quickly. Emphasis on accuracy, atten-
tion to detail required. Call Laurie Worsell at
255-7044.

SALES CLERK (C433) Ornithology
General sales duties at Crow's Nest

Bookshop during weekends and holidays.
Open up Laboratory, register sales, answer
phones, secure Lab when closing, feed birds,
answer basic bird questions, oversee Lab
building. OccasionaHvlonday nights (3 hours)•>
during seminars, alternating weekends and
holidays. Part-time, temporary until October

21, 1987.
Requirements: H.S. diploma or equivalent.

Light typing. Previous sales experience re-
quired. Knowledge of birds helpful. Good in-
terpersonal skills. Enjoy dealing with people.
Call Laurie Worsell at 255-7044.

OFFICE ASSISTANT (C3914) Veterinary
Medical Teaching Hospital

Answer telephones in Small Animal Clinic
Communications Center, set up appoint-
ments using Hospital computer system, re-
spond to routine questions, refer callers to
appropriate staff member. Type letters to cli-
ents and refer veterinarians. Other duties as
assigned. Part-time, casual. Monday through
Friday, 3:00 to 6:00 p.m., Saturday, 8:00
a.m. to 12 noon.

Requirements: High school education or
equivalent. Knowledge of medical terminolo-
gy and medium typing essential. Must dem-
onstrate strong organizational, interpersonal,
and communication skills. Call in confidence
to Laurie Worsell at (607) 255-7044.

Academic

CLINICAL PATHOLOG-
IST (A462) Pathology - NYS College of Vet-
erinary Medicine

Send curriculum vitae, 5 letters of reference
and statement of long-term career goals to
Fred Quimby, VMD, PhD, Chairman,
Search Committee for a Clinical Pathologist,
NYS College of Veterinary Medicine, 221 Vet
Research Tower, Ithaca, NY 14853-6401.
(607)253-3520.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, TENURL
TRACK (A461) Division of Biological Sci-
ence*

Contact Dr. F. Harvey Pough, Division of
Biological Sciences, 200 Stimson Hall
nell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LINGUIS-
TICS (A451) Modern Languages & Linguis-
tics

Dossier including CV, sample publication,
and 3 letters of recommendation should be
sent to Sally McConnell-Ginet, Chair,
DMLL, Morrill Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853. Applications received by
December 15 will receive preferential treat-
ment.

LECTURER-SENIOR LECTURER IN
SPANISH (A452) Modern Languages & Lin-
guistics

Send CV and 2 letters of recommendation
to Spanish Search, DMLL, Morrill Hall, Cor-
nell University, Ithaca, NY 14853. Applica-
tions received by December 15 will receive
preferential treatment.

LECTURER-SENIOR LECTURER IN
CHINESE (A453) Modern Languages & Lin-
guistics

Send CV and 2 letters of recommendation
to C.-T. James Huang, Chinese Search,
DMLL, Morrill Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853. Applications received by
December 15 will receive preferential treat-
ment.

Jobs listed here are prepared by Starting
Services. Fhe list ul current vacancies is p
the univciMivAwMWflatfnicni to promotion from
within. .iltinMto4Mu>ii. and equal

feMQfp p Q f p |
I mployees *Mkm «f»nsler in other |obs

should contact SSfl&g Services I
procedures am) I

Employment application tie at
Cornell's cmpkiymn
(Judd l-alls ami FJlis Hollow road
noon Monday through 1 ridaj Mail * oniplcted
fornu io Cornell Si
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Notable JGSM enjoys little Boesky hoax Briefs
Jack E. OKvcr, Irving Porter Church

Professor of Engineering and a specialist in
the structure and evolution of continents,
has been named the new president of the
Geological Society of America.

Oliver was elected to head the 14,500-
meraber professional organization at its
annual meeting in San Antonio, Texas,
Nov. 10-13.

The society, which will celebrate its cen-
tennial in 1988, was formed at a meeting of
geologists and paleontologists at Cornell in
1888. Oliver is the first Cornell faculty
member to serve as the society's president
since Heinrich Ries in 1929.

Oliver has been a member of the College
of Engineering faculty since 1971 and was
chairman of the Department of Geological
Sciences, 1971 to 1981. He is the director
of the Cornell-based Institute for the Study
of the Continents and its industrial affiliates
unit, the Cornell Program for the Study of
the Continents.

He was one of the founders of the Con-
sortium for Continental Reflection Profiling
(COCORP), a federally funded research
program that is mapping the deep structure
of the U.S. continental crust.

Daniel Schwarz, professor of English, has
been selected to direct a National Endow-
ment for the Humanities Summer Seminar
for High School Teachers.

He will teach "Reading Joyce's Ulysses,"
a seminar he first introduced in the summer
program in 1985. In 1984 and 1986,
Schwarz directed an NEH summer seminar
for college teachers entitled "Critical Pers-
pectives on the Early Twentieth Century
British Novel."

Schwarz's "The Humanistic Heritage:
Critical Theories of the English Novel from
James to Hiliis Miller" was recently pub-
lished by the University of Pennsylvania
Press. He has also written a forthcoming
study, "Reading Joyce's Ulysses."

Madrigal dinner set
The Memorial Room in Willard Straight

Hall will be transformed into a 16th century
castle this weekend for three evenings of
feasting and merriment.

A Madrigal Dinner will be held there
Dec. 4, 5 and 6 beginning each evening at
6:30 p.m. and ending at 10 p.m. To cele-
brate the harvest and the holiday season to
pome, a dinner of trout with toasted
almonds, cornish hens, and a steamship of
beef with a variety of vegetables, fruits, nuts
and breads, will be served.

Following the traditional procession of
the boar's head and the toasting of the was-
sail, there will be a performance by The
Midway Caravan, jugglers, magicians,
musicians and The Madrigal Singers.

Tickets are $14 per person ($9 with Cor-
nell dining cards) and may be purchased at
the Straight Ticket office. Reservations can
also be made by calling 255-3430.
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The idea of learning stock evaluation and
analysis from a new "trader-in-residence"
apparently intrigued six students at the
Johnson Graduate School of Management.

Responding to what seemed to be a
course description that appeared in their
mailboxes shortly before Thanksgiving
break, they descended upon the office of
JGSM Registrar Harriet Peters to sign up.

The students may not have read the des-
cription carefully enough to realize they
were the victims of someone's practical joke:
The name of the new "trader-in-residence"
was given as Mr. Boesky, meaning financier
Ivan Boesky, who recently was fined $100
million by the Securities and Exchange
Commission for illegal insider trading, i.e.
securities transactions made on the basis of
information not available to the general
public. Students were promised that "guest
speakers will include Mr. Dennis Levine
and the attorney general of the United
States." LSvine, an investment banker, was
arrested in May in another insider-trading

case.
Boesky is not — repeat, not — about to

teach any courses at Cornell. To make sure
that anyone else who didn't get the joke
would not try to sign up for the bogus
course, Peters sent JGSM students a memo
even more improbable than the course
description.

The memo informs students that, because
of "Professor Boesky's tight travel sche-
dule," classes would meet in "the V.I.P.
lounge at the Greater Ithaca International
Airport," with "Saturday morning makeup
classes on the floor of the New York Stock
Exchange" if inclement weather prevents the
trader in residence from being in residence.

"We do have some fun" at JGSM, Peters
commented, adding that, although Law
School Prof. Dale Oesterle is teaching a
course at JGSM this year on mergers and
acquisitions, he hasn't signed up Boesky as
a guest lecturer.

— Barrv Gross

The Executive Committee of the Cornell
University Board of Trustees will meet Dec.
4 in New York City.

The committee will meet in open session
at 11 a.m. in the Executive Faculty Room
(A 126) of the William Hale Harkness
Medical Research Building of the New
York Hospital-Cornell University Medical
Center, 1300 York Ave.

Among items to be considered by the
committee will be a proposal to upgrade
animal-care facilities and to seek accredita-
tion for facilities that are not already certi-
fied by the American Association of

Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.

The committee also will consider partici-
pation, as a founding member, in a spe-
cialty insurance company that will provide
excess-liability insurance to institutions of
higher education and private secondary
schools. Other agenda items include finan-
cial, facilities and personnel matters at the
Ithaca campus and at the Medical College.

In addition, the Buildings and Properties
Committee will meet in open session at 9
a.m. in the Vanderwarker Room of the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.

Free Speech Continued from page 1

• some speakers present such a serious
threat to others that they should not be
allowed a public platform at a prominent
institution like Cornell

• no one has the right to build a shanty
on someone else's private property

• if the university is simply a private
corporation, then it has the power to allow
or disallow what it chooses, but a university
is more than that.

The Dec. 4 hearing will be open to com-
ments from anyone in attendance.

Those scheduled to speak at the first two
hearings were students
Jordan Yeager. Josh Abelson, Philip
Gasper, Robert Applebaum, Elizabeth
Uphoff, Lisa Daugaard, Steven Breslow,
Paul Morenburg, Carl Etnier and Jacques
Lerner, president, and Mindy Kaiden. vice
president, of the Cornell Civil Liberties
Union.

Also scheduled to speak were professors
Walter Slat off, David Lyons, L. Pearce
Williams, Gordon Messing and Richard
Booth.

Barton Blotter:

Oscilloscope stolen
An oscilloscope and related equipment

valued at $3,000 was reported stolen from
230 Rockefeller Hall sometime during the
week before the Thanksgiving break,
according to the morning reports of the
Department of Public Safety.

There were 14 thefts with losses in cash
and valuables set at $6,096, according to
the reports for the period Nov. 13 through
25. Seven of the thefts were of wallets and
a purse with losses in cash and valuables set
at $335.

Other thefts included a $1,100 portable
radio taken from Schoellkopf Field, a
$2,000 computer stolen from Upson Hall, a
$230 class ring taken from the campus store
and $585 in cash and tapes stolen from a
car in the Oxley Polo Arena parking lot.

There were two false fire alarms set off
during the 13 day period.

Two persons were referred to the judicial
administrator; one on an assualt charge and
the other for possession of a stolen parking
permit.

Computerized copies of the most current
daily report may be called up on CVINFO
under the title SAFETY. CUINFO termi-
nals are located in the main lobbies of Day
Hall, Gannett Clink and the Olin.. Mann
and Il.R libraries.

Commission chair John J. Barcelo III
said at the Dec. I hearing that the 10-
member commission will consider schedul-
ing another hearing early in the Spring
•erm.

In addition to the public hearings, the
commission has requested that written
statements on the issues be submitted to the
Commission on Free Speech, Office of Uni-
versity Faculty, 315 Day Hall.

Barcelo said the comirlission would
accepts such statements through the end of
the year. Twenty statements had been
received by Dec 2.

Members of the commission are Barcelo;
Joseph Bugliari, dean of faculty; Henry
Granison, a law student; Mary Katzenstein,
a professor of government; Walter LaFeber,
a professor of history; Paul Mclsaac, a pro-
fessor of engineering; Roger Morse, chair-
man of the University Assembly; George
Peter, an employee-elected trustee; Hillary
Rossman, an undergraduate student; and
James W. Spencer, vice provost.

Manii i ti. .V//o

Graduate bulletin
Foreign Language and Area Stu-

dies (FLAS) Fellowships: Applica-
tions for 1987 88 are available at the
World Area Program Offices or the
Graduate Fellowship Office. 116 Sage
Graduate Center. Deadline, Jan. 23,
1987.

Continuing Graduate Student Fel-
lowships: Applications are available in
graduate faculty representatives' offi-
ces. Suggested deadline, Jan. 23.

Thesis submissions: Theses must be
submitted to the Graduate School
within 60 days of passing the thesis
defense. Deadline for a January
degree, Jan. 17. 1987.

Sigma Xi Grants-in-Aid Program:
Graduate students and advanced
undergraduates are eligible to apply,
for small research grants under the
Grants-in-Aid Program of the Cornell
Chapter of Sigma Xi, The Scientific
Research Society. Deadline, Feb. 28,
1987.

Fuertes Memorial Scientific Writing
Prize: The Cornell Chapter of Sigma
Xi will award a $350 prize and a
$ 150 prize for the best popular
student-written articles on a topic of
current interest in the physical or bio-
logical sciences. Deadline for submis-
sion. Feb. 15. 1987.

• New director of maintenance: Karl
Schmid has been appointed director of
maintenance and service operations, replac-
ing Tom Brown, who has left the university
to become the physical plant director at
Ithaca College. William Albern assumes
Schmid's former duties as director of facili-
ties engineering in an acting capacity while a
search is conducted.

M&SO is responsible for all building
maintenance and offers a competitive option
to the campus community for alteration and
repairs in small to mid-scale projects.

• Xerox desktop publishing seminar: Cor-
nell Computer Services will play host to a
seminar and demonstration by representa-
tives of Xerox Corp. on its latest offering in
desktop publishing, the Ventura Publisher,
Dec. 16 from I to 5 p.m. Hour-long semin-
ars will be held at I. 2:30 and 4 p.m. in
Caldwell 100 and demonstrations of Ven-
tura and a full page display will run from 1
to 5 p.m. in Caldwell 250A.

Trustees to meet in NYC Dec. 4 Intercession parking permits: A limited
number of central campus parking permits
will be sold during the winter intersession to
staff and faculty members. The permits will
be valid from Jan. 5 - 23, 1987.

• No skis on buses: The Office of Trans-
portation reminds winter sports enthusiasts
that skis are not allowed on campus buses.
Ice skates with blade covers are permitted,
although for safety's sake, skates may not
be slung over the shoulder on buses.

• Traffic Bureau winter hours: Winter
hours at the Traffic Bureau , located at 116
Maple Ave., go into effect Dec. 15. The
office will be open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
until Jan. 27 when regular hours of 7:45
a.m. to 5 p.m. resume.

• Red Cross Bloodmobiie: The Tompkins
County Red Cross will station a bloodmo-
biie at Morrison Hall, corner of Tower and
Judd Falls roads. Dec. 9 from 10 a.m. to
3:45 p.m. For an appointment, call
273 1900. Walk-ins also welcome.

• Management orientation program: The
Fall 1986 Management and Professional
Orientation Program will be held Dec. 8
through Dec. 11 from 8:30 a.m. to noon in
the boardroom of the Johnson Art
Museum.

The programs offers selective midlevel
management and professional staff an exec-
utive perspective on the major issues and
challenges facing the university. For more
information, contact the Office of Training
and Development. 107 Day Hall, telephone
255 7170.

• Alcohol I.Q. Network: The Alcohol I.Q.
Network, an interactive computer program
designed to provide objective, non-
judgmental information about alcohol use,
is now available on CUINFO.

Three selections are currently available:
Spirited Information, 10 alcohol-related top-
ics such as alcohol's physical effects, tips for
party planning and how to help a problem
drinker; Alcohol I.Q. Quest, a non-trivial
pursuit test of alcohol-related questions; and
Private Stock, a personal inventory of
drinking attitudes and behaviors to help
individuals identify high-risk behavior.

Public CUINFO terminals are located in
campus libraries, Gannett Health Center
and Day Hall. Those with computer
accounts may access the network by logging
on and entering CUINFO ALCOHOL.
Comments, suggestions or questions regard-
ing the programs may be directed to Nancy
Reynolds, assistant health educator and
program coordinator, telephone 255 4782.

Q: Is your alcohol outlook
user friendly?

A: Log on to the
Alcohol I.Q, Network
for the full shot of
information!
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While you were away...
Three campus
administrators
moving on

Searches are under way for three key
members of the provost's staff.

The pending retirement of Vice Provost
James W. Spencer and the completion of
the terms of Vice Provost Barry B. Adams
and Associate Provost Joan R. Egner all
become effective June 30, Provost Robert
Barker said.

It is unusual that vacancies in three major
positions would occur at once, "but it's just
that the cycles of their lives have all come
into coincidence," Barker added.

Adams and Egner joined the university
within a year of each other, Adams in 1963
and Egner in 1964. Adams is completing a
three-year term and Egner a five-year
appointment. Spencer announced last year
that he would retire at the end of his cur-
rent term, completing eight years as vice
provost.

Barker praised all three for their
"extraordinary dedication and contribu-
tions" to the university, noting that all three
enjoy "the highest regard of the people who
work with them, both their colleagues in
Day Hall and in the academic community."

Barker also noted that "this chance tim-
ing provides us the opportunity to restruc-
ture the various elements of the provost's
office to meet the challenges facing Cornell
into the next decade."

The three key staff members will be
responsible for academic programs and
undergraduate affairs, institutional and facil-
ities planning, budget development, affirma-
tive action, equal opportunity, and
academic and other human resource matters
on campus.

The administrator of the affirmative
action and human resource program will
report directly to President Frank Rhodes
and will work with search committees and

Barry B. Adams

units to help them meet their affirmative
action goals.

Barker noted another change. "We have
decided to create a very large domain of
responsibility for an individual . . . so that
the budget is more responsive to the plan-
ning process, and so that our decisions on
facilities and the assignment of resources,
including space, reflect our academic priori-
ties," he said.

He also said the new vice provost would
have "major influence in the area of man-
agement information systems and will work
directly with the deans, directors of aca-
demic units and the libraries, and various
faculty and assembly committees for imme-
diate and long-term university budget
needs."

Broadened responsibilities also will be
given to the other vice provost, Barker said,
particularly in programs that affect under-
graduates. Central to this person's role will
be the faculty commission on undergraduate
education. About two dozen faculty and
deans will serve on the commission, which
will include subcommittees of staff and stu-

Joan R. Egner

dents and which will consult with the Uni-
versity Assembly.

This vice provost also will provide leader-
ship in the development of academic pro-
grams to support minority interests, Barker
said.

Commenting on Adams' service to the
university, Barker said, "Barry has an amaz-
ing capacity to work with diverse faculty
interests to produce consensus and progress
on a number of important and somewhat
experimental programs, such as the Com-
mon Learning Program and the Program
on Ethics and Public Life. These are pro-
grams initiated by faculty groups, and Barry
has helped them evolve into reality."

Barker also praised Adams for being "a
major force behind the development of our
focus on undergraduate education, particu-
larly through the Thornfield Conference,
and in providing leadership for academic
programs related to minority interests,
including Asian-American and Hispanic
studies."

Barker said Egner has been the person
most responsible for long-range planning

James W. Spencer

and its relationship to budgeting. In that
capacity, she is the person who interacts
most directly with the deans of the colleges
regarding planning.

"Many people know of Joan's work as
liaison to the Advisory Committee on the
Status of Women and for her outstanding
efforts to organize matters related to per-
sonnel, affirmative action and equal oppor-
tunity," he said.

Spencer enjoys "a marvelous relationship"
with administrators in SUNY and the state's
Division of the Budget, according to
Barker. Spencer and the statutory deans
form the principal linkage between Cornell
and SUNY, he explained.

Spencer also has worked with faculty
committees and deans to develop the gen-
eral purpose budget for the endowed units.
Most recently, he has been involved in the
commission looking into the future oi Cor-
nell Cooperative Extension and has been
working with former Provost W. Keith
Kennedy to examine areas of administrative
overlap.

Cornell wins Heights decision Computer Services relocates
Four years of legal battles in three courts

ended Dec. 19 when New York State's
highest court ruled that Cornell can place its
Modern Indonesia Project in a house it
owns in a residential neighborhood.

The City of Ithaca's Board of Zoning
Appeals had denied the university permis-
sion to use the house at 316 Fall Creek
Drive as a facility for teaching and
administration.

In the so-called Cornell Heights case, the
university argued that although the area is
zoned for residential uses, the historical
exemption for churches and educational
institutions prevailed, according to David
Stewart, assistant to the vice president for
university relations. City officials wanted the
university to prove hardship in order to
grant a special permit for the academic pro-
gram that has about 15 employees.

New York's Court of Appeals, in a

unanimous decision, said Cornell need not
show need for the expansion in applying for
a special permit. University officials say
their application could be filed in early Feb-
ruary, Stewart said.

The decision, based on the Cornell case
and a similar one involving Sarah Lawrence
College and the city of Yonkers, said the
zoning boards involved used "an impermiss-
ible criterion" and that imposing any
requirement "unrelated to the public's
health, safety or welfare, is ... beyond the
scope of the municipality's police power."

Representatives of Ithaca and Cornell
said the court's decision clarifies the issue of
zoning exemptions for educational institu-
tions, ending a series of legal arguments
that the university began in state Supreme
Court and the city continued in the court's
Appellate Division and then in the Court of
Appeals.

If you think it's a job to move a grand
piano, consider the move that began here
Dec. 26 when the university's mainframe
computing facility was moved from Lang-
muir Laboratories near the airport and
installed in the new Computing and Com-
munication Center on central campus in-
what used to be Comstock Hall.

It took a year's planning and the com-
bined efforts of about 100 people from
Computer Services, Allied Van Lines,
Xerox, IBM, the Cornell Telecommunica-
tions Office and the New York Telephone
Company working round the clock from
Dec. 26 through Jan. 5 to move about 100
boxes, 1,000 data connections and thou-
sands of cable interconnections. Besides the
hardware, some 16.000 magnetic tapes were
moved.

"This was a very complicated move. But
it went really well and all the people

involved did a marvelous job." said John
Rudan, assistant vice provost for comput-
ing. "The only glitch occurred when the big
snowstorm hit on Friday. We had a truck
that just made it through. And the snow set
us back in getting all the office network
connections hooked up."

Still, the new computer was ready for
some users Jan. 2 and was fully operational
Jan. 5.

The move was made as part of the con-
solidation Of Cornell Computer Services on
campus in the same building that houses the
supercomputer. Computer Services staff will
be moved to the center during the summer,
Rudan said.

The move should made Computer Servi-
ces more accessible to its campus users; it
will bring staff together under one roof; and
it should allow economies of operation, he
said.

Cuomo to seek additional construction funds for universities
Gov. Mario Cuomo plans to seek $600

million above the $3 billion cap on capital
construction in the State University Master
Plan, a move that could benefit Cornell's
statutory college libraries and the College of
Veterinary Medicine. The governor
announced his intention to go after the
additional funds in his annual message to
the Legislature on Jan. 7.

"We are very encouraged to learn the cap
could be increased by as much as $600 mil-
lion, given the high priority Cornell has for
the Mann and Catherwood libraries and for
the facilities master plan for the College of
Veterinary Medicine," said John Burness,
vice president for university relations.

"These critical projects and others have
been delayed as a result of the existing cap,
and we are hopeful that the executive
budget will include essential planning funds
lor their construction," he added.

"We are waiting to see the governor's
budget when it is delivered later this month,
but at least he has outlined his priorities."

The Catherwood Library in the School of
Industrial and Labor Relations, which
serves visiting scholars and practitioners as
well as the campus community, is the larg-
est collection of its kind in the country,
according to librarian Shirley Harper.

She said that its current facilities are
inadequate and noted that some parts of the
collection are stored at the Orchards annex,
making them less accessible to scholars. The
library would have to double its space just
to get through 1987,and increase it four
times to meet needs through the year 2010,
Harper said.

Also lacking adequate storage space is
Mann Library, which serves students of
agriculture and the life sciences and human
ecology and is perhaps the best of its kind
in the country. The cost of rehabilitation
and expansion needed to last through the
next 20 years has been estimated at $20 mil-
lion, said librarian Jan Olsen.

The building has no air conditioning or
humidity control, conditions are cramped

and there is no study space, lighting is poor
and the building's basic design makes it a
safety hazard, according to Olsen.

The Veterinary College master plan is a
$71 million project for renovation and new
construction, according to John Semmler,
an assistant dean at the college. It calls for
building more modern space for the teach-
ing hospital, new laboratories and class-
room space, and building and renovating
research laboratories.

In his address, the governor also dis-
cussed Cornell directly by mentioning coop-
eration among SUNY, CUNY and
independent research universities in such
projects as NYSERnet, the new York State
Education and Research Network, the hub
of which is here; the new National Center
for Earthquake Engineering Research at
SUNY Buffalo, in which Cornell is taking
part; and the Center for Theory and Simu-
lation in Science and Engineering, the
supercomputer center at Cornell.

Cuomo also praised the state's Centers

tor Advanced Technology and suggested
enacting a multi-year extension of the CATs
program. One of seven CATs is at Cornell.

"Albany is in a state of flux, with the
appointment of several new committee
chairmen," Burness said, turning his atten-
tion from the executive branch to the
legislature.

He noted the replacement of Assembly
Speaker Stanley Fink of Brooklyn by Mel-
vin Miller, also of Brooklyn. Other key
changes include the replacement of the
chairman of the Assembly Committee on
Higher Education, Mark Alan Siegel, by
Edward Sullivan, and Saul Weprin's
appointment to the chairmanship of the
Ways and Mean Committee. He replaces
Arthur Kremer.

In the Senate, the new' majority leader.
John R. Dunne, replaces William T. Smith.
And Agriculture Committee Chairman John
"Randy" Kuhl. replaces L. S. "Steve"
Riford.
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Free Speech Commission draft report
February 23, 1987

Introduction

President Frank H.T. Rhodes established the
Free Speech Commission at Cornell in November,
1986 and charged the Commission as follows:

PREAMBLE TO CHARGE

"In a community of scholars, freedom and res-
traint must coexist, in judicious balance. In no
other way can we protect the freedom of learning
and the freedom of teaching which, taken together,
Carl Becker called the freedom of the mind.' Only
thus, can we preserve an atmosphere of tolerance
and civility upon which our whole existence as a
University depends.

"The events of recent academic years have raised
a host of difficult questions regarding the appro-
priate conduct of members of the University com-
munity in expressing strongly held views on
political, social and other issues.

"Last year, demonstrators sued the University
twice in Federal Court and once in the State
Supreme Court, each time the court ruled against
them. The University, in the end, also went to court
in an effort to preserve the peace. Litigation, how-
ever, is not a permanent solution. We must relearn
the elemental lessons which make it possible for us
to live together in relative peace and in the pursuit
of our greater purposes as a University."

CHARGE

"In order to consider these matters anew, 1
appoint this commission of nine [subsequently
changed to ten] to perform the following duties:

I • To consider whether or not, in light of
extant University policies, an additional policy
statement is needed regarding the responsibilities
and rights of members of the campus community in
the expression of views on political, social and
other matters of common concern.

2. To make recommendations on the possible
need for additional guidelines regarding the conduct
of members of the campus community when
assembled together for the purpose of making such
views known to fellow members of the community.
Such recommendations should include:

a) conduct in relation to: meetings of the
Assemblies and their committees, meetings of the
faculties, public convocations for the purpose of
hearing guest speakers, open meetings of the Board
of Trustees or its comrnjttees, and

b) conduct in relation to: the character, time,
place and duration of large-scale demonstrations,
including attendant symbolic means of expression.

3. In reviewing such matters, the Commission
will be cognizant of federal and state laws and bear
in mind the ultimate and nondelegable responsibil-
ity of the Board of Trustees to preserve the peace
and good order of the campus in the interests of all
members of the immediate campus community, as
well as alumni, friends and visitors.

"I ask that the Commission report to me regard-
ing general policies and guidelines not later than
March 1, 1987. It will be my intention to review
these recommendations and, thereafter, to ask the
Board of Trustees to take such actions as may be
needed and appropriate.""

The Commission began its work by soliciting
written comments and views from any member of
the campus community who cared to express them
and by holding a series of three public hearings in
early December, 1986. The Commission received
approximately 35 written statements and heard
approximately 25 speakers at the December public
hearings.

The first two hearings were devoted to speakers
whom we specifically invited to address the Com-
mission, and the third was available to any campus
community member who wanted to speak to the
issues before the Commission or to help frame
those issues.

We also met privately with a group of Trustees,
with members of the University administration, and
with other members of the campus community who
had special knowledge of campus episodes over the
last two years involving freedom of expression
issues, including the spring, 1985 sit-ins in Day
Hall, the shanty building incidents of spring and
summer, 1985 and fall, 1986, and the disruption of
Meir Kahane's speech in November, 1986 (after the
Commission was formed).

We have not focused on resolving factual dis-
putes concerning these or other incidents, but rather
upon proper guidelines and policies for the future.
Much — indeed, most — of this report is not novel
or original, but seeks to clarify what is already
Cornell University policy.

The Campus Rules of Conduct and the Principle
of Freedom of Expression

We believe the freedom of expression principle in
the current "Statement of Principles and Policies,"
with a slight modification, should be submitted to
the Board of Trustees for adoption. The relevant
portion of the statement would then read:

"The principle of freedom with responsibility is
central to Cornell University. Freedom to teach and
to learn, to express oneself freely and to be heard,
and freedom to assemble and protest peacefully are
essential to academic freedom and the continuing
function of the University as an educational institu-
tion. Responsible enjoyment and exercise of these
rights means respect for the rights of all; and
infringement upon the rights of others or interfer-
ence with the peaceful and lawful use and enjoy-
ment of University premises, facilities and programs
violates this principle."1

We understand that the President's Study Group
to revise the "Statement of Principles and Policies"
agrees with this wording and with the desirability of
obtaining Trustee approval of the statement. We
also believe that any emergency powers reserved to
the President concerning other portions of the
"Statement of Principles and Policies" should not
authorize suspension of the right of freedom of
expression guaranteed to all members of the cam-
pus community in the above statement.

Trustee adoption of the above language in a
"Statement of Principles and Policies" would estab-
lish unequivocally that the principle of freedom of
expression is binding and operative policy on Cor-
nell's campus.2

The current "Statement of Student Rights" also
contains provisions on freedom of expression.3 We

the rights, privileges, and responsibilities of the cor-
poration are vested in Cornell's Board of Trustees.
New York state law thus looks to the Trustees as
the group empowered to decide policy, safeguard
and administer University property, and maintain
order on campus.

A specific New York statute requires Cornell's
Trustees to adopt and provide for the enforcement
of rules for maintaining public order on campus.7

The Board of Trustees adopted the Rules for the
Maintenance of Public Order in their original form
in 1969 to fulfill this statutory requirement.

Given these powers and responsibilities of the
Trustees, no campus group could make a decision
concerning University affairs that would be legally
binding on the Trustees. The Trustees have dele-
gated responsibility for certain areas of campus
affairs to different campus groups, such as the Uni-
versity Assembly and the judicial system hearing
boards.

At any time, however, the Board of Trustees has
the legal authority to revoke these and other delega-
tions of power. Similarly the Trustees may at any
time revoke or amend the rules governing campus
affairs, subject to any contract rights created by
prior Trustee action. It also goes without saying
that Trustee powers must be exercised consistent
with applicable federal and state law, including
applicable constitutional law.

In building a shanty such as this, faculty members argued that shanty-building is an act of "symbolic speech worthy of
protection under first amendment rights."

understand that no portion of the "Statement of
Student Rights" was ever approved by the Faculty
Council of Representatives or the Board of Trus-
tees. The "Statement of Student Rights" was
adopted by the former University Senate, but at
least in some respects the statement appears to have
exceeded the authority the Board of Trustees dele-
gated to the former University Senate.4

If in the future the Board of Trustees adopts a
statement of student or community rights, we
believe any included provisions dealing with free-
dom of expression should be consistent with the
principle of freedom of expression quoted above as
a part of the "Statement of Principles and Policies"
and with the recommendations and conclusions in
the remainder of this report.

Legal Authority and Responsibility of the Board of
Trustees and the President

Later in this report we recommend the creation
of a Standing Committee on Free Speech and a
separate crisis consultation group to advise the
President concerning protest, dissent, and free
expression issues on the campus.

We recommend that these groups be only advi-
sory because we understand that the ultimate legal
authority and responsibility for deciding policy,
safeguarding and administering University property,
and maintaining order on campus rests with the
Board of Trustees and its designee, the President.

Cornell University is an education corporation
created by the New York legislature. Under its spe-
cific charter5 as well as the general New York sta-
tute governing not-for-profit corporations,6 all of

The President is the chief executive officer of the
University, invested with that position by the Board
of Trustees. The President conducts the day to day
administration of the University as the designee of
the Trustees.8

In light of this structure of University gover-
nance, we believe it would be meaningless to
recommend that any group be constituted on cam-
pus to take decisions "binding" on the President or
Board of Trustees. Thus, in recommending the
creation of committees and consultative groups to
aid the University in setting policy concerning pro-
test and dissent and guaranteeing freedom of
expression with protection of the rights of others,
we have recommended only that such groups be
advisory to the President.

Public Speaking Events on Campus

Basic Principles

We believe a campus organization should be free
to invite a speaker to address its own membership
in a private, closed meeting under ground rules set
by the inviting organization.

A closed meeting can serve many legitimate pur-
poses, including creation of a more informal
atmosphere, maximizing the opportunity of organi-
zation members to ask questions, allowing the
speaker to talk "off the record," and ensuring a
particular kind of discussion because of advance
preparation of the organization's membership.

If a speaker is likely to attract widespread interest
among nonmembers, however, the group would
often be wise to open the meeting to nonmembers.
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The Free Speech Commission held open public hearings last semester and has scheduled another one for March 4 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in Room 120 Ives Hall. Some members of the

'We view the intentional disruption of a public speaker at Cornelia
including those with views contrary to those of the
speaker. Nevertheless, the University should not
insist that the group do so.9

If the group chooses to open the event to the
campus public, however, it should in good faith
seek to arrange adequate space to accommodate the
reasonably expected audience. In such a public
event the inviting group may also decide whether
there is to be a question and answer period, and if
so, its length and general format. The speaker or
moderator should also be allowed reasonable dis-
cretion in requiring questioners to be concise, not
to abuse the speaker, and not to monopolize the
proceedings or otherwise interfere with their
purpose.

If a question and answer period is held, however,
neither the speaker nor the moderator should be
allowed in recognizing speakers to discriminate on
such grounds as race, gender, religion, national
origin, political persuasion or other suspect or in-
vidious categories. By the same token, at a public
event, the sponsoring organization should not be
allowed to bar attendance or give preferred seating
on the basis of these same or similar suspect or
invidious categories.10

B. Disruption of Speakers

Reaching as far back as the campus disturbances
of spring, 1969 and the Ky episode at Bailey Hall
on December 9, 1975 and including the recent
Kahane incident in Ives 120 on November 16, 1986
the campus community has witnessed a series of
disruptions of public speakers at Cornell so serious
as to constitute denial of the right to speak.

We do not mean occasional outbursts of
audience heckling or expressions of disapproval,
but rather at least in the Ky and Kahane epi-
sodes prolonged generation of shouts and noise
that effectively denied the speaker a forum at Cor-
nell. These were deeply disquieting events for those
at Cornell who place freedom of expression among
the paramount values of the University.

Shortly after the 1975 incident in which Ky was
prevented from speaking in Bailey Hall a committee
appointed by then Dean of the Faculty Byron
Saunders and chaired by Professor S. Cushing
Strout issued a report assessing the episode and the
free expression principles that should govern public
speaker events at Cornell.

We wholeheartedly endorse the Strout Report."
In particular we reiterate and fully subscribe to the
following propositions advanced in that report:

1) In a university community, as in society as a
whole, freedom of speech cannot be absolute.
Speech that is libelous, or that incites a crowd to
riot, deserves no protection. Perhaps no one, in real
life, has ever falsely shouted "Fire!" in a crowded
theatre; but surely no one has a right to do so.

2) Within these commonly-accepted limits, free-
dom of speech should be the paramount value in a
university community. Because it is a special kind
of community, whose purpose is the discovery of
truth through the practice of free inquiry, the uni-
versity has an essential dependence on a commit-
ment to the values of unintimidated speech. To

curb speech on the grounds that a speaker is nox-
ious, that his cause is evil, or that his ideas will
offend some listeners, is therefore inconsistent with
a university's purpose. One may argue against invit-
ing a speaker on the grounds that he has nothing of
importance to say; But once members of the uni-
versity community extend an invitation, others may
not disrupt the speech on the grounds that they
find it stupid, immoral, or dangerous.

3) Those who dislike what a speaker is saying
also have rights. They include distributing leaflets
outside the meeting room, picketing peacefully,
boycotting the speech, walking out, asking pointed
questions, and, within limits set by the moderator,
expressing displeasure with evasive answers. Those
who oppose a speaker may thus make their views
known, so long as they do not thereby interfere
with the speaker's ability to make his known or the
right of others to listen.

4) The American conception of academic free-
1 dom includes the principle that a professor may
participate in political demonstrations and speak
out on controversial issues without jeopardizing his
employment. In a campus setting, however, aca-
demic freedom carries with it certain responsibili-
ties. Scholars should not only respect the
professional demands of their discipline and the
pedagogical requirements of the teacher-student
relationship, but they should not encourage efforts
to abridge the free expression of controversial view-
points. As citizens, professors may or may not be
especially solicitous about freedom of speech; as
scholars, they are morally bound to defend it. Pro-
fessors traduce their calling by any deliberate action
demonstrating contempt for freedom of speech.

5) Civility is a fragile virtue, but one upon which
a university ultimately depends. Name-calling and
the shouting of obscenities, even when they are not
carried so far as to abridge freedom of speech, are
nevertheless deplorable in a community devoted to
rational persuasion and articulate controversy.

6) As the "Report on Free Expression at Yale"
recently pointed out,-explicit formal sanctions
against obstruction of free expression are necessary
in a university as a declaration of its positive com-
mitment to defend that expression. Yet as the
Report also notes, 'the strength of these obligations
and the willingness to respect and comply with
them, probably depend less on the expectation of
punishment for violation than they do on the pres-
ence of a widely shared belief in the primacy of free
expression.'

(Notes: "Report of the Committee on Freedom
of Expression at Yale," (January 8, 1975), p.
7. Yale suspended twelve students in 1974 for
shouting down a controversial speaker.)12

In relation to the Kahane episode in Ives 120 on
November 16, 1986, protesters and others urged
several arguments in an attempt to justify denying
Kahane the right to speak at Cornell. These views
appeared either in letters to the editor of The
Cornell Daily Sun or were expressed directly to the
Commission orally or in writing. We review the
arguments here to express our conviction that they
are unpersuasive and fail to accord sufficient pri-

macy to the right of free expression on Cornell's
campus:

1) A speaker who advocates violence or harm
to others, on the campus or elsewhere, should be
denied a forum at Cornell.

This proposition sweeps too broadly. The limit-
ing principle should be that expressed in point (1)
from the Strout Report quoted above. Not speech
that merely advocates violence or harm to others as
policy, but rather speech that incites imminent vio-
lence or other unlawful action should be proscribed.
The Supreme Court captured the point in Bran-
denburg v. Ohio as follows: "[T]he constitutional
guarantees of free speech and free press do not
permit a State to forbid or proscribe advocacy of
the use of force or of law violation except where
such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing
imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or
produce such action."13

2) A speaker whose ideas are published in
books, journals, or newspapers available in the
library and who has nothing new to say need not
be given a forum at Cornell.

The difficulty with this notion is that one cannot
know whether a speaker has anything new to say
until the speaker is heard. More importantly, a val-
uable product of free expression on campus is the
opportunity, often present in public speaking
events, to engage a speaker with questions and dia-
logue. Even when the format does not allow ques-
tions after an address, it is for the audience to
decide whether they would prefer access to the
speaker's ideas through a speech or a visit to the
library.

3) A speaker who has committed criminal acts,
is currently involved in criminal acts, or who
belongs to a group that commits such acts, should
not be allowed to speak at Cornell.

Whether a given person or organization has
committed a criminal act is often a matter of sig-
nificant dispute. We have lawful procedures for
deciding that fact and assessing penalties where
appropriate and they should be followed. If a
barrier to unpalatable ideas could be thrown up at
the mere allegation of a speaker's criminal conduct,
we can be sure there would be no scarcity of those
who would make the allegation. Moreover, even a
criminal has the right to express ideas, and espe-
cially before he or she has been convicted.

4) Persons in the audience who find the speak-
er's ideas or past actions morally reprehensible, may
exercise their right of civil disobedience to deny the
speaker a forum at Cornell.

Although nonviolent civil disobedience can be an
honorable way of expressing moral outrage, in a
university community where the free flow of ideas is
paramount it seems contradictoi-y and misguided to
employ it to deny that very right of expression to
another.

In any event, civil disobedience is not a ground
for exonerating one from penalties for violating the
paramount principle of free expression, nor should
it be a circumstance mitigating the penalty. Because
the argument is a call to all those who fnid a
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llas an intolerable practice calling for the most serious penalties'
speaker's ideas morally repugnant to use force to
censor those ideas, it is aimed at the heart of free-
dom of expression and should not be tolerated.

The laudable principle of freedom of expression
can be made a mockery if the University refuses to
enforce it. The University's enforcement procedures
now in place, however, appear sound.

When the University administration learns of a
potential for speaker disruption, the Office of the
Vice President for Campus Affairs, or its designee,
appoints a floor manager" to attend the event.
Safety Division officers are also called in.

When disruption is imminent or occurring,
Safety Division officers video tape the disrupters or
potential disrupters for later identification in disci-
plinary proceedings. When the floor manager con-
cludes that a disruption is occurring, he or she
warns the disrupters that they are acting in viola-
tion of the Rules for the Maintenance of Public
Order and may be subject to disciplinary
proceedings.

If the disruption continues, the floor manager,
event moderator, and Safety Division officers must
decide whether to eject the disrupters, terminate the
program and re-schedule it, or allow the disruption
to continue while concentrating on continued warn-
ings and efforts at identifying- the disrupters. The
latter course was followed in the November 16,
1986 Kahane incident and is clearly preferable to
any option that would entail a serious threat of
violence.

We view the intentional disruption of a public
speaker at Cornell as an intolerable practice calling
for the most serious penalties. The University acts
properly we believe when it avoids a risk of vio-
lence by not intervening in an emotionally charged
meeting hall to arrest or eject disrupters. At the
same time the campus community must be assured
that an after-the-fact disciplinary proceeding will
yield results that adequately deter future protesters
from denying others the right to speak and be
heard at Cornell.

Symbolic Expression

We believe that symbolic expression should be
protected on campus as art of a campus community
member's right to freedom of expression. We also
believe that such symbolic expression should be
limited by reasonable time, place, and manner
restrictions.

We recommend as a basic guideline for the many
uncertainties in this area that Cornell, as a private
university, should choose to be at least as prqt^ctive
of expressive interests on campus as public universi-
ties are required to be by the First Amendment.
That is, Cornell should extend voluntarily to all
campus community members a right of free speech
at least equivalent to the free speech right that the
U.S. Constitution guarantees to members of a pub-
lie university community.14 Cornell should depart
from these standards only for a convincing reason,
openly articulated.

A. Protected Expressive Conduct

The University administration should treat as

within the basic protection of a right to free expres-
sion any conduct, including erecting temporary
structures on campus grounds, that satisfies the fol-
lowing two tests. The conduct should be (i)
intended primarily for expressive purposes and (ii)
reasonably understood as such by the campus
community. Building a temporary shanty on cam-
pus grounds to protest the University's investment
policies would seem clearly to meet these tests. Its
purpose would be expressive, and it would gener-
ally be so viewed by the campus community.

Even in regard to conduct that is primarily
expressive and perceived as such, the University
may and, indeed, should — impose reasonable
time, place, and manner restrictions on that con-
duct to preserve other important values and inter-
ests in the University community.

All protection and regulation of symbolic expres-
sion should be content neutral. A group's persua-
sion or point of view should have no bearing on
the grant of permission or the conditions regulating
that group's symbolic expression.

B. Time, Place, and Manner Restrictions

We believe that the University should seek a
campus environment in which formal constraints,
rules, and regulations are kept to a minimum.
Instead of detailed rules and regulations answering
every question in advance, we favor a permit
procedure for developing and applying in each case
reasonable time, place, and manner limits to
expressive conduct — where necessary to preserve
other campus values.

The primary goal of such a permit procedure
would be to accord maximum reasonable protec-
tion to free expression on campus. While some
prior guidance should be made available to those
seeking a permit, we believe that in most instances
substantive rules and regulations developed in
advance and without regard to a specific permit
request would tend to be more restrictive than
necessary.

1. Symbolic Structures

Symbolic structures should be allowed in accor-
dance with an express permit issued by the Office
of the Vice President for Campus Affairs. Such
structures should be temporary and should conform
to the conditions contained in the permit. In regu-
lating by permit the duration, size, location, and
other features of symbolic structures, the Office of
the Vice President for Campus Affairs should be
guided by attention to the following, or similar,
kinds of campus community interests that such
structures could infringe upon:

1. Protecting health and safety;
2. Preventing damage or risk of damage to

University property;
3. Preserving unimpeded mobility on pathways

and streets, entrance to and departure from build-
ings, and unimpeded mobility within buildings;

4. Providing for competing uses of campus
grounds;

5. Avoiding interference with other University
activities;

6. Reasonably limiting costs to the University of
increased campus police protection, potential Uni-
versity liability, insurance coverage, and cleanup
and repair after an event.

Limits on the duration, size, and location of
symbolic structures may also be based legitimately
upon the desire to preserve campus aesthetic values.
Just as aesthetic considerations may determine
where on campus posters are allowed, such consid-
erations may properly influence the regulation of
symbolic structures.15

We believe the University administration should
exercise particular care, however, to ensure that no
improper factor, such as hostility to a structure's
message, be allowed to influence aesthetic
judgment.

In addition to limits on the duration, size, and
specific location of symbolic structures, other res-
trictions could also be reasonable. For example,
depending on experience and context the Office of
the Vice President for Campus Affairs might
impose any of the following restrictions: requiring
portability so that structures do not remain over-
night (thus limiting police protection costs and the
risk of violence); prohibiting overnight sleeping in
structures (for health and safety reasons, to limit
police protection costs and risks of violence, and to
constrain duration); requiring continued physical
presence of persons responsible for the expressive
activity (to ensure adherence to other permit condi-
tions and to link continued duration of structures
to continued desire for expression and expressive
dialogue).

In any area where campus community members
customarily gather for outdoor speaking events, the
Office of the Vice President for Campus Affairs
might allow symbolic structures with fewer restric-
tions (except for competing uses) than in other
areas. Any department, office, or division of the
University uniquely affected by a proposed structure
should be consulted concerning appropriate regula-
tions for the structure.

We believe it should and would be a punishable
violation of campus conduct rules for anyone to
build a structure on the campus without a permit,
or in violation of the conditions of a permit, and to
refuse to dismantle it, or discontinue the noncon-
forming feature, upon the lawful order of a Univer-
sity official.

Such conduct would appear to violate at least the
Regulations for the Maintenance of the Educational
Environment, Section 2 (a): "To refuse to comply
with any lawful order of a clearly identifiable Uni-
versity official acting in the performance of his or
her duties in the enforcement of University policy."

2. Protest and Dissent Not Involving Structures

Picketing, marches, rallies, and demonstrations
are traditional and legitimate forms of self-
expression on campus. The limiting principle for
such activities is that demonstrators must not dis-
rupt other University functions, including, without
limitation, regular and special curricular activities,
extracurricular activities, and employment inter-
views. The right to free expression here, as in other
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'We recommend.... a standing committee to study significant policy
issues concerning protection of freedom of expression on campus'

contexts, requires respect for the rights of others.
Because picketing, marches, rallies, and demon-

strations generally pose no threat of long-lasting
exclusive use of University grounds or property, we
see no need for a mandatory permit procedure for
all such activities.

In some circumstances when a student organiza-
tion sponsors a public event, whether for expression
of views or other purposes, the activity may fall
within the jurisdiction of the Organizations and
Activities Review Committee (OARC) established
by the Student Assembly.16 OARC uses its ap-
proval procedure primarily to avoid scheduling con-
flicts and to arrange for appropriate facultative
services—for example, the assistance of campus
security personnel.

Reassuringly, an OARC guideline states: "No
event may be refused scheduling because of its con-
troversial nature."17 We view these procedures as
reasonable even if the event has a primarily expres-
sive purpose.

3. Protests, Demonstrations, and Sit-ins In and
Around University Buildings

We believe that picketing, marches, rallies, and
demonstrations on the grounds around University
buildings fall within the protected right of free-
expression so long as such activities do not interfere
with entrance to or exit from the building, do not
produce noise or sound levels that interfere with
work conducted in the building, and do not other-
wise disrupt University functions.

Faculty members constructing a shanty in front of the AD. White House
last November.

Virtually all University buildings contain private
rooms, offices, anterooms, and work areas. These
areas are inappropriate for protests, demonstra-
tions, or sit-ins. The authorized occupants of pri-
vate working or living areas should control access
to them. Protest demonstrations and related activi-
ties are also inappropriate inside a meeting room
reserved for a private meeting, one not open to the
campus community generally. We believe a class
meeting falls into the private meeting category.

Protests, demonstrations, or sit-ins inside Day
Hall are as a practical matter virtually always dis-
ruptive, even if protesters merely stand or sit pas-
sively in the hallways and threaten no direct
violence. The working space within Day Hall is
very compact. Almost any assemblage of protestors
or demonstrators within the building could be dis-
ruptive to staff within the building and to others,
especially students, seeking access to a Day Hall
office for normal business purposes. We base this
conclusion in part upon the views of a significant
number of Day Hall staff who met with the Com-
mission to discuss their experiences during the
spring, 1985 sit-ins in Day Hall.

The Day Hall Regulations promulgated January
24, 1986, which essentially prohibit demonstrations,
protests, sit-ins, and other disruptive actions within
Day Hall itself, appear to us to entail reasonable
time, place, and manner restrictions upon the right
to protest and dissent.

We believe it should be and is a violation of the
campus rules of conduct (Regulations for the Main-
tenance of Public Order and Regulations for the
Maintenance of the Educational Environment) for
demonstrators to refuse to leave Day Hall when a
University official lawfully orders them to do so to
prevent what the official reasonably believes is
actual or imminent disruption.

Similarly a disruptive demonstration in any other
University building should be and is a violation of
the campus rules of conduct, and a lawful order of
a University official acting to prevent actual or
imminent disruption must be obeyed.

We also believe prohibiting demonstrators from
remaining in Day Hall after the official closing time
is a reasonable time, place, and manner restriction
on expressive conduct.

Allowing demonstrators in Day Hall at nighttime
alter the closing hour would entail an unreasonable
risk of injury to University property or risk of
intrusion into confidential information. Alterna-
tively, such conduct would seem to impose an
unreasonable cost upon the University and burden
upon security personnel to protect against such risk
of damage or intrusion. We believe the same con-
clusions apply to other University buildings with an
official closing time.

4. Disruption of Recruiters

As long as a recruiter is on campus in accor-
dance with ordinary University processes, we
believe that a demonstration or protest that inten:

tionally disrupts recruitment activity should be and
is a violation of campus rules of conduct and
should not be tolerated.

The right to express one's views should not
extend so far as to infringe upon another commun-
ity member's right to participate in a recruitment
interview or information session with a recruiter
who is on campus in accordance with ordinary
University processes.18

VI. Standing Committee on Free Expression

We recommend that the President of the Univer-

sity create a standing committee to study and report
to the President on significant policy issues concern-
ing protection of freedom of expression on
campus.

The committee would study issues submitted to it
by the President and issues with important policy
implications submitted to it by campus community
members. The committee should not take up or
continue considering any issue growing out of a
campus incident when a disciplinary proceeding
growing out of that incident and involving the same
or similar issues has been filed, until any such dis-
ciplinary proceeding has been completed.

Any report issued by the committee should go to
the President and should be available thereafter to
the campus community. The report would be advi-
sory only.

We recommend a twelve-member committee con-
stituted as follows: a chair and two distinguished
faculty (preferably having expertise in free speech or
related areas) selected by the President; the Dean of
the Faculty; the Chair of the University Assembly;
one representative of the University Administration
selected by the President; two employees chosen by
the Employee Assembly; two students chosen by
the Student Assembly; two faculty chosen by the
Executive Committee of the Faculty Council of
Representatives.

We believe that such a standing committee on
free expression is desirable because free expression
issues inevitably require balancing and tradeoffs
among competing interests and values. Judgments
about such questions tend to differ.

We believe the University administration's judg-
ments about the proper balance between expressive
interests and other values will be more readily
accepted on campus as sound if informed by the
occasional reports of a broadly representative
committee containing one or more members with
expertise on tree speech or related areas.

A "crisis consultation group" appointed by the
President but different from the Standing Commit-
tee on Free Expression could also serve an impor-
tant advisory function in the presence of actual or
potential disruptive protest on campus.

We believe such a body should be broadly repre-
sentative of the University community. The Execu-
tive Committee of the University Assembly would
be an appropriate group. It contains two faculty
members, two students, and one employee elected
by the University Assembly from among its own
members. The President might prefer to add
members to the University Assembly Executive
Committee or to appoint an ad hoc committee
entirely of his or her own choosing.

We envision the group functioning with respect
to any given matter as a body reflecting the opin-
ions of the campus at large and striving for reaso-
nable solutions without confrontation whenever
possible. It would be advisory to the President and
would serve at his or her pleasure.

John J. Barcelo 111, Chair
Joseph B. Bugliari
Henry C. Granison

Mary F. Katzenstein
Walter F. LaFeber

Paul R. Mclsaac
Roger A. Morse

George Peter
Hillary B. Rossman
James W. Spencer

FOOTNOTES TO BARCELO REPORT
1. The equivalent provision currently in effect

is Statement of Principles and Policies 1 .C. in
"Cornell University Policy Handbook for Stu-
dents. Faculty and Staff p. 4 (August, 1986).
The slight modification involves substituting the
words "to express oneself freely" for the current
phrase "to speak freely."

2. The existing Statement of Principles and
Policies was never submitted to or approved by
the Board of Trustees. See "Cornell University
Policy Handbook for Students, Faculty and
Staff" p. 3. footnote I (August, 1986).

3. See "Statement of Student Rights" Art. 11
in "Cornell University Policy Handbook for
Students, Faculty and Staff p. 38 (August.
1986).

4. Trustee legislation delegated authority to
the former University Senate as follows: "The
powers and duties of the University Senate sub-
ject to the powers of the Board of Trustees as the
University's governing body and of the President
as its chief executive officer... a r e : . . . To enact
and provide for the administration of codes of
personal conduct on campus for students, faculty
members, and other employees . . . " Trustee
legislation, pp 6482 84 (April 10 II. 1970).
See also Adamson v. Cornell University, Univer-
sity Review Board Decision (Oct. 8. 1986) (con-
cluding that sections of the Regulations for the
Maintenance of the Educational Environment
referred to as Art. Ill in (he decision that

contemplated Cornell University could be a
defendant before the University judicial system
exceeded the authority the Trustees delegated to
the University Senate).

5. Education Law Art. 115 ("5701 5716).
6. Not-for-profit Corporation Law'701. See

also Education Law '216-a (providing that the
Not-for-Profit Corporation Law applies to an
education corporation like Cornell)

7. Education Law '6450
8. The Bylaws of Cornell University specify

the powers and duties of the President: "The
President shall be chief executive and educational
officer of the University and is charged with
responsibility for providing general supeA'ision
to all affairs of the University. . " Bylaws, Art.
V. ' I; "All University personnel, whether aca-
demic or nonacademic, shall be subject to the
administrative authority of the President as chief
executive and educational officer. . . . " Bylaws.
Art. V, '3 ; "The President shall be responsible
for the proper regulation of student conduct."
Bylaws, Art. V. ' 5.

9. President Derek C. Bok of Harvard Uni-
versity makes this same point with greater elabo-
ration in Reflections on Free Speech: An Open
Letter to the Harvard Community printed in the
Harvard University tia/ette, September 21.
1984.

10. Id.
11. Report of the Special Committee on Aca-

demic Freedom on the Ky Episode at Bailey

Hall, December 9. 1975
12. Strout Report at 14 15.
13. Brandenburg v. Ohio. 395 U.S. 444. 447

(1971). In Brandenburg the Supreme Court
prohibited Ohio from prosecuting the defendant
for a speech in which he urged violence and other
unlawful means to effect the racist policies of the
Ku Klux Klan. The defendant spoke on an Ohio
farm before eleven other Klan members and
before television cameras. Thus, the setting and
context carried no genuine threat of incitement
or imminent violence.

14. See, lor example. University of Utah Stu-
dents Against Apartheid v. Peterson. F.Supp.
(D.C. Utah, 1986) (slip opinion. Dec. 8, 1986.
holding University of Utah could not dismantle
shanties without prior time, place, and manner
regulations restricting shanties but that the shan-
ties should be made portable until such regula-
tions were in place); State v. Ybarra. 550 P.2d
763 (Ct. App. Ore. 1976) (Portland Stale Uni-
versity could prohibit students protesting the
plight of farm workers from setting up tent-like
structures and sleeping bags on the library lawn);

total prohibition on demonstrations inside any
University building, especially one housing ad-
ministrative offices and classrooms). For other
cases see D P . Young & D. Gehring, The College
Student and the Courts: Cases and Commentary
(rev. ed. 1986).

15. See, for example, the Supreme Court
decision in City Council v. Taxpayers for Vin-
cent, 466 U.S. 789 (1984). upholding Los Ange-
les's decision, taken for largely aesthetic reasons,
to ban posters on public property, including util-
ity pole crossarms.

16. The Reference Manual for Campus Affairs
1983 85 of the Campus Activities Center.
Department of Unions and Activities, Willard
Straight Hall, which deals with student activities
and organizations, states on page 2 that any
"major event" must be approved by OARC. A
"major event" is defined as "any public gathering
other than a regularly scheduled meeting, that is
held outdoors or in any auditorium with a seat-
ing capacity of at least two hundred (200), except
those auditoria under the jurisdiction of an indi-
vid lal department."

Shamloo v. Mississippi State Board of Trustees,1OO I 7. Reference Manual for Campus Affairs
620 F.2d 516 (5th Cir. 1980) (Jackson Slate -rf9!J3 85 of the Campus Activities Center.
University regulation requiring advance approval °
for any demonstration and stating that only
activities of a "wholesome nature" would be
approved violated students' First Amendment
rights): Sword v. Fox. 446 F.2d 1091 (4lh Cir
1971) (a stale college in Virginia could impose a

Department of Unions and Activities. Willard
Straight Hall page 3.

18. The Commission believes it is not within
its charge to explore or assess University policies
regarding which recruiters are allowed on
campus.
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Rhodes to join U.S. science board
President Frank H. T. Rhodes has been

nominated by President Reagan to the
National Science Board, the White House
announced Jan. 22.

Rhodes will succeed Donald B. Rice on
the 24-member board, which determines
research policy for the National Science
Foundation, the agency that funds most of
the basic non-military research in this coun-
try. The agency's current budget is about
$1.6 billion.

Nomination to the post, which carries a
term of six years, is subject to confirmation
by the Senate.

"I'm pleased and honored to have been
nominated to the board." Rhodes said. "I
see service on the board as an opportunity
to help focus national concern on the vital
place of scientific research in our society.

"Basic research occupies a key role in our

national agenda, affecting everything from
education to international competition to
national defense. Even areas that are not
directly the concern of the NSF, such as
public health and agricultural research,
depend on the strength of basic research,"
he said.

"The quality of our basic research is a
basis for everything we hope to achieve as a
nation," Rhodes continued. "It's not just a
question of being an advocate for research
funding; it's a question of establishing a
sound national policy for an activity that is
fundamental to our national aspirations."

Rhodes said that recently released statis-
tics have revealed worrisome trends in the
health of science and technology in this
country. For example, the United States
spends only about 1.9 percent of its gross
national product on non-defense research

A view from Founders Hall on West Campus. Photo by Claude Level

and development, versus about 2.6 percent
for Japan and about 2.5 percent for West
Germany.

Also disturbing are statistics revealing
that foreign inventors are being granted
almost as many patents in this country as
are U.S. inventors, he asserted.

A healthy high-technology industrial
base, supported by basic research, could
enormously aid the U.S. balance of pay-
ments, Rhodes said, citing Department of
Commerce figures that show high-tech
manufacturing achieving a consistently posi-
tive balance of payments, but overall manu-
facturing consistently losing the competition
with imports.

Rhodes took office as Cornell's ninth
president on Aug. 1, 1977. He also is a
professor of geology.

Continued on page 8 President Frank Rhodes

Cornell receives contract
for biotechnology research

Cornell has received $2.5 million from
the federal government for basic biological
research that could lead to major break-
throughs in medicine, nutrition and
agriculture.

"Our research under this grant will
include the interaction of substances with
cells, and the structure and function of pro-
teins. Discoveries could be used to develop
new drugs and synthetic vaccines," said
Gordon G. Hammes, director of Cornell's
Biotechnology Program.

The research will be conducted within
Cornell's three-year-old Biotechnology Pro-
gram. More than $20 million already is
being spent each year on biotechnology stu-
dies at Cornell, making the university one
of the nation's leading centers for biological
research.

The award, which is funded by the
Department of Defense through the U.S.
Army Research Office (ARO), designates
Cornell as a Center of Excellence in Bio-
technology. Thirty-five institutions competed
for the federal award, according to Shirley

Tove, director of ARO's biological sciences
program.

"The 35 proposals were judged by eight
criteria, with emphasis on scientific merit,"
Tove said. "The other criteria included uni-
versity capabilities and research accomp-
lishments, fellowship program, and technical
and personnel exchanges with Army labs.
The Cornell proposal was clearly superior."

The $2.5 million award, which includes
$1 million for equipment, $400,000 for fel-
lowships and $1.1 million for research, is
part of a three-year contract. Funding levels
for future years have not been set, Tove
said.

All of the research will be unclassified
and published in open literature, according
to Hammes. Faculty research proposals will
be evaluated by an existing nine-member
advisory committee of Cornell faculty and
industry scientists.

Progress will be monitored by scientists at
the ARO and at laboratories of the Army
Materiel Command and the Army Medical

Continued on page 7

Cuomo proposes construction,
no new jobs at SUNY schools

Gov. Mario Cuomo's proposed state
budget includes provisions for more than
$100 million in new buildings and renova-
tions at Cornell's College of Veterinary
Medicine and other state-supported units.

However, if the $40.9 billion budget is
adopted as is, it will continue to place
financial restraints on a number of pro-
grams and staffing in the university's four
statutory units, according to Vice Provost
James W. Spencer. There is little likelihood
of any layoffs, however, Spencer added.

The budget is subject to changes and
amendments by the governor and State
Legislature over the next two months, and
is scheduled to be adopted by April 1, the
beginning of the state's 1987-88 fiscal year.

The university requested an operating
budget of $103 million for 1987-88. The
governor's proposal is for $98.3 million,
which is $5.34 million more than Cornell's

current operating budget.
Included in the allocation for the daily

operation of Cornell's statutory units is
$66.6 million for salaries, some $700,000
less than the university says it needs. The
budget supports the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences, College of Human Ecol-
ogy, School of Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions and the College of Veterinary
Medicine. Also included are the Coopera-
tive Extension and the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station at Geneva.

During a press briefing on the governor's
budget last week, Spencer said he is particu-
larly concerned with the budget's salary
component.

He said that if the requirement to reduce
salary expenditures by $700,000 goes
through as is, it probably can be met with
normal attrition through retirements and

Continued on page 8
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Tiny terrain reveals how fungi
infect plants by sense of touch

By exposing a plant fungus to a micro-
scopic artificial terrain that mimics a feature
on the surface of a leaf, scientists here have
found that the organism navigates by a
sophisticated sense of touch.

Their discovery that the fungus feels its
way along the plant leaf, scouting the ter-
rain for a certain topography before invad-
ing, will be of fundamental importance in
understanding the infectious process in all
fungi. It also could open a new way to fight
plant fungal diseases, which cause hundreds
of millions of dollars in damage each year
to the county's crops.

In an article in the March 27 issue of
"Science," researchers Harvey C. Hoch,
Richard C. Staples, Brian Whitehead, Jerry
Comeau and Edward D. Wolf describe how
they placed cells of bean rust fungus on a
manufactured surface consisting of a series
of ridges, each between one ten-millionth
and one-millionth of a meter high.

Hoch is an associate professor of plant
pathology in the New York State Agricultu-
ral Experiment Station, and Staples is a
research associate with the Boyce Thomp-
son Institute for Plant Research.

In earlier research, other scientists had
discovered that stomata -the pore-like
openings on leaves through which plants
breathe — possess some properties that
seem to trigger the infectious process, in
which the fungus grows toward and then
penetrates the leaf through those openings.

Reasoning that the fungus may use touch
to find its way into the stomata, Hoch and
Staples tested the fungus' response to
scratches created on glass microscope slides.
They quickly discovered that bean rust fun-
gus cells seemed to recognize scratches

between 0.4 and 0.6 millionths of a meter
high and to begin producing special bulbous
infection structures once they encountered
the scratches.

To study this discovery more precisely,
they asked Whitehead and Comeau, who
are research support specialists, and Wolf,
director of the National Research and
Resource Facility for Submicron Structures,
to etch onto a silicon surface a series of
ridges of different heights similar to those
on the bean leaf surface.

Hoch and Staples found that the fungus
cells responded only to ridges about one-
half millionth of a meter high, less than
one-hundredth the diameter of human
hair.

When Hoch made scanning-electron-
microscope pictures of leaf stomata, he dis-
covered the stomatal cells had lips or ridges
the same height that triggered the fungus to
produce infection structures on the silicon
surface.

The researchers say that the discovery of
this "thigmotrophic response" could lead to
a more effective defense against plant fungi
because special strains of beans with "lip-
less" stomata can be developed.

Because fungi presumably would not rec-
ognize stomatal openings of lipless beans,
these plants might thwart fungal infections
more effectively than the resistant strains
that now are grown. Such current resistant
strains are meant to resist the fungus in
ways which the pests can often overcome.
However, the fungus's basic sense of touch
may be such an integral part of the infec-
tious process that the fungus may not be
able to alter itself to infect lipless beans.

The researchers' principal aim, however,

These electron photomicrographs show how the bean rust fungus grows into a leaf
(top) and on artificial terrains created at Cornell's Nanofabrication Facility (middle and
bottom). The terrains proved that the fungus navigate by sense of touch.

is to understand the process, apparently
unique in fungi, by which merely touching
an obstacle of a certain size triggers the
infection process, which involves turning on
the fungus's genetic machinery to build uni-
que proteins. Hoch and Staples therefore
are isolating and cloning those genes that

are turned on by touch and are beginning
studies of other fungi. Their aim is to
understand how the simple fungus has
"learned" to feel its way into its host.

This work was supported by the National
Science Foundation and the Whitehall
Foundation. — Dennis Meredith

Free Speech Commission urges endorsement of policies
The final report of the Barcelo Commis-

sion on Free Speech urges the university's
board of trustees to lend the weight of its
endorsement to a Statement of Principles
and Policies covering freedom of speech and
expression on campus, which the commis-
sion views as "already approved administra-
tion policy."

The trustee action "would establish
unequivocally that the principle of freedom
of expression is binding and operative pol-
icy on Cornell's campus," states the 24-page
report submitted March 31 to President
Frank H.T. Rhodes.

The commission of faculty, students and
staff, known as the Barcelo Commission
after its chairman, law professor John H.
Barcelo III, recommends that the board of
trustees adopt a slightly modified version of
the following statement in the 1984 edition
of the Cornell University Faculty
Handbook:

"The principle of freedom with responsi-
bility is central to Cornell University, free-
dom to teach and to learn, to express
oneself freely [instead of 'to speak freely,' as
stated in the 1984 version] and to be heard,
and freedom to assemble and protest peace-
fully are essential to academic freedom and
the continuing function of the university as
an educational institution. Responsible
enjoyment and exercise of these rights
means respect for the rights of all; and
infringement upon the rights of others or
interference with the peaceful and lawful use
and enjoyment of university premises, facili-
ties and programs violates this principle."

The final report of the commission states:
"We believe, in fact, that the freedom-of-
expression statement quoted above is
already approved administration policy and
that a defendant in a campus judicial pro-
ceeding may — and should be able to —
raise as a defense his or her right to free
speech."

The report also suggests a number of
guidelines and mechanisms for the adminis-
tration in responding to and clarifying issues
of free speech such as symbolic expression.

Other recommendations include establish-
ing a Standing Committee on Free Expres-
sion "to study and report to the president
on significant policy issues concerning pro-
tection of freedom of expression on
campus."
The report also suggests the president

appoint a separate advisory "crisis consulta-
tion group" on immediate issues of free
expression.

Dissenting opinion
One of the 10 members on the commis-

sion, second-year law student Henry C.
Granison, declined to sign the report. He
wrote a two-and-a-half-page dissenting
opinion to the report in which he argues
that the report is "one-sided in favor of the
university administration."

Granison also criticizes current and
recommended free speech commissions, say-
ing, "I strongly believe that 'independent'
commissions should tell the president what
they want to say, not what he wants to
hear."

Three other members attached dissenting
footnotes on such issues as using aesthetic
values in regulating symbolic structures and
the regulation of demonstrations in and
around university buildings.

The commission's report is advisory and
requires no formal action by the president
or members of the university board of
trustees.

Amplifications of earlier draft
The report contains a number of amplifi-

cations of its preliminary draft that the
commission says "take into account the sev-
eral written and oral reactions" the commis-
sion received from the campus community.
The preliminary draft was printed in full in
the Feb. 26 issue of this newspaper. A pub-
lic hearing on the draft took place on
March 4.

Copies of the final report and the dissent-
ing opinion are available in 110 Day Hall,
an office of University Relations, and in
315 Day Hall, the Office of the Dean of
Faculty.

In the preliminary draft and final report,
the commission states that any standing
committee on free expression "can only be
advisory because the ultimate legal authority
and responsibility for deciding policy, safe-
guarding and administering university prop-
erty, and maintaining order on campus rests
with the Board of Trustees and its designee,
the president."

The report also states that, because the
standing committee and crisis consultation
group "will be broadly representative of the
campus community, we expect that they
will carry significant moral authority with
the university administration" and "we
expect the opinions of the standing commit-
tee . . . to weigh significantly in the forma-
tion of university policy."

In response to criticism of the preliminary
report, the commission in its final report
has discussed in detail its support of current
university policy prohibiting the university
administration from taking photographs
and videotapes of persons at public events
unless they are violating regulations or laws.

The report cites an acknowledged viola-
tion of this policy by the university adminis-
tration during a peaceful demonstration in
front of Day Hall on July 3, 1985.

The report also explains its rejection of a
claim that "a speaker whose ideas cause
psychic harm to campus community
members should be prevented from speak-
ing at Cornell." Calling such a claim
unreasonable, the commission argues, in
part, that "the reasonable remedy for one
likely to suffer such harm is not to attend
the lecture."

The report adds to its discussion on cam-
pus speakers a statement that even a con-
victed criminal has a right to express ideas.

The commission's report states that recent
disruptions of speakers on campus "cause
the commission concern that the [enforce-
ment] procedures which are sound in theory
may not be enforced in all cases with suffi-
cient alacrity and determination."

In a footnote, the reports states that, "In
a personal conversation with one commis-
sion member, [Supreme Court Justice San-
dra Day O'Connor] said that she would not
have agreed to speak at Cornell had she
known she would face the level of disrup-
tion during her speech that actually
occurred."

O'Connor spoke on March 7 in the Law
School's Moot Court Room. Protesters
shouted and stomped outside the room
before and after her talk began.

In the other event cited, a sympathizer
with the Nicaraguan Contras speaking at
Kaufmann Auditorium on March 2 was
"continually and repeatedly interrupted by
disruptive shouts and yelling from protesters
in the audience."

The commission adds in its final report
that "the community must also be assured
that enforcement procedures, such as warn-
ings and videotaping, are employed swiftly
when disruptive behavior at a public speak-
ing event begins and does not readily
subside."

Symbolic expression
Amplifying and rewording its discussion

on symbolic expression, the commission
states, "We believe that most forms of
expressive activity on campus should be free
of formal constraints and limited only by
the general principle that the rights of others
be respected. In the case of symbolic struc-
tures. . . . we believe a more formalized
procedure is needed. . . . we favor a permit
procedure for developing and applying
reasonable time, place and manner limits on
symbolic structures, instead of detailed rules
and regulations seeking to answer every

question in advance."
The report cites campus controversy over

the past years involving the erection of
symbolic shanties protesting apartheid in
South Africa and the university's invest-
ments in firms doing business in South
Africa.

The report states: "We hope that the
guidelines and procedures we recommend
below will prevent in the future the regret-
table series of impasses that led the univer-
sity to seek the 1985 injunction and to
enforce the injunction's prohibition of sym-
bolic structures through the removal of the
Oct. 8, 1986, shanties. We also hope that
these guidelines and procedures will avoid
apparent as well as actual inconsistency in
the application of standards for symbolic
structures."

Two commission members, history Pro-
fessor Walter F. LaFeber and government
Professor Mary F. Katzenstein wrote a
footnote in the final report opposing the
inclusion of aesthetic values as a ground for
regulating symbolic structures.

One of their assertions is that aesthetic
evaluation is extremely subjective and "uni-
versity judgment cannot be presumed to be
authoritative."

This particular point also was endorsed
by commission member Hillary B. Ross-
man, a junior in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Demonstrations in university buildings
There is considerable rewording and

amplification in the final report of the pre-
liminary draft's section on demonstrations
in and around university buildings.

Commission member George Peter,
employee-elected member of the board of
trustees, dissented from this section "insofar
as it recognizes a right to demonstrate inside
most university buildings."

Peter states that "the report does not suf-
ficiently restrict protests and demonstrations
within university buildings and thus does
not adequately protect the human rights of .
the staff employed in those buildings."

One of the additions to the final report
states that "virtually all university buildings
contain public areas in which nondisruptive
protests, demonstrations or sit-ins should be
allowed."

Another new point made in the final
report states: "We believe it would be
unreasonable for the administration to
apply the Day Hall regulations promulgated
Jan. 24, 1986, to prohibit a non-disruptive
demonstration by one or two persons in a
publica area of Day Hall."

Continued on page 9
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Jarman to discuss 'Caravaggio'
British avant-garde film maker and artist

Derek Jarman will introduce showings of
his most recent film, "Caravaggio," on
campus April 3 and 4.

The screenings mark the opening of a
month-long exhibition here of Jarman's film
making and paintings under the sponsorship
of the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art
and Cornell Cinema.

"Caravaggio" is a fictionalized account of
the 16th century Italian artist's life and the
relationship of his social and sexual life to
his work. The film will be shown in Uris
Auditorium starting at 9:30 p.m. on April 3
and at 7:15 p.m. on April 4.

Five other Jarman films are scheduled at
Uris on successive Tuesdays, April 7
through April 28.

A special exhibition of Jarman's paintings
organized by the Johnson Museum will be
on display at the museum April 3 through
May 3. The show includes works from
Jarman's "Night Life" series and paintings
inspired by his film "Caravaggio."

"The paintings glitter like icons. The
work is private and devotional," Jarman
has said of them.

He will conduct a gallery tour of his
paintings April 4 starting at 2 p.m.

Also on display at the museum will be
photographic panels providing a history of
the artist's film career and featuring three
large photographs by Gerald Incandela
taken on the set of "Caravaggio."

This exhibit and the film series are titled
"Of Angels and Apocalypse: the Cinema of
Derek Jarman," a show organized by the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and now
on a U.S. tour.

In addition to "Caravaggio," the other
films to be shown here are:

• "Sebastiane," his first feature-length
film, which explores the relationships within
a group of Roman soldiers garrisoned in
Sardinia.

• "The Queen is Dead and Other Home
Movies." Jarman says the home movie is
the best form of film making.

• "The Tempest" and "The Angelic
Conversation," special renderings of Sha-
kespeare's play and sonnets.

• "Jubilee," hailed as the punk equival-
ent of "Easy Rider."

Tickets for each of these showings are on
sale at $2.50 weekdays from 12:15 p.m. to
4 p.m. at the Cinema's box office in Uris
Hall and at the box office before each
showing. — Martin B. Stiles

Sweet Honey in the Rock will perform April 4 at 8 p.m. in Bailey Hall Auditorium

US-USSR
teleconference
to be viewed on
campus in MVR

Two former Moscow correspond-
ents and a Washington reporter who
has translated Russian literature will
appear with Soviet newspapermen on
a satellite teleconference April 8 from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

It may be viewed on campus,
thanks to Cornell's downlink, in the
television studio in Martha Van Rens-
selaer Hall.

The program was arranged for the
San Francisco annual meeting of the
American Society of Newspaper Edi-
tors. Moderators will be Peter Jen-
nings, anchor of ABC's World News
Tonight, and Vladimir Pozner, of
Soviet State Television and Radio.

American panelists will be Seymour
Topping of The New York Times,
Stuart Loory (a Cornell alumnus) of
Cable News Network, and Elizabeth
Tucker of the Washington Post. The
Soviet participants come from the
government newspaper, Isvestta; the
weeklies. Literary Gazette and Ogo-
nyok, and Tbilisi television.

The question period will bring in
an audience in Boston via' satellite
uplink.

Mark Morris Dance group to perform here
The Cornell Dance Series will present the

Mark Morris Dance Group April 11 at 8
p.m. in the Statler Auditorium.

"Mark Morris burst onto the New York
dance scene in 1984 and the acclaim poured
in immediately," Esquire magazine wrote in
December, 1985. "He's been called every-
thing from a strict formalist to an iconoc-
last, a classicist to a postmodernist. But
most critics agree on one thing. He is the
hottest thing in modern dance."

With dances that are energetic, eclectic
and often outrageous, Morris is never bor-

ing. His choreography is full of satire and
irony set to musical scores ranging from
Back concertos to punk rock, according to
Rebecca Cofer of the Department of Thea-
tre Arts Dance Program.

Morris incorporates the varied disciplines
of folk and ethnic dance as well as modern
dance and ballet. The blend that results is
built on interior order and tonal
development.

In 1984 and 1986, the Mark Morris
Dance Group performed in the Brooklyn
Academy of Music's "Next Wave" series.
Morris has received choreography fellow-

Galbraith, Lebow to discuss deterrence
Noted economist, ambassador and strate-

gist John Kenneth Galbraith will join Pro-
fessor Ned Lebow, director of the Peace
Studies Program, in addressing the
November 1 lth Committee's spring convo-
cation on "Power, Deterrence and the Arms
Race: Can We Find Security in the Nuclear
Age?" April 6 at 8 p.m. in Statler
Auditorium.

Galbraith, the Paul M. Warburg Profes-
sor of Economics Emeritus at Harvard Uni-
versity, is a former director in the State
Department Office of Economic Security

Policy, former U.S. ambassador to India
and the author of "The Anatomy of Power''
(1983).

Lebow, before coming to Cornell, was a
professor of strategy at the National War
College and a scholar-in-residence at the
Central Intelligence Agency. His most
recent book is a study of nuclear crisis
management.

The November I lth Committee is Cor-
nell's chaper of the United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War (UCAM).

ships from the New Jersey State Council on
the Arts and the National Endowment for
the Arts. In 1984, he received a New York
Dance and Performance Award (BESSIE)
for choreographic achievement.

Tickets are on sale at McBooks in down-
town Ithaca, the Willard Straight Hall
ticket office, Cornell Dance Office in Helen
Newman Hall and at the door. Tickets are
$9 and $7, with $2 off for students and
seniors. For more information, call
255 2360 daily from 9 a.m. to noon.

Trustees to meet
The executive committee of the Cornell

University Board of Trustees will meet April
2 in New York City.

The committee will meet in open session
at 2 p.m. in the Executive Faculty Room
(A-126) of the William Hale Harkness
Medical Research Building at Cornell Med-
ical College, 1300 York Ave. Among items
to be considered by the executive committee
will be financial, facilities and personnel
matters.

The board's buildings and properties
committee will meet in open session at 9
a.m. April 2 in the Vanderwarker Room of
the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Cen-
ter, 1275 York Ave.

A limited number of tickets for the open
session of the executive committee are
available to the public at the Information
and Referral Center in the Day Hall lobby.

Reich to read Brecht
Austrian-born theater director John

Reich will give a reading of German play-
wright Bertold Brecht's poetry in English
and German April 16 in the Drummond
Theatre of Lincoln Hall beginning at 4:30
p.m.

The 80-year-old veteran of the European
and American theater has presented his
one-hour reading throughout the country.
His presentation will be followed by a dis-
cussion period. Admission is free.

Brecht, whose works and theories were a
dominant force in the European theater
during the 1950s and 1960s, wrote the
libretto for "The Threepenny Opera," which
includes the popular song "Mack the
Knife."

Reich will be at Cornell April 12 through
May 1 as a visiting artist of the Department
of Theatre Arts and will teach courses in
acting.

Reich began his directing career in
Vienna in the early 1920s as assistant to
Max Reinhardt. He is best known as pro-
ducer and artistic director of Chicago's
Goodman Theater, where he was involved
with nearly 200 productions from 1957 to
1972.

He came to the United States in 1938
and taught at Ithaca College from 1938 to
1944, when he received a doctorate in thea-
tre arts from Cornell.

— Martin B. Stiles

African Writers Continued from page I

presented African subjects to primary and
secondary teachers for use in social studies
and literature courses in schools in Ithaca
and the nearby cities of Binghamton and
Syracuse.

"Very little about Africa and its literature
is taught in our lower grades in the United
States," she said. "We are trying to impress
teachers and school adminstrators that it is
necessary to incorporate African studies into
their curriculum.

"The New York State Department of
Education has developed a global studies
program for high school social science
classes of which Africa is one component,"
Adams continued. "Cornell and the African
Literature Association's outreach to teachers
addresses this curriculum approach."

The New York Council for the Humani-
ties is funding the outreach program.

Other prominent writers scheduled to
attend the conference include:

:pl; • Dennis Brutus, a South African poet
'f»)ho won asylum in the United States in a
federal court decision because he is subject
to arrest at home for violating various
South African regulations. Brutus now is
chairman of Black Studies at the University
of Pittsburgh.

• Maryse Conde, a woman writer from
Guadeloupe whose 1986 novel on 19th cen-
tury clashes between Moslems and Chris-
tians in northwest Africa's Mali, "Segou

II," was a best seller in Paris.
• George Lamming, a novelist from

Barabados and dean of Caribbean writers.
• Abiola Irele, a professor at the Uni-

versity of Ibadan (Nigeria), who is one of
the most widely read African critics of Afri-
can literature.

• Eustace Palmer, a professor of litera-
ture in Sierra Leone and one of the earliest
published critics of African books. Palmer
is editor of the oldest African journal of
literary criticism.

Henri Lopes of the Congo, assistant
director general of UNESCO and a prize-
winning writer of novels and short stories,
will address a banquet during the conference.

Other conference cvciu» tuuiutk. a ^mj> oj
a professional troupe set in South Africa,
"Prison Walls," and a performance by the
Babatunde Olatunji Dance Company, a
group of Nigerians and other blacks living
in New York City.

The play, written and directed by Strini
Moodley of South Africa, is dedictated to
Steve Biko, Bobby Sands, George Jackson
"and all great revolutionaries of the world
who died for what they believed in."

Also during the conference, the Johnson
Museum will exhibit African and Afro-
American art, the French Cultural Center in
New York City will show examples of Afri-
can literature and Cornell Cinema will run
films produced by Africans. Albert E. Kaff

Free Speech Continued from page 3

The report adds that the manager of a
university building should be authorized to
designate private areas within the building
where no demonstrations can take place
and recommends that any campus com-
munmember who wishes to appeal this
designation ask for a review by the pro-
posed Standing Committee on Free
Expression.

The commission supports prohibiting
demonstrators from remaining in any uni-
versity building after its office closing time.

The final report discusses in added detail
the function and membership of its recom-
mended standing committee and says in a
concluding statement: "The administration
must be vigilant in enforcing the right of
free speech against those who would shout
down a public speaker. The administration
must not, however, be so zealous in striving
for an orderly campus environment as to
impose unreasonable restrictions upon a
campus community member's right to pro-
test and dissent."

In addition to Barcelo, Granison, Katzen-
stein, LaFeber, Rossman and Peter, the
other commission members were Dean of
Faculty Joseph B. Bugliari, engineering pro-
fessor Paul R. Mclsaac, apiculture Profes-
sor Roger A. Morse, and Vice Provost
James W. Spencer.

— Martin B. Stiles
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While you were away. . . Summaries of several of the articles that
appeared in the Chronicle during the summer

Recent resignations and reorganizations
have changed Cornell's administrative
lineup. Among the events:

• Senior Vice President William G.
Herbster retired this summer and was suc-
ceeded as the university's top non-academic
administrator by James E. Morley Jr., for-
merly the vice president and treasurer.

• Robert M. Matyas resigned as vice
president for facilities and business opera-
tions, but agreed to continue as a consultant
to the university for the next three years.

• Joycelyn R. Hart was appointed to
the new post of associate vice president for
human relations, in which she said she will
be "involved in monitoring and promoting a
new human relations agenda affecting all
members of the Cornell community."

• The Office of the Provost was reor-
ganized, with Maiden Nesheim appointed
vice provost for budgeting and planning and
Larry I. Palmer vice provost for academic
programs, as Vice Provosts Barry B.

Adams, James W. Spencer and Kenneth M.
King, and Associate Provost Joan Egner
left their posts. David S. Yeh became Cor-
nell's first assistant vice provost for aca-
demic programs on Sept. I.

In his 13 years as vice president for facili-
ties and business operations, Matyas over-
saw extensive expansion and renovation
involving more than 50 buildings at a cost
close to $ I billion, as well as Cornell's entry

Soil, water tests
to begin at
inactive diposal site
in nearby Lansing

Soil and water testing is expected
to begin next week in and around an
inactive chemical waste disposal site
in Lansing where laboratory chemi-
cals and equipment were buried or
incinerated from 1962 to 1977.

Cornell will spend about half a mil-
lion dollars to test the landfill, which
is in a sparsely populated area off
Snyder Road north of the Tompkins
County Airport. It is one of more
than 900 locations on the New York
State Registry of Inactive Hazardous
Waste Sites.

The state does not consider Cor-
nell's site to be an imminent health
hazard, but environmental laws
require an assessment of the current
site conditions in sufficient detail
before determining if remedial actions
are necessary, according to Judith A.
Crawford, director of the university's
Office of Environmental Health.

In addition to a variety of chemi-
cals such as solvents and pesticides,
the landfill is believed to contain
laboratory supplies and equipment,
compressed-gas cylinders and aerosol
cans, Crawford noted. There is no
radioactive material at the site.

Since 1977, chemicals from Cornell
laboratories have been hauled by
licensed firms to authorized disposal
sites, according to W. Donald Cooke,
Cornell's director of occupational
health and safety. Cooke said the
study and any cleanup work at the
site, if necessary, could take several
years.

into the world of modern telecommunica-
tions. He also has had a role in planning
for the Superconducting Super Collider, the
largest device ever contemplated to acceler-
ate subatomic particles.

He said he will remain on the job until a
replacement is found. And, at Morley's
request, he has agreed to perform consulting
work for the university through 1990.

Hart assumed her new duties July 1 as
the university's chief affirmative action and
equal opportunity officer. She has been
associate dean of the Cornell Graduate
School, with which she has been associated
since 1982. She was associate ombudsman
at Cornell from 1977 to 1982; she served as
assistant to the ombudsman from 1970 to
1972, when she was named assistant
ombudsman.

Hart will be responsible to the president
on matters of general policy, and to the
provost and senior vice president on matters
related to their areas of responsibility. I he
university's Office of Equal Opportunity will
be under her direct charge.

Nesheim, formerly director of the Div-
ision of Nutritional Sciences, will coordinate
budgeting and planning offices for both the
statutory and endowed segments of the uni-
versity. These include the Endowed Budget
Office, the Finance and Business Office of
the Statutory Colleges, the Institutional
Planning and Analysis Office, and the
Campus Planning Office.

Joycelyn R. Hart

Yeh, who was associate director of the
Office of Human Resources, has been with
Cornell since 1983, first as manager for
compensation, operations and records. He
has been a social worker, family therapist,
psychotherapist and U.S. park ranger.
Before coming to Cornell, he was a clinical
social worker, staff consultant, family ther-
apist and human resource specialist at the

Dean Meikle leaves medical college
The dean of Cornell Medical College. Dr.

Thomas H. Meikle, is leaving to become
president of the Josiah Macy Jr.
Foundation.

Meikle will become the fifth president in
the foundation's 57-year history when its
board formally ratifies his appointment at
its September meeting. He will succeed Dr.
James G. Hirsch, who served as president
from January 1981 to May 1987.

"Dr. Meikle brings to the presidency of
the Macy Foundation an extraordinary

record of achievement as a researcher,
teacher and administrator," Michalis said.
"His knowledge of critical issues in medical
education and his previous work with the
Macy Foundation uniquely qualify him for
this important post."

President Frank H.T. Rhodes announced
that he has appointed a search committee,
including members of the faculty, the Medi-
cal College Board of Overseers, the Gover-
nors of The New York HospitaJ and the
student body, to identify a successor to
Meikle.

Greenberg receives award
Donald P. Greenberg, director of Cor-

nell's Program of Computer Graphics,
received his field's highest professional
award this summer the Steven A. Coons
Award for Outstanding Contributions to
Computer Graphics.

The Association for Computing Machin-
ery's Special Interest Group for Computer
Graphics presented the award to Greenberg
at an annual conference July 27 31 in
Anaheim, Calif.

"Greenberg is both a pioneer of original
ideas and a teacher of these ideas to
numerous students including this year's
recipient of the Computer Graphics
Achievement Award," said Bert Her/og,
SIGGRAPH awards chairman.

I he achievement award is being given to
Robert Cook, who did his master's degree-
work at Cornell. Cook is being honored for
his contribution in form of algorithms for
realistic rendering of images.

Elkind joins health service
Dr. Leslie M. Flkind, chief of emergency

service at Espanola Hospital, Espanola,
N.M., was been appointed director of Cor-
nell University Health Services effective
Aug. 15.

He succeeds Dr. Allyn B. Ley, who is
retiring after directing University Health
Services since 1971.

Flkind received his medical degree from
State University of New York at Downstate
Medical Center in 1969 after graduating
with a bachelor of arts degree from Cor-

nell's College of Arts and Sciences in
1965. He is certified in family practice,
advanced cardiac life support and advanced
trauma life support.

He served as an intern at San Francisco's
French Hospital Medical Center, an assis-
tant public health officer for Lane County,
Ore., and medical director of a crisis inter-
vention clinic in Eugene, Ore. He practiced
family medicine in Bolinas, Calif, from
1973 to 1977. then began an emergency
medicine practice in the Santa Fe, N.M.,
area.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in
New York City.

King resigned to become president of
EDUCOM, a national organization that
helps coordinate computing and communi-
cations development and information
exchange among more than 500 colleges
and universities. He will assume his new
position with EDUCOM Sept. 15.

Combustion Institute
to be part of waste
management program

Cornell has established a broad-
based Waste Management Program
to carry out a wide range of studies
of waste generation, sorting and recy-
cling, volume reduction, disposal, tox-
icity, and environmental impact.
Included within this program will be
the Combustion Institute recently
funded by the New York Sta e
Legislature.

Richard E. Schuler, professor of
economics and professor of civil and
environmental engineering, will head
the new program, which will act as a
university-wide focal point to bring
together researchers from throughout
the university who are interested in
waste management studies.

Last summer, Cornell agreed to
mount a state-funded $5 million study
of how incineration can be utilized
along with reuse and recycling to help
cope with the state's mounting crisis
in solid-waste disposal.

Under the terms of the New York
State Solid Waste Combustion Insti-
tute Act, Cornell was asked to estab-
lish an institute to conduct a wide
range of waste combustion studies,
including questions of effluent detec-
tion and dispersion and anaerobic and
aerobic digestion.

According to Schuler, given the
wide range of issues involved in solid
waste management, of which combus-
tion was only one, it was decided that
the best approach was to include the
Combustion Institute in a broader
program of studies.

Record gift given
Cornell's Class of 1962 celebrated its 25th

reunion with a national-record-breaking gift
of $5.5 million to the university. The pre-
vious record of $i4.8 million had been set
by the Yale University Class of 1961.

The university's previous record of $3.2
million had been set at the 25th reunion of
the class of 1956 and was matched last year
at the 25th reunion of the class of 1961.

Twenty-fifth reunions traditionally have
resulted in record class gifts at the nation's

Marcham honored
institutions of higher education, said
Richard Ramin, vice president for public
affairs. More and more alumni are choosing
their reunion years to make exceptional gifts
to the university, and therefore reunion
campaigns have become an increasingly
important source of support, he added. In
1986 87, alumni gifts to Cornell in honor
of reunions totaled $16 million, more than
a 75 percent increase over the previous
year's total.

Historian Frederick G. Marcham, who
has been teaching at Cornell since 1923
without interruption, became the first recip-
ient of a special certificate presented by the
university for distinguished service.

The 88-year-old educator, who was
cited as "the model Cornell University pro-
fessor," said in response that the richness ol
his lite as a teacher at Cornell "has sus-
tained me into my 89th year, and keeps me
todav as lull of excitement and adventure

indeed, waiting for a new term to begin
as I was in the 1920s."

Pointing out that Marcham has taught an
average of 80 students a semester since his
on-paper retirement 18 years ago. President
Frank H.T. Rhodes said the award was an
"attempt to celebrate the many contribu-
tions of a remarkable individual."

Rhodes presented the certificate during
the annual Board of Trustees dinner for
retiring Cornell faculty on May 30.

New administrators named
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Bernadette D'Amico Named Outstanding
Employee at Geneva Experiment Station

Now Retired, Bernadette D'Amico
Named Outstanding Employee at Cor-
nell's Geneva Experiment Station

A Geneva woman who retired last
month from Cornell University's NYS Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station has been
named by a committee of her peers as
"Outstanding Employee," an award
given semiannually for significant contri-
butions at the station.

Bernadette D'Amico, who until recent-
ly was a resident of West Lake Road, Ge-
neva, served 20 years before retiring. She
had been a member of the Buildings and

s Properties unit, the group in charge of the
I physical plant, transportation, utilities,
repairs and other responsibilities at the
station.

During her two decades at Cornell,
Mrs. D'Amico was three times elected an

employee senator to the university's gov-
erning system (in the 1970s). A regents-
honor graduate of DeSales High School,
she workea1 at Hobart College, New York
Telephone, the Geneva Pennysaver, and
at City Hall, before joining the Experi-
ment Station staff.

A recent performance evaluation de-
scribed her as "dependable, resourceful,
well-organized and respected." The Out-
standing Employee Award is sponsored
by the Geneva Employee Council of Cor-
nell University.

Mrs. D'Amico is past unit chairperson
and past county chairperson of the Amer-
ican Legion auxiliary and is active in
church work at St. Francis DeSales. Ber-
nadette and her husband, Francis, have
four children. They plan to spend sum-
mers on Seneca Lake and winters in Flor-
ida during their retirement. Bernadette D'Amico

Cornell Employees9 United Way Campaign

Equal Opportunity
Practice Interview

Program
Do you wonder how an employer

reacts to your application and resume?
Would you like to practice an inter-

view?
Do you wish you had a better idea

about how to get a job at Cornell?
If so, the Practice Interview Program

offered by Cornell's Office of Equal Op-
portunity can help.

This program is designed to help mi-
norities, women, persons with disabili-
ties, older adults and Vietnam-era veter-
ans improve the way they present
themselves to employers.

While the program does not guarantee
a job at Cornell, it does give Cornell appli-
cants and employees

- a chance to discuss how to get the job
they wa"nt,

- help with applications and resumes,
- a practice interview and feedback on

how it went.
For more information, call the Office ol

Equal Opportunity, 5-3976.

We all have a wonderful opportunity to
"Make a difference the United Way" as
the 1988-89 Cornell Employees' United
Way Campaign kicks off Friday,
September 30 under the leadership of
Mary Nicotera, assistant to the controller
and Provost Emeritus Keith Kennedy.

"Make a Difference the United Way" is
this year's slogan and we're proud to tell
you that one of our own Cornell students -

| Communication student Katherine
IKnowlton - created the "Make a
iDifference the United Way" theme which
will be used to bring the Tompkins
County campaign communication into
focus.

Campaign co-chairperson Mary
Nicotera has been involved with Cornell
United Way activities for four years
although her interest in the organization
goes back a long way and has a firm
foundation - her family was always
involved in and talked about the United
Way at home.

"Here at Cornell a few years ago.
someone asked if I'd help out with the
campaign." Mary states, "and I've been
involved ever since. Personally, I'll be
putting forth some extra effort in the
memory of a very special person who
won't be able to be a part of his county's
campaign. '

When asked how the campaigns have
changed over the years, Mary notes that
the biggest change seems to be in the
number of people who volunteer their
time and energy.

"The campaign is really exciting this
year - we have more volunteers than ever
and we are ready early in the campaign
schedule. So many people have called up
and asked if they could do something to
help. And that's great!"

Did you know that over 300 of your
fellow employees are part of a volunteer
network that is providing leadership for
the Cornell Employees' United Way goal?
These volunteers are part of a-^roup who
will be available to your answer Questions
on the United Way and encourage you to
consider being part of the United Way
campaign this year.

One of those employee volunteers is
Linda Van Ness, coordinator of
Engineering Co-op, Engineering, who is
the campaign coordinator and a deputy
group chairperson.

Other deputy group chairpersons
include: Mary Nicotera; Ken Wing,
associate dean in Agriculture and Life

Sciences: David Solomon, administrative
manager, LASSP; Ben DeWinter, director
of Cornell Abroad; Rosanne.Murphy,
senior systems analyst. Computer
Services: Frank Clifford. Cornell retiree:
James Spencer, former vice provost;
Clint Sidle, director of Institutional
Planning and Analysis; Joel Zumoff,
senior project leader, Computer Services;
Laing Kennedy, director of Athletics;
Bing Cady. associate dean. Engineering.

Laurie Roberts, employee
communication manager. Office of
Human Resources and Jane LeGro,
resident aid, Institutional Planning, share
responsibility for publicity.

Campaign co-chair Keith Kennedy
notes. "One of the goals we have set for
this year's campaign is to contact every
employee to offer information and answer
questions regarding the United Way.

"We're very eager to exceed the

Kicks Off September 30
MAKEA

DIFFERENCE

UNITED WAY
number of participants this year. Last
year we had a 46.5% participation of
Cornell employees and I'd love to see us
set an all-time record for participation for
this 1988-89 campaign," he continues.

The Cornell Employees' United Way
campaign will kickoff in about three
weeks on September 30 and the many
volunteers invite you to become an active
participant before the campaign wraps

up on November 15. 1988. Our goal this
year is to raise $439,000 which is
$25,164 more than last year.

As a major employer in Tompkins
County, the Cornell Employees'
Campaign contributes about one-third of
the funds raised which provide financial
support to 24 county-wide human service
organizations and 13 community
councils and centers. This represents
over 140 community-based programs.

This year the Cornell Employees'
United Way campaign will be
represented with an exhibit at Employee
Day in Barton Hall on Saturday,
September 17. We encourage you to take
a moment when you receive your
brochure and pledge card and consider
the wonderful opportunity we all have to
make a difference the United Way.

Staff Participation in the Personal Growth
Workshops Program

Are you a Cornell staff person who
would like to learn to communicate better
with family, friends and colleagues? Do
you wish you were more assertive with
your spouse, children, supervisor, paren-
ts and friends? Would you like to feel bet-
ter about who you are? The Personal
Growth Workshop program offers a range
of topics that help you learn new skills in
communication, assertiveness and self-
esteem. The workshops are also designed
to heighten awareness of the strengths

and resources you already possess.
All workshops are free, confidential

and open to staff, faculty and students.
They are small and short-term, with the
focus on building a support system and
learning new skills. They are facilitated
by trained volunteers under the supervi-
sion of a professional counselor. Staff can
benefit by learning how to function more
competentlv and cooperatively in day-to-
day interactions. The skills are also use-
ful for job development and promotion.

Help People Find the Help They Need
— Volunteer for Information and Referral

Some comments from past staff partic-
ipants include:

"I learned to identify faulty thinking
patterns and feelings about myself and I
learned skills to change and become
more the person I want to be."

"I found the workshop to be one of the
most friendly and open experiences I've
had. The people were very supportive
and nonjudgmental."

The next series of Personal Growth
Workshops begin the week of September
12. Sign-ups begin Tuesday, August 30.
The series will be repeated beginning ear-
ly November. For more complete infor-
mation or to register, please call 255-
3608 or stop by 103 Barnes Hall.

Help People Find the Help They Need --
Volunteer for Information and Referral

The Information and Referral Service
needs good communicators to staff its
phone line. Phone staff at I & R learn a lot
about human services while helping oth-
ers get the help they need. Working at I &
R means learning where people can go for
emergency food, learning what services
provide free legal assistance, and com-
municating these options in a sensitive,
caring way. If this type of work interests

1988 Holiday Schedule
The following holiday schedule for nonacademic employees is listed below.

HOLIDAY

Thanksgiving

Winter Holiday Period

CORNELL'S DAY OF OBSERVANCE

Thursday, November 24
Friday, November 25

(6 days) Monday, December 26
Tuesday, December 27
Wednesday, December 28
Thursday, December 29
Friday, December 30
Monday, January 2, 1989

If you have any questions regarding the holiday schedule,
please call Employee Relations at 5-7206.

you, contact Cathy Richardson at 272-
9331. In addition, I & R is currently ac-
cepting applicants for a fall internship in
publicity coordination. Fall training
starts September 14. so call soon for more
information.

Address Change
If your campus mail is incorrectly ad-

dressed or you have recently changed
work locations, to correct the address,
please send the following information to
Human Resource Information, 147 Day
Hall: your name, your social security
number, new address. Allow three weeks
for the change to become effective.

Networking
Deadlines

September 12 for September 22
September 26 for October 6
October 10 for October 20
November 7 for November 17
November 28 for December 8
December 12 for December 22
January 9 for January 19, 1989
January 23 for February 2, 1989

Editorial
Board

Donna Updike
George Peter
John Bender
Dominic Versage
Graham Stewart

Human Resources Liaison
Laurie Roberts
Production
Cheryl Seland

EA Communication Committee
Ruthanne Broderick
Alberta Callhan
William Herman
Dean L'Amoreaux
Madeline Langan
Judy McPherson
Kathleen O'Brien
Anita Stuever
Donna Vose
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Molecular 'parasities'
to be BTI lecture topic

The possibility of using a tiny piece of
genetic material called a "satellite RNA" as
a biological weapon in combating destruc-
tive virus infections in plants will be the
subject of a Boyce Thompson Institute Dis-
tinguished Lecture on Sept. 21 at 2 p.m. in
the institute's auditorium.

Molecular biologist George Bruening, a
professor of plant pathology at the Univer-
sity of California at Davis, will deliver the
lecture, entitled "A Molecular Parasite of
Plant Viruses."

Bruening has shown that the satellite
RNA requires a plant virus called tobacco
ringspot virus to help it replicate in plants,
according to BTI President Ralph W.F.
Hardy.

Although the satellite uses the ringspot
virus as a so-called "helper virus" for repli-
cation, it interferes with the replication of
the helper virus, reducing the number of the
virus produced in plants.

Bruening's lecture will be the 25th since
BTI inaugurated its Distinguished Lecture
Series in the Life Sciences in January 1987.
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Spencer to direct Cornell's
occupational health and safety

Barton Blotter:

Stuffed osprey recovered
A stuffed osprey reported stolen from

Stimson Hall on Sept. 2 was recovered un-
damaged in a parking lot in downtown Ith-
aca about 9:30 p.m. on Sept. 6 based on
information received from an anonymous
phone call, according to the morning reports
of the Department of Public Safety for Sept.
6 through 11.

There were 11 thefts reported on campus
during the period, with losses in cash and
valuables set at $1,172. Thefts included a
$300 camera taken from Sibley Hall, a
microwave oven and beer keg worth $350
stolen from Kappa Alpha Society, and $228
in cash and valuables taken from a purse left
in a car parked in Cornell Plantations.

James W. Spencer, former vice provost
for budgeting, planning and analysis and
professor emeritus of agricultural engineer-
ing, has been named director of occupa-
tional health and safety programs for the
university.

He takes the place of W. Donald Cooke,
who directed health and safety programs
since 1983. The Spencer appointment was
effective Sept. 6.

The university's occupational health and
safety director oversees Life Safety Services
and the Office of Environmental Health,
and is chairman of the Health and Safety
Board.

A specialist in highway engineering,
Spencer joined the faculty of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences in 1951 and
earned a Ph.D. in civil engineering and eco-
nomic planning from Stanford University in
1967. He holds BCE and MCE degrees
from Cornell. Spencer was named a special
assistant to the university president in 1978

and vice provost in 1979. He retired as vice
provost in 1987.

Joseph M. Ballantyne, vice president for
research and advanced studies said, "Jim
Spencer comes to this position with a rich
background of relevant experience. He is
ideally equipped to deal with the state and
federal regulatory agencies, to analyze alter-
native solutions to environmental health and
life safety concerns and their financial rami- I
fications, and to work with faculty to find *
solutions to concerns as they may surface in I
the workplace. Jim will be an excellent
leader and strategist for these programs."

Ballantyne said Cooke "will be sorely ,
missed, since he has been involved in many
health and safety programs from their incep-
tion. He deserves much of the credit for the
university's exemplary program in occupa-
tional health. Don has been a very effective
leader and deserves our deepest thanks for
serving two additional years past the time
he officially retired from the position."

AIDS booklet continued from page 1
Frank H.T. Rhodes.

"But we also realize that sexuality is an
integral part of life," Elkind said. "The advi-
sory committee feels that students, faculty
and staff will benefit from the best available
information in order to modify behavior and
avoid spreading this serious disease."

Elkind noted that the booklet has been
reviewed by the Executive Committee of
the Faculty Council of Representatives, the
Deans' Council, President Rhodes and the
executive staff of the university. All agreed
that the booklet should be distributed to all
members of the campus community.

The AIDS Advisory Committee is made
up of health and health-education profes-
sionals from the university and the Ithaca
community, university administrators, fac-
ulty members, and graduate and under-
graduate students. Financial assistance for
printing and distributing the booklet came
from the Veranus Moore Fund, the Whis-
tling Shrimp theatrical troupe and Cornell.

The booklet includes chapters on the
sources and results of HTV (human immu-
nodeficiency virus) infection, on how AIDS
is and is not spread, and on demographics of
the disease as well as information on what
to do about preventing AIDS transmission,
on HIV testing and confidentiality, on re-
ducing "AIDS anxiety" and maintaining
general health.

The booklet emphasizes that AIDS is not
transmitted by casual, non-sexual contact or
by giving blood, but points to the dangers of
sharing contaminated drug needles.

"Although we strongly advise against
the illegal use of drugs, we believe we have
a responsibility to help people who do not
accept our advice minimize their risk of
contracting AIDS," the booklet states, list-
ing nearby sources for drug rehabilitation.

Printed in the booklet is the university
policy on AIDS, which states, in part, that
students or employees with AIDS, AIDS-
related complex or a positive HIV antibody
test do not pose a risk to others in an aca-
demic setting and should not be restricted in
work, study or extracurricular activities.

Readers of the booklet are urged to make
a "personal plan" to assume responsibility
for sexual behavior and control the risk of
HTV infection. The importance of commu-
nication — before sexually intimacy — is
highlighted, along with suggestions for

"breaking the ice" on that sensitive topic.
Specific details are provided for practic-

ing "safer sex" under the headings "safest
activities," "possibly safe activities" and
"unsafe activities." Another section gives
instructions on the use of condoms.

Much the same information already has
been offered in newsletters and other publi-
cations from University Health Services,
Elkind noted. However, the "Information
About AIDS for the Cornell Community"
booklet is the university's first comprehen-
sive effort to reach everyone. Faculty and
staff members will receive the booklet in
the campus mail, and it will be distributed
in residence hall mailboxes to students liv-
ing on campus and through the U.S. mail to
students living off campus. Students enroll-
ing at the university later in the academic
year also will receive the booklet, as will
students in the Medical College in New
York City.

Besides the informational resources and
counseling services offered by University
Health Services, health educators at the
campus clinic have been training student
"peer educators" to present workshops on
AIDS to other students. Beginning this fall
in student residences, SAFER (Students for
AIDS Facts, Education and Responsibility)
workshops will combine skits, narrated slide
shows and discussions.

Elkind said the new AIDS booklet goes
beyond an earlier brochure sent by the fed-
eral government to every household in the
United States by recognizing the fact of the
readers' sexuality and tailoring information
to a college community.

"This is down-to-earth, basic information
on dealing with a deadly disease," Elkind
said. "The manual is relatively explicit be-
cause the only way to limit the spread of
AIDS is by providing specific information.
We can't make decisions for anyone, but we
can discuss health implications of their deci-
sions about sexual behavior."

The Gannett Health Center offers free,
anonymous and confidential HIV antibody
testing through the New York State Health
Department, as well as general information
and counseling about AIDS.

For HIV testing, call the Gannett Health
Center at 255-6958 or Syracuse/Ithaca HTV
Testing at (315) 428-4736.

For general information about HIV test-

Jill Peltzman
Dr. Leslie Elkind, director of University Health Services, and Janis Talbot, director
of health education, with informational booklets on AIDS for distribution to the
campus community.

ing and AIDS, call the Gannett Health Cen-
ter, 255-6958; Tompkins County AIDS
Task Force, 272-4098; Southern Tier AIDS

program, 723-6520; or the New York State
AIDS Hotline, 1-800-462-1884.

—Roger Segelken

Kitty Dukakis continued from page I
behind when we go off to work," she said,
adding that she learned the importance of
child care when she returned to undergradu-
ate college after becoming a mother.

"Twenty-five percent of working women
have lost their jobs or been demoted be-
cause of a lack of child care," Dukakis said.

During a brief question-and-answer ses-
sion, a student asked her what she would do
in the White House if her husband is
elected.

"I would want to continue my work for
adequate and permanent shelter for the
homeless," she replied. "I want to work
with my husband in providing affordable
housing. I want to continue my involve-
ment in resettlement of refugees from Cam-
bodia and Vietnam and helping reunite them
with their families."

She said that her other interests include

drug problems, alcoholism and national
health care, adding that only South Africa
and the United States lack universal health
care systems.

"The present administration is losing the
war against drugs," Dukakis said. "We
have cut funds for the Coast Guard, and
Coast Guard vessels are sitting idle because
there is no money for gas. The administra-
tion has cut funds for interdiction and edu-
cation in drug problems by 50 percent."

At a five-minute news conference fol-
lowing her two public appearances, Dukakis
was asked to comment on national polls that
show her husband trailing Bush.

"The only figures that count are the $2.3
trillion national debt, the 3 million people
who are homeless and the drug victims,"
she replied.

Lynn C. Williams of Elmira, N.Y., a sen-

ior in the School of Industrial and Labor
Relations and president of the Women's
Caucus, said the Dukakis visit was the best
opening-year event ever sponsored by the
organization.

"We're just getting organized for the
new academic year, and we only have about
10 members, but we expect many more after
Mrs. Dukakis' visit," Williams said.

The student-run Women's Caucus ar-
ranges speakers on women's issues, holds
social events for students and faculty, pro-
vides educational materials on women's
problems and conducts career forums.

Williams and David Lipsky, dean of the
School of Industrial and Labor Relations,
introduced Dukakis.

Outside Ives Hall, about 40 students car-
rying placards for Bush- and running mate
Dan Quayle said that security officers de-

nied them entrance into the lecture room
even though they held tickets. They de-
nounced Dukakis' visit as a political rally
that violated the campus code.

The pro-Bush students walked around
Ives Hall while Mrs. Dukakis spoke, waving
to spectators inside but remaining quiet.
After she left, they gathered on the sidewalk
between Ives and Uris halls while one of
them delivered a speech protesting the visit
as a political rally inappropriate to a univer-
sity.

University spokesman David I. Stewart
said that space limitations in the two rooms
was the only reason anyone was turned
away. "A number of students with tickets
could not get in because of limited space
and fire and safety restrictions on how many
people are allowed inside," Stewart said.

—Albert E.Kaff
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National Science Foundation (NSF) ap-
plications are available at the Fellowships
and Financial Aid Office, Sage Graduate
Center. Part I deadline is Nov. 14.

Foreign Language and Area Studies
Fellowship (FLAS) applications for 1989-
90 are available in the Fellowships and Fi-
nancial Aid Office, Sage Graduate Center.
Application deadline in Jan. 20,1989.

Funds to help with travel expenses are
available to registered graduate students in-
vited to present papers or posters at profes-
sional conferences and meetings. Applica-
tions due at Fellowships and Financial Aid
Office, Sage Graduate Center, by Dec. 1 for
January conferences (note change in dead-
line).

Registered doctoral candidates who have
completed six units of residence at Cornell,
have passed their admission to candidacy
examination, and are no longer taking
courses are eligible for reduced tuition.
Application forms are available at Sage
Graduate Center.

Chemical Engineering to mark its 50th year
The School of Chemical Engineering

will cap the year-long celebration of its 50th
anniversary with a symposium about the so-
cial impact of chemical engineering on Nov.
11 in Room 155 of Olin Hall beginning at
9:45 a.m.

The celebration also will feature the
dedication on Nov. 12 at 10:30 a.m. of new
chemical engineering laboratories, built in
Olin Hall as part of the first phase of a $6.5
million renovation effort.

New laboratories will be named in honor
of the school's first director, Fred Hoffman
Rhodes, and of alumnus Philip Seaver and
Eastman Kodak Co.

"The chemical industry makes innumer-
able important — not to say vital — products
for our society," said Professor Emeritus
Julian Smith, former director of the school,
who led in organizing the symposium.

"But most people seem to think that
chemical plants inevitably pollute the air
and water, explode with alarming fre-
quency, ship out corrosive or combustible
chemicals in freight cars that derail, and
give workers and the surrounding populace

mysterious diseases.
"In view of such a public image, we will

explore in this symposium what the social
responsibilities of chemical engineers are.

We hope to answer the question of
whether future chemical engineers will take
far-sighted actions to improve these prob-
lems, or whether they will merely react to
the increasingly stringent environmental
laws."

Topics and speakers for the symposium
include:

• "Chemical Engineering: Past, Present
and Future," Neal Amundson, University of
Houston.

• "Chemical Engineering Research Op-
portunities in Electronic and Photonic De-
vice Manufacturing," Larry Thompson,
AT&T Bell Labs.

• "Trends and Processes," Herbert D.
Doan, Dow Chemical Co.

• "Chemical Engineering in Today's
Economy: The Viewpoint of an Industrial
Manager," Samuel Bodman, Cabot Corp.

The symposium also will feature a dis-
cussion on "The Image of the Chemical En-

gineer.
Julian Smith will moderate a panel that

will be comprised of Richard Greene, asso-
ciate editor of Chemical Engineering maga-
zine; Marjorie Leigh Hart, strategic devel-
opment adviser for Fuel Tech Inc.; and Ed-
ward McDowell, president-elect of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

An evening banquet will feature as after-
dinner speaker L. Pearce Williams, who is
the John Stambaugh Professor of the His-
tory of Science.

The 50th anniversary events began last
March with the inauguration of the Julian C.
Smith Lectureship, an annual series that was
launched with a lecture by R. Byron Bird of
the University of Wisconsin.

Other events included a reunion break-
fast last June and the publication of a book,
"The School of Chemical Engineering at
Cornell: A History of the First Fifty Years."
The book, which was written by Smith, was
distributed to all chemical engineering
alumni.

—Dennis Meredith

Appointments & Promotions

The following academic and administra-
tive appointments and reappointments have
been made by President Frank H.T. Rhodes
effective July 1, 1988, or as noted.

Robert L. Andersen, professor in the
Department of Horticultural Sciences (Ge-
neva), College of Agriculture and Life Sci-
ences, reappointed chairman of the Depart-
ment of Horticultural Sciences (Geneva),
through June 30, 1990.

Benedict R. Anderson, professor in the
Department of Government, College of Arts
and Sciences and associate director of the
Modern Indonesia Project in the Center for
International Studies, appointed director of
the Modern Indonesia Project in the Center
for Internationl Studies, through June 30,
1993.

Leonard Babby, professor in the De-
partment of Near Eastern Studies, College
of Arts and Sciences, appointed acting
chairman of the Department of Near Eastern
Studies, through June 30, 1989.

Sam Beck, senior lecturer and director in
the Field & International Study Program,
College of Human Ecology, reappointed di-
rector of the Field and International Study
Program from Sept. 1. 1988, through Aug.
31,1991;

Ronald A. Breiger, professor in the De-
partment of Sociology, College of Arts and
Sciences, appointed chairman of the Depart-
ment of Sociology, through June 30, 1993.

Vernon M. Briggs Jr.,. professor in the
School of Industrial & Labor Relations, ap-
pointed acting director of the Hispanic
American Studies Program retroactively,
from July 1, 1987, through June 30, 1989.

Robert A. Bubrman, professor in the
School of Applied and Engineering Physics,
College of Engineering, appointed director
of the School of Applied and Engineering
Physics, through June 30, 1993.

Joseph A. Burns, professor in the De-
partment of Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics, College of Engineering, reap-
pointed chairman of the Department of
Theoretical Applied Mechanics, through
June 30, 1991.

David A. Caughey, professor in the Si-
bley School of Mechanical & Aerospace
Engineering, College of Engineering, ap-
pointed acting director of the Center for
Theory and Simulation in Science and Engi-
neering, through June 30,1989.

Jon C. Clardy, professor in the Depart-
ment of Chemistry, College of Arts and Sci-
ences, appointed chairman of the Depart-
ment of Chemistry, through June 30,1993.

Royal D. Colle, professor in the Depart-
ment of Communication, College of Agri-
culture and Life Sciences, reappointed
chairman of the Department of Communica-
tion, through Sept. 30,1990.

W. Donald Cooke, professor emeritus in
the Department of Chemistry, College of
Arts and Sciences, reappointed director of
the Occupational Health and Safety Pro-
gram and chairman of the Health Careers
Evaluation Committee, through June 30,
1989.

Harold G. Craighead, professor-elect in
the School of Applied and Engineering
Physics, College of Engineering, appointed

director of the National Nanofabrication Fa-
cility from Jan. 1, 1989, through Dec. 31,
1993.

William E. Drake, professor in the De-
partment of Education, College of Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences, appointed acting
chairman of the Department of Education
from Sept. 1, 1988, through Jan. 11, 1989.

J. Murray Elliot, professor in the De-
partment of Animal Science, College of Ag-
riculture and Life Sciences, reappointed
chairman of the Department of Animal Sci-
ence, through June 30, 1993.

Paul P. Feeny, professor in the Section
of Ecology & Systematics, Division of Bio-
logical Sciences, College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences, appointed chairman of the
Section of Ecology & Systematics, through
June 30, 1991.

Sander L. Gilman, the Goldwin Smith
Professor of German Literature and Hu-
mane Studies in the Department of German
Studies, College of Arts and Sciences, ap-
pointed director of the Western Societies
Program in the Center for International
Studies, through June 30,1990.

Benjamin Ginsberg, professor in the
Department of Government, College of Arts
and Sciences, appointed director of the Cor-
nell-in-Washington Program and the Cor-
nell Institute for Public Affairs retroactive,
through June 30, 1991.

Bryan L. Isacks, professor in the De-
partment of Geological Sciences, College of
Engineering, appointed director of the Insti-
tute for the Study of the Continents (IN-
STOC), through June 30, 1991.

Sheila S. Jasanoff, associate professor
in the College of Arts & Sciences, ap-
pointed director of the Program on Science,
Technology and Society, through June 30,
1991.

Michael N. Kazarinoff, associate pro-
fessor in the Division of Nutritional Sci-
ences, Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sci-
ences and Human Ecology, reappointed act-
ing director of the Division of Nutritional
Sciences from June 23, 1988, through July
31,1988.

Richard A. Ledford, professor in the
Department of Food Sciences, College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, reappointed
chairman of the Department of Food Sci-
ence and director of the Institute for Food
Science, through June 30,1990.

Gilbert Levine, professor emeritus in
the Department of Agricultural Engineering,
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
appointed acting director of the Center for
International Studies from Sept. 1, 1988,
through June 30, 1989.

Richard E. McCarty, professor in the
Section of Biochemistry, Molecular & Cell
Biology, College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, appointed director of the Biotech-
nology Program, through June 30,1991.

Sail)' McConnell-Ginet, professor in the
Department of Modern Languages & Lin-
guistics, College of Arts & Sciences, ap-
pointed co-director of the Cognitive Studies
Program, through June 30,1989.

Douglas D. McGregor, professor in the
Department of Veterinary Microbiology,
College of Veterinary Medicine, appointed
associate dean for Research in the College

of Veterinary Medicine, through June 30,
1990.

Arnim H. Meyburg, professor in the
School of Civil and Environmental Engi-
neering, College of Engineering, appointed
director of the School of Civil and Environ-
mental Engineering from Sept. 2, 1988,
through June 30, 1991.;

Lucinda A. Noble, professor and direc-
tor of Cooperative Extension Administra-
tion, College of Agriculture and Life Sci-
ences and Human Ecology, reappointed di-
rector of Cooperative Extension Admini-
stration and reappointed associate dean of
the College of Human Ecology, through
June 30, 1993.

Jeffrey W. Roberts, professor in the
Section of Biochemistry, Molecular & Cell
Biology, College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, appointed chairman of the Section
of Biochemistry, Molecular & Cell Biology,
through June 30, 1991.

Jean R. Robinson, professor in the De-
partment of Consumer Economics & Hous-
ing, College of Human Ecology, appointed
associate dean of the College of Human
Ecology from June 30, 1988, through June
30, 1989.

George A. Schaefers, professor in the
Department of Entomology (Geneva), Col-
lege of Agriculture and Life Sciences, reap-
pointed chairman of the Department of En-
tomology (Geneva), through June 30,1991.

Richard E. Schuler, professor in the
School of Civil and Environmental Engi-
neering, College of Engineering, and the
Department of Economics, College of Arts
and Sciences, appointed director of the New
York State Solid Waste Combustion Insti-
tute, retroactive to July 1,1987, and through
June 30, 1990, as well as director of the
Waste Management Institute within the
Center for Environmental Research retroac-
tive to Aug. 1, 1987, and through June 30,
1990.

Robert S. Smith, professor in the School
of Industrial & Labor Relations, appointed
associate dean for Academic Affairs in the
School of Industrial & Labor Relations,
through January 15,1990.

James W. Spencer, professor emeritus
in the Department of Agricultural Engineer-
ing, College of Agriculture and Life Sci-
ences, appointed director of the Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Programs from
Sept. 6, 1988, through Sept. 5, 1989.

Don F. Splittstoesser, professor in the
Department of Food Science and Technol-
ogy (Geneva), College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences, reappointed chairman of the
Department of Food Sciences and Technol-
ogy (Geneva), through June 30, 1989.

George J. Suci, professor in the Depart-
ment of Human Development and Family
Studies, College of Human Ecology, reap-
pointed chairman of the Department of Hu-
man Development and Family Studies from
Aug. 7, 1989, through Aug. 6,1990.

Norman T. Uphoff, professor in the De-
partment of Government, College of Arts
and Sciences and chairman of the Rural De-
velopment Committee in the Center for
International Studies, reappointed chairman
of the Rural Development Committee and
appointed director of the South Asia Pro-

gram in the Center for International Studies,
through June 30, 1989.

Helen L. Wardeberg, professor in the
Department of Education, College of Agri-
culture and Life Sciences, appointed acting
chairperson of the Department of Education
from Jan. 12,1989, through Feb. 28,1989.

Gregory A. Weiland, associate profes-
sor in the Department of Pharmacology,
College of Veterinary Medicine, appointed
acting chairman of the Department of Phar-
macology, through June 1,1989.

Leonard H. Weinstein, senior scientist
at Boyce Thompson Institute and adjunct
professor in the Department of Natural Re-
sources, College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, appointed director of the Ecosys-
tems Research Center in the Center for En-
vironmental Research from Sept. 1, 1988,
through June 30, 1991.

Kenneth E. Wing, associate dean of the
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
appointed chairman of the Advisory Board
for Cornell Plantations for three years, ef-
fective Oct. 1, 1988.

Edward D. Wolf, professor in the
School of Electrical Engineering, College of
Engineering, reappointed director of the Na-
tional Nanofabrication Facility, through
Dec. 31,1988.

The following faculty members have
been promoted to associate professor or
professor effective July 1,1988, or as noted,
by President Frank H.T. Rhodes.

David Blandford, associate professor in
the Department of Agricultural Economics,
to professor.

Peter S. Ch'i, associate professor in the
Department of Consumer Economics and
Housing, to professor.

Jon M. Conrad, associate professor in
the Department of Agricultural Economics,
to professor.

Cletus E. Daniel, associate professor in
the School of Industrial & Labor Relations,
to professor.

Barbara L. Finlay, associate professor
in the Department of Psychology, College
of Arts and Sciences, to professor effective
Jan. 1,1989.

Sheri Lynn Johnson, associate profes-
sor in the Cornell Law School, to professor.

Harry C. Katz, promoted to professor in
the School of Industrial & Labor Relations.

Richard J. Klein, associate professor in
the Department of Romance Studies, Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, to professor ef-
fective Jan. 1,1989.

Maureen O'Hara, associate professor in
the Johnson Graduate School of Manage-
ment, to professor effective Jan. 1,1989.

Marice W. Stith, associate professor in
the Department of Music, College of Arts
and Sciences, to professor.

Thomas C. Weiler, associate professor
in the Department of Floriculture & Orna-
mental Horticulture, to professor.

Vincent Wright, professor in the West-
ern Societies Program, appointed the Luigi
Einaudi Professor of European and Interna-
tional Studies, through Dec. 28, 1988.
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PAC using the latest in light and sound technology
A computer-generated musical score, fast lighting

changes and the digitally enhanced sound of a camera shut-
ter's click and its motor-driven film advance are pan of the
high-tech sights and sounds in this season's sneak preview
of the university's new Performing Arts Center.

While construction workers put finishing touches on the
$25 million center, with a ribbon-cutting opening still sev-
eral months away, performers, directors and technicians are
testing more than $750,000 in computerized light and sound
equipment during this fall's performances.

The new equipment puts into the hands of student per-
formers, designers, directors and technicians some of the
latest light and sound technology being employed in thea-
ters around the country, said Patrick Gill, the director of
operations and lighting designer for the Performing Arts
Center.

Gone but not forgotten are the large light boards
crowded with switches, the heat-yielding transformers that
regulated voltage and the monophonic tape decks and pho-
nographs.

They've been replaced by desk-size light boards oper-
ated by computer keyboards and monitors that can be pro-
grammed to reject incorrect commands, modular digital
dimmers, electronic keyboards and sound mixers connected
to computers, and compact-disc players.

Much of the old equipment — some of it 50 years old —
has been moved from the old theater in Willard Straight
Hall into teaching facilities in the new building.

"Our students will be able to work with the most up-to-
date technology, as well as with older equipment. That
way, they'll be prepared for whatever they encounter when
they leave here," Gill said.

Gill, who is a national liaison for computer applications
for the U.S. Institute of Theater Technology, a professional
association, was a lighting and sound technician for Walt
Disney World, production assistant for Gilbert Hemsley at
the New York Qty Opera and production manager for the
Loretto-Hilton Center in St. Louis, Mo., before joining Cor-
nell in 1987.

He selected the computer systems that generate sound
effects and operate the 1,500 performance lighting instru-
ments in the center's four performance areas; he already has
replaced the computer lighting board in the center's Flex-
ible Theater because the previous control board proved too
rigid for November's production of "The Marriage of Bette
and Boo," the second play staged in the center.

Still, audiences at "Bette and Boo" heard the digitally
enhanced, crystal clear sound of a camera as a pair of 400-
watt strobe lights flashed for photographs in a hospital ma-
ternity ward. The strobe flashes were manually activated
but the rapid and subtle light changes that preceded the
flashes to give them full effect — eight different combina-
tions using 82 different lights in 60 seconds — were exe-

Jill Peltzmtm
Patrick Gill examines one of many modular digital dimmers that are part of the computerized light and sound
equipment in the new Performing Arts Center.

cuted by a computer.
"It would have been impossible to run those combina-

tions that quickly if we had to do it manually," Gill said.
While the lights still are physically set for location, color

and focus, computers control their intensity and distribu-
tion, Gill said. Where previous light boards could be pror
grammed for only a few lighting combinations — with an
operator manually switching among the pre-set patterns —
the Light Palette 3 light board in the center's main Prosce-
nium'Theater can store and automatically execute as many
as 1,000 different cues in any combination, for example.

"This equipment will never replace human beings, but it
does make their jobs easier," Gill said.

Additionally, setting the intensity and distribution and
programming the cues can be done at the computers in the
booths at the rear of the theaters, or by wired remote con-
trols back stage and in the theaters, Gill pointed out. This

allows designers to adjust the lighting while viewing the
stage from a seat in the theater.

In November's production of "Junebug Jabbo Jones—
Volume in," actor and sound designer Michael Keck used a
synthesizer to play on stage pieces of music he wrote using
computerized sound equipment in the new center's sound
recording studio.

"This center is quite up to date in using technology to
execute shows," said Bruce Levitt, chairman of the Theater
Arts Department.

"The next step, which we plan to take, is to build our
computer capabilities for keeping inventory and for design-
ing lights, sets and costumes. Physically moving lights
around and redoing scenery designs is costly and labor in-
tensive. It's best to do as much trial and error as possible
on the computers first."

— Mark Eyerly

MBA students listen to a lecture in Japanese;
foreign language is key at Johnson School

The former president of a major Japa-
nese conglomerate lectured on Nov. 29
in the Japanese language at the Johnson
Graduate School of Management, one of
the few U.S. university programs that
combines graduate business studies with
Japanese.

Sadao Taura, former president and
chief executive officer of Sumitomo
Corp. of America, spoke on the type of
Japanese company that he directed in
New York City, a sogo shosha, or inte-
grated trading company.

No simultaneous translation was pro-
vided for members of the program: more
than 30 Japanese who are studying for
master of business administration
(M.B.A.) degrees, and a similar number
of American and European students who
combine intensive study of Japanese
with M.B.A. courses.

The M.B.A.-Japanese program re-

quires students to spend one summer in
Japan as business interns.

"I doubt that there is any other
American business school where such an
event would be worth organizing," said
James W. Schmotter, associate dean of
the Johnson Graduate School of Man-
agement, who directs the school's inter-
national business studies.

"We place great emphasis on foreign
language studies to prepare students for
the increasing challenges in international
business."

Curtis W. Tarr, dean of the Johnson
School, said that American business ex-
ecutives lag behind their competitors in
language skills.

"For years now, we have known that
American M.B.A.S are inadequately pre-
pared in terms of foreign language abil-
ity when compared to European and
Japanese competitors.

"Our notion of bringing discussions
of business issues in a second language
into the school is a signal that we here at
Cornell are addressing that problem,"
Tarr added.

The Johnson School will add a course
in "German for Business" in January and
is planning a similar French course.

John Whitman, an assistant professor
of modern languages and linguistics, di-
rects Cornell's FALCON (Full-year
Asian Language Concentration) pro-
gram.

Taura's remarks "will bring realism
to the classroom and is a good example
of how we are combining language study
and business at Cornell to produce
graduates uniquely prepared to work
with Japanese business associates,"
Whitman said.

— Albert E.Kaff

FCR's next meeting
planned for Dec. 14

The Faculty Council of Representatives
will meet on Dec. 14 at 4:30 p.m. in 120
Ives Hall.

Provost Robert Barker will be present to
give an update on the university's investi-
gation of the computer virus that crippled
systems tied into the nation's computer re-
search network last month, and William
Gurowitz, vice president for campus affairs,
and William Wendt, director of transporta-
tion, will discuss issues in transportation
planning.

A resolution will be introduced for the
creation of a master of health administration
degree and another on the distribution of
minutes of FCR and University Faculty
meetings.

The FCR meets on the second Wednes-
day of every month, except in January.

Chronicle schedule
The Cornell Chronicle will publish on

Dec. 15 and then go on winterbreak until
Jan. 19, 1989.

Bats, common rabies carriers,
should be reported on sighting

People who encounter bats in or around
campus buildings are being encouraged to
report the presence of the mouselike flying
mammals, which may carry rabies, to Pub-
lic Safety at 255-1111.

"Cornell has its share of bats," according
to James W. Spencer, director of health and
safety programs. "That's to be expected
where there are older buildings and a sup-
ply of flying insects."

About one in 20 bats removed from Cor-
nell buildings has been found to be rabid,
Spencer said.

He urged persons encountering bats to

be especially cautious and avoid contact
with those that show a lack of muscular co-
ordination while walking or flying, or those
that are active during daylight hours. That
kind of behavior may indicate that the bat
has rabies, the infectious virus disease of
the central nervous systems that is spread
by animal bites.

Bats are being removed from campus
buildings by the Life Safety response unit
or by certified wildlife trappers. Animals
displaying rabies symptoms are tested at the
College of Veterinary Medicine.

— Roger Se gel ken

Bl lSh confined from page I

apportioning limited federal dollars for re-
search needs as varied as AIDS, space sta-
tions and how to improve elementary sci-
ence education.

On these points and on the specific idea
of convening a national governors' confer-
ence on creating business-education part-
nerships, Bush and his aides requested par-
ticipants to contribute their ideas, as a
group and personally, and set up the com-
munication channels to do so.

Other educators at the meeting, besides
Rhodes and Schmidt, were Lamar Alexan-
der, former Tennessee governor and now
president of the University of Tennessee ;
William H. Cunningham, president of the
University of Texas at Austin; William

Danforth, chancellor of Washington Uni-
versity; James J. Duderstadt, president of
the University of Michigan; William Fri-
day, former president of the University of
North Carolina; David P. Gardner, presi-
dent of the University of California; Paul E.
Gray, president of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology; and Ronald W.
Roskens, president of the University of Ne-
braska.

— Sam Segal

Don't forget:
Recycle this paper!
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New leaders 3
Professor Joel Silbey has been named
director of the Comell-in-Washington
Program, and Beth I. Warren has been
appointed associate vice president for human
resources.

Provocative speakers          7         
Ali Mazrui warned that the decline of
communism has created a new global
apartheid against blacks and Muslims. Maya
Angelou advised her audience to meet
adversity head-on.

Peter MorenusAJniversity Photography
Members of the Board of Trustees take a tour of the still-to-be-opened underground Carl A. Kroch Library during their
meetings on campus last week.

Board extends need-blind admission policy
By Sam Segal

The Board of Trustees voted last week
to continue need-blind admission at least
through 1993-94 and to continue provid-
ing packages of grants, loans and work
opportunities for admitted students with
financial aid.

The action was taken despite the na-
tional recession, the state's funding cut-
backs and required spending reductions
throughout the university.

The board also approved replacing any
cuts in state Tuition Assistance Program
grants to current freshmen receiving
Cornell grants. (Upperclassmen got the
same assurance last spring.) And it agreed
to borrow $ 11 million from the State Dor-
mitory Authority to provide loans to gradu-
ate and professional students and to the
families of some undergraduates.

"We are doing everything possible, dur-
ing difficult times, to keep Cornell acces-
sible to all able students," said Provost
Maiden C. Nesheim.

During three days of meetings on cam-

pus, the board also set provisional tuition
levels in the statutory colleges, approved
military recruitment on campus, re-elected
David L. Call to be dean of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences for two years
from July 1, 1993, and heard upbeat re-
ports on student applications and on the
$1.25 billion capital campaign.

Earlier in the year, there had been dis-
cussion of possibly altering the admis-
sions-and-aid policy because of the grow-
ing share that financial aid is taking out of
the general-purpose budget. The discus-
sions considered either denying admission
to some students who required aid or con-
tinuing need-blind admission but denying
aid to some admitted students.

Continuing the need-blind policy at
least through 1993-94 was made possible,
partly, by an anonymous gift of up to $7.5
million over the next few years. It will be
used to fill gaps between the financial aid
funds needed under this policy and the
funds otherwise available. With financial
aid's current share of the budget at about
10 percent — or about $24.6 million —

Cornell is seeking to limit annual increases
to the percentage increase in tuition for the
privately endowed colleges.

Another assumption made in reaffirm-
ing the policy was that aggressive efforts
will be made to raise financial aid endow-
ment, $175 million of which is a goal of
the five-year campaign. About a third of
that had been raised after the 15 months
ended Jan. 31.

While the state has not yet passed the
budget for the fiscal year that begins April
1, the trustees tentatively approved 1992-
93 tuitions for the statutory colleges that
receive substantial state funding. The trust-
ees hope to take final action in April.

For undergraduates who live in New
York state, they tentatively approved an
8.5 percent increase, from $6,450 to
$7,000; for non-residents, 11 percent, from
$11,950 to $13,260.

The increases in graduate-student tu-
itions at the statutory colleges will vary
from 8.5 to 12.2 percent. Basic stipends
for nine-month graduate assistantships will

Continued on page 6

Students tell what financial aid made possible
By Sam Segal

With long, hectic days, a variety of
money problems and the endless struggle
to maintain campus harmony, Cornell's
trustees can stand a little good news once
in a while.

They got it in abundance Friday (March
6), when four scholarship students told of
their educational adventures and triumphs.

The students were all impeccably
dressed, good-humored, articulate and
explicitly grateful for the financial aid that
enables them to come to Cornell. Their
testimony wrung long applause and a few
tears from the trustees, many of whom
were still smiling after the students had
left the meeting room at the top of the
Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art.

The half-hour session was introduced
by Susan H. Murphy, dean of admissions
and financial aid, who said the purpose
was to get beyond the numbers and the
problems of financial aid and to remind the
trustees of what all the agony is for — "to
be able to enroll students who can take
advantage of all that Cornell has to offer."

The students were individually intro-
duced by Laura Clark, national leader of
the Cornell Tradition Alumni Association.
Clark, a 1985 engineering graduate who is
a vice president with Morgan Guarantee
Trust in New York, said financial aid meant
she could come to Cornell instead of a
state school in her native Wisconsin, a
choice worth the struggle and sacrifice.
She said that she volunteers in behalf of
financial aid programs "because I want to
be sure that people in my shoes feel they
can come to Cornell."

Here are the students' stories:
Beth Porter, a senior from

Poughkeepsie, is majoring in English and
math and writing a thesis on geometry and
poetry. She also likes teaching. So, though
her major is in the College of Arts and
Sciences, she is taking an extra year to get
a master's degree in the art of teaching in
the Education Department of the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Through
a special teacher-education program, she
is already teaching remedial eighth-grade
math in the Lansing Middle School and
will student-teach in Trumansburg during

the fall semester.
Joe Jordan III, a recruited cornerback

from St. Louis, said he was raised by his
sister and mother, "who always said, 'If
you give it your all, son, there'll be a
payoff.'" Jordan, who was also recruited
by Wisconsin, Stanford and "other Ivies,"
said he chose Cornell because of a supe-
rior aid package and "the opportunity to be
a student and an athlete and to succeed at
both." A senior psychology major who is
a Cornell Buddy Program mentor for an
elementary school student and who works
at the Robert Purcell Union, Jordan dropped
football this year to be part of the Cornell-
in-Washington Program, where his
externship was with the Czechoslovakian
Embassy. Besides thanking the univer-
sity, Jordan exhorted the trustees: "Never
forget about people like Joe Jordan. . . .
They will give back something to Cornell
later."

Erik Silldorf, a senior natural resources
major from Oregon, transferred from 550-
student Harvey Mudd College and was
worried about Cornell's size. But on the

Continued on page 6

Panel seeks
new facilities,
enhanced role
for the arts
By Carole Stone

Although the creative and performing arts
at Cornell are highly praised, they are fre-
quently considered recreational, not educa-
tional, according to the report of a task force
charged with assessing the status of the arts
on campus.

To change that, the Task Force on Support
for Cultural Activities has recommended
upgrading facilities where the arts are cre-
ated and performed, transforming the current
Council of the Creative and Performing Arts
into a universitywide center for the arts and
requiring all undergraduates to receive in-
struction in the arts.

"The actual value [of the arts] in the edu-
cation of students — in training their minds
to think creatively, in encouraging them to
develop their powers in making associations,
in constantly reminding them of the need for
connections that impose value and integrity

The text of the task force's
report is printed as an insert in
today's Chronicle.

upon their work, giving to it the fullest pos-
sible expression of beauty and truth — is
neglected," the report states.

Perhaps the first and most important step
in improving the status of the arts at Cornell,
the task force argues, is for the university to
change its attitude toward the arts.

Vice President for Academic Programs
and Campus Affairs Larry I. Palmer appointed
the nine-member task force in May 1990, in
response to suggestions from members of the
arts community on campus that the central
administration was insufficiently attentive to
the arts. Palmer named James McConkey,
the Goldwin Smith Professor of English,
chairman of the panel.

In addition to McConkey, members of the
task force are: Roald Hoffman, the John A.
Newman Professor of Physical Science;
Charles McClintock, associate dean of the
College of Human Ecology, Vincent

Continues on page 8

Professor James McConkey, chairman
of the task force.
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Intellectual
property is
meeting topic

Brian Kahin, director of the Infor-
mation Infrastructure Project in the
Science, Technology and Public
Policy Program at Harvard
University's John F. Kennedy School
of Government, will discuss "Intel-
lectual Property in the Multimedia
Environment"on Thursday, March 19,
at 7 p.m. in the Statler Ampitheatre.

Open to the public, his talk is the
keynote address in a meeting of the
Standards Advisory Group of Syn-
thesis: a national engineering educa-
tion coalition devoted to promoting
revolutionary approaches to under-
graduate engineering education, with
special emphasis on curricular inno-
vation and on retention of minority
students and women.

Kahin will be joined by Carol
Risher, director of copyright, new
technology and managing diversity
with the Association of American
Publishers, for a panel discussion on
the same topic. This public discus-
sion is scheduled for Friday, March
20, at 9 a.m. in Room 456 Engineer-
ing and Theory Center.

The Synthesis Coalition is head-
quartered at Cornell. The Synthesis
Coalition is supported by the National
Science Foundation, its member in-
stitutions and industrial partners.

Using bacteria to clean up waste sites
By Susan Lang

By letting bacteria do the dirty work,
Cornell agricultural engineers have devel-
oped the first known system that can com-
pletely break down toxic chlorinated sol-
vents in ground water to common salt, car-
bon dioxide and water, thereby purifying
highly contaminated water into drinking
water.

The technology for the bioremediation of
ground water works rapidly and efficiently at
even low ground-water temperatures, and it
could be scaled up to clean up the thousands
of sites around the country that are primarily
polluted by millions of tons of industrial
chemicals such as tetrachloroethylene (PCE)
and trichloroethylene (TCE), said William
Jewell, the professor of agricultural and bio-
logical engineering who designed the
bioreactor.

These chemicals are so toxic that a mere
5-gallon spill can contaminate many square
miles of ground water, Jewell said. It has
been estimated that more than a million people
in the United States are consuming ground
water with significant levels of these cancer-
causing compounds. Hundreds of contami-
nated sites in the United States are targeted
for cleanup under the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency's Superfund effort.

Currently, technologies used to treat these
compounds usually transfer the problem and
depend on long-term isolation in landfills or
"dilution as the solution to pollution," Jewell
said. The biodegradation process developed
by the Cornell group, however, detoxifies the
carcinogenic compounds.

The hybrid reactor designed by Jewell
and his colleagues can reduce the concentra-
tion of PCE, for example, from 10,000 parts

per billion (ppb) to less than 1 ppb — making
water pure enough to drink by EPA stan-
dards, which require fewer than 5 ppb on a
consistent basis.

Jewell and his team are about to report
their findings in the Journal of Environmen-
tal Engineering and the Journal of Applied
and Environmental Microbiology.

The bioreactor, which is small enough to
fit on the back of a truck, uses a Cornell-
patented technology called an expanded bed
that Jewell designed in the early 1980s to
keep bacteria attached to small granules on a
film, preventing them from being washed

away by rapidly flowing water. The spe-
cially-designed granules enhance the bio-
degradation by exposing up to 10,000 times
the amount of bacteria than previous pro-
cesses.

While other researchers have identified
which bacteria might play a role in the bio-
degradation of toxic materials, Jewell's use
of a two-tank expanded bed has made him the
first who has been able to show that, in fact,
chlorinated solvents could be completely bio-
degraded, he said.

The research was support by the Gas Re-
search Institute.

Peter MorenusAlniversity Photography
William Jewell (right), professor of agricultural and biological engineering, and
research support specialist Yarrow Nelson examine the bioreactor used to purify
contaminated water.

ArtS continued from page 1

Mulcahy, associate professor of architecture;
Catherine L. Murray-Rust, assistant univer-
sity librarian; Gregory Page, associate pro-
fessor of art; James W. Spencer, professor
emeritus of agricultural and biological engi-
neering and vice provost emeritus; Steven
Stucky, professor of music; and Stephanie
Vaughn, associate professor of English.

The task force issued its 32-page report,
accompanied by 100 pages of appendices,
last summer. Since then, administrators,
college deans and members of the colleges'
educational policy committees that review
and approve new courses and degree require-
ments have been asked to review it.

"The task force has done an excellent
service to the university in articulating the
educational vision for cultural activities on
campus and how specific activities fit in with
the university's overall mission," said Palmer,
who is receiving comments from the deans
and others who are reviewing the report.

Palmer said that he and Provost Maiden
C. Nesheim are reviewing the report from the
points of view of both the uni versity' s educa-
tional mission and its ability to finance pro-
grams in a time of budgetary austerity. Palmer
noted that significant progress in the arts has
been made in the past 20 years, and he ex-
pressed optimism that even more could be
done.

"We've built a major museum and a spec-
tacular facility for theater arts," he said. "And
if you look at all that the Council of the
Creative and Performing Arts does — poetry
readings, visiting artists and so on — just
think what we might do if we organize our-
selves better and make even better use of our
resources," he said.

The task force report acknowledges that
funding of the arts is more difficult than
funding science, with its practical applica-
tions.

But the report calls for the appointment of
a full-time faculty director of a new adminis-
trative center for the arts that would devote
significant efforts to fund raising.

In detail, here are the task force's argu-
ments behind its three major recommenda-
tions and comments by campus leaders.

• Renovate and construct facilities for stu-
dio art and music before the university loses
faculty members to bettef-equipped univer-
sities.

"The Center for Theater Arts, once in-
tended as the first phase of a larger project to
construct adequate facilities for all the per-
forming arts, now seems to be regarded as the
culmination of that project," the report states.

The panel points to what it calls severe
problems with Bailey Hall; Lincoln Hall, the
home of the Music Department; and Tjaden
Hall, which houses studio art.

"The Art Department's facilities are not
only inadequate but unsafe. The Music De-
partment, though it enjoys a fine national and
international reputation, faces losing some of
its most distinguished members unless it can
be suitably housed," the report states.

In addition to renovations, the task force
calls on the university to build a large music
rehearsal space outside of Bailey Hall, a
performance space as an alternative to Sutler
Auditorium, larger libraries for the depart-
ments of music and art, and studio art space
with proper ventilation, storage space and a
freight elevator.

"We've been talking about what to do
with Lincoln Hall for more than 20 years now
— even before the project to build a new
theater," said Don Randel, dean of the Col-

'Just as we value the scientific
laboratory experience for all
undergraduates, and as ive value
the writing (and verbal thinking)
skills addressed by the Freshman
Writing Seminars, so too must we
value the studio experience in the
arts as a laboratory which affords
creative experiences through
making and doing.'

— From the task force report

lege of Arts and Sciences and the Given
Foundation Professor of Musicology. "Lin-
coln was not built for a Music Department.
You can hear sounds from one end of the
building to the other. We're desperately
short of practice rooms. We have only seven
rooms with pianos for a student popu lation of
18,000. We'd liketo treble that number. And
we need better homes for our instrumental
ensembles."

Randel added that the university is be-
coming more systematic in its approach to
facilities planning, which should hasten the
process of upgrading facilities for the arts.

The central administration is aware of the
problems of Tjaden and Lincoln halls, and
improving these facilities is already on the
university agenda, said Palmer.

• Create a universitywide center for the
arts comparable to other centers, such as
those in international studies or the environ-
ment, that can raise money for the arts and
increase their visibility.

Such a center, an outgrowth of the current
Council of the Creative and Performing Arts,

would have a director drawn from the fac-
ulty, be advised by a faculty council and
supervised directly by the vice president for
academic programs and campus affairs.

The CCPA, created in 1947 by a small
group of faculty, has close to 20 faculty
members appointed by their departments to
represent a total of some 135 faculty
campuswide in music, visual art, creative
writing, theater, dance and film, design and
environmental analysis, textiles and apparel,
architecture and landscape architecture. The
CCPA has a non-academic director. It serves
as an umbrella organization, administering
funds for the arts, coordinating arts activities
on campus and seeking arts funding from
outside the university.

The CCPA should also receive greater
support from the university's development
office and its Office of Sponsored Programs,
the report states.

One of the pillars of the arts on campus,
the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, is in
the midst of a S10 million capital campaign,
Palmer said. Already, 52 million has been
raised to endow the director's position, which
will be filled by Franklin W. Robinson in
July. "Clearly, building an endowment is
vital to the long-term well-being of the mu-
seum," Palmer said.

• Require all students to take courses in
the creative and performing arts.

"Just as we value the scientific laboratory
experience for all undergraduates, and as we
value the writing (and verbal thinking) skills
addressed by the Freshman Writing Semi-
nars, so too must we value the studio experi-
ence in the arts as a laboratory which affords
creative experiences through making and
doing, " the report states.

Victor Kord, chairman of the Art Depart-
ment, said he favors a distributional require-
ment in thearts. He was one of more than 20
faculty members, administrators and other
interested individuals interviewed by the task
force.

"Visual experience is as basic as language
skill, and sense activity is no less important
than idealistic experience," he said.

"To ignore it is to take out half your brain.
If you believe in curricular requirements,
then they should be as complete as possible,
to represent the full range of human experi-
ence."

The question is less pedagogical than prac-
tical, according to mathematics Professor
Anil Nerode, who has co-taught a course on
mathematics and art with artist H. Peter Kahn.

"There's no way Architecture, Art and
Planning can handle any more students from
outside the college," Nerode said. "The
entire Art Department's smaller than the
number who teach math to underclassmen.

It's a matter of whether the resources are
available."

It is also a matter of whether the faculties
of each of the colleges would approve the
suggestion.

"A universitywide requirement in studio
art is not in the cards," said Lynne Abel,
associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and chair of the college's educa-
tional policy committee.

"That's not to say it's not important to
know about the visual arts — video, televi-
sion, movies, logos, etc. But the only
universitywide requirement we now have is
for physical education. All other require-
ments are set by the colleges, and it's highly-
unlikely that the faculty would all consider
courses in the arts more important than any of
the other courses they could require," she
said.

The report calls attention to the need to
redress what it describes as a "severe imbal-
ance" in many departments between student
demands for courses and the faculty, facili-
ties and equipment that support them. More
students sign up for courses in film and video
making, creative writing, music composition
and studio art than can be accommodated in
those classes.

"It's interesting to note that the most fre-
quent complaint we get in the college from
students is that they cannot get into studio art
classes in sculpture, painting and photogra-
phy in the College of Architecture, Art and
Planning," Abel said. "There's simply not
enough spaces. "

The report also calls for the introduction
of new courses in visual and spatial thinking,
including an interdisciplinary course on "The
Creative Process."

Among the other recommendations of the
report are these:

• Make the director of Cornell Cinema a
curator at the Herbert F. Johnson Museumof
Art, thereby recognizing Cinema's evolution
from a campus film society into an educa-
tional arts program.

• Consider instituting a new student cul-
tural activities fee to help cover, the expense
of arts programming.

• Establish doctoral degree programs in
the creative arts.

• Create a Cornell arts facility in New
York City with studio and conference space,
short-term living quarters and an exhibition
space, designed to make Cornell arts more
visible in New York City.

From recent conversations with Nesheim,
McConkey said he was convinced that "the
attitude of the administration to the arts has
changed.

"And that is the most important criterion
that one could have," he added.
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Cornell Life                        3
The annual Open House at the College of
Veterinary Medicine is a great place to take
the kids — and to recall that "kids" are young
goats.

Cornell People                                        7
"Unlike a lot of people who work in the child
abuse field, I had no personal nor professional
experience. But I thought that I could help,"
says Frank D. Barry.

Alumnus endows director's position at Johnson Museum
By Carole Stone

To draw more attention to Cornell's art museum and
provide permanent support for it, Richard J. Schwartz, chair-
man of the museum's advisory council and one of the uni-
versity's foremost benefactors, recently endowed the direc-
torship of the museum.

When the museum's new director, Franklin W. Robinson,
arrives in July, he will become the first Richard J. Schwartz
Director of the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art.

Schwartz has been a strong supporter of the museum for
the past four years, and his influence is felt in both the
curatorial and financial affairs of the museum.

During a visit to campus for a meeting of the university's
Board of Trustees early last month, Schwartz, a member of
the Class of 1960 and a trustee fellow, said he looks forward
to working with Robinson, currently director of the museum
at the Rhode Island School of Design.

Species extinction
threatens medicine,
Eisner tells Senate
By Roger Segelken

More than plants, animals or microorganisms vanish when
species become extinct. Gone, too, are the undiscovered
"chemical inventions of nature," the substances produced by
living things in the course of their natural activities, which
could have been adapted as the next generation of miracle
drugs.

Testifying April 10before the U.S. Senate, Cornell chemi-
cal ecologist Thomas Eisner gave that reason for reauthoriz-
ing the Endangered Species Act. There are sound economic
and humanitarian reasons for preserving species in their
natural habitats, he said.

Eisner appeared before the Subcommittee on Environ-
mental Protection of the U.S. Senate Committee on Environ-
ment and the Public Works.

"Quite aside from esthetic and other measures of worth,
species have chemical value," said Eisner, the leadoff witness in
the Senate committee hearings on reauthorization of the act.
"Nature's chemical treasury is literally vanishing before it
has been appraised. We are losing options for chemical
exploration from which we could benefit for centuries to
come."

Eisner, who is acknowledged as a founder of the scientific
field of chemical ecology, is a professor of biology. Reciting
a long list of medicinals that were derived from nature, he said
that just one - the river blindness drug, i vermectin, which was
found in a mold - generates more than $ 1 billion a year for its
manufacturer while preventing deaths and relieving human
and animal suffering.

"Chemical exploration of nature has only just begun,"
Eisner said. "Most species have never been examined chemi-
cally, and those that have been studied have been screened for
°nly a fraction of their potentially useful constituents."

Arguing for habitat preservation, Eisner tried to correct
several misunderstandings about species preservation: that
populations of threatened species need be saved in only one
place, that species gone from the wild are just as well main-
tained in cultivation, and that a species loses its value once it
has been studied.

"Compounds produced by a plant in Arizona may be
absent from its relatives in Wyoming," Eisner said, because
organisms tend to differ genetically and chemically in differ-
ent portions of their range. Preserving more than one popula-
tion of a species maximizes the chance of uncovering useful
new chemicals, he said.

Because species often produce certain compounds only in
response to specific environmental factors - such as the threat
of attack - "we may miss out on the discovery of chemicals
of interest if a cultivated organism is no longer available in the
wild," the chemical ecologist said.

A once-studied species should not be written off and
allowed to become extinct, Eisner said, because "even the
best-known of species are bound to contain a broad range of
chemicals discoverable only by future techniques. There is no
such thing as chemical obsolescence of species, any more
than there is genetic obsolescence."

The Endangered Species Act, Eisner said, "provides a
means for monitoring the decline of biodiversity in the United
States" and is "a mechanism for saving important habitats
Where these are threatened."

"I'm very excited about Frank Robinson and the innova-
tions he intends to make at the museum," said Schwartz, who
also has plenty of ideas about what makes a good museum.

"The museum should take a more active part in campus
life and in whatever are the current issues of the day," he said.

When, for instance, The Cornell Daily Sun published an
advertisement last November claiming the Holocaust never
happened, Schwartz telephoned the museum's acting direc-
tor, Martie Young, to ask if the museum could mount an
exhibition to address the issue.

Photographs of concentration camps by Margaret Bourke-
White, a member of Cornell's Class of 1927, were brought
out of the museum's permanent collection and others were
borrowed from the Bird Library in Syracuse. An exhibition of
photographs of Holocaust memorials and public sculptures
was found at the Museum of Jewish Heritage in New York
City. The two shows opened the weekend of the trustees'
meeting.

On his way to the sixth floor of the museum where the
trustees were to meet, Schwartz stopped to look over the
installation with associate curator Nancy Jarzombek.

Little, if anything, escaped his attention. He commented
on Bourke-White's work, and on the resemblance between a
statue of a shrouded figure in the Yad Veshem memorial
garden, which is part of the exhibition, and a shrouded figure
he knows well by the 19th-century sculptor Augustus Saint
Gaudens.

"And did you hear," he asked Jarzombek, "Richard
Herskowitz [the director of Cornell Cinema and adjunct
curator of film and video at the museum] was able to get a
copy of Restless Conscience?" a movie about the German
resistance that Schwartz had seen in New York and had hoped
could be shown in Ithaca.

"Are you going to put up a title here?" he asked, pointing
to a panel at the head of the exhibit. "Too bad we can't put a

Continued on page 6

Bread and water?

Peter Morenus/Vniversity Photography
Kenneth Richards, a student in the School of Hotel Administration, sets a table for the "Breakfast Behind
Bars" event as part of Hotel Ezra Cornell last weekend.

FCR forms panel to study national issues
By Sam Segal

A faculty commission to review and take positions on
critical national issues such as indirect costs and financial aid
is being formed by the Executive Committee of the Faculty
Council of Representatives.

Executive Committee Chairman Alan McAdams, an asso-
ciate professor in the Johnson Graduate School of Manage-
ment, told the April 8 meeting of the FCR that the commission
would produce a series of white papers and would seek to
publicize its findings nationally.

While members have not yet been named to the Cornell
Faculty Commission on Higher Education, McAdams said an
eminent Council of Senior Advisers has been recruited to help
guide the commission and publicize its positions. The advis-
ers are President Emeritus Dale Corson; Provost Emeritus W.
Keith Kennedy; Vice Provost Emeritus James W. Spencer;
Professors Emeriti Urie Bronfenbrenner, Alice H. Cook, W.
Donald Cooke, Alfred E. Kahn and William F. Whyte; and

Barber Conable, an alumnus, former congressman from the
Buffalo area and recently retired president of the World Bank.

Two of the issues on which white papers may be produced
were addressed at the FCR meeting by senior administrators.

Maiden C. Nesheim, provost and acting president, dis-
cussed budget constraints at the state-supported and pri vately
endowed colleges; and Fred Rogers, vice president for fi-
nance and treasurer, discussed the past year's developments
on indirect costs of research.

Nesheim reported that he would be asking the Executive
Committee of Cornell's Board of Trustees for approval this
week of tuition increases next year at the statutory colleges.
Undergraduates from New York would pay $7,000, up by 8.5
percent; out-of-state students would pay $13,250, up 10.9
percent.

Nesheim said that the Cornell increase included funds
needed to support increased cost not covered by state appro-
priations to the statutory colleges. In addition, $167 of the

Continued on page 6
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